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EDITORIALS

Rescue the Perishing

It is an astounding thing in this

world that a woman may be vain of

everything she possesses except her

brains. If a girl is pretty, she will usu-

ally admit it, often in words, and always

in actions. If she possesses attraction

for men, she is only too glad to let the

world know about that. Her clothes,

her car, her family, her home, her

artistic temperament, her fine emotions

may all be admitted sources of pride.

But where is the woman who, when

accused, will boldly state that she has a

fully developed mind and delights in

exercising it, that she revels in her own

intelligence? If there be such a crea-

ture, let us court-martial her at once for

her brazen lack of the modesty befitting.

Yet, after giving the subject more

concentrated thought, I see no reason

wrhy a woman should be less proud of

her brain than of her ankle. In truth,

it is less obvious; if there is appeal, it

must be of a more subtle nature. But

heavens! 'Tis often said that veiled de-

lights are by far the most tempting.

And besides, ankle, eyes, and cranium

are all parts of the same anatomy, and

all deserving of equal praise or blame

as they fulfill their destinies. Why two

should be vaunted and one despised is

beyond the scope of my perception.

Consider the work done by a faithful

college brain, for instance. Upon neces-

sity, it absorbs heavy slabs of actual

knowledge, so that one may pass one's

midyears. Upon less urgent necessity,

it devises curious and impressive things
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which may be facts, and light allusions

to learned tomes, and a charmingly

haughty attitude, all of which give one

a reputation for brilliance. From it

come the wonderful machinations by

which rules are broken and men en-

snared; to it one owes one's occasional

intelligence at bridge, the strength

which prevents the bobbing of one's

hair, the common sense which bids one

live fast while the living is good. And
so on, and so on. Indeed, we could

spare our faces almost as comfortably

as our brains, which, even though

feeble, are of paramount importance. I

cannot stress this fact too much; with-

out our brains, we should not be as we
are, able to enjoy the advantages we do,

able to live the lives of humans. I think

this discovery of sufficient importance

to rank it high among the advances made
by modern science.

The occasions are rare when the part

of our interior directly beneath the sum-

mit is not in use. Yet consider the con-

fusion, the humiliation, the blushing

apologies when this occupation becomes

obvious! And if there is no way to

escape from the truth of an accusation

of such employment, let it by no means

be admitted that the deed was done for

pleasure. Stern necessity, my dear,

and nothing else may excuse you. Such

is the status of the case at present.

Yet, even as I write, I see what may
be the glimmer of a new era. This is an

age of frankness, almost of boldness,

and the veil of girlish modesty is being

rent to shreds. Who knows but, in fu-

ture years, a maiden may murmer of

her brain, as now she does of her back-

less gown, "Yes, it is nice, isn't it?"

Minerva, bless us.

The Keys of the City

I am always distressed, at the begin-

nings and endings, of things, by an un-

easy consciousness of duty unperformed.

By actual census, I have found that the

average fellow creature ..detects greet-

ings and farewells" as much as I; why
then should he be afflicted? And yet,

Smith College has received into her

bosom some hundreds of new members,

and is the Monthly to allow them to

come unwelcomed? Nay. And so we
bid the advancing legion "Ave atque

vale" for when they come it means we
soon shall go. It is the wheel of time,

and we are hardened. Besides, what are

we, of the tottering ranks, to compare

with the fresh spirits of 1926 ? This is

too pitiful. Let the curtain descend.

(Somehow, I am convinced that

speeches of welcome are not my forte.)

To the Ambitious

Monthly expects to add three new
members to the staff about Thanks-

giving. All members of the three upper

classes are eligible for competition, their

standing to be judged by the amount

and quality of their contributions dur-

ing the allotted time. The customary

formal "trials" have been abandoned;

instead, the secretary of the board keeps

a record of the names of all contributors,

who automatically become candidates

for the board, unless their names are

withdrawn. The secretary also ap-

points conferences with the different

members of the board, to which the can-

didates may come or not, as they choose.

The utmost freedom prevails in the

type of material accepted. The main

requirements of any piece of writing
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are that it shall be interesting and show stories, satirical essayB, and hu

originality of thought; and of coxu prose writing. As especial Deed for

the better one's form, the better does one various sorts of "literature" is felt,

put across one's ideas. At present there notices will appear on the Monthly bul-

ifl a particular demand for good short letin board.

TWO POEMS OF AUTUMN
Frances Dorris

ETCHING

The gray light ever dim and dimmer grows,

And in the smoky haze

The forest trees stand somber, sinister . .

.

Now from the tallest tree falls one dead leaf;

Slowly it falls, and turns, and twirls, and slides,

To lie in silence on the sullen pool.

Save this, there is no motion and no sound.

TRYST

I lay the linen cloth with care

And heap a bowl of earthenware
With pungent purple asters and maples burning red

;

A candle here, a candle there,

—

(But are not candles for the dead?)
I light them with a taper fair,

And so the feast is spread.

The night looks in with somber eyes

Empty of longing or surprise,

And as you enter, golden leaves sweep by in hasty flight.

A candle here, a candle there,

—

(Gaze not so strangely at their light !)

And at the last the candle 's flare

Will light me maple leaves to wear,

But you will bear the purple asters forth into the night.



WORSHIP OF GODS
Jam© Cassidy

Har became, after long years and

many, weary of the constant offerings of

rice and fruit on broad green leaves ; and

his weariness deepened into impatience

and disbelief. No longer did he trust the

protestations of faith and worship. If

they really worshipped him they would

give him a more suitable dwelling than

this affair with three walls and a meager

thatched roof, but they did not really

worship him; it was custom, not rever-

ence, that prompted their offerings. Nay,

if they had really worshipped him they

would have made him more comfortable

in his own person; how could they ex-

pect one eternally squatting upon his

heels, with his tongue, exposed between

thick lips, forever blown upon by all the

winds, to be happy or to favor their

prayers ? Evidently the whole thing was

a sham ; they never had believed in him,

and now they believed even less.

When one has by process of reasoning

arrived at an irrefutable conclusion the

time for cogitation has gone, and the

moment for action has arrived. So felt

Har. It was by great effort that he man-

aged to extend his tongue. For once

he was glad that they had left his mouth

open. Thick short tongue extended to

long tenuous tongue, and at last the rice-

leaf at his feet was reached. Not for

nothing had Har watched feeding bul-

locks; the dexterity with which he con-

veyed the morsel to his mouth was re-

markable in one of so little experience.

Man-food brought man-power, and with

great difficulty and many half-grunts

Har stood erect.

His head came into sharp contact with

the roof of his domicile. This was not

painful, as is ordinarily the case, but

oppressive. He remedied the difficulty

by falling feet-first off the pedastal on

which he had so long remained. So much
motion was, for a moment, overpower-

ing; he leaned against the pedastal to

rest and think.

Before him down the hill he could see

the roofs of the village, but that was no

new sight. Behind him—he would look

when he had made up his mind to it.

The slightest movement is a grave affair

to one who has always stood still as stone.

At present let him think. He must go

to the High God who lived on the Moun-

tain. Perhaps if he stated his grievance

with sufficient force the High God would

not be too angry at his desertion of the

shrine. He must go quickly, that the

High God might not hear of it from any

other. Unfortunately he did not know
where the Mountain was, but this did

not trouble him as it would an experi-

enced traveller who appreciated the

value of a destination.

Again the time for definite action had

arrived. He turned his head. Luck

favored him; behind him lay the

Mountain.

He fetched a half-circle around his

abandoned dwelling-place, and went

straight up the Mountain. He moved

awkwardly, not daring to take his feet

off the ground, but he made good time

because, not having any theories, he went

in a straight line. Although he did not

seek the way of least resistance, he

found it, or brought it with him. Grass

withered as he touched it, and did not

trip him; trees turned to punk-wood
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and crumbled out of his way. Rocks

were scarred by his passing feet.

Quickly as he had come, he realized

that the High God knew already.

'Are you angry, great One?" he

asked, panting but slightly, as is com-

patible with respectfulness.

"No, I'm amused," said the High

God.

Har's gray empurpled as in sunset

light.

"Amused, my Master?" he depre-

cated. "But how if they forget all

worship? How if thine own rever-

ence
— '

'

He stopped. Har had never been the

patron of courage.

The High God was one of few words.

'

' They won% '

' he said.
'

' They don 't.

They can't. Sometimes you think they

do, and more often they think they do,

but they don't. It's always there."

Har was unconvinced.

"Now you are stubborn," said the

High God. "I have no words to waste

on you, but I can show you. You will

go down among men, after a time to

wipe out your memories, and you shall

see. And when you desire strongly, you

will return to your shrine remembering

all—what would you say?"

"Never shall I desire to return, my
Master," said Har. He had regained

his wind and his spirit.

1
' I know what I know, '

' said the High

God, "and that is more than you ever

will. But one thing you will learn, and

that is that they worship where they do

not think to believe, and fail where they

think to worship. The old gods have

the strongest power, as deepest hidden.

And mine is strong enough to teach you

this. Go now."
'

' But be not angry, '

' said Har, losing

again his wind.

'

' Why should I be angry ? '

' asked the

High God. "This hurts no one, not

even your frightened people below,

whose belief is strengthened by it. And
it amuses me."

With that Har was hurried away, and

the washing out of memory was begun.

But after he had forgotten as much

as he might forget,, the High God was

still mindful of him. So it came about

that in the year 75 the Harringtons of

Philadelphia (it may have been Boston,

but Philadelphia is more likely) had a

son born to them.

Now the Harringtons possessed suf-

ficient means to be secure and free from

care ; and secure and care-free were they

in more than one way. In their outer

aspect they followed the fashions, for

that is the way to be carefree, and their

mental and spiritual lives were com-

fortably secure. They were up-to-date,

but not advanced; they kept themselves

well in hand and ran with the best,

those of longer purses, leisure, and line-

age. Here it was, indeed, that the Har-

ringtons belonged.

It was not strange that young John

Harrington should have felt himself

justified (and mayhap ennobled) in de-

ciding on Science as his Life-work.

Business was too sordid; Art, in spite

of the efforts of a few howling enthusi-

asts, worthless, and sometimes worse.

Religion was out; at least, he did not

take much stock in it. He announced

his decision to the world, and continued

to announce it at intervals. In the mean-

time he did nothing but rest heavily

upon his security. It was not for a long

time that the spreading conviction that a

man must have some Work, at least some

Interest in life, pressed upon him from

several sides. He adopted as at least

his Interest in life the more refined

sister of Sociology, Ethnology.
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It was no inconsiderable time after

this decision, and he had not really

done anything, according to his own

modest statements as well as to the

observations of others, when he first

caused anybody to suspect that he

possessed some power of original think-

ing. He had been discussing a common

acquaintance with Miss Margaret

Meyers, and she had laughingly re-

marked that the sentiments he expressed

were not Christian.

"Of course it's not," he said. "Why
should it be? For you can easily see

that I am not a Christian."

"Why, Mr. Harrington," she ex-

claimed, "what do you mean? Of

course you are a Christian. You

shouldn't say such things."

"But I'm not. I mean it. None of

us are."

She looked a protest. He hastened

to explain.

"Well, now, look. What influence

does Christ have on our actual lives?

None. We talk about him, and think

we'll try to live by him sometimes, but

we don't really take him into considera-

tion when we do anything—invest, for

instance, or choose a car.
'

'

"But that isn't what counts!" she

cried.

"I know it. It's the artistic things

that really count, because they're what

govern your spirit. Religion doesn't do

that, and what we call Eeligion is

Christianity. But religion begins to

count when it gets into the arts. The

only thing about Christianity that

counts is the Madonna in art and

—

other things like that
—" this was un-

familiar ground, and he stumbled
—"in

painting and literature. And you don't

worship the Madonna, do you?"

Margaret did not.

'

' But you wouldn 't speak irreverently

of her."

She agreed.

"Well, that's what Art did for you.

The only real part of a religion—any

religion—is what gets into you so that

you don't think of it, but naturally

think it, if you see what I mean."

"I don't think— " she began.

"For instance, the other day, when
we drove around the mountain, Dorothy

Somers looked at the shadows of the

clouds going over the hills and said,

'Apollo striding over the mountains.'

Now you know she isn't sentimental, nor

particularly classical, so that the idea

of Apollo must have just been natural;

I mean it's what she naturally thought

of. A real Christian would have thought

of—of the Sermon on the Mount, or

something out of the Bible
—

"

"I will lift up mine eyes
— " said

Margaret with soft selfconsciousness.

"Yes, she could have thought of that,

but the point is that she didn't. And
if she did, it would have been because

she thought she ought to. You would

yourself
;
you did just now. '

'

"I did what?"

"Thought you ought to think of the

Bible. And it isn 't what you think you

ought to think of that makes your re-

ligion; it's what you do think of, and

act by. And most people don't think

of Christ."

"Then you think I worship Apollo?"

Only the inbred security of the Har-

ringtons could have sufficed before her

gaze, but he did not even know that she

was looking at him.

"Yes, I do," he said. "Or if you

don't you're unusual. You do even if

you don't think you do. The less you

think so the more you do ; and that 's so

with everybody. Only we don't wor-
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ship even him as much as wc do the

older ones, the more primitive ones."

"Heathen gods?" Her scorn was not

confined to her eyes now.

"Yes, heathen gods. We don't know

a thing about them, most of us, but we

act by them ; most of our life is made up

of traditions handed down from old re-

ligions, probably passed on by the

Greeks, who didn't believe in 'em. We
worship, because we act by them, gods

that we wouldn't believe if we knew

about them ; and we certainly don 't wor-

ship where we do believe. And of

course the old heathen gods are most

powerful because they act in the dark.
'

'

"I think," said Margaret Meyers,

"that you had better not go on."

He was not at all abashed when she

rose and left him: he was wondering

whence these ideas had come to him, that

they should seem so familiar, and why
he should feel that he had just been

worsted in an argument and was rejoic-

ing in his opponent's victory.

As for Miss Meyers, when she had

time to think it over she was not at all

convinced, but she did think that John

Harrington was a clever, if unworthy,

young man, and so told her acquaint-

ances. The report spread back to him,

and he was not at all surprised, for he

agreed with it ; but when someone light-

ly asked him what he knew about prim-

itive gods anyway, he was unable to

answer, although he knew that he knew
a great deal. This troubled him some-

what, but not overmuch.

It was six months later, cruising with

Cleghorn of the iconoclastic question

and others of their circle, that he was

fully satisfied. The yacht had anchored

in an unimportant little harbor, and a

party of pleasure-seekers had gone

ashore. The place was out of the line

of tourist travel, bul the Datives were

known to be friendly, and the pros]

of 'fun' seemed sure and safe. Their

brown guide led them into the village,

and evidently produced satisfactory cre-

dentials, for the pleasure-seekers were

welcomed, presented with fruit, and even

invited to share a native meal. They

declined the invitation, but watched the

al fresco feast with some interest.

"Aren't they funny?" said Dorothy

Somers. "I feel like a slum-party.

Slumming in the South Pacific!" She

laughed, feeling that she had been sat-

isfactorily witty; the others joined in

the sentiment and the laughter.

"Why do they do that, I wonder?"

she said.
'

' Sam, ask them why they are

all putting that rice and leaves off like

that."

Questions and answers having passed

in turn through three tongues, Cleghorn

said,

"They say it's an offering for their

god. They can't give it to him because

he went up the mountain, but they set

it aside for him just the same."

"Why, how silly!" said Dorothy. "It

sounds like one of John's theories."

Harrington was annoyed. The idea

that he had had an Idea still persisted

in his set and was a source of great

amusement to his friends. He disliked

ridicule. Besides, he was sure it was

true; this survival of a savage custom,

for instance— But he kept silence. No
need of further jeering. He was sud-

denly conscious of curiosity concerning

the rice ; he wanted to taste it. In that

case, he reflected, they would probably

be mobbed. Not that he would mind

that; he was getting rather sick of do-

ing nothing but listen to this crowd's

silly chatter. He looked at them dis-

gustedly—Dorothy Somers, empty-head-
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ed and loud-mouthed, that other girl,

the Rockwell, who was dumb as a fish,

Cleghorn, important as being host, the

other men, grinning fools, with no de-

sires except to be amused. He would

like to see them being mobbed! What
an ass he was! These were his friends,

whom he had played with all his life,

whom he had always found satisfactory

until lately. It must be some incipient

illness in himself—a touch of indiges-

tion, perhaps, (to his credit be it said

that he did not think of nerves) that

made him touchy now. Inconsistently,

the thought of the rice returned with re-

newed attractiveness.

At this point Gladys Rockwell spoke.

"Look at that funny mark up over

the mountain, '

' she said.

People looked, because Gladys Rock-

well seldom spoke; and there were ex-

clamations and queries. A line, straight

as if ruled, ascended the mountain to

the very top, its beginning hidden in

the woods.

The interpreter explained upon de-

mand, and Cleghorn repeated his report.

"It's the path where the god went

away," he said. "Which, of course,

proves the god.
'

'

There was another general laugh.

Harrington was irritated afresh. They

were such fools; and he did want some

of that rice.

"How long ago?" asked one of the

other men. "It looks like the line of a

high-voltage wire.
'

'

"Probably is, or something like it,"

said Cleghorn. "No, he says it was

many fifties of years ago.
'

'

"As if that proved anything!" cried

Dorothy. "John, do you suppose that

we know about high-voltage because

South Sea gods used to lay them?"

'

' I don 't know anything about them, '

'

said Harrington, shortly, "not even

whether they lay them or not.
'

'

He moved away.

"John's mad," chirped Dorothy.

"He is withdrawing his lordly self in

anger.
'

'

Harrington disregarded her. He had

always found silence the best refuge for

his dulness, and at the present he was

intent upon the sacrificial rice. He de-

cided that he would risk it. No one was

looking. Funny that he wanted it any-

way, he thought as he stooped, but he

did; he wanted it awfully.

"Will you look at that!" said Cleg-

horn suddenly. "It's gone!"

The ruled line had been erased from

the side of the mountain.
'

' Well, people,
'

' said Dorothy, '

' here 's

your great hoodoo. Magic done while you

wait. Mountains repaired and every-

thing."

"What the—" said Cleghorn. "Where
are the fools going?"

The last of the villagers was disap-

pearing into the brush toward the moun-

tain. The guide explained that they were

on their way to the god's old shrine.

Amusement ran high.

"Where's Mr. Harrington?" asked

Gladys Rockwell suddenly. "He was

beside me here a minute ago."

"But he isn't now, that's evident,"

said Dorothy. "Probably got tired and

went back. Sick of the chaffing, poor

old boy!"

"He'll be all right." Cleghorn 's re-

sponsibility as host was speaking.
'

' The

natives are harmless, and they're half-

way up the mountain by now. Wonder

what 's the matter with the nuts. But it

is funny how that line disappeared. It

must be the shadows."
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Bar squatted on his pedastal. Be-

hind him stretched a long vista of years

spent here, and before him he pictured

another untouched by the shadow of

doubt. Doubting was foolish, anyway;

the High Cod was always right. He

had learned that in that time of foolish

activity. Better to rest content forever,

carefree in his security. His feet grew

numb, his arms grew numb, his tongue

grew numb ; his contentment deepened.

Almost his happiness overflowed into

gratitude to the High God, but the

effort was too great. And the High God

had had his amusement out of it all.

A leaf of fruit was laid at his feet,

lie looked down at the adoring brown

backs of his people as he had so often

looked before. But never had he felt,

as now, that in the certainty of his

power he might rest secure. In that

moment the High God received his gift

of gratitude.

FROM THE CHINESE
Elizabeth Dickinson

The poet had asked his dear friend to warm his hands in the glow
of an open fire—then found no fuel.
1 'No matter—Friendship deserves sacrifice,"

and tossed his manuscript into the fire.

Then said his friend
—"I am commissioned

to buy your poems—What ? You have none ?

That is sad."

I have offered a burning taper of fidelity

to my love. She has extinguished the flame

and left us in the darkness of trust.

It is better so.

The high sun is glaring to look upon.
I like it at sunset when it is at my level.

I am no owl—Why does God plan
his best joys for the night ?



THE DEATH PULSE
Conseelo Montgomery

The dark man smiled and, stooping,

lightly kissed her hand.

" Until tomorrow!"

He was gone. She heard the echo of

the door he slammed resounding in the

empty well of a house. Every day for

three weeks she had heard that echo,

every day she had thought that it would

not resound again—for him. He was

a generous man, but variable as thistle-

down; a man of excellent impulses but

poor resolves. And she knew that he

cared for her merely because she was

small and helpless and sick; to him she

existed only as a sort of penance for an

adventurous past and a more exhilarat-

ing future. There was nothing about her

to fascinate or hold a man such as he for

any length of time. She had neither

beauty, nor wit, nor the more potent

charm of sheer vitality. She was a weak,

drab, half-dead thing, scarce realizing

herself that she might be a woman. Only

for him— Jerry Wentworth,— whose

lithe, almost sinuous, figure and hand-

some face radiated life itself, did she

sometimes feel a dim wish for strength

and growth. Usually she was content,

when he came, merely to watch and

listen to him, or to press her face against

the cool roses that he brought her. His

presence gave her a sense of security, of

comfort. And now he was gone; he

would not come again. Dully, and half

afraid, she wondered why he had come

to her and where he had gone.

There was a knock at her door, and

the servant entered. She kept but one,

a woman of fifty-five. They alone slept

in the great house, solemn and bare as it

was.

"Yes, Therese?" She turned toward

the woman and encountered her own

face in the mirror near the door. In

her tired mind she remarked how worn

that face looked.

"The florist's boy just brought these,

Miss Janet."

Roses,—white roses, dozens of them,

pale and wet among their green leaves.

Always before they had been pink, or

red as Jerry said her lips should be.

The servant laid them in her arms (she

was too weak to rise and receive them)

and for a moment she seemed buried

beneath the flowers that she loved, the

flowers that are the portion of the dead.

Jerry would have loved to have seen her

thus; he had a nice sense of the fitness

of things.

Among the petals she found a brief

note from him, calling her "My dear"

and saying that he was going away and

should not see her for some little time.

That was all. Even that was unneces-

sary, for she had been sure of the end

even while marvelling at the beginning

of his friendship for her. There could

not long be common ground between

the living and the dead. It was some-

thing to have had him for three weeks,

something to have known his gay voice,

his flatteringly intimate smile, his

hands, so solicitous of her comfort.

Never before had she had so much.

At her mistress's word, Therese

arranged the flowers on the night-stand

by the bed, and silently left the room.

She moved with a certain quiet grace

that commanded respect. Janet feared

her a little, as she feared almost every-

thing, but she clung to her as the one

12
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familial' straw in the confusing whirl-

pool of living. She never had under-

stood things nor cared to understand;

she had always been ill and underde-

veloped and needing protection. With-

out relatives, or friends, or more than

just enough money to sustain her in the

huge ugly house, she had lived for

nearly twenty-eight years. Small won-

der that She clung to Therese, who knew,

though undoubtedly did not love, the

lady she served.

All these years Janet had never come

so close to life as Jerry Wentworth had

brought her. He was youth, vigor, ad-

venturous strength,—all the things she

had never had and never sought, For

three weeks he had cared enough to come

to see her every day (what did it matter

why he had come?) and during those

weeks she had occasionally felt the

warmth and light of life. But now he

was gone, and the feebler flame he had

aroused in her was gone with him, leav-

ing her again dull and tired. Listlessly

she wondered why she lived at all.

Jerry had first come to her as a rep-

resentative of the firm which cared for

her petty business interests. For the

first few days there had been the pre-

texts of investments, and rates of in-

terest, and second mortgages to serve as

topics of conversation. Then, suddenly,

he had ceased to need pretexts and had

come simply to talk to her, to bring

her flowers and books (though she never

read), and make love to her in his jok-

ing way, which not even she could take

seriously. She cared little enough for

him as a man, but as a contrast to her-

self he had served to occupy more of

her thought than she realized. And
now he had left her.

The gray winter afternoon was

drawing to its close, filling her bedroom

with the shadowy twilighl which she,

loathed, yd suffered for the sake of

economy. Therese said that people in

their state could never afford lights be-

fore dinner. Janet turned wearily on

her pillow ; it had been a stupid day,

like all her days. And tomorrow would

be worse, for tomorrow there would be

no Jerry. What did it matter? She

would try to sleep.

Deeper and deeper grew the shadows

in the room; outside her window the

patch of sky changed from gray to

taupe. Somewhere, far off, a clock

chimed five. Then it wras very still. The

woman lay in bed, stupid and almost

asleep.

Suddenly she started, listening. From
somewhere in the bottom of the house

came a muffled, pounding sound, like

the throbbing of a huge heart. It ceased

;

she waited anxiously to hear it again.

Nothing came; she felt only, as always,

the oppressive emptiness of the place.

Gradually she relaxed into her half-

stupor, thinking that it was nearly time

for Therese to light the candles.

It was perhaps an hour later that the

door to her room opened softly, admit-

ting a dim ray of candle light which fell

just on the face of the sleeping woman.

She moved fretfully, but did not wake.

The door was opened wider, then quickly

shut. Again there was darkness in the

room. Darkness broken only by the dull

square of the window, and silence which

made more loud the sound of stifled

breathing. Janet slept.

Some time later, perhaps only a little

while, although it might have been

hours, she was wakened, hearing again

that noise with its peculiar beat. Only

this time it was nearer, louder, more

ominous. She raised her head listening,

feeling herself go stiff with fear.
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'

' Therese
! '

' she called, in a voice which

was little more than a whisper. It ter-

rified her when she heard that voice

;

intensifying as it did her sense of abso-

lute weakness. The throbbing sound

grew steadily louder and louder; the

very frame of the house seemed to vi-

brate with it.

''Therese!" she called again, putting

all her strength into the word.

"Therese!"

There was a slight rustling noise in

the corner of her room, audible even

above the tom-tom-like beating which in-

creased steadily in volume. Janet was

faint with terror. The room was so dark

;

she was weak, helpless, alone. There

came a fleeting thought of Jerry, of his

buoyant strength and complete self-con-

fidence. She longed for him passion-

ately, while straining her eyes to pierce

the thick shadows in the corner.

'

' Therese !
'

' she cried, in a last vain

effort to make herself heard.

Suddenly the throbbing noise ceased,

followed by a black silence even more

threatening. Then, from somewhere in

the house, came a quick sharp scream,

which rose and died away in an instant.

At the same moment Janet saw a head

appear against the square of her win-

dow. She gasped in fear, then shrieked,

for with a suddent spring the figure

landed on her bed, and she felt soft

fingers seeking for her throat.

For a moment she struggled blindly,

frail thing that she was, but soon the

useless beatings of her hands ceased, and

she lay quite still. In the whole house

there was no light and no sound. Out-

side the world was wrapped in a mass

of whirling snow. The biggest blizzard

of the year had set in.

• •••#•

"Jacob."

Mrs. Fenton spoke to her husband as

he came in the kitchen door, cold and

wet after toiling through the snow from

the barn. It was the first morning for

three days that he had been able to get

outside.

"Well, what is it?" Jacob was little

disposed for conversation before break-

fast.

"I think you'd just better step over

to Miss Janet's after you've had some-

thing to eat. 'Taint so easy, being sick

like that and shut up for three days by

a snowstorm, with only a hired girl to

look after you. And besides, I see as

there's no smoke from her chimney."

"Uh-huh. " Fenton grunted, and sat

down heavily at the table. Although

he was the nearest neighbor, there was

about half a mile between Janet's house

and his. And half a mile of heavy, un-

broken snow is no joke. He had the

chores to attend to as well.

"Now Jacob," as he finished eating,

"you won't forget?"

But he did forget, and went about his

own business until afternoon. Then,

most unwillingly, armed with shovels

and taking one of the hired men with

him, he set out for the house across the

way.

When they finally reached the rotten

fence which separated Janet's property

from the road, it was past four o'clock.

Fenton noticed with surprise that there

were fresh foot-prints going in and

coming out of the gate, although the

house had a vacant look and there was

still no smoke from the chimney. He
vTent up the path to the door, the man
following behind him. The bell, which

was of the clanging, old-fashioned va-

riety that one sounded by twisting,

pealed through the house. They waited a

long minute ; there was no answer. Again
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Fenton rang, again the sound echoed

within, and that was all. There was

something ominous about that quiet

shell of a. house, through which echoed

ami re-echoed the sound of the bell.

With sudden misgiving, he tried t lie

door. It was unlocked but stuck in the

frame, and opened only after consider-

able effort. Within, the house was gray

and cold. There had evidently been no

fire for some time.

Stepping softly, the two men went in,

fearing the squeak of their own boots.

Where was Miss Janet, that drab lady

who was always sick? And where was

the white-haired woman that looked

after her ? There was a silence like that

of death.

With an effort. Fenton gathered him-

self together and called.
'

' Ho there ! Miss Janet ! Miss Janet
! '

'

The sound of his voice was returned,

as though in mockery.

"We'd best search the house." He
spoke gruffly, shaken more than he

would admit by the awesome quiet and

emptiness.

"Yes/' said that nonentity, the hired

man. He seemed strangely self-possessed.

Together they went first into the par-

lor, then into the pantry, then into the

kitchen. There they found the woman
Therese lying face upward, across the

wooden table. Her eyes were wide and

glazed, her dress ripped open to the

waist line, revealing an old red scar. In

one tightly-clenched hand she held a

fragment of what might have been a

letter. She was quite stiff and cold, and

had evidently been dead for some time

In horror Fenton gazed at her as she

lay. indecently exposed, with her Li

ened white hair hanging almost to the

floor. It was the first time he had seen

a cor]

"Murder!" he breathed. "Man,

there's been murder done!"

"Shall T go for the coroner?" said

the man. "Or the sheriff?"

Strange how he could think so quickly,

that man, of coroners and sheriffs.

"No!" Fenton came to himself, and

spoke decisively.
'

'We '11 find Miss Janet

first. Mayhap she's been murdered too."

But although they searched the house,

every room, every closet, even the cellar

and attic and cistern, there was no trace

of Miss Janet. Only, in the room that

had been hers was the impress of her

head on the pillow. The pane of the

window was broken, so that the snow

had drifted in, partly covering the

scattered bits of Jerry Wentworth 's

roses. White roses.

Downstairs, in the fading light of the

kitchen, lay the body of the woman
Therese, murdered.

This story will appear in three in-

stallments, the next two 10 be written

by anyone who cares to do so. The best

manuscript will be selected each month,

"best" in this case meaning most inter-

esting. The college at large is cordially

invited to compete.



QUESTION
Helen Meiford

Have you so forgotten ?

Yes, as with the summer
Vanishes remembrance
Of the falling snow

:

The snow that lay a mantle,

Hard with glittering brilliance,

Deep and cold and beautiful,

On it long ago.

Have you so forgotten ?

Yes, as passing strangers

Glance into each others' eyes,

Pause, and hasten on.

Though their very souls lie bared
In a flying moment there,

They forgot and wonder why,
When they both have gone.

Have you so forgotten?

Yes, as when in winter

Sky and earth are monotones,

Cold and dreary grey.

The beauty of the summer,
Hot and bright and colorful,

Billowed clouds and soft blue sky,

All have passed away.

Have you so forgotten?

Yes, as shining bubbles

Break without a trace behind,

Swept away to shore.

Forever and forever,

Have I so forgotten you

;

Nor will I remember you.

Question me no more

Ruth Seiefel

Autumn is a stately woman,
Tall, full-breasted, dark of hair

;

Low her voice, and sweet with wind-song,

Red her lips, and passing fair.

Autumn goes bedecked so gaily,

—

Gleaming yellow is her gown

;

Blood-red ruby, tawny topaz

Glitter in her hair so brown.

But her eyes are sad with brooding,

Though bright smile her red lips part ;

—

Rippling laugh is but concealing

Dread foreboding in her heart
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OCTOBER
Sarah R. Riggs

This afternoon I wont to look for

Autumn leaves, that should brighten a

rather dark corner of the house, and T

could find none. From the terrace I

can see out over the whole glen, which

has been a perfect incense bowl of

crimson and dancing flames, with a mist

above the trees, like smoke of incense

where Judson burns brush. If he were

not so old a hedger, I should have been

less impressed when he said, this fall,

that there were more colors out-of-doors

than he knew what to make of, and that

it was a sign we'd need a might o' fire-

wood in the cellar, come Christmas.

I rarely go for leaves; it is a pity to

strip the trees before the wind does, and

they love their glory. To-day I went

only because the room was lonely, and I

had given awray the chrysanthemums.

But when I reached the wall of the low-

est terrace, I realized that there were no

leaves worth reaching for. The glen had

a delightful glow over it still, a redness

of brown and yellow, latticing the mag-

nificent blue wall of Mt, Pelican. But

it was all the color of the rustling car-

pets underfoot, nothing bright enough

to show indoors. I was surprised that

the scarlet had so suddenly gone to

brown and the gold to dust-yellow. But

it made me very glad. Autumn has

moved beyond the glen. The nobility

and princely splendor of his progress

have paraded by, and now the peasantry

follow in wonder. Soon the urchin

winds will shake down and steal what

shreds of grandeur they may, and run

before the silent heralds of the snow.

I walked by the stream, which runs

clear from the garden pools, to be

choked with sticks and leaves in the

glen ; and it seemed sober and medita-

tive, conversing of a busy summer and

plans of ice-building. I grew really

quite excited, listening, for there was a

pause in the weather, like that before

snow. A squirrel in winter furs, sat up

out of the path and looked at me, with

both forepaws held tightly to his chest

in the melancholy posture of one say-

ing, "I am a poor man, and I have no

mittens.
'

'

Judson was chopping and crackling

about in the underbrush of my imported

fir-trees, in the hollow. When he saw

me and my shears, he looked at me as

he does when he thinks me particularly

daft. I told him that the leaves had

faded over night, and that I thought it

was going to snow. "Sure-ly,
M he

smiled, ' 'soon's the leaves clear off the

branches, so sky can see through to the

ground. '

'

As I turned up the path again, a wind

out of nowhere swept off the terraces

like Mother Hollo's broom, and the

leaves mounted in a whirl and descended

in a storm about me. Through them I

seemed to see drifts of snow over the

gardens, heaping the steps of the house,

shelving off the roof, and snowfiakes

eddying past the windows, rosy with

candle-light.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Isadore Luce

''Ideas to buy! Come show me your

ideas! I'll mend, freshen, point, polish

or exchange. Put your own values and

I'll put mine. Come, come! Ideas!"

He was a tall youth with a curious,

fascinating, flame-like quality. One

never could be sure whether he was

really standing or just touching the

earth with his feet. He might have a

faun's ears—and yet he might not. His

fingers were long and restless. His eyes

were long, pointed at the ends, and

laughing. He was unreal in his curious

magnetism.

"Come! Show me your ideas!"

"Well," said an expensively-corseted

dowager who assumed it her natural

honor to be asked for her ideas, "well, I

don't believe in divorce unless the hus-

band doesn't play golf and the wife

plays a poor game of bridge. I think a

little cream every night will do wonders

and I believe it is a woman's first duty

to always look her best. I don 't approve

of short skirts, as it keeps a girl from

developing the poise she must have when
she gets stouter. I think lack of family

can be made up by taste, travel, and

money. I never tell my husband every-

thing because he wouldn't be able to

understand half of my ideas. I have

more ideas than this, but I can 't remem-

ber them now."

"Ideas! Ideas! Let me see your

ideas!"

A girl in a red coat crossed her

ankles critically and ruffed her hair at

the back of her head.
*

' Some people think all men are bad,
'

'

she said. "Some are still terribly senti-

mental and 'Little Womenish' about

them. It is all in one's working prin-

ciple. Mine is to beat everyone at his

own game. That's why I believe in

getting all you can out of everyone in

every way. It certainly works ! '

'

"Ideas! Come, come! Ideas!"

"You know," from a snub-nosed girl

with an overgrown spit-curl, "I have

the cutest idea for a pale green organ-

die—a tight bodice and a lace-ribbed

underskirt, with short sleeves puffing

over the elbow, a low, round neck, and

a little corsage of silver lace and ribbon

on one side of the waist line
! '

'

'

' Show me your ideas
! '

'

1
' Well,

'

' deigned a languid youth.
'

' I

can define love. I don't believe in

higher education for woman because it

ruins her socially. I have my own re-

ligion. It is always the woman who does

the proposing; and I can prove there is

no God."

"Ideas! Ideas!"

"0 Lord! I had a good idea last

spring," from a non-committal looking

girl with a long neck and shiny finger-

nails.
'

' Men are divided into four classes,

all variations of the awkward angel and

the dizzy devil. The nicest is a dizzy

angel. He is the kind one marries and

never meets. Then there's the dizzy

devil. He's all right to play with and

is really awfully amusing sometimes.

No one ever marries an awkward angel

except by mistake or out of pity. The

worst one of all is an awkward devil

and he is the hideous limit ! I call it my
Dizzy Devil Philosophy and it's gotten

me through the summer like bobbed hair

and a beauty spot.
'

'

"Ideas! Come show me your ideas!"
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"The modern generation is goinj

the rocks," growled a professional look

ing man. "The nexl generation will be

one ot* nervous wrecks! The combina-

tion of the Lounge-lizard and the flapper

can never be anything bu1 a hybrid

anyway.
"

•Ideas!"

••
1 have none." said a green-eyed girl

with slender hands. "I think things out

for myself and live by them. I'm stak-

ing my whole life on what I think. I

won't know 'till I die whether it really

pays to be always oneself—and I prob-

ably won 'i know then,

for ideas. I can 't live

"
I love von said

I haven '1 time

tin- idea

"come with me! I will live by what yon

think and you shall have all the ideas I

have picked lip and polish. «|, belter

than all this sandy shamble here. Come
with me always and be mine. 1 love

you ! '

'

The green-eyed girl looked aw;i\ to

the sky-line and rested one ot" her slen-

der hands on her shoulder. She shook

her head and laughed.

"Really!" she said, "What a ridicu-

lous idea
! '

'

HORACE, BOOK I, 25
Lucy Barnard

You shun me like a little faun,

(Chloe, stay!)

Like the faun that trembling fears

Every rustle that it hears,

Startled, leaps away.

For leaves, that flash and quiver, take

Terror's part

;

Small green lizards in the sun
Glitter as they dart and run,

Rouse the timid heart.

But I have not a tiger's way,
Manner rough;

Do not seek your mother so,

Chloe, follow where I go

—

You are old enough.



ULATTO: THE PROBLEM OF
RACE MIXTURE

Eleanor Kohn

"I had not been long engaged in the

study of the race problem when I found

myself face to face with a curious and

seemingly absurd question—what is a

Negro?' " said Mr. Baker in his "Fol-

lowing the Colour Line.
'

'

Absurd as the question apparently is,

it is one of the most perplexing and, at

times most embarrassing questions that

has faced those interested in the so-

called Negro problem. In the law espe-

cially, if legal distinctions are to be

recognized, it is essential that the races

be clearly distinguished one from an-

other. On first thought it would seem

that physical indications would be suf-

ficient, and in a great many cases this is

true. It is never difficult to distinguish

the full-blooded Negro, Indian, or Mon-

golian one from the other or from the

Caucasian. The difficulty arises in the

blurring of the colour line by amalgama-

tion. Nothing is more difficult to define

than this curious physical colour line in

the individual human being. Legisla-

tures have repeatedly attempted to de-

fine where black leaves off and white

begins. Some statutes define a Negro

as a person with Vs or more Negro

blood.

In recounting his experiences in the

South, Mr. Baker says,
'

' I saw plenty of

men and women who were unquestion-

ably Negroes, Negroes in every physical

characteristic, black of countenance with

thick lips and kinky hair, but I also

met men and women as white as I am,

whose assertions that they were really

Negroes I accepted in defiance of my

own senses. I have seen blue-eyed

Negroes and golden-haired Negroes ; one

Negro girl I met had an abundance of

soft, straight, red hair. I have seen

Negroes I could not distinguish from

Jewish or French types; I once talked

with a man I took at first to be a China-

man, but who told me he was a Negro.

And I have met several people passing

everywhere for white whom I knew had

Negro blood.''

Few people realize how large a per-

centage of the so-called " Negro race"

in this country are not Negro at all but

mulatto or mixed blood, either half white

or ouadroon, or octoroon, or some other

combination. It has been extremely dif-

ficult to ascertain the exact number of

mulattoes in this country. However in

the censuses of 1850, I860, 1870, 1890

attempts have been made to enumerate

separately the mulattoes. The results

disclosed the facts that where the pro-

portion of Negroes to whites was lowest,

the proportion of mulattoes to total

Negroes was highest. The census of

1870 showed that approximately one

eighth of the Negro population was mul-

atto ; whereas the census of 1890 showed

that the proportion had increased to

over one seventh. Finally in the last

census of 1900— (I am unable to find

how mulattoes were regarded in the

census of 1920), the government gave

up in discouragement its attempts to

enumerate mulattoes at all and counted

all persons as Negroes who were so

classed in the communities where they

resided. But these statistics are con-
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fessedly inaccurate. The report itself

says, "These figures are of little value.

Indeed, as an indication of the extent

to which the races have mingled they

are misleading."

By the rough statement of several

authorities, between one fourth and one

third of the Negroes in this country are

judged to have an admixture of white

blood. This one third of the Negro

population represents every degree of

blood, colour and physical demarcation

from the fair complexion, light hair,

blue eyes and thin lips of the octoroon

to the coal-black skin, brown eyes, thick

lips, kinky hair, and flat nose of the

pure Negro type.

Many mulattoes have a mixed ancestry

reaching back to the beginning of civ-

ilization in North America, for the

Negro slave appeared simultaneously

with the white colonist. Many Negroes

mixed and are still mixing (in Okla-

homa) with the Indians, so that to-day,

there are many distinct Indian types

among them. In addition, a strain of

Arab blood from Africa flows in the

veins of many Negroes; in others there

is the blood of the Portuguese slave trad-

ers or of the French who settled in New
Orleans, to say nothing of quantities of

pure American blood.

The responsibility for this vast num-
ber of mulattoes is quite as much that

of the early American colonist as it

is of Southerners and Northerners

during the Civil War and of Southern

gentlemen of post-war times. The pas-

sion for race integrity does not burn
with as fierce a glow in the breasts of

the black as it does in those of the white.

The sins of the fathers are indeed visited

upon their children. For it is this ele-

ment that makes it so difficult to cope

with the race problem and that creates

such bitter, acrid feeling against the

white man.

The Southern white woman is without

a shadow of a doubt free from com-

plicity. Although the South bears the

full blame for this deplorable situation,

the North cannot be fully exculpated.

During the four years of the Civil V
i

fought on Southern soil, with Negro

refugees crowding into the camps, the

Northern soldiery were not always con

tinent. So much must be said in justice

to the South. But since those days, it

must bear the full responsibility and

blame.

Although answerable to a large extent

for these deplorable conditions, the

white man is not wholly to blame. In

the first place, Negroes have not the

same passion for race integrity as white

people have. There is too seldom a bul-

wark of high moral principle to offset

the power and temptation of status and

wealth. There is evidence to indicate

that temporary illicit unions appeal to

the women of the wreaker race. A yearn-

ing for recognition and contact with the

race that stands to them for the highest

leads many to yield.

Edgar Gardiner Murphy says, "The
possibility of race fusion is not now as

repugnant to the instinct of the average

Negro as to that of the average white

man, and this fact, the fact that the

instinct of the black man is usually

ready to abandon the individuality of

his race, puts the whole white popula-

tion upon its guard and leads it to per-

ceive a sinister significance in the most

harmless occasions of racial contact.
'

'

In certain Southern cities there are

separate mulatto communities, some of

them prosperous to a high degree. Be-

fore the Civil War, thousands of "free

persons of colour" resided in Richmond,
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Charleston and New Orleans. In

Charleston, for example, they had ant,

still have to some extent an exclusive

society of their own which looked down

upon the black man with a prejudice

equal to that of the white man. But

with the Emancipation Proclamation,

the aristocratic
'

' free person of colour
'

',

who had formed a sort of third class be-

tween the white above and the black

below, lost his unique position. The

line was drawn against him. To-day

even there does exist a certain aloofness

between the full-blooded Negro and the

mulatto. But the prejudice of white

people has forced all coloured people,

light or dark, together and has awak-

ened in many ostracized men and women
who are nearly white a spirit which ex-

presses itself in the defense of every-

thing that is Negro.

Nevertheless, even among those

Negroes who are most emphatic in the

defense of their race, there does exist

deep down a pathetic desire to be like

white people. This is not unreasonable,

for all outward opportunity of develop-

ment lies open to the white man. It is

an almost universal desire of Negroes

to marry "whiter", that is, a dark man
will if possible, despite the aloofness

which does exist between the full-blooded

Negro and the mulatto, marry a mulatto

woman, the lighter the better. Their

ideal is in reality whiteness. For to

them, it stands for opportunity, power

and progress.

Marriage between the races is for-

bidden in all the Southern states and

in the following Northern and Western

ones: Arizona, California, Colorado,

Oregon, and Utah. In other Northern

states it is lawful. On the other hand,

legislation as to making concubinage

and casual connection penal offenses has

been unsuccessful. The only tribunal is

really public opinion.

Whether or not this evil is diminish-

ing is a matter of great discussion. It

is extremely difficult to obtain informa-

tion on so unsavoury a subject. The

concensus of opinion however is that

whether or not miscegenation is dimin-

ishing, it is far too prevalent throughout

the South, and public opinion does not

condemn it as it should. Whatever be

the belief about the Jim Crow car, the

denial to places of entertainment and

the separation of the races at school and

church, it is essential that the chastity

of the Negro woman be safe-guarded

with the same vigour as that of her white

sister. As a means to the attainment of

this end, an Anti-Miscegenation League

was formed at Vicksburg in 1906. In

cases of marriage between black men
and white women, the women are usu-

ally foreign, respectable but ignorant.

The white woman who thus marries a

Negro is speedily declassed. She is

accepted by neither Negroes or white

people.

It is a curious fact to note that,

despite the obvious disadvantages under

which they have laboured, the mulattoes

as a race have accomplished great things

intellectually. Up to this point I have

tried to describe as accurately as I could

the mulatto situation in this country:

that is the number, their attitude to-

wards the full-blooded Negro and to-

wards the white man, and finally the

situation as to further mingling of the

races. Now I should like to show the

potentialities of the mulatto intellectu-

ally and what his influence may be for

good and for evil.

Authorities state that although infe-

rior physically, the mulatto is superior

mentally to the full-blooded Negro.
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Most of the Leaden of the Negro race

are mulattoes. In their number they

include: Booker T. Washington, Dr.

Dubois, Frederick Douglass, Charles

Chestnut. William Stanley Braithwaite,

11. 0. Tanner, and countless others.

Through the modicum of race papers

and magazines, the pulpit, industrial

and political gatherings and associations,

the Mulatto wields a tremendous influ-

ence over the Negro. It is here that his

importance as a factor in whatever prob-

lems may arise from the Negro's pres-

ence in this country becomes manifest

and the working out of such problems

may be advanced or retarded just as he

wisely or unwisely plays the part which

fate or Providence has assigned him.

Thus it is up to us of the white race

to see that he is given a fair chance, both

because of the debt we owe the Negro

race as having been instrumental in the

creation of this mulatto race, and for

our own good as well. If the intelligent

mulattoes are with us in sentiment, they

will aid us in handling the Negro

masses in this country.

In reality, the varied spectacle of

human life presents no more poignant

tragedy than that of the educated mul-

atto who is honestly seeking the welfare

of a race with which a baleful com-

mingling of blood has inexorably identi-

fied him,--who is striving to uplift to

his own Intellectual level a peo] le be-

tween whose ideals and institutions and

his own a great gull has been fixed by

Nature's law. He is doomed to be an

anachronism in American political and

social life. Just in proportion as the

numbers of such increase or diminish,

and their influence be potential for good

or for evil, will the problem of the fu-

ture be the problem of the colour line.

But that of the present is of the

Negro. While it so remains, let us treat

it as such, by considering it in its

simplest aspects and in seeking the real

good of the real Negro, let us invoke the

aid of the best and wisest of that class

with which he has been so long confused.
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TO AN OLD HOUSE
Evelyn Hardy

They talk about the immortality

Of things invisible, such as the soul,

Or love—how the intangible is real.

What right have you, old house, what right have you
To stand and taunt us with stability ?

My fathers gave you all you have, and yet

With grave incurious eyes you watch them die

!

How can you be so heedless and forget

The names of men who loved your youth and knew
Your age, not hesitating to reveal

Their intimate ways of life intact and w^hole ?

I challenge you!
You dare not hold this strange serenity.



HER DAILY BREAD
Jane Walden

A cart stopped out on the road, foot

steps crunched up the gravel path, and

a discordent jangle of milkcans came

from the back porch. Joyce Sheldon

realized it was six o'clock; with a sigh

she swung her feet to the floor and sat

for a moment in her cotton nightgown

on the edge of the ugly, walnut bed. A
few stray wisps of corn-colored hair had

escaped from her soft braid. She brushed

them vaguely out of her eyes; at the

moment her face looked small and

weary.

During the night there had been a

gentle shower and now fresh, cool

breezes stirred the faded chintz cur-

tains. Outside, the whole world seemed

bright and wet and shining. Joyce's

room was on the ground floor of the low

little farmhouse, and from where she

sat she could see thick green clover

clustering about the doorstep. Long

branches of untrimmed Dorothy Per-

kins moved to and fro across the screen

door. She listened to the stirrings out-

side.

Her husband had been up and out

since five o'clock. He always managed

to dress without disturbing her. Some

mornings she was vaguely conscious of

the squeaking pump handle and knew

he was sousing his rumpled head in icy

spring water; it only gave her a sense

of luxury, for she felt that she could

lie and doze for another long, free hour.

The fire would be burning in the range

when she reached the kitchen and the

water boiling in the kettle. Now as she

sat on the edge of the bed, she could

hear a contented "cluck! cluck!" from

the direction of the barn, and knew that

he was feeding the chickens. All at

once a triumphant crow burst through

the early morning stillness and, filled

with sudden vigor, she jumped to her

feet and began to dress. Chape would

be coming in, ravenous, for an early

breakfast before he and George started

the plowing and planting. Then there

would be the three hungry children to

feed and, later, her mother and Hester

must have their trays. Her mother was

so frail and old and Hester so frail and

young that Joyce could never do enough

for them.

As she tied the pink ribbons of her

threadbare little chemise and slipped on

her homely blue and white gingham,

she watched her dim reflection in the

mirror and her thoughts found expres-

sion.

"It's disgraceful, it's so faded! May-

be if I rip off the linen cuffs I can use

them for something else ! I mustn 't for-

get to finish putting the organdy on

mother's dress today. If Chape doesn't

stop making such a noise with those

horses he's going to wake up the whole

family!"

The horses were being driven out into

the lot, and the barn resounded with

their heavy stamping.

"He could just as well have taken

them down later
! '

'

She jerked the bed-clothes over the

foot of the bed and slammed the screen-

door behind her. Outside, the glorious

sunshine made her stop to take a deep

breath, and her face cleared as she lifted

the cans into the kitchen.

"The milk looks good and rich this

morning;" she thought, "I'll save the

24
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top for mother and the children. Thank

goodness, something is cheap!"

She put a huge pitcher of the foamy

liquid in the middle of the breakfast

table,—good coffee was expensive, so

they all drank milk. Mr. Sanford sold

it to them at half price because they got

his mail for him every day. A pile of

fragrant, home-made bread and a dish

of apple-butter that she had put up in

the fall, appeared from the bread box

and jam-shelf. She pulled the oatmeal

to the front of the stove and began the

batter for the pancakes. Her slender

arms showed remarkable strength and

the floury buckwheat quickly mixed

with the milk and took on the proper

pasty consistency. Joyce covered the

bowl and tested the temperature of the

iron griddle. Then she went to the

store-closet for the jug of maple syrup.

On her return a strange, humpy bundle

had appeared on the kitchen table. It

was done up in brown wrapping paper

and tied with one of her own " nightie'

'

ribbons ! Inside she found a paste board

cracker box, gorgeously decorated with

water colors, and filled with sugar and

chocolate lumps of every variety. There

was a laborious sign "Happy Birth-

day!" Her birthday! Why, of course!

They'd all planned the day before to

make it an ice-cream day like Sunday.

And she'd forgotten to get the cream

from Mr. Sanford ! Either she or Hester

would have to go for it in the Ford.

How stupid of her to let it slip her

mind!

Suddenly a little figure appeared in

the doorway. It was Franny. Her face

was beaming and her excitement was
plainly visible in the vigor with which

she scratched first one leg and then the

other, for whenever she felt embarrassed

Franny discovered innumerable itchy

spots on the back of her leg that had to

be instantly relieved.

"Franny dear! This is the most

beautiful candy; just the kind I like

best ! The curly-cues are made so neatly,

that I'd 'most think they were Aunt

Hester's. Am I going to get a birthday

kiss?

"Why, Honey, you're all dressed

back-side-front! And don't scratch

yourself like that. What did you get

up so early for? You know I always

want to give Daddy and Uncle George

their breakfast before I feed you and

Chape and the baby ! '

'

"Ruthy's sound asleep, Mother; I

didn't even wriggle the covers when I

got out of bed. Wouldn't it be a birth-

day treat if I fixed the trays for you?"
Franny hinted hopefully.

Joyce refused the proffered aid, but

sent Franny to cut some of the roses

from the old fence by the well. It didn 't

matter to Joyce how much she had to

do as long as she had the kitchen to her-

self when she was doing it

!

The men hadn't come in yet; prob-

ably the horses were being driven down

to the farthest pasture. Joyce felt a

personal dislike for the horses; they re-

quired so much of Chape's time and

money. Whatever he managed to save

was always spent on the horses sooner or

later, and Chape would never sell them

for what they were worth.

She stirred the steaming oatmeal and,

standing in the doorway, sent an impa-

tient call towards the barn. Then she

poured the cold, spring water and

measured out the sugar. Still they

hadn't come. While she waited she

started to cut the grapefruit for her

mother's breakfast. Franny was strug-

gling with the dewy cottage roses,

dripping water everywhere.
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"Give me two of those for grandma,

Franny dear. We'll surprise her this

morning by putting roses on her tray

instead of pansies. Now, bring me one

of the real fruit-spoons, a pointed one,

and the blue cup and saucer with the

butterflies.
'

'

She surveyed her work with satisfac-

tion.

"If mother had a French maid she

wouldn't get a daintier tray! Those

roses look so pretty. Fanny, I just

wish you could have seen the roses I used

to have on my birthday ! And the huge

round boxes of candy! You can't

imagine how good real, Maillard choco-

late is. And big, sugary bonbons; I

can taste them now. On my birthday

night we always had such a wonderful

party!" Joyce stood looking through

the little window above the sink; her

eyes seemed to see something far-off and

beautiful.

In a small voice Franny asked,

"Was the candy nicer than mine,

what I made for you?" Joyce shed a

quick kiss on the top of Franny 's head.
'

' Not half nor quarter so nice, honey

!

Oh, won't it be exciting when you go to

your first party! But your hair isn't

very curly; you'll have to watch or

Ruthy will be stealing all the beaux.
'

'

She inverted the remaining half of

the grapefruit on a china saucer and put

it carefully into the ice-box. Then she

went for a look at her baby. Little

Ruthy was huddled in a bunch over at

one side of the bed. Damp, silky ring-

lets clung to her forehead and one small

arm was thrown across the pillow. She

looked delicate and pale and very much
asleep.

"Why are none of my babies fat and

rosy?" Joyce thought wistfully.

Then she heard the tread of masculine

feet in the kitchen and rushed back.

George, her brother-in-law, had been try-

ing out one of the sorrel mares and came

in flushed with the exertion. Chape was

covered with hay-seed, but his sun-

burned, homely face glowed with well-

being and he gave her an enthusiastic

birthday kiss.

They began with large bowls of oat-

meal drowned in milk. Joyce in the

kitchen deftly turned the delicately

browned cakes on the smoking griddle.

When the platter was piled high, Franny

carried it gingerly in and they fell upon

the cakes ravenously. Joyce joined

them between batches. The milk pitcher

was soon empty, and a third tower of

cakes demolished.
1

' George and I are going to tackle the

West field today," Chape said. "It'll

take us longer because Dan wants to get

his own seed in, and can't help us.

We'll lend a hand with the ice-cream

this afternoon." He beamed. Joyce

shook her head at him in despair.

<Why are you so impractical, Chape ?

You're paying that man by the month

and then when you need him most you

give him a holiday! No wonder you

can't get anywhere in business. Don't

forget to bring up some asparagus!"

she called after him.

Later, when she was crisping the toast

for the trays, little Chape came proudly

in. He had a string of six beautiful

rainbow creatures; brook-trout from be-

low the log jam. His thin, freckled face

glowed with the joy of "providing" for

his adored mother.

"0 Chape, what a glorious present

for my birthday! You must have got-

ten up at dawn!" Within, her spirit

revolted at the mere thought of trout.

She had fried them for so many meals

for the last ten years ! First big Chape

had proudly brought them in and now

it was little Chape. And they always
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had to ho exclaimed over, and regarded

as such a miracle.

"We'll have them for dinner and

have meat-day tomorrow instead!" she

said.

"I'll clean them right after break-

fast, mother. " This rite was a continual

source of pleasure to Chape.

With a start Joyce remembered that

the trays were still waiting. She was

glad Hester had stayed in bed for

breakfast ; it left her so much freer. She

came back fifteen minutes later and

found little Chape struggling with the

buttons of the baby's pinafore while

Ruthy crammed handfuls of bread and

apple-butter into her small round

mouth. By the time these two were fed

and the carrots cut into little squares

and floating in clear fresh water, Hester

had made all the beds and was sitting in

the old Ford waiting for the shopping

list. The children were jammed in the

front seat beside her. They screeched

with joy as the first spasmodic jerks of

the car shook them convulsively. Hester

looked cool and dainty in her wide straw

hat and white dress. Joyce contemp-

lated her own faded gingham, soaked

with kitchen water, and felt a little

sorry for herself.

Four o'clock in the afternoon found

them all resting after the labors of ice-

cream freezing. Hester had the dasher

in one hand and was scraping and

digging for the last creamy spoonfuls

to pop into two eager mouths. The
baby's little red tongue twisted and
stretched itself over the surface of the

big ice-cream plate. Old Mrs. Saw;

creaked her rocker to and fro as Bhe

consumed a ''trial'' dish of smooth,

frozen lusciousness. It had been made
with Mr. Sanford's richest cream and

double the usual number of eggs.

"It ought to be especially good,"

Joyce thought. She knew how Chape

adored ice-cream. If they had a scrap

of chocolate left she was going to make
some fudge sauce! She couldn't resist

surprising him with his favorite dessert.

All her weariness forgotten, she ran

into the kitchen and shortly afterwards

the delicious odor of warm, melting

chocolate drifted out.

Meanwhile Mr. Miller's cart stopped

down the road and he called that he had
two packages from the express office for

them. Chape came loping across the

fields and bore them into the kitchen,

depositing them on the table.

"It's your birthday present, dear,"

he said. "I'm ashamed to give it to

you, but it's what you've been insisting

on having all spring." The family

gathered round and she pulled off the

knotted cord and heavy, brown paper.

Inside lay two, long strips of thick,

fatty bacon ! Joyce felt strangely weak
and a dizziness in her head made her

grip the table for support. A shout of

joy went up from the spectators.

"How wonderful!" she exclaimed

faintly. Then, suddenly looking up,

she caught the distressed look on Chape 's

eager countenance.

"How wonderfulV she repeated and

this time the words came from her heart.



FROM A WRITER'S WASTEBASKET
Fragments: edited with an introduction by Page Williams

Introduction :

The papers here collected came to my
notice one day near a dump heap. I

was in deep meditation at the time, but

the vicinity of the dump heap was forced

upon my knowledge through the medium

of my nostrils. As I gave the place a

cursory glance, my attention was riveted

at once upon a bundle of papers held

together by several fat rubber bands.

Indeed the bands were so evidently of

excellent calibre that I descended with

the intention of removing them from

their lowly surroundings.

Perhaps you can guess the rest. I

arranged the papers for publication

because it occurred to me that they might

have some significance to psychologists

engaged in research upon the habits of

the genius "literary light", species
1

' hack-writer.
'

'

A few explanations may make the

purport of these letters and manuscripts

clear to you.

The "Jennie" of the first letter quite

possibly is the writer's wife. At least,

we prefer to accept that theory.

The original manuscript of the story

here printed was in a deplorably bat-

tered condition, as though it had been

maltreated by its author. It is of no

value whatever except as a curiosity.

We are inclined to believe that "Pete"

was an editor, evidently on sufficient

terms of intimacy with the author to ex-

press his opinions frankly, if profanely.

The letter following was written by

the author to the aforementioned "Jen-

nie." It is a trifle confusing in that it

seems to contradict knowledge that we

have gained from the preceding letter.

It was never finished. The author was

interrupted, perhaps by the telegram

printed below—which, like most tele-

grams, is incoherent.

Hartley Clayton himself we have been

unable to identify inasmuch as there

are perhaps three thousand of his ilk

in and around New York.

Page Williams

October, 1922.

FROM A WRITER'S
WASTEBASKET

Dear Hartley

—

The children do need new shoes

and I'm so lonesome ! Can't you leave

New York for a few days? I know
you're working very hard. I told

you about the gas bill didn't I? It's

simply outrageous! I'd like to write

a long, satisfying letter, dear, but lit-

tle Hartley is evidently in great

difficulties in the back yard.

Your own
Jennie.

P. S. Do send us your latest to read

!

* # # #

Age has a fragrance, like rose leaves

and orange peel in a china bowl; pun-

gent, refreshing. A piece of paper,

merely because it is yellow, with years,

covered with dim, strange writing has

an intangibility, curiously compelling.

You touch it and dreams seem to rise

from it like the thin stream of smoke

from incense—and the dreams surround

you, choke you with their impenatra-

bility.

28
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Those faded symbols in broken files

across the page—what do they mean ?

Are they the tears of life and love

and death—like pearls on a slender

chain ?

It may be that I am a sentimentalist.

When it was my good fortune to

stumble (literally, for the cellar was

dark) across a manuscript of undoubted

ago, I could neither eat nor sleep (lit-

erally, for the climate did not agree

with me) until I had succeeded in

translating it.

The feverishness of those first hours

while I was struggling to decipher the

crude writing is unparalleled by all the

feverish hours of my thoroughly fever-

ish life. The suspense was such that I

bit my fingernails—a habit which is usu-

ally revolting to me.

My imaginative and romantic temper-

ament demanded that the manuscript be

a love story or a collection of sonnets

—

and the possibility of its proving the

debit and credit account of a medieval

merchant was not only odious, it threat-

ened to destroy my natural evenness of

temper. Under the stress of the situa-

tion I spoke rather harshly to my land-

lady.

Picture my exuberant relief when
first my consciousness became aware

that I was translating a romance, a

gem of "purest ray serene"; and yet

not a gem—a cameo, crisp and clear in

outline, delicate and faintly mysterious.

Such as it is I give it to you—with

apologies for my garrulous introduction.
# # # # #

Sancha Marani, the Lady of Snow
and Embers! Snow, cold and hard and

white ; white with blue shadows where

her eyelashes hovered like the heavy

wings of birds. Embers, smoldering,

the color of dark smoke with flecks of

flame not quite subdued; these her

eyes—and her lips—live coals that

glowed crimson on the snow and pulsed

with vivid life.

Life ! Yet only a picture of life, and

like a picture, compelling approach,

then cold to the touch.

The young men of all the land, rich

and poor, noble and ignoble, brave and

cowardly, from palace and cot, from

the hills, from the lowlands, from all

the land in fact, came to view the Lady

of Snow and Embers, for so she was

named by a wandering poet.

A tale was told of that poet. He
had loved the Lady and the songs that

he sang to her were hot with the flame

of his passion. And while he sang,

the skies burned with the setting sun,

but the radiance of warm color paled

to sluggish purple. The sky was

scorched, the poet said—as all things are

scorched that burn too bravely. And
as he spoke his face was white—then

grey in the gathering dusk. He rose,

looked not at the lady, but walked out

of the castle and down the winding

white road toward the scorched sky.

And no one knew why. No one knew
what the lady said to him. Perhaps she

said nothing. Only now the poet sang

less clearly—and about a man whose

heart was an ember, dying to ashes

under a feathery layer of snow. No one

understood.

The lady herself never talked about

her lovers—but her aunt with whom she

lived wondered not a little—and wor-

ried. It was not a credit to a handsome

dowager to have had for so long an un-

married niece; and as she painted her

wrinkled face, her narrow eyes grew

more narrow still and through the green

slits showed crafty thoughts.

She swept her green gown into her

niece's chamber—and paused at the

sight which greeted her. The Lady was
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vivid and suffused with emotion, more

beautiful than the Dowager had ever

si ni her.

"If she were always thus," thought

the old lady, '"the men would not go

away, she is too cold for a man who

lives on earth"—and she looked closely

upon the Lady.

She was dressed in red which rippled

and flowed about her like streams of

bright blood. Her hands quivered as do

flowers chained to earth and wooed by

the wind. And the reason was this.

The Lady was reading—and the reading

moved her strangely. Indeed, the

Dowager, who had been taught with

difficulty, in her ancient youth, to read

from a hymn book, considered the prac-

tice a heathen one, and could scarce

credit that mere written words could so

strangely affect a lady of true refine-

ment.

However, she was determined to take

advantage of the phenomenon, and

advancing, said as sweetly as her vocal

chords would permit:

"Dear niece, I am indeed charmed to

see indications of enthusiasm in your
glance, even over so unprepossessing an

object as the manuscript you have, in

the surprise and joy of receiving a visit

from me, let drop to the floor.
'

'

The Lady turned indifferently and
gazed out the window. Her hands were
quiet.

Her aunt with commendable tact re-

frained from gnashing her teeth, regret-

ting the impossibility of holding a

mood between her bony fingers until

such time as she had dissected it.

She picked up the discarded manu-
script, noting as she did so, the instant

wilting of those flower-like hands. The
wind had deserted them.

Tn the privacy of her own apartments,
the Dowager ruminated—and very

nearly confessed that in her youth she

had shown a lamentable lack of fore-

sight not to have mastered completely

the reading of those hymns.

She managed to discover, however,

that the thing was a play—about a

beautiful lady who was loved by two

knights. This was food for thought. It

was clear to the Dowager that the play

was a weapon.

The village folk crowded about the

Herald, who cried his news. Their

mouths were wide open, their eyes also.

Such a thing was unheard of. The

church had never done it. Therefore it

was wicked. The Dowager was a

wicked woman.

But there were some in the crowd to

whom the news was an unexpected

reprieve.
'

' 'Tis the pleasure of the Lady Marani

that a play be given in the Castle—and

the Lady herself will play a part—and

she will play without a mask—and the

two of her suitors who first apply will

play with her—and when the parts are

learned all the village is invited to at-

tend the performance." The Herald

droned on. His heart was not in his

work, but probably in the castle kitchen.

The crowd shifted and swirled as sev-

eral men of noble bearing flung them-

selves in the direction of the Palace

gates—and of them all, the two first only

were admitted, one fair and joyous, one

dark and saturnine—and the village

waited.

The Dowager was pleased with herself,

and cackled and rubbed her skinny

hands together as she sat in a small

balcony and watched the rehearsal.

Was it not certain that the two men
would fall in love with such a vivacious

beauty—and was it not equally certain

that, when the beauty had been so

stirred by a mere reading of the play,
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the acting of it would arouse her inter-

est still further? And would she not

love the man who played the pari if she

had loved the part itself 1 And then,

would there not be a splendid marriage

amonyt There would be. The mu-

?is were ordered already. The

Dowager was well satisfied with her own

logic.

And all the time Fate lurked in the

corner and leered. The Dowager was a

clever woman, but one would scarcely

term her an intellectual. By dint of

persistent labor, she had deciphered

parts of the play, but, unlike the intel-

ligent reader of today, she had neglected

to glance at the end—and the end is

important, even if all it does is to deter-

mine whether or not one cares to read

the book.

She laughed as she saw the fiery

glances of the two men, each in turn

bending a passionate knee to the vacil-

lating Lady. Vacillating! There's a

point—seemingly the Lady loved both

to distraction, and knew not how to

decide between them.

"Stupidity!" stamped the Dowager.

"All very well to yield as much to one

as to the other provided that the other

is not present at the time. But when
both are kneeling before you, it behooves

you to choose quickly or you will lose

both." The Dowager twitched with

impatience.

The Lady, in pitiful despair, hid her

face in her hands. She stood before

them and knew not what to do.

The dark, saturnine gentleman sug-

gested to the fair gentleman, joyous no

longer, that they share the lady. The
fair one agreed—his eyes showing crafty

reservations. But the Lady objected,

on the ground that her health was not

equal to the nervous strain of being the

joint po68686ion of two such passionate

lovers.

The Dow, er's teeth chattered. Wai
this in the play? She cursed literature

in a finished and professional manner

and nervously awaited developments.

Dark hair kissed one hand, fair hair

the other—while the Lady herself lifted

praying eyes to Heaven.

Swords were drawn and their blades

tested. The Dowager shrieked. It was

evident that some kind of contest was

on the point of being engaged in.

Of course, it was only a play, but

even in plays a towering passion does

unexpected things—and the men seemed

no longer to read lines from the text.

It lay forgotten on the floor.

The blades flashed lightnings and

the feet of the duellists dodged over the

smooth floor. The Lady still prayed.

The noise brought the servants, who
stood gaping at the doorway. If this

was a fair example of a play, they

approved—and thought it would be an

excellent thing to have one every day.

The two were breathing hard now.

The floor was slippery and they often

stumbled. It was growing dark, and dim

shapes that had lurked in the corners

stretched forth and covered the whole

hall.

The Dowager, leaning far over the

balcony rail, could see only two darker

shapes that tottered toward each other,

sw^ords gleaming ; came together and fell,

swrords no longer gleaming but hidden

—

somewhere.

There was a silence.

The servants returned to their

duties—agreeing that the players had

died in a commendably realistic fashion.

They had never seen a play before. It

w^as something to score their children

with, the tale they could make out of it.
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The Lady of Snow and Embers stood

quite still and looked at the two on the

floor. Then she said quietly, ''I shall

go into a convent."

The Dowager fainted—not because

the men were dead, but because her

plans had been so outrageously upset.

» • • « •

Hart, for God's sake stop dashing

them off, one a day and two on Sun-

days. It cramps your style—and don't

send me any more fakes! Don't you

realize that the ancients wrote in good

old English sentences, not in expres-

sionistic phrases? The Public won't

swallow it, that's all. Lay of for a while.

Pete.

• # • * •

Dear Jen:—Doctor says I'm in a

pretty run down condition, over work

you know—and advises me to lay off for

awhile. Even my editor insists that I

take a short vacation—so perhaps I'll

join you and the kids this week-end.

Expect me on

• ••#•*

Cairo, Fla., 9 a. m.

Hartley Clayton,

606 East 17th St., New York.

Fine shooting and women. Come on

down.

Bob.

USUAL LOVE
Evelyn Frachman

They lived at the seashore for the summer,
Fifty minutes away from the business district of the city,

And every evening at six-fourteen

She met him at the station,

And they walked back home together,

Talking little, yet, as arm in arm they strolled,

Their hearts entwined, and spoke their full

—

In silence.

One evening he, returning from his customary dip,

The invigorating ocean bath that city folks can best appreciate,

Laughed a little laugh, a trifle forced,

To reassure his wife, startled at sight of him,
'

' It 's all right—they pulled me in.

I just—went under—a couple of times
Is—supper ready—dear ? '

'

'

' Oh !

" she swallowed noticeably,

Then covered her concern.
" Trying to be smart? I'm sorry I didn't bring
My rolling pin out here with me.
You need a spanking,
You—naughty—fat little feller

! '

'

And so he told what might have been a tragedy.
And she, in deep anxiety and love,

She tried to tell him how she cared

—

And jested.



THROUGH THE GREEN DOOR
H. S.

As soon as one had lifted the knocker,

a quaint conceit of Veronica's grand-

mother, and opened the faded green

door, one felt at once that il was a very

old garden. So many long-silent voices

had talked and laughed and wept along

its grassgrown walks that the air had

always that vibrant hush which follows

utterance in a quiet place. If one list-

ened,—and the impression of another

presence in the garden was so strong

that one must listen,—one could hear the

rustle of that other Someone's gown or

a sudden lilt of laughter. Once, when

Veronica was lying on the warm stone

rim of the pool catching penny-bugs to

smell the ripe apple of their perfume,

she heard the door in the wall open

softly and the light footsteps of someone

cross the grass past the moss rose bush

to the stone bench beneath the apple

tree. But when she turned around, ex-

pecting to see her placid-faced old nurse,

there was no one there. There was no

one in the whole garden. But on the

sun-dappled seat lay a pink moss rose.

Long afterward, when Veronica had

growm into a girl, beautiful with the pale

beauty of the Vilmorin women, she

sometimes brought a letter to the garden,

wThieh had aged inexplicably since the

children had gone. Those were gay days

indeed, when the listening walls could

almost fancy Paul and little Artemisia

romping over the lawrns again, though

only Veronica's slowT laughter disturbed

the stillness.

Slimmer wa and the garden

burnt with calandulaa and marigolds

and zinnias, snapdr inned along

the walls, and Michaelmas daisies v

beginning to lay the year in lavender,

when Veronica brought the Last Letter

to the seat beneath the fruited boughs.

Perhaps she knew it was the Last Letter,

for she looked long at the seal before

she put out a white finger and broke it.

There were those who said in after years

that she broke her heart too. As for

that, I do not know, but when she had

read the letter through, she raised her

eyes and stared past the pale Septem-

ber roses to the orange and yellow and

red of the zinnias. All the garden held

its breath. And suddenly, in the utter

silence, she heard the crickets singing

and the water dropping heavily in the

pool. And it seemed that the sting of

the crickets' " he-he-he " and the finality

of the plopping water wTas intolerable

to her. Then Veronica flung one hand

across her eyes as if to shut out the

orange and yellow and red of the zin-

nias which she could never bear to see

again, and walked with strangely un-

hurried, unfaltering step from the gar-

den, which lay blinking in the setting

sun, red and yellow and orange with

the flowers that blazed beneath its walls,

but looking, for all its colour, even

older and grayer, when the high, green

door had closed behind her and her

steps along the walk were gone.
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THE CARVINGS ON THE ENTRANCE GATE 4

Anne Lackey

A child once asked me, "Who first

put us here?" I was about to give the

old answer that man made to quiet his

curiosity; but then said truthfully, "I

don 't know.
'

' And afterwards I thought

;

first, how man was made the highest

form of life and was given for his own,

the world, posterity, and knowledge.

Second, how all three gifts were given

openhandedly and entirely, up to a cer-

tain degree, for the world brought with

it the superruling of nature, posterity,

necessary conditions for existence,

knowledge with its limits set on earth

and blackness hung at the Gates of

Entrance and of Departure. Finally,

I thought, how we say to that which we
cannot imagine and less understand, "It

is God."

Nor is our answer today changed in

any way from that which the first man
gave, though he said it in the words and
manner of a little child. Then having

created his answer, this first man fell

down and worshipped it because he

could go no farther. Neither were his

children able to outdo him, so they, fol-

lowing his example, fell down and wor-

shipped. But, as much time passed,

later children, starting out with the in-

heritance of a mind and a little of the

road of world-knowledge already trav-

ersed, opened their eyes and came gradu-

ally to see the causes for changes and
happenings in nature, as they termed
it,—causes which they had before at-

tributed to God, to the imagined-one.

But they still worshipped, for blackness

still hung before the two gates. Finally

posterity, the second gift, learned all

about the world, and it saw then that

it, too, could go no farther because the

next question, "What first conceived

the world, how, and why?", took them

to the other side of the first gate, a sight

which was forbidden. So still they

worshipped, saying that much had al-

ready been given them and that, like

Pandora's box, more knowledge would

bring only sorrow and an insatiable de-

sire for even more. So they learned to

chant

:

"He giveth wisdom to the wise and

knowledge to them that know under-

standing. He revealeth the deep and

secret things. He knoweth what is in

the darkness, and the light dwelleth

with Him."
Then they were calmed, and sought

to perfect their knowledge of the world

and all its contents, so perhaps to

acquire merit, to know understanding,

and in the end be freed from the wheel

of life.

If one could be a strong-winged bird

and, having flown back over the cen-

turies, could look down upon the world

of early man, one would see how each

race was interpreting its creation and

proclaiming its birth to the future, the

Assyrians carving the tale on monu-

ments, the Greeks building inspired

temples, the Scandinavians telling it

before the council fire as a public in-

heritance to all children, the Indians

symbolizing their coming in their hunt-

ing, their planting,—their life. And as

one looked down, one might smile to see

* Honorable mention for the Mary A.

Jordan medal.
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how very like each tale was to the Other,

even as the men themselves. I » u t we an

human beings, able to set 1 only one time.

Tims, because in the same way those

ancient peoples arc not present to gloss

their intricate carvings, we preface our

interpretation o( them with, "< )ncc upon

a time."

Then, with "Once upon a time" the

pictured stories all begin, going on to

show the making of the earth and finally,

of man. To compare ever so slightly

the myriad beliefs about the creation of

the earth, the first gods, their various

conflicts, until they made man, would

take many times a thousand words. But

to speak swiftly and very lightly of the

best known ideas of early man concern-

in £ his own creation is a matter of not

many words, and may be safely essayed.

I shall start with the Assyrian idea,

which is very like that of the New Testa-

ment where God, having made the earth,

its vegetation, the animal world, at last

made man in his own image. And in

his own image, it seems, Marduk, the

champion of the Assyrian Gods, having

first prepared a place for him, created

man. But this man was not, from their

records, made of dust as the book of

Genesis informs us Adam wras. Why
not is hard to wonder, for nearly all

other myths speak of the modeling of

figures and the breathing into them of

life; although the early Greeks said

that man came from the trees, the rivers,

the prrass and, especially, the ground.

But one legend compares with another.

That of the faraway New Zealand na-

tives says that Tihi, the God, took red

Hay and kneaded it with his own blood.

Tn Ej?ypt, the Great God, Khuum, God
of the Cataract, fashioned man on his

potter's wheel. All these show him as

being a mere body animated by divine

spark: all these show that with the

spark extinguished he crumbles and be-

comes again the raw material The

Norsemen, however, give <-i more beauti-

ful accounl of the beginning, much like

the Greek; for they tell of how Odin,

chief and mightiest of all tin; Gods, was

walking on the <h with his two

brothers, Hoener, a r<<»\ with wisdom.

and Loeder, the evil God, when they

came upon two trees. These they turned

into man and woman. And Odin gave

the figures life and spirit. Hoener en-

dowed them with reason and power of

motion ; while Loedor gave them blood,

hearing, vision, and a fair complexion.

The man they called Ask, and the

woman, Embla, and from them the whole

human family is descended.

The idea of the trees is not unlike

that of the clay figures. We are merely

mechanisms of vegetation. But our

mechanism is of a higher order, en-

dowed by the Gods with the rule of the

earth and its creatures. And the secret

by which we rule lies in the fact that in

one of us is assembled all the character-

istics that are dispersed among the sev-

eral other creatures. There is the old

Indian myth that once upon a time,

wdien the earth was quite newr

, there was

on it only human beings and they were

so numerous that they could not be

counted. For a long time these people

lived in harmony until one day conflict

awoke them, when the high God of all

changed them into animals, each keep-

ing his chief characteristic, and those

which had been human enemies became

animal enemies, still fighting. But a

few men did not fight and these alone

were allowed to stay on earth, bringing

forth a new race. So the world went

on, man, wreak in comparison with the

people of his animal kingdom, began to

rule and ruled on because those animals

in deadly conflict could not combine
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against him their strength or their wits.

So simple are all these ideas, and so

beautifully molded that, clearly, nature

was the only material from which these

early men could have fashioned their

rude thoughts.

The material accounts for the vast

number of variations of the idea about

the beginning ; for in no two places is

Nature the same, and each man made

his belief in accordance with his sur-

roundings. If he lived by the Nile, red

clay the God used for his work. The

dark skin of the Egyptian is near the

color of that clay. If he lived among

the snows, the Gods gave him a fair

complexion, for all about was light. If

he lived among animals and knew their

ways by heart, surely they were once

his brothers, now changed into other

forms. But over the Egyptian, the

Scandinavian, the Indian, over them

all shone the sun. so it, of course, was

the highest and mightiest and most

eternal God of all. The sun was, there-

fore, the starting point for wonder

among every little tribe of the whole

world.

And the sun, shining from beyond the

Gate of Entrance into the world, made
first-men curious and wondering. And
they flocked to the Gate and peered into

the night-blackness beyond, and gazed

up at the sun that illuminated only the

earth and was intangible. Their won-

dering grew until, unconsciously, it

took the form of answers to their queries.

Then knowing truly that they could not

see all beyond, they carved their answers

upon the Gate, each race and each tribe

of each race carved its own answer.

After that, whenever they wondered or

queried and looked toward the Gate,

they saw their own carvings and, being

forgetful, did not remember them as

their own. Then they marvelled and

forgot entirely. And now we forget that

behind those carved answers, is really

blackness. We think that the carved

Gate is instead a staunch wall of truth.

Let us continue to think so, for in that

only lies our life.

1
' God is in the Occident,

God is in the Orient.
'

'

Yes, we have put him there: there let

him remain.

SONNET'-
Sarah Rigge

If there should come at length an end of pain ;

—

If, some clear morning, one should wake to find

Joy in the sunshine and the buoyant wind,
Shadow and light, and leaves new-washed in rain;-

If I could see the winter pass again
With hopeful eyes knowing no doubt behind:

—

If, in a traneuil and a quiet mind,
I could forget that Spring once waked in vain :

—

Though peace were now returned, and sorrow past.

Yet for the sake of sorrow's kindliness,

And for the crown of pity that she wore,
May beauty never fully take at last

Her memory. If I forget distress

Heed not my joy, but give me pain once more.

Honorable mention for the Mary A. Jordan medal.



REFLECTION ON READING
Jane Cassidy

I have recently been reading Daniel

onda. 1 have not yet advanced far

enough to pass any judgment on the

book, but I have been led by it to crit-

icize a trifle unkindly our modern novels.

The atmosphere of it is very different

from that of the present-day story ; it is

more reposeful, more natural, and, most

of all, redolent of better taste. For it

is decidedly better taste not to intrude

the immoral, the indecent, and the

shocking too much upon the public.

Gwendolen, for instance, kisses her-

self in the glass; Gwendolen chatters to

her mother about her own charms.

Gwendolen is a selfish girl, a spoiled

child; that is what she is intended to

be. She is reckless, and obeys her

wilful impulses ; she gambles, follows the

hounds when the whim seizes her, and

delights in attracting attention. But
she does it all prettily and with a certain

sense of her own worth. She is capri-

cious, but can be dignified; daring, but

possesses a maiden reserve that is easily

outraged. When at the culmination of a

rush of self-affection she kisses her re-

flection she does it in private, and on a

sudden impulse ; not with a glance aside

at a companion to see whether the act is

provocative of any emotion in him. And
her egotistical talk is to her mother;

she has not adopted it for her 'line'

when entertaining a possible suitor. The
author, too, shows her good taste in

sparing us the description of the smudge

of grease left on the glass by Gwendo-

len's lips. Of course Gwendolen did not

use a lip-stick—but a modern Gwendolen

would.

This is to me the point of the m,

A modern girl in a story, of Ghuei

len's type, who has had "all the advant-

ages" and proceeds to bend everything

to her whims is likely to give us a very

unbeautiful, unlovely impression. She

forgets her
'

' advantages
'

'
; not only is a

lady not her ideal but a lady is scarcely

tolerable. She has Gwendolen's delight

in attracting attention, but she may do

so by appearing conspicuously ludicrous,

conspicuously amorous, conspicuously

vulgar (if such a thing can be.) She has

no reticences, and boasts of the fact;

and sometimes we suspect that even her

author doesn't love her, although some

of his puppets may.

Why, then, does he depict her? He
is reflecting the life of the times, and

this is a very usual type of girl. In fact,

I do not think that there is any girl who
has not for at least a few fleeting mo-

ments desired the triumphs and atten-

tions gained by such open parading of

self in attractive guise; and many of

those with less fine instincts or strong

wills have followed this course. And
the majority of people, it must be regret-

fully admitted, have coarser instincts

and feeble wills.

But along with the sluggish taste and

will frequently goes a dull imagination.

These sheep would not have thought of

breaking out by themselves; the break

was made for them, and the way was

pointed. It is because a few girls of

this kind were made attractive in books

that many try so to be attractive in life

;

our ideals are governed by what we read,

to a large extent. Books reflect life, but
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they help to make it, too. So long as

the girl of any type is held up as the

object of young men's adoration, just so

long Avill girls try to be in the favored

group. The responsibility of the novel-

ist is great.

Yet the poor writer must reproduce

life as he sees it, and if he sees only

modern Gwendolens what is he to do?

Probably a larger part of the trouble

lies in the fact that he leads a peculiar

life, divided between social pleasure

and writing ; at least according to their

own accounts this is what many of the

popular novelists and magazine writers

do, or wish to do. Then abnormalities

may seem normal, madness, sane. The

danger lies in influencing others to

adopt abnormality as the standard and

to recognize madness as sanity.

It seems an endless circle. What we
read and what we are (for our thoughts

and ideals are ourselves) are bound up
in each other inextricably. Each inten-

sifies the other, and we may wonder

where it is all going to end. We must

console ourselves with the thought that

affairs have been at a like pass before

this and have concluded themselves sat-

isfactorily, and hope, not for better

morals, for we believe that we really

possess these, but for less noise and color,

more quiet beauty and good taste in the

books (and lives) of the next decade.

THE GARDEN POOL AT NIGHT
Esther Stocks

The iris nods on the edge of the pool,

Sways and nods as the night wind blows.

While the moonbeams come through the maple leaves

And dimples and ripples are in the pool,

Ripples and dimples in waters cool,

Made by the moon and the breeze and the night.

The fairies dance on the edge of the pool,

And sway and nod, and a night wind blows,

While the moon-beams come through the maple leaves

And a gold-fish hides by a rock in the pool,

And the young frogs sing in the waters cool,

Cool and gray-dark in the breeze and the night.

The lilies lie on the waters cool,

And sway and nod as the night wind blows,

While the moon shines down through the maple leaves

And kiss the lilies that float in the pool.

That sway and drift on the waters cool

In the breeze and the moonlit night



NOBISCUM AD
PARNASSUM

Even before scholars could name an

authority for the statement that "all

the "world 's a stage,
'

' there were daring

persons who tried to take a hand at

manipulating shadowy puppets. Some

who dared have been agile with the

strings, managing pretty dances, airy

and sprightly enough; one or two have

dashed down the dolls in a pet, leaving

at last nothing but a heap of sawdust.

And some of the most drastic of all have

torn the dresses from the mannikins to

show us how the joints work. It is not

strange that many of these daring sec-

ondary-managers are young. Youth is

the first act of the universal drama, full

of scrutinizings and idealizings and re-

voltings, and the wonder remains that it

is not oftener the last act and a tragic

one. Then when youth grasps the

strings and says
'

' Let me show you what

life ought to be and how far it falls

short of realizing its possibilities," all

sorts of dire chances befall the puppets.

All this dual drama is very confus-

ing—players turned managers for the

nonce—especially as the mimic per-

formance is often a masque where the

young manager himself steps upon the

boards. And all this by virtue of a

borrowed pencil and a stray hour be-

tween soc and geology lab.

"Is there a dream so flooded by the

spirit

That we can dive into its still delight

Beyond earth 's flare and crash,

Without a voice or song insistent that

we hear it,

Without a color to persuade our sight,

Or dim, seductive flash

To stir some reminiscent joy, and so

endear it

To the fond hearts that waking into

pain

Dispel this peace, and bid us feel

again?"*

Fragile and lovely, yet it voices a

very definite revolt—a youthful revolt,

for age is tolerant of even the insistently

obtrusive so long as it remains the con-

ventional. The first stanza of "A Dis-

tant Piping" is less distinctly rebel-

lious, but sighs remotely over vanished

"pagan days":

"0, harken to that distant piping's

notes

Borne hither by wind-wafture from the

vale,

Lithe cadences like what the jocund

Pan
Once piped to deities of brake and dale,

The Harvard Advocate, June 1, 1922
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Who, brown as acorns, rough with

shaggy hair,

Gathered to hear with wide-eyed child-

like thrill;

Sat crouching near, and artless hands

outheld,

As if to catch and hold the trickling

spill.'

'

#

Another method of revolt is frank de-

fiance, such as ''The Blasphemer Ram-

pant":
'

' Oh God has sent me longing

And God has sent me tears,

And God has sent remorse to me
To scorch my dying years.

"And I have sent God curses

And rent his barren word,

And I have mocked him. Lord of Hosts

!

And prayed that he had heard.

"But now he has a new jest

—

He's taught me how to love!

God, they are clever who devise

Your punishments above!

"So love for one of his folk

My rotten heart has gnawed.

What blasphemy, I'm wondering,

Will even up with God ?"t

For comparison, we offer a masculine

interpretation of a somewhat similar

mood :

"I walked through Hell, and all with

God's consent,

For He seemed not to know or even care

What led my tortured mind to wander

there,

As a lost sick man in bewilderment.

I groped and stumbled through the

abyss, and went

With bleeding hands to reach for one

high stair,

Calling aloud for hope in my despair,

For courage when release seemed immi-

nent.

And feverishly, and happily, I crept

Stair over stair away from that damned

place,

And trembled with great terror as I

stept

Up to the verdant earth, and light of

days

;

And went to home as some forgiven boy

Shaken with frightened laughter, mad
with joy!"*

There are few stage settings that our

young managers have not tried. They

strive for color effects ; they demand the

extremely large, or the crampingly

small; they admit no degree between

cryptic subtlety and baldest realism.

"Islands at Sunset" is back-drop for a

dreamy monologue

:

"Sand dunes are changing snow-white

to silver;

Curving beaches darken where the sea-

birds run

;

Fog wreathes headlands where ground-

swells thunder

—

Angelus, and evening, and the sunset

gun. '

'*

Simplicity itself is this February

setting

:

'

'A single yellow window throws

A single yellow patch

Upon the snow. '
'|

Here is a vast, vague, ocean:

"I gazed across the falling and rising

sea

Into its eastern isles of floating mist,

t The Vassal- Miscellany Monthly,

June, 1922.

* The Harvard Advocate, June 1, 1922

X The Amherst Writing, June, 1922.
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Till finally I be* a misty shape ei

And ever rising even Bail out of t ho

eastern sea.

Coming to the western shore."*

"Loneliness" depicts an ocean that is

almost personified as Amphitrite:

•

( Hit of the wastes across the night

The faint shore voices are following

after.

Lnder the stars is loneliness

Of love that fades in fading laughter.

'

' Dawn comes gray. The green sea lifts

Under the dripping bow, and slips

Astern. And the misty spray-cloud

drives

Its cold salt kisses across our lips, "t

Youth is sensitive to the moods of na-

ture, and their influence on man. And
why insist on the pathetic fallacy when

we admit that the Italians could never

have borne Venice had not blue sky and

olive trees nurtured them, or that Drake

would not have been a mariner had not

England been girdled by the sea ? Surely

influences still more subtle must ema-

nate from scattered crocuses and stray

rose clouds.

"In my loneliness I sought to make

friends with the creatures and things of

the desert. It might have taught me
love. Instead, it taught me blind, cring-

ing hatred. Yes, I was afraid, not of

its solitude nor its vastness, but of some-

thing behind these—perhaps the haunt-

ing shades of an evil soul. From the

white, bleached bones that have strewn

its sands for countless years, the parched

desert has sucked in the life breath of

human souls until it has become dissi-

pated with the very spirit of evil—dissi-

pated but never satiated . . .

•• Bui suddenly Toon [a tamed eoj

raised his head and sniffed the air un-

easily. We wore Hearing the

Then whimpering he slunk through

the brush to my side. Ai the same time,

something chill, something cold, crept

over me. I gripped Toon's hair. It was

the Presence, hidden, sinister, pressing

down, closer, surer. Terrified I glanced

around as though I hoped to find some-

thing tangible. The hair on Toon's

back was bristling. I would not let go.

He was pulling me, pulling me, out to-

ward the desert. I sobbed, yet I clung

on. My arms and legs were stung and

bleeding from scratches. My mouth and

nostrils were filled with dust. On sped

Toon". ..§

Theatrical gauze is not spared in cre-

ating atmosphere. Here an elusive idea

is pinned down by a series of half-pic-

tures strung together just as they flit in

enigma through a mind not old enough

to be content with a gray monotony of

thoughtlessness.

".
. . perhaps you do not know the

sound of violins weaving their way
among 'cellos, or sweetly arguing with

flutes ; the sight of a little foreign town

asleep under a low half-moon . . . Per-

haps you are immune to the drunken

delight I feel from the cold reflection

of mountain to] - in a green sheet of

water; from the call of a red-winged

blackbird across the marshes, from

auburn hair in the sun ; from the vision

of a fair-haired child playing in a sand-

pile ; from the rain among wet wood

ferns; from the hand-writing on an

envelope" . . . t

§ The Utah University Press, June,

1922.

t The Vassar Miscellany Monthly,

June, 1922.

* The Harvard Advocate, Jun^ 1, 1922
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The better puppets created by the

young managers are most entertaining,

from their variously featured faces to

their joints, which permit of varying

degrees of nature-counterfeiting motion.

"Vance Kennedy entered the dining-

room, the heels of her boudoir slippers

dragging on the floor, a kimono flapping

at her ankles . . . She dropped into her

chair, studied her coiffure in the side-

board mirror opposite . . . Mr. Kennedy,

who had been eying his daughter ever

since she had entered the room, spoke:

" 'I don't consider you suitably

clothed to come to the table' "... H

Portrayed with deeper insight is Liza.

"Liza slopped the plates into the

dishwater. And so this was the joy of

being young,—to hunger for better

things, to work her life away, seeing

others have what she most wanted; to

be forever stumbling down, making the

fall greater because she had reached

higher; longing for friends to help her

see bigger things in life, and having to

content herself with Joe. "... §

Both the Vance-puppet and the Liza-

puppet are in need of adjustment to

their environments, but Liza's need is

tragic. We are interested in her; we
sympathize when she is torn between

desire for freedom with Joe and duty

at home to ugly, lovable little Squiffy,

and the others. The Squiffy-doll is very

life-like. We love her in her avid thirst

for nickels and in her enthusiasm for

bouncing on the bed-springs, and most

of all in her attachment to her sister

—

''the bcstest friend I got." The cur-

tain does not drop easily on this play,

but comes down with a metallic squeak:

"The train rolled awTay carrying Liza's

romance, but not Liza. She stayed to

earn more nickels."

The sombre farce of "Triangle Bar

Pete" is lighted up only by the "house

for Wendy" episode and the character

of the cook-puppet, Billy:

"... as Shorty BowTman put it

:

'

'
' You never can tell when the bloom-

in ' Injun might take it into his head to

stuff the flapjacks with sawdust. He's

like the river, near the beaver dam. It

looks calm and peaceful like, but step in

once and you '11 go through to Chiny.

'

"Billy always washed the dishes at

the pump out-of-doors. There, in the

peaceful quiet of the bowl-like valley,

hedged in by the sun-bleached hills, he

clattered the dishes about in the soap-

suds, and then leaned back upon his

heels to wipe them vigorously with the

long towel that switched about him in

the wind, like the tail of a playful kite.

Always he sang at his work, and always,

at the top of his voice

:

" 'Oh, play the fife lowly,

And beat the drum slowly,

And sing the dead march as you carry

me 'long.

Take me to the foothills and place the

sod o'er me
For I'm a young cowboy, but I know

I've done wrong. "If

The sad figure of Mr. John Black t is

memorable. An actor ruined in mid-

career by a selfish act, he is at length

given a chance to redeem himself, only

to find that his power of memorizing

lines is completely lost.

Ellen the "Inspired "If is a delightful

doll. The scenes of her childhood are

presented with infectious glee. The

If The Western College Oxford, June,

1922.

§ The Utah University Pen, June, 1922

t The Vassar Miscellany Monthly,

June, 1922.
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consciousness she develops of the differ-

ence between her real self and her pose

is interestingly brought out. The cli-

max takes place when she discovers the

honest value of honest work. It is quite

evident that her manager dislikes pose

and is very glad to help her cast it off.

Such an attitude toward sham is char-

acteristic; whatever faults our young

managers may display, they try sincerely

to present things for what they are

worth before the curtain falls.

Abbe Pierre

Jay William Hudson

"Peasant woman and peasant men
With lives to live and little to choose."

A more sympathetic understanding of

the simple lives, the joy and sorrows of

simple peasant people, can hardly be

imagined than is given in this book

from the standpoint of the Abbe" Pierre.

It is a naive simple tale of the people

living in the little villages of Gascony

but it is a tale with all the charm of the

picturesque and even poetic. The de-

scriptions of the fete days and the old

legends which are brought in are espe-

cially good. For example, in one chap-

ter Abbe Pierre gives a description of

the procession of the "crows" and it is

impossible not to catch the sense of the

infectious, light-hearted gaiety of the

people. The village crier announces in

a loud oratorical sort of voice that the

next thing will be a grand ball and then

a bull fight with electricity at midnight.

The people applaud good naturedly

although they know there will be no bull

fight and there is no electricity, but al-

ready the one fiddler has struck up a

lively tune and the grand ball begins.

There is a love story woven in with

those vivid descriptions and the Abbess

impressions on life in general. The plot

is not interesting or convincing. \W
know from the start that the Young

American with light wavy hair and

poetic tendencies will marry the most

beautiful girl in the village. However,

these two characters are rarely men-

tioned and there is no attempt at char-

acterization, so that beyond the fact that

the Young American writes poems

which we feel are of questionable merit,

and Germaine is pious, beautiful and

good, we know nothing of them.

Without doubt the charm of the book

lies in the fact that the description is

so powerful that, it conveys to the reader

a vivid impression of the atmosphere of

the village. One can feel the sense of

quiet broken only by the clap, clap of

the wooden shoes of a passing peasant.

One can sympathize and enter into the

very spirit and temper of their existence.

H. L. F.

Adrienne Toner

Anne Douglas Sedgwick

She is "different", Adrienne Toner.

She has the gift of healing and a strange

power over people's lives. Her creed is

simple ; all evil is illusion, and one must

follow the lead of one's light. Magnetic,

lovable, she is nevertheless hated as well

as adored. To Barney, her fiance she is

a saint ; to Palgrave, his brother, a rare

being before whom goodness unfolds. To

Nancy, the girl Barney might have

married, she is a kind but stupid med-

dler, and to Oldmeadow, Barney's

friend, a dangerous personality, one

who doubts reality because she has

never experienced it, who loves good-

ness, but especially her own goodness,

who not only would never know she was

wrong, but who could not bear to be

thought anything but right. Oldmeadow
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resists her, Nancy resists her. They are

alone, at first.

Adrienne marries, and her mistakes

begin. She urges Meg, Barney's sister,

to follow her light. But what Meg

follows in Adrienne 's, not Meg's, light,

and suffering befalls her without the

need of righteous conviction. Adrienne

is blamed; Adrienne is a failure; and

for the first time harsh reality cuts into

her life. No longer admired, she be-

comes mean, revengeful. Her gift of

healing forsakes her, and she loses her

husband's love.

Oldmeadow is not surprised. He

foresaw that she would fall, when her

pedestal was swayed. But his presci-

ence was incomplete, for he did not

know her resilience, did not guess she

would rise, scarred but triumphant, to

heights more permanent and true.

Personality is like a prism, many-

sided, and the side one sees depends

upon one's angle of vision. Mrs. Sedg-

wick has observed this, and with artistic

skill presented Adrienne first from one

angle, then from another. She is dis-

tinctly revealed as others, particularly

Oldmeadow, see her, and her character

is now lighted, now shaded by the vary-

ing opinions regarding her.

There is little descriptive analysis but

through the medium of conversation the

author sways favor now toward now

from Adrienne. One loves her, one

loathes her, one is sure of her stupidity,

convinced of her sincerity. And through

out the book one admires the justice and

insight with which the unique person-

ality has been portrayed.

This Freedom
A. S. M. Hutchinson

Rosalie's childhood is spent in a

house of men. To be sure five women are

under the same roof, but their signifi-

cance ends with this service to their

three glorious males. How awful men

are, how stupendous their bluster, their

complete domination of the world :

'

' En-

thralling spectacle
! " " Extraordinary

men!"

Rosalie grows up ; she becomes a suc-

cessful business woman, and her attitude

changes. Men are still
'

' the creatures,
'

'

men have the best of everything, but

they are " noisy, careless, buccaneering

owners of the world," and to her ne-

gligible. "Of course they're beasts!"

She meets Harry Occleve. Cata-

clysm! Her antipathy, her scorn for

men is conquered. She loves! But she

does not give up her ideas of women's

rights. She and Harry live as partners,

both continuing their work. Children

are born. Rosalie "enjoys" her chil-

dren but has no care of them. Trained

governesses bring them up, correctly,

scientifically, without foolish fancies or

notions.

Her work rather than her children,

her right as an individual rather than

her duty as a homemaker, this is her

choice. With the rejection of the bond-

age of motherhood Rosalie obtains her

freedom. The sum she pays, the great

sum, is the climax of the book. Her chil-

dren fail, her husband's hopes are

wrecked, and the house of cards so care-

fully built up, falls in pitiful ruin.
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Mr. Hutchinson in this book reveals

unusual grasp of the subtle psychology

of the child, the subtle psychology of

the woman, and with sure, sympathetic

hand guides Rosalie to her marriage.

The rest of the story is less strong. A

convincing note is lacking. One feels

hurried by the author, and wishes his

characteristic slant toward the tragic

had been curbed. Events grow a little

too fevered and uncomfortably border

on the melodramatic.

However, the keen analysis and care-

ful characterization of the first three

books are worthy of high praise. And
because of them one heartily puts This

Freedom on shelf with // Winter Comes

as a modern novel of no small signifi-

cance.

V. M. M.



It is astounding how one bows the

neck to public opinion, even when one

is the governing power of the "largest

woman's college in the world." Most

of the more petty rules and customs

which are ours appear to be enforced

simply for the sake of appearances.

Such are the Sunday ordinances, which

specify certain hours for holiness and

certain hours for pleasure, the hat-be-

low-Beckmann 's rule, and the restriction

against smoking. Of course the reputa-

tion of any institution must be upheld,

if only as a matter of business. It is

interesting to note, however, that the

laws which have that as their main

object are the particular delight of the

lawbreaker.

I know a girl who turned in disgust

from a friend when she heard her con-

fess to several petting parties. Yet this

same high-minded creature took peculiar

delight in vulgar jokes, of which she

had a large supply.

Most amateurs appear to write verse

merely for the sensation of writing it.

If they will continue the attempt with

nothing to write about save a half-

formed image of someone else's reaction

to Nature, or Life, or Death, or Love,

or the Moon, then there is no hope for

escape from the slough of mediocrity.

The combination of hackneyed subjects

and limping, pitifully weak verse is

sometimes too much to be borne. That

is why we fall with zest upon a new-

comer with a thought or impression quite

original, or originally interpreted, even

though she uses the limerick for her

poetic medium. On the other hand,

there are some who have the gift of

making melody with words, so that

their theme is forgiven them, trite

though it be. As a rule, we are forced

to be satisfied with one or the other of

these types of half-poems. Why should

it be so hard for college poets to express

themselves at once musically and with

intelligence ?

There will always be two types of

people,—those who are blind from

choice, with faith in the Infinite, and

those who limit their belief by their

understanding.

The professional collector of "expe-

riences
'

' will be pleased to find her way

blessed by the Lord God, who said unto

Adam, "Of every tree of Paradise shalt

thou eat."

I am inclined to believe that the grad-

ing system, on which are based our Phi

Beta Kappa and cum laude awards, is a

very clumsy contrivance. There should

43
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ae way to discriminate between the

oiler and the student, the drudge and

Dins (ii* such there be among as
,

the tortoise and the hare.

This summer my little eousin owned

a magpie, which she kept in a cage and

fed when it pleased her. As a rule the

bird was contented enough, but one

afternoon as I happened by I saw him

in a very frenzy of revolt, beating his

wings against the wire netting wmich

kept him prisoner, fluttering about his

perch, and cawing his woes to high

heaven. Distressed, I sought to soothe

him, and proffered my half-eaten apple.

Immediately the tumult ceased; he was

completely absorbed, engrossed, content-

ed with life, and remained so for the

rest of the day. I thought, ''Lord! To

be so completely satisfied with an

apple
! '

' The sensation is a common
one; very often the sight of a child

playing in the mud, or of a woman
happy in domestic slavery, or of a pro-

fessor whose life is lived in books, can

inspire something closely akin to envy.

There are few people who do not at some

time long to escape from the blessing

and curse of ambition.

As we grow up, we forget how simple

the truly great are, but by the time we
are seniors we have begun to rediscover

it. L. B.

A freshman told me a story the other

day of a disillusioned senior who was
taking a poetry course by mistake be-

cause she hadn't known that Words-
worth was a poet. l. b.

It is common to speak of the purely

emotional friendships which may exist

among girls in terms of disgust. There

is no reason why tins should be so. If

unable to meet men, girls are naturally

attracted by certain characteristics in

eacli other which leads them to indulge

in pseudo-love affairs. It is futile and

unfair to deny them this small measure

of sensual experience, if it cannot be

otherwise acquired.

I was impressed anew with the eternal

ego of the human mind when I noticed

that commonly we judge the intelligence

of our associates by their ability to grasp

and appreciate our owti ideas.

In the beginning, girls spend their

money in search of "college life", and

later, in a mad effort to escape from it.

Most girls who despise their mean,

catty sex and glory in the manly vir-

tues have very little idea what they are

talking about.

On Being Worth Knowing
Hilda Hulbert

I have been a villain, a low-down,

cheating rogue, a skulker-about who
avoids the eyes of honest, out-spoken

men—in other words, I have thought,

yea, I have sworn to heaven, that I was

not worth knowing. Now, however, I

leap into the sunlight : I cry aloud

upon the mountain tops with a voice as

joyous as the dawm and as mighty as

the rushing many waters; I give out to

the world a mighty proclamation : I am
worth knowing.

I am through with shirking apology,

not of the tongue, which is reasonable,

but of attitude, which is unforgivable ; I

am through with inconsistently claiming

that everyone, pleasantly dull or insuf-

ferably brilliant, is worth knowing, ex-

cept myself. I am through with meeting
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introductions with the morbid thought,

"You're rather nice! The nicer you are

the harder it will be for me to see you

come to the conclusion that there is 'so

little to me'. I wish you'd like me, but

really I can't blame you if you don't,

so don't feel badly about it." Yes, im-

possible as it sounds, my state of mind

amounted to about that. I am through,

I say, with all that. My handshake

shall mean in the future one thing and

that unmistakeably, "I guess you're al-

most as interesting as I am! I've got

some vastly unique ideas. I wonder if

you'll agree with them?"

All my life I have sat on the edge of

conversation, uneasily dabbling my toes

in. and pulling them out in a cowardly

fashion when the wave of discussion be-

gan to roll in my direction. I have spent

minutes thinking out some simple and

original remark, while the conversation

has shifted under my nose to another

topic, upon the discovery of which I

have always felt singularly cheated.

I remember most vividly a certain

evening, when I was at the immensely

young and strangely old age of fourteen.

We were entertaining at dinner a most

fascinating friend of Mother's, a woman
of great charm. My heart was in my
throat all evening; I was constantly

getting ready to say something, deciding

not to say it, or wishing I had and won-

dering whether it was too late then or

not. Oh, the agony of it! I recall, that

the discussion turned for a time on the

Angora cat belonging to the lady. I at

once thought of my kitten, which still

occupied an enormous place in my heart,

although it had died a sudden death a

month before. This was one of the occa-

sions when my heart went into my
throat. I debated long as to the pro-

priety of telling about her. I glanced

around the table at the faces gently

flushed with the exhilaration of pleasant

conversation. A sudden pause had come.

I took a big breath and put down my
fork. At that moment the charming

person turned her eyes on me, softly, as

was her wont, and said, "Well, Sylvia

dear, you're getting to be quite a young

lady. How are you getting on in school

these days?" My heart stopped; my
thoughts lurched around in my brain

drunkenly; my mouth went dry. Crim-

son to the ears, and trying desperately

to stop myself even as I said the words,

I stuttered out,
'

' She died last month. '

'

It was over ; I had done my worst.

No, in the future I shall serve out my
ideas to the world as grandly as Ridiklis

in the Rackety'-Packety House served

seven courses of turnips. Gentle reader,

I hope you like turnips.

On Poets

R. A.

Often have I wondered, when a poet starts to write,

Does he first select the name, and weave the rhyme about it tight,

Or does he spout his feelings, his hopes and his ambitions,
And name them after reeling off a hundred fine editions ?

Does he sharpen first his pencil, and chew it all to bits,

And tear his hair, and roll his eyes, and throw a dozen fits,

Or does he in a calmer mood receive an inspiration,

And rush away to write it, without any hesitation ?

Does he write with the intent of being read in future days,
Or himself to humor and amuse, and others to amaze ?

Should his hair be long and curly ? Should he wear a buttoned shoe ?

Oh! how many things I'd like to ask a poet! Wouldn't you?
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Four of a Kind
In a certain college there were three

young girls, each different from the

other.

Said the first :
" I want to livel" She

did,—in Paradise Woods and Amherst.

Said the second: "I want to knoiv!"

She acquired a reputation and nose

glasses.

The third wanted nothing in particu-

lar, and got it.

Unfortunately, none of them were

quite happy, for they were all disap-

pointed.

Some time afterward there came a

fourth young girl. She was very greedy

and said she wanted everything she could

get. After a month of wanting and hard

labor, she reached the infirmary.

Experienced persons doubt if she

any happier than the others.

The Fire of Youth

E. L. R.

My life moves on; nor do I greatly care

How it goes by. I sleep and eat enough.

T dance, I walk, I talk to those I choose

—

Throughout the day I do not ask for more,
Happy to live as stagnant as a pool.

But always after day there comes the night,

Night of stars and sounds, and the swift rustling breath

Of wind through leaves, and so against my cheek.

I am not then content with food and books,

Nor with the pleasant faces of my friends

;

I am not then content to neatly think

Around the little circle of my thought,

Concluding that there is no thing on earth

Fit to disturb my dream, or lack of dream.
The night is dark, yet touched with silver light,

—

Mysterious light! I wonder whence it comes?

—

The night is still, yet full of muffled calls

;

I am aroused ; I want to go away
To that far land oft sought and never found
Where life is like a glass of bright champagne,
Or the shine of orange sunset on the snow.

Of course I know that night is always thus.

I shall sleep well ; tomorrow I shall rise

And eat and talk and laugh, and think no more
Than yesterday, and care no more to think

—

The days go on ; I am as most men are

(Or as I think they are; how can one tell?)

And half the time I ask for nothing more

;

Though I should ask, what is there to be found 1

And Kerwillos said,
'

' Fortunate is the

man who loses all things, above him for

whom all things are gained. It is better

to die than to be born

begin.
'

'

to end than to'
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The Green Dragon

The Shop for individual and

distinctive gifts*

207 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts

PLYMOUTHINN
W. A. SENNA, Manager

Cor. Wait and Green Streets

European Plan, $2.00 up

Visit Our Tea Boom

On the approved list of Smith College

For the biggest and best line of

COLLEGE FOOTWEAR

at popular prices

visit

FLEMING'S SHOE SHOP
211 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts



SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
The Management of the Academy of Music bege to announce a ipecial engagement

of

HENRY JEWETTS REPERTORY COMPANY
from th«

OOPLEY THEATRE, BOSTON

for a period of four weeks, beginning November 6th, in a aeries of eight repre-

sentative plays with changes of bill twice weekly. This unusual opportunity is now

afforded Academy of Music patrons by reason of delay in the completion of the

New Copley Theatre. The repertory will consist of the following plays:

"The Oassilis Engagement" by St. John Hankin. Nov. 6, 7, 8

"The Liars" by Henry Arthur Jones Nov. 9, 10, 11

"Rutherford and Son" by Githa Sowerby Nov. 13, 14, 15

"Pygmalion" by George Bernard Shaw Nov. 16, 17, 18
'

' Hedda Gabler '

' by Henrik Ibsen Nov. 20, 21, 22

"The Rivals" by Richard Brinsley Sheridan Nov. 23, 24, 25

"A Family Man" by John Galsworthy Nov. 27, 28, 29

"A Night Off" by Augustin Daly Nov. 30, Dec. 1, 2

Seats will be sold for single performances and by subscription (for the entire series of
evening performances, not including Saturday matinee at popular prices). Scale of prices
for single performances—Orchestra and Orchestra Circle, A-L, $1.25 ($1.50 is charged at

the Copley Theatre for corresponding seats), M-U, $1.00; Balcony, A-C, $1.00; D-F, 75c1

;

Balcony Circle, GQ, 50c. War Tax must be added to above prices. Matinees (Saturdav
only) Orchestra and Orchestra Circle, A-L, $1.00. M-U, 75tf ; Balcony, A-C, 75tf, D-Q. 50*.
War Tax must be added to above prices. Scale of prices for subscription tickets (for
eight performances): Orchestra and Orchestra Circle, A-L, $10.00; M-U, $8.00; Balcony,
A-C. $8.00; D-F, $6.00; Balcony Circle, G-Q, $4.00. On subscription tickets the War Tax
will be paid by the theatre. The Box Office will be open for sale of the subscription
tickets at 10 a. m., Tuesday, October 24th. The seats for single performances may be
purchased at the Box Office three days prior to the performance. The management reserves
the right to change any bill in the repertory at its discretion. Subscription tickets will be
sold only for the same nights of each week.



C- NJjTTTS
Students

Room Furnishings

137 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

WINOHESTEK FLASH LIGHTS
and BATTERIES

art the Very Best that mechanical skill

and ingenuity can produce.

Our constantly increasing Bales attest

their popularity.

BUY A WINCHESTER NEXT TIME

Foster-Farrar Company
162 Main St., Northampton, Mass.

(Jfmibg ijntel

A good place to

Dine

when in

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

E- J. Gare &l Son

JEWELERS

112 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

College Shop

WANTED
College Girls' Discarded

Hats, Coats, Suits, Sweaters,

Shoes, etc.

To Sell.

All Goods Sold Quickly

211 Main Street

(Over 5 & 10 Cent Store)

FORD
The Universal Car

Show Room and Parts Department

24 Center Street

Tel. 470

Service and Repairs

Hotel Garage, Rear 203 Main St.

Tel. 187

CHASE MOTOR CO.



You will never regret trading at

the

BOSTON FRUIT STORE
M. Giuffre & Co.

The Pioneer Fruit House of

Northampton

Tel. 370 235 Main Street

Northampton
Commercial College

Offers courses which give a
thorough technical training

to those who desire

Secretarial Positions

Positions as Commercial Teachers

Private lessons night or day

Send for catalogue

All makes

Standard and Portable Typewriters

Sold, Rented, Repaired. Supplies.

CORONA agency.

76 Pleasant Street

NORTHAMPTON - MASSACHUSETTS

Tel. 80 Day and Night Service

College Taxi Co.
Successor to Hiatt Taxi Co.

WM. G. MAHAR, ligr.

Taxi,

Touring Car

and

Limousine

SERVICE

Office: 188 Main St., Northampton

LAMBIE'S
We specialize in the following

merchandise for College Girls:

Corsets,

Silk Underwear,

Blouses, Silks,

Dress Trimmings

Neckwear, Hosiery,

Draperies, Coats

and Suits

Agents for

Lewandos Dye House

J, E, Lambie &l Co<
92 Main Street
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Compliment Your Friends

with Flowers—A gift of flowers is

a compliment that cannot be
misunderstood.

Butler &» Ullman

E. ALBERTS
Correct College Footwear

Hosiery, Boudoir Slippers,

Rubbers, Accessories

The Store Nearest the College'

241 MAIN STREET

JBrOUtUitmB

Sfpartmftit

Orders taken
for

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
and

STAMPED STATIONERY

at

BRIDGMAN & LYMAN
108 Main Street

JULIA B. CAHILL
219 Main Street

Specializing in

—

BLOUSES
TOPLESS CORSETS

BANDEAUX
Hand-made Underwear

Separate Skirts Hosiery

The Draper

Northampton's Leading Hotel

WM. M. KTTVTRATJi, Proprietor

ETJBOPEA5 FLAW

Northampton, Mass.

Gifts That Last

JAMES BERRY
JEWELER

Official Watch Inspector

W. T., N. H. & H. R. R.

Draper Hotel Building

161 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Compliments of

Bon Marchg



JUST SAY, CHARGE IT
Yonr account is soli^itod at this long-

established good shop. You will like our
fine work, prompt service and

reasonable charges.

You can rely on

WITHERELL'S
for the best

Dry Cleaning, Dyeing, Remodeling,
Repairing and Pressing

of all garments.
Phone 1392 and our motor will call.

199 Main St., opp. City Hall
Look for the Yellow Signs

WE
THE G. W. LAYTHE SHOE CO.

cordially invite the students and faculty

of Smith College to make our store their

down-town meeting place. A pleasant

place to meet one's companions,

telephone at your disposal.

Next door to Western Union.

Our

Shoes, Hosiery and Rubbers of Quality.

MARCEL WATER WAVE

Celia M. Belanger
HAIRDRESSER

Tel. 683-W

j 277 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON
i

Scalp Treatment Shampooing

SCHULTZ, Inc.
Marcel Waving Manicuring

PLYMOUTH INN
223 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Can we sorvo you in sheet music,

grafonola records, nkeleles, strings,

etct Wo will be pleased to fill oithor

from stock or by special order, any of
\

your musical wants at New York and

Boston discount rates. Prompt delivery

service to your address.

WHITE'S MUSIC SHOP
Northampton.

Phone: Postal Telegraph 185 Main St.

FEDERAL
System of Bakeries

109 Main Street

Draper Hotel Building

Everything in baked goods

Federal quality.

Open or Closed Packards for Hire

City Taxicab Co*
TEL, 96-W

Draper Eldg., Edw. Sarazin, Prop.

You Can Depend on Our Service



BOYDEN'S
196 Main Street

Tel. 33

Come to Us

for a

REAL STEAK DINNER

Open 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

When you want

BIRTHDAY GIFTS

or

BRIDGE PRIZES

Come to us.

We have always a nice assortment on

hand directly from Japan and China

including

:

Lamps, Baskets, Beads, Jewelries, Old-

Embroideries, China and Wooden Wares,

Laquor Works and various other novelties.

T. 0N0 & COMPANY
14 Center Street, Northampton

Telephone 1253-W

BECKMANN'S

As always, the leaders in high

quality and low prices. See our

daily specials in our windows.

BECKMANN'S
Soda Fountain and Candy Shop

249 Main Street

GRUEN
the mark of Highest Artistry

ARTHUR P. WOOD
The Jewel Store

also the

Watch and Clock Hospital
197 Main St., Opp. City Hall

TeL 1307-M.

CADILLAC DODGE BROS.

Northampton Garage Co.

Next to P. O.

TAXI and RENTAL SERVICE

Tels. 8240—583

TheMary Marguerite
TEA ROOM AND FOOD SHOP

21 State St.

Luncheons and Supper 11 to 6.30

Accommodations made for private

dinner parties
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EDITORIALS

"What Oft Wag Said—"

This student life of ours is a strange

affair. Not only is it full of difficulties,

but also there sometimes rises a doubt as

to whether the management of these

difficulties is worth our while, whether

the effort makes for any eventual

advantage. This doubt develops into a

positive fear when we consider the

obscurity into which our most brilliant

predecessors are plunged when they

graduate. We are, indeed, convinced

that an A. B. may count for a little in

the rude world of jobs and wages, but

we cannot understand why our surpris-

ing talents, so encouraged by our teach-

ers and so lauded by our companions,

should not make accessible to us high

positions, with stupendous remunera-

tions. Some time in our career will

come the astounding revelation that our

talents are not surprising after all, our

abilities in no way unusual, and we are

left puzzling over the eternal question,

"Why?"
Why do they do it, these teachers of

ours? Why do they offer, if not enthu-

siastic encouragement, at least no sternly

kind repression of our young ardor?

They know our limitations; they must

know them. Generations of observation,

if not their own experience, must have

shown them what an ineffectual thing

the average graduate is. Yet I venture

to state that there is not one of us here

now who is not confident that she can

make her mark when the time comes,

and who has not been strengthened in

this belief by the encouraging smiles and

silences of some professor. And cer-
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tainly there are none of us who have

not helped swell the reputation and the

self-esteem of some of our fellow-stu-

dents, who, in nine cases out of ten, were

started on the path to their brief glory

by the influence of an instructor.

We cannot blame our teachers. It

would be unreasonable to ask of any

human being that he be a damper to the

enthusiasm of those with whom he must

work and towards whom, in the main, he

cherishes a kindly feeling of tolerance.

It would be still more unreasonable to

demand that he restrain his joy when he

finds a kernel of intellectual interest,

hoAvever small, amid the chaff of medi-

ocrity. Obviously, the professor has

some defence to offer.

He may bring forward a still stronger

defence by pointing out that he has,

beside the human element, the more

potent economic problem to consider.

The teacher must earn enough to live.

To be considered valuable enough to

consume the community's money he

must pour forth a certain amount of

knowledge ; and he cannot do this unless

he secures, and, having secured, retains,

a sufficient number of pupils. If he is

at all ambitious, or a wee bit conceited,

or even very conscientious in his atti-

tude toward his employers, he will try

to secure more than a mere sufficiency

of pupils—and it is true that honey

catches more flies than does vinegar. The

providing of honey is, therefore, one

feature of a teacher's business.

We, of course, are the flies, the vic-

tims. This is an unfortunate situation,

but there is no apparent way out, unless

teachers be endowed, or young hopefuls

insured against disappointments. The

only thing for us to do is to enjoy and

make the most of our present time of

felicity, to prepare ourselves for the fu-

ture struggle, and to consider the people

on the other side of the academic wall

as beings like ourselves, liable to human
failings and needs, and laboring, as we
will soon, to exist and advance by what-

ever means are proper and necessary.

There should certainly be no animosity

between teachers and pupils, but at the

same time there should be no childish

unreasonable dependence ; we must see

ourselves clearly and gauge our own

powers accurately some day, and it is as

well to begin before we emerge into the

actual doing of things. J. m. c.



SEVEN AND ELEVEN
Phyllis M. Young

The morning sun streamed through

tin 1 long, narrow window of a big, old-

fashioned kitchen on the bent head of a

little girl who was spending the few

minutes before breakfast in a last effort

to finish her algebra problems. She

looked up guiltily every time her grand-

mother bustled in from the pantry, as If

expecting to be told that this was not

the time for lessons, but the woman only

whistled breathily to herself as she

moved noisily about the stove and table.

In the corner by another window an old

man sat reading the last night's paper,

and did not know that it was not the

morning's, although he had read it

through the night before.

At the sound of a quick, springing

step on the stairs the girl looked up

expectantly with brightening eyes; the

woman looked down her nose at the

fried potatoes she was turning and then

hurried into the pantry, still whistling

tunelessly, as the stair door opened and

her son Joe came down to breakfast.

"Hello, Moon Face!"

The girl tried to sulk but her eyes

danced. "Hello yourself."

"Cross patches doesn't like to be told

she's fat!"

She shrugged.

"Polly's mad at her old uncle!

Polly's mad and I'm glad and I know
what to—"
The woman bustled out from the

pantry. "Here you two! Quit your

eternal fooling! Polly, you can help

with the breakfast."

Joe picked up the coal bucket and

went to the cellar, clogging with his

heels on every step.

"If he's noi one fool!" muttered the

old woman.

Polly smiled. She loved his crazy

ways.

When he came up again, the other

three were at the table eating silently.

As lie dropped into the chair opposite

Polly, she grinned at him boyishly.

"Well, how's the little squaw feeling

now?" he asked. A velvet band about

her head was the cause of this title.

"Come on, Hokey Pokey, pass the

bread!"

"My name's Polly."
'

' Hokey Pokey, that 's what I call the

boy in the shop,—Hoke when he 's quick,

Poke when he's slow!"

Polly laughed in spite of herself.

"No wonder he thinks you're crazy."

"I'll have some of that coffee, too,

please ; help to wake me up. My, but

I'm sleepy this morning!" he yawned.

"You can't expect to do a week's

sleeping in one night, you know," re-

marked his mother.

"No, and you can't do a night's

sleeping in a week with all the damn
cats in the neighborhood howling under

your window!"

"It's all very well to blame it on the

cats."

For a moment profanity seemed im-

minent, but it did not come. Joe seldom

swore in front of Polly.

Polly was the child of his favorite

sister, a brave, strong, lovely woman
whose life had been a weary struggle

of stubborn loyalty to the man she had

married. In the end he had failed her

and in haughty, silent shame she had

brought her child to her old home, had
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worked for her there, and had died,

leaving Polly, a little girl in a house

where all the children had grown old.

The breakfast proceeded in moody

silence broken by the old man who be-

gan to tell an oft repeated story of his

youth to which nobody listened any

more, but which he enjoyed telling, too

deaf to hear, too old to perceive that all

the time they talked of other things.

The old woman began clearing the table

while the others were still eating, and

an angry light came into Joe's eyes as

he watched her, but she, who had been

tired when yet young by the mothering

of many children, and embittered by an

endless struggle with poverty, did not

look to see the little things that were

sowing weariness and bitterness in other

young lives.

"What sort of work are you doing

today, Joe?" Polly asked.

"Kepair work, courtesy jobs of the

company. '

'

Polly's eyes clouded, for that meant

he would be on the street most of the

day. "I have a thank-you job, for you,

too," she said. This was what they

called the jobs that brought no pay.

"What's that?"
1

' The cold water faucet in the pantry

leaks.
'

'

"I'll fix it tonight, Patches."

"All right! You'll be home early to-

night, won't you?"
"Yes. I think I'm going to beat you

at checkers."

"Try it!"

"I'll bet you!" He got his hat and
started toward the door.

"If you'll wait a minute I'll walk to

the corner with you."

"All right. Hurry up."

She slipped into her sweater, gath-

ered up her books, said good-bye to the

old man and woman and then they were

off. They had barely reached the pave-

ment when a little robin fluttered across

at their feet.

'
' Joe ! Those little robins have fallen

out of the pear tree. They'll all be dead

by noon!"

"Oh, no, they won't. It'll take just

five minutes to put them back again.

You catch them while I get the ladder.
'

'

In a minute he was back with a ladder

and a box.

"I'll put the nest in this box. They'll

not fall out of that."

Quickly he adjusted the box, put the

nest and the five little robins in it, and

climbed down again with a happy, sat-

isfied smile. When he came back from

putting the ladder away he found

Polly standing under the tree with one

little bird in her hands and two flutter-

ing and sprawling at her feet.

"They're out again, Joe."

"Well the little damn fools! If they

were sparrows now I'd be for killing

them."

"But they're robins, Joe."

"Yes, I know, and they'd make a fine

meal for those cats of mine! There's

an old bird cage in the stable that they'll

not fall out of in a hurry. It won't

take long to fix it."

Ten minutes later they were almost

running down the street.

"You'll be late for work, Joe."

"You'll be late for school."

"Doesn't matter. Good-bye, and

don't forget you're going to play check-

ers tonight."

"All right. Bye-bye. Don't run too

fast."

Like Pippa, Polly sang as she ran

down the street, for she was in love with

life. She was in love with life because

she thought she knew its secret. The

secret of life was love. It was by love

that she led Joe. She smiled as she
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thought of the leaking faueet and how

he had promised to fix it. Her grand-

mother eould not have won such a prom-

ise from him. Polly had an almost

tender pity for her grandmother as she

pictured herself in years to come with

little children about her and a man

somewhat like Joe who was their father,

in a home where love reigned. It wras a

beautiful vision, this dream of a little

girl just coming into womanhood, this

child for whom the day of life was

breaking, wThose life was in the morning

and the morning at seven.

It was night. The flickering gas light

which penetrated but uncertainly the

darker corners of the big old kitchen

shone full and bright upon the bent

head of a little girl, wTho for an hour

now had been sitting at the table strug-

gling with algebra problems that would

not solve. Often she looked up anxiously

at the clock on the wall and always when

she did so the old woman who sat at the

other side of the table darning socks

sighed aloud, sometimes so loud that it

roused the old man who dozed in a

decrepit rocker by the radiator.

At ten o'clock when the old woman
cleared the corner of the table where a

place had been set for supper and cov-

ered with a turned back corner of the

table cloth, Polly looked up and smiled

at her uncertainly, but the woman 's ex-

pression of injured righteousness, the

masque of a mother who knew she had

failed, never changed. At ten thirty

she put awray her darning and wTent into

the next room, from wThich very soon

came the sound of gentle snoring.

At eleven the old man suddenly

straightened in his chair, the woman
stood blinking in the door way, Polly

closed her book; they had heard the

gate bang. Then fame a heavy hi idling

Btep on the porch ami the door was

flung open so rudely that the key shot

half across the kitchen. Joe was come

home at last.

His mother was the first to speak,
1

' Joe ! Where did you get that cut over

your eye?"

"Cut?" He felt his forehead. "Who
did that?"

"Don't you know?"
"No!—Yes. It was Tom Murphy."

"What were you doing at Mur-

phy's?"

"What wTould I be doing at Mur-

phy's?"

"I don't know."
1

' The hell you don 't ! I just went in

to show him I could get drunk even if

he wouldn't sell to me. See?"

"That's a nice way to talk to your

mother, isn't it?"

"Fine mother you are!"
1

' Here, here !
'

' broke in the old man,

"You can't talk like that!"
'

' Oh—she didn 't shut the drink off on

you, did she?"

In the end it wTas Polly who fore-

stalled the imminent storm and persuad-

ed him to go upstairs ; Polly who washed

his forehead, opened his bed, took off

his shoes and laid out for him all that

he would need. In silence she let him
blame his mother, his boss, his God, and

others without number. Tomorrow she

wrould tell him he could not find excuse

in the sins of others, but tonight she

was silent. Nor was it all false that he

said ; after all it was his father who had

taught him to drink, his mother who
had chided him till he drank again,

and few had been the friends who had

been unwilling to drink with him.

"Are you ready for bed now, Joe?

Do you want me to go?"
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"Uh-huh,"—then, suddenly turning

toward her, "Polly, did I have any

supper?"

"I don't know, Joe, did you?"

"Did I come home to supper?"

"No."
"Then I didn't have any supper."

"You want some?"

"Damn it! You don't think I'm go-

ing to bed without my supper, do you ? '

'

"I'll get you something. Lie down

and I'll be back in a minute."

In ten minutes she came back hoping

to find him asleep, and she did, sound

asleep sitting on the edge of the bed.

She roused him and pulled a chair to

the side of the bed for his plate.

"Want salt on your corn, Joe?"

"Yes."—and a minute later, "Did

you salt my corn?"

"Yes, you said to."

"To salt a man's food for him! I

thought you knew better than that,

Polly!"
'

' Why, Joe, you told me to.
'

'

"I can salt my own food. I'm not

that drunk! I'm sorry, Polly; I know

you didn't mean to, but no man could

stand that. You salted my food ! You'll

have to go, Polly, I 'm sorry but no man
could stand

— '

' and forcing the dish into

her hands he pushed her from the room

and locked the door.

# # # #

The gas light flickers dimly, coldly in

a big old kitchen that is very empty,

very still. The long, narrow windows

with their tight drawn blinds are great,

black holes in high, old walls. Harshly

the clock ticks the slow minutes. In the

pantry a leaking faucet drips and

dribbles on an iron sink. At the table,

her face buried in the cloth, a little girl

is crying, and upstairs a man is asleep

on the floor.

The little girl does not cry because

her checker game has been spoiled, be-

cause her playmate has been angry with

her. It is the dripping of the neglected

faucet in the sink that makes her cry.

She does not realize that in the morn-

ing she will forget, as children do.

But the clock ticks the slow minutes

as the hand moves from seven to eleven.



AFTERWARD
Marian Guptill

A crumpled glove thai still is fraughl
With Paint, elusive perfume-scent,
A dress with little, jagged rent

Torn by her eager feet—(How still,

How still they are!) A lacy frill

Her throat had known .... 1 had not thought
Such things could hurt me so.

The poignant stah of grief when first

The dark earth hid her precious dust,

The blind despair because 1 must
Go on to journey's end alone,

Regret, love's longing to atone,

Twas thus, I thought, when think I durst,

That sorrow clothed itself.

But now I know that grief is not
A matter of a moment 's pain

;

Like wolves that gnaw and rend again,

The ruthless days tear bleeding-raw
The quivering wound that time would draw
To healing .... Ah, the blue forget-me-not

She laid inside my book

!

REALIZATION
Paulina Miller

Far-off silver quiver of stars

—

Wild sea-tang, and its frozen spray

—

Murmur of grasses, wind-swept, night-dewed-

Pale pure flame that sinks ashen grey

—

Heavy coolness of trees at dusk

—

Insolent heat of autumn red

—

A little lost cloud in hurrying flight

—

(All these you were! And you are dead!)
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THE TRAGEDY OF A LITTLE BOY
Eleanor DeLamater

Beeby was a healthy child. From his

straight "Dutch-cut" and blue eyes, to

his fat legs, there was nothing even re-

motely complicated about him. He did

not need organizing, nor administrating,

nor exploiting. And he was in the charge

of a capable nurse. It is, therefore, no

wonder that his mother had set him

aside for future reference, so to speak.

The most important person in his

world was Dumple. There seemed never

to have been a time when Dumple was

not at his side, as much a part of the

scenery as the blue flowers on the nurs-

ery wall-paper. Her real name was Anne
Goldswallow, and there was nothing in

her sedate, becapped appearance to

suggest Dumple. But, for reasons best

known to himself, Beeby had rechrist-

ened her, and Dumple she somewhat

unwillingly remained, to the end of the

chapter.

There was also a very masculine rag-

doll with a woolly beard, inappropri-

ately called Sarah. Sarah meant well

but he was fast becoming unrecogniz-

able from constant wear.

These, with the cook, who had rather

a suspicious nature, made up Beeby 's

world. He played by himself on the

big walled estate, and Dumple read to

him, and everything was always the

same. He and Sarah used to sit for

hours listening to Dumple 's rendering

of the "Adventures of Robin Hood."
It is doubtful whether, in the condition

of his head, Sarah heard anything, but

Beeby was all ears.

One day he came running to Dumple
to tell her about a new game. The game
was called "Rainbow Kids." You

played it with some people of that name

who lived in trees and dressed like

Robin Hood—only in every color of the

rainbow. You could never tell whether

they were going to be friendly or not

—

but it was best to be prepared for any-

thing because they were very danger-

ous when aroused.

Beeby needed a sword, and Dumple
helped him to make one out of wood.

And that was the beginning of his new
life. It was pretty dangerous for him,

having so much to do with the Rainbow

Kids. He had to be on his guard every

minute. Anytime at all one or more of

them might jump out at him, and then

he had to think fast. On the whole it

was better to go armed. Beeby 's life

was the more arduous and the more

perilous because he was one against so

many. Sarah had now become so

crippled as to be more of a hindrance

than anything else, and although

Dumple was sympathetic and very help-

ful in a passive way, she was distinctly

not cut out by nature for any sort of

warfare. Beeby wanted very much to

have a little boy to play with, but

Dumple would not let him mention it.

She said that all little boys were noisy

and horrid, and that Mother would be

very angry if he played with them. And
that settled that.

Wait, said Dumple, until Beeby 's

sister Mildred came home from school

in England. She had been there such

a long time now, that she (Dumple)

should think it was just about long

enough. She would be a fine person to

play with. Just about thirteen, she'd

be by now.

60
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Beeby had the same mild interest in

his sister Mildred thai he had in the Less

dramatic of the few mythical heroes he

knew. He felt that Dumple was putting

him off, and he was disappointed in her.

Dumple herself seemed to feel that her

promises were mockeries, for she did not

drop the matter there. For a while she

took counsel with herself and then she

set to work. She made him a beautiful

Robe with gold stars and moons pasted

on it. She managed a gilded crown, too,

and last and most glorious of all, she

bribed one of the gardeners to make a

new, a magnificent sword, and she

painted it gold.

Beeby was so overcome when she

formally presented him with these of-

ferings that he remained in a blissful

daze for several hours. And then he

made- a thrilling discovery. With the

advent of his new clothes, the Rainbow

Kids became respectful in the extreme.

They treated him with reverence, and

did just as he told them. In short, they

became his Rainbowr Kids and he be-

came their king. It was most remark-

able, the more so as the Rainbow7 Kids

returned to their former state of hostil-

ity the moment he took off the Robes.

His life became so absorbingly exciting

that he almost forgot to wish for a little

boy to play with.

And then, one day, out of a clear sky,

Dumple with an air of " I-wrorked-hard-

over-this-but-don 't-thank-me " told him

that he wTas to have two little boys to

play with. His cousins Robert and John
were coming on a visit. Dumple had
never seen them but they were doubt-

less very nice, and, although a little

older than Beeby (wTho was going on

six), they would be great fun for him.

To-morrow they were coming.

Beeby w^as overjoyed and set about

preparations for welcoming them. He

built a beautiful, it* rather unsteady,

arch over the path and covered it with

flowers fetched from the garden. Then

he printed a placard and hung it in the

middle of the arch. Viewed from the

fronl it said, lather unevenly, ''Hello

—

from—Beeby.
'

'

This took him the better part of the

day to complete and he spent the re-

mainder of the time in furbishing up

his sword. The cousins came. Beeby

sawr them drive up in an ancient auto-

mobile from the station and he hurried

into the house. He arrived in the draw-

ing room just in time to hear one of the

cousins (the taller one, with the reddish

hair) say very fast, and all on one

breath

:

"Yes, thank you Aunt Jane, we had

a very pleasant trip. Mother sends you

her love and hopes that you and Uncle

Ben and the kiddies are all well. It is

so kind of you to ask us to make a visit.

I trust we shall have pleasant weather."

When he had finished he sighed very

deeply, and then there wTas a silence.

No one seemed to know what to say. At

last Mother caught sight of Beeby, hesi-

tating in the doorway. She brought him

forward smilingly and said

:

"Well, boys, here is your little cousin.

He'll take you out and show you around.

HowT would you like that?"

The cousins did not say how they

would like that, but they moved toward

the door and Beeby divined that they

wanted to be shown around. Nothing

loth, he led them out to view the Arch*

They looked at it, and Robert, the older,

said

:

"What's it mean?"

Beeby explained that it was because

he was glad they had come.

"Then it should say so," expounded

Robert. "Anyway, wTho wants flowers?"

John said, "Who's Beeby?"
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"It's me," said the culprit, meekly.

"Beeby—huh! Sounds like a baby.

Bet you're a baby. Bet he's a baby,

Bob. Lookit— ' Hello—from—Beeby.

'

Lets knock it down!"
And shouting, "Baby! Baby!" they

flung themselves upon the arch and

destroyed it in a second.

Beeby was utterly astonished but he

divined that here must be an excellent

joke so he shouted, "Baby! Baby!" and

lent his aid to the destruction.

"What you helpin' for?" demanded

Robert suspiciously. "Think you're

funny, don 't you ? Hey, Jack, lookit the

baby, gettin' fresh. C'mon, let's do

sump 'n.
'

'

Then to Beeby 's further astonishment,

Robert became perfectly rigid.

*
' 'Tention

! " he screamed.

Beeby jumped, but it seemed to be

some sort of a signal for John also drew

himself up like a statue.

"Right face!"

They both wheeled and marched off,

Robert in the lead, John following, sing-

ing some barbarous song of which

Beeby could only understand

:

1
' Oh say can you see ?

Oh say can you see ?

"

What they saw remained a mystery,

and the song shed no light on their be-

havior, so Beeby brought up the rear

of the procession, having some difficulty

in keeping up, and trying valiantly to

sing the song too. For some time they

marched back and forth, getting no-

where and making a great deal of noise.

Suddenly they stopped. The song

stopped too and Beeby found himself

singing alone. He subsided in some

confusion.

"We should 'a brought our guns.

Jack, go on in and get the ball and gloves

and things."

"Do it yourself," said Jack me-

chanically.

"I won't. You got to—you're the

youngest."

"The Baby's younger 'n I am. Make
him."

"Ah gosh, he doesn't know enough

to find anything. Go on and get 'em."

"Go on yourself."

"Go on your own self."

"Oh, goodnight! You make such a

fuss about a little thing like that."
'

'Who 's makin ' a fuss ? You are your-

self. Let's do sump'n else then."

Beeby was completely non-plussed by

this argument. Nothing seemed to

happen, though he watched eagerly to

see. There was no hard feeling when it

was over, but he soon discovered that it

was quite likely to break out again. The

cousins stayed at Beeby 's house for a

week and it was quite the most aston-

ishing week of his life. Once, only once

he tried to suggest that they play Rain-

bow Kids. But when he explained

what it was, he was greeted with shouts

of,

"Aw, get out."

"Who wants to play a fool sissy

game ? '

'

"Baby! Baby!"

He never suggested it again. Dumple

seemed somehow to disappear into the

back-ground, and Beeby was left to shift

for himself. It was very unpleasant.

One day towards the end of the week,

Robert, who was lying under a tree with

his heels in the air, suggested

:

"Let's play ball. Go on in and get

the stuff, Jack."

John said, "Do it yourself
— " but

this time he went.

He was back in a moment with a hard

ball, a heavy stick and some peculiar

gloves.
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• Sere- you catch. I 'II pitch, and

the Baby can be up. Be1 I strike him

out in two sees. Batter-up!
,J

directed

Robert.

Beeby sensed thai they were address-

ing him, bul he was completely in the

dark as to mode of procedure. How-
ever, wishing to oblige and remember-

ing a previous game, he smiled eagerly

and drew himself rigidly to attention.

"Hey—what you standin' there for?

Bet thai bal and get up to the plate

quick."

Somehow this time Beeby happened

to guess right, and he swung violently

at the ball which Robert hurled at him.

His eyes were tight elosed so that he did

not know7 he had hit it until he heard a

pack and cries of ''Run! Run!"

Wildly excited now, though not know-

g what it was all about, he ran.

There seemed nowhere to run but after

the ball, so he chased it valiantly, his

short legs making hard work of it. He
was vaguely conscious of a perfect bed-

lam of shouts and cries behind him, but

these only spurred him to greater

efforts. He picked up the ball and

rushed back with it. Managing to force

a cheerful smile in spite of his laboring

lungs, he offered it first to one and then

to the other of his cousins. They were

both rolling on the ground screaming

with laughter. Beeby stood uncom-

fortably between them, looking a bit

anxious and trying desperately to see

the joke. Finally Robert sat up, and

between bursts of merriment sang:

''Ha, ha, you can't play ball. What
the hell do we care? What the hell do

we care?"

John joined him and they continued

to wake the echoes for moments on end.

Beeby could not quite make out whether

it was an accusation or not so he tried

exuberantly to join in. Bui thai wa&

a mistake Robert said,

"Shut up, can 't you?"

And Beeby obeyed.

He was immensely relieved when

finally the cousins left, lb- waved good-

bye to them from the gate, bu1 >< cretly

lie was glad to see them ^o. They forgot

one of the peculiar gloves and an Ameri-

can flag. Beeby took them to his room

and put them under the bed. After that

he felt better. He never expressed any

desire to have a little boy to play with

him again. Dumple explained that boy

were all like that and Beeby resolved to

keep clear of them. But little girl .

said Dumple, were very nice. Beeby

would like little girls—especially his

sister Mildred, whom they did say was

coining home very soon. Beeby was rea-

sonable—but wary.

Life v/as very absorbing and he did

not have much time to think about being

lonely. Every day was exciting too, and

he never failed to thrill with power

when he put on the Robes and became

King of the Rainbow Kids. His only

regret was that there was no one to see

his glory. And the seed of Dumple 's

discourse about little girls took root.

He began to look forward to the day

when Mildred should come home. The

only little girl he had ever known was a

small pale daughter of the cook's who

had come once or twice to spend the day

with her mother. She Avas very quiet

and Beeby felt sure that she would be

properly impressed by the Rainbow

Kids. His hopes for Mildred were

therefore very high, for he thought of

her as a sort of glorified cooks' daugh-

ter. Of course she wrould be better than

any one else because she was his own

sister. He could hardly wrait for her

to come home. He thought about her a

great deal and he pinned upon her all
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the faith which had been so rudely

shattered by the cousins. Dumple en-

couraged him. And at last, after what

seemed to Beeby a very long time in-

deed, Mildred came home.

She came at night, and it was not un-

til the next morning that he saw her.

She had breakfast with him in the

nursery, and she was not quite as he had

pictured her. Mildred was fourteen.

She had rather a colorless face and no

eyebrows to speak of. She wore her

hair, which bobbed about with the side-

wise swing of her walk, in six fat yellow

curls, and she had long fat legs. She

did not look very much pleased at eat-

ing in the nursery, but she was quite

polite.

Beeby, however, was not critical. He
had decided for himself that Mildred

would appreciate the Rainbow Kids and

the glory of his position over them, and

he could hardly wait to tell her about

it. The first day that she was home,

Mildred spent largely before the mirror

brushing her curls, and he could find no

chance, but he conceived a brilliant

idea. And the next day he proceeded

to accomplish it. It was Dumple 's day

out, and the second upstairs maid was

watching him with one eye and reading

a novel with the other. He slipped away
and put on the Robes. Then, seizing

the sword firmly he went up to Mildred 's

room. The door was closed and he

paused outside it to pull himself to-

gether. The crown was a little torn, and
it would slip down over one eye, and
the Robe did not seem to fit quite as

well as usual. But these were small

matters. Beeby 's heart was racing,

and his breath came in little gasps. It

was to be a great moment ! He knocked

on the door and hastily struck an atti-

tude with his sword in the air. Mildred

called :

''Well?" in the queer throaty treble

that she used. Then as no one answered

she came to the door and flung it open.

What she saw was a very little boy in a

red and gold kimona-like affair with a

battered crown slipping over one eye.

He was brandishing a sword. Mildred

stared for a tense moment, while Beeby

made ready for his triumph. Then she

giggled, consciously. Beeby smiled

eagerly back at her and continued to

stand stock still. But now the crown,

whieh had been slipping and slipping,

lost its hold entirely, and slid down
around Beeby ?

s neck like a species of

ornate jewelry. It made no difference

to Beeby, but it was too much for Mil-

dred. She began to laugh.

''What in the world

—

V she gasped,

in that throaty voice. Then as Beeby

stood expectantly still, she flung herself

upon the bed helplessly.

"Oh go away, go away! You look so

funny! Don't stand there," she im-

plored.

An anxious look had crept into

Beeby 's expectant smile, and now he

lowered his sword arm and stood awk-

wardly in the door-way. Finally Mil-

dred's mirth seemed to be too much for

her. She rose hastily and slammed the

door. Beeby was left in the dark hall.

That evening when Dumple returned

from her day out, she heard a little

sound from Beeby 's room. Looking in

she saw Beeby marching rigidly back
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and forth across the floor, a baseball Bui the words Bounded oddly familiar

glove on his righl hand, which held the to Dumple.

stick of the American flag slanted across "Oh say! Can you sec?

his shoulder. Ho was singing a little Oh say! Can you see 1

tune all to himself,—a tune which gave What the hell do we care?

every evidence of being extemporaneous. What the hell do we care?"

BALLADE
Hester Sheldon

I heard a song-bird's silver note

Once, in the stillness of the night

—

It caught the air and seemed to float

Towards heaven in mysterious flight

;

Its beauty filled me with delight.

I sought to catch it ere it go

;

AYas it a dream, the music's flight?

I thought I knewr—I did not knowr
.

A year ago—and yet it seems
An unforgotten yesterday

—

I sought a world of happy dreams,
To drive reality away.
I little thought that Life would play

To mock me—yet she willed it so

;

Dreams brought reality to stay

;

I thought I knew—I did not know.

If there's a world beyond the bound
Of all this life's reality,

It is the world where dreams are found,
The realm of Love's supremacy.
For once I thought that there could be

No happiness for me—and lo,

Thou hast restored my dreams to me.

I thought I knew—I did not know

!

Envoi

Once in the stillness of the night

I heard a song-bird's note, and though
My heart went with the song-lird's flight.

I thought I knew—I did not know.



SIR ICALAIBOR AND ALLIMAVE
Illustrated by Mary Coles

In days of old, at Arthur's court

There dwelt a knight in great disport,

And he hight Kalabor.

Full young he was, and not full strong

;

He shrank from jousts and tourneys long

And battle's crash and roar.

The love of maids was naught to him

For which to bear the sword-thrust grim,

The love of gold no more.

He rode not out to seek the Grail,

But sat at home and quaffed his ale

From Arthur's goodly store.

A glutton he, a coward too,

—

So all men said ; their words were true

Though sad, for he was young.

They wondered why the king him kept,

And with him ate, and near him slept,

And at him riches flung.

For 'twas the rule at Arthur's court

That men were brave and of the sort

Whose deeds the harpers sung.

But this knight's lance had long been

cool,

And he lacked wit to be a fool

So thick he was of tongue.

It chanced one day that by the sea

He saw a maiden fair and free

In floating on the tide.

All clad she was in purple pall,

Her hair was gold, her waist was small-

Naught could her beauty hide.

She held in hand a silver flask

Right deep and long ; no need to ask

What joy might be inside

!

She drifted out upon the strand

;

Young Kalabor stretched out his hand,

But then she 'gan him chide.
'

' Fie, fie!" quoth she. '
' For shame, for

shame

!

Hast thou no thought for maid or dame ?

Has rumor, then, not lied ?

'

' I know you well
;
you are a knight

Close to the king, and could and might

Give aid where aid is due.

Although you care no whit for me,

I am compelled, by old decree,

To some day wed with you.

But now another boon I seek,

—

With Arthur I have come to speak

66
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In fashion straight and true.

My message is of great import
;

1 cannot speak in open court.

Hark now what you must do:

"Come! Doff your garb and put on

mine,

—

My £own of silk and gris so fine,

—

And sit you on this rock.

This flask I give into your care

While I to Arthur's castle fare,

Clad in your hose and smock.

But mind you keep it closed fast

Unless you have the wish to cast

Your head upon the block.

This wine is not of mortals' make;

Great ill will fall to those wTho take

One sip
; I do not mock. '

'

So it was done, and thus the knight

(Though thin he was, the gowTn was

tight)

Attired him as a maid,

His only thought to seize that flask

And drain it dry, and then to bask

In bliss 'neath some tree's shade.

Unheeded went the maiden's words,

Like naught but chirpings of the birds

That with their fellows played.

The lady gone, he drank his fill;

Adown his throat the wine did spill,

—

Ah. well for that he paid!

No sooner was the last drop sipped

Than he heard a groan, and the whole

shore tipped

Beneath the baleful sea.

Straightway the knight, with rolling eye,

Was swept below, nor could he cry-

To God his fearful plea.

The dark waves closed above the head
Of that sweet lord so fitly fed,

And so he ceased to be.

Alas, alack ! Sir Kalabor

!

Shall Arthur's court not see thee more,
Nor hear a word of thee?

Now leave we here this hapless knight

Who was with woe so sore bedight,

And speak of that fair maid.

When in man's guise she came to hall

She sped at Arthur's feet to fall,

Beseeching him for aid.

Snid she : "I love a lady fair,

Gray are her eyes and gold her hair;

Ah, many have for her prayed!

She lies now bounden in a tower

Condemned to die within this hour

Unless ye send her aid."

Arthur gazed on the comely knight

(For so he deemed that lady bright)

And thus made answering:

"Alas! by Him Who hath us wrought!

I marvel much how ye be taught

To beg for such a thing.

Howt canst thou dare such boon to crave

That other men thy love should save?

No! An thou wert a king."

The lady lifted up her eye,

Then bowed her head, and heaved a sigh

That tears to stone might bring.

"I am," she quoth, "full loath to tell

Before all these, the horrid spell

Which keeps me from my dear.

Enough to say I cannot break

The power which from my arms did take

Her to my heart most near.

Full thrice a hundred knights I 've slain

By spear and sword, with these hands

twain,

Nor yet have I felt fear.

But it is wrrit that only he

Who loves not love can win for me
My life's hope and my cheer."

'

' What ho !

" cried all. '
' Sir Kalabor

!

Where art thou now ? We need thee sore,

Thou sluggard and thou knave.

Of all the court there is but thee

WTho does not love a lady free.

Come forth, and this one save
! '

'
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Their shouts and calls were all in vain

;

The knight was gone ; so they would fain

Instead send one more brave.

But then, back in the lower hall,

There came a voice that did them call

As from some deep-dug cave.

"There is," it said, "another man
Who knows not love, and rescue can

This maiden from her plight.

That man am I ; my time is spent

With pots and pans in kitchen pent.

I'll come to you forthright."

"Cook, come you forth!" cried Arthur

then.

The cook obeyed. (His name was Kren.)

Soothly, he was a sight

!

His beard was long, his feet were bare;

He wore a shirt of roughest hair,

—

Hermit seemed he, by right.

"Hearken, oh king!" spake forth this

cook,
'

'And swear to me upon the Book
To grant me one small boon.

'

'

"Gladly," quoth Arthur, "Pray do it

tell;

And if thou break 'st this unknown spell

'Tis thine, and that right soon."

"I only ask that if I may
Win maiden for this knight today,

He'll wear this leaden spoon.

A pledge it is he will me give

In twenty years, if I should live,

My most desired boon."

So 'twas agreed ; she took the spoon.

The day 'gan waxen unto noon

;

And they must haste away.

The scullion mounted his white ass

;

On Arthur's steed the maid did pass

Without the gates that day.

This lady-knight rode on before

;

Followed that ancient man and hoar,

Head bent as though to pray.

He spoke no word, and took no keep

Of what she said, but seemed to weep

:

"Alas! and welaway!"

The hour wore on ; they journeyed fast.

Unto a wood they came at last,

That was full dark and drear.

And there, within the thicket's shade,

Behold ! an heap of jewels laid,

Piled on an empty bier.

"Gaze there. Cook Kren." She spoke,

the knight.
'

' See you yon wealth of riches bright ?

Wouldst stop ? There 's naught to fear.
'

'

The cook rode on with head bowed low,

Upon his steed so meek and slow,

Nor seemed her words to hear.

Within the wood some way they paced,

And met a maid, who ran in haste

And kneeled her on the ground.
'

' Oh, lordings dear ! '

' Full sweet her cry.
1

' Save me, I pray, or else I die

!

Hear ye that dreadful sound?

It is the giant of the hill;

He swears by Zeus my life to spill,

Unless to him I 'm bound.

An you me for your mercy save,

111 follow you, and be your slave

In love, where bliss is found."

"Now, certes," said the knightly maid,
'

' Here at thy feet is beauty laid.

Sir Cook
;
have thy desire.

Thou art right old for youthful plays,

Yet I have seen that many days

Serve not to quench love's fire."

Then straight looked up that ancient

man,

And spoke :

'

' Fair sir, nowise I can

Mix game with purpose dire.

I love not love ; so I have said.

I care not if this maid be dead,

—

No doubt she loves for hire.
'

'

With those stern words he rode away

Into the wood that round them lay,

And gave the maid no heed.

In sooth he was of hermit's sort,

Who scorned both wealth and lovers'

sport,

—
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Vft told he never brad.

Now as they rode, it so befell

The lady thought ( 'tis sooth to tell)

To act upon this rede

:

She'd cast the spoon from her away.

And break the bond just made that day

To pay Kren for his deed.

the had no wish some boon to give

Tn distant time, if he should live,

Unto a kitchen knave.

The spoon she seized within her hand

To fling aside ; but like a band

Of brass to her it clave.

For she had placed it next her heart

;

It stuck there now, and would not part.

To her vow she was slave.

The hair-clad cook then seemed to smile,

Although he had not looked the while

;

No other note he gave.

The hour fled fast, and now forsooth,

They reached a lake, and, nothing routh,

They paused on the brink.

The water was of crystal clear,

In which gold fishes would appear,

And then would downward sink.

Then spoke the knight who was a maid

:

"Friend cook," quoth she, "be not

afraid,

(for from these waters shrink.

This liquid is divine, in truth,

Who drinks of it renews his youth.

If thou desirest, drink."

Twas not so easy now for Kren
To scorn her words as he had when
She offered love and gold.

He soon might heave his parting

breath,

—

(And few are those who welcome death !)

For he indeed was old.

But with a frown he bent his brow,
And sternly spake: "I know not how
This can be truth thou'st told.

Albe't, I reck not of youth's fire

:

I have «'ii earth but one desire,

For that my life I 've sold."

The lady answered in greal glee,

"Indeed, it rightly pleaseth me
To know you then so leal.

For he whom wealth, nor gentle may,

Nor his own youth can lead astray,

To quest must loyal feel.

And now take heed ; our steps draw near

The dragon's den, but have no fear,

And pierce him in the heel.

'Tis he has fast enclosed my love

In that high tower thou see'st above,

To make him soon a meal.

"His power destroys fond lovers all,

But he, 'tis writ, a prey must fall

To such a man as thou.

It is not meet that I should tell

The causes of this loathsome spell

Which wT
ill be broken now.

'Tis time for speed; our hour's near

past.

Though fitter far to pray and fast,

Thou 'It fight,—I know not how.

There are, besides the dragon dread,

Three other beasts, black, green and red.

See, see ! 'neath yonder bough ! '

'

Her words were sooth, for there Cook

Kren
(Great need had he of courage then)

Saw crouch the creatures ghast.

Grisly they were ; he could not bear

On them to gaze,—up stood his hair

And throbbed his heart full fast.

No sword had he save one dull blade

For kitchen use ; he was afraid

His life not long would last.

But in his ear the lady spoke

:

1
' When once the tail of each is broke,

Then is his courage brast."

The cook then likewise him bethought

That unto him they could do naught,

Since love he never knew.
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So gladly stepped he toward the three,

And brake their tails beneath the tree,

And so them quickly slew.

The red, the black, the green beast eek

Were thus slain by an old cook meek

;

(They had spared lordings few!)

And now the dragon he must find,

And save the maiden where she pined,

In spite of champion new.

The beasts had barred a narrow way
That led to where the tower lay,

Atop a mighty hill.

"The dragon grim," thus quoth the

knight,
1

' Lies just ahead ; with him of fight

Forsooth thouTt have thy fill.

His teeth are sharp, his claws are long;

And eek he spits a venom strong

That lovers all doth kill.

From that thou'rt safe, but have a care

And wound his heel, the one spot where

His life-blood thou canst spill."
i

To this discourse Kren well did list,

Yet seemed to hear it through a mist

;

His mind was elsewhere bent.

For little recked he of the fight,

And little feared the dragon's might,

Gainst which he would be sent.

He made reply: "The hour is here.

Good sir, leave talk of what to fear,

—

My life is but me lent.
'

'

With that they straightway 'gan to

climb

The winding path, and in short time

A roar the air near rent.

They both stopped still; they could see

naught,

But heard a struggle fiercely fought,

As 'twere the world 's last end.

The tower rocked upon its crag,

From cloud glanced forth the lightning 's

jag,

The rocks did thunder lend.

'

' Alas, alas ! We are too late

!

The brute's within the tower gate,

And he my sweet doth rend ! '

'

The knightling 's grief was sad to see

:

"My love! My lief! Must I hear thee

In death, nor thee defend?"

The cook fierce up the pathway strode,

Unto the gate, nor long there bode,

But with his head it brast.

All silent now that castle great;

In sooth he feared he came too late,

—

The hour to save was past.

The lady followed him behind

;

They took the stair that round did wind,

And reached the top at last.

This chamber that which they had

sought

For that long hour with danger

fraught,

—

And now the hour had passed.

But lo ! What vision meets the eye

!

The dragon is about to die,

Wounded in heel full sore.

And who is this that takes his rest

In maiden's gown of purple dressed?

It is Sir Kalabor

!

He spied that lady, fair to see,

And ran to her, and bent his knee,

And asked her welfare for.

"Oh sweet, oh fair, oh leman dear,"

Strange words from Kalabor to hear

!

"Dost thou command me more?"

"This dragon dread thou see'st I've

slain,

With little toil, and little pain,

—

For love I had not felt.

But as he died, he breathed on me,

And gasped, ' No more shalt thou be free

!

Thy heart herewith I melt.

Now thou shalt serve all ladies dear,

But chiefly her who sent thee here,

With whom thou ill hast dealt.

'

And so, sweetheart, I crave to be

Thy humble knight, to win for thee

All lands where Love hath dwelt."
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she made reply, "Thou drank 'si the

wine

Which I forbade, and long should pine,

To loam how to obey.

Hut since 'twas that which brought thee

here,

And gave me thee, so lief and dear,

I pardon thee straightway."

Sir Kalabor he then uprist,

—

Took her in arms and long her kissed,

And sware to love alway.

A strange pair seemed they now to

Kren;

He stood aside and wondered then

How knights enjoyed such play.

Full soon he spoke, the sturdy cook

:

"Do not forget thou'st sworn on Book

To grant me wThat I ask.

In twenty years I shall return;

Ye dare not my demand then spurn,

—

I have fulfilled my task.

Thou, maiden, canst both cheat and

lie,

—

I care not how, I care not why.

Thou 'st used thy charmed flask.

Thou hast thy knight ; enjoy him well.

(But by my aid he broke the spell!)

Let him in thy arms bask."

With that old Kren went out them fro

;

To Arthur's court he came no moe,

But dwelt deep in the wood.

There lived he as a hermit lone,

Until the twenty years were gone,

—

He turned his life to good.

No thought of him had Kalabor,

And his fair bride thought little more
Than to believe him wTood.

Her joy was full, her life ran high

;

Besides, the man was like to die

Ere he one year had stood.

Much awe there wras in Arthur's hall

At that knight whom they used to call

A coward and a knave.

lie cared no more for hasting long,

Nor spiceel wine, nor drunken song;

He now was Beauty's slave.

He jousted best of all the rout

Save Lancelot, and journied out

In search of ventures brave.

With him could none of them compare

In service to his laidy fair,

Whom he called Allimave.

Her beauty grew from year to year,

Until she rivalled Guinevere,

—

All men did her adore.

And none e 'er guessed that it wras she

Who sought aid for a maiden free,

(And that maid Kalabor!)

So time sped on, and life was bright

For him once glutton, now true knight,

And for his bride yet more.

No thought had he of aught beside

;

No matter what ills might betide,

She was of life the core.

There was between them but one thing t

Around her neck, upon a string,

She bore a leaden spoon.

Always it clung next to her heart.

And often made her breast to smart

With memory of that boon.

As for the day that drew right near

When from Cook Kren she was to hear,

She thought it came too soon.

But then forsooth! The cook was dead.

E'en as those beasts green, black, and

red

That he had slain one noon.

It now so happened on the day

When twenty years had passed away,

That Arthur gave a feast.

Loaded the board wTith meat and wine;

Of pastries rich and sweetmeats fine

The talk has never ceased.

Near Arthur's seat sat Allimave

And Kalabor, who, God us save

!

Now ate and drank the least.
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As was his wont he 'gan to tell

Of his deeds in that castle fell,

And how he slew the beast.

Of talk like this no men e 'er tire,

—

Kindled their eye with youthful fire,

And ran their blood full high.

The knight full well his story told

;

The tale was ever new, though old,

" So I slew the dragon, I
! '

'

"But what of that?" a harsh voice tore

In twain the speech of Kalabor.

"Who's there?" the knights did cry.

1
'A cook I was ; my name is Kren.

Of late a hermit have I been.

Thou kow'st I do not lie!"

Fair Allimave was pale as ghost

At Hallowed Eve, when souls that roast

Come forth the world to pace.

Against her heart the lead spoon lay

;

She feared for what the cook might pray

Of Arthur, for his grace.

Sir Kalabor had stood upright

And gazed upon the dreadful sight

That was the hermit's face.

"What wilt thou have?" spoke Arthur

then.

"I well recall thee, my good Kren,

A knave more dull than base."

"Be that as may," the old man spake,

"I here have come that I may take

From that fair dame, my due.

Eight next her heart she bears my spoon,

A pledge that she will grant such boon

As would be asked of few.

In proof of this, oh Allimave,

Pray bring it forth; I know thee brave

To do what thou must do."

The lady could not but obey

;

She showed the spoon; her lips were

gray-
All ashen was her hue.

'

' She sware to grant, when she me hired,

That thing by me the most desired

At end of twenty year.

I now have come to ask my pay.

Lady, thou must thy husband slay,

Nor shed for him one tear.
'

'

A groan arose from those in hall,

But Arthur cried,
'

' Be silent all

!

'Tis right that ye do hear.

This boon of Kren 's is his to take

;

I have not power my oath to break

E 'en for this knight full dear.
'

'

Then Allimave, who as a maid

As man attired, was not afraid

To face three dragons dread,

From Arthur's platter seized the knif

And reft her husband of his life,

—

And so he fell down dead.

She did not faint, but reeling stood,

And held the knife, nor might no

could

Gaze down on that dear head.

But lo ! Cook Kren is changed quite

;

Now stands he there a gallant knight,

With armor all of red.

He bent full low and touched the hand

Of Allimave, as she did stand

Above her murdered lord.

"Thanks, lady good," he murmured
low.

"To you the greatest debt I owe

That earth can e'er afford.

I by a spell at birth was bound

To live as knave until I found

A maid who durst wield sword.

When for my sake that maid should spill

The life she loved, against her will,

'Twould break that charm abhorred.

"And now, fair lady, weep not sore

That thou hast slain Sir Kalabor

To fulfill my command.

Thou hast made him of knights the best

;

We need him here ; he cannot rest

Thus idle on the sand.

But speak to him, and bid him rise.
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Be is not (load, though still he lies. And straightway left the court.

Come now, give him thy hand.'
1 Pair Allimave and Kalabor

At thai soft touch, the new-slain knight Together lived for years three score,

—

Oped wide his eyes, and stood upright, So rumor doth report.

As he was wont to stand. Happy they were, and so, I wis,

Happy they are in heavenly bliss.

And it is said that after this God send more of their sort!

The knight in red that dame did kiss, Amen, amen.

BROWNING
Isadore Luce

A chest of varied coins, bronze and gold,

Found with a broken lock one afternoon
Under the eobwebbed, silver window-panes
Of a rich attic. Throw the windows wide
To let in garden scents on the field breeze,

Blowing from birches cool by wood brooks dark
And sifting softly through the fruited tree,

Swaying so brightly-heavy near the sill.

See—all the treasure of the coins heaped,
Thin clips and dull-edged foreign discs,

All making music, ringing each one sweet,

All cast and moulded in most perfect forms
With heavy-crusted wreathes and little fruits,

Fair-shaped and pointed to the tiniest stem,

An olive-branch in dullest gold, and here
A quill-winged bird with quivering-caught wings.

On other coins—gold and finely worn

—

Pure profiles with sweet lips and high-coiled hair,

Or churchly faces with their lips and eyes,

Grave pontificial robes and stately pose.

Some rough, bronze discs with laughing cheek-filled face

Of grape-wreathed satyr, horned and curly-haired.

And here and there among the coins burns
A jewel like the fair Italian sky,

Or Koman sunsets and Venetian dawns.
Jewels of glistening, painful radiance

That slip among the coins and give light

And warmth, falling through searching hands,

Being—too beautiful.



AUDACIOUS ANGLES ON COLLEGE
(With Apologies to Elsie MeCormick)

Anne Cochran

Angle I.—Research Among
College Women

Studying is one of the rarest, yet one

of the pleasantest things we do in col-

lege. We enjoy the exhilaration in-

spired by the smell of books and the

thrill of a long evening spent in useful

toil. Moreover, one of the most popular

forms of study is research, literary or

otherwise. It brightens our intellect,

strengthens our sense of values, and

brings us to our Library, that graceful

and impressive building which we love

with all the heart that is in us.

As we hold open the massive door for

a fat but dignified member of the fac-

ulty, we feel ourselves to be, as the

scholars of old, bent upon the search-

ing out of "the truth, the whole truth,

and nothing but the truth
'

' from shelves

of heavy volumes, teeming with ideas.

Eagerly we stride the vast, vaulted halls,

burning to find books, books of all shapes

and sizes, books of any description, in

any language, if they but bear upon the

mighty subject in hand. Swiftly we
rush to consult the card catalogue, to

find where, among the numberless cham-

bers and recesses of our beloved build-

ing, such books are to be found. Our
high exhilaration, however, is a bit

quenched when we find that our Library

contains but one book upon the subject

so dear to our hearts. Upon the card

signifying the location of this rare

object, is a sweet and touching senti-

ment in hieroglyphics to the effect that

XII025-N.Y. By any one less educated

this might be mistaken for the automo-
bile license of the author but for us

it contains a "thought which lies too

deep for tears." We swiftly copy the

magic symbol upon the envelope of our

most recent epistle from New Haven,

and make for the stacks.

But here, alas, we soon find ourselves

to be " like one that has been led astray,

through the heavens wide, pathless

way" for, searching high, low, east and

west we cannot find XII-025-N.Y. M.-

125 we find, Z-273 we find. But X.-025-

N.Y.? Never!

Less valiant souls would be discour-

aged and turn back, but not so college

women. Made even more determined

by adversity, we inquire at the desk

where XII-025 is generally supposed to

reside. XII, it seems, is in the north-east

corner of the basement, but, owing to

the "dim religious light" of that por-

tion of our noble building, we had over-

looked it.

With the feeling of a runner who has

almost reached his goal, we descend to

the north-east stack. Here we find that,

not only is the light "dim and religious"

but a minus quantity. Bulbs there are,

but bleak and cheerless as a winter

morn, unadorned by any ray. However,

with our almost uncanny power of per-

ception, we infer that, if there are bulbs,

there must at some time be light, and

the best way for obtaining that light is

by pressing a button. Aha! But, here

another difficulty arises, where is that

button? We stride to the ends of the

stacks, and there, (oh happy day!) we

find rows of buttons. Now comes the

more or less vital question, which but-

ton shall we press? We tentatively try

one, and thereby plunge an innocent

member of the French Faculty work-

ing among the Z23 's into utter darkness.

j
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Swiftly we rectify this slight error; we

valiantly push again. This meets with

better success, the XII shelves arc flood-

ed with light, and with a joyous cry we

spring forward. XII-019 we find. XII-

127 we find. But XII-025-N.Y. we find

not.

Heartsore and hopeless but pathet-

ically resolved to try once more, we

wearily ascend and again inquire at the

desk.

No wonder we were unable to find

it,- xii 025 \'.Y. is on the 313 reserved

shelves. Bncouraged, but still dubious,

we depart for 313, only to find OUT

precious, our long desired treasure in

the grasp of a Freshman who intends

to make it the basis for her long theme,

but changes her mind later.

Overcome, we go home and take our

room-mate to Beckmann's, for, you see,

after an evening of concentrated re-

search we must needs have a little

relaxation.

VIGIL
Margaret Pond

How still the night is and how silver-white

The fragrant grasses on the mesa seem,

All drenched with moon-light. See, my firelight 's gleam
Makes timid shadows dance among the trees

And the great desert, like forgotten seas,

Is filled with the dim blue of starlit mist.

Deep in the canyon far below the hill.

Hark, how the little river croons a song,

Whispering as the shadows slip along,

Flecked with the moonlight. Hear the night wind pass

With dark wings furled he tiptoes through the grass

Weaving the threads of moonlight into dreams.

And now he 's gone with Stardust on his wings
Up the blue trail that winds across the hill.

The night seems darker. All the world is still

Save for the canyon where the river sings.



THE DEATH PULSE-
Mona Leslie

ter II

Jerry Wentworth swung off the train

and jostled his way to the street. The

crowd fairly shoved him to his hotel

nearby, a hotel picked for its situation

and good coffee rather than for luxury

of appointment. As he was jolted up-

ward in a rather wheezing elevator,

Jerry mentally thanked his lucky stars

that the gilded youth would pass his

hostelry by in disdain. He called a

little room on the eighth floor his
'

' lair.
'

'

There he planned his business campaigns

when in the city; from there he went

to meet the enemy; there he returned

to bury himself in secret and therefore

unmolested peace.

But tonight the little hotel room with

its iron bed and boasted wash stand

confined him uncomfortably. Jerry left

his luggage where it had been dropped

and sauntered to the window. It was

the wrong time to enter a big city, he

reflected,—the zero hour just before the

final curtain falls, too late to dress for

an evening's entertainment, and he was

too travel-stained to go without dress-

ing. The keen night air from the street

below enticed him. He would go out,

merely as an onlooker, and saunter up
an avenue where fancy and fortune led

him.

Once in the street excitement caught

him on its quick stream. He had been

buried in that town, and now here he

was again, feeling for all the world as

if he had unraveled the years since he

left the city and were setting forth to

meet friends after the theater or opera.

In those other days the night would
have been beginning for him, with gay
hours, isolated from any yesterday or

tomorrow stretching ahead. Now it was

but a matter of minutes before he would

turn back to his mediocre lodging and

an uneventful night in the creaky bed.

Then he thought, "Why not wander

past the Opera House?" Perhaps he

would find a familiar face in the issuing

crowd.

He arrived under the glaringly-

lighted doorway just in time to meet the

commuters hurrying out to catch the

last train home. Soon the whole audi-

ence poured out, a brilliant, aloof mass,

leaving Jerry quite unrecognized and

disgusted. He was about to turn away

when he noticed a slim girl standing

alone near the curb. Was it something

vaguely familiar about her or merely

the poise of her dark head that attracted

his attention?

A limousine (evidently she had been

waiting for this) was drawing near the

curb, and as she turned he caught a

glimpse of a mass of white roses which

she wore as a corsage. Their frail pet-

als gleamed in the bright light. She

put up a hand to shield them from a

sudden gust of wind, and as she did so,

turned towards him. He stood aghast.

A half-dead recollection had come to

life again. The girl was Janet! Jerry

rushed forward. But the limousine was

already rolling down the block.

He searched madly for a cab, but

could find nothing but a hansom with

the coachman nodding on his box.

But could the girl have been Janet?

He had left her wan and pale. The

girl he had just seen was alive with

health. Could it be a trick of light and

shade, or of memory? And the roses
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she wort* were the flower of the dead.

Be bad hunted for a familiar fare, but

tins, lie bad left a wan shadow to die

as do all shadows, and now he lia<l met

i peal that all seemed shadowy be-

side her.

Jerry turned baek to his hotel, and

dazedly made ready for bed in the dark.

Somehow a glaring light seemed harsh

sinee it had showed him the girl. In

the darkness he stubbed his toe and

swore softly. When he had crawled into

bed. he tried to entice sleep by long

breaths, by black sheep and by count-

ing, but all the time he could not ban-

ish the girl's face staring at him from

out of the darkness. When he finally

dozed, it was not sleep, but the stifling

odor of fading roses that numbed him.

• #••••
The moted sunlight of the dining

room robbed Jerry's experience of the

previous night of some of its strange-

ness. Indeed, reflection over a fried egg

inclined him to regard the whole affair

as an absurd trick of his imagination.

Still, that girl wTas remarkably like

—

Oh, well ! What the deuce wTas it of his

concern anyway?

Jerry stopped mechanically at the

desk on his wray from the dining-room,

more from a sense of form than because

he expected any mail. He was sur-

prised wThen the clerk handed him a let-

ter. The envelope, a thick, bulky one

bore the postmark of the town he had

so recently left; the writing mixed a

few strong sweeps in its scrawl as a sort

of apology; the letter—but on drawing

it out of its case, it was no letter at all,

only a blank sheet of thin, watery paper.

Jerry scratched his head and frowned.

Then his jaw fell. The paper had caught

a stray sunbeam and outlined on its

white surface were the words,

"Come to me soon, soon

—

Indeed— J—,"
and the last line trailed pitifully into

ineffectual scrawls.

Jerry was in a maze. He was certain

he had seen Janet last night, and here

was a letter from her (for he never

doubted that she was the sender) post-

marked the day before. Should he go

to her? The question recurred insist-

ently. He banished it sternly from his

thoughts only to find it creeping back

again. She was a shadow. Let her stay

in the realm of shadows. And as he

thought that, he hated himself for his

cowardice, for he knew that it was

cowardice.

When he could stand the indecision

no longer, he left word at the desk that

he would return in two days, and to

hold his mail, and started on the most

restless journey he had ever taken. The

train puffed lazily along hour after

hour, winding through peaceful farm

country, white shining fields splotched

here and there by peaks of red roofs

emerging from their wiiite mantles. But

Jerry chafed at the peace nearby, for

he could feel none of it.

He at last fell into a stupor, his tired

body rebelling against the high pitch of

the last few hours, his mind grateful for

what he felt was but a temporary rest.

The train lurched easily along for miles.

As it journeyed north the snow drifts

were piled higher near the tracks. Jerry

vaguely imagined himself to be crawl-

ing through a long wrhite tunnel; some-

thing shrill and eerie called him from

the cold ahead. A sudden stop jerked

him back to life. The blizzard had

blocked the way. There would be no

passing for hours, the conductor assured

him.

Jerry sat perfectly still and wondered

why in heaven 's name he had ever come
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on this wild goose chase. Then he

jumped up. He was as stiff as if he had

been held for hours in a mold. But he

must act or go mad with impatience.

He climbed down from the train and

looked over the lifeless fields. There

was a house nearby. Perhaps the

farmer had a team and a sleigh and

would drive him to his destination. It

would be a bitter drive, and expensive;

Jerry felt sure of that. Still, any move

was better than inaction. He trudged

to the farm and knocked on the frosted

door. Everything was as he had ex-

pected. He found a home rich enough

to owrn a team of horses, poor enough to

take them out for a sum.

The farmer, Hodge, was a burly man,

one who turned taciturn when cold, and

gruff when hot. Jerry sat beside him

in the sleigh, but was left very much to

his own thoughts, to resolve his mind

into a rhythm with the pounding of the

horses' hoofs the refrain. The miles

flew by, very much alike, until Jerry

realized that they were nearing his vil-

lage. The sun slanted low from the

west ; the world was still. Jerry was

unreasoningly nervous.

Familiar objects instead of reassuring

him with a sense of reality only added

to his vague foreboding ; each house and
tree and street corner that he recognized

only meant that he was drawing near

to his destruction.—Around the next

bend loomed Janet 's old hulk of a house.

Jerry wondered for the fiftieth time if

he had been a fool to come, the butt of a

practical joke.

The house looked dead, under a heavy

white pall. Twilight surrounded the

house, in its little grove of trees, with

lurking shadows. Jerry bade the farm-

er wait and disappeared within. An
hour slipped by. Hodge grew more and

more impatient.

Suddenly a wave-like, pulsing noise

throbbed from the house. The horses

pricked their ears and stamped. Hodge's

lethargic curiosity was aroused, and

this, coupled with his impatience, decid-

ed him. He hitched his horses and made
his way to the house.

He was strangely conscious of his own
footsteps crunching on the drive. His

finger touching the bell was chilled by

the icy metal. He heard the raucous

clang resound through the house, but

no one came to open for him. His pa-

tience exhausted, he tried the knob. The

door swung back silently. Gloom and

shadows filled the hall, and the air was

heavy with a sickening sweetness. His

eyes travelled the bare walls, the fur-

niture, the floor.

What was that blacker shadow in the

corner? Hodge, awed by uncertainty

tip-toed toward the heap. The boards

creaked uneasily under his heavy tred.

Suddenly he started back. Staring up

at him with sightless eyes was Jerry's

pale face gashed with red. Was it death?

NOTE—Instead of being completed next

month, as was first announced, this story will

run for two more numbers, the final install-

ment appearing in January. Competition is

invited, as before.



THE BEGGARS' KEEPER
Isabel Geisenberger

The older members of the parish could

tell of the time when he had lived \\ ith

lis brother, my predecessor to the rec-

tory. In those days he had been com-

monly known as "The Bishop's Sec-

ond." No one seemed to understand

him Farther than that he was the broth-

er of tin 1 parish minister; and because

of his proud and undisguised idealiza-

tion of his brother, they called him
1

' The Bishop 's Second. '

' That had been

Ifty-three years ago.

But his brother had died sometime in

the eighties, and I had succeeded him

to the rectory. Now, no one of the elders

seemed able to account for the ghastly

row of crosses that fenced in his solitary

house and lot. They were crosses, the

size of a man, roughly hewn, and gro-

tesquely set about like a picket-fence of

crucifixes. Children still talked in

whispers about the "house with the

crosses," but the elders of the parish

had long since ceased to shake their

puzzled heads over their fallen neighbor.

They reckoned him insane, but because

he disturbed the peace of no one, they

allowed him to continue his dumb soli-

tude unmolested. This uncanny lot

stood at the top of the hill where the

highway branched off to other parishes

;

and many neighboring parishioners had

it rumored that from time to time they

had seen him go out to his ghastly row

with another cross, and try to wedge it

in at various openings among the al-

ready closely set crosses. But being

unable to find room for it, he would

turn, and solemnly carry the cross back

into his house.

I never knew exactly how much of

the many rumors of this man 's past and

pre >nt to believe. I thought him mad,

but harmless ; ami he generally excited

more pity in me than wonder, w ben I

would meet him on his infrequent tri] 9

to the village for provisions. I [e aever

I

Hike a word, except to itemize his wants

to the store-keeper; and his eyes never

remained fixed, but shifted constantly,

as if in search for something he feared

to find.

One evening about dusk, I was com-

ing from a visit in a neighboring parish.

As I passed the threatening circle of

crucifixes, I thought I saw a dark figure

moving in among the crosses. I won-

dered curiously if rumors were true, and

if he were again trying to wedge in an-

other cross among those closely set ones

already there. I drew nearer, so that I

might peer directly in as I passed. Then,

something crashed down upon my head.

I had a vague sense of being carried

somewhere and laid down, and my fore-

head and eyes throbbed violently. Grad-

ually the throbbing ceased ; and I heard

the thud-thud-thud of a chair being

rocked back and forth in heavy even

rhythm. I opened my eyes and looked

to one side. There was "The Bishop's

Second" seated beside me. Perhaps I

should have been filled with excitement,

curiosity, or fear at being allowed to lie

in the house of
'

' The Bishop 's Second.
'

'

But I could feel none of these emotions.

I felt only an overwhelming pathos and

pity at seeing this haggard figure with

his frightened eyes, rocking violently

back and forth, back and forth, by the

couch on which I lay. When I turned

toward him, he bent forward, and clos-

ing his eyes, began stroking my fore-

head.
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"I hit you—I hit you" he muttered.

"They think I'm mad, don't they?

They think I'm mad—mad— " He

sprang to his feet and thundered, "I'm

Dot mad! I'll tell you what, I'm not

mad—ha! ha!" he laughed a hollow

echoing laugh and fell back into his

chair.

"Mad—if they'd had my brother!

Did you ever have a brother? Did you

over think he was your god on earth?

I say, did you ever have a brother?"

He did not wait for me to answer, but

went on, "Well, I did! I'll tell you I

did; and he was my god! ha! ha! and

now these crosses—these crosses! You

see them and everybody sees them, and

they surround my house. But there

should be more, I say—there should be

more. I was trying to put one there,

and there wasn't room for any more

—

so I threw it at you ! '

' His voice broke.

He leaned forward, and again began

stroking my head. He continued more

softly, "I had a brother once. He was

a good brother and a good preacher."

He laughed suddenly and hysterically,

and began rocking violently back and

forth, now stroking my head in rhythm

with his rocking.

Then he stopped, suddenly relaxed;

and dropping his hands at his sides,

began to rock very slowly. "Yes, my
brother was a father to me. I loved

him, I worshipped him, I had faith in

him. He was my faith. He taught me.

I adored him. He was a good man

—

ha! ha!—he was a good man. He vis-

ited the sick, he helped the poor, he

saved souls—he was a preacher—a good

man. But he died, yes he died; see

those crosses out there ? He died—yes

—

do you know something? he died; and
when he was dying he called me to him

;

and do you know what he said ?

" 'Brother', he said, 'I'm no saint. I

want you to know it before I die. I'm

no saint' he said. 'Brother, my nightly

calls on the sick were not for a preacher.

Brother,' he said, 'we have much money.

I got it; I got it at night. Thief! I

stole it. I stole it, brother'—do you see?

No, not a saint, but a thief! 'Brother,'

he said, 'I was always a good preacher,

wasn't I? Brother—let me tell you

something—let me tell you something;

only when the sun shines does the cru-

cifix cast a shadow.'

"Only when the sun shines does the

crucifix cast a shadow .... You know
my brother? He died. I didn't care!

no, I didn 't care ! I had lots of money

!

I didn 't care. My brother died. I lived

and I built a fence. Look yonder—see

it ! The crosses, the crosses, the crosses.

I went into the village after my brother

died, and I saw a beggar—my brother's

beggar. I came home and made a cru-

cifix, and I put it up out there in my
yard. I went into the village, after my
brother died, and I saw four beggars,

and see? I put up four more crosses.

I saw more beggars—more crosses—more

beggars—always more beggars—always

more crosses. My fence grew round,

and big—it grew—every day it grew.

'When my fence is all around me, when

my beggars hem me in,' I said, 'I'll go,

I'll go away!'

"But I can't go away. My fence is

all around me—My beggars! I can't

leave them. My beggars my brother

gave me—I can't leave them! My beg-

gars—they worship me—sometimes they

leer at me. My beggars, I '11 never leave

them ! Do you know, '

' he bent forward,

and began to whisper, "My fence is

made of crosses! I had a brother, did

you know? My crosses are beggars

—

beggars my brother gave me. On foggy
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Meak days they leer at me. But when

tin* sun shines " his voice broke, and

he spoke very I»»w . "when the sun shines,

they cast shadows, long shadows, when

tlu> sun shines shadows that reach

out and - I Ye placed them so!" he

ihrieked, "I've placed them so!" lie

laughed mockingly. "I've placed them

so that when the sun shines the shadows

hit m\ house ' * hen the sun shines .

."

I left the madman and his cro

and now when I go t<> Westershirr or

Burncastle, I take the turn-pike. I

want to avoid the house at the ero

roads because 1 am afraid. I am

afraid—no, not of their keeper, but of

the new beggars that I fear to find there.

"—AND THOU BESIDE ME<
Elisabeth Dickinson

99

No, dear, it is not far.

Last night

1 came to you, and thought
You understood,

For when I stroked your tousled head,

Although you could no longer feel

My 1 lands, I thought
You knew.—You murmured
"Margaret's touch," and when
I clasped my hands
Across your eyes and stood behind your chair

You started—turned

—

1
' Margaret. '

' I was so near.

Now today I read in your diary

"Good God—I missed her so

—

Last night."



THE PASSING OF SARAH MATTHEWS
Helen §» Allen

The nurse had gone out into the hall

to read her notes under the fifteen-watt

stair light. She shook her head sig-

nificantly at the doctor. A hot, monot-

onous hush that savored of medicine and

disinfectants prevailed in the corridors,

the flat, fagged-out hush that is left over

from long weeks of watching. Ten-

thirty in the little near-town of West

Watson, and in the second best room of

the Matthews house an elderly woman
was dying.

It was cold in the dim, high-ceilinged

room with its heavy carved-oak furni-

ture. The "fresh air" that came in

chill gusts through the open window

flapped the green paper shade which

screened the chandelier from the pa-

tient's eyes. Its restless shadow moving

back and forth across the wall attracted

her attention. In her dreams it became

a great black bear that ran out to the

end of its chain and was jerked back.

She remembered once when she was a

little girl having seen such a bear at the

Grange picnic. Her mother had jerked

her away then, too, just as the trainer

did the bear.

That day the grim, rod-backed figure

of her mother had moved often through

her dreams. Strange, how clearly

scenes of one's childhood came back

when one lay alone in the Blue Room
with an injection of morphine to keep

down the pain. Sarah Matthews did

not know it was morphine. She would
have steeled herself to suffer rather

than ease her senses with an "invention

of the devil."

Strange, too, the unexpected things

that stood out, things, many of them,

that she had wanted to do and had not

done. There was the afternoon that

Charlie Nutting had asked her to go

black-berrying in the woodpatch. She

could still see the glint of the sun on his

curly brown hair, and the wet meadow-

grass tangled between his bare toes. But

she had not gone. She had always been

a good little girl and her mother had

not approved of Charlie.

There was another picture of Charlie

that kept coming back, only that was

from when she was older. Queer that

she should remember him when she

hadn't thought of him for so long. It

was right that she had done as she did.

She had been able with a clear conscience

this very summer to forbid her daughter

to meet Tom Avery under the red

maple tree—that same red maple.

Why should she dwell on these epi-

sodes? There had been events in her

life of so much more importance . . . her

wedding with Calvin Matthews in the

white church on the hill. Why, her

- whole life had swung in circles around

the spire of that white church, circles

that touched and began again every

Sunday. She could see them now if

she half-opened her eyes, reflected on

the ceiling above the lamp.

Charlie Nutting had not been a

member of the little white church. The

circles broke and ran around and closed

again when they came to him. He used

to pack his fishing rods and walk way

back in the hills on Sunday mornings.

That was why her mother had wanted

her to marry Calvin Matthews. Calvin

was a deacon in the church. She smiled

proudly as she thought of him walking
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up the aisle Sunday mornings in his

Prince Albert. He was always a big,

fine-looking man, her "Cal". Well, she

had been happy. She had brought up

her children in the right path. The

Lord would reward her. The way of

the righteous lie uphold.

The little white church had triumphed

in her dreams, (-von as it had in her life.

She was no longer afraid. Never had

she been so sure of immortality, of God.

Death was a clear, glorious thing that

was moving toward her. She remem-

bered a story that her mother had read

her when she was a little girl about a

dying child and a beautiful star that

came near and was bright with angels.

God was good. Heaven was her home.

The monotonous refrain of her

thoughts became music in her ear. She
thought it was the chant of angels that

she heard,

"Praise God above, ye heavenly host,

Praise Father, Son and Holy Ghost,"

How often she had sung it in church,

only now it was a hundred times magni-
fied, a thousand times more beautiful.

Her whole being was uplifted; she was
in accord at last with the eternal rhythm
of the universe, of the stars.

"Oh, do you hear them?" she said to

her daughter and the nurse who stood

at the foot of the bed, "It is the angels

singing."

She was looking at the light ; the green
shade had disappeared and to her dis-

torted eyes the lamp became a greal

star that drew down and was about to

open, she tried to reach her arms

toward it.

Suddenly, there was a crash—a crash

that filled all time and all space and

went on into infinity—a crash and a

black, blinding pain. The light burst

and went out. Came a moment of

realization, of disillusion, ghastly, all-

revealing: there was no life, no God;

this loud, cold emptiness was death.

Came queer, quick-dimming faces: her

children, what had she done with their

lives? her husband, benevolent, dumb;
her mother, strong-jawed, self-righteous,

yes, like herself—curse, oh, curse her

mother! Came a horrible, chuckling

thing that might have been a devil, or,

perhaps, since there were no devils, the

"temptations," the longings within her-

self that she had crushed since she was

a little girl . . . The laughing brown

eyes of the man she might have loved. .

.

A bumblebee that bumped itself

against the dusty panes of a church

window and drones in the shadow of a

great red maple . . . silence.

"How beautifully she died," said

Sarah Matthews' daughter, and she

bent down tenderly to pull the lids over

staring eyes. She was weeping and

there was a great awe in her voice, "I
heard her say my nanna's name, just

at the last."

MAGE
Mary Evans

I have heard far-off music
Like spider threads,
Now seen, as a sunray slides along them,
Now invisible.



THE IDEAL

Canniston, at seventeen, could play a

bigger variety of instruments than any-

one I have ever known. Five of us boys

used to meet to play together every

week at his house. There was a French

horn, a cello, a violin, an oboe and a

viola. We all thought we were musical.

Canniston had the most faith that we

all wore, so we made him " leader." His

ambition was to be leader of the Phil-

harmonic. I think we all believed he

would be ; he himself was the most con-

fident. We were heart and soul bound

up in a musical unity—a unity <;f faith

which I have seldom felt among great

and live groups of players. For years

we played together. Then we were scat-

tered bit by bit. The cellist died, the

boy who played the oboe went away to

college. I myself moved to another

city.

To people with only one common inter-

est, correspondence does not come spon-

taneously. I heard from him less and

less frequently and the years have gone

by fast since. Two years ago I heard

that he was teaching book-binding in a

small high school.

Chance brought me last week to his

town on business, so I called him up at

the school. His voice responded buoy-

antly.

"Say," he ejaculated after some min-

utes of mutual exchange and adjust-

ment, "Come on up to orchestra re-

hearsal!"

So that was the compensation for the

book-binding! I had known that there

must be something. To please him, and
partly out of curiosity, I arranged my
time so that I might slip up to the as-

sembly hall after school was dismissed.

Upon arrival I found him and a pale

youth who was having his teeth straight-

ened, setting up racks and arranging

chairs. A frantic, flaxen-haired maid-

en was rushing around wildly, looking

for something, (music I imagined), trip-:

ping over the racks just set up.

Canniston greeted me warmly. He
had aged much, but his old expression of

struggle for something—not exactly

longing, because that implies more or

less dissatisfaction, nor yet wistfulness,

for that implies lack of strength—was

intensified and refined. He enthusiasti-

cally seated me near the rear of the au-

ditorium, where he told me I could get

the best musical effect; and returned

to set the platform, music, and strag-

gling incoming musicians in order.

I was reminded sharply of how he

used to order us boys around. The tun-

ing up was, of course, a trying pro-

cess. I noticed that many of the vio-

lins had to be given all four notes on the

piano. As the pianist was constantly

trying to crowd in a snatch of popular

music between aggrieved violinists' tun-

ings up, it was a long and worrisome

affair. Presently, however, I saw that

things were gradually getting into shape.

Everyone had taken his seat. Canniston

tapped with his baton on his stand. I

glanced at my watch and speculated as

to the probable length of agony I would

be subjected to.

Eehearsal commenced. At first it

seemed mere messy chaos \o me, and I

was momentarily disgusted with myself

for wasting my valuable time. I should

have been concluding that deal with the

trust company. Then, however, I began

to take in the scene: Canniston leading
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away with a vigor and whole-hearted-

ness that was good to see, and pathetic.

I half dosed my eyes and momentarily

imagined him Josef Stransky leading

the Philharmonic. For a brief second

the illusion fascinated mo. There was

a similarity in his carriage, in his tech-

nique, in his enthusiasm.

One glance at the bowing of the vio-

lins, however, shattered the fancy. Need-

less to say it was atrocious. I lately

learned that beginners at the cello had

hcen allowed to eome in and play what

they could, as there were no cellists to be

had otherwise. The result can be imag-

ined. They were immensely dignified

and played several tunes, when an in-

definahle murkiness seemed to creep into

the music.

I marvelled at Canniston 's patience.

It was, however, healthily wind-blown

with gusts of impatienee. The wonder
was that he was patient at all. The
drummers evidently belonged on the

football field for presently, to my re-

lief, he told them to "get out and kick

the pigskin and not the drums." At
this, a washed out, hysterical second vi-

olinist giggled emptily. I wanted to

take her by the shoulders and shake

her.

I observed, however, that there was
a certain sympathy existing between

Canniston and the concert master, a

quiet youth whose sweet tone stood out

contrastingly, seeming to float above
the squeaking and sharping which
fought in the air. I realized, too, that

Canniston was working up a sort of

esprit de corps, an enthusiasm—that of

awkward young things for the perfec-

tion and orderliness of Beauty, which
they can never attain, and only half un-
derstand or appreciate. By the time
they had reached the last piece there
was a unity of squeak and an absorption

on their fares that had not been there

before. When they came to the end

there was a pan--. I suppose the young-

sters had been as emotionally tense for

their age as the members of the Phil-

harmonic for theirs. With a quiet

'"thank you," Canniston dismissed them

and came down the platform steps to-

ward me. I strove to be prepared.

"Well, old boy, what do you think of

my orchestra?" he asked.

I managed to avoid the critical issue

by remonstrating with him for swearing

in the presence of ladies.

"If you aren't the same old boy!*'

he ejaculated, "Always looking out for

the ladies. By the way, my wife would

be mighty glad to see you. Come on

home with me!"

I remembered now that his wife was

some sort of an invalid. It seemed to

me that she had been thrown off a horse

or something like that when she was a

girl. It occurred to me that she might

be glad to see some one, so I consented

to accompany Canniston home.

He talked elatedly as we strolled

along arm in arm, about the good old

times, but more about the Hungarian

dance and Raymond's Overture which I

had been hearing, without recognizing,

during the past hour.

The house was small, not shabby nor

yet exactly respectable; we came to it

on a moderately commonplace street. He
opened the door and pushed me in.

"Oh, Mary! Someone to see you!"

he called from the hall.

Through the half-open library door

I saw an invalid dressed in white lay

down a red book and pick up a cane. In

a minute the figure sat nearly erect,

with the aid of adjusted pillows.

Canniston took me in. His wife sat

there smiling charmingly. She remem-
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bered me at once, and expressed great

pleasure at my visit.

Canniston had meanwhile gone to a

corner where he found a pipe and pouch

of tobacco on a shelf.

'

' Well, Freddie ! '

' his wife asked in a

carefully playful tone, "How did re-

hearsal go?"

I realized that this probably happen-

ed every week. I wondered what he

would say, and if my presence would

make a difference.

"Ask Rogers!" he said with a wink

at me.

I thought I was cornered. Perhaps

she realized this and sympathized with

me.

"Oh, it's so nice to be able to listen to

someone talk music with Freddie." she

said, without pressing me for an answer.
1

' Poor boy, I 'm pretty stupid along that

line. But, Mr. Rogers, I'm learning a

lot. Freddie tells me about the instru-

ments sometimes, and when I've noth-

ing else to do, I have Huldah turn on a

record and I listen for them. You know,

Freddie, I can pick out the nice little

oboes in the Overture now!" her face

glowed with a child-like pride.

Cannister had settled himself in a

shabby cushioned Morris chair and was
meditatively blowing wreaths of smoke,
with an appreciative eye on his wife.

Now, however, he laid down his pipe,

rose, and crossed to the corner where
I saw a small Victrola on a table, with
a pile of records in torn covers under-
neath on a shelf.

"Let's have some music," he said.

He looked through the pile, did not
seem to find what he wanted, scratched
his head, then crossed to the mantel
where a record was perched precari-

ously.

"I want you to listen to this," he ex-

claimed with emphasis.

He turned the record on, and came
back to sprawl comfortably in his chair.

The next five minutes were perhaps

the most difficult moments of my life.

At the same time, I did an enormous

amount of thinking.

The record had evidently been badly

scratched. Something also—in fact, se-

veral things—seemed the matter with

the machinery. The record seemed to

fly around faster at times than at others

and the disk tipped up a bit on one side.

I could not recognize any melody

—

scarcely any music, in fact—amid the

clatter of the machine, the grating of

the needle, which sounded rusty, and

the terrifying thumps and squeaks and

bangs that the scratches in the record

emitted.

Half fearing to, I glanced at my host,

fully expecting to find a sheepish or

apologetic smile on his humor-appre-

ciating lips. To my amazement, dismay

and bafflement, he sat there serenely

blowing smoke wreaths, as oblivious of

me and of what I thought of his Victro-

la, as of the awful clatter and howl. Im-

mediately and cruelly, I was angry. How
dare he, whose musical sensibility at

seventeen had made him shiver if one of

our instruments were a fiftieth of a note

out of tune, whose ambition had been to

lead the Philharmonic—how dare he sit

there and enjoy these vile sounds, for I

would not call it music! His ideal, I

thought—humph

!

I looked at his wife. On her face was

an expression of beatified alertness. I

knew she was listening amid that din for

the "nice little oboes."

Suddenly—I do not know why nor

how, the truth—the burning, glorious

truth, crashing, magnificent—burst up-

on me ; the very indestructible absolute-

ness of his ideal enabled him to sit there

beatified, musing—enabled him to be
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oblivious of all but whal he wauled to

hear enabled him to hear, not the

squeaks, no1 even the music as it had

first sounded when the record was new,

but, infinitely more beautiful than that,

the music that lay in himself vibrating

in answer to the feeble challenge that

came to his ears. It was I who had lost

my ideal, who had lost that fine inner

fire. I bowed my head. If T bad had a

hat on 1 should have removed it.

Presently the record came to an end.

Cannister rose easily and turned it off.

"That \s w hat we played this after-

noon." he said. '• Did you notice how

much finer it sounded with eel 1. »-, in it?

Our cellos ," he shrugged his shoulders

and smiled what 1 honestly think was

the most angelic smile I ever saw

—

angelic in its utter freedom from su-

periority or bitterness.

EVENING
Eleanor Hard

The old man sits

By the fireplace

;

The flame light flits,

Over his face;

Lightens the shadows,

Plunges them deep,

Catches the wall

Where the spiders creep;

Then pulls its mantle

Over its head

And settles down
In its ashy bed.

Only the spiders

Stir in the room,

Stir and then listen

Still in the gloom.



NO!
Alice F. Parker

A certain king, who was gifted with

a highly original nature and had made

his wife unhappy, was searching for a

son-in-law.

"Obviously," he remarked, with a

glance in the mirror, "men of genius do

not make good husbands. Equally un-

disputed is the fact that morons would

be undesirable in that capacity. I must

find for my daughter a man with an

average mind; and now I think of it,

he ought to have an average soul as

well. My daughter could be happy

neither with a saint nor a reprobate."

So he bought two square inches in

each of the leading journals of the re-

gion, set forth his requirements, and

awaited the average man with com-

placency. His daughter also awaited,

but not with complacency. She may
have had some knowledge of men and

their manners that her father guessed

not of.

It did not take long for the average

man to reply to the father's appeal. In

fact, within three days he had applied

in so many sizes, shapes, ages, and na-

tionalities that office hours had to be

set to receive him. He came by hun-

dreds in the day time, and by two

hundreds at night. He swarmed in the

reception room of the palace, and over-

flowed into the royal chambers, and
even straggled into the princess's

boudoir. He gazed hard at the princess

and harder at the dining table and be-

came unshakably convinced that he

was the average man. After a week of

him, the king closed his doors for re-

spite and thought.

Extending from the royal desk to the

royal wastebasket were some yards of

statistics, accumulated during the appli-

cation of the average man. From them

the king turned his over-developed head

in disgust.

"My dear," said he to the princess

at his footstool, "if you should marry

any one of a thousand of these creatures,

or even all of a thousand, you would not

get the average man. These represent

merely the mediocre of life,—moder-

ately bad-looking, moderately stupid,

and self-indulgently good, as they are.

Surely they cannot be the average man.

No indeed!" and here he thumped his

royal knee. "No indeed! The truly

average man must be both brilliant and

dense, both handsome and horrible,

both a fiend and a demi-god. With

that man you might be happy in mar-

ried life, but since certainly that man
cannot exist, I see you must remain a

lonely spinster."

The princess smiled incredulously.

"But I know you won't," added the

king with a sigh.
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A Prayer to the Muse
Katharine Phelps

O Muse, give me a theme in writing verse

So that I may not write mere words, or worse

—

Not wander 'mong the sentence-paths-to-be

And pluek all flowery adjectives I sec

And let me, too, avoid the dressy phrases

—

Hie veils, the cloaks, the robes,—like common daisies,

The far-fetched simile, the gilt edged word

—

My Pegasus might be but a donkey spurred.

And let me know my mortal time is o 'er

—

So I won 't go on and write a whole lot more

!

Dramatic Irony

C. 0. P.

Once upon a time there lived four

enormous people. They all lived to-

gether in a very small house. They
painted the house gray; and they

painted the blinds periwinkle blue ; and
they made the front door, with elaborate

white imps on a periwinkle background,

an expression of their souls. Outside,

this house was angular, straight, and

stupid after the first glance. Inside,

this house was a riot of disorder; the

living room was restless with stenciled

yellow dragon hangings; the kitchen

was piled high with doubtful dishes;

the rest of the house was generally in a

state of experimental fracas.

In the kitchen, Dirk, a man fashioned

like a blunt dagger, is amusing himself

by making drip coffee; strong, melo-

dramatic stuff to be imbibed with slices

of green cheese.

Marika pours over a tome of Middle

English Literature. She is working

back toward the sources of things. At
twenty she has a dream of putting Eng-

land behind her and creeping back into

the mouldy atmosphere of France and

Italy. At forty she will probably dis-

cover Rome—but it is doubtful.

The kitchen is grimy; there are flies.

A fly lights on Marika 's nose. She lets

it sit there.

"Dirk," she says in a voice that

barely flickers out of the Arthurian

romances, "why are flies?"

Dirk shrugs his shoulders and pours

the coffee through once more—then he

thinks better of it.

"Flies," ruminatingly, "why that's

what makes drama. Green cheese

thrives on flies. Now can't you see a

man, one of these Piff-My-Lords, sitting

at his spotless table with his gleaming

silver service and his gleaming white
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shirt front. Enter the fly. Behold

melodrama, rage. The fly is drowned

in the soup and there is no further

point to the meal.

"Why, without flies you would have

reached Circe long since and lost all

your Guineyere-ishness. Without flies I

never should have evolved the good

aroma of strong cheese and bloody trag-

edy. And without green cheese where

would your brother have been with his

impressionism, cubism? Where would

Tony have heard his Turkish melody, his

modern music ? When would your blood

run cold without a fly?"

"Oh," wearily, "can't you really

ever find anything new to say ? Is there

no Holy Grail for you impetuous mod-

erns to work off some of this what you

call "steam" on? Have you no

higher—

"

"Oh can it!"

There is a peculiarly odoriferous

silence after this. Dirk grows tired of

playing with the coffee and places it on

the back of the stove. He putters

around in search of a knife for the

cheese. When he finds the knife it is

quite dull. He putters around after a

whetstone.

'

An unpleasant sound of two pieces of

metal scraping horribly sends shivers

down the backs of the two in the kitchen.

They both stop their groping and look

up with decided annoyance. The
scraping pauses and a drawling voice

explains as a matter of fact:

"Awfully sorry but I've just found

the fundamental, you know that key-

note of my Nuova Astra. I had a

hunch that this ring would do it. You
see it 's this way—if you once can make
a circle of pure gold and whir it around
and around in planetary motion, you
get this music of the spheres, this per-

fect fountain of melody. You are

swung. '

'

Chorus:—"Yes, only close the door

next time."

Tony muffles his self expression anc

the kitchen foments into a restless

search for the whetstone. The fourth

figure enters. He is hungry and eager.

He is not in the mood for green cheese.

He flings his sticky paint brushes into

one corner and then tours the ice box,

the pantry, the bread box with slight

success. In the midst of the rye bread

(which has somehow become coated

with green cheese) he has a sudden idea,

an urge to put himself on paper. Marika

!

She is very absorbed. She is slipping

away. She has the ivory vagueness or

Beatrice. From Guinevere to Beatrice

—

?

what a terrible thought! With rapid

strokes of his pencil he has caught her

likeness lost in that tome, bending intoj

the book.

Dirk has found the whetstone at last

and is sharpening the knife listlessly!

Tony's self expression drones in upon

the kitchen as something from another

world. Flies buzz with hateful insist

ance. They light on the sketch; they

light on the whetstone, indiscriminately,

Suddenly the tome slams to. Marika

stretches out her arms, shakes her head

:

"Let's do the dishes," she cries
'

' Tony, a new overtone—the dishes ! We
can make a tremendous clatter. And,

Dirk, do kill the flies."

She has tied blue gingham aprons

about their necks. She has them all

going, singing:

"Sur le pont d 'Avignon,

"On y dansait, on y dansait."

They splash soap suds merrily the

while.

She is curled up in the chair dream-

ing of Isolde. Then they weaken, one
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by one. And when the dishes arc half

done they wander back to their respec

t rve t in I lods.

New Mies are swarming in the kitchen.

Education Made Easy

Eleanor Hard

The whole trouble with our scholastic

system is that it doesn't advertise itself

Bofficiently. Where, in the business

world would we find such a jewel of a

course as Chemistry 11 hiding its head

in small type on page 25 of the cata-

logue? No, the business way would be

to din the merits of Chemistry 11 into

the cars of an incredulous world, in

some such way as this:

THRILLS!
EXCITEMENT !

!

PUNCH ! !

!

Do you know what it is to get a thrill

Every Other Minute?

To never handle an object without a

Sneaking Feeling that it will probably

explode in your hand?

To watch an innocent looking white

powder turn green and red and fizz like

a Soda Fountain ?

To never be sure just wThat is going to

happen the next second?

IT IS ACTION THAT KEEPS
WOMEN YOUNG ! ! ! !

Try our 1st Semester and you will

never be without it.

GENERAL CHEMISTRY 11 (inc.)

GENERAL CHEMISTRY 11 (inc.)

FOR YOUNG WOMEN AND WOMEN
WHO STAY YOUNG ! !

They would then illustrate it with a

Dulac picture of the Arabian Nights

and pay $5,000 to publish it on the back

cover of Vogue.

Or take, better still, that modest little

violet Spoken English, which is so un-

aware of its own possibilities that it

hides itself on page 80 of the Catalogue

:

ARE YOU UNPOPULAR/
Do yon long for the Gfood Times that

Other Girls Have?

BEAR WHAT ONE GIRL
ACCOMPLISHED IN A MONTH I

'

Two months ago I was a lonely and

heart broken girl. Today I am the

happiest woman alive.

How did I work this miracle?

Listen

:

Percy d'Artagnan was the idol of my
girlhood. How I wished he would talk

to me as he did to the other girls, all

the while lighting a cigarette with a

gesture like Wallie Reid 's ! But no, his

words with me were always cruelly brief

and uninterested.

I was in despair.

And then, one happy morning my eye

fell on an advertisement of the Smith

Patent Spoken English Course, and, al-

most at the end of my resources, I

entered one of the classes.

At the end of a month my friends

could not recognize me.

I went to tea that afternoon at Percy 's

house. When I entered the room all

eyes turned towards me, and when I

spoke a few words of greeting, a gasp

of amazement arose from all present.

Percy came over and entered into con-

versation with me. I saw a new light

of awakening interest in his eyes.

Yesterday Percy asked me to marry

him. That is why I am the happiest

woman alive.

Girls, do not let your voice stand in

the wTay of your future happiness

!

And so on, and so on.

SMITH SPOKEN ENGLISH COURSE
NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

sole originators and owners of

THE VOICE YOU LOVE TO HEAR.
As anyone can see, there are endless

possibilities here. The wonders that a
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good advertising man could accomplish

with Zoology!

Some promising young business wo-

man should take it up while the field is

still fresh and untrodden.

Observed
H. H.

Eight people sat at the dinner-table.

I served them.

The first took a little of everything I

passed her. She would have blithely

helped herself to a boiled heel of a shoe.

There was once a conductor in a Jersey

City terminal who punched tickets with

complete and happy absence of mind.

My uncle, observing, gave him a soft,

juicy pear. He punched it. "What
did you do that for?" he bellowed,

which was really rather a silly question

for him to ask. The first person at my
table regarded her food with this same

serene absence of mind.

The second looked at everything with

a fierce concentration. Dinner was a

continuous series of grave decisions for

her. I imagined that she had quite a

strenuous time, when taking notes, de-

ciding whether she could get one more

word on the page or not.

The third started in well enough, but

just as she had the serving spoon mid-

way from serving dish to plate, she

would become violently interested in the

conversation, or overcome with a par-

oxysm of laughter. This usually hap-

pened when nothing interesting or

funny was going on.

The fourth always looked to see how
much everyone before her had taken. I

could never decide whether she was

jealously suspicious, or merely wished

to be on the safe side. I imagined that

in class she liked to see what her

neighbor was taking notes on.

The fifth liked to see things float. She

pried down under everything to detect

drippings or undiscovered sauce. She

enjoyed her meal immensely.

The sixth partook over-bounteously

of everything, regardless of whether

there would be anything left for the

others.

The seventh always took less than she

needed to, with a considerate glance at

her neighbor.

The eighth always looked hurt that

no more was left for her—and took only

half of what was there.

I have never served Henry VIII or

T. Tembarom.

######
Being in an undustrious* mood, I sat

in class alternately blanking my foggy

brain and cribbing my neighbor's notes.

She was a bobbed-haired child who took

them with assiduous earnestness. I

glanced at her "A- The pope tries to

acquire temporal power" and lazily

jotted down, "A—Attempt at acquisi-

tion of power by the pope.
'

' I gathered

a crop of similar intensified remarks,

and then suffered another relapse. Pres-

ently I became aware that my neighbor

was gazing intently at my notes. Then

she crossed out several of her original

headings and stealthily replaced them

with my captions. Presently she caught

my eye and blushed apologetically.

"You take such wonderful notes!" she

said. "How do you do it?"

Relief from the necessity to think re-

sults in a blossoming of ideas, like that

of violets after spring showers. Per-

haps that is why great minds seem to

emulate an atmosphere of relaxation.

*Note—This is not a proof-reader's

mistake.
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FORMERLY ON FIFTH AVENUE

Smart Attire
For Every Occasion

GOWNS DRESSES SUITS

COATS WRAPS BLOUSES

HATS FURS

Decisive Reductions

Now in effect on everything

Stearns Building
Two Eighty Nine Bridge St.

Springfield, Massachusetts
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The

David G Coe

Shop

IMPORTERS

Vienna Jackets Novelty Sweaters

Silk and Lisle Hose

Sport Hose

Foulard Handkerchiefs Foulard Ties

Exhibition at Green Street Lodge December 12 and 13

The Coe Building 26 Vernon Street

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Dress Pumps

Campus Oxfords,

and Straps.

Exclusive styles.

Hosiery to match.

If you cannot come here for a fitting

be sure to see our monthly exhibits at

Plymouth Inn.

(Zftjomaa £. (pilua
INCORPORATED

275 High Street Holyoke

FrankBrothers
fifth Avenue Boot Shop

near 43th Street. Mew York
Style shoes of quality

Exhibit Shops in all the larger cities

Kingsley's

for luncheon and afternoon tea.

Candies
of

Excellence

Imported Perfumes
and

Toilet Articles

140 MAIN STREET



Academy uf Huaic

The Mianagemeni begs to announce

Henry Jewett's Repertory Company
in the follow inn plays:

Thursday and Friday Evenings, Saturday
Afternoon and Evening, November 23-24 and 25

THE RIVALS
RICHARD BRINSLEY SHERIDAN'S Delightful Comedy

Mondav, Tuesday and Wednesday Evenings
November 27-28 and 29

THE FAMOUS DETECTIVE PLAY
RAFFLES

Thursday Afternoon and Evening, Friday Evening
Saturday Afternoon and Evening, November 30, December 1 and 2

A NIGHT OFF
The Ever Popular Farcical Comedy by Augustin Daly

The engagement of Mr. Jewett 'a company will be followed by a number of

exceUenl picture productions, among which will be "The Storm"; To Have and
To Hold," with Betty Compson and Bert Lytell; Harold Lloyd in
" Grandma's Boy."

The Christmas Store

Aisle after aisle of gifts has been arranged for you.

Distinctive merchandise for every age, for every preference

and to meet individual whims and hobbies—Finding just

the "right thing" for somebody—that is the principal
j

thing in gift-giving, and in this Christmas store you will
j

find displays so conveniently arranged that with very

little "shopping"' you will find one happy suggestion after

another.

Albert &tetger (ftomaatuj

Springfield, JflasH.



The Green Dragon

The Shop for individual and

distinctive gifts.

207 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts

PLYMOUTHINN
W. A. SENNA, Manager

Cor. West and Green Streets

European Plan, $2.00 up

Visit Our Tea Boom

On the approved list of Smith College

For the biggest and best line of

COLLEGE FOOTWEAR
at popular prices

visit

FLEMING'S SHOE SHOP
211 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts



C. NJETTTS
Students

Room Furnishings

137 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

WINCHESTER FLASH LIGHTS
and BATTERIES

are the Very Best that mechanical skill

and ingenuity can produce.

Oar constantly increasing sales attest

their popularity.

BUY A WINCHESTER NEXT TIME

Foster-Farrar Company
162 Main St., Northampton, Mass.

donUti 5jotel

A good place to

Dine

when in

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

E, J. Gare <Sl Son

JEWELERS

112 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

College Shop

WANTED
College Girls' Discarded

Hats, Coats, Suits, Sweaters,

Shoes, etc.

To Sell.

All Goods Sold Quickly

211 Main Street

(Over 5 & 10 Cent Store)

FORD
The Universal Car

Show Room and Parts Department

24 Center Street

Tel. 470

Service and Repairs

Hotel Garage, Rear 203 Main St.

Tel. 187

CHASE MOTOR CO,



JUST SAY, CHARGE IT
Your account is solicited at this long-

ostablished good shop. You will like our

fine work, prompt service and
reasonable charges.

You can rely on

WITHERELL'S
for the test

Dry Cleaning, Dyeing, Remodeling,

Repairing and Pressing

of all garments.

Phone 1392 and our motor will call.

199 Main St., opp. City Hall
LooTc for the Yellow Signs

WE
THE G. W. LAYTHE SHOE CO.

cordially invite the students and faculty

of Smith College to make our store their

down-town meeting place. A pleasant

place to meet one's companions. Our

telephone at your disposal.

Next door to Western Union.

Shoes, Hosiery and Rubbers of Quality.

MARCEL WATER WAVE

Celia M- Belanger
HAIRDRESSER

Tel. 688-W

I 277 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON

Scalp Treatment Shampooing

SCHULTZ, Inc.
Marcel Waving Manicuring

PLYMOUTH INN

223 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Can we serve you in sheet music,

grafonola records, ukeleles, strings,

etc! We will be pleased to fill either

from stock or by special order, any of

your musical wants at New York and

Boston discount rates. Prompt delivery

service to your address.

WHITE'S MUSIC SHOP
Northampton.

Phone: Postal Telegraph 185 Main St.

FEDERAL
System of Bakeries

169 Main Street

Draper Hotel Building

Everything in baked goods

Federal quality.

Open or Closed Packards for Hire

City Taxicab Co*
TEL. 96-W

Draper Bldg., Edw. Sarazin, Prop.

You Can Depend on Our Service



Compliment Your Friends

with Flowers—A gift of flowers is

a compliment that cannot be

misunderstood.

ilrOIaiUtmB

Buder &. Ullman
&>tor?

E. ALBERTS
Correct College Footwear

The Draper

Northampton's Leading Hotel

WM. M. KIMBALL, Proprietor

EUROPEAN PLAN

Northampton, Mass.

Gifts That Last

JAMES BERRY
JEWELER

Official Watch Inspector

K. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.

Draper Hotel Building

161 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Hosiery, Boudoir Slippers,

Rubbers, Accessories

"The Store Nearest the College"

241 MAIN STREET

Orders taken
for

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
and

STAMPED STATIONERY

at

BRIDGMAN & LYMAN
108 Main Street

JULIA B. CAHILL
219 Main Street

Specializing in

—

BLOUSES
TOPLESS CORSETS

BANDEAUX
Hand-made Underwear

Separate Skirts Hosiery

mt ii — ii — i ii | _ | _ l J1

Compliments of

Bon Marche



You will never regret trading at

the

BOSTON FRUIT STORE
M. Giuffre & Co.

The Pioneer Fruit House of

Northampton

Tel. 370 235 Main Street

Northampton
Commercial College

Offers courses which give a
thorough technical training

to those who desire

Secretarial Positions

Positions as Commercial Teachers

Private lessons night or day-

Send for catalogue

All makes

Standard and Portable Typewriters

Sold, Rented, Repaired. Supplies.

CORONA agency.

76 Pleasant Street

NORTHAMPTON - MASSACHUSETTS

Tel. 80 Day and Night Service

College Taxi Co.
Successor to Hiatt Taxi Co.

WM. G. MAHAR, Mgr.

Taxi,

Touring Car

and

Limousine

SERVICE

Office: 188 Main St., Northampton

LAMBIE'S
We specialize in the following

merchandise for College Girls:

Corsets,

Silk Underwear,

Blouses, Silks,

Dress Trimmings

Neckwear, Hosiery,

Draperies, Coats

and Suits

AgenU for

Lewandos Dye House

J. E. Lambie <Sl Co.
92 Main Street
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BOYDEN'S
196 Main Street

Tel. 33

Come to Us

for a

REAL STEAK DINNER

Open 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

When you want

BIRTHDAY GIFTS

or

BRIDGE PRIZES

Come to us.

We have always a nice assortment on

hand directly from Japan and China

including

:

Lamps, Baskets, Beads, Jewelries, Old-

Embroideries, China and Wooden Wares,

Laquor Works and various other novelties.

T. ONO & COMPANY
14 Center Street, Northampton
>•

' J it t it
f
d j Telephone 1253-W

Selert Your

Christmas Cards Early

Also your

Line-a-Day and Diary

BRIDGMAN & LYMAN
108 Main Street

GRUEN-
the mark of Highest Artistry

ARTHUR P. WOOD
The Jewel Store

also the

Watch and Clock Hospital
197 Main St., Opp. City Hall

Tel. 1307-M.

CADILLAC DODGE BROS.

Northampton Garage Co.

Next to P. O.

TAXI and RENTAL SERVICE

Tefe. 8240—583

TheMary Marguerite
TEA ROOM AND POOD SHOP

21 State St.

Luncheons and Supper 11 to 6.30

Accommodations made for private

dinner parties
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EDITORIALS

Chameleons or Chemicals?

Hall is the gentleman, we believe, who
has formulated a certain fascinating

Recapitulation Theory which would

jive us to understand that every indi-

vidual passes through the stages through

which its phylum has passed. Thus the

paddling or swimming movements of

very young babies would point to a time

go when they were disporting in

the deep ; and likewise their clinging,

irrasping movements are reminders of

an existence spent in the trees. Re-

cently, certain ones adopting this theory

with more or less seriousness have pro-

1 to see a reversion to the chameleon

on the part of those who inhabit this

campus. Do not misunderstand us.

They refer not so much to the more
obvious comparison in which fashion

may be said to have made chameleons

of us all, but to a more subtle likeness,

consisting of things mental. One fac-

ulty member, after a perusal of the

papers committed to his care, somewhat

wearily remarked to the class:

"It seems impossible to put you next

to an idea without finding that you have

assimilated its whole, and are even radi-

ating it again in my very words."

And then assuming the praiseworthy

scientific attitude of the age, he called

loudly for 'reactions.'* Now it is a

well-established fact that a chameleon

simply cannot react. We have heard of

only one who ever attempted it, and the

endeavor killed him. As long as he had

been given simple colors he affected their

hue without difficulty, and with no mean

ability ; but when he was confronted with

a plaid, his perplexity as to which of the

95
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many colors he should become, or if,

indeed, lie should not try to combine

them all in one glorious skin of many

tints, was too much for him, and he

perished, miserably gray.

If it is true that intellectually we are

somewhat chameleonic, and take our

hue from the last idea to which we have

been exposed, one shudders to contemp-

late the result if some maliciously-

minded instructor should subject us to

a mental plaid. The only way to insure

future safety would seem to lie in adopt-

ing a middle course, and taking unto

ourselves the properties of substances

which react. For there is among us a

species of sublimated experimenter deal-

ing in ideas, and with a liking to mix

them with people, to watch them effer-

vesce for a minute or so, and pass off,

or perhaps precipitate to the bottom of

consciousness, and in some few cases

combine directly, making a new sub-

stance of these persons with whom they

have been mixed. Some experimenters

would even seem to encourage slight

explosions between idea and person,

after retiring to that safe distance

which includes them not in the damage,

but lets them watch from afar, in a box

seat, so to speak. But this latter manner
of reacting is a dangerous habit for any

one to cultivate, for there is no telling

where it will end; and like all good

things it is likely to be carried too far

before the peril is realized. And some

fine day your reacto will awake to find

that the last idea with which he has been

mixed has proved fatal ; a final explosion

takes place that entirely disintegrates

him, and he can no longer express his

existence except through the medium of

free verse, cubist art. or a modern novel

dealing largely in sex and dots.

Confronted then with the chameleon

state on the one hand, which may result

in and end, miserably, gray, and to

chemical on the other, with the possible

dangers of disintegration, the wise man
would seem to be he who has resolved

out of both a sort of compromise. He
has absorbed into his being some of the

properties of litmus paper, which -has

certain of the chameleonic characteristics

and yet withal retains a gentle tend-

ency toward reaction, gratifying to the

heart of any experimenter.

E. M. G.

ARIADNE
Elizabeth Hart

I love as one who strives to understand,

Ariadne, the vast dim silences

Of fleeting minutes when the voiceless trees

Flutter against blue depths of dusk, unscarred-

Was that a star that tinkled?—all the planned

Convulsive uproar of forced decencies

Emptiness, emptiness !—seeming in these

Moments, the idle gesture of a hand.

Birds sing for him that listens ; tell me why
I who have listened cannot comprehend,
For one who seeks as passionately as I

Asks nothing of beginning or of end ....

Perhaps you wonder that I must love so

Uncertainly—little enough I know.



THE ARTISTIC TEMPERAMENT
Paulina Miller

"Dear me," said Cousin Emily,

roghtily drawing in her capacious chin,

mil Looking about the great sky-lit

tudio. '-What an extraordinary num-

>er of small bronze statues you seem to

lave!" Cousin Emily clipped her

fords short, an unlooked-for manner-

sm in the large easy-going person that

e a]>peared to be.

4
' Eric—Matt 's brother—does them,

on know," explained Matt's wife,

)live Lowe, who was doing the honors

>f the studio that day. She was bored.

»ut courteous, in a mildly cynical fashion

vhich Cousin Emily did not at all

omprehend. Cousin Emily did not see

>eyond the obvious unsophistication of

Hive's rough short hair and sea-blue

imock, the color of the eyes set deep in

ler little brown face. She thought her

•ousin Matthew's boy had married a

cry babe, and rather a conceited one,

ind planned to put her in her place in

me call. Cousin Emily had never

'ealized that Matthew's boy was an

irtist, and the fact that his wife played

ler violin when he was painting re-

pealed nothing of character or interest

o her. And young Matthew's younger

)rother Eric she had never even remem-

bered sufficiently to take seriously.

"Oh, Eric does them, does he?" she

•ommented now, adding with fine sar-

casm. "Can't he sell them at all, and

io leaves such quantities here in your

apartment?" Cousin Emily would not

?all the place a studio; to her the term

smacked of immorality. "He doesn't

live here I suppose ? '

' she looked sharply

it the girl.

"Oh do," said Olive in her weary

little voice
—"He doesn't live here. Be

lias rooms of his own, but he likes to

come, and he always haves his I

things here. But he doesn't try to sell

them. People try to buy them, but he

never lets them."

"What!" snorted Cousin Emily.

"How ridiculous! If people are fools

why shouldn't lie take advantage of it

as well as anyone?"

Olive lifted her slanting eyebrows

slightly, but for a moment did not

speak. She slid her hand along one of

the bronzes in question, the smooth,

narrowr figure of a dancing girl poised

high on her flower-like toes, and the

faint smile of one passing judgment

teased the corner of her mouth.

"Oh, Eric doesn't want to sell them,"

she said, knowing the cool hostility in

her eyes safe under Cousin Emily's

obtuseness. "He—rather likes them

—

He has made them, you see. And they

are very like him, erratic, you know

—

and rather charming. He simply can't

sell them."

'Very like him, indeed!" sniffed

Cousin Emily, her glance wandering

from fragile nude and dreamy child's

head to a fanciful Bacchanalian group,

and then resting on a startlingly white

plaster cast of a nun with thin folded

hands and a face of bewildered martyr-

dom.

"Of course he can't sell them. The

boy is mad ! '

'

"No doubt," agreed Olive politely.

"Odd how celebrities—and royalty

—

seem drawn to madness, isn't it?

Pavlowa posed for this little statue, you
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may be interested to know, and that

pretty child is a little Balkan princess.

You have heard perhaps of Feodor

Lembcke, the mad Pole who, they say,

plays Paganini's own fiddle? You may

recognize this head as his." Olive's

quizzical cruelty, veiled in lazy courtesy,

generally passed over the heads of the

people who bored her. She never teased

people unless she loved them or despised

them. But her method in the two cases

was very different.

"And the nun?" said Cousin Emily,

unbelieving.

"The nun? Oh, she is his own crea-

tion," said Olive shortly. "The face

was perhaps suggested by a friend of

mine—who is not a nun. I'm trying to

get him to cast her in bronze, but he

won't. It is the best thing he has done.

He is lazy—never sculps unless he hap-

pens to feel like it ! And then he works

himself sick! Matt 's very different. He
is always painting, and never tired."

Her tone slid suddenly into polite con-

ventionality again. She did not like to

discuss the little nun. "Er—will you

have tea before you go ?

"

"// you please," said Cousin Emily

in the injured tone of one who does not

intend to be neglected.

Olive made tea accordingly, using an

amusing collection of china, silver, and

brass tea things, gathered in a succes-

sion of gay wanderjahre abroad. Her
Cantagali cups and plates were ex-

quisite, her American silver plated and
tarnished ; she enjoyed with impish glee

Cousin Emily's polite but shuddering

disapproval.

Into the strained harmony of the tea

drinking broke an excited call from be-

low. "I say, Olive!" in an amused
masculine voice. "Oh Olive,—wljat

price some help?"

"That is Eric now," said Olive try-

ing not to laugh. "Something absurd

always happens to him. It may be any-

thing, you know, from all his buttons

gone to coffee for a tramp friend.
'

' Her
eyes were wicked but her confidences

very grave.
'

' Last time it was a family

of white mice. We really couldn't

stick that, though, because of a friend

of Matt's who always brings his dog

when he comes to see us. And the dog

is nervous about mice—he's frightfully

well pedigreed. So Eric had to give the

white mice to the janitor."

Under cover of these explanations

Eric arrived, kicking the wide studio

door open, and deeply concerned about

the squirming bundle in his arms.
'

' Keep

still, you little begger!" he muttered,

and then casually, "Oh, hello, Cousin

Emily. You 're just in time to meet this

kid I've managed to pick up. Olive

—

in humanity—help me set him down
right end up!"

"Idiot!" said Olive, "What have

you got? And where did you get it?"

"Why, he got lost somewhere— " ex-

plained Eric, dropping the well-wrapped

child on the couch in evident relief.

"And I found him. And I liked his

nose. He's a round little thing too. So

I brought him here to sculp.
'

'

"Well, dear!" said Olive to the small

boy within the bundle, and cleverly

loosened him from it. She quite took

the situation for granted, whereas

Cousin Emily was too horrified to

speak. "Well, dear, the man did do

you up well, didn't he? And you are a

nice round baby thing too. Your nose

is sweet." She kissed him on the tip

of it, and the child smiled at her, with

a glee as impish as her own in his eyes

and on his wide baby mouth. Unso-

phisticated children who loved fairy

tales always smiled at Olive; they no
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more failed to recognize the fairy-

rtory quality of her voice than they did

the fairy-princess oval of her little

pointed face.

"
I love liiiii," said < Hive, and kissed

him again. "We will keep him, and

you in ust sculp him a lot. His funny

little stubby nose is enchanting. '

'

But Cousin Emily did not agree.

Unable to get any definite information

about where the child was found from

her irresponsible relatives, she was in

much perturbation of spirit. "You
know you can't keep a stray child in

that inhuman manner," she told them,

dropping her Cantagali cup in her

agitation. "If you won't notify the

authorities, then I certainly shall. Some
poor mother's heart is doubtless being

torn and shredded this very moment."
She departed in a flurry of righteous

indignation, leaving the twT
o somewhat

thoughtful.

"I don't so much mind about tea on

our most Oriental rug," Olive mur-

mured, "but it is hard to have my lovely

Italian cups shattered by a barbarian.
'

'

"She was rather barbarous," agreed

Eric, "has she no soul for sculpture,

the woman?"
"Not even after hours spent in this

studio boring me this very day."

"Well, let her notify authorities and
what not ! '

' Eric concluded the matter,

smiling with his sleepy eyes half shut.

"It will save us trouble, and in the

meantime I will sculp my rightful

eaptive here!"

Olive smiled understandingly at the

child, who smiled back. He proved to

be placid and easily content, and the girl

completely lost her susceptible heart to

him. They laughed together over her

unaccustomed attempts to feed him ; she

told him little stories about mother-
birds as she popped bits of bread into his

round mouth, open ami waiting; she

named him Togo, and taught him to Bay

it, and gurgled in glee over his concen-

trated attempts to pronounce her name.

"Ol-leeel" he said at last, and stuck his

round head into the folds of her dn
kicking his fat Legs in high mirth. And
all the time, in his soft white shirt open

at the throat, with his smooth hail

iu Hied into blond disorder, Eric was

shaping the moist greenish clay, work-

ing it and building it with firm mastery

of touch. The round head, the oval eyes

and little stubby nose, the wide friendly

mouth and sturdy body were emerging

as though called from the earth itself

by the touch of a his brown hand.

At last Togo went to sleep in Olive's

lap, and Eric stopped working to light

his pipe, and stretch out his lean body,

lazy again and relaxed, in the dulling

light of the studio. Then the dim quiet

of the room and the amused content of

their low talk was only broken when
Matt came home somewdiat later, too full

of the matters of the day to notice the

strange child and new statue in the

studio.

"You here, Eric?" he began; "I'm
glad. Dan Piatt and Kleinberger have

been hounding me all day about you.

They insist that you exhibit—you've

really got to this time, all right. They
say you're a fool not to sell, of course,

but that your name's made once you
really show the bronzes."

'

' What rot
!

" sighed Eric plaintively.

"Something is sure to happen to them
so far from home!" He grinned.

"We'll exhibit here in your studio

where I can see that thieves do not break

through and steal ! Kleinberger 's a fool

anyway. '

'

1
' What a pity it is that wre 're none of

us practical!" Olive commented, shak-

ing out her black hair at her brother-in-
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law. "Cousin Emily doesn't approve

of us, Matt, She'd love you to exhibit,

Eric dear, and sell as many things as

you can find nit-wits to buy. She said

so."

"I saw she was a barbarian," was

Eric's only response. But he immedi-

ately stuck his pipe between his teeth

and started working again on his moist

clay figure.

"That's very nice," applauded Matt,

looking over his shoulder. " Where 'd

you get the new model?"

"A stray kid I found down at the

dock. I'd been seeing the Hamiltons

off," said Eric between puffs. "Olive's

got him.
'

' Matt swung around, and the

child in his wife's arms woke up sud-

denly and stretched out, hitting his

cheek with his relaxed baby fist,

"Oh!" said Matt. "Hello!" and

grinned.

"Ol-Zee!" said Togo, and grinned

too, whole-heartedly.

"What do you suppose has happened

to Cousin Emily's authorities?" won-

dered Olive two days later.

"I admit Togo's charms—all of

them," said her husband. "But the

fact remains that he doesn 't bother much
about his parents—if any. And if he

was a little dog you know he would

answer to absolutely any whistle."

"I know it," said Olive soberly. "And
while myself I want to keep him, never-

theless I am getting visions of that

mother's torn and shredded heart that

Cousin Emily spoke so feelingly about.

Only she doesn't seem to come after

him."

"I think I'd better exhibit," sug-

gested Eric out of the contented laziness

of a task well finished. Togo's head

was at that moment being cast in plaster

;

he had seldom worked more swiftly or

more tellingly. The faun-like eyes and

smile were there, and the stubby nose

and absurd, brushed-up curl of hair.

Togo in life was hardly more enchanting.

"I will exhibit, and make Togo the

gem of the collection. Then perhaps

the authorities will see and recognize

someone 's lost son and heir.
'

' That was

Eric's solution.

"Oh you'll exhibit all right, my
man," said Matt, who was feeling re-

sponsible and somewhat severe. "You
don't get out of it this time. Togo's

head might as well go too—it is one of

the nicest you have done. We'll prob-

ably have a rush of interested women
to the studio."

Togo was getting a trifle cross. He
was really very little to go visiting for

so long. Now he was padding about the

studio, experimental and inclined to be

sulky. He missed the greenish-hued

little boy who had grown so pleasantly

like him, and darkly suspected Eric of

having drowned him in a plaster bath.

"I think Togo needs to be taken for

a walk!" said Olive, inspired. She felt

somewhat helpless.

"Will you go walk, my lord?" Matt

inquired, and swung the small boy high

through the air to his shoulder. Togo

cheered perceptibly. He and Matt had

liked each other at once, and now Matt

seemed the one solid and steady factor

in a world suddenly growing strange

and unknown—possibly hostile even.

Togo was not content in his mind any

more.

"Don't come back till I get the head

out of the plaster," commanded Eric.

"He mightn't enjoy the process. It

won't be long though."

####*#
But a caller came before the two re-

turned, an acquaintance of Olive's

whom Eric, too, had seen. Valerie Bishop
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was a young widow, a slender gay thing,

with a wistful Botticelli oval of face,

half-saint, half-faun, olive liked her,

but having different sets of interests the

two met little. Valerie came sometimes

to the studio, and Olive meant often to

«ro and see her in lier great apartment,

but somehow never did. She knew

nothing of how she lived except that she

seemed always as delieate and well-

cared- for as some lovely child. She

came drifting into the studio now,

fragile and absorbed, greeted Eric with

her slow smile, quite unconscious of the

tribute in his rising color, and slid down
into the great couch beside Olive, an-

nouncing that she was desolate, and had

come for cheering.

"Desolate?" asked Olive. "Is it the

day, or the age?"

Eric did not speak at all watching

her with half-shut eyes.

'

' It happened two days ago, but I am
only now realizing it,

'

' came the woeful

answer, but Valerie's glance went wan-
dering about the studio in genuine

interest. "I like the little nun," she

murmured, with exactly the cool irrelev-

ance of tone in which she might have
said, "I like you in that suit." Her
eyes had found the plaster head at once,

and stayed there. "She has rather a

look of my Ronald—those oval eyes."

Olive did not need her swift glace at

Valerie to know that the little nun had
rather more of a look of her. It was
the main reason that she had always
meant to see more of Valerie. But she

had watched too many of her brother-

in-law's slight love affairs in amused
detachment to be much concerned. He
was so innately a sculptor that he could
not at all help falling in love with
lovely things. To be sure he did not
always sculp them from memory ; still it

was amusing to see him tongue-tied for

once.

" Ronald f" Bhe asked now, following

Valerie's eyes to the head.

''Everything does remind me bo of

Ronald," the little widow laughed rue-

fully. 'You've seen him, haven't you

—

my little boy?"

"I don't remember even knowing that

you had a little boy.
'

'

''Didn't you?" in faint amusement.

"Well, he is rather young ,and I keep

him hidden still; I hate children taken

to parties. But at present I miss him. I

sent him off the other day with his nurse

on the steamer to England—and now I

wish I hadn't. His father's family in-

sisted on seeing him, and I didn't want

to go over myself. But now I'm posi-

tive they'll keep him once they see

him—he is very round and sweet—no

one could resist him. And now it has

occurred to me that in a crisis his nurse

would undoubtedly fail. I feel—the

way your nun looks!" She shuddered,

her little face wan against the dark,

couch, then laughed again wearily.

There was a silence; Olive did not

know what to say, Eric always found

himself tongue-tied and shaking before

Valerie, and was so angry at his own

inability that he intensified it. At last

Valerie got up and wandered about the

studio, looking at Matt's canvases, and

slipping careless fingers along Eric's

bronzes. Olive wondered if she knew

that Eric could not keep his eyes from

those pale fingers along his statues.

"Erice's doing a new head," she told

Valerie. "It's rather sweet. You must

show her Togo, Eric dear. He must be

about ready to come out, isn't he?"

He was, and with Valerie watching in

vague interest, the sculptor unfastened

his mold, and, impatient at his shaking

hands, carefully drew out the little
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plaster head. It had been a swift job

but a good one. There was Togo, impish

and enchanting.
'

' Here is Togo,
'

' he laughed and held

up the gleaming little head.

"That is not Togo. That is my
Ronny!" whispered Valerie, and

clutched his arm, her eyes wide and

amazed. "How did you know? "Where

did you get him?"

"Good lord, is that Ronny?" said

Eric, blinking, and then put bick his

blond head and laughed aloud.

"Oh!" gasped Olive, "Is that

Ronny ? '

' and she laughed too, long and

low, sinking back among her cushions.

"Eric—you said the authorities would

recognize him if only you exhibited!

And you have ! And they did ! '

'

Ronny 's mother looked, bewildered,

from one to the other.

"Of course !" said Eric, enlighten-

ment dawning in his face. "I found

Togo down by the wharf, don't you re-

member, Olive, I 'd gone down to see the

Hamilton's off, and got there too late.

The steamer had just sailed.
'

'

"Then Ronny—?"
"He was lost and all alone. Could

your nurse have misplaced him, and he

wandered off the boat again?"

"That nurse could do anything !"

cried Valerie wildly. "But where is he

now?"
'

' Why, Ronny 's here. That is, Matt 's

got him for a walk, but he '11 be back. I

brought him here because of his eyes

—

and all. I wanted to sculp him. And
Olive named him Togo. '

' Eric was self-

conscious again, but his brown hand

over the little cold ones on his arm was

reassuring.

"I felt that nurse would fail,"

breathed Valerie, and then looking at

Eric and Olive began to laugh too,

waveringly. "I suppose she's in the

middle of the Atlantic now, and too

stingy and scared to cable me."
'

' We always play in luck,
'

' claimed I

Eric magnificently. "This time you get ,1

your baby back as you wanted, and I

get his nice little head in plaster.
'

'

But Valerie was crying suddenly; she l

seemed very like the bewildered little

nun.

"Eric!" said Olive, "Stop her—be-
cause here comes Cousin Emily ! '

'

Cousin Emily 's voice preceded Cousin

Emily, high and protesting. "My dear

Matthew," it said, still off in the cor-

ridor. "My dear Matthew, you must

come at once with me to the authorities

and give up that child. Really—you

are none of you at all responsible—or fit

to care for a small boy. This is shock-

ing! Here, as I come to see what you

have done about the matter, I find you

in the very act of running off with the

child
— " The conflict was apparently

approaching to the studio door.

"I was bringing him back from a

walk, Cousin Emily," came Matt's

irritated voice, "and as for the au-

thorities— "

"Stop crying, Valerie," charged

Olive hastily, her amused sense of the

dramatic running to her husband's

rescue. "The authorities are in here,

Matt," she called and ran to open the

door. Matt was taken aback, but Cousin

Emily peered suspiciously enough into

the room.

"Where— ?" she began, but Togo

interrupted, the frown with which he

had watched the conflict changing to a

beaming smile. "Moth-err!" he said,

and stretched out both hands from

Matt's detaining arms.

"Yes, dear," said Valerie, rising to

the occasion. "Did you have a nice

walk ? '

' But she caught him close when

Eric brought him to her, snatching him
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roughly from his surprised brother's

anus.

"Oh really," said Cousin Emily, in

polite if disappointed acquiescence. "So

you have found the mother?''

"Found the mother?" asked Olive,

'•Can't you see he's the living image o!"

Valerie, and she and I went to school

together. I've just been keeping him

far her!"

Eric looked sharply at his sister-in-

law. "How long have you known?"
•How long have youV she parried

as sharply. "He is the very image of

her—eyes, hair, laugh, everything."

"Why else do you suppose I picked

him up?" said Eric hotly. "Why else

do you think I wanted to BCUlp him I

He's exactly like ln-r.

"

Valerie laughed teasingly, holding \^y

small son up againsl her cheek like a

little puppy.

"When I lend him to you sometimes

you may call him Togo," she offered.

"But you must give me the statue you

made."

1

' No, '

' said Eric. "I'm going to keep

that. It seems to be all I get out of

this."

"I'm not so sure." murmured Olive,

but only her husband heard her, and

saw her smile.

CERTAINTY
Evelyn Hardy

Someday I know that you '11 return to me,

Although I cannot tell you why. The cock

That heralds in the dawn unwittingly

Is not more sure than I, or ghosts that flock

Despairing homeward when they hear his cry.

I tell you I am like the mariner
Weary of wind and rain and open sky
Who feels himself no more a wanderer,
Knowing the land is nigh.

I have a need
Of silence and slow-passing time. I know
That you will come some day, and we shall go
Down to the forests where the young deer feed
And fauns are visible and even the birds
Are still ; and there will be no need of words.



ON THE WRITING OF POETRY
Igadore Leighton Luce

Poetry is always in some way a drug

on the market. It may be in the form

of poison like Bandelaire 's, or an insidi-

ously charming drug like Oscar Wilde's,

or a simple, homely herb drink like

Tousman's or, a bitter herb dink like

Housman's or, a bitter herb drink like

Kcat's, or a bracing tonic with an iron

tang like Whitman's. It is all in what

your system requires at a certain time.

It is for this reason that tiny doses of

unidentified poets should not be bought

and sold at random. Powders that are

only white dust are no good. Little heaps

of burned-out ashes from mercenary

hearts are worse than a week's dull cob-

webs. Why do not these aimless young-

apothecaries keep their experimental

wares to themselves? Why do they de-

light in testing the literary stomachs of

the already over-fed public?

The reason is

:

They do not know!

Children who write poetry should be

treated as such. When a child practices

on his hair with scissors the family do

not dash with his ideas to a coiffeure

or—to an architect! If they can re-

strain their brute rage at mutilation of

their offspring they merely wait until

the hair can grow again. Why then

when a child practices with words and
images do they try to perpetuate the

same act of practising? They hastily

nail the cloud-shadow to the earth and
then—unless they are very unusual

—

they advertise the supposed capture. If,

some night, the cloud shadow disap-

pears, they mark the place where it was
and the child grows up to be a bore

-through telling of the spot and his o

unusual reactions to it.

Someone has said that the surest sign

of adolescense is the continued writing

of poetry. The first outburst is almost

without fail about little flowers. Poems

about little flowers are followed by

poems with little questions at the end

delivered at the Creator and usually

asking the "why" of things. Receiving

no immediate answer, the young poet

cries a little that things must pass,

laughs a very little to see how pleasant

things are, and drops into vers libre.

Now he is free and begins to make

patterns and designs. He orders an

immense supply of swans, fallen leaves,

lonely trees, and a positive crateful of

cold, disillusioned moons. Occasionally

he takes an old old-fashioned garden

or a hotel lobby just for a temporary

fling at the mockery of things of today.

About this time his heart begins to be

broken to pieces which can be put to-

gether again only by perfect beauty,

such as one of the left-over disillusioned

moons. Then a few of the pieces are

left in someone's slender wThite hands

—

usually beside the sea—and the poet be-

comes bitter. About this time in his

real life he is generally having a very

good time, becoming popular with his

friends who know nothing of his poetic

tendencies and unpopular with his

family who—ah me! understand him

not. His spirits rise to such a height at

this time as to enable him to write des-

perate cries at the horror of life, at the

crushing of youth's fair dream, at the

poison in the delicate goblet of love. His

utter poetic dejection makes him very

104
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happy indeed and he buys a new note

hook. Where his others wric entitled

''Scraps" or " Wonderings, '

' he calls

imminent collection "Beyond!"
Iliv >pirit leaps w ithin him, he eats a

good dinner, goes to a dance and is quite

the most looked-after person there. He
tnjoys himself hugely and comes home

to write a questioning wail about ashes

>oming to lite again. From now on he

leals entirely in ashes, ashes of roses,

tshes of dear loved fair ones, ashes o\'

assion's firelit mansions, ashes of long-

rone golden hair. Everything is gone,

.vatered with secret tears or east to the

ii. tailing winds. Beyond ! Beyond ! Al-

\ ays beyond ! Pale, mocking hands

ead him. He struggles toward the

lawn, on and on, up, up, up. He strug-

gles on to find at the end that the dawn
s the sunset of the day before. There is

lothing beyond! Nothing!

Nothing

!

This is quite the best thing he has

lone! It ought to be published! Some-

»ne does publish it, all of it, moons,

wans, flowers and all. The poet's fam-

ly are stunned with pride, the poet's

Wends are stunned with awe, and the

oet himself is stunned by his own soul,

le immediately tries to lose his rosy

health, develops a hollow cheek ov two,

and brings nut a see. aid little volume

under some name with April in it,

"April Roses," "The Lavendar of

April/" "April Snows," -The Slant of

April Rain." Alter this he is never

heard of again.

Now all this may be interesting or

not. The point is that the gullible

public should not be filled with so many

second-rate moon-tablets and bitter

heart-burn prescriptions. Poets are

allowed to talk too soon, to walk abroad

too soon. It is enough to make one

stutter and grow bow-legged oneself just

to watch them! And yet after all they

are charming, are they not ? The sincere

ones arc lovely and the affected ones

are lovely; because you really cannot

tell the difference, you know. Even the

dead, blowing ashes of passion serve as

an amusing kind of snuff! As poetry is

always in some way a drug on the mar-

ket, we may as well have a counter of

experimental cough-drops and beauty-

lotions in front of the great shelves of

richly-colored liquids from other days.

"Come, try this eye-brightener," says

the girl leaning across the counter. "It's

the kind I do myself."

SCHERZO
Eleanor Hard

There are strange colored ships on far off seas

Dipping in langorous rhythm through the foam
With gilded sails thrown to the perfumed breeze,

And barbarous voices chanting songs of home.

The sapphired sky hangs heavy as they go,

And golden fishes undulate below7
. . .



THE DEATH PULSE-Chapter III.

Helen Smith

'

' Mr. Wentworth ! '

' Janet started, and

Btared down at the form before her. It

was Jerry, surely, but so hideously un-

like the lithe Jerry that she had known.

That Jerry was vital, the personifica-

tion of life. This one

—

He shuddered : the dim eyeballs show-

ing between the half-closed dead lids

seemed to move. Then there was hope!

Hurriedly, with eager impeding fingers,

she tore a strip from her petticoat;

there was a pitcher of water, frozen,

set—how long ago ?—beside a glass on a

tray by the careless Therese. No matter

if the ice did cut her hand—there was

the stimulating chill for his forehead,

the means for wiping away that dark red

ooze.

He sighed, feebly. Her heart flut-

tered. If that should be his last sigh—

!

Suddenly the thought came to her that

she had never before known him to

sigh; lassitude in even the least of its

embodiments was not his. How strange

was their present position—he, once so

strong, now dependent, she, once help-

less, now the protector. A great wave of

tenderness welled up within her, over-

whelmed her. She knelt lower, took him
in her arms, his head on her shoulder,

his cheek against hers.

"Jerry, Jerry!" she crooned.

A slow light filtered through the

opacity of the eyes. He stirred, moved
his head on her shoulder, looked at her,

recognized her.

"Janet— " he said slowly. "You
wanted me—I came—here—why—

"

His speech flickered out into silence,

but his gaze gave forth desperate ques-

tioning.

"Yes, I did want you, and it was sc

good of you to come. '

' Janet had never

been familiar with children, but she ;

instinctively adopted a motherly tone

"Do you feel better now? It was £ :

bad cut."

It wasn't a cut at all, she reflectec

as she spoke, but a scratch, long anc

jagged. But she did not want to wounc

his pride, or make explanations neces:

sary. At least pretend simplicity in al

these bewilderments!

"Yes, cut." He accepted her state

ment with the placidity of an infant

then the questions returned full force
1

' Janet, was it you ? With the roses—

the white roses?"

"Yes, I got the roses—beautifu

things." What did he mean? Wher<

was the key to this tangle?

He closed his eyes, wearily. Sh<

realized that she was tired, too, crampec

from her unusual position, and wa:

wondering how best to change the situa

tion when he spoke again.

"Hodge—the driver—where is he

He did it; he must have. Must giv

him—"
He attempted to rise, and by he

assistance attained the unsteady sup

port of his feet.

'

' Cold, '

' he said. '
' Where 's Hodge ?

'

In answrer there came a great shou

from without—"Look! There he goes

Catch him!" A clamor of voices,

scuffling of feet in which the sound o

one detached pair running swiftly wa

distinguishable.

"That's Hodge," said Jerry. "Sue

a loud voice!"

106
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Bui Janel paid do attention to his

fret fulness.

"Come quickly or we can't gel in,"

she said. "It's almost suit to begin

now."

Even as they started the sound began,

low and regular, thumping in funereal

rythm.

"Hurry!" said Janet. Jerry fol-

lowed Mindly, awkwardly, shaking off

his daze as he went. Straight into the

heart of that sound, increasing now to

deafening crashes, they made their way,

plunging downward through musty

darkness, stumbling over hindering im-

pediments. Jerry could neither see the

expression of Janet's face nor hear any-

thing that she might say, but he could

! her palpitant anxiety, which seemed

to radiate from her, inviting him to

share in her fear, urging him to greater

baste.

He followed. She stopped in a deep

.shadow, stooped, disappeared.

Jerry was non-plussed. But the girl 1

mist be somewhere, and he must follow.

He went forward, felt his way blindly,

md found her in her refuge.

She gazed at him silently (speech was

impossible) her anxiety dulling to de-

pendence. The old order was beginning

to reassert itself; ;is lie \\ ;it elie. I her

helplessness grow he felt his own vitality

pouring back upon him in a returning

tide. The pulsing heats had increased in

tempo until now they were a single con-

tinued tympanoclastic roar.

There was a quick stir outside; a

figure emerged from the gloom and

hurled itself within their shelter, where

il fell and lay, gasping. At the same

time the opening closed, and the noise

abruptly stopped.

Janet's faint scream rang loud in the

silence. The newcomer was rising to-

ward her threateningly.

"Now, young lady, we'll have some

explanations.
'

'

"Exactly!" said Jerry. He was re-

lieved to find that his vigor was appar-

ently unimpaired; his unexpected

plunge easily floored the man. "Ex-
actly!" said Jerry, sitting on his

captive's chest. "Explanations are

just what we want and will have. Why
this sudden intrusion? Why did you,

not so long hence, commit violence on

the person of this your present incum-

brance? I did see you, you know. I've

seen you before, too. You're Fenton's

hired man."

To Be Concluded.

SONG
Frances Dorris

Sunlight on the high hills

That overlook the sea,

And winding roads to follow,

Winding roads and free,

—

All the roads of all the world, calling, calling me

!

Twilight on the high hills,

The hills that fringe the sea,

And darkness on the winding roads
That stretch away from me;

And only dust and weariness, where day held ecstasy.
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ADAGIO
Frances Dorris

The darkness teems with quietness of storms long past

;

Old hopes and joys that will not live again,

Old strivings now too far removed for pain

Dwindle and pale to nothingness, and cavernous and vast

The darkness laps the weary land in quietness at last.

Forespent

!

No need of toiling more
Or even counting o'er

The toll of yesterdays to curse or bless,

Not even grief can penetrate this peacefulness.

Love, in the hush of candle light

I look upon the glory of your hair

And know you more than ever beauteous.

And yet your beauty has become to me
Only a strange sad memory,
And all our love that was so great, tonight

Seems small and piteous.

Forespent,

And so, content,

How peaceful are the little sounds of night that come from far away

!

Now go, my child, I would not have you stay,

Should this be all there 's room for no regret

;

Your hand,—enough !—now go, you weary me,

—

Out in the friendly darkness there are none to see

If, suddenly, your eyes are wet . . .

DESERT PRAYER
Margaret Pond

The mountain rises, dim and shadow-clad,

Above the desert, almost to the stars,

And on the very wind-swept peak of it

Where only silence lingers, unknown hands
Have built a shrine to some old pagan god.

I went up once when all the night hung dark
Above the valley, and the river mists

Crept slowly upward and like vague gray veils

Clung to the hills. A feeling of strange things

Filled all the dusk as though the unknown god
Had walked there in the stillness of dim nights

;

And there before the shrine an Indian stood.

Lifting his hands up to the stars in prayer
He kept his vigil far above the world.
I turned away.

Up the old storm-worn crags
The wind swept swiftly, bringing in the dawn

!



EDGE OF THE WORLD
Elizabeth Hart

Dramatis /'< rsonae:

An Orange-Woman.
A Knight.

A Fugitive.

A Robber.

Comtan y of Hobgoblins.

Scene:

The Edge of the World.

rime;

Dusk.

The Action:

(The curtain rises, revealing:

Setting: The edge of the world.

Straggling trees against blue sky, back;

hideous, dark forest, right; fence of

spears, left. A booth heaped with

oranges, center. The Orange-Woman
sits in her booth polishing her wares.

She is very old and bent and wrinkled,

and rather deaf. She is neatly dressed

in a full, brightly-striped skirt, tight

bodice, and wide apron; she wears a

kerchief over her head. As she sits, she
sings in a cracked, thin voice, to no par-
ticular tune.)

Orange Woman—(Sings)—Oranges

!

Oran-ges! O-o-o-ran-ges ! Yellow and
ripe! Yel-low and ripe! O-ran-ges!

(Enter the Knight from the Forest,
R. He wears a plumed helmet that con-
ceals his face, a long doublet, and heavy,
spurred boots. His sword is conspicu-
ous.)

Knight — Good-even, old mother!
(Louder) I bid ye good-even

!

Orange Woman—(Starting and cross-
ing herself)—God save us! Good-even,
my master, and what would you?
Knight—Do you sell moons, good

mother?

Orange Woman—Nay, no lemons;

naught bul oranges, yellow and ripe.

(Sh, always singsongs this phrase.)

Knight— (Pointing to the sky, and

gesturing to explain himself.)—Moons,

good mother, moons. I wish to buy

a moon.

Orange Woman — Hast lost thy

brains, master? Art cracked? What
wouldst thou with a moon? What
traffic have I with moons? I sell naught

but oranges, yellow and ripe.

Knight—Were your oranges ripe

golden apples from the Hesperides, I

would buy none of them. It is the moon
I seek.

Orange Woman—Thou hadst best

take care ; the hobgoblins may hear thee,

and deem thee over-ambitious. What
wouldst thou with the moon, an it were

within thy reach, thou foolish traveler?

Knight—She whom I love although

she loves me not bade me fetch her the

moon for a plaything—and who am I to

deny her? This twelve month I have

wandered across the world in my search,

but I have found nothing.

Orange Woman—The more fool thou

!

Knight—Hither, even hither, I have

journeyed for love, but from here I

know of nothing but despair to drive

me. Men told me that could I win to

the edge of the world, I might find the

moon.

Orange Woman—Not here, master,

not here. Let me tell thee, when thou

wast bending over the pool on the other

side forest and saw there the moon re-

flected, thou wast as nigh it as thou art

here. An it had ever been here, the

hobgoblins would have seized it if it had
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once dared to show its foolish, round

face after night-fall. God save us from

the evil spirits ! (She crosses herself.)

Knight—Yet I would press still fur-

ther, for a ray of hope. Can you tell

me where to find the moon, good mother,

if not here?

Orange Woman—Nay, nay, nay. Ask

me not. My song is all of oranges, oran-

ges, yellow and ripe, yellow and ripe,

yel-low

—

Knight—Then my quest is ended,

more barren than it began. What can

I now look forward to but despair to

which death were welcome?

(He shakes his head wearily and goes

toward the wall of spears. The old

woman notices and calls after him.)

Orange Woman—Beware ! That is the

edge of the world ! Draw back ! If thou

shouldst slip and fall, thou wouldst go

down, down, down—whither? Ask me
not. Ask me another day. My song is

all of oranges, yel-low and ripe, oranges,

oranges

(The Knight turns away from the

wall as if too weary to protest, and sinks

down on the grass, L. The Oramge-

Woman sings and polishes intermit-

tently.

Enter Fugitive, a slender young girl

with pale face. She wears a tattered

cloak.)

Fugitive—(To Orange Woman)—
Good-even, gentle dame.

Orange Woman—O-ran-ges ! What
wouldst thou, wench? I know of

naught but oranges. What wouldst
thou?

Fugitive—I am seeking for death,

gentle dame. Do you not sell death in

your gaily-colored globes?

Orange Woman—Nay wench, God
forbid!

Fugitive—But surely death is at the

edge of the world. Is it here across the

fence ? I have no fear of the leap. They

who bear sin heavy on their hearts can

dare a quick end. That is all I ask, an

end to remorse, a chance to be at peace

in being nothing. I would gladly blow

out my life as a candle if only I could

make end to remembrance at the same

time. Are not death and forgetfulness

down yonder in the abyss ?

Orange Woman—Beware, wench,

draw back! He who rashly leaps over

the edge of the world does not forget

his sins, but goes on living and remem-

bering always, floating in emptiness,
|

emptiness. Think not of death, but
;

listen to my song of oranges, yellow
]

and ripe!

Fugitive—Heaven be merciful! Shall

I never have respite from my remorse?

The thought of my old sin is poisoning

me like the sting of a snake ; it is tearing

me like a scourge. To think of it is bit-

ter; to remember forever would be

agony—I must shun this unstable fence.

Eemorse is keeping me alive to be in

torture. Shall I never find relief?

Orange Woman— (Unheeding ) —
Oranges! O-ran-ges! Yellow and ripe!

(She continues to murmur and sing

to herself. The girl crouches under

bush, R. Presently enter Robber, wear-

ing boots and heavy cloak, and armed

to the teeth.)

Bobber—Hey-day, old crone! Still

gibbering? Come, wine! Wine, I say!

Hear ye, wine, dame

!

Orange Woman — Oranges, yellow

and ripe, are all my wares. Content ye,

sir.

Bobber—Give me oranges, then, and

make haste. Nay, a pouch-full. See,

darkness is coming on, and I must be

off ere long.

Orange Woman—My hour of depar-

ture has struck already. But a weak

old woman I am ; my poor bones ! Heav-
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en preserve me from the horrors of this

spot wlicu once dusk has fallen; I have

no w ish to see the goblins and evil sprites

treading their unhallowed dances her<

at thi f the world. Na, na. Fare

ye well, master, and speed to your heels

once the owl has hooted.

(Robber seats himself on stone, front

center, and starts to peel orange with

huge knife. Stage darkens.)

Robber—Fare well, crone. Yet you

need have little enough Tear of these

,; iis and sprites—what would they

oi you?

Orange Woman—I value my soul as

well as any one else, master, Fare ye

well

!

(Fugitive springs uj) and runs to

Orange Woman.)
Fugitive—I pray you, take me home

with you. I am afraid!

Orange Woman — Afraid, wench

!

Bee, lice! And you were about to leap

over the edge of the world!

Fugitive—All I ask is to forget the

past, and to that end I can brave any-

thing. But those hideous spirits, yon

haunted forest—I am afraid! Ah, give

me shelter.

Orange Woman—Shelter the mangy
dog and the starved cat ! Open gates

to every beggar! Keep a strange

wench beneath my roof! How should I

know that thou art not an evil spirit

masquerading as a fair maid? Or at

host, a fair front and foul heart. Nay,

wench. Never a night's lodging for

you at my hearth. God save us from
the foul fiends! (Crossing herself.)

(Exit Oran)ge Woman. Fugitive

sighs and creeps back to shelter under
bush. Robber has been paying no atten-

tion to dialog between Orange Woman
and Fugitive. He goes on eating

oranges. Presently he notices the Knight
and tries to attract his attention by

coughing, then whistling, and finally

by throwing an orangi at him. Knight

raises his h< ad.)

Knight Can you not leave me in

peace, fellow .

}

Robber—Nay, bu1 I musl ever hav<

comrade when there is one ready to

hand.

Knight— I do not need any comrade-

ship beyond that of my own thoughts.

Robber—And gloomy enough they

seem. Come, bully, rouse thec. What if

I insist on thy comradeship?

Knight—Then I suppose I cannot

choose but hear ye.

Robber—Spoken like a man and my
sworn comrade. Hark ye, and I will

bestow a little sincere advice as friend

to true friend. Dost fear goblins?

Knight—Despair knows no fear.

Robber—Ha, bully, hast not made a

compact with the fiend?

Knight—Nay, mistrust me not. My
meaning was only this, that he who

despairs cares not whence his downfall

comes.

Robber—Comrade, I see thou hast

need of a flagon of right good canary

to cheer thy doleful heart withal. But

listen, and take heed of my counsel. Cast

off this mopish carelessness, and save

thyself with me. Nay, hark ye to reason,

comrade. Seest thou yonder wood, how

dark and treacherous?

Knight—Yes, I see it clearly enough

;

its darkness makes this ordinary night

seem like noon.

Robber—And does it not frighten

thee?

Knight—Not a whit. I tell you, I

care not what becomes of me.

Robber—But hark ye once more to

reason. In yon wood dwell spirits, foul

hobgoblins, who prowl forth when the

owl hoots from the loftiest fir in all the

forest. And from that hour till dawn,
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they have power over each and every

mortal found in their domain, to cast

him over yonder spiked fence into the

abyss. There his spirit must float in

emptiness, remembering its deeds on

earth, of how much evil and how little

good.

Knight—(Shuddering) Horrible

!

Fugitive— (Aside and cowering in

terror)—Yon trackless forest bars my
escape. Heaven save me from this ter-

ible thing that is worse than life

!

Robber—(To Knight)—Do not your

spirits falter?

Knight—I shall never again be

happy, unless I can learn to take

pleasure in unhappiness. This were a

hard lesson, and what more fitting than

an eternity of time to learn it in ?

Robber—That is your case, perhaps

—

but what of others?

Knight—Is there, then, no escape?

Fugitive—(Unheard by them)—No
escape?

Robber—Aye—the goblins have no
power over love—Bah! There is no

love at the edge of the world.

Knight—I have not found love any-

where. Oh, it is all an empty dream,

an ephemeral happiness. Alas! My
hope is distant as the moon. I welcome
oblivion, I embrace despair! Bid the

goblins hasten to hurl me over the

precipice.

Robber—Well, comrade, if such be

thy humor, fare thee well, and the

deserts of a fool be thine. On the back
of my stout steed I defy the goblins;

before the owl has whooped, I shall have
galloped in safety through the forest.

Farewell

!

(Exit Robber. Even as he goes, owl

whoops off-stage. Stage dark. Vague
nbises heard in the forest, then a shriek

from the Robber. A wierd light shows
a band of hobgoblins forcing the Robber

across the stage, R to L, towards the

fence of spears. He kneels as if to im-

plore mercy, but despite his prayers,

they hurl his sword and boots over the

edge, and thrust him after.

Exit goblins, gibbering,, Fugitive

screams and rushes to the Knight.)

Fugitive—Save me from this terrible

existence worse than life ! Have pity

!

Knight—There is no saving, damsel.

How can love bind strangers such as

thou and I?

(Enter goblin.)

Fugitive—Ah, the goblins are coming

back! Horrible! Save me!

(Goblin snatches at her cloak, which

falls back. She wears a white robe

underneath.)

Knight—Do I dream? Who art

thou, damsel?

Fugitive—I am she who was once a

proud princess, wooed by a throng of

princes and heroes. There was one who
loved me well, and wrote me a poem

—

in my arrogance, I sent him to his death.

Knight—Did he then die ?

Fugitive—I despatched him on a

fruitless quest for a plaything for me

—

the moon. He never came back. Oh, I

killed him!

Knight — (Removing his helmet)

Then thou art she. Dost know me,

Lenore ?

Fugitive—What, is it thou? Little

did I think to see again the face of him

I wronged. Long ago—dost remember 1

thou didst call me in thy poem, good.

beautiful. Thou knowest now that 1

am not good, no longer beautiful. Canst

thou forgive my grievous sin, that 1

may rest me in the abyss in peace \

Canst thou forgive?

Knight—Thou—at the edge of the

world . . . The moon is not here.
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Fugitive— I do not ask even that

thou remember thy old love—only tor-

sive me.

(Re-enter goblins, grimacing.)

Knight—I . . . forgive . . .

Fugitive—Farewell . . .

(The goblins drag her to the fence of

tpears. One of them tears off her cloak

md casts it over, another the chain

rom her neck.)

Knight—Lenore . . .

(Coblins fall back, amazed. Fugitive

moves slowly to the Knight. While he

Speaks, the goblins slink off.)

Faint wraiths of dim desire flood to

full-tide

Burning my heart like wine; and

through strange darkness

Lenore flames on my raptured sight,

Lenore

The beautiful and good . . .

Curtain

REVERIE
Helen B. Mulford

Sometimes dim sorrow comes to me,
The memory of things forgot,

A sense of ancient tragedy,

Useless, although I knew it not,

In some past life, if such there be.

I do not know what sacrifice

Was made long centuries ago

;

My soul could see with other eyes
And wished, I think, to have it so,

Leaving behind the worthless price.

Perhaps a life I know not yet

Is saddened by the pain of this

;

The heart I gave to pay a debt
And grieve because I must forget.

Not mine, I think that I shall miss.



A OKUM BEATS
Sarah R. Riggg

The fog, which hangs about the hills

of an early morning, loath to heed the

sunlight, was gathering itself together in

the darker valleys in a lingering depar-

ture before the heat. Along the quay

it clung in a wispy smoke, through

which fishermen dragged their nets upon

the shining flagstones. It was quite

time to start for school, and I had a

mile and a half to walk down the

Bosphorus ; but one of the fishermen was

a particular friend of mine, and I

stopped to wish him a profitable day.

He sat against a sea-weedy pile, both

legs covered by dripping net, and the sun

shining on his white turban and red

shirt. He touched his chin and fore-

head in a smiling salaam, and with a

"Praise to Allah." went on knotting the

sodden black meshes. I wondered

whether he would be in his boat, rock-

ing and bumping against the quay,

when I came back in the afternoon; for

he sometimes rowed me for half a mile

to the foot of our hill, talking all the

while, between grunts of rowing, about

the fish in the warm current from the

Black Sea, or the illuminations for the

Sultan's birthday. I regarded him as a

sage and a prophet ; for he wore a beard

like that of Moses in the Dore Bible in

my father's study, and he knew all the

ways of weather and fish. Haccu was

his name, and he lived in a low, weather-

black house on the very verge of the

water. It had two dark tunnels under
it, round holes seen from the water, into

which he ran his long boats at night,

and tied them to the cellar stairs. The
quay ran behind this house and the one

next to it, which happened to be a

great marble palace with a pink wall

belonging to a Pasha of some degree.

The Pasha's daughter Selma, also

friend of Haccu 's, went to school with

me. She was waiting at the iron gate--

way for me this morning, her veil drawn}

over her face,—all but one eye, which

was peering down the street.

"Praise to Allah, Selma Kiza," said

I, "What do you see?"

"Hush", she said, "I think,—

soldiers.
'

'

From the narrow opening of a side

street came the flat thumping of a drum
beaten by hands, without rhythm, and

many footsteps on the cobbles. It was

soldiers, without doubt, Selma and I

went behind the iron gate.

A crowd of men in dirty khaki and

blue, with cartridge belts and guns,

lumbered around the corner. For a mo-

ment we thought they were coming

straight to us,—they marched so closely

by. Then the German officer,—the only

man in full uniform,—roared "Halte!"

and the men stood, uncertainly shifting

their feet, like a drove of cattle. They

crowded against our gate, so we ran

through the garden to the next one-
nearest Haccu 's house. The officer was

pounding on the fisherman's door. We
saw it open, just a crack, and a fright-

ened woman's face appear. There were

loud words from the officer, who pushed

the door and strode in. We could hear

his voice inside, and a sudden lamenta-

tion ; and then lie came out, his hand on

the shoulder of a man with a stolid face,

and the soldiers moved away.

1U
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Selma drew a quick breath of pity. "Yes. poor Baccuj but the officer

"Whom are they taking to war!" said said jusl now thai they would take him,

I m fear too. He is too old to fight, bul he can

dig ditches in Galipoli."
"Haccu's son," she said.

A1I dfty fche 1|inmp ()f 1h(i (1;i1 (lnim

"Poor Haccu, when lie knows." beat in my ears.

I HOLD A MOTH

I hold a moth
With wings pale green

As cypress leaves

And misty pink
As snnset glow
Caught on an Eastern cloud-

I hold it—nowr

It's all my own
Or shall I let it go?
Yes?
Well—then it flies again

—

So—
But see

—

It flutters

—

And there

—

There on its wings

—

The print of my twTo fingers.

MIDDLE
Evelyn Hardy

"Laughter and life slip surely from our grasp
Beauty and silence and the stars remain."

E. II. II.

Of what avail is Beauty to a man
If Life and Laughter slowly slip awray ?

Beauty and Silence are a man 's great needs,

And Silence comes at length to end his day.

But Beauty wras before his life began.

She calls him ceaselessly, and he wrho heeds
Her, finds himself unanswered and unheard.
Beauty is as the wTaters of the sea

Shot through with sunlight, perilously fair,

And wThoso looks thereon can find no word
To tell of her ; and nevermore is free,

But goeth home a haunted mariner,
Dazed with strange joy,—the poor discoverer

Of bitterness of soul and grey despair.



THE PSYCHOLOGY BABY
Sally Linley

Of course I always thought I liked

psychology. In fact, I was quite sure I

did. But now I know that I wasn 't even

interested. Before the advent of the Psy-

chology Baby, psychology was a colorless

affair, devoid of life, action and human
interest. Now and again, a stupid ani-

mal or two came on the scene, going after

food in a box with a red light over the

door, or a
l

'patient' ' (presumably a very

frightened man in a business suit) sat

in a dark room and registered responses

to external stimuli by tapping a tele-

graph key. They only served to make

the matter more soporific.

And then came the Psycholgy Baby.

He appeared most unexpectedly without

our even having heard of him, and

brought with him an intense element of

interest. Since then we are always

watching for him, knowing that he is

just around the corner and apt at any

moment to come toddling into view. In

the midst of the dreariest lines of rea-

soning he will appear and stay by till

one has come out at the other side. Take

this, for example:

"For the present, let us make a brief

survey of the mental field, and notice

what types of reactions are native and

what acquired. On the motor side, the

reflexes are native, while habitual and

skilled movements are acquired. On the

sensory side, nature provides the use of

the sense organs and the sensations im-

mediately resulting from their stimu-

lation. The baby responds to touch,

warmth, cold, sound and light, etc. . .
. '

'

And there he is, you see.

He began quite abruptly as a child of

two or three. In this instance he was

losing instincts of creeping and suck-

ing, and learning little habits. Next

day, however, he dropped back to a new-

born babe (but why babe?) where he

breathed, sucked, swallowed, cried,

grasped, and, I am sure, wrinkled up
his little nose and stuck his fist in his

eye occasionally (which last Mr. James
would probably call by the name of dif-

fuse activities. ) Now he fluctuates quite

irrationally between the first and second

stages.

In a good many ways, he is a most

annoying baby. He annoys me chiefly

by making me wonder whose baby he is.

He is not Mr. James' baby. (Heavens,

no, unnatural infant! He, at six or

eight months, when given a live frog,

"seized it promptly, and holding it in

spite of its struggling, at last got its

head into his mouth!" I was inexpres-

sibly relieved when I turned over the

page to find that at a year and a half

it was almost impossible to induce him

to touch it.) And he is not my baby.

Yet despite this vagueness of his

identity, he is far more vivid than any

ordinary dream child. For of course

everyone does have dream babies. Sta-

tistics would reveal, I am sure that

:

(1) Dream babies are about equally

divided as to sex.

(2) That they invariably resemble

one parent much more than the other.

This last is for two reasons

:

(a) Vanity.

(b) Lack of acquaintance with the

other parent.

This, of course, all has to do with the

First Baby. The Seconds, and Thirds,

and Fourths, like the Seconds and
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Thirds and Fourths of real life, deserve,

Off at any rate receive, much less atten-

tion. They merely, with vague faces,

take their places in the family circle.

They arc all of an age, and they make

the circle look very much like the one

in kindergarten, all made out of babies

and little red chairs. Or they take their

places at the table, hiding their crusts

and screaming for more, when one

thinks of the unlovely aspects of mar-

ried life.

But I repeat, the Psychology Baby is

.more vivid than any of these. He is a

little fair haired boy, with whimsical

brown eyes. He is all round, eyes, and

face and head, and he wears dresses and

little round bibs. In winter when he

goes out riding he has a woolly white cap

and little woolly mittens which give him

(and me) fuzzy, warm "feelings of

pleasantness.
'

'

One of the most interesting things

about the Psychology Baby is his nurs-

ery. It has bright hangings and pic-

tures on the walls, which were not

placed there merely to satisfy the artistic

sense of a young mother. If you should

look in his baby book, you would find

a record of the time the baby first saw
red in his window curtains, or associated

the figure on the wall border with the

Rags-Bottles-Sacks man's horse. There
is a fireplace which gives him sensations

of warmth and his first element of

danger. And there are all sorts of toys.

Toys in the Psychology Baby's nursery

are not asked whether or not they have

paint that won't lick off. They are re-

quired to be merely gay and bright and

shining, and close enough for the baby

to grasp at. There are also soft things

and hard things and nobbly things;

worsted balls and blocks and the tops of

bed posts. His nurse is pink and plump,

but very awkward; she is always drop-

ping things at just the moment when
the baby has developed enough to notice

or distinguish between noises. In this

environment he expands, acquiring in-

stincts and habits and impulses with a

rapidity which surely must bewilder his

funny little head.

But though he expands, the Psychol-

ogy Baby never grows up. If he even

attempts such a thing one merely ignores

it, and he soon drops back to babyhood
again. Why, he would defeat his pur-

pose by growing up ! Only fancy having

him as a child of eight or ten years, a

shiny faced little boy (for I think he

would at least be clean for a psychology

experiment) with a pompadour and
candy striped blouses, and gummy
shoes and his front teeth out! And be-

fore one knew it he would be in long

trousers, with horrible adolescent tend-

encies to like jazz music and the oppo-

site sex. Oh no ! He musn 't ever grow up.



NOEISCUM AD
PARNA8SUM

We may as well admit frankly and in

the first place that we like fiction. Not

that we object to fact ; we merely enjoy

a good story. The trouble with fact is

that we cannot delve into it deeply

enough; our inquiries usually are flout-

ed just when we are on the verge of

discovering—with the requisite shiver

of excitement—why or how or even

whom. In fiction, however, everything

is at hand; we can experience all, un-

derstand everything, be everywhere and

anywhere. Very little effort is involved

;

and we are naturally lazy, owning to a

fondness for Morris-chairs and a pref-

erence for sailing the Spanish Main
without the annoyance of seasickness or

stray icebergs.

Our principal talent is curiosity.

With bated breath we say it, but wre

have always entertained a sort of sister-

feeling for that model of naughtiness,

Meddling Mattie. After nineteen long

years spent in eagerly wondering of

what indiscretion we shall be guilty next,

we have rather given up being curious

about ourself, but our curiosity about
the external has not begun to wane.

What will the step-father do when he
discovers that the youngest brother has

killed his apopletic great uncle? Alas!

he will not tell, and we shall never be

certain. But how did Rebecca feel when
she was held captive by the dastardly

Brian de Bois Guilbert? We know
finally and satisfactorily.

"Cap'n Enos"* is a story that gives

an answer to the question of what may

be taking place behind a most prosaic

exterior. All women who are not

beautiful, all men who are shorter than

the woman they would have liked tc

marry, know that an exterior may be a

tragedy. But when an exterior serves

as a mask to hide a tragedy, so much
the worse, for no one will give a second

thought to what lies beneath. Pride is

a social accomplishment of compara-

tively recent acquisition by the human
race, and everyone, in the last analysis,

must have an ear wherein to pour his

woes. Suppose, then, that summering

in Gloucester we had met Cap'n Enos

Harkness. We would have seen a re-

tired sea-captain of sixty, poor, bent,

exhaling an odor of tobacco. Suppose

even that we had seen Mary Jordan,

widow of a ne'er-do-well, shuddering at

the prospect of the poor-house? We
would have said, perhaps, "Poor old

thing! but somebody must go to the

poor-house, or a worthy object of charity

will die out, and what will become of

the souls of the idle rich?"

Who could say to us, "0 ye of little

insight!" Surely, no one. We could

never have guessed and probably no one

could have told us that thirty years be-

fore Cap'n Enos, "the dare-devil, fight-

ing, swaggering skipper of the Nancy

B.", had loved this same Mary, then "a

rare flower,
'

' and that it was her abrupt

marriage with weak Bill Jordan that

left Cap'n Enos morose, irritable, and

*Fordham Monthhj, October, 1922.
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loveless. We might have met him

shuffling down the street some morning

without knowing that that very day he

had bought with the scant savings of a

life-time the note left by her shift less

husband which had come so near to sub-

merging her in misery. Not even the

Cap'n's old ship-mate Clem knew that

the note was burned, or heard the

hoarse humming of an old love song

with which the Cap'n forgave the wo-

man who had wounded him.

Obituary notices attract little atten-

tion, as a rule; we might not have

thought twice about hearing that a

Canadian guide named Charley was

dead, even if it had been added that he

had once saved a green fisherman from

drowning. "Compensation"! puts the

incident in a human light. We see

Charley as he looks at the lump marking

the contact of the fisherman's head with

a rock, we hear him say
—"almost

sulkily"—, " 'You get all right' ", we
hear him decline thanks. A year later

we find Charley dying in his cabin. The

man whose life he once saved comes to

his aid, and Charley makes his last re-

quest. ' * ' I save your life once—you do

something for me? . . . I got some min-

nows in bucket out back of smoke-

house . . . You put 'em back in river V "

We are as much touched as when Arthur

bids Sir Bedivere commit Excalibur to

the haunted lake.

Some moderns have said proudly,

"Life runs away with us," implying

that life was never lived fully, never

drained to the dregs, before the twen-

tieth century. egotistic generation!

Life ran away with Helen the daughter
of Leda, and Ulysses listened to the

sirens. A very bewitching siren was
''The Pearl of Montmartre"§, under
whose influence Professor Pierre Abe-

lard Stone came very near being run

away with. Ludicrous is the figure the

Professor cuts in Paris:

"And so, shy and alone, spare and

bespectacled, wearing a deprecating,

near-sighted sort of smile, Professor

Stone haunted the Cafe du Chien qui

Danse, attracted thither possibly be-

cause he disliked dogs and disapproved

of dancing."

We quite comprehend his yielding to

the fascinations of Mile. Ileloise. The

climax is amusing, when the infatuated

gentleman discovers that his wallet has

disappeared. We have damned Heloise

as a pick-pocket, when the yet more

amusing anti-climax arrives, and Pro-

fessor Stone remembers that he has left

his wallet in his room. A most skillful

tract this—morality presented in a light

other than ridiculous.

The irony of fate will remain a fresh

theme while life endures and spring

adorns the earth. The double irony of

fate and uncompleted crime that, if

completed, would have undoubtedly re-

mained undetected, may be even more

confidently recommended. "An Ama-
teur Schlitz"! expounds this double

theme. The fearful wife, hearing in

every chance sound the footsteps of

those officers whose duty it is to deal

with moonshiners, is a broad comedy

character. The tragedy of her—comic

characters are inevitably tragic—is her

unwillingness to let the deed be "done

when 'tis done '

' and be
'

' done quickly.
'

'

We cannot help feeling that she is a

distant cousin of the procrastinating

heroine of "The Statue and the Bust".

We cannot excuse her; she reminds us

f Capital University Spectator, October,

1922.

^Richmond University Messenger, Octo-

ber, 1922.

\IIoly Cross Purple, October, 1922
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too painfully of—ourself. Even the

stout husband turns craven at the end,

and pours the brew down the kitchen

sink as approaches the martial tread of

the bold police, who, of course, have

come on a totally irrelevant errand.

Who would not be a coward to con-

science?

Love and Freindsliip

By Jane Austen

These last few years of new-discov-

ered child genius have made one a bit

wary of searching too deep the infant

mind and scrap-book, but any youthful

flights of so delightfully established a

person as Miss Austen must be received

with anticipation falling short only of

reality. This little volume is wholly

charming from end to end; even the

paper cover is quite too pleasant to

throw away. And the engaging title

already shows the aptness Miss Austen

never failed of in her later work : Pride

and Prejudice, and Sense and Sensibil-

ity are not more suggestive, but only

more conventionally spelt that Love and

Freindship.

Cassandra Austen, Miss Jane's pleas-

ant sister, is also represented, very

appropriately, in this modern little

collection of Scraps of a century and a

quarter ago; her delicious caricature-

miniatures form the most inviting of

end-pieces. And not the least entertain-

ing of the work within is the " History

of England," by a partial, prejudiced

and ignorant historian,
'

' which the min-

iatures illustrate. Together the two

sisters give absurd delightful glimpses

of British rulers from "Henry the 4th

to Charles the 1st. " It is hard to choose

between the four lines about Edward
the 5th, "murdered by his Uncle's Con-

trivance whose name was Richard the

3rd," and the two pages on Henry the:

Eighth in which the historian kindly

"saves the reader the task of reading

again what he has already read before,

and herself the trouble of writing what

she does not perfectly recollect," by a

dissertation on "that amiable Woman,
Anna Bullen,

'

' in which appears the one

date of the history—the 6th of May!

The two novels told in letters, Love

and Freindship and Lesley Castle, are

full of mischievous and exuberant hu-

mor, and sparkling with the genius of

delicate burlesque which Miss Austen

was later to sharpen into a minute per-

fection that perhaps no one else has ever

quite caught. Yet they hold infinitely

more than this ; delightful and funny in

themselves, their chief interest to any

lover of the six inimitable novels lies in

their suggestion of future skill, in the

spirited detail of the born realist, in the

subtle sense of word emphasis, and the

instinct for climax and for the pointed

brilliant chapter-ending. Just as in her

novels there is scarcely a chapter which

does not open or end in some unexpect-

edness of characterization or summary,

so here, in her unbridled childish writ-

ing, we find that same gift of neat con-

densation. More than a few of these

letters, crude, ill-spelt, hilarious though

they be, end or begin with that charac-

teristic swiftness and sureness of touch.

The shorter bits are hardly less invit-

ing than these burlesque romances of

ladies who alternately faint and run

mad, and gentlemen who die inoppor-

tunely. Even the collection of letters

from Young Ladies either in distressed

circumstances or very much in love or

rather impertinent to their "Freinds,"

or from the Young Lady whose feelings

were too strong for her Judgment and

led her to commit a number of Errors,

beginning with murder and forgery and
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ending apparently in marriage even

these outbursts of little-girl satin 1 slum

"a certain neatness in the nonsense,"

as the Chesterton preface puts it. Miss

Austen was an artist in her very infancy.

That is why this volume is so much
more than a mere resurreetion of de-

licious child-talent, more too than the

delightfully entertaining and amazingly

modern wherewithal of an hour's amuse-

ment ; it is in very fact a glimpse of

Miss Austen herself, the potential Miss

Austen, nearer and more enchanting

ban we could otherwise have pictured

ier, and quite willing to let us see more

•ntimately into her whimsical, gently

ironic mind. It is a charming picture

)f a charming person ; the literary world

s fortunate to gain such a treasure, if

lot of her maturity, then of the founda-

ions of that maturity. P. M.

Babbitt

By Sinclair Lewis

' Babbit is a married business man in

i flourishing mid-western town who
truggles against what he believes to be

he narrow mindedness of his business

iequaintances. The only real friend of

tabbitt is a Radical who influences him
dong socialistic lines so that a breach
csults between Babbitt and the "good
fellows" of the Business Men's Booster
"'lub. The gulf between these two
'rows wider until at length Babbitt

ealizes that although the Boosters are

onservative along political lines they
re the best men and the best citizens.

The book on the whole is optimistic
or although Babbitt develops occa-

ional socialistic and Bohemian tend-
neies, although his daughter enters a
:iddy social set, and although his son
ebels at studying and loves a girl of

whom Babbitt does not approve in the

cud each returns to conventional paths.

The story is not as depressing as Main

Street, for Babbitt has a sense of humor,

the Boosters hold life as a not to

rious affair, and every character enjoys

himself even in dull moments.

Mr.Lewis has depicted in Babbitt the

prototype of most business men, but he

has given to Babbitt the inner life of a

personality, and that personality is an

interesting one. The book is well writ-

ten ; it contains vivid realistic touches in

a more condensed form than those in

Main Street. It might be said that

whereas Main Street was a realistic work

of art, Babbitt is a realistic masterpiece.

E. B.

The Rainbow

By D. H. Lawrence

The Rainbow is another example dis-

proving the ancient proverb that there

is a pot of gold at the end of every rain-

bow. After wading through 467 pages,

one is still searching for the gold. The

plot could be compared with Hergeshe-

imers' Three Black Pennys in that it

deals with the development of charac-

ters throughout three generations. Both

Lawrence and Hergesheimer have made

the sex life of their characters import-

ant, but Hergesheimer has carefully kept

this side in its proper relationship to

the other points of view from which his

characters might be considered, wiiile

Lawrence has permeated his book with

sex, subordinating plot and character

development.

The story is concerned with the lives

of Tom Brangwen, a Derbyshire farmer,

his daughter by adoption, and her

daughter. Tom is perhaps the most com-
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polling figure in the book, although less

tlian half of it is devoted to him. He
alone stands out as real beside the other

more highly sexed characters.

His daughter Anna is in the interest-

ing situation of being a Pole compelled

to live in an English countryside en-

vironment. Lawrence permits the re-

sults of this situation to show in her

early character, but at the tender age

of seventeen he drags her into the vortex

of impossibly tense passion, so that any

individuality she may have had is en-

tirely lost sight of. Very much the same

is her daughter Ursula, except that the

latter has the distinction of having a

soul. It is difficult to say just what this

rather superfluous quality is, unless it is

the delicacy of feeling that keeps her

from marrying her lover after she has

lived with him. The continued thrill

that Ursula and her Polish lover seem

to get from their passionate love is

scarcely credible when carried on at

such a point of tenseness for so long a

period.

"Black darkness" pierced now and
then by rays of overwhelming sex con-

sciousness is briefly the character of

nearly all the men. On the whole,

Lawrence has lost whatever value the

book may have as a vivisection of sex

instincts by pasting it on too thickly.

Still, The Rainbow is of interest for

its style. It is written smoothly and

clearly with no attempt at the impres-

sionistic style that is becoming so pre-

valent—and so tiresome! The descrip-

tions of English country life and

country schools are very entertaining

and were evidently written with some

knowledge of the conditions.

The strongest feeling one has after

reading the book is that of pity that

Lawrence should waste his quite evident

talents on such unworthy material.

C. C.



A Daily Prayer

f'j)on Bowing before our Noteroom Box

Sweel light of heaven!
And thou, thou glow of regions dark, infernal,

Haunted by poet's shades; and thou

Bright spark from Pegasus' winged hoof

And thou, oh gleam of hard reality

—

Shine, shine ye forth !

Oli. shine upon the brows of my contributors!

Gleam into their souls, flash within their intellect;

Ravish, enflame, inspire

Them, one and all, and all in one
That kneeling low, with bated breath and suppliant

They may have placed within this casket's frame
Some bits of something, nothing, everything
To spare me once my labor and my pain,

'Tis all I ask ; in justice, grant me this

—

Strip off the padding from the Padded Stall

And let it shine, in glory 's truth revealed

The dwelling place of many maiden minds
Jousting in joy, and not a drafty cell

Where long has wandered one wit, desolate.

The music sounds ; open, let us begin

:

Theme Writing Made Easy
Eleanor Hard

There are only five main types of

1 1 ernes, and by following a few simple

ules any one can learn to write them
peedily and easily. These five types
re:

1. The Picturesque—for people with

command of language.

2. The Slushy—for people who never
lush when their themes are read out

>ud to a coldly unresponsive class.

3. The Matter of Fact—Safe, but un-

distinguished.

4. The Peppy—You must study the

pschology of whomever you happen to

have before you try this—it sometimes

doesn't work.

5. The Scholarly—All this requires is

a good memory for quotations and a

straight face.

Suppose your theme is to be on

Nature.

123
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If your inclination is towards the

Picturesque your beginning should read

something like this:

" ... It is not in the mellow summer

of the year, rich with verdant bloom

and suffused with delicate odors that

nature may be observed at her fairest.

Nor is it when glorious autumn stalks

the new cut fields, her tawny hair piled

high with purple blossoms. Nor yet

when springtime dances trippingly
—

"

Well, I 'm sure you get the idea.

But if on the other hand you incline

to the slushy, you should strike this key

note:

" .... I do not believe I am more

sensitive than the average, but somehow

nature has always appealed to the deep-

er side of my nature. A simple flower,

a sweet fluttering bird will often, some-

how, bring to me the sudden thought

that there is real beauty in nature. A
field of daisies has brought tears to my
eyes, as I stood, a young child

— " By
this time the class is in tears of pity

—

or rage.

The matter of fact should present no

difficulties; it goes something like this:

"Nature plays an important part in

the life of all of us. Where would we

be without trees, that give us wood for

our houses ? Or what would we do with-

out vegetables? The beet, the carrot, the

succulent chard, the bashful onion—all

these does nature provide for our use
—

"

Well, let 's see if we can do better with

the Peppy. Only, please remember its

dangers ! I 'd hate to be held responsible.

"I may not know anything about na-

ture, but I certainly think there's too

much fuss made about it, No one gets

out and raves about the umbrella stand

in the front hall, or writes odes to

spaghetti, and yet, as far as I can see,

these things are about as interesting as

a half decayed maple tree, or soggy field

of corn
—

"

And, finally, if all others fail, the old

reliable scholarly

:

"Emerson says: 'Nature is both the

beginning and the end of all things':

but, with his point of view we might

contrast that of Matthew Arnold, who

remarks brilliantly, that Nature 'con-

trary to the belief of the Epicureans,

cannot be considered to be other than a

prime essential motivating factor of

life. ' Let us endeavor to reconcile these

opposing theories.
— " and so on while

the enraptured class grows more and

more convinced of your high intellect, if

they don't kill you first.

Try them all out—and if none of them

make a hit, I am sorry to have to say that

nothing you can do will.

The Physical Attributes of

Text Books
Jane Lockwood

My text books, and all text books that

I have seen this year are oppressive

looking. I do not like the way they are

bound. Either they are too business-

like, looking as though they meant to be

studied, or they are badly colored, like

my Livy; or else they are almost alle-

gorical in tone. My French book for

instance, is bound in a slate blue with

small roosters in two corners, while in

the remaining two WISDOM is seated

with a cudgel in her hand. In the mid-

dle of the cover is a lamp, I presume of

learning. Besides the decorations there

are the names of three different gentle-

men, each one, I suppose, pretending to

be largely responsible for the book.

My first statement was inaccurate. I

have one book that is rather well bound

That is my Latin dictionary. True, il

is backed with imitation leather, but its
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sides are a proper booky red, to be dis-

tinguished from geranium red This

hook looks as though it might have some-

ping to offer. It makes me start with

Measureable anticipation; every time 1

see it I almost suspecl it of concealing

poetry or something of thai sort. Of

Bourse it does nothing of the kind, bul I

believe thai what Shakespeare advocated

for men would apply still better for

hooks, "Pretend a virtue if you have

it not."

Therefore, let all these books pretend

they are going to be pleasant. Let my
Livy abandon its sickly green hue and

assume a soft grey. Let it not say,

['College Latin Series" for that suggests

more books even worse than itself. Let

it say merely, "Livy's History." The

student will later add an ample number
of qualifying adjectives.

There seems to be a general feeling

among publishers of text books, that it

would be a heinous sin to print a book

which could be put on a library shelf

after its most active use wTas past.

Where and how this feeling originated

I am sure I cannot guess. It may be

due. perhaps, to the belief that a school

book is merely a taskmaster, to be for-

gotten as soon as possible. This is not

mHIv so; I have even had text

books that I have been devoted to. Some
day when I am rich I shall have them
rebound.

In the meanwhile I wish publishers

would realize the value of first impres-

sions. They are not tactful. The idea

of coercing one with a cudgel into tak-

ing French, or making one almost ill

^vith a pale green Livy ! And my other
books are just as bad, though not so in-

dividual. Alone out of these as I have
said, my Latin dictionary has possibili-

ties and comforting qualities, Hay it

hold together Long, to act as an example

to less worthy books.

Are You An Oyster?

Alice Decker

"God's in his heaven, All's righl with

the world," rippled Pippa innocently.

-Well, all right- lei it go at that,"

so-called College-Bred echo.

Bui Is it I

"Human nature is the same the world

over," we ate assured. One wonders if

that accounts for the similarity between

the product of Asolo and that of North-

ampton, or is it youth, or oblivion, or

both? Pippa 's song would be absurd

were it not for the fact that it is so

pleasant, and our echo, upon due reflec-

ton, we might call smug, if only that

were not such an awful word, and if

we had not already set ourselves up as

being nothing if not the "Great Open-

minded."

But what does that imply?

Granted: ours is a miniature com-

munity. When we go out into the wTide,

wide world we will face life just as we

have faced our problems here. For, are

not social relationships the same, except,

of course, on an infinitely larger scale?

Are we not fitting ourselves, according

to Mr. Gavit, to be the mothers of the

next generation? Are we not taking

"just loads" of languages and litera-

ture—in fact, the more cultural things,

my dear, to have gained, thereby, a

truly liberal education? Perhaps—per-

haps not. It is lovely to have a talking

knowledge of transcendentalism, and to

be able to tell a Duccio from a Giotto.

There was a certain thrill in knowing

that Euripides wrote "Alcestis," and

that Sappho wT
as the lady-poet referred

to. But what are these vague rumors

that one is apt to hear nowT and then,
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about class legislation, political corrup-

tion, coal strikes, juvenile delinquency,

etc., etc? Can it be that they will be

involved in this "outside world," or are

they a thing apart for Herbert Hoovers

and Jane Addams's to watch over?

One hears many platitudes concern-

ing "What is wrong with our system

of education today?" and "Look what

college didn't do for my daughter." It

seems that the average college graduate

emerges triumphantly with her diploma

in June, only to find in September that

she has to make an entire new series of

adjustments. While in academic en-

vironment, not only her head has been

a fleecy cloud (which in itself is per-

missable) but her feet have left the

earth, to use the classic example. She

has unfortunately been carried away

by too much theory, and too little prac-

tice and observation; so that a point of

contact with the world and a working

philosophy of life (whatever that may
mean) is fairly difficult.

This is not intended to be a general-

ization of any sort about either the fail-

ure or success of educational systems of

the college type—much less the Smith

type. If we are essentially "faddists."

at least we choose interesting fads. If

we are primarily ego-centric, let us pat

ourselves on the back that we develop

ourselves to the maximum, if apparently

on the surface. It has been said "You
can tell a Smith girl anywhere," though

whether this be an asset or a liability, in

the last analysis, is not certain.—How?
The criteria vary from appearance and

self-confidence, which probably receive

the highest number of votes, to ability to

talk on everything from pragmatism to

proms. Whatever she may be, she is

very much interested in herself as an

individual, as everyone is, only perhaps

a little more so.

We are far too diverse, however, to

have the whole two thousand of us

shoveled into one great category. As-

sumpsit, there is any one tendency, it is

the "oyster-tendency." Sad but true,

the oyster, as we all know, has not the

social point of view. And by this last

bromide is meant it does not know, nor

does it want to know, what is going on

outside of itself. It may thrive in a bed

with other oysters, but it nevertheless

has a hard and fast shell around it.

So it is that we make sporadic pil-

grimages into the Periodical Room to

see the football scores, or the latest news

from New Brunswick, believing that we

are keeping our international mind alert.

We thrill over Eric Doms and Cythereas

and think
'

' Here is the essence of mod-

ern literature
! " In the same manner

we honestly believe we are keeping in

touch with the "other half." when we,

like Mabel, give red flannels to the poor,

and, with the genuine Yule-tide spirit,

distribute hearty Christmas dinners

(feeling just a little bit Elsie Dinsmore-

ish for so doing). The idea of social

work as a profession is far too depressing

and connotes a weekly sewing class in an

ill-ventilated settlement house, or a

blithe tripping from door to door with

generous budgets for "them," poor

things.

It is a queer twist in our natures that

painting of Utopias and Republics is so

much more interesting than the actual

working out of them. Was it not the

exception who knew what is going on

at Vineland, New Jersey ; whereas Plato

is almost as familiar as Santa Claus?

Since the beginning of time, whatever is

visionary or imaginative appeals more

to man's proverbially jaded tastes than

things of crass reality. Our aesthetic

cravings cannot be satisfied by the here-

and-now, which is a true, if filmy, fact
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of human nature. Meanwhile, this

glorious mundane society in which we

live must have food, shelter, and cloth-

ing and we are down on earth with a

bang!

There is no doubl about it—we are

blissfully loj-idcd intellectually. Wheth-

er or not the recent psychological exam

correctly determined our "I. Q." 's. it

at least showed us that we have been

concentrating on whatever pleased our

beloved Ego most, and that we were not

ns well-read as we thought we were. We
o( the "higher learning" pride our-

es upon our breadth of mind, and

our unbiased opinions; but are there not

quite a number whose ideas are punc-

ture-proof and whose convictions un-

scathed ?

All of which gives one a beautiful

opportunity to draw a nice moral, which,

if expanded, would place this profound

dissertation in the Freshman Bible under

Ehe "After College—What ? " clause.

"Blessed are they of an Open Mind.

for they shall not be Oysters.'

'

Reward of Vice
Davy has eaten all the jam
And stiekied both his thumbs
From poking them in the jelly-jars

And the dish of sugared plums.

Davy has learned what jam will do
But why should Davy care?
There's a sceptre in his hand now

;

A crown on his yellowr hair******
King David heard the famine cries
And for the land 's complaint
Plunged both his hands in jelly-jars
And men now call him saint.

Fragments

Hilda Hulbert

"Pieces of eight!" some humorous
soul ejaculated in my presence when I

was a child. I was faseinaled. Bight

w hat I and why were they in pie<

Dark and delicious possibilities of

plosion hovered in my mind. I knew

at any rate, by some instinctive percep-

tion, that they could never be pnt to-

gether again. There was also a broken

piece of a china cup. which I had dug up

from under a stone near the back 5

1 shall never forget its shape, with the

"bitten-off" corner that made it indi-

vidual, nor the faint rose-pattern in-

distinctly discernible through the dust,

nor the way it felt in the palm of m;

hand. It brought the same taste to my
mouth that, later, mention of Chinese

tea-shops or Indian fakirs did. It turned

out that it was a piece of a kitchen cup.

My vague illusion was shattered, but

even fragments of illusions may be

beautiful.

Years later I was sitting in a small

country church, so far back that only

occasional phrases of the sermon reached

my ears. This fact did not bother me in

the least as I did not expect anything

interesting. Suddenly a phrase fell on

my ears. It was some simple remark, but

it came to me at that particular time as

very appealing. I believe it had to do

with the "enthusiasm of the simple."

The phrase rang in my ears as I stared

at the speaker, who had unimpressively

left it behind. It opened up dusty

vistas of outgrown idealism. I learned,

on the way out of church, that the min-

ister had been pleading for funds for

an Insane Asylum. That was not the

sermon I had heard.

Fragments of illusion, fragments of

allusion, fragments of things that appeal

to me broken off from things that do not

appeal to me ! Howt cruelly tell-tale my
notes are ! How hard I try to jot down
the unified line of thought the profes-

sor is trying to give! And yet—there
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are my notes, at the end—a mass of

bits—fragments of thoughts, or phrases,

perhaps vital or typical, but more often

unimportant ; things which, like the

piece of broken cup, caught my imagi-

nation ; a chance remark about the nose

of a famous man, or a charming refer-

ence to picket-fences, or a brilliant

phrase tossed in carelessly by an epi-

grammatical lecturer. I recognize their

inconsequence—but I am happy and ex-

cited over them. I feel that I get "much
out of the lecture.

'

'

The truth is, I am independent. I

do not like to take what is given me, as

it is given. I like to make my own dis-

coveries, or at least to think that I do so

(fatal distinction!). I think that I have

found "essences,'' hidden meanings,

inspirational suggestion. I am like the

child I was, digging up the piece in the

backyard, rather than playing with a

whole cup from the pantry shelf. I

forget that the use of a cup is to hold

tea, and that only a whole cup will serve

the purpose. Perhaps I do not want

tea. In other words, suppose I merely

want mental excitement and inspira-

tional exhilaration. Then by all means

let me collect a curiosity shop.

Perhaps some day I shall be no longer

a child. I shall want the useful ; above

all, I shall want what I set out after. I

shall be strong. I shall stride callously

by picket-fences and epigrams and noses.

Perhaps I shall no longer underline lines

tli at no one else ever thought of under-

lining.

English 11; -A Freshmen's Jeremaid
Olga Leary

When I consider how my life is spent
In toiling without end on English themes

;

In seeking inspiration 's fitful gleams

;

In letting out what in my brain is pent

;

In scratching on until my pen is bent

;

In thumbing o 'er a book of synonyms

;

In writing without stay, till all earth seems
To reel around me and my head is rent

—

I 'm moved to curse and, cursing, end my fate,

For surely from such woe death's rest were sweet.

But yet my common sense still holds me back
And whispers to me that this would not sate

My thirst for vengeance, that it were more meet,

With one fell blow, the teacher's skull to crack.
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IMPORTER
FORMERLY ON FIFTH AVENUE

Smart Attire
For Every Occasion

GOWNS DRESSES SUITS

COATS WRAPS BLOUSES

HATS FURS

Decisive Reductions

Now in effect on everything

...

Stearns Building
Two Eighty Nine Bridge St.

Springfield, Massachusetts
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\^_J®wtaltrs, (Skirts, oSlurts, and(fflals>
r~~>Q^2&o Boylston Street, Bostoa^C
C and &alni3aich, CMagiiolia. and tflyaniiLs. cj



The

David Q Coe

Shop

IMPORTERS

Vicuna Jackets Novelty Sweaters

Silk and Lisle Hose

Sport Hose

Foulard Handkerchiefs Foulard Ties

Christmas Novelties

The Coe Building 26 Vernon Street

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Winter Footwear

Stylish in appearance, and

| effective for protection.
5

I

§ The largest assortment in town.

INCORPORATED

273-279 High Street Holyoke

Fifdi AveMfle Boot Shop

near 48tlh Street, Mew York
Style shoes of quality

Exhibit Shops in all the larger cities

SAMUEL SOCKUT
TAILOR AND FURRIER

Ladies' Suits, Coats & Skirts Made to Order

Full line of Skirts and Shirt Waists Ready
to Wear. Steam and Dry Cleaning and

Pressing. Work Called for and De-

livered. Garments Remodeled
in Latest Ideas and Fashions

Telephone 1685-M
Central Chambers, 18 Center Street

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.



Acauemy of JHuaic

'Flu 1 Management begs to announce its return to a policy of presenting the

best Photoplays and Traveling Attractions. Among pictures to be shown are

"Grandma's Boy" with Harold Lloyd, December 13-14-15-16thj Thomas Meighan

in "7/ Ton Believe It, It's So," December 18-19th; "The Outcast" with Elsie

Ferguson will be shown immediately after the Christmas vacation period, January

5-Gth, followed by "The Dover Eoad" with Charles Cherry and the original New

York cast, January 8th; Constance Talmadge in "The Primitive Lover" will

follow on January 9-1 Oth, with "The Loves of Pharoah", January ll-12-13th.

(The latter one of the finest pictures yet shown in this country.) Other first class

pictures and traveling attractions will be announced later.

The Christmas Store

Aisle after aisle of gifts has been arranged for you.

Distinctive merchandise for every age, for every preference

and to meet individual whims and hobbies—Finding just

the ''right thing" for somebody—that is the principal

thing in gift-giving, and in this Christmas store you will

find displays so conveniently arranged that with very

little ''shopping" you will find one happy suggestion after

another.

Albert fcteiger Qfmttpantj

&pttngficlJi, JMaas.



The Green Dragon

The Shop for individual and

distinctive gifts*

207 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts

PLYMOUTHINN
W. A. SENNA, Manager

Cor. West and Green Streets

European Plan, $2.00 up

Visit Our Tea Room

On the approved list of Smith College

For the biggest and best line of

COLLEGE FOOTWEAR
at popular prices

visit

FLEMING'S SHOE SHOP
211 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts



C R_FITTS

Students

Room Furnishings

137 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

WINCHESTER
Ice Skates, Skiis, Sleds,

Snow Shoes

Sporting goods are correct if you

get them at

The Winchester Store

Foster-Farrar Company
162 Main St., Northampton, Mass.

Don't Be in ih< Dark on Flowers

or (he
1

\Y<t!J to Use Them.

—ASK US-
FLOWEES FOE ALL OCCASIONS

U'c Send Flowers by Wire

BartE jFlower Sbop
Your Flower Phone 2052

40 King Street Northampton

E, J. Gare & Son

JEWELERS

112 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

Fine Shoe Repairing

Done at Reasonable Prices at the

Electric Shoe

Repairing Shop
FRANK MIENTKA

15 Masonic St., Northampton

We Can't Afford It

A man is judged by his deeds. Why not this
concern by the quality and value of its work I

If we send out a poor piece of work it is

going to hurt our business. We can't afford
that. Everything we make, press, alter, clean
or dye must be a pulling argument in our
favor.

PADDOCK TAILORING CO.
21 Masonic St., Northampton

TELEPHONE CONNECTION
Try Our Auto Delivery Service

Pleating : : Hemstitching

FORD
The Universal Car

Show Room and Parts Department

24 Center Street

Tel. 470

Service and Repairs

Hotel Garage, Rear 203 Main St.

Tel. 187

CHASE MOTOR CO.



JUST SAY, CHARGE IT
Your account is solicited at this long-

established good shop. You will like our

fine work, prompt service and
reasonable charges.

You can rely on

WITHERELL'S
for the best

Dry Cleaning, Dyeing, Remodeling,
Repairing and Pressing

of all garments.
Phone 1392 and our motor will call.

199 Main St., opp. City Hall
Look for the Yellow Signs

WE
THE G. W. LAYTHE SHOE CO.

cordially invite the students and faculty

of Smith College to make our store their

down-town meeting place. A pleasant

place to meet one's companions. Our

telephone at your disposal.

Next door to Western Union.

Shoes, Hosiery and Rubbers of Quality.

MARCEL WATER WAVE

Celia M, Belanger
HAIRDRESSER

Tel. 688-W

277 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON

Scalp Treatment Shampooing

SCHULTZ, Inc.
Marcel Waving Manicuring

PLYMOUTH INN
223 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Can we serve you in sheet music,

grafonola records, ukeleles, strings,

etc? We will be pleased to fill either

from stock or by special order, any of

your musical wants at New York and

Boston discount rates. Prompt delivery

service to your address.

WHITE'S MUSIC SHOP
Northampton.

Phone: Postal Telegraph 185 Main St.

FEDERAL
System of Bakeries

169 Main Street

Draper Hotel Building

Everything in baked goods

Federal quality.

Open or Closed Packards for Hire

City Taxicab Co*
TEL. 96-W

Draper Bldg., Edw. Sarazin, Prop.

You Can Depend on Our Service



Compliment Your Friends

with Flowers—A gift of flowers la

a compliment that cannot be

misunderstood.

Butler <Sl Ullman

E. ALBERTS
Correct College Footwear

UUOIaUumfi

$ppartm?nt

'RADIO BOOTS"
For every occasion

On in a flash, off in a flash"

"The Store Nearest the College"

241 MAIN STREET

Orders taken
for

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
and

STAMPED STATIONERY

at

BRIDGMAN & LYMAN
108 Main Street

JULIA B. CAHILL
219 Main Street

Specializing in

—

BLOUSES
TOPLESS CORSETS

BANDEAUX
Hand-made Underwear

Separate Skirts Hosiery

The Draper

Northampton's Leading Hotel

WM. M. KIMBALL, Proprietor

EUROPEAN PLAN

Northampton, Mass.

Gifts That Last

JAMES BERRY
JEWELER

Official "Watch Inspector

N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.

Draper Hotel Building

161 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Compliments of

Bon Marche



You will never regret trading at

the

BOSTON FRUIT STORE
M. Giuffre & Co.

The Pioneer Fruit House of

Northampton

Tel. 370 235 Main Street

Northampton
Commercial College

Offers courses which give a
thorough technical training

to those who desire

Secretarial Positions

Positions as Commercial Teachers

Private lessons night or day

Send for catalogue

All makes

Standard and Portable Typewriters

Sold, Rented, Repaired. Supplies.

CORONA agency.

76 Pleasant Street

NORTHAMPTON - MASSACHUSETTS

Tel. 80 Day and Night Service

College Taxi Co-
Successor to Hiatt Taxi Co.

WM. G. MAHAR, Mgr.

Taxi,

Touring Car

and

Limousine

SERVICE

Office: 188 Main St., Northampton

LAMBIE'S
We specialize in the following

merchandise for College Girls:

Corsets,

Silk Underwear,

Blouses, Silks,

Dress Trimmings

Neckwear, Hosiery,

Draperies, Coats

and Suits

Agents for

Lewandos Dye House—
J. E. Lambie & Co.

92 Main Street



BOYDEN'S
196 Main Street

Tel. 33

Come to Us

for a

REAL STEAK DINNER

Open 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

When you want

BIRTHDAY GIFTS

or

BRIDGE PRIZES

Come to us.

We have always a nice assortment on

hand directly from Japan and China

including

:

J
Lamps, Baskets, Beads, Jewelries, Old-

Embroideries, China and Wooden Wares,

Laquor Works and various other novelties.

T. 0N0 & COMPANY
14 Center Street, Northampton

Telephone 1253-W

Howard's Photo Shop

We specialize in High Grade

Developing, Printing & Enlarging

Rooms 29-30 Columbian Bldg.

Opposite the Draper.

GRUEN-
the mark of Highest Artistry

ARTHUR P. WOOD
The Jewel Store

also the

Watch and Clock Hospital
197 Main St., Opp. City Hall

Tel. 1307-M.

CADILLAC DODGE BROS.

Northampton Garage Co.

Next to P. O.

TAXI and RENTAL SERVICE

Tela. S240—583

TheMary Marguerite
TEA ROOM AND FOOD SHOP

21 State St.

Luncheons and Supper 11 to 6.30

Accommodations made for private

dinner parties
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Allison Spence

Photographer

Prop.

THE SHELDON STUDIO

j 102 Main St. Northampton

High Grade Portraiture

J
Specializing in soft focus and the new

spot light effects.

c

| Photographer to the Art Department, etc.

i

ELECTRICAL j

APPLIANCES
|

Make

SENSIBLE GIFTS

Used by the whole family all the
j

year around.
j

NORTHAMPTON ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.
j

|
Insurance

FIRE, LIFE &

LIABILITY

j

Now Open—Join Our 1923

CHRISTMAS CLUB
|

and have money next Christmas
j

We have an easy payment idea j

for you during the Summer.

No Red Tape—Just Join

AT THE WHITE BANK

|
JOHN J. KENNEDY

HAMPSHIRE

COUNTY

TRUST

COMPANY |

N
|

4J .Pleasant Street

orthamptc n
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Something decidedly new

The

Pavlovo

Boot

The only good-looking, practical

Overshoe made.

Sold Only at

WILLIAMS SHOE STORE i

The Court House is opposite Williams'
"

I

j 100 Main St.

j

|

SLEIGH PARTIES
Taken care of at Reasonable Rates

Phone 191-R



TODD'S
Winter time Hosiery for the Smith Girl!

Complete, new lines of winter Hosiery

for Sports and School wear.

Woolen Sport and Silk Hosiery de luxe in

attractive mixtures and a variety of

colors.

Woolen clocked hosiery in popular favor

for Sports wear this Winter—predict the

fashion magazines.

Why Not? HOSIERY—for Her

Christmas Gift!

Quality—Fair Prices—Service.

TODD'S

mb leetfieto Jnn

On Approved List

Beerfieli, aHaaaattjuasttB

College Lamp Repairing

taSSffi!!^
ELECTRIC SHOP
t9l MAIN STREET PHONE QQ7I
Northampton » Mass.

FTDey NKTIONRL BANK
ilWI NORTHAMPTON

1 The BanU orv the Cornet* •—•

The Copper Kettle

Has reopened and is serving

Breakfast Teas

Luncheon Supper

Dinner Parties Ordered in Advance

Fudge Cake Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Northampton National Bank

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

The Bank for Everybody

We solicit your account

Watch the windows at the

GIFT & UTILITY SHOP
10 Center Street

for newest line of Christmas gifts.

Mail orders taken by experienced

New York Shopper.

Mrs. Harry S. Bradley



Compliments

of a

Friend

CENTRAL GROCERY
J. F. WELLS, Prop.

Tel. 1554-1553 Northampton

FRANK E. DAVIS

Manufacturer of

SMITH COLLEGE SENIOR PIN,

CLASS 1923

164 Main St. Northampton

i

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS

Park & Tilford

Food Products

TLhc Hrm Cbair
Grill and Tea House

Afternoon Tea

Chicken and Steak Dinners

The Tea-Eouse with an Atmosphere

187 Elm Street Phone 1289-M

HEFFERNAN'S
Try Our

Circulating Library
for the

Latest Books

Fountain Pens
and

College Stationery

HEFFERNAN'S

WISWELL

THE DRUGGIST

82 Main St. Northampton



HOSE
For Sport, Street, Class-room and

Evening Wear

And all kinds of dainty undies in

Silk, for all occasions, at

MILADY'S SHOPPEE
I 106 Main St., Northampton

(Over Bridgman & Lyman's)

MitcljeU-ielkm

PHOTOGRAPHERS

to Smith Seniors 1922 and 1923

Tel. 1753 241 Main St.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

WARREN & WATT

EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

179 Main St. Northampton

Phone 126

ELIZABETH PENDLETON
611 W. 111th St. New York City

Order by Mail

Cf}inc&£ U
Ivories, Embroideries,

Beads, Brass

WHOLESALE PRICES

JOSEPH W. MOQUIN
INSURES

i

Your fur coat, furniture and |

other articles against fire

and theft.

Rates Low

"Bide-a-Wee"
The Waffle House

and other good things to eat

MRS. L. M. STEBBINS
Middle St., Hadley, Mass.

Tel. 881-W, Northampton Exchange

Clocking on Hosiery

Work Done by Hand
Also the

New Northampton Silk Hosiery

A Specialty

($ift $c Uttittg &tjnn
CENTRAL CHAMBERS

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

i

Make Somebody Happy
on

Christmas

with

BECKMANN'S CANDY
Mailed Promptly

Beckmann's
CANDY SHOP SODA SHOP
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Infant Observation

ter a two-weeks' continued use of

New York subway, one returns to a

spot like Smith College with a curiosity

not devoid of wonder. Day after day
there is the press of bodies, day after

day the massed crowd of worried faces,

which are after all, one face; the rush

to work, the rush home, the rush out

a grain for pleasure recurs like the whirr-

mo: of a badly oiled clock. It does not
take much of this environment to bring
the realization that one has always un-

derestimated the important things of

life, which are that man must have food
and clothes and a bed, and that some-
thing must be provided for his amuse-
ment. To these ends the energies of

many millions of human beings are bent,

and for these millions the subway is con-

structed. They work in order to live;

they work hard in order to live in com-

fort. Their bodies demand that ; and no

matter of what delicate spirit an indi-

vidual may be possessed, his body's

wants must necessarily receive first

attention.

They toil that they may rest, and rest

to toil again. Plodding around the

deadly circle, year after year is spent in

hopes that they may sometime be com-

pletely comfortable.

And from them, one returns to Smith,

"An institution for higher education,"

where bodily welfare is supposedly to

be a mere foundation for intellectual

growth, where lovely girls are taught

the importance and capabilities of their
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minds. Yes; and what of that? Once

college is over, once the girls must think

of their own comfort instead of having

it carefully prepared for them, the all-

important issue again takes first rank.

They marry, and someone else has the

responsibility of making them com-

fortable. Or they try to make money,

that they may buy the prize themselves.

Or they simply drift, doing what they

choose because it is annoying to attempt

to do anything else. And so each in her

own way will seek for what the workers

who fill the subway seek for, and of what

use are four years of mental stimulus?

There has even been a lamentable whis-

per to the effect that, during the very

session of college itself, the students are

far more concerned with love than with

learning, and in that their estimation

beefsteak is of far more importance than

Beethoven. Why not?

Philosophers may demonstrate as con-

clusively as they can that there is no

reality in the world of sense. The fact

remains that the senses are the rulers of

life. Bring me a man—or a girl—who
is hearing, seeing, tasting, smelling, and

touching, what he most enjoys, and who
is at the same time dissatisfied, and I

will kiss his garment and twine his brow
with laurel. And who can truly say

that he was more greatly pleased with a

day spent in spiritual elevation than

with an hour of blessed emptiness, when,

warm and well-fed, he lay among soft

silks and thought of nothing? No, no.

When we are souls, we shall live on soul-

food; when we are intellects we shall

exist by the fruits of divine intelligence

;

but at present we are bodies, and bodies

demand sense-gratification. In view of

that truth and the multitudes who
have dedicated themselves to it, the

effort of colleges in the opposite direc-

tion has a certain pathetic nobility. To

make body serve mind, where naturally

mind serves body, is a goal of no mean
height. In the majority of cases it will

not be attained, especially among wo-

men ; for the woman who allows the su-

premacy of mind sacrifices not a little.

The question of whether it is worth

while to have colleges, when colleges fail

of their aim, is pointless. For, without

purpose, they serve many other ends,

and offer opportunities for happiness

elsewhere than in Potters' Field.

Smith,—and the subway. There,—

a

mess of uncomfortable creatures trying

to get comfortable. Here,—a collection

of healthful bodies trying to acquire un-

healthful minds. What choice?

There is no need for choice; the two

will soon be one ; and anyone, the matter

is of slight importance.

Hark! Hark!

Upon first ascending the throne, we

made a remark to the effect that the

Monthly is the medium of expression for

whatever the college chooses to have ex-

pressed. We repeat it now. Just why

such a medium should be needed is a

question that has many answers. Some

contributors like to see their work in

print; if that work is interesting, we

are glad to administer to their ego. The

college likes to have a "literary maga-

zine" to send abroad as a sort of cultural

advertisement, Work for and on the

Monthly staff serves as apprenticeship

for similar work in the great world.

There is a reading public (and to it we

indite our morning and evening prayer)

who reads our publication for itself

alone, and evidently finds something

therein which makes the process worth-

while. And, furthermore and most im-

portant, work on the Monthly provides

excellent diversion for us, who, with our
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minds all unoccupied, mighl do great

damage. We like it and we will not lei

it go. Take heed.

The implication thai our beloved

"medium" is in a rapidly decaying con-

dition must have been first breathed

Offer its cradle. No matter how sturdy

a creature the literati may produce,

there arises the wail, "Ah, poor little

magazine! 'Twere better dead!" We
affirm now, in bold and open fashion,

that such a statement is very far from

the truth. For all the reasons enumer-

ated above, the Monthly, or any such

publication, is better not dead. Who-

ever dares deny this, let him stand forth

that we may fling our gauntlet in his

eye. We are a lusty body, and willing to

fight to the death with Mr. Lombardi's

choicest foils.

The Smith Month!;/ is what Smith

College makes it; with a Herculean

board of editors 11 can be raised no high-

er than that. Criticism is welcomed as

one of the besl ways to improve and

raise the standard of the publication,

but meaningless, traditional criticism is

not to be borne. Those who glance at a

copy and gabble about ''second-hand

emotions" and "half-formed images"

are most often repeating mere catch-

words, echoes of some criticism, perhaps

justified, in the past, which may have

had an impressive tone. If you read

the Monthly, read it, criticize, and be

definite, or read it and abstain from crit-

cism, or, if the process is too painful,

abstain from the reading also. But let

us hear no more rumors of a beneficial

decease, for such an event, in this case,

is by nature impossible.

DAWN
Evelyn Hardy

A hidden hand,
A hand deep-veiled in darkness,

Draws forth the sullen night.

And in creeps dawn,
Not with a burst of colours,

But rather glides in misty silence to her place,

Unknown, unheralded by all but chanticleer

And the faint, dull twitterings of a tiny bird.



THE LADY OF HIS CHOICE
Louise Guyol

The scene takes place in a room of a

cottage, furnished not too well, but lov-

ingly. It is seven o'clock of a cool aut-

umn evening. A fire sparkles in a spot-

less fireplace, left. At the back of the

room, right, is a shuttered window, with

scarlet geraniums in bloom on the sill.

At upper left of stage is a door, leading

outdoors. Upper right, in the corner,

is a grandfather clock. A table stands

in the center of the room, with a shaded

lamp burning on it. Caroline sits by

the table, rocking and knitting. She

looks up from her work every now and

then at Katherine, who sits firmly at

the other side of the table, in a straight

chair, darning a stocking. This is the

scene as the curtain rises. Immediately

afterward, Caroline rises, puts her work

on the table, goes over and adds a stick

of wood to the fire, then looks toward

the clock.

Caroline—(Looking toward Kather-

ine)—Sister

—

(A knock at the door interrupts her.

The sisters look at each other

astounded.)

Caroline—Who could it be, at this

time o 'night?

(She gazes fearfully at Katherine,

who gets up and moves toward door.)

Katherine—There, you just let me
answer that, Car 'line.

(She opens the door slowly. Mrs.

Dimond steps in, a little woman with

sharp eyes and a sharp face.)

Katherine—Why, Mrs. Dimond

!

How d'ye do. Won't you come in and

set down?
Mrs. Dimond—Well, no, thanks, I

can't stay. My husband's out there

waitin'—we was just goin' by and I

thought I'd step in for a minute.

(She casts a quick glance around the

room; sees Caroline standing by the

table.)

Mrs. Dimond—Howdy do, Caroline.

Caroline—(Murmurs)—Thank you,

I'm quite nicely. Won't you sit down
and warm yourself?

Mrs. Dimond—(Seating herself in

chair by fireplace)—Well, I guess I will,

just for a minute. It's turned pretty

cold, all of a sudden. Seems like we'll

have snow early this year.

Katherine — (IVatching Mrs. Di-

mond)—This is real kind of you, Mrs.

Dimond. It's a good while since you've

been out to see us—tho ' it is a long way
from town, I know.

Mrs. Dimond—Yes: I should think

you'd find it pretty cold and lonesome,

come winter, two lone women, an' no

man to do the heavy chores for you.

(Glances sharply at Katherine.)

Katherine— (Quickly)—0, but you

know, Mrs. Dimond, we've let the other

cottage, to a Mr. Sampson, from Church-

town, and a kind friendly soul he is.

And he splits wood and digs the garden

for us, and we cook his three meals a

day for him.

Caroline—And he kills the chick-

ens—I never could bear to wring the

poor dear mortals' necks!

Mrs. Dimond— The other cottage?

Why, to be sure ! / never knew you had

but one. Where is it ?

Katherine— (Pointing) — It joins

right on to this; the wall there is the

wall to the sitting-room, and the fireplace

o' that has the same chimney as ours.

134
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Mu>. Dimond—(Silent for a momentf

(hen rising suddenly)- There now ! I de-

clare, 1 wasn't goin' to say a word to

wra, but I do think you should know

the rights of the matter. Katherine,

people are talkin' about you and Caro-

line and that Mr. Sampson!

Katherine — (Staggered) — Talkimj

about us, Mrs. Dimond? Whatever in

the world do you mean?

Mrs. Dimond—(With malicious satis-

faction)—They do say you're tryin' to

catch him!

Caroline—(Moans faintly) — 0, O

!

To cateh him!

Katherine— (Engaged) — To cateh

him ! I declare ! It 's a sin and a shame

to say such things ! A staid, respectable

man, and sixty if he's a day ! And you

should be ashamed too, Mrs. Dimond, to

tell us such words, which you know are

untrue.

Mrs. Dimond— (Mortally offended,

and bristling)—Well, I'm sure! You

don't need to get mad with me for it,

when you brought it on yourselves ! But

that's the way it happens; try to do

your duty, and people throw7 your words

in your face ! I '11 say goodnight to you,

Katherine Stevens, and remember it was

me that warned you!

(Caroline wrings her hands in dis-

tress as Mrs. Dimond goes out the door

and slams it behind her.)

Caroline—0, sister, whatever shall

we do! I told you no good would come

of our letting him the cottage.

Katherine—Yes, but you allowed I

knew better from worse, especially when
I told you his name was Isaac Samp-
son—took out of Scripture, both ends of

it
! And he 's as good and honest as his

name, for all people may say.

Caroline— 'Tw^as a fine arrangement,

for him and for us; poor man, to have

no one to cook for him, at his age ! The

dear knows what we'll do now. <>h,

sister, what '11 we say when he mines to-

night?

Katherine— ( />< cidvely)—He can 't

come in tonight, that lie can't. We must

think this over, CarTine, and how

could face him now I don'1 know.

Caroline—(As a sharp double knock

comes from the back of the <j<il<
, n ideat-

ed twice.)—Listen, Katherine! He's

knocking his pipe on the bars of the

gate. 0, what shall we do?

Katherine— (Growing agitated) —
Hark! Do you hear him pushing back

his chair and crossing the floor?

(As she speaks, the sounds she men-

tions come faintly through the wall by

the fireplace.)

Caroline—(Faintly)—He'll knock in

a minute—Oh, Katherine ! (Caroline gets

up and barricades herself behind the

table, gasping. Katlierine goes to door

and talks tlnrough it, in answer to Mr.

Sampson's heavy, polite knock.)

Katherine—I'm sorry to say it, Mr.

Sampson, but you can't come in.

Mr. Sampson—(In a deep and aston-

ished rumble)—What's that? What's

the matter?

Katherine—I can't tell you, but you

mustn't come in. Won't you please go

away ?

Mr. Sampson—(After a short pause)

No. Not 'till I know wThat's up.

Katherine—(Almost tearfully)—Oh,

Mr. Sampson ! I beg of you, go

!

Mr. Sampson—(Distressed but indom-

itable)—No. Not before you tell me
what 's wrong.

Caroline—(Hurrying to Katherine'

s

side)—0, sister, do let him in ! The poor

man, what '11 he think ?

Katherine— (Sternly) — Not after

hearing that woman's talk! Shame on

you, Car 'line

—
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Mr. Sampson— (Interrupting) — If

you'd open the door you could tell me
comfortable-like. I won't come in if

you don't want, but I'm bound to know

what's the matter.

Caroline—Open it, Kath'rine! That's

no harm, I 'm sure.

Katherine—We-ell, I s'pose if he

stays outside I might

—

(She reluctantly

slips the bolt.)

Mr. Sampson—Come ! Open it.

(He pushes it gently. Katherine holds

it shut.)

Katherine—I can't look you in the

face, Mr. Sampson. If I must tell you,

I must, but I 'd die of shame to look you

in the face.

Mr. Sampson—(His voice beginning

to sound disturbed)—So bad as that,

is it?

Katherine—Worse ! Worse than any-

thing you could think of ! Oh dear, how

can I tell you?

—

(She involuntarily

starts pushing the door shut. Mr.

Sampson quietly sets his foot in the

opening—a large, substantial, deter-

mined foot.)

Katherine — (Desperately) — Mr.

Sampson, they're—they're talking about

us!

Mr. Sampson—How us?

Katherine—Yon and us. It 's all over

the town, scandalous talk. O, that I

should live to see the day!

(Silence. Katherine gulps down a

sob. Caroline stands in a frozen attitude

of terror, hands clutched together.)

Mb. Sampson—(Patiently)—If you'd

kindly give me the particulars, ma 'am

—

Katherine— (Sobbing) — We never

thought no harm

!

(Caroline grows more and more tear-

ful and sobs also.)

Caroline—N-no, we d-d-didn 't

!

Katherine— 'Twas only neighborly

to cook for you. We never thought

such a thing ! It 's wicked to talk so.

Mr. Sampson—To talk how ?

Katherine—To s a y—w e—w e

—

i

tryin ' to catch you

!

(The sisters clutch each other an

weep. Silence a moment. Then comes

the sound of a long, low whistle of

astonishment. Then—a good round

hearty laugh! Katherine shrinks back.

Caroline retreats to the table, flutter-

ingly. The door swings open and Mr.
Sampson enters, his eyes twinkling. He
is rather short, stockily built, a trifle

round-shouldered, wearing grey whiskers

and a sober black suit. He looks— as

if he were enjoying himself!!)

Mr. Sampson— That's a stale old

yarn ! Heard it weeks ago. Only it was
told me the other way about. Don't

mind telling you I mightn't have

thought of it otherwise.

Katherine—Thought of what, Mr.

Sampson ?

]\Ir. Sampson—Why, courting you, to

be sure

!

(He speaks to Katherine but looks

toward Caroline. There is shocked

astonishment for a moment. The sisters

gasp in unison.)

Katherine— (Faintly) — You don't

mean to say—you—you

—

Mr. Sampson—Yes, I am, tho'! A
week ago Sunday, if you'll take it

kindly, and no offense.

Caroline—But—but we never noticed

anything

!

Mr. Sampson—(Turning to her)—No,

I s'pose not. It's probably the cooking,

you see. I'm a pretty poor hand at it.

Not mad, I hope?

Caroline—Oh, no

!

Katherine—No, but

—

Mr. Sampson—(Hurriedly)—There

!

Think it over, won't you? There's the

saving to consider, money and trouble,
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both. And I've put by a few dollars.

young as 1 was, bul none of us

are not so dreadful old. either. Wouldn '1

think of parting you. (.'ue^s we could

be pretty eomfortable together, the three

of us—tho' I couldn't marry hut one

of you. of course. So talk it over, will

\<>u .' I'll bo around again tomorrow.

food night. ( //< steps <>ul and draws

'he door to. Katherine hurries after

\im.)

Katherine— (Calls)—But Mr. Samp-

(He comes back and stands in the

laor.)

Mr. Sampson—Well, ma'am?

Katherine—(With a funny mixture

'f flurry and apology)—Excuse my ask-

ng—but—would you mind telling

—

elling which one you're thinking of

ourting?

Mr. Sampson — (Slowly, scratching

is head with a meditative air and a

heepish grin)—Xow you'll laugh at me.

Vhieh one? Well, I don't know which

ne, and that's the truth. But it don't

lake no odds. Settle it between your-

I'm not particular.

Katherine—(Giggling in spite of her-

lf)—La, Mr. Sampson! Who ever

card of such a thing?

Mr. Sampson—(Chuckling)—Laugh
a much as you've a mind to. Sister

ughing too ?

Caroline—(Between a titter eind a

ar)~Y-yes!
Mr. Sampson—Xow we're all right,

uess I can step inside, and no scandal.

(Walks in t sits in chair by fireplace,

>reads hands on knees, and beams on
sters. Caroline, smiling, sits in chair

i further side of table.)

Mr. Sampson—Yes, I'm stuck; don't

low which way to steer. Never was
eh a case! I've turned it over this

iy, and thought it over that, and can

come to no derision. Always seeing you

together, you know, I can't hardly

arate you. no more than milk from water.

Bui don 't matter. 1
!* only yoif 11 b

kind as to settle it between yourselves

—

Katherine — (Emphatically) — AVe

couldn't do that.

Mr. Sampson—(Looking enquiringly

at Caroline)—Couldn't you, now?

Caroline—(Murm urs)—No. 'Twould-

n't be proper.

Mr. Sampson—(Deeply depressed)—
Well, you do know best.

(lie gazes at the floor. The sisters

avoid each other's eyes and look at him

sideways. He glances up and catches

Caroline's eye.)

Caroline — (Quickly) — Kath'rine's

the best to manage things.

(He turns hopefully to Katherine.)

Katherine—(Hu rriedly)—Car 'line 's

the best cook, by far.

Mr. Sampson—(Thumping his knee)

There you are! The pair of you to-

gether make a masterpiece. A man
couldn't look for a better wife than the

two of you. That's where 'tis, and I

don't see no way out of it—not in a

Christian country, that is. (Short

pause.) Those heathen Turks—they

do know a thing or two, don't they?

Katherine—(Shocked)—Mr. Samp-

son ! I 'm surprised at you

!

Mr. Sampson—(Apologising)— 'Tisn 't

to be thought of, I know. But I can't

see no other way—unless (Brightening)

we should toss a penny and go by the

fall of it.

Katherine—(More shocked)—Never

in this house

!

Mr. Sampson—Don't see why not. It's

just the same as casting lots, and that's

a good Bible practise. The reg'lar way
with those old patriarchs, so I'm given

to understand, only 'twas, shekels with
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them, I guess. But shekels or pennies,

it 's all the same.

Katherine—(Impressed and hesitat-

ing)—If you're sure it's Scripture

—

Mr. Sampson—Sound Bible doctrine,

as I live. An't that so, ma'am? (Appeal-

ing to Caroline.)

Caroline—(Shyly)—I remember a

text in Proverbs that says "The lot

causeth contentions to cease/

'

Mr. Sampson—See! There you are!

"The lot causeth contentions to cease."

Aimed right at our case ! Out o ' Prov-

erbs, too! Well, then?

(Katherine shakes head a little, Caro-

line gasps. Mr. Sampson takes out a

handful of change and chooses a coin.)

Mr. Sampson—Now! If it comes

heads, then it's Kath'rine. If it's tails,

'twill be Caroline. Up she goes

!

(He spins the coin awkwardly and

misses it when it falls. It rolls to the

dark corner by the clock. Mr. Samp-

son goes on hands and knees hunting for

it. Katherine and Caroline stand in

suspense.)

Mr. Sampson—(Rising slowly to feet

and smiling foolishly)—Well, I'll be

darned

!

(The sisters start.)

Katherine—What's the matter?

Mr, Sampson—Fell in a crack, ma 'am,

and no head to it, and no tail. Old

Solomon himself couldn't make nothing

of it. Well, how things do turn out

!

Caroline— (Solemnly) — 'Twas or-

dained, I'm sure.

Katherine—A sign, sure enough. Mr.

Sampson, I guess it 's all foolishness, and

we'd better say no more about it.

Mr. Sampson—Don't see that. Must

try some other way, that's all.

(Ponders a moment.)

Caroline— (Blushing) — If— if we
should wait a bit, Mr. Sampson, p'raps

your heart 'd speak.

Mr. Sampson— (Dubiously) — So it

might—so again it mightn't. A mazy
old organ, I b'lieve.

Katherine—Absence makes the heart

grow fonder, so they say.

Mr. Sampson—That's all right. Don't

doubt it. But what if it should make
me grow fonder of both of ye ? But I '11

try it if you say, tho ' it probably won 't

be much use.

(Turns, goes to door, goes out, stops

and turns back.)

Mr. Sampson—All the same, I wish

I 'd been born a heathen Turk.

(Exit Mr. Sampson. Katherine and

Caroline stand a moment without speak-

ing. Katherine goes to fireplace and
puts in a stick of wood. Caroline goes

out, right, anU retu?ms with a large

apple. Katherine turns and sees it.)

Katherine—The best o' the market

apples

!

Caroline—(Pale)—What if it is!

Katherine— (Louder) — You know
I'm going to take them to town to-

morrow !

Caroline—(Trembling)—What if I

do?

Katherine—Then why are you tak-

ing 'em?

Caroline—I guess I can take what
apples I want—so there!

Katherine—A mean trick, and so it

is. When I had 'em all polished and

wrapped to take the first thing in the

morning

—

Caroline—Oh, you and your old

apples

!

(Caroline looks at Katlierine a minute;,

wretchedly, then bursts into tears. They

fall into each other's arms.)

Katherine—To think of it! All

these years without a cross word, and

now—drat the man!
Caroline—Sister

!

Katherine—(Profanely)—Drat the
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man! 1 wish we'd never sit eyes on liiin!

Serve him right it" we send him abort

liis business

'

Caroline- Sister! And both of us as

|ood as promised to him! Besides, he

wouldn't go. lie's obstinate, for all his

quiet ways.

Katherine— (Viciously)—A week 's

notice '11 settle him!

Caroline—Kath 'rine ! We couldn't

!

Poor man—to be slighted by two in one

day, and turned out of house and home

into the bargain—we can't!

Katherine—It does seem hard. But

we can't go on like this.

Caroline—P'raps he's made up his

mind by now.

Katherine—If he has, he can't choose

but one of us. And then where '11 the

other be?

Caroline—(With a long breath)—
Sister (Pause) I—/ don't want to be

married.

Katherine—Caroline Stevens, there's

the Bible on the table. Put your hand
on that, and say those words again, if

you dare.

Caroline—(Hiding face)—I-I c-can't,

Katherine—I can't either! And
here we are, the two or us, peeking

round the corner after one man ! At our

age, too! It's shameful. Makes me hot

all over to think of it. Two silly old

women—that 's all we are

!

Caroline—Kath 'rine, don 't

!

Katherine—(Mercilessly)—Two silly

old women. But it sha 'n 't be so. Thank
the Lord, I've got some sense left in my
brain, tho' my heart's full of foolish-

ness. It shan't be so. The longer he

stays, the worse it'll be, and go he shall.

Caroline— 'Twas forced on him, to

speak.

Katherine—So 'twas—I shan't be

too hard on him. It's Fate, I guess;

and Fate better tend to his battles and

murders and sudden deaths, 'stead of

coming and bothering quiet, decent

folks. Well, and Pate sha 'n't have it all

his own way, neither. There sha 'n 'l be

no jealous wife nor sinful-thoughted

sister-in-law, not in this neighborhood.

Caroline— Sister! Such dnadful

talk!

Katherine—It's my duty to speak

out. There's bound to be suffering from

it, but we can choose to suffer respect-

able. Go he shall

!

(Come footsteps outside, and a knock

at the door. Caroline clutches Kather-

ine, and stifles a little cry.)

Katherine—Then he's made up his

mind! But it's too late now, and he

shan't name no names, if I can help it.

It'll be harder if we do know. Now,

Car 'line, you're too easy for his job.

Leave him to me, and whatever you do,

don't start snivelling. We've got to be

hard, or we'll never get rid of him.

(Another knock; Mr. Sampson enters,

beaming—a large rose in his hand.)

Katherine—(Desperately, feeling her

resolution crumble, steps forward)—
Mr. Sampson, you'll kindly take a

week's notice from today.

(The smile vanishes from Mr. Samp-

son's eyes, then from his mouth. Caro-

line begins to sniff. Katherine shakes

her. Mr. Sampson looks at the ceiling

and the walls as if he expected them to

fall on him.)

Mr. Sampson—(At last)—I'm a

stupid old fellow, I know, but I just

don't get the rights of this.

Katherine—(Wildly)—There aren 't

any rights! Will you stop sniveling,

sister ! It 's all wrong, and time it should

stop. And you mustn't ask why, for

we can't tell you. We're sorry to have

you go, and sorry to part with you ; but

go you must, and no more questions.
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Mr. Sampson—(Dazed but dignified)

If I'm not mistaken, there were words

between us concerning matrimony.

Katherine — (Stoutly) — Foolish

words ! and foolish er never spoken.

Mr. Sampson—If I 'm not mistaken, I

was told to go away and make up my
mind—or my heart, as you may say—if

I could.

Katherine—It 's too late. We '11 thank

you to say no more about it,

Mr. Sampson—If I 'm not mistaken, I

came here just now to say—with due

respect for the other lady, who's good

enough for anybody—I came to say I Ve

chosen the lady I wish to commit matri-

mony with. And the name of that

lady—
Katherine — (Exclaiming) — Don 't

say the word ! It 's hard enough already.

Don't go making it harder. Whichever

it is, her answer's got to be 'No. ' Hasn 't

it, Car 'line?

(Caroline, speechless, nods, with a

sob.)

KATHERrNE — (Softer) — With best

thanks to you all the same, and hoping

you won't think too hard of us, and

proud we 'd have been, either of us, if

—

0, will you go, and not stand there

gaping?

Mr. Sampson— (Stiffly)—Very well,

ma'am. I'm not one to force myself on

nobody. And'm not going to state no

grievance, nor ask no questions, nor

name no names. (Lays floiver on table.)

Meant for the lady of my choice, not

mentioning nobody, as I said. Well, if

I got to go, the sooner the better. I'll

send for my things later on. I can get

a bed over in town—very good beds at
|

the inn, so I'm told.

Kathereste—Mr. Sampson

—

(He lifts his hand implacably.)

Mr. Sampson—Not wishing to be be-
1

holden to nobody. And that's about all, J

I guess. Goodbye.

Katherine — (Pleading) — You '11 11

shake hands 'fore you go, Mr. Sampson-
Mr. Sampson—(Unforgiving)—No, I

don't b'lieve. 'Tis the Christian thing

to do, I s'pose; but no doubt about it, I

ought to have been born a Heathen

Turk.

(He looks at Caroline, turns and goes I

out.)

Caroline—(Wailing)—He'll scorn us
|

all his life

!

Katherine—We 've done what 's right, I

so't doesn't matter what he thinks. I

don't care, for one.

(She sees the rose, picks it up, and I

litfs it to her face.)

Caroline—(Suddenly)—Give it to

me. I'll take care of it.

Katherine—(Whipping it behind her

back)—Meant for the lady of his choice.

Maybe you think

—

Caroline—I've as much right as you

to think

—

(They look at each other with hard

eyes. Then all at once Caroline bursts

into tears again, sinks into chair and

hides face. Katherine stamps foot, goes

to fireplace and drops rose in fire.)

Katherine—It shan't be so!

(She wipes her eyes very quickly, as

The Curtain Falls



PAD GOES TO TOWN
Katharine Phelps

Twice a week Dad delivers his orders

of butter and eggs in town and brings

back the family groceries. Tins Wed-

;day he announces his intention of

going at twelve because he has some

bank business to do, and must get his

watch from the jewelers. So he must

have an early dinner.

Along in the middle of the morning

he comes in: "I guess one of you will

have to help me. What time is it any-

way? Eleven o'clock! I'll have to

hump ! I suppose twelve-thirty will do,

but not a bit later because the bank

closes at three, and I don't want to

push the horse.

"

Out in the back room Ruth finishes

packing while Dad is cleaning the eggs.

She pounds the smooth fresh butter into

jars until each one weights five pounds

and is level across the top. Then she

gets out a huge basket and swiftly places

the eges in, large ends up and in rows.

She counts as she places and for every

dozen counted she places an egg out on

the shelf. Plop ! One has rolled off and

smashed on the floor. Ruth puts a

board across the edge of the shelf and

goes on counting, and the cat sneaks in

and hastily licks the shells bare.

Dinner is announced. Everybody hur-

riedly assembles and earnestly attends

to the business of eating to live. The

meal is soon over.

Dad goes to shave. Billy hitches up
old Pasha. He brings the team up and

ties it to the well curb, and he and Ruth
load the basket of eggs in front on the

seat and the butter in back. Ten-year-

old Jessie saunters between the kitchen

and dining room, preparing for the

hated task of washing dishes. II<i- shrill

whistle is heard, wailing oul "Work for

the Xi'-ihi is Coming" with curious lack

of meaning. In the sitting room Janet

is sewing the bottom edge of the lining

of Dad's good coal—he forgot to men-

tion it before. Her face is flushed and

she works feverishly. Dad appears

carrying his vest and collar and tie.

Janet pulls her needle through with a

jerk, breaks her thread and flings the

coat down. She tackles that Waterloo

of all men, the collar button, while Dad
crouches to bring his neck within easy

reach. Ruth fixes his cuff buttons in his

cuffs. Mother is scribbling a list at the

desk. Suddenly Dad speaks:

"Say, Janet, take those shears and

clip my back hair, will you? I look like

a musician. Wait—guess I'd better sit

down. My moustache needs it too . I'm

going to get a hair cut today. No that \s

not straight,— a little more off this cor-

ner. Hey, look out for my lip!" Ruth

brings a whiskbroom and mechanically

brushes as the hair falls.

Billy brings the horse to the side door.

The kitchen clock says one. Dad
struggles into his vest and coat, and

Ruth automatically brushes again. Jes-

sie's shrill whistle is heard from the

kitchen, again an ironical expression of

the old song "Yes, there is rest." Mother

crams her list into Dad's pocket, prod-

ding him as she does: "Now don't

forget it!" Ruth hands him his hat

and gives him a little push towrard

the door. There he stops.
—"My let-

ters!" Janet flies to the desk and out

to the buckboard with them.

'

' Thanks !—Giddap ! " Pasha starts.
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"Don't forget the chickens, Billy.—

A

measure of dry mash to the youngsters

and two measures of oats and one of

middlings to the others. And water!"

He has to shout above the rattle of the

wheels.

The family is drawing its first full

breath when Jessie appears.

"Say, he forgot the oil can!" She

darts out the door, dish towel over one

arm and a five gallon oil can in the other

hand. Her brown braids flap and her

bare legs fairly twinkle as she runs

shrieking after the team. She catches

up after it stops, and slumps the can

down in front at Dad's feet. As he

whips up the horse, she stands at the

side of the road and shrieks after him:

"It's only twelve-thirty—I set the

clock ahead!"

HOOKEY IN HOLLAND
Mary Evans

White-domed cities,

Drifting by,

Wait for me

!

Drop an anchor
In the sky,

Take me with you
To the sea,

Ferry me to Amsterdam

!

Here I am.
In this tulip field I lie.

Sunsets drip about me,. Black ants climb

The tree trunks of this pygmy forest trail

And take me for a giant or a god.

How dare you climb the brown hill of my knee ?

Look, midget, I '11 transport you to my Latin

Grammar. No, it is not even fit

For you. Dead grammar of dead language ! All

Is dead ! But you and I want life. I want
To see the world, the cities where men live,

The fancy-gabled houses, standing tall,

Shoulder to shoulder, the towers, wharves, and ships.

I want to see the one-legged pink flamingoes,

Hump-backed Hindoo cows, sea-lions, tapirs,

They tell of, at the zoo at Amsterdam.
Here comes a fellow poling a black barge

—

Hey there ! Take a poor boy to the city

!

School, you say ? The city 's a better teacher.

Take me ! No ? Away with your old barge,

Slow as a windmill on a windless day

!

Sea gulls wheeling,

Circling high,

Swoop to me!
Take me with you
As you fly!

Take me dowrn
To Zuider Zee

!



ON LETTER WRITING
Kathleen Heile

Dating from the time when some

lucky chunk of mud in the Garden of

Eden had the honor of becoming

Adam—an Adam who doubtless wrote

love-letters to Eve on palm leaves—to

the present time when you may pave

your way to fame and fortune via a

correspondence school, letter-writing

has been an extremely important fac-

tor in the life of mankind. Through

the ages, it has been important his-

torically, from Caesar's startling note

to the senate, "Veni, vidi, vici," to that

necessity of a modern Smith girl's life

—

a special delivery, post-marked "New
Haven. '

' Through the ages it has been

important in literature: from Cicero's

epistles concerning bath-tubs, through

the shameful publication of John Keats

'

love letters, down to those tedious

affairs with which Roosevelt advised his

children. But it is not of these letters

that I would speak. Leave them to the

doctors of Latin and Greek, who concoct

them into nasty pills without any sugar-

coating whatsoever, to be thrust down
your unwilling throat as

'

' good for what

ails you." Rather let me speak of the

letters you write every day, which form

a part of your own individual existence,

in which you express yourself to those

who know you, and vainly try to camou-

flage yourself to those who don't.

It depends entirely upon the person

to whom you are writing, whether the

letter be practical or fanciful, subtle or

abruptly frank, athletic or aesthetic.

There is the type of letter you scrawl

hastily to your family, telling them that

you await your laundry with open

mouth and to please send some more

strawberry jam; imploring them to mail

you more of the root of all evil; swear-

ing that you are neat about your room,

astonishingly neat, unbelievably neat.

There is the letter you write to Aileen

of the ripe-olive eyes and the jade-green

personality—Aileen, the only one in the

world who really understands you. It

is a letter, drenched with adjectives and

dripping with inconsistencies; dwelling

on your grudges against the world in

general, and the late Sophia in particu-

lar; discussing everything from auto-

suggestion to Fords. With Aileen, you

stride Life like a broom-stick and ride

out into the night together a bouquet

of stars. To Steve you write seriously

clever letters about philosophy and foot-

ball, the type you wrould like published

in your "Life and Letters." There is

the letter you write to Mary Liz, a per-

fectly common-place letter written witli

a selfish motive: Mary Liz has the last

word of scandal, and sends you many a

raw and juicy titbit which you enjoy

thoroughly. To Carl, the red-headed

radical who has been expelled from three

colleges so far this year, y
Tou write free

verse

:

There is a moon in Northampton

—

Just a wisp of a moon, thin and redly

cold,

Blown into the sky by the giant wind.
Hungry moon

—

Trying to catch and eat the stars

;

With the passing hour he will die of

indigestion,

And be buried beneath the pale purple
hills

In the far distance.
# # #

There was once another moon

:

Fat, middle-aged, complacent;
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Yellow butter-ball of a moon.
But in the slipping mirror of the river,

you shattered his golden reflection

into shivering splinters with your
paddle.

And the moon wept silver tears because
it meant seven years bad luck.

# * *

That was a long time ago

—

And the silver tears have frozen into

stars
—

"

There is not only an art of writing'

letters; there is also an art of reading

them. The reader must discover the

writer's mood, must guess the circum-

stance under which the letter was writ-

ten and make allowances, must have

that invaluable ability to read between

the lines. There are some people to

whom you could write the type form

of letter: "I take my pen in hand to

write you. How are you? I am fine.

Having nothing more to say I will

close,
'

' and have those people understood

just what is in your mind. Thus:
" 'I take my pen in hand.' It is a

black shiny pen with a stub nose. At

times the words slide off smoothly, sleek

verbs and endearing adjectives caressing

the white paper. Sometimes it is stub-

born and stops abruptly, shedding temp-

estuous and inky tears all over the page.

But then it remembers it is writing to

you and behaves. 'How are you?' Do
you still like to hike on stormy days and

let the wind play hide and seek with

your short unruly hair? Do you still

eat tomatoes for breakfast and go un-

scathed? Do you still wish that I had
been bom a boy? 'I am fine.' You
know that I am fine, that I am mad with

living, that swimming at three o'clock

in the morning, and reading Carl Sand-

i

1

burg under a canoe in the rain appeals :

to me as much as it does to you. 'Hav-
!

ing nothing more to say, I will close.'

There is no need of saying more. We
do not need to write at all to be on terms

of perfect understanding. To have

known each other, to have understood

each other once .... that is enough to

suffice a life-time." But friends wTho

have the ability to read between the

lines to such a great extent are very,

very rare indeed.

You are still hungry after breakfast

if the mailman (who, after the weather

man, has the worst job in this life) has

brought you no morning mail. You
dash home from classes before each of

the other mails, hoping beyond hopo

that the expected and the unexpected

letters will be there. If they are not

—

another day gone wTrong ! And the next

morning you are down extra-early before

breakfast—Sir Sleepyhead in quest of

the Holy Mail.

finis



"SPECIAL HONORS" IN ENGLAND
By a Survivor

Only they are not always "Special,"

tor if you happen to be born on the*

distaff side, and cherish dreams of exist-

ence in statu pupUlari at Oxford or

Cambridge, some sort of "cursus honor- 1

urn" lies before you as inevitabley as be-

fore any ancient aristocrat. Here in

America, the A. B. degree, with (or

mostly without) Honors, is the normal

goal; we are all, all educated men; but

in those English universities, while the

fact that the colleges for men can re-

ceive a goodly number of students allows

men to be academically mediocre, not

so runs the law in the colleges for wo-

men, such as Somerville or Lady Marg-

aret Hall at Oxford, and Newnham or

Girton at Cambridge. There is no room

save in exceptional cases, for women
students who do not mean to take

Honors. And even for the men, in those

older universities, a gulf is arbitrarily

fixed between the sheep and the goats;

all who do not enroll as candidates for

Honors but choose a "Pass degree" de-

liberately rank themselves in matters

intellectual among the second-rate. It

is to be noted that the "Pass degree" in

England demands a standard consider-

ably lower than that of the best Uni-

versities or Colleges in America. For
the ambitious in England, the only

choice lies in the question for what
"School" at Oxford or "Tripos" at

Cambridge he shall read. (One does

*[In view of the interest in Special Honors
expressed on the part of Smith students, we
have asked Miss Duckett, of the Latin Depart-
ment, to note some of the differences between
our new plan and the Oxford system. The
reader will see, from her paper, why this phrase
fails to characterize adequately our scheme of
Special Honors.]

m not "work'' or "study" in England;

one "reads"). The Smith system of

Special Honors prescribes a wide curri-

culum in the two earlier college years

for all candidates; in England special-

ization for the best students begins in

school, and they come to college as

Entrance Scholars after examinations,

competitive and therefore truly excit-

ing, in their particular field, having al-

ready devoted themselves to Economics

or Classics or Maths or Mods. Those

who enter Cambridge have usually al-

ready passed their two Entrance exami-

nations in general subjects, one admit-

ting them to the University course, the

other to their particular college, and

proceed direct to read for Honors; in

Oxford the more able students may com-

bine either Pass Moderations (the In-

termediate Examination) and Honor
Schools (the Final Examination) or

Honor Moderations and Pass Finals;

sometimes Honors are taken in both.

With regard to the details of academic

existence, it is difficult to describe in one

short paper the different conditions ob-

taining at different centres of learning,

and the following remarks are concerned

primarily with Newnham or Girton, but

the story of life in Somerville or Lady
Margaret is very similar. The morning

after her arrival the Freshman visits

her Director of Studies, and her pro-

gramme for the coming term is arranged

in a beautifully informal fashion:

"Your tutors will be Mr. V. and Miss

W. ; I see you have read no— (here fol-

lows a list of desiderata)—you had bet-

ter therefore attend Mr. X. 's lectures at

Trinity, and Professor Y.'s at Christ's;
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Mr. Z. will conduct classes twice a week

in our own college
'

'
; and so on. The

student is now fully launched. No one

is concerned very deeply about her at-

tendance at lectures ; when I was '

' up,
'

'

public opinion considered that it was

decent to be present in propria persona*,

but for each student her mind is her

own. She prepares, or does not prepare,

her assigned readings, she toils, or does

not toil, at her essays or verses. Her

tutor informally discusses her progress

over afternoon tea with her Direct-

or; but she hears little thereof. Term
reports are unknown. How then does

the system, or lack of system, work? for

undubitably it is successful. Probably

because the students are thrown on

their own responsibility ; they are, some-

how or other,
'

' inside
'

'
; most of the

world is outside, and they have to make

good. If they do not wish to stay, their

departure is a matter of moment only to

themselves ; for the world outside is con-

stantly clamoring for admittance and

their places will immediately be filled.

It is interesting to realize that the situa-'

tion which has so long prevailed in Eng-

land is rapidly arriving in the women's

colleges of this country also. There is,

moreover, for these English Honor stu-

dents the thought that the Examiners

are coming, and that the Examiners'

verdict will cling to them through life.

No pale-faced devotees of the Reflectory

were my college mates; they went eter-

nally to teas, coffees, cocoas, played

hockey with deadly intent, danced, de-

bated, plunged eagerly into social ser-

vice ; and yet the real raison d'etre was,

and is, things intellectual. The whole

week centres round the meetings with

one's tutors; they are the source of in-

spiration for the time being, in spite of

the fact that they are chosen by Destiny,

not, as in the Smith plan, by their stu-

dents. They do not officially grade, they

only comment; no marks are given for

permanent record; one's own feelings

are considered sufficient stimulus. The
great satisfaction, I think, of this kind

of system in comparison with our ordi-

nary undergraduate one, is the feeling

of leisure for work. Lectures are com-

paratively few; bells do not exist; you
can spend the whole morning at one

particular essay or exercise; you have

time to read here and there, to polish

and re-polish, to work out satisfactorily

the best you have in you to do; you do

not rush from Science to Arts, and from
Arts to Science, dragging with you a

mind that scarcely keeps pace with the

revolving horologium.

The year is divided into three or four

terms; the total period of residence in

college required each year amounts to

six months. The remaining six months

one ''reads," more or less, at home, or

in "reading parties," or, if advised to]

do so, in the long vacation term at col-

lege ; for vacations are given, not holi

days; and "reading-lists" are exacte

at the beginning of each term. Fe
week-ends are allowed during term, few

"nights off." As the "First Year']

progresses, opinion divides its students

into probable Firsts, Seconds, Thirds,

accordingly as expectation awaits their

attaining a First, Second, or Third

Class of Honors in the Final Examina-

tions. In the Smith plan, Honors are

the important matter; Highest Honors

are not necessary for salvation. In Eng-

land, Honors are taken for granted,

—

the Class is the Thing; for an expected

"First" to get a "Second," or a "Sec-

ond" to get a "Third", is regarded as a

tragedy of the deepest dye.

Occasionally—in my case once a

year—formal tests are given, in which

students are classed 1, 2, or 3 ; these have

Hi
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no influence on the final verdict. I >ut

t thr end of two years, ov two years

and a term, the reckoning comes; the

day dawns, heralded long ago in college

calendars. No excuse can be wrung
from the Pareae, nol even by Bygieia

lerself; you may have scarlet fever com-

Bg on; you may suddenly go blind;

you may plead tin 4 Jewish Sabbath; but

the laws hold good. You write or dic-

tate your papers in bed, or you are held

in durance and bondage till your con-

rice permits you to work, lest you

learn aught of the examination menu.

If you really collapse audit's in rebus,

you go through life (in the college cata-

logue) with JEgrotat against your name,

a certificate to show you could have done

respectably, but did not have the chance.

The examinations differ, of course, in

different Universities. The papers in

each University are the same for all

candidates, men and women, in each

field ; but liberal choice of questions is

allowed. The system is less individual

than the one followed by Smith, in

which "both study and final examina-'

tions are based on the programme drawn
up separately for each student by the

General Director of her course." In

my year and field we had forty-five

hours, six hours a day, with occasional

breaks. We were objects of intense in-

terest to the rest Of the cnllcjc, and

carnal refreshment was offered us by

future victims a1 various hours from

dawn to dusk The field of battle i

for the men. a Lordly Hall, dighf with

baronial arms, U>v the women, a Baptist

Schoolroom, dighl with inspiring t<

"Fight the -nod Fight ", and "Bear ye

one another's burdens" met the eye of

the struggling " Questionist. " Some
weeks after the examinations end, the

names—and the Classes—of the candi-

dates are either pealed aloud from the

Senate steps by the Powers thai be to

a throng expectant with telegraph form

in hand, or they are published in the

leading daily papers. Those students

who work for Honors and fail, but not

too hopelessly, are listed as "excused

the Ordinary"; a fate that sounds

pleasant, but is spoken of with bated

breath,—in the women's colleges, at any

rate.

Our Smith plan for Special Honors,

then, is not an English s}
Tstem, Oxford

or other; it is our own. It is planned

to combine the chief merit of the Eng-

lish Schools, intensive study, with cer-

tain advantages of its own. But an

interchange for graduate work of Honor

students from Oxford, Cambridge, and

Smith makes a pleasant subject for re-

flection.



THE DEATH PULSE^Chapter
Sherla Colmes

The air in the Sheriff's little study

was almost blue with tobacco smoke ; here

indoors were warmth and the cheer of an

open fire in contrast to the bleak drifts'

outside. What a blizzard it had been

!

The clock on the mantle struck half past

four.

"Well, Sheriff," said the visitor, re-

filling his pipe, " it 's mighty good to get

back here in your little den. So easy to

lose track of a person's friends these

days. I should have been around to see

you even if it hadn't been for James

Randle Deerforth."

"I hope you'll get him, Ran," re-
1

turned the Sheriff. "Sorry I haven't

heard of a. desperado to suit your

description. But I guess if there's any

living detective that can find him, it's

you. That's professional truth. Re-

member the pantry at school? Takes

one born criminal to catch another."

The Sheriff roared with laughter.

"Yes, you've got me there." He
laughed heartily. "But this Deerforth

business—funny mess. He's been at it

a long time—thirty years. Political

intrigue at the bottom of it, involving a

dozen names you see in the papers every

day. Why, he was charged wtth child-

murder and the abduction of a countess,

not to mention black-mail and sale of a

cabinet secret he snaked out of one of

his victims. Somehow he got away

—

lost himself in Africa, living with the

niggers, just like one of them, and

always stirring up the dickens of a row

at the trading posts. After a while he

got tired of that, or thought he was for-

gotten, and tried to come back to civ-

ilization and reap his profits. The po-

lice remembered him, though, I can tell

you, and he was hunted for from Con-

stantinople to London. He was clever

and eluded them, but something went'

wrong in his calculations, it seems

—

buried the money too deep, most likely

—

and he got careless. They caught him
in London, but he made a getaway and

came over to the United States."

"And you've traced him here?"

"Oh, nothing so certain as that. Just'

dropped around, Sheriff."

"Amazes me, the way you got here in

all the snow. Whether trains run or

not doesn't seem to worry you a bit."

"It doesn't. My ski-cycle does the

trick. It's a good little machine; I'm

going to take out a patent soon. Explain

it to you tomorrow. But that fellow

made the cleverest escape from Lon-

don—just slipped through everybody's

fingers. They thought they had him

guarded, but
—

"

The telephone on the Sheriff's flat-

topped desk jangled abruptly.

"Excuse me a minute," the Sheriff

said, picking up the instrument.
'

' Hello

—yes—hear you perfectly—yes. All

right, Mr. Fenton, immediately."

He set the telephone back.

"Extraordinary murder just discov-

ered—the place next Fenton 's. It's

miles out there, and deep snow." He

moved about swiftly and collectedly

while he talked, putting on overshoes

and coat and a brace of pistols. "Ser-

vant murdered in cold blood—come on

out and have a look around—it's a

strange case."

"I'll take you in the ski-cycle," re-

joined the detective, rising quickly.
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"Much the quickest way. Good idea to

see the premises by daylight. It'll be

dark in forty minutes."

"Take a irmi," offered the Sheriff.

Hurriedly they pushed from the

woodshed the ski-cycle, a motor-cycle

mounted on runners. Its speed was

amazing.

''Cuts the snow the way a motor-boat

does water," the detective explained

tersely.

The Sheriff told all he knew of the

house of mystery and its occupants.

Janet had always been an invalid, al-

ways cared for by silent Therese. The

house was very old. in poor repair. Fen-

ton had gone to investigate, and finding

Therese murdered, Janet vanished, and

fresh footsteps in the snow, had hurried

home to telephone for authority.

"He sounded thoroughly scared," the

Sheriff concluded, loosening one of his

pistols from the holster. "That's the

house." Its heavy outlines loomed up.

"Hello, a sleigh in front of the gate!

And the front door open ! The devil
! '

'

The two officials leaped to the ground

and hurried up the path, pistols ready

for use. The house wTas grey and cold

;

the air was unpleasantly swT
eet. A man's

voice, muffled, came faintly down a pass-

Be. The Sheriff pulled a flash-light

from his pocket and led the way. Had
.the two not been trained to caution, they

would have fallen through a trap-door

:hat suddenly yawned open before them

in the middle of the kitchen floor. A
slim young hand wras pushing the door

lp. The Sheriff turned his flash-light

nto the dusky crypt beneath. A man
melt there pinning downi a second man,

vho had ceased to struggle. Janet

itood breathless from her effort to lift

he heavy door. She raised terrified

jyes to the two officials.

Suddenly a door creaked in the dark

end of the room, and a deep, throbbing

BOUnd proceeded from it. a w ild, pul

big, ominous sound. The detective fired

two shots ill rapid Succession toward the

door : a thud, a Crash, and all was still.

The man under ,]rvvy grew livid, and

struggled n<» furiously that he freed him-

self and made a dash for safety. The

Sheriff was too quick for him, however,

clutched him about the neck, and threw

him. Jerry leaped up to the kitchen

floor, and Fenton's hired man was soon

secured with a clothesline pulled down

from above the stove.

All at once there vras a sound of

voices, a rush, a crash. An outside

door was burst open, and three men came

hurtling through, Hodge in the lead.

" Where's that nigger? Where's that

devil of a nigger?" he shouted, then

drewT back, seeing Jerry.
'

' Holy blazes

!

I left that man a corpse!" he ejacu-

lated.

"Just a minute, gentlemen," said the

detective authoritatively. With firm

steps he walked to the table, took the

chimney off the one lamp, and deliber-

ately lighted it. The wick flared up,

and at last the room was clearly lighted.

It was a gruesome sight—the smashed

door, the yawning trap, the bound

prisoner, Therese 's startling corpse

across the table, Janet white and shak-

ing, Jerry with face bloody and clothes

dishevelled. Hodge and the help he had

summoned in the persons of Fenton and

the latter 's stable-boy, stood amazed. At

last every eye turned toward the half-

open door whence the dreaded noise had

proceeded a fewT minutes before.

The detective stood with pistol in hand

while the Sheriff opened the door wide.

Darkness—cellar stairs, apparently. The

Sheriff plunged down. Janet screamed,

and turned to Jerry for protection.

Silence.
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"Fenton, lend a hand, will you?" It

was the Sheriff's voice. "It's all right,

straight stairs." Fenton obeyed, en-

couraged by the presence of the detec-

tive.

Heavy steps, and Fenton reappeared,

backwards. He and the Sheriff were

carrying the lifeless body of a negro,

clad in overalls. The Sheriff dragged

after him a drum—a strange, barbarian

contrivance of stretched hides, and

bones afterwards identified as human.
'

' Now, '

' said the detective to Fenton 's

hired man, "Will you, Mr. James

Eandle Deerforth, kindly give us an ex-

planation of these antics ? '

'

Deerforth maintained stony silence.

"Then I will explain for you. Have

you a sister two years younger than

you -to Janet.

"Yes," she said faintly.
1

' Have you ever seen her ? '

'

"No."
"Your maid told you?"
"Yes."

"You see, Mr. Deerforth, the Coun-

tess told you the truth"—he motioned

toward Therese—"For neither she nor

the girl she served had the paper that

would have made your fortune. Your

quest was entirely misdirected. After

you made her betray her husband's

secret—but that's another story—at any

rate, she couldn 't go back. And neither

is the paper in the possession of Miss

Janet's sister, who at present resides in

the Commodore in New York. In fact,

the paper is here, in my possession."

He tapped his breast pocket.

Deerforth looked at him stoically.

"Trapped," he muttered.

"As for this poor negro whom you

brought with you from the Congo, I am
most sorry to have killed him—he was

without brain of his own. I must admit,

you do things up in style, with all the

atmosphere effects. I suppose you
thought you could terrify the Countess
—she was too cool a woman for that.

"That's a paper in her hand," put
in Hodge, loudly and uneasily. Janet
trembled more and more, and Jerry
flung his overcoat about her and carried

her from the house.

The detective bent over Therese 's

corpse.

'

'
Of no consequence, '

' he said.
'

' Now,
Fenton, if you'll send in a call for the

police, I'll stay here until they come
with the coroner. Mr. Deerforth won't
object to my company, I trust."

"I must be getting home," said

Hodge loudly to no one in particular.

He found Jerry arranging Janet's rugs
in the sleigh. The night was brilliant

with stars.
'

'
The nearest station where the trains

are running, and I'll pay you anything
you like, Mr. Hodge," urged Went-
worth.

"All right, Mr. Wentworth," Hod
;

acquiesced. "Worst shock ever I got,

sure enough. I could have swore you
were dead—and me not paid—and there

when I came back with help after that

infernal big nigger gave us the slip and
locked us out, there you was alive.

Lord!"

He drove on in amazed silence. Janet

leaned happily on Jerry's shoulder.

"If you had been killed, Jerry, for

my sake like that—

"

'

' Never mind, dearest, I wasn 't. Guess

that scoundrel and his nigger had got

the habit of hitting people. Did you

ever see such a black nigger ! '

'

Janet shuddered.
1

' Oh don 't, don 't. The noise, and the

screams—and the nigger in my room

—

but he didn't come back, because I

didn't have what they wanted. Then

next day Therese brought up my break-

s'

I'
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last, and said 1 had dreamed it all. So

1 wrote to you- but there wasn't enough

ink. and 1 was afraid you couldn't read

it—and T walked through the terrible

snow to mail the letter. It took all
I

Strength. I nearly fainted, and went

into the house of an old lady who lives

all by herself two miles down the road.

Early this afternoon I came back—and
as I opened the door, thai horrible noise

began. The only secret place 1 knew

was that in the kitchen, and I ran then-.

I didn't even see Therese was killed."

She sobbed a moment. "Then I beard

steps and voices and the noise again and

again. And then I felt you were there

and needed me, so I came out—and

there you were. I was afraid for a mo-

ment you were dead."

THE

"No, no,
M he comforted, she con-

tinued to sol) like a child, and he at-

tempted to divert her. "See here," be

pulled a box from under the seat.
u For

you," lie said, untying it.

she watched, calmer. Waxed paper.

"Roses," she murmured. "They'll

freeze."

"Put them under your coat."

"White?"
"Ye
But no, there in the starlight the roses

flamed out scarlet.

"I asked for white ones," he said,

astonished. "The clerk—no, it'

miracle. They've changed just as you

are going to now, with me."

"Red! red! red!" repeated Janet

happily.

END

THE BOY WEO COULD NOT MOVE
Cecile Phillips

There is no time for sentiment.

(The little laughing boy!
I loved him for his laziness

;

I loved him for his joy.)

But work is good—to be content.

(How when his yellow head was bent,

Or his red lips in merriment
Were curving up in loveliness

He dimpled at the way the sun
Would splash upon the floor.

He laughed to see the hot tears run

;

They were so beautifully bright

He cupped his hands to clasp them tight,

And wept when they had vanished quite

Then at his tears laughed more.)

Yes, work is good—thus time is spent.

(My little laughing boy!
His hands were silken like a dress

;

His eyes were made for joy.

His work was air blown, transient,

His painting for an instant meant,
His singing, vibrant, heaven sent.)

But work is good ; it hides distress.



SELECTION
Caroline Eshman

Pauline Sands was trying to decide

whether or not she was a thorough-going

empiricist. But before she could come

to any philosophical conclusion the

light in the train grew too dim for read-

ing, and at the same time the landscape

outside became too pleasant to miss.

Pauline Sands did not look out of train-

windows at just any scenery. The

shoddy edges of the city recently passed

had not drawn her attention from the

book which now she closed. Her fastidi-

ous eye approved of these gracious sub-

urbs, the stone stations with their lines

of waiting motor-cars, the mellowing

October elms, and the pure saffron of

the sky.

To please Pauline things had to be

first-rate. She did not, as do so many
pretty girls, take things as they come.

Unconsciously all her life, and conscious-

ly for the past few years, Pauline had

rigorously practiced the policy of selec-

tion. In the books she read, the clothes

she bought, the places she went, she ex-

ercised an acute critical discrimination.

Instinctively she preferred one excel-

lency to three mediocrities. The most

excellent among people, Pauline con-

sidered, were those most intensely them-

selves, not merely syntheses of the man-

ners and ideas current in their particu-

lar environment.

Jeanette Quails, whom Pauline was

now going to visit, was always her in-

dividual self. Hence Pauline approved

of Mrs. Quails despite the extravagant,

futile life she led. Since the days at

boarding-school six years before when
Pauline had first been drawn to Jeanette

by her beauty, the two had been warm

friends. When Jeanette had at eighteen

eloped with Morris Quails, Pauline had
defended her against the tongues of

girls less charming or more noble than

Jeanette ; and Pauline felt that perhaps

soon again she would have to defend

the now bored Mrs. Quails.

But what was living save experienc-

ing? Pauline powdered her nose, for

the train was drawing into Pevering.

Pevering, in the persons of Mr. and
Mrs. Morris Quails, gaily welcomed

Pauline. Riding past the familiar

estates in the Quails' new closed car,

Pauline, brimming with a sense of well-

being, felt that the world, and particu-

larly Jeanette and Morris, could not be

improved upon, and wished the moment
in its entirety could be indefinitely pro-

longed.

"Thank God, you're out of college at

last, Pauline,
'

' said Morris, handing her

a cigarette. "Now you won't have to

catch midnight trains on Sunday even-

ings, break up parties and miss all the

fun. You can really stay with us.
'

'

"It is heavenly having finished," re-

plied Pauline.

"But I'm afraid you'll get married

right away," came Jeanette 's low

voice," and that would be even worse:

Is the exemplary Kenneth still pur-

suing ? '

'

"No, he's in South America, now."
"0 thank Heaven, because he would-

n't approve of Morris and me, and if

you married him he wouldn't let you

see us. And I couldn't bear that."

"Nor I," said Morris, looking just as

boyish as when he left college five years

ago to be married. Morris never
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changed. He seemed ambitionless, con-

tent to be static. As he had inherited

a fortune, his working was almost nom-

inal; if he had not played so excellent a

game of bridge, Pauline's opinion of his'

intellect would indeed have been low.

Morris seldom expressed an idea; now

and then he dropped remarks, generally

platitudinous. Still Pauline liked Mor-

ris: one couldn't help it. She liked

that fresh, sunburned look about him,

the tone of his voice ; his engaging,

frequent smile. And he never conceived

- the idea of not being simply Morris

Quails. That had always been enough

for him.

Jeanette was less simple than her

husband. While in appearance he was

naif, Jeanette was mysterious, reflected

Pauline, watching her friend. Under
her toque Jeanette 's large eyes, half

closed as usual, were unfathomable be-

hind their very thick black lashes. Her
small face was colorless save for her rose-

tinted lips. A slim, fine-textured hand
lay listless against the soft moleskin of

her enveloping wrap. How perfect were

the surfaces Jeanette presented, mused
Pauline, at the same time realizing more

sharply than ever before what a mobile

dissatisfaction lay beneath the languid

repose of Jeanette 's manner.

As each day of Pauline's visit with

the Quails' passed, Jeanette 's impa-

tience with her life grew more obvious

to Pauline. Jeanette was tired of

parties. She tolerated them at night,

if there were enough cocktails to keep

up her good humor, bridge stakes high

enough to keep up her interest, or music

loud enough to keep her from thinking.

In the day-time Jeanette refused invita-

tions so that she and Pauline could ride

and play golf together during the last

weeks of good weather. Every morning
they rode through wooded hills inlaid

with ponds. On one particularly over-

cast day, when the ponds were ^••<I-

colored, and the heavy beech I reea with

their orange and wine-red leaves cast

upon the wood a sinister, unearthly

g^low, Jeanette sighed: "This fascinates

me. It is like a poem. Pauline. I wish

we could ride on and on in a world like

this; 1 wish 1 didn't know that this ends

two miles ahead in a sordid village."

By hints Jeanette showed Pauline her

boredom. One afternoon unwrapping a

fabulous new evening gowm, Jeanette

suddenly turned to Pauline. "I don't

even care about seeing this," she said.

''What writer was it who spoke of a

'nostalgia for the infinite'? That is

what I have, Pauline."

Yet there came an afternoon towards

the end of the month on which Jeanette

said she was happy.

"This wind is positively intoxicat-

ing,
'

' she said on the fairway of the sec-

ond hole of the golf course. "It's better

than cold ocean water. I'm happy."

Pauline was, too. Between shots she

was occupied absorbing the scenes

around them : now an apple-orchard be-

hind a loose stone wall, with heaps of

red apples lying in the pale, silky grass

;

now, from the heights, a sweeping view

:

hills mauve with shifting cloud-shadows,

russet woods, distant gray steeples ; now
Jeanette, clear-cut against the delicate

birch trees, in turn projected upon a

sky of tenderest turquoise blue. Aes-

thetically Jeanette perfectly satisfied

her friend today. Her straight figure,

just slender enough, was clad all in dull

green, a clinging skirt, a soft wool sweat-

er, and a close hat revealing her dark

hair. About Jeanette 's lips was a half-

smile. She looked exquisite.

Such calm appreciative observation on

Pauline's part came to the most sudden

termination after the fourteenth hole.
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Jeanette sent the caddies back to the

club, saying they irritated her. Then

on the edge of a down-dipping fairway

she leaned against a pine tree and began

leisurely to smoke. Finishing her cigar-

ette she said to Pauline in her usual

restrained voice

:

"Pauline, I'm going to leave you here.

I'm not going home tonight. You've

got to go home and tell Morris that I'm

never coming back. Be as nice as you

can to him. Don't try to stop me,

Pauline. There is no use. You must go

back to the club. Parke is bringing the

car at five." She kissed Pauline very

lightly and walked away, up the path

through the pine trees.

Pauline, of course, was dazed. Yet

almost at once she felt that Jeanette 's

going was inevitable. Though she called,

she did not run after Jeanette through

the pine trees.

She suddenly felt very cold ; the wind

went through her exactly as though her

skin and bones were not of matter at all.

Simultaneously she felt as though she

had broken through reality, a shell as

brittle, as thin as all shells; as if

there were exhibited before her the

whole purpose of the elaborate arrange-

ment of the universe ; and the purpose

was that there was no purpose. The

universe was just a conglomeration,

partly ugly, partly beautiful, the star-

courses but puzzles to quicken men's

mind; all human life was a colorful

hodge-podge trying to hide its hollow

secret. So it didn't matter what one did.'
1

Pauline felt very tired. She could

hardly walk back to the club-house. Ex-

hausted, she dragged herself into Jean-

ette 's car, and Parke drove her home.

When she reached the Quails' house,

Morris had not yet returned. Pauline

went into the library and found the

usual whiskey and water waiting for

Jeanette and herself. She drank her

own share and then Jeanette 's. She
went upstairs and automatically bathed

and dressed.. Too dizzy to leave the

room she lay on the chaise longue try-

ing to summon enough restraint to meet

Morris, trying to focus her mind.

At length she descended to the library

and found Morris before the fire. He
smiled his usual engaging smile, saying,
'

' You have the color of a goddess. Golf

and that blue dress are certainly becom-

ing to you." Morris took her hand. It

was unfortunate that he, too, had been

drinking.

Pauline summoned her courage.

"Morris, can you be very, very serious

for this once? I have something dread-'

ful to tell you." And somehow, any-

how, she told him.

"I don't care, I don't care," he said

wmen he finally grasped Pauline's seri-
(

ousness. "But I've got to have another

drink. A shock—

"

Pauline walked about the room exam-

ining the blue and rose jars and boxes

of coloisone, a French imitation of

Chinese work or a Chinese imitation of

French work, Pauline forgot which. She

touched the gold-tooled Florentine leath-

er desk set ; she ran her fingers over the

tortoise-shell clock. Such things, sur-

faces, were immensely important, just

as the whiteness of her arm was, and

the fragility of the glass from which

she had been drinking. What else mat-

tered in the least except these enor-

mously important surface values—the

nice sound of Morris' voice, the frag-

rance of the chrysanthemums?

"It doesn't matter, Morris, not at all.

Jeanette went through the pine trees;

she had an idea, but after all
—

"

Morris was having another drink. He
wasn't listening to Pauline; he was be-

ginning to talk himself.
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'•
I don 't care about anj thing. I

don't love Jeanette. 1 don't love any-

body. Once 1 could have made a good

eareer, but 1 got married instead, was

just a kid. I'm not blaming Jeanette,

1 just sec through things, she does too.

But we don't tell each other. Which
doesn't matter either."

Pauline stood still now, marveling.

How alike their outlooks were! She

didn't have to explain to Morris. He
Understood, had all along.

"Pauline," his voice went on. ''You

stay here with me now. No one would

guess. ITlbelonelyotlierwi.se. Jeanette

would want you to or else—And I want

you!"

"Maybe I shall.
,7 Pauline sat down

on the couch. "What if anyone did

guess?" She felt sleepy. Morris' voice

kept pronouncing words. Morris wasn't

himself any longer. She liked people

who were themselves. Still that didn't

matter either. She tried to regrasp

firmly the feeling that had enveloped

her out by the pine trees.

"You must stay, Pauline!"

She roused herself. "If I were still

an empiricist. Morris, I would, but now
I think, I think I'm a mystic. So you

call up Parke to take me to the station,

please.
'

'

"The station?" repeated Morris.

A shrill telephone bell sounded in the

room and Pauline answered it.

•
1 [ello. Fee, thi M peak-

ing. New YYith.nl calling .' Hello. <>

Jeanette! . . . Yes, still here . . . nol

doing anything .... Yes. 1 think 1 shall

i^o .. . To meet yon tonighl I . . . Bui I

told Cecile yon had gone into town. If

you '11 nicci me at the Wil ford station . . .

Yes. the next train . . . Morris/ No."

Pauline, with a capability which

seemed apart from the rest of herself

that evening, managed to catch the

8:35 train, going north on a branch line

to New Wit ford. Morris, caring now still

less about the world, took her to the sta-

tion, and as the train pulled out, said

he was going to do some thinking.

The train lurched through the dark-

ness. Pauline sat in the cold, stale-

aired day-coach too weary to answer the

questions flickering through her brain.

Was Jeanette jealous of her alone with

Morris? Did Jeanette need her? Was
Jeanette afraid for her ? Pauline wished

she could really fall asleep. It was too

bad that golf was spoiled for her now.

Two weeks ago she had adored it. Two
weeks ago she had been reading on an-

other train, about empiricism, the

value of experiences. But what had this

experience taught her? What could

anything teach her anyhow?

"I wonder," she mused, carefully ap-

plying her lip-stick as the train at last

drew into the Wit ford station, "whether

I'm not a skeptic after all."



THE SLAUGHTER OF THE INNOCENTS
Elsbeth McGoodwin

For graveyards I have a particular

aversion. This prejudice dates back to

an early question and the information

it elicited. My nurse and I having

chanced to pass a burying ground, I

was filled with a consuming curiosity as

to the purpose of the white stones that

populated it, and a burning desire to sit

upon one. I was given to understand,

however, that tombstones were never to

be used as seats. And upon my inquir-

ing the reason for this, my companion's

voice dropped to such a bloodcurdling

note while she pronounced that they
* covered bones,' that my blood froze

within me. It was with much trepida-

tion that I ventured to ask from whence

these 'bones' might come.

"From deaders!"

Her taciturnity still further assaulted,

it was discovered that 'deaders' were

persons without any flesh on them ; who
had, in a word, degenerated to a mere

heap of bones. There was a certain

horrid delight in her words that gave

me cold shivers up and down my spine,

and nightmare for several weeks after-

ward. Howbeit, from this encounter

'dead' and 'bone' came forth bearing a

gruesome connotation that no subse-

quent experience with skeletons and

death has ever overcome.

Not many years later this episode was

made even more poignant, A red book,

large, awkward, intellectual, and insuf-

ferably dull, was brought to our gram-

mar school, and designed for frequent

reference. So general was the animos-

ity towards this book, that when a pre-

cocious wit dubbed it, from some asso-

ciation of his own, 'the graveyard,' the

name seemed so entirely apropos that it

gained a popularity far beyond its de-

serving. The term even extended in

time to all books of a similar uninterest-

ing nature. Whether my fellow 's mental

processes paralleled my own I cannot

say, but certainly from that moment,

from such books as I gave the epithet, a

veritable graveyard arose, and was as

truly peopled with bones as the first one

I met with—the bones of facts. At the

same time all facts gained a new sig-

nification. They fell into two separate

categories—the quick and the dead. And
I came gradually to realize that even

those which at the present moment
smelt most rankly of the grave had once

had an existence, although they were

now quite dead, and, for the convenience

of later exhumation, neatly buried.

Perhaps the huge number of facts be-

ing created every day had made certain

anxious men consider it judicious to kill

those who had lived to ripe old age, leav-

ing more room for the newly born.

Therefore, the former's limbs are de-

cently composed, and they are buried

compactly under little tombstones with

a "hie jacet" and the name of the fact

engraved below. The past history of

the deceased (after the manner of the

world toward a thing that is no more) is

reviewed charitably, briefly.

Alas that a fact has no redress against

the slaughter thus committed on every

hand. Let those beware who would pro-

ceed into our world with out-stretched

necks, walking and mincing as they go

and making a tinkling with their words,

for straightway they are put on man's

proscription list to wait the third or
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fourth edition of the newesl graveyard.

This outrageous onslaught has been go-

ing on, we may believe, ever since the

world began. But to go back not quite

so far, consider the pathetic fate of a

certain famous fact that was born when

the first man observing certain phenom-

ena and comparing them, remarked:

"The world is round like an orange."

Tt leaped forth from his head like

Minerva, full armed, ready and eager

for life; hut its defenses fell under the

hand of the undertaker, who, following

close behind, said

:

"The world is round."

Forthwith it keeled over, dead, and

was interred in an astronomy. And so

it goes. Facts are struck down right and

left, in every infancy before they may
he properly said to have begun to live

at all, and reduced to a mere skeleton

which can have no further interest for

any one but an osteologist. Now of

course the last thing that any one should

attempt to prove is that skeletons are

unnecessary. In a human being they are

not only essential during life to hang a

form upon, but they are the logical con-

clusion of the body. It is just here, how-

ever, that our analogy between the per-

son and fact should break down; but

some men, do doubt misled by the re

semblances between the two up to this

point, and observing thai the former in

time always decays, conclude thai a fad

should be made to do likewise, and thai

until it is reduced to bones no good may

come of it. Therefore, creeping stealthily

behind the poor unsuspecting little thing,

like a thief in the night, they kill it,

drag forth the remains triumphantly as

one who has done a noble deed, and cry:

"For the furtherance of humanity!"

and chuck it into an already well-filled

graveyard, whence they delight to drag

the protesting to behold its unsightly

remains.

Now surely if any think a danger lies

in the world's becoming too densely

crowrded with the living fact, the reckless

way in wiiieh some are applying the

remedy opens the even greater danger

that we may sicken of the too-many-

dead. And I for one would rather pass

my life in company with a few vital

facts radiating personality from every

word, than to be able to say with my last

breath

:

"I have dwelt among the skeletons of

many—yea, I have contributed a grave-

yard of my own!"

"DOMINO"
Virginia Merrill

I will go forth in mask and domino

—

And wrhen you see my motley in the sun
1 know you '11 say ' You fool

!

' But still I go
And laugh—and think my heart will break before the day is done.

For night has moonless silences and skies

Whose shadows hide me from the jeers of men

—

Then I may tear the mask from off my eyes

—

But ah—the wind blows through the dark—brings me your voice again,

Calling me 'Fool' ! You dare say that to me

—

You who are known as wise beyond your years

!

Nay

—

you're the fool, because you cannot see

That from behind my laughter and my mask there fall my tears.



A KNIGHT ERRANT
Paulina Miller

"Would you like a flower to carry

home?" I suggested shyly to the little

boy outside the fence. Shyly, because

he seemed very near that terrifying age

when a flower is an insult to the mascu-

linity of small boys. But there were

many flowers, and the garden looked in-

viting in the drowsy afternoon sunshine.

And besides, he was an engaging little

boy, with neat, shabby clothes and an

incriminating hole in the knee of his

stocking. I wondered vaguely if a flower

might cover up the hole, as well for

a tired mother as an apprehensive child.

He was magnanimous.

1
' I could come in and see,

'

' he offered.

1
' Yes, do, " I agreed, but he disdained

the gate and clambered laboriously over

the sturdy fence, after a hasty glance at

me. Just the tip of his pink tongue teased

the corner of his mouth as he made the

ascent, and perched on the top to get

breath and balance for the precarious

turn and backing down. His stout legs

wavered like an unsteady puppy's, but

he climbed down, his little blue trousers

stretched taut, his pockets bulging with

a nondescript burden.

"I was pretending that there wasn't

any portcullis,
'

' he informed me soberly,
'

' and that I had to get in to rescue you.
'

'

I was pleased.

"I'mso glad,
'

' I said.
'

' I was afraid

maybe the Three-Headed Giant might

have wounded you before the cock crew

and he lost his strength."

"Oh I killed him long before that,"

he said easily. "The Nine-Headed

Giant was rather a bother, though. You
know they are. You saw his horse

galloping away just before I scaled th

wall, didn't you?"
"Was that his horse?" I remem-

bered. "You certainly must have been

fighting hard. He was limping awfully.
'

'

"Yes," he said, "I noticed that. He
wasn't a very good horse, though, or I

could have taken him. I 've got a beauty

myself anyway."

"I wish you'd brought him," I told

him. "I have a pony myself. Pegasus

is his name. He's rather cross though

—

he only flies—I mean gallops—on occa-

sion now. '

'

"You probably worked him too hard.
'

'

the superior male informed me. "I al-

ways let my horse rest a while. He's

resting now—that's why I didn't bring

him. He could have jumped over this

wall as easy—as easy—as easy as that
! '

'

he offered largely, and took a tremendous

leap over a small stick.

"Could he?" I said, impressed.

"What is his name?"
His name, it seemed, was Winifred.

"I named him after my Mother, you

see."

"Of course," I quite understood.

"Tell me, do you have much trouble

getting hay for him this weather?"

"Oh no," he answered, "He doesn't

bother about eating much. I make him

a little hay sometimes, but generally

he 'd rather have bread and milk. Funny,

isn't it? I don't like bread and milk

much myself. The cat does though. I

have an awf'ly hard time keeping her

away while Winifred is eating. What
do you give Peg ? '

'

"Peg?" I wondered. "Oh yes, Peg!

To be sure. Well, I used to give her
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cakes nud ale, sometimes, but lately I

find a bread and milk diet better for

Ikt, too."

'"Horses arc always his, you know,"

ho corrected me gently. "Winifred be-

iiiLr his name doesn't make any differ-

luce, and Peg wouldn't either. Horses

like to be named like that. But—

I

should think ale would be an aw fly bad

ping (or a horse." He was getting a

little severe. "I'm almost pos'tivc that

ale gets all foamy like the soap after

you've had a bath." Tie blushed a little

at this indecent necessity of simile, but

his zeal hurried him on. "I think bread

and milk is much better. King Arthur,

tlmimli. never did say what lie feeds his

horses. I don't exactly know p'raps,

but I'm sure bread and milk is good.

Anyway, the main thing is to rest them.

After a whole day fighting and chasing

around after the standard bearer, and

following up the enemy, you know, a

horse gets tired. I suppose even Peg
gets tired," he suggested kindly,

"though I pr'sume you only use him
for pilgrimages and hawking and things

like that."

"Queen Guinevere did suggest once

that I come to court and ride after her

in her train." I trust my tone was
modest, though my pride was great.

He was properly awed. "Did she?

Maybe I'll see you again there then.

That 's fine ! I think she 's an awf 'ly nice

lady, don't you? When my brother's old

enough I guess I'll have him made a

page there. He's just a baby now
though. Mother 'd like that, because he

could still go home nights."

"Yes, that would be good," I agreed.

"Do you still go home nights?"

' Oh yes, usually, unless there 's a bat-

tle or something. Sometimes King
Arthur wants me to stay for a while,

you know, I just love to be at court,

don 't you f" he cried with rapt enthu-

siasm " It 's certainly fine I Bu1 I do

like to gel home though. Mother makes

very fine cookies and her hair is quite

black, too. she is really much prettier

than Queen Guinevere." with a sudden

burst of <';indor.

"I think she must be," 1 decided,

"though I am a warm admirer of the

Queen, you know."

"Of course, you ought to be. Any-

way we'd better not tell them that, had

we? You see Mother reads out of the

book about the court and everything,

when I've been wounded and have to

stay home."

"That's fine," I applauded. "And
what does Winifred do then?"

'

' Oh, he grazes—and rests.
'

' he sighed,

wandering over to the bright flower beds.

"Do you see any flowers there that

your Mother would like?" I inquired

anxiously.

"Well, this—and this—and these

two," he selected with care, his chubby

little figure squatted down on the soft

grass. "Yes, she'll like these. And I'll

take this one to put in my sword belt

when I go to court tonight—shall I?"

he glanced up at me.

"Yes, do. You will look lovely."

"I will, won't I? I hope it doesn't

rain."

"I'm sure it won't. And couldn't

you take some to Winifred, to have with

her bread and milk?"

"His bread and milk," very mildly.

"Well, I might take this rose. Wini-

fred doesn 't mind roses a bit.
'

'

" I'm so glad there was a rose then,
'

'

I sighed in relief. "I can let the port-

cullis down from this side, you know, if

you really must go.
'

'

1
' Why so you can ! " he said in pleased

surprise. "Do you know, I've never
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been on a portcullis! But don't tell

Queen Guinevere will you?"

"No, I won't," I promised, opening

the gate for him. He went through it

in awed importance and with a martial

tread. He paused however to call

through the fence a polite good bye.

"Next time I come I'll bring Wini-

fred, and he can play with Peg while we
talk," he promised.

THE MEMORY
Evelyn Hardy

In the uncertain mist of years-to-be

I think the memory of your house will come
And stand before me, like a child at home
After long years.

Then shall I surely see

The open door, and sit among you, drink
Your amber tea, read with you. sing your songs,

Hear then your golden laughter as it throngs
Around us : seated at the table, think

You intimately wise and kind, to hear
My words again ; once more within the glow
Of firelight see vour faces smiling near
Me.—

But fading, will I pitifully go
And cling to it, as children clasp a square

Of melting sun-light—and find nothing there.



JUST AS YOU SAY-A Tale With A Moral
Jane Cassitly

(This is the story Old CatKleen told

Cathleen the night before fin- marriagi )

It was potatoes and broth they wore

having for supper, and there were only

three potatoes. One was a big potato,

and the others wore little ones.

She was just going to cut the big

potato in two when himself came and

looked over her shoulder.

"What's that you're at?" says he.

"Making one big one two little ones

so 'twill cook the better," says she.

"Hold off, then," says he, "for it's I

that will eat the big one, and I want it

whole and handsome. '

'

"Just as you say," said she, and

popped it in as it was.

About some time later the smell of

the broth went through the house and

back again, and brought himself back

with it.

She was just atrying of the potatoes

to see if they was done when he spoke

to her.

"What's the matter here?" said he.

"Is it that the supper isn't cooked yet?"

"It is," said she, "all except your big

potato."

"Off with it then," Bays he, "and I'll

ea1 the big potato as is, for it \s buni

I am."

"Just as you say," says she pooling

his broth into bis bowl.

A little while after that ,when she

had ate all her potatoes and drunk all

her broth, she looked across at himself;

and himself was asitting and chewing

and looking most queerlike.

"That's funny," says she.

"What's funny?" says he, sourlike.

"That you're still eating, and mine all

done," says she. "What could be the

matter of it ? " says she. "Is it your

potato that's too big?"

"Get out of my sight and out of the

house," cries he, madlike, "and don't

let me see you again until it's quiet

you're willing to be."
1

' Just as you say,
'

' says she, and went

out of the house, and danced in the moon-

light with the other young people. And
glad she was to be there, and glad they

were to see her, for it wras the first time

since himself had married her. But as

for him, he stayed at home, and there

was all that evening a terrible big pain

in him just where the potato wT
as.
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Three Lovers

Frank Swinnerton

Geo. H. Dorcm Company

The sensual appeal of a healthy-

blooded young sport, the fascination of

a tactful beast, and the respect of a

good man come to Patricia Quin

—

Patricia who muses, "I suppose there

are all sorts of ways of being in love,"

and adds, with ingenious insight into

what she wants, "I've got to be needed,

and adored, and passionately wanted,

and respected, and understood." Ap-

parently only her egotism is shocked

when she discovers that she is not

needed, nor respected, nor understood,

but merely passionately wanted by

Harry, the young animal. Monty's

qualifications for the requirements are

not considered, for he serves merely as

a conventional means by which she can

go as nearly to the devil as possible, be-

fore Edgar, who apparently answers

none of the qualifications, draws her

back with his
'

' inhumanity, '

' his
'

' utter

failure to understand her," and his

apparent unresponsiveness to her charm.

And yet we know, "He loved deeply."

His smashing of her egotism ("You
don't give any admiration, you don't

think I'm wonderful. Nobody could

ever love you! You're inhuman!"),

and her feeling that merely being with

him helps her "to get clean again"

turn her to a humble penitent, and a

timely allusion to a happily married

young couple who are glad they have

babies, melts her into his arms in a

rather conventional fashion.

One feels that if the author had not

succumbed to the stereotyped mediocrity

of modern style, to the introduction oi

hysterical commonness and conventional

settings, one or two of his characters

might have retained some personal

stamina—Mrs. Mayne, Edgar's mother,

for instance, who incidentally makes an

observation about books she has been

reading.

She says,
'

' They 're not very amusing.

Very clever, I suppose, telling us all

about our thoughts—which I'm sure we
never have—and about young men and

girls who seem to me to be very dis-

agreeable and morbid and get themselves

into sad trouble about things that don't

happen to any of our friends.
'

' Perhaps

we agree, if we are willing to admit our

unsophistication.

Lilian

Arnold Bennett

Geo. H. Doran Coynpany

Lilian, the heroine of Arnold Ben-

nett's novel of that title, is, so we are

told with impressive reiteration, a most

lovely creature working in the typewrit-

ing establishment of "Felix Grig, open

day and night.
'

' She is first introduced

to us sitting in the office at eleven p. m.

with the prospect of spending the night

there alone. We are told ' * That a beau-

tiful young girl created for pleasure

and affection and expensive flattery,

should be sitting by herself at eleven

p. m. in a gloomy office in Clifford Street

in the centre of the luxurious, pleasure-

mad, love-mad West End of London

seemed shocking and contrary to nature,

and Lilian certainly so regarded it."

Upon this attitude the whole story rests.

Convinced that she was born for
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greater things than the typewriting

Hoe Lilian set out to please and every-

one came ander her spell save Miss Grig,

the manager, who dismissed her upon

some slight pretext. We are told later

tfithat it was because she was jealous for

'(Felix was in love with her. Left with

two weeks' wages, a hundred pounds in

the bank, and no position, Lilian pro-

ceeded to draw out half of her savings

to buy some really smart clothes, the

kind she should have had all her life.

Mr. Bennett explains this vagary in-

geniously, "She took to clothes as some

take to brandy." Suddenly Felix ap-

peared and while dining at a very fash-

ionable restaurant told Lilian that he

was in love with her; 'gone—far gone,"

to use his words. Together they went

to France where Lilian exulted in the

round of eating, dancing and gambling,

until Felix, who was old enough to be

lier father, succumbed to pneumonia.

Before he died they were married and
ilian returned to England and Miss

Crrig who gave over the typewriting

establishment to her. She visited the

[establishment again and had the satis-

faction of thinking "They are all work-

ting for me!" Then Lilian took Gertie

) Jackson, her old rival at the office, with

per to pick out layettes because it would
f please Gertie immensely and keep her

(Prom being too extravagant.

- Mr. Bennett has taken his subject

quite seriously and treated it without a

?leam of humor anywhere. He is con-

vinced of Lilian's charm and we are

j ;old of it but never made to feel it. The
liovel is interesting enough but there

jvould seem to be the question whether
)r not it was worth writing. Certainly

It is unworthy of the author of "The
31d Wives' Tale" or the creator of Mr.
3
rohack. H. F.

One Thing Is Certain

Sophie Kerb

(n o. If. Doran Company

"One Thing is ( lertain" Is the story

of a mistake. Lonelier West bad two

suitors, Marl Bladen and John Henry
Hyde. The former was a man of

laughter, who could go to bed dead-

drunk and wake steady-handed in the

morning, or spend days in the saddle

unfatigucd. The latter was a solemn

frequenter of prayer-meetings, a success-

ful farmer, driver of hard bargains. In

the Maryland of some half-century ago,

married was married and religion was

religion. Loucllcn's father respected

John Henry Hyde and execrated thai

roistering swearing blade of a Mart

Bladen. Louellen demanded of Mart as

.

proof that he would settle down a prom-

ise that he would keep out of rows for

three months. Despite his love for Lou-

ellen, Mart yields to temptation, and

Louellen driven by pride, marries John

Henry, only to find herself in the clutch-

es of a greedy sensualist.

After she has borne two children to

John Henry, Louellen can no longer

bear her life, and flies to Mart Bladen

for protection. Mart has not failed his

second promise, unsought by Louellen,

loyalty to her. But Louellen herself

realizes that she cannot live with Mart,

and returns to John Henry's house, but

not to John Henry. Here ends the first

part of the book.

The background of the story is the

country-side of Maryland, with its

beech-trees, its quiet river, its flowers.

We ride down joyous stretches of

smooth road with Mart Bladen ; we feel

the curious exhilaration of the southern

night with the camp-meeters. We are

admitted intimately to Mrs. West's

housekeeping arrangements, from pantry

and china-cupboard to linen closet. We
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feel that we have lived in every room'

in the house. We are as elated as she

when under pretext of provision for

wedding guests she obtains from her

husband money for silver and glass she

had long coveted. Mart Bladen's do-

mestic surroundings are still more in-

teresting. We realize the appropriate-

ness of his bare, untidy, but serviceable

house, where toothsome food is always

forthcoming at the shortest notice from

the embers of faithful old Sally's heart.

Sally and "Ephrum," Mart's body

servant, minor characters as they are,

are portrayed with no small insight into

negro mental processes and race traits

of laziness coupled with loyalty and real

affection.

The characters, in the first part of

the book, are clearly individualized with-

out being made erratic. Jane West,

Louellen's mother, is strikingly well

done. She is a woman who has faced

life for herself. She regards marriage

sanely, leaning on her husband's sub-

stantial good qualities, and disregard-

ing his meaner traits, which, to do him

justice, constituted, hoAvever obvious,

the lesser side of his character. The mo-

ment before her marriage to John

Henry, Louellen experienced a revul-

sion against him, the result of her in-

sight, as then imperfect, into the animal-

ity of his mind. The fact that Jane

West attributed this outburst to hysteria

is not inconsistent with her understand-

ing of Louellen; and although she had

momentary visions of the unseemliness

of turning away the wedding guests

already assembled, it would not be fair

to say that she deliberately forced Lou-

ellen to marry against her will. Later

when Jane West half guessed the extent

of her daughter's degradation she was

horrified, and when a little later Amos

West died, his wife lost all her grasp in

life and faded away.

Concerning the bestiality of John
Henry we are left in no darkness. The
morbidity of his mind scarcely over-

shadows the greed of his avarice. In

scathing contrast is Mart, who does not

understand hypocrisy. He never sets

foot in a church, but for all his drinking

and rioting he is every inch a finer

man than John Henry. There is the

glamor of the free-lance about Mart,

with his physical charm, his infectious

laughter, his dare-deviltry, and his en-

during love for Louellen.

Louellen herself is subtly analyzed:

Loving with a woman's love, she is

proud with a girl's pride. Her horrible

experiencing of John Henry rouses i

her all the will-power of Amos West
backed by the redoubled force of he

battered pride. Circumvent her hus-

band she must. The struggle centers on i

money, later on the fate of Judy, daugh-

ter of Louellen and Mart.

John Henry, deprived of physical

power over Louellen, who has bought

herself so far free, weaves a trap for

Judy, planning to marry her to Ed
Calloway, a youth whom religious con-

version had abruptly turned from a

notorious past. Louellen, bitterly re-

membering the moment when Jane West

forbade her withdrawal from the sud-

denly loathsome marriage with John

Henry, at length rises in despair, and

sends Judy to Mart, whom the girl

knows as a chum but not as her father.

Years of inability to help Louellen and

Judy had preyed on Mart, and at this

crisis, although he is lying in bed with

a broken back and less than a year to

live, he devises a daring expedient to

save Judy from a like fate to her moth-

er's. His expedient is the startling de-

nouement of the book. Very dramatic
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is John Henry's consequent and self-

pghteous condemnation of Louellen,

Mail, and Judy.

The book is well constructed and ar-

tistically wrought. It is a matured, pol-

ished piece of work, steeped in local color

of dialogue, camp-meeting, and tourna-

ment, and grounded in psychology. Im-

moral? Yes, in the eyes of John Henrys.

Happily we who read ean choose our own

eyes.

Spellbinders

Margaret Culken Banning

Geo. II. Doran Company

"Spellbinders" is a story dealing with

the most up-to-date of characters and

problems. Can Helen Flandon enter

politics and incur the entailed publicity

without letting her children and hus-

band slip away from her and without

losing the fineness and freshness of her

womanhood? Her husband thinks not.

Gage Flandon, a successful lawyer of

reserved exterior, is sensitive to a high

degree, and passionately fond of his

wife. His sensitiveness and his love

combine to make him intent on keeping

Helen apart where nothing vulgar or

common can touch her.

Gage feels a distinct distrust of

Helen's college friend, Margaret Duf-

field, who comes as a political organizer

to the west of middle-western city, St.

Pierre. Gage is afraid that Margaret

will draw Helen away from him in de-

votion to the woman movement, and as

e demands such complete seclusion for

is wife, his fears are not mistaken,

ith his owrn feeling for the beauty of

marriage of isolation and unvulgarized

ctity, Gage understands perfectly

hy Freda Thorstad wishes to conceal

iher marriage with an Irish poet and en-

thusiast, Gregory Macmillan, who has

been obliged to leave his bride while he

completes a Lecture tour. Various tv

in the situation COUple Gage's name

with Freda's, and this rumor, which

I lage, out of h>\ alty to Freda, will nol

cont radict, adds fuel to the smouldering

misunderstanding between himself and

Helen. At Length, however, the tai

becomes straightened out, and Gage,

though only after a perilous approach to

collapse of manhood and busini sSfl abil-

ity, becomes reconciled to possessing

Share of Eelen instead of all of her.

The relationship of ad Helen

is traced with considerable skill, and

Gregory Macmillan is charmingly drawn,

but the other characters are treated

rather superficially. Freda appears in

detail, but lacks the something that

makes a character live. Her relations

with Allie, Barbara, and Ted are not

impossible, but have too little verisimi-

litude and too much luridness. All the

younger generation is sketched in the

popular manner. They are irresponsible,

selfish, concerned only with having an

exceedingly good time. With the ut-

most bravado they go to any lengths,

totally unconcerned, with an I'd-do-

this-any-day air.

Margaret Duffield is a woman who has

cultivated an unfeminine viewpoint, and

an unnatural aloofness until she has lost

all power of feeling herself a woman in

the presence of a man. That a college

education should be the cause of her

abnormality seems as improbable as that

she represents a type which must be

reckoned with. Margaret is strongly

contrasted with Miss Norstad, an un-

pleasant little woman with a perpetual,

undiscriminating platform manner, and

a consistent desire to "better herself."

Margaret is intended in the woman
movement as an end, Mrs. Norstad as a

means.

Scattered through the book, sometimes

:
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in incongruous places, are hints of a doc-

trine of relaxation. Helen, beautiful,

mature, and clear-minded, can relax;

Mrs. Norstad, nervous, self-centered,

parrot-minded, cannot. It is an inter-

esting suggestion, and would bear fur-

ther development.

The most interesting side of the book

is the problem it presents. The author's

solution of the problem is decidedly sig-

nificant; every marriage is an adven-

ture, in which the husband and wife

must face their particular issue for

themselves. Most people spend precious

time seeking a non-extant panacea for

the difficulties of matrimony; or if

they do try to meet the question, they

make the mistake Gage Flandon made of

failing to realize the complexity of the

other person's life. But certainly the

problem is not insoluble for two people

—

even of the modern excess of self-con-

sciousness—if they are willing to learn

to make allowances. e. h. h.

BACH
Elizabeth Hart

Wooden soldiers in a row
Left—right—on they go,

Eed paint ashine

Down the line,

Beady eyes front ....

How was it a forest came to Dunsinane ?

Look where a mask slips—plain

I glimpsed a pointed ear—brave hunt

—

And there

Golden hair,

Brown eyes, a strange, shy smile,

To beguile ....

Left—right—they vanish far ... .

Mere fading footsteps past the double bar.



Guess I'll write for Monthly,—
It must be serious, mysterious, and highly intellectual.

Guess I'll write for the Cat,—
It must be foolish, silly, and highly ridiculous.

Look at this terrible mistake

What I wrote for Monthly is in the Cat,

And worse—what I wrote for the Cat is in Monthly!

Marion Hall.

Marriage is the great melting pot of

women. Was she clever, could she write,

was she president of Student Council,

athletic, could she play? What does it

matter"? She is married, that glorious

goal of all women ! She is married ; and

no one remembers her other achieve-

ments.

Marion Hall.

"CF. Note on Line 467."

Latin notes are strange and wonder-

ful things. They are there to elucidate

the text. That is we are told so. Other-

wise we might not have guessed it. As
far as I can see they go something like

this:

'

' Gallia est omnis divisa in partes tres

quorum unum habitat Belgi . . .
.

"

Line 589: Gallia: See DC 675,d; PO
745 ; NYC461. But compare

also Grafhausenbergen, "Die

Grammatiken Sonata von

Heidelberg," Bk. VII, Chap-

ter IX.

Line 590: Omnis: See note on line

599.

(On referring to line 599 we
find this information:

"omnis: compare note on

line 590.")

tres: In 298 B. C. Caesar

was still very strongly under

the influence of Quintus

Quintus Quintonius ;—hence,

"tres."

Habitat:—the most probable

reading here, though Whip-
ple-buttom has "habitatt"

which seems illogical in this

connection. Compare Caes.

X.5.I.: ". . . . ille habitat"

and ibid, 6.7. The Habitat

mentioned here was prob-

ably P. T.

Habitat— (Marcus Gaius

Habitat in case you don't

understand initials)—whose

conquests in Grebonius are

famous.

Belgi:—i.e. "Belgians."

167
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And after the required two hours of

this sort of thing you are left in much

the same state of mind as when you

began.

I am beginning to have the feeling

that Latin is an obstacle race with the

text qualifying as a hurdle and the notes

as a water trap. Happy is she who can

win through both!

Eleanor Hard.

Speaking of Regulations

As long as Council is bent on passing

rules and regulations, why doesn't it

pass a sensible one, such as that there

should be no conversation at the break-

fast table except :

'

' Good morning '

' and

"Please pass the apple pie"—or hash,

or whatever other delectable ambrosia

happens to be at hand—and "Excuse

me, please?" Harmony in this little

community of two thousand of the best

intellects in the United States is above

all tilings else to be desired. The stu-

dent mind is hampered by jealousies,

bad temper, and as Council must some

day realize, by conversation at the

breakfast table.

It would be a signal error to suppose

that silence should be enjoined because

the college girl does not wake up in good

humor. On the contrary, her good

humor at the break of day is only too

evident in the way she greets her com-

panions. But more than cheerfulness is

required for table conversation, espe-

cially early morning cheerfulness, which

is a trifle evanescent. Consider, for

instance, the homesick Freshman. She

hates college and doesn't like her house.

On the occasion, her roommate is out of

town, and a good night's sleep and her

leisurely morning bath (it's a campus

house) have somewhat restored her faith

in the maxim: "God's in his heaven,

all 's right with the world.
'

' With great

equanimity, she descends to the dining

,

room and seats herself at the table. One :

of her pet aversions also enters and seats

herself at the same table. Encouraged

by the cheerful expression on the face of

the usually unresponsive Freshman, the

pet aversion makes a commonplace re-

mark. The little Freshman is annoyed,

but her cheerfulness does not desert her

immediately and she vouchsafes an
equally commonplace reply. The pet

aversion, overcome at getting an answer
in a tone unsuffused with tears, is

startled into remarking that she and the

little Freshman haven't had any chapel

dates, and that it would be nice to make
some after breakfast. Crash ! The little

Freshman's good humor, cheerfulness,

smile and equanimity vanish ; she leaves

a delicious repast which she has scarcely
j

had time to touch and the lack of which

will cause her to flunk a Latin written

at eleven o'clock, and dashes upstairs

to fling herself down on her bed in a

torrent of tears and hatred of her fel-

low-beings, to be revived only and slight-

ly by the fact that she has a chapel date

with her favorite Senior. What a com-

monplace tragedy,—often overlooked in

the rush of our busy lives
;
yet so easily

avoided by a simple Order in Council.

The homesick Freshman is far from

being the only sufferer from the institu-

tion of talking at the breakfast table.

The Sophomore and the Junior are con-
j

sidered sulky and morose because their

newly-acquired independence of spirit

will not allow them to be led into conver-

sation when they don't wish to be led.

The Senior, silent for the same reason,

is thought haughty and self-centered.

And then there is the conscientious

person—you meet her in all classes—who

feels it her duty to make at least one

remark at each meal, and who uses up

her three for the dav at breakfast be-
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lyase no our else will rise to the occa-

sion— thus wearing out herself and

annoying her associates.

oh, Council, haste to remedy this de-

fect in the ways of our beloved Alma
Mater! Take thy gaze from off the ideal

of a highway of perfection to east it

down the alleys dark of daily trials and

tribulations!

A. P. G., 1924.

On Writing For The Monthly
Eleanor Gilchrist

It is the general verdict that the

Monthly is the pseudo-intellectual out-

put of under-graduate intelligence ; that

it is addicted to poetry about the moon

;

that the scene of its short stories is all

too often laid in Japan ; that it is preten-

tious, and self-conscious, and immature.

All of which is true.

But what people do not take into con-

sideration, what I have never heard any-

one say for the Monthly, is that it is the

most courageous undertaking in college.

Nobody minds playing on the basketball

team, or taking part in dramatics, or

singing in the choir, or being a member
of French club; the conspicuousness

attached to these various activities is

mildly pleasant. Whereas seeing ones

name signed beneath ideas that came
out of one's own head, makes one want
to go into hiding. We like to have our

acquaintances know that we are athletic,

or that we can act, or sing, or speak

French, but we do not like to have our

acquaintances know what we are think-

ing about. For a girl at college to send

a serious literary effort to a magazine

with a recognized literary purpose, is,

I affirm, the most courageous possible

act; and those who criticize our efforts

must at least acknowledge a blind

bravery which is admirable, if blunder-

ing.

Even the Monthly realizes that it

isn't very good, I think. Perhaps it is

immature, if immaturity i^ a fault in

the young. Bu1 its critics are equally

sophomoric 1 1 hope Mr. Mencken lias

not eopj righted his word |, and their

criticism is for the most part not par-

ticularly valuable. It is not construc-

tive; to be sure there are people who

destroy so beautifully that one would

rather have them tear down than have

others create ; but undergraduate critics

are no more masterly than undergradu-

ate poets, and when they are more bent

upon being clever than upon being help-

ful their excuse for appearing in print

is even less valid.

It is something to dare to be banal. I

think it is to the Monthly's credit that

it publishes poems about the moon, and

wander-lust, and such poet-worn sub-

jects ; and sentimental short stories, and

selfconscious essays. You may quote to

us that unpleasant maxim about fools

who rush in where angels fear to tread

;

nevertheless there is something rather

attractive about those fools, and little

to commend in the angels, wThose chief

virtue, that of fearing to tread, is, after

all, very negative.

Contributors to the Monthly run the

double risk of being damned as intel-

lectual by the frivolous, and condemned

as unskillful by the intellectual; surely

such dangers should appeal to our

sporting blood.

Why does the man with the wooden

leg stand on the corner to trouble our

smug complacency?

The wind shrieks down the street

—

piercing with relentless breath the

hurrying forms cowering before it. The

man with the wooden leg stands on the
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wind swept corner, holding in his ragged

red mitten his many colored pencils.

His overcoat is threadbare, partially

hidden by a dirty muffler out of which

peers his pinched, blue face. We shiver

in our huge coats as we draw the

friendly fur around our necks. We
glance furtively at his face, passive, ex-

pressionless. He makes no sign. Per-

haps we are wasting our pity. We are

relieved—still—why does the man with

the wooden leg stand on the corner to

trouble our smug complacency?

The blazing sun beats down on the

parched pavements, sucking up the ooz-

ing tar. The man w h the wooden leg

is leaning against the wall, holding in

his tattered hat his many colored pencils.

The impartial sun beats upon his bared

head covered with its scraggling grey

hair. We saunter along in our thin

dresses, glancing furtively at his face.

It is passive, expressionless. Perhaps

we are wasting our pity. We are re-

lieved—still—why does the man with

the wooden leg stand on the corner to

frcuble our smug complacency!

M. H.

The following is a reliable and time-

saving form for any review of any issue

of any collegiate magazine. Testimo-

nials to its excellence will be sent on

request.

The (insert month) of the (insert

name) is (choose three) interesting;

entertaining; enlivening; original; ex-

cellent ; a marked improvement over the

last issue; and full of variety. Al-

though it lacks (choose one) good short

story ; real poetry ; serious essay ; humor-

ous essay ; modern verse ; modern prose

;

play; editorials; fable; book review;

philosophical outlook; or influences of

the young generation, it does comprise;

(use all if possible) good short story;

real poetry; serious essay; humorous
essay; modern verse; modern prose;

play; editorials; fable; book review;

philosophical outlook ; and the influences

of the young generation. But despite

the absence of (choose the one chosen

before) good short story; real poetry;

serious essay; humorous essay; modern
verse; modern prose; play; editorial;

fable; book review; philosophical out-

look; and the influences of the young
generation, there is enough merit in

(choose two or three others) the good

short story; real poetry; serious essay;

humorous essay; modern verse; modern

prose; play; editorials; fable; book re-

view
;
philosophical outlook ; and the in-

fluences of the young generation to

counteract this.

The (choose a few) good, short story

has atmosphere, and carefully sketched

characters ; real poetry is real poetry,

—

^nons essay deals well with a difficult

sub ect ; humorous essay has a light and

graceful touch; modern verse is very

modern; modern prose is very modern;

(it would be well not to use both of

these last two) play is naive but amus-

ing; editorials are of the well-known

collegiate type, but show thought ; fable

is not quite comparable to Aesop, al-

though graceful, delightful and charm-

ing; book review shows penetration but

will probably not affect the sale of the

book; philosophical outlook might be

considered either true or false; and the

influences of the young generation are

(choose one) paramount; not para-

mount.
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IMPORTER
FORMERLY ON FIFTH AVENUE

Smart Attire
For Every Occasion

GOWNS DRESSES SUITS

COATS WRAPS BLOUSES

HATS FURS

Decisive Reductions

Now in effect on everything

Stearns Building
Two Eighty Nine Bridge St.

Springfield, Massachusetts



The

David G Coe
Shop

IMPORTERS

WOOL SCABFS AND MUFFLEBS
WOOL SPOBT HOSE

SILK HOSE SILK-AND-WOOL HOSE
VICUNA JACKETS

FOULABD HANDKERCHIEFS NOVELTY SWEATEES

I
7n
The Coe Building,

28 Vernon Street,

Springfield

Winter Footwear

Stylish in appearance, and

j effective for protection.

j

| The largest assortment in town.

OJfjomaa &. OJfjil&a

INCORPORATED

273-279 High Street Holyoke

Rl&nkBrc ... iers
fifth Avenue Boot Shop

near 42ih Street, Hew York
Style shoes of quality

Exhibit Shops in all the larger cities

THE
ELMS TEA ROOM

213 MAIN STREET

Breakfast Luncheon
Afternoon Tea

9 a. m. to 6.30 p. m. Closed Sundays

BOOTH'S CHOCOLATES
JACKSON'S CANDIES

DOUGLASS CARAMELS
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Arafcetmj of Ituoic

The Management begs to announce RUTH DRAPER in her unique character-
izations on the evening of Saturday, February 3rd. Upon this occasion Miss Draper
will present several entirely new character studies, which, since her recent Euro-
pean trip, she has presented with marked success at the Broadhurst Theater, N. Y.

Among other traveling attractions which will be shown in the near future are
"THE IMPRESSARIO, >> presented by Smith College for the College Fund;
"BLOSSOM TIME," the lovely operetta written around the life of Franz Schu-
bert with melodies from this composer's own music; IREJNE BORDONI in "THE
FRENCH DOLL" after its long New York run; the denishawn Dancers with
RUTH ST. DENIS and TED SHAWN and their group of girl dancers; and
other equally high class attractions.

Next week's pictures will be "THE DICTATOR" with WALLACE REID
at his best, on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, followed by RODOLPH VAL-
ENTINO in "THE YOUNG RAJAH" on Thursday, Friday and Saturday. This
picture presents Valentino in a thoroughly characteristic role and has even sur-

passed "BLOOD AND SAND" in popularity. Included among pictures to be
shown within the next month will be, < ' THE COWBOY AND THE LADY '

' with
Betty Compson and Tom Moore; "The TAILOR MADE MAN" with Charles

Ray; Norma Talmadge in "THE ETERNAL FLAME" which is said to be a
better picture than "SMILIN' THROUGH"; "CLARENCE", a William De-
Mille production of Booth Tarkington's stage success and "The BOND-BOY"
with Richard Barthelmess.

Albert &ieiger OJompatnj

A Silk Bandana Kerchief

Rough and tumble seems to describe it—and smart to the

last letter.—If you want to be in vogue—and of course you
do—the Bandana Kerchief thriwn over the shoulders and
nonchalantly knotted in front or to one side will be your
choice of neckwear now. A smart girdle is furnished too by
the same simple process of knotting a dashing Bandana
around one 's waist—just try it !

—

$1.59 to $6.98 each

Mail orders carefully filled.



The Green Dragon PLYMOUTH INN
W. A. SENNA, Manager

The Shop for individual and

distinctive gifts.

207 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts

Cor. West and Green Streets

European Plan, $2.00 up

Visit Our Tea Room

On the approved list of Smith College

For the biggest and best line of

COLLEGE FOOTWEAR
at popular prices

visit

FLEMING'S SHOE SHOP
211 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts



a N. FITTS

Students

Room Furnishings

137 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

WINCHESTER
Ice Skates, Skiis, Sleds,

Snow Shoes

J
Sporting goods are correct if you

get them at

The Winchester Store

<Ct*QDon't Be in the Dark on Flowers

or the Way to Use Them.

—ASK US—
FLOWEBS FOE ALL OCCASIONS

We Send Flowers by Wire

JSarr^ jflower Sbop
Your Flower Phone 2052

Foster-Farrar Company
162 Main St., Northampton, Mass.

40 King Street Northampton

E- J. Gare &_ Son

JEWELERS

112 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

Fine Shoe Repairing

Done at Reasonable Prices at the

Electric Shoe

Repairing Shop
FRANK MIENTKA

15 Masonic St., Northampton

We Can't Afford It

A man is judged by his deeds. Why not this

concern by the quality and value of its work?
If we send out a poor piece of work it is

going to hurt our business. We can't afford
that. Everything we make, press, alter, clean
or dye must be a pulling argument in our
favor.

PADDOCK TAILORING CO.
21 Masonic St., Northampton

TELEPHONE CONNECTION
Try Our Auto Delivery Service

Pleating : : Hemstitching

FORD
The Universal Car

Show Room and Parts Department

24 Center Street

Tel. 470

Service and Repairs

Hotel Garage, Rear 203 Main St.

Tel. 187

CHASE MOTOR CO.



JUST SAY, CHARGE IT
Your account la solicited at this long

Mtabliahed good shop. Xon will like our
linf vrork, prompt service and

n asonable eha i

Foil eon rely on

WITHERELL'S
for thi beet

Dry Cleaning, Dyeing, Remodeling,
Repairing and Pressing

of all garments.
Phono 1392 and our motor will call.

199 Main St., opp. City Hall
Look for the Yellow Signs

WE
THE G. W. LAYTHE SHOE CO.

cordially invite the students and faculty

of Smith College to make our store their

down-town meeting place. A pleasant

place to meet one's companions. Our

telephone at your disposal.

Next door to Western Union.

Shoes, Hosiery and Rubbers of Quality.

MARCEL WATER WAVE

Celia M, Belanger
HAIRDRESSER

Tel. 688-W

277 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON

Scalp Treatment Shampooing

SCHULTZ, Inc.
Marcel Waving Manicuring

PLYMOUTH INN
223 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

I San vi e boi \ e 3 on in sheet muiie,

grafo irda, akeleles, itringt,

etc! We x% i 1 1 be pleased to fill either

from stock <o- by special order, any of

yonr musical wants at New York and

Boston discount rates. Prompt delivery

service to your add]

WHITE'S MUSIC SHOP
Northampton.

Phono: Postal Telegraph 185 Main St.

FEDERAL
System of Bakeries

169 Main Street

Draper Hotel Building

Everything in baked goods

Federal quality.

Open or Closed Packards for Hire

City Taxicab Co.
TEL. 96-W

Draper Bldg., Edw. Sarazin, Prop.

You Can Depend on Our Service



with Flowers—A gift of flowers is

a compliment that cannot be
misunderstood.

Compliment Your Friends

Butler & Ullman

E. ALBERTS
Correct College Footwear

"RADIO BOOTS"
For every occasion

" On in a flash, off in a flash
'

'

"The Store Nearest the College"

241 MAIN STREET

Orders taken
for

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
and

STAMPED STATIONERY
at

BRIDGMAN & LYMAN
108 Main Street

JULIA B. CAHILL
219 Main Street

Specializing in

—

BLOUSES
TOPLESS CORSETS

BANDEAUX
Hand-made Underwear

Separate Skirts Hosiery

jKrOtaUmtiH

Sppartttwttt

The Draper

Northampton's Leading Hotel

WM. M. KIMBALL, Proprietor

EUROPEAN PLAN

Northampton, Maes.

Gifts That Last

JAMES BERRY
JEWELER

Official Watch Inspector

N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.

Draper Hotel Building

161 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Compliments of

Bon MarchS



You will never regret trading at

the

BOSTON FRUIT STORE
M. Giuffre & Co.

The Pioneer Fruit House of

Northampton

Tel. 370 235 Main Street

Northampton
Commercial College

Offers courses which give a

thorough technical training

to those who desire

Secretarial Positions

Positions as Commercial Teachers

Private lessons night or day

Send for catalogue

All makes

Standard and Portable Typewriters

Sold, Rented, Repaired. Supplies.

CORONA agency.

76 Pleasant Street

NORTHAMPTON - MASSACHUSETTS

Tol. 80 Day and Night Service

College Taxi Co.
Successor to Hiatt Taxi Co.

WM. G. MAIIAR, Mgr.

Taxi,

Touring Car

and

Limousine

SERVICE

Office: 188 Main St. Northampton

LAMBIE'S
We specialize in the following

merchandise for College Girls:

Corsets,

Silk Underwear,

Blouses, Silks,

Dress Trimmings

Neckwear, Hosiery,

Draperies, Coats

and Suits

Agents for

Lewandos Dye House

J. E. Lambie &. Co.
92 Main Street



BOYDEN'S
196 Main Street

Tel. 33

Come to Us

for a

REAL STEAK DINNER

Open 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

When you want

BIRTHDAY GIFTS

or

BRIDGE PRIZES

Come to us.

We have always a nice assortment on

hand directly from Japan and China

including

:

Lamps, Baskets, Beads, Jewelries, Old-

Embroideries, China and Wooden Wares,

Laquor Works and various other novelties.

T. ONO & COMPANY
14 Center Street, Northampton

Telephone 1253-W

Serves

Breakfast Luncheon Dinners

Rooms for Transient Guests

14 Henshaw Ave.
On Approved List

GRUEN—
the mark of Highest Artistry

ARTHUR P. WOOD
The Jewel Store

also the

Watch and Clock Hospital
197 Main St., Opp. City Hall

Tel. 1307-M.

CADILLAC DODGE BEOS.

Northampton Garage Co.

Next to P. O.

TAXI and RENTAL SERVICE

Teb. 8240—583

TheMary Marguerite
TEA ROOM AND FOOD SHOP

21 State St.

Luncheons and Supper 11 to 6.30

Accommodations made for private

dinner parties



Allison Spence

Photographer

Prop.

THE SHELDON STUDIO

102 Main St. Northampton

High Grade Portraiture

Specializing in soft focus and the new

spot light effects.

Photographer to the Art Department, etc.

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCES

Make

SENSIBLE GIFTS

Used by the whole family all the

year around.

NORTHAMPTON ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.
j

SLEIGH PARTIES
Taken care of at Reasonable Rates

>;>-

Phone 191-R



TODD'S
Winter time Hosiery for the Smith Girl!

Complete, new lines of winter Hosiery

for Sports and School wear.

J
Woolen Sport and Silk Hosiery de luxe in

| attractive mixtures and a variety of

| colors.

I Woolen clocked hosiery in popular favor

for Sports wear this Winter—predict the

fashion magazines.

Quality—Fair Prices—Service.

TODD'S

Harper Method
Hair Dressing

Shampooing, Treatments, Manicuring
Bob Hair Cutting

Marcel Waving Water Waving
Facial Massage

R. L. SUTHERLAND
Nonotuck National Bank Building

78 Main Street

! College Lamp Repairing

BaS^Mis
ELECTRIC SHOP
/S/ MAIN STREET PHONE IJ07W
Northampton, Mass.

FTDOT N&TIONRL
irWI KORTHAMMPTOW

TVis Bar.U on The Cornet*

The Copper Kettle

Has reopened and is serving

Breakfast Teas
j

Luncheon Supper
j

Dinner Parties Ordered in Advance

Fudge Cake Mail Orders Promptly Filled
|

j

Northampton National Bank i

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

The Bank for Everybody

We solicit your account

$e Stick (§xtm
IN HADLEY

Serves meals to order, also

Afternoon Tea.

Orders taken for sleighing parties.

TELEPHONE 646-R.

Frances S. Morse
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FOR

"QUALITY"

DRINK

Boynton's Soda

We also make Sweet Cider daily

W. W. BOYNTON, Inc|
|

31 Hampton Ave. Tel. 762-M

]
CENTRAL GROCERY

J. F. WELLS, Prop.

Tel. 1554-1553 Northampton

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS

Park & Tilford

Food Products

Ube Hrm (Tbair

Grill andi Tea House

Afternoon Tea

Chicken and Steak Dinners

The Tea-House with an Atmosphere

187 Elm Street Phone 1289-M

NOTICE
Have your Shoes repaired by

National Shoe Repairing
18 Pleasant Street

We use best leather and rubber heels,

All work guaranteed and reasonable
prices.

JOHN MATEJA

WISWELL

THE DRUGGIST

82 Main St. Northampton



HOSE
For Sport, Street, Class-room and

Evening Wear

And all kinds of dainty undies in

Silk, for all occasions, at

MILADY'S SHOPPEE
106 Main St., Northampton

(Over Bridgman & Lyman's)

HitcljeU-Mkm

PHOTOGRAPHERS

to Smith Seniors 1922 and 1923

Tel. 1753 241 Main St.

SPECIAL EATES TO STUDENTS

Mountain View
TEA ROOM

Luncheon Dinner

409 BRIDGE STREET

ON APPROVED LIST

Ueatthj ^tjap

Marcel Wave Shampooing

Scalp Treatment

iflrs. K. (glitter Moxst
47 KING ST. Telephone 1151-W

JOSEPH W. MOQUIN
INSURES

Your fur coat, furniture and
j

other articles against fire

and theft.

Rates Low

WANTED

Plain or Fancy Dressmaking

Reasonable Prices

MRS- E. M- ROSCOE
86 Pleasant St. Tel. 1405-R.

Clocking on Hosiery

Work Done by Hand
Also the

New Northampton Silk Hosiery

A Specialty

<$ift & Utility &!|0n
CENTRAL CHAMBERS

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

Make Somebody Happy
on

Christmas

with

BECKMANN'S CANDY
Mailed Promptly

Beckmann's
CANDY SHOP SODA SHOP
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EDITORIALS

Curtain, Curtain!

Fur the last time the devoted and in-

satiable readers of the Monthly look

upon the menu of editors appearing

above. When the next issue goes to

press, throe well-known names will have

disappeared from its heading; three dis-

tinguished literary figures of eampus

will have sunk into oblivion. We leave

you, with seareely a regret, to the

mercy of the new generation. Person-

ally oiu- thoughts are all for aureoles,

and the venerability of the "ex-". Our
•lay is over,—thank the gentle gods!

—

hut what a day it was! Such height of

achievement, such original glory, we
venture to say will not be equalled until

ours is forgotten,—say about March

fifteenth. And so,—our parting bow,

—

we are glad to have been privileged to

serve Smith College in its struggle for

selL'-expression, since expression it must

have. To what purpose? We neither

know nor care. To us the Monthly has

been amusing and instructive; to you it

may have been anything, from a sense

of duty to a pathological hysteria. What

matters? It's yours, you make it. And

so, adieu.

Page The Jester

One of the most just criticisms of

Monthly that we have heard is that it

lacks a sense of humor. That is true. It

is not so much the fault of the board,

which possesses some truly delightful
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wits, as of our esteemed contributors.

Reading through piles of variegated

manuscripts as we do, we are often im-

pressed with the basic seriousness of the

college mind. It is, furthermore, a

seriousness which seems shakily founded,

for it is usually centered on self. Often,

when in an unappreciative mood, we
smile sardonically, and wonder how on

earth these nice girls can, without

amusement, contemplate themselves and

write as they do. That was most un-

kind, and we apologize. The truth is

self-evident that the world's great

geniuses take themselves and their work

seriously, otherwise they would never

have been. It is unfortunate that we
never realize when we are worth real

consideration, being by nature defec-

tive in self-judgment. Consequently,

many who might easily amuse them-

selves and others in a fool's cap, are

found posturing in unnecessarily dark

dungeons, while those whose qualities

justify serious development laugh at

themselves and waste away.

It may be said that youth always

takes itself seriously. Quite right that

it should, for youth itself is worth it.

Undoubtedly a publication such as ours

offers opportunity for the expression of

this typical side of youth. But there

must be some people, even of twenty,

who have already put tongue in cheek,

and snapped their fingers at all life, in-

cluding their own. To these we appeal

to break the monotony of death and

souls and earnest imaginations. Or, it*

the completely non-serious attitude can

not be found, let some one write a story

simply because it is ludricous, or an

essay because it may entertain, or any-

thing else where self may not enter, and,

what is more difficult to explain, when

the idea that a piece of writing has re-

ceived the serious approval of self, may
be excluded. Briefly, we suggest a dose

of comedy with an objective or partly

objective point of view, as a bracer for

the neurotics.

Let it be understood, this is not an

appeal to convert the 3Iontlily into a

burst of raucous hilarity. (Imagine the

attempt !) Nor are those who write and

mean, or think they mean, what they

say to feel that their work is no longer

desired. By far the most of the good

manuscripts we receive are those of

serious notice. That is just the trouble

;

we need humor as a complement to make

the well-rounded whole, not as a sup-

plement of what we have already.

Clever satire, honestly entertaining fic-

tion, and an occasional verse snapped

from the tips of a poet's fingers would

balance death and disappointment most

excellently well.



THE LADY MILLCARA
Caroline Eshinan

•" A little more scent, Zadette," said

tin 1 lady Millcara, looking at her pale

heart-shaped face in the carved mirror

of her dressing-table. Ber handmaiden,

nose movements were soft ami whoso

brown fingers were deft, nulled the

stopper out of a t ranspaivnt amber

bottle, reflecting the light and traced

with diamond patterns, like mysterious

signs of the stars. Gently she touched

with it her mistress' incredibly soft,

pale yellow hair, and the back of her

slender neck.

"Enough, Zadette. And now my
bracelets. I shall wear them all. If

sapphires and diamond chains can win

Abishan, if the fire of emeralds, then I

shall win him, Zadette."

"If a shimmering robe, setting off to

perfection the most adorable figure in

all Padazur can win Abishan, then you,

By Lady, will win him," answrered the

handmaiden. She unlocked Millcara 's

jewel-box of alabaster and from it lifted

iflexible, flashing bracelets which one by

one she clasped upon the delicate, white

arms of the Lady Millcara.
*

' And now, '

' said the lady a little

wearily, "I am ready. There is nothing

more to do. But Zadette, 1 fear. The

gods will not be good enough. Abishan

will not love me. Only Zurishaddi

whom I do not love wants me. Only

Zurishaddi is true to me, and faithful.

But him I can never wed. It is Abishan

alone that I wTant.

"

"0, my lady Millcara, Zurishaddi

did ride so desolately awTay down the

jcyprus avenue after you bade him this

forenoon to leave you forever! Even

his horse had a mournful air as he

turned into the h'mh-ioad.
'

'

'"Stop, Zadette! I cannot

listen t.» wnrds of Zurishaddi. I can

think of no one, save Abishan. brave

handsome Abishan, son of the baron of

Tibeth. I have heard the clock in the

campanile strike four. Abishan should

be here, lie said he would come when
the tower-clock struck four."

"Perhaps, my lady, the time will pass

more quickly waiting in the orchard. In

the cool of the afternoon it is pleasant

in the shade of the olive-trees, and from

the topmost pool you can see the high-

road."

"You speak wisely, Zadette. I shall

go there to await Abishan. And if

Abishan does not desire me for a wife,

then perhaps I can rest forever at the

bottom of the deepest pool, the greenest,

clearest pool."
4

' Abishan will not disappoint you, my
Lady. There is nothing more you de-

sire? You do not wish to wear the

emerald girdle from the land of Cush ? '

'

'

' No, Zadette. I care nothing for that

girdle. But do you remember how
once I desired it? Do you remember,

Zadette, when my father sent men. to

seek for such a girdle in Buldek and

Parmenaf"
"Yes, my Lady, I remember. And I

remember, too, how my Lady wrept when
t lie men returned empty-handed.

"

"Yes, I wept then. But when I saw

the girdle of emeralds they brought me
from the land of Cush, just such a

girdle as I had yearned for, I cared

nothing for it. My old girdle of jade
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pleased me far more. But come, let us

go into the orchard, I can not breath

indoors.
'

'

So, languidly did Millcara and Zadette

move down the long hall that led to the

garden. It was softly carpeted, without

windows, and its walls were panelled

from wood soft as satin to the finger-

tips and to the eye a caressing, cool

green.

"This hall," said Millcara to her

handmaiden, "seems to go on forever.

It is as my life shall be: suave, but

empty, without Abishan."

"It is rather, my Lady, what your

life has hitherto been, for doubtless you

shall, at the end of this hall, see

Abishan. '

'

Yet when they emerged by a door-

way into the thick, gold-suffused after-

noon air, they did not see Abishan.

Alone the two ladies, the warm-tinted

handmaiden, Zadette, and the silver-

clad, lovely Millcara passed through the

gardens. Up and up they mounted by

a series of shallow marble steps, slop-

ing gradually to the hillside orchard.

At length they came to the highest ter-

race and the topmost pool fringed with

olive trees.

Sighed Millcara: "These trees make

even sadder my thoughts, Zadette.

They breathe suffering, these grave,

silver leaves; these long, pointed leaves

speak to me of melancholy things."

"But from here, my Lady, the higr1

road can be seen." Zadette extended

her brown hand to the town below in

the valley, and the white road winding

among the lemon-groves.

"Yet there rides no one on the road,

Zadette. Abishan is not coming! The

only man I would ever marry has

spurned me—

"

"Ah pardon, my Lady, but I see far

off a puff of dust!"
'

' yes, yes, yes ! I too can see ; it is

Abishan!" The Lady Millcara 's nar-

row eyes widened as she leaned over the

earven balustrade to follow the white,

tiny cloud moving steadily between the

distant rows of lemon trees. And in a

remarkably short space of time the

cloud vanished ; she heard at the palace-

gates the brittle sound of horses' hooves;

and then, almost at once, she saw Abi-

shan himself standing at the foot of the

marble stairway down below the olive-

orchard.

"Abishan has come. Will he, can he

love me, this man so handsomely made ? '

'

But before the handmaiden could

speak, Abishan had bounded up the

steps and stood smiling before Millcara.

Scarcely were greetings over when lie

said : "I tremble indeed before you, I,

so poor a thing before you. silver

maiden beneath a silver tree!"

Millcara laughed, but her long, grey

eyes were grave as she answered in her

crispest, quietest tones:

"Do not tremble, Abishan, for you

are all that I expected, all that a maiden

could desire."

"Your words move me too much; I

can no longer restrain the plea hesitat-

ing fearfully upon my lips. Will you

do me the greatest honor ever done man

:

will you marry me, Millcara?"

The afternoon and orchard were com-

pletely still; not a leaf shook. Then

Millcara answered:

"The honor you do me is great,

Abishan, but I have decided that to-

morrow I shall marrv Zurishaddi."



SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Sarah R. Riggp

There is a certain, summery smell of

grass thai always makes me think of

Sunday afternoons at home, when we

used to take walks on the hills. There

are so few trees i»n the hills, excepl for

small groves of pine, that the grass is

continually warmed into pungency

under the sun, and gives forth a scent of

hill-clover and thyme, too elusive for

description, but full of haunting sweet-

ness.

Everyone takes walks on Sunday

afternoon, by families and by tribes.

As soon as tea is over, and we children

have divided the last cookie, Father says,

"Well, there is just about time for a

stroll up to the Tekeh, before supper.

How about it?"

And Mother hands me my sailor hat.

The Tekeh is the Turkish monastery,

on the top of the hill, where lives the

village Sheih and his dervishes. The

Sheih is a great friend of my father's,

and no less a friend of us children. He
is the patron saint of the village, and in

the low-roofed monastery keeps himself

apart from the unholy world. You may
see him on any pleasant afternoon, sit-

ting on a stool under one of the great

pines outside his sun-flecked walls, in a

long, velvet-colored robe with a volumi-

nous girdle and a white turban, dozing

gently in the warm air. He is the statli-

est old pilgrim that ever trod the sacred

road to Mecca ; and from his white head

to his sandaled feet, he is the venerable

hoja. The swing of his loose garments

and the rattle of his beads as he wralks,

mark him a holy man. Once a week, in

the pale, dusky end of an afternoon, he

g06B to prayers in the tiny, yellow

mosque by the waterside It is a

prince's progress that he makes, down
tlie stony walk from the monastery,

through the narrow streets, riding on a

gray mule as venerable as himsell'. And
it is \cvy pretty to see the little chil-

dren run to salaam, or kiss the hand he

holds to bless them, smiling under his

hoary eye-brows, like the saintly soul he
is. We know the sound of the hoofs of

his mule and run out to greet him, with

the crowd of little bare-foot Moslems,

to receive our blessing with theirs.

And the Tekeh is the destination of

many Sunday walks. For, besides being

an entrancing place in itself, the way
thither is circuitous and pleasant.

Our house is on a precipitous side of'

the hill, and the garden hangs over the

road that curves slowly down to the
1

water. We are on the western side, and
from our little porch latticed with wis-

teria vines, you can look six miles down'

the Bosphorus to a haze that is Con-*

stantinople, and about ten miles north,'

where the hills hide the mouth of the

Black Sea. And as you climb higher,

this view is widened, until you can see

out over the Asiatic shore,—hills upon
rolling hills, shadowy and green and

heather-colored, with gentle valleys be-

tween. All this you can watch as you

walk up from our house. The road goes

past the houses of the American colony,

trim and prettily out of place ; and then

stretches over the hill's shoulder, and

trails away to the west, in a wavering,

dusty line. But we branch off, and take,

sooner or later, to the paths.
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These paths run criss-cross over all

the hills of Turkey, and they are the

most delightful little by-ways in the

world. They run a little, wavering dis-

tance, and end in a clump of scrub oak

bushes; or they twist among mossy

boulders, and trail away indefinitely

along the hillside. This is because nearly

all of them are made by goats and goat-

herds, who spend their summers on the

hills, and travel variously as the grass is

fresh, or the shade cool, or the water

constant. Once in a while you will

come upon a high road that seems to

lead somewhere. It winds dustily across

country for many miles, and there is not

much to see, I suppose. There are

creaking, wooden oxcarts with solid

wheels, and a driver with a red turban

and girdle, carrying a goad. And there
1

are strings of dusty little gray donkeys,

laden with double baskets of bricks, and

looped with blue beads and copper bells.

And, if you venture far enough inland,

you will sometimes fall in with a long,

slow caravan of swaying saddle-bags of

curious pattern, hanging from the pre-

cipitous backs of patient, plodding

camels, who have wandered over all the

further hills of Asia.

No walk is without its adventures,

such as a snake coiled around an old

gravestone, or a small settlement of

trapdoor spiders which Father induces

to come out in a fine rage, at the end of

a stem of grass.

At length we are at the Tekeh, and a

great shepherd dog rushes forth with

loud but friendly barks, to welcome us

and at the same time prepare the mon-

astery for guests. In the high wall

which surrounds the place, there is aN

gate, through the bars of which peeps a

solemn-faced little boy, the Sheih 's

grand-nephew and favorite. He opens

the gate for us and runs away, leaving

it ajar. We are met, within, by Hussein

Effendi, a young dervish who has hopes

of becoming head of the monastery when
the old Sheih lives no more. Hussein

Effendi leads us into an arbor, under

heavy grape-vines, where we sit on

wooden stools and await our host. Be-'

fore his appearance, however, a little

black Arab arrives with a long-necked

brass pitcher of water, and dishes of

white sweetmeat, of which Father will

allow us only one spoonful apiece. Then,

with a sweep of silken robes, the old

Sheih comes in, responding by courteous

salaams to our bows and felicitations.

The little grand-nephew, still over-

whelmed with shyness, clings to the

voluminous robes of his uncle, and will

do no more than stare at us out of

round, black eyes. The Sheih has given

us his string of amber beads to play

with, while he and Father talk of the

summer drought, and the ways of God

respecting such evil governments as do

not dig more wells.

Then the shadows of the trees become

very long against the low wall of the

house, and Father thinks it is nearly

time for supper. The Sheih is deeply

grieved that we will not stay and drink'

coffee with him, and even the little dark-

eyed nephew smiles at us at last. But

we make our salaams once again, and

after exchange of endless compliments

in the unhurried ceremony of the East,

the wooden gate is closed behind us, and

we set off down the hill.

Coffee and white sweetmeat would

have been good, we reflect; but upon

consideration, it is better to find Mother

on the porch, and bread and milk and

strawberries for supper.



OXFORD AS I SAW IT IN THE MONTH OF MAY
Louine BillsUin

•< Mi, to be m England
\.m thai April's there."

—Browning.

England in April would not mean to

an American what it meant to the Eng-

lish port. It was the first of May when

I went to Oxford, and 1 found that 1

had come too soon. For the climate,

reputably foggy, was damp, even to

liaminess; the cold penetrated into every

corner of house and garden, and made

me i eel as though I should never find

my way to the tropics again. Had 1

arrived two weeks later I would have

found the weather glorious—all that

Browning had led me to believe of

spring weather in England.

At the Oxford station were assembled

about a dozen and a halt' cabs, every

kind from the usual Oxonian hansom to

Ford taxis. From the railway station

we went through the Oxford slums

—

scarcely a couple of hundred yards

long—past the only theater of the town,

across—one cannot say what street, for

it changes its name at that very corner,

being Cornmarket on one side and St.

Bile's street on the suburban side,—into

Broad street. Broad street is scarcely

four or five times as long as it is broad.

On one side stand Balliol and Trinity

colleges (there are twenty-eight in the

university)
; on the other are a few

shops, and houses, among them ours,

Exeter college and the Sheldonian the-

ater, where the degree-conferring takes

place. Behind our house was a portion

of the city wall ; in the reign of Bloody

Mary, Cranmer must have looked from

his cell window^ in the Bocardo, the

prison in the wall, across the sight of

our house, upon Latimer and Ridley

burning at the Btake. An ii in

the street marks the spot where they

burned Not Ear away is the "Muggers'
Mummy", also the "New M
Mummy," erected for all . I

» ford

men killed in the Great War.

' day 1 set out to explore the

town by myself. It was a city on a

small scale. It had, apparently, ev<

feature Of a City, except street ears,

which were replaced by buses. The

"Corn" was lined with shops, chiefly

tailors, for }'oung Englishmen pay as

much attention to their clothes as Ameri-

can girls do. At Carfax Corner, the

meeting of the "Corn" and the "High,"
stands the only traffic "bobbie" of the

city; it is the highest point in the town,

from it one can see Christ Church

(never called ''college") and a corner

of Pembroke; one can look down High

street
—"a glorious street", "the town's

pride,"—yea, even Ruskin is said to

have admitted that it had no equal in

all the world for beauty of curve. On
either side stand shops, then the Mitre

Hotel, with its Charles the First wains-

coting, a very antique, settled-looking

low building, Queen's college. Magdelen,

and opposite. University college and

the Examination Schools, whence

emerge, at the end of term, gowned,

capped and white-tied students. Eve re-

building is of stone. Some of them are

crumbling away under the abominable

weather. They might each be called "a

venerable pile". I turned out of the

"High" up a side street, the "Turler",
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(Turl Street) passing St. Mary's

Church, or "Skimmery", whose bell

tolls so often,—past the RadclirTe Cam-

era, where most of the undergraduates

do their reading, the old Divinity

Schools, and the Bodleian Library, com-

ing out at the end of Broad street by the

Sheldonian with its carved fence posts,

crumbling away like the statue of

Ozymandias, king of Egypt,— the twelve

Roman Emperors who "are by Ameri-

can visitors so frequently mistaken for

the twelve Apostles."

When I got in, the house was as cold

as it had been in early morning. To

remain in one 's bedroom was impossible

;

in our study the fire was not yet lit. I

spent some time trying to make it burn

—

the grate was the smallest I have ever

seen, scarcely ten inches square ; the heat

from it was very little, and it looked far

from cheerful. Such is the student's

life at Oxford. His bedroom is boreal

and his study cold enough to require a

great-coat. The only way to keep warm
is to go out for a sport. And they do,

they go out to the last man, on dreary

days as well as on bright days. In good

warm weather the streets seem full of

gay men, on foot and bicycle, in white

flannels and the dark blue university

blazer with their college seal on the

pocket, going down to the river, to

tennis, rugby or cricket. Some men
work with the teams, others loiter on the

river in punts ; but everyone goes out of

doors, for the enjoyment—not for the

honor of the college, as we do. I am
sure that outdoor exercise is necessary

in a place with such a climate!

The important athletic event of the

Oxford year is the intercollegiate racing

that comes in the end of May—in Eights

Week. All other college rowing,

"tubs" and "torpids", are training for

the college eights. Inter-varsity rowing

comes in spring vacation, and partly for

that reason, and partly because so few

men train for it, it is of vastly less im-

portance to the college men. Yet it is a

higher honor to train, even, for varsity

than to row in a college eight. The man
who can wear an Eights or a Varsity

blazer has a recommendation that stands

good in business, political and social

life. All Oxford is out to see the races.

Men of athletic honor wear the college

or school blazer that they won, women
dress gaily, old Eightsmen come back

to meet the teams. The college men and

their guests watch the races from the

tops of the barges that line one side of

the river; the oarsmen have club rooms

downstairs. Canoes and punts crowd

along the bank beyond the college barges.

Each college has one, two, three or even

four eights, the boats are ranked accord-

ing to the preceeding year's results. The

river is narrow, and the boats are in

single file; if a boat gains speed and

touches, or "bumps", the one ahead of

it the two boats change places in the

next day's race. There are six days of

rowing, so there is ample opportunity

for a boat to climb up the ladder. There

is great excitement when a boat

"bumps". On the other side of the

river men run along the tow-path to

cheer their respective colleges; they

shoot pistols and give vent to such yells

as
'

' Come on, House !

'
\—'

' Go it, Jack
!

"

"Row, preachers!" When the race is

over the men dress in the barges, whence

they emerge for tea with smiling faces,

be they bumped, or bumpers. Punts

and ferries flock down the river. Every-

one is gay, and goes away hoping for

another good afternoon.

Sports form a very important part of

Oxford life, but one must always think

of the academic side also. As a matter

of fact, it is not very noticeable at Ox-
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lord. One sees a gown, tattered and

burnt, (they fan their fires with them

there!* strung around a man's neck as

lie goes tO his tutor's house to talk over

a report OB his reading, ami to gel an-

other list of hooks, some of which he

must lead; or else he is on his way to

the Camera, or, if he is a graduate or a

scholar, to the Bodleian itself, where the

quaint signs hid one "talk little and

walk quietly". After nine o'clock at

light the university statutes demand

the gown, but needless to say, it is sel-

dom worn unless the proctors have been

Pprogging" in the neighborhood. Each

college is presided over by a master,

warden, lector, dean, principal or presi-

dent : the head of the university is the

vice-chancellor. He it is who gives the

diploma, the bill for the progging fine,

censors the theatrical productions and

acts as chief magistrate for the whole

town. Wherever he goes he is preceeded

by the beadles with their silver maces;

all dons and masters wear their gowms

upon academic occasions, so one fre

quently Bees the Bcarlel and bright

colored robes about the streets. Bach

college is built in quadrangle form, with

one gateway, closed at nine and locked

at twelve, (the windows have been

barred for centuries). Within the

quadrangle the men spend most of their

time Lounging in their rooms, talking,

or perhaps, plaj ing cards. They

breakfast, lunch, and tea in their own

rooms. Chapel or roll call gets them up

in the morning. By ten o'clock the

streets seem full of people on bicycles,

going down to the river, more lis

than to some academic engagement. It

•is true indeed, that at oxford one

lounges in the ivy and is "smoked at"

by the dons. Still, as Matthew Arnold

says. Oxford has "silently told on the

mind of the country." For it give

greater knowledge than can be learned

from books, and the life of the students

there has an influence upon them which

lasts longer than can that of their

reading.

IN DREAMS
Helen Spencer Allen

In dreams in the night they come to me,
The slim princes with slanting eyes

Who have loved me through the day,
Bringing sweet paste and bracelets of jade
—They heard the shiff-shiff of my dress

On the temple stairs, and they loved me,
The little silken princes. They kiss my hair,

And they knock at the door of my heart,

Saying, '

' Salinakim : open.
'

'

Their voices are soft, caressing,

Like the voice of the wind in the cherry-trees.

And their finger-nails gleam in the moonlight.

But for me,
I do not answer, I am not at home,
I am in the land of the lotus-blossom,

I am with my love in the land of the lotus-blossom,

Listening to the frogs.



CURIOSITY
Page Williams

Scene

A city street about five o'clock of a

cliill afternoon in November. Above

the prosaic pavement, a flight of steps

rise luliitely, in\ classic grandeur to meet

a huge white column against a towering

wall. The top of the building is in-

visible, likewise, the side extends out of

sight on the left; so that the portion

represented is small, and for that very

reason, suggestive of the spacious splen-

dor of the whole.

It is a concert hall and winding up

the steps like a somber ribbon thrown

carelessly, a line of people is waiting.

They wait for the invisible door on the

left, to open on the sale of cheap seats

for the evening's performance.

Squatting complacently in the very

shadow of the steps, is a second hand

book store with book cases standing upon

the sidewalk. There are even a few low

stools, upon which one may sit to read,

or stand to poke at books in the top

shelves, quite as though one were in

one's own library.

Someone is poking at the top shelves—
but he is so tall he does not stand upon

a stool. Both tall and broad, with regu-

lar features and bright blue eyes, he

gives to the casual observer, an impres-

sion of that calm assurance which comes

from always having had everything in-

cluding brains. In this play he will be

known as The Tall Gentleman or T.

G.—
Halfway between the Tall Gentleman

at the book store aiid the line on the

steps, a young man is sitting on a soap

box; elbows on knees, knuckles digging

into his chin—eyes large with the ex-

tremity of despair only indulged in by

youth. He will be known as The Pen-

sive Young Man or Pym.

Pym is the center of interest to four

people standing in the line. The first

is a young man about the same age as

Pym, wearing a loud checked suit and a

cheerful, alert expression—whom we will

designate The Gaudy Young Man or

Gym.

There are also three girls who stare at

Pym rather too intently. They are of

the superficially clever type who absorb

knowledge like young sponges and then

have no idea what to do with it. Tlie

First Girl has large feet, large hands,

large nose, ill fitting clothes. The Sec-

ond Girl is entrancingly pretty in a

moviesque way and dressed in the height

of style as interpreted by one of garish

taste, but true instinct for color. The

Third Girl is small and lumpy with kind

eyes behind gold rimmed glasses. She

belongs on a New England farm.

As the curtain rises the four people

above described are gazing curiously at

Pym. It is a sufficiently ordinary scene.

Yet, that delicate mist which precedes

the heavier curtain of twilight, softens

the edges of things so that one is in

actual doubt as to the reality of the

picture.

First Girl : That brooding attitude is

a bad sign in animals. It's the lull be-

fore the storm y' know.

Second Girl: What dyer think he'll

do? Murder the policeman?

Third Girl: I wonder if he's crazy

or only insane.

184
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Second Girl: / wonder if he calls

limself Patrick Henry or <>nl\ Daniel

Webster.

First < !irl : Well, / V like to murder

he policeman myself. What right had

'>, t.> interfere with our amusemenl ;i

policeman !

ono < iiRiii Yeah, if he'd <>nl.\ of

let tin 1 nut continue his wild speech, I'd

lave had swell material for an original

ologue.

r < riRL •
< fee, that 's a thoughl

on Em. have a shot at imitating

him.

Third Girl: Yeah, go on Em.
ind Girl : ( Wishing to b( urgi d I.

\lhj do my rehearsing in private.

Third Girl: But wo can help polish

up the details.

5T Girl: If you get stuck, why
there's the original gump. (Pointing to

Pym) we'll ask him to set you on the

right track again.

Third Girl: An' you can spring it

oo the bunch Saturday night. It oughta

he a riot.

0ND (iiRL: (Does business of

mounting an imaginary soap box, leaves

her amis dramatically and declaims in a

husky voice) Ladies and gentlemen (Ap-

plause from the other two) I claim your

attention—in the name of reason and

common sense

—

First Girl: (Grabbing the arm of

cond). Hey, wait a minute. There

;ire developments.

Third Girl: A new country heard

from. (She waves her arm toward Gym
who has been alternately glaring at them

and studying Pym).
Gym: (To Pym). Say, man to man

now was that fake dope you were string-

rn' us or the real thing.

Pym : (Without changing his attitude

pression). More real than reality.

Gym: Yeah, let it pass. The point

bein most people is led bj their bei

insteader their heads but 3 on got a

healthy cause w hich all

pie oughter support \\
»

1 1 1 hal 'h the

main idear ain 't it .' You know w hat I

mean.

T\ m
: I don t even know w hal /

1

Gym : Wli.it \ on said in youi

\'\ m : ( Vagm ly ). < )h yea thai s]
•

: Yeah, about thai <i< nius elub.

Pi m : < renins ! What is genii]

Gym j (Relit ued). Yeah, thai '-> jn I

\\ hat I was goina ask 3 ou. 1 1 you meanl

guys like Babe Ruth what I knov.

geniuses in their line, 1 'd be on, »

Bui I'm not up on the literary stuff.

Pym: Stuff—literary stuff. That's

jusl what it is I think.

Gym: Veah, literary stuff. I'm not

lip on it. But, 1 potter hand it to tl

I
that write- and I 'm right with you

if you're going to start a elub to support

in—Whadyer eall it? Sounded like the

beginning of indigestion,—bul J didn'

recognize the end.

Pym: (Disgustedly). Club for in-

digent authors.

Gym: Yeah, indigent authors. It's

d sound reasonin' to give your spare

change to them guys what really do

sompun, stead of fallin' for the sob stuff

and flingin' pennies to brainless beggars.

Pym: (Eagerly) You think I'm

right don't you?

Gym: Yeah, but an' here's where

the pinch comes—how in hell am I to

know you're straight? You might tab 1

the spondulix and splurge it on your-

self.

Pym : I never thought of that—I eim

honest.

Gym: Say, you're so strong on rea-

son, then y' expect me to believe you're

honest just on faith. You're a good guy

yon are.

Pym : I suppose I am rather incon-
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sistant. I

—

(after a moment of inde-

cision lie reaches into his pockets and

pulls out bills—many bills of large de-

nominations. The three girls gasp a\nd

fan themselves with their hands as

though preserving consciousness with

difficult a. Gym is speechless).

Pym : You see, I don't need money
for myself. I'm asking- you to give

money for two reasons. First, it's right

and reasonable to give; for the world

would be enriehed by sueh a gift—to

genius. Second, you yourself would'

benefit spiritually.

Gym : Well you sound like a preacher,

but you look like you're on the level at

that. But to return to geniuses once

more—how do I know that you know a

good genius when you see one? You
might take my money and support a

lotta take geniuses.

Pyms Yes, I might, but I've studied

literature of all kinds ever since I could

read, and I would be rather unintel-

ligent if I couldn't judge a good book

or poem now. You, for instance, would

be insulted if I doubted your ability to

judge of ^ood ball players.

Gym: (Impressed.) Yeah, that's rea-

sonable
;
you get the spondulix—here 's

all my spare coin. (Hands Pym a 50

cent piece and a nickle—and walks off.

Pym is dazed by his sudden victory and

Gym noticing his expression reassures

him,)

Gym: At's all right. So long bo!

(He stops to light a cigarette.)

Pym : (Seeing him walk away is puz-

zled.) You weren 't going to the concert

!

Gym: (Hastily.) No, I 'm not going.

Pym : (He hasn't noticed the change

in tense—but gets up and approaches

Gym eagerly.) Were you too then,

standing in line just to experiment on

people ?

Gym : Talk American an 1 11 try to

answer. I was goin' to the concert see?

Now I'm not goin'—get that?

Pym : (Slowly.) Of course, you have

no more money. You said you were giv-

ing me all your spare change.

Gym: You're on—but don't feel bad

about it. I can stand it. Concerts are

nothin' in my young life.

Pym : Then why were you going?

Gym: Well y' see I've never been to

one—an' I thought as how I'd like to

find out if this high class music's got

anything on the jazz

—

Pym: (Joyfully.) Curiosity.

Gym: Yeah; y' might call it that.

But it's all right bo, that concert

might Ve been a total loss—an' you got

me convinced my 55 cents is going to

do somepun worth missing a concert for

anyway.

Pym: (Laughing, as he returns the

55 cents to Gym.) I've been hunting

for someone like you. Come on over

here and talk.

GrYM: What's the great idea now?

Pym: I don't need your money. I

haven 't time to start a club for indigent

authors. I'm too busy thinking. That

speech was pure imagination—You see

I'm curious too. (He thinks he has

given a perfect explanation of his ac-

tions.)

Gym: (Feebly.) I'll say you are

—

damn curious—not to say crazy. (He

stares at the 55 cents, at the line, gives

his trousers a hitch, arid walks back to

his original place muttering to himself.)

Well, for god's sake, who 'da thunk I

could be such a sucker.

(Pym is frightfully disappointed. He

stumbles towards the book shop and sits

down heavily upon one of the stools.

No one has noticed the behavior of Pym
and Gym except the Tall Gentleman and

the three girls. The girls, who were
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mhi joking about Pym's insanity, now

ire really beginning to think he is in-

mmm -They are a little frightened.

First Girl: ( With awt in. h< r vou <

.

)

Well, can you tie that ?

mnd GiRL: Honest, don't you

fiink he is crazy .'

Th( Third is silent. Gym turns on

fit ret ly—
(iui: Ho may be a nut, hut there's

mmpun about that feller that gets you

—

myway it's none o' your business, see?

i He turns away from the))), somewhat

amazed at what he's said.)

Third Girl: (Thoughtfully.) D'y

know. I think lie must be sick—delirious

or somepun

—

(The three talk together

in a subdued way.)

T. G. has been looking a Pym quietly.

If( picks up a few books he has selected,

with a shrug of the shoulders for Pym—
<n\d starts to enter the store. But, with

sudden resolution, he abandons his

policy of laisser-faire and speaks to Pym
kindly.

T. <;.: Just what are you attempting:

to do?

(
Xo answer.)

T. G.: (Annoyed.) Pardon, I didn't

quite catch the answer?

Pym : (Looking up, with a start of

-inition.) Oli, it's you is it?

T. G. : (Dryly.) Your enthusiasm

embarrasses me. (Silence.) Well!

Pym : (Violently.) I'm trying to

find out something.

T. G. : Ah yes

—

(After another

silence) If you're trying to find out

whether or not you are destined to be a

second Cicero—I should say you have

proved pretty conclusively that you are

not.

(So answer.)

T. G. : (With assumed hesitation.)

Of course, I'm no orator myself

—

but as an unprejudiced observer, I

should a«l\isc ymi to color 70m wc
with emotion' a crowd responds more

readily t<> ,-i few well-dropped tears than

to .
1 1 1 \ amount of polished syllogisms.

I
Pym shud</< rs vioU fitly.)

T. (i.
: Ah like all sensitive youth

you shudder at the word emotion.

Strange how youth is ruled by his

emotions, yet pretends in sever all rela-

tions with them and rely solely upon the

noble intellect.

Pym : Leave me alone will you I

T. G. : (In mock surprise.) But my
dear fellow, you don't realize that I'm

trying to help you.

Pym : Well you aren't

—

T. G. : (Again kindly.) I can

know.

Pym : You never did at college.

T. G. : (Seriously.) Did you ever

ask me to? Or did you expect a pro-

lessor to approach a student and

'Look here, just weep on my shoulder,

I'm going to help you'?

Pym : You couldn't help me. You're

too sure of yourself and the universe.

T. G.: And why shouldn't I be

sure?

Pym : How can you be ?

T. G. : The trouble with you is,

you expect to understand the universe.

Don't you realize that there are some

things too big for man's mind, which

he must take on faith?

Pym: No, I don't.

T. G. : God help you then.

Pym : Don't make fun of me.

T. G.: I'm not. I'm only pitying

you.

Pym : (Slowly and painfully.) That

may be all right, what you said. But,

men and what men do is a reflection of

that great Being which we can't under-

stand.

T. G.: Granted.
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Pym : And if men do utterly senseless

unreasonable things, there isn't much
hope is there?

T. G. : I wonder if you realize how
utterly ridiculous you are?

Pym : I know I'm ridiculous, but the

knowledge is scarcely helpful.

T. G. : If you realize that you are

ridiculous, how can you expect other

people to be less ridiculous?

Pym : (Desperately.) But I have a

reason. When I do things, I don't act

on blind impulse as everyone else seems

to do.

T. G. : Every man in his own way.

Did you ever try cultivating a sense of

humour ?

Pym : But a sense of humour is de-

pendant upon a sense of proportion, and

that 's just the trouble with me ; I 'm all

out of proportion. (Pause.) You see,

all my life I've done nothing but read

and think—and the more I read, the

more there is to read—and the more I

think the more there is to think. It's

intolerable. (Pause.) I've lived in my
thoughts but never acted anything. Now
I find I've been chopping wood and

there's no one to burn it.

T. G. : (Puzzled.) Chopping wood
and no one to burn it

!

Pym : I dare say it 's obscure—but

it 's what I mean. Millions of people all'

around me—and I don't know what

they are. Books don't help there. I

can't find out what they're really do-

ing—or why they do it—and I can't

think of anything to do with my own
life—or why I live at all.

T. G. : And so you stand on a soap

box and make a speech, to find out

what people are like! How youthful.

Pym : (Shivering.) Yes. If I could

only find someone like me—I thought

that one man . I feel as though I

wrere sitting on Pike's Peak, all alone.

T. G. : Not everyone can climb Pike's j

Peak—so you'll have to come down if

you want companionship.

Pym : What 's the use of thinking, if

people aren 't worth the thought ? I—oh

well, I might as well die and be done

with it.

T. G. : No heroics—or I shall be

forced to laugh at you.

(Gym has been watching with great

interest. Curiosity overcoming caution,

he walks casually towards the bookstore

and pretends to examine books. As
Pym pauses, Gym sits down on the stool

near him.)

Gym : Say, just for old time 's sake,

would you mind telling me the great

idea?

Pym: (Wearily.) I've been trying

to explain to him (Pointing to T. G.) i

I can't go all over it again. Suffice

it to say that I didn't make the speech

because I like to talk. I'm naturally

rather shy. Strange isn't it? Tell the

policeman if you like.

Gym : Oh, no harm done here. Right

as rain we are—only I was el little

curious.

Pym : (Gravely.) Concerts are worth

while you know. Do you think people

are?

Gym : (Looking inquiringly at T.

G.) Do you know his language?

T. G. : He seems to credit you with

some knowledge of men and inquires if

you consider their existence a matter to

be rejoiced over.

Gym : Oh—er—thanks. I understand

perfectly of course. (In a joking tone.)

He (JerkirDg a thumb at Pym.) don't

think much of men an'ud like to have it

a world of wimmin would he? My God

I 'd be glad, I wasn 't here. What 's more

he (Jerking a thumb at Pym) wouldn't

be here either to see whether it 'd be bet-

ter or not—kinda pointless I think.
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T <
| Gravi ly. ) you miss the

point. By men, I mean the human

inimal in general.

I scientifically speaking!

r i }.; i; .

< tl\ . The young man is

ientifii'
I
hilosopher.

m : I thought ho was some kinda

Impat'u nl hi. i Well, do \ ou I

m : Do 1 what .'

Pym : Do you think people are north

villi

I : Oh yeah. I lost sight of the

•riginal question. (Frowns thought-

fully—his hand searching his pockets

in ftc.)

T. <-'.: (Producing a silver cigarette

Allow me

!

GYM: Thanks! (Still frownis- hand

ig his pocki ts for a match.)

T G. : (Producing match.) Allow

Gym: Thanks! (Smokes—looking as

hough hi wen about to say something

ndous.) Well—I don't know. But,

a hat good would it do you if you did

now. People are, aren't they? They're

-whaddyer gonna do with em?

Pym : If I thought they were worth

while, 1 might be happy here. If I

nought they weren't worth while, I

might kill myself hoping to be happy

omewhere else.

T. G. : (Affecting surprise.) Oh, so

vou do leave something to hope. That's

meouraging.

'
: Why yes, I never thought of

that.

T. G. : And yet you've thought too

eh, you say.

i : (Who has been flunking hard.)

Well, the game is, to take things the

they are and make somepun out of

H wouldn't be any fun if every-

thing was just right in the beginning.

T. G.: Good work!

Pi ii : Perhaps you're right

!

(
: ym : Well h ill you look at thai ?

(
Tin y all slurt at tin girl who h" I

i nh n d at tin right and is wall

quickly towards th< ;>< opU

.

is full, beautiful, but awkward, with

heavy gold hair unsuitably crowned with

a sum/l black f< if hut . Hi /• aim

mid placid, I" r vou ' clear. 8h<

u battered straw suitcast which shi

deposits Uy upon t\. valk

in fn,< she speaks.)

Girl: Ts this a bread line?

(Then is a moment of amazed sQ

Then laughter bubbles from the crowd.)

Voices :

1—Did you hear her? A bread line!

2

—

(Fainter and farther off.) She

wants to know if this is a bread line.

(More laughter. The words i( bread

line'
9
are repeated several times more,

each time followed by laughter; finally

dying along the distance. The girl

laughs too, sweetly and with amazement

at her own stupidity.)

Girl: I am so silly. I've never seen

a bread line so it might have been one

you see. I'm awfully stupid though.

Is there one near?

First Girl: (Controlling her giggles

with difficulty.) If youTl go around the

corner to your right—and take the sec-

ond street left, you'll find a soup line.

We only have bread lines in the summer.

Girl: (Gratefully.) Ob. thank you!

Soup would be just as good.

T. C: (To First.) Aw cut it out

will you?

(This is too much for Gym. II <
ap-

proaches the girl and asks:)

Gym: Why are you looking for a

bread line?

Girl: (Smiling t rustfidly.) I'm

hungry!

Gym : What do you know about bread

lines?
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Girl: Oh, a long time ago. someone,

I don't remember who—p'rhaps it was

father

—

(She wrinkles her brow com-

ically.)

Gym : Never mind who.

Girl : Anyway, someone told me they

had them in cities for people who didn 't

have money to buy things with.

Gym : Then you have no money ?

Girl: (Sadly.) No.

(The crowd makes a general move-

ment of sympathy—but allows Gym to

continue his catechism.)

Gym : How did you get here ?

Girl: On a train. It was the first

time I'd been on one! I loved it. (With

an ecstatic sigh.)

Gym : How did you buy your ticket ?

Girl: With money.

Gym: (Triumphantly.) You did

have money. Now you haven't. Did

you spend it all on your ticket?

Oh no, I had lots more

!

(Sternly.) What did you do

Girl

Gym
with it?

Girl: I gave it to a man. (The

crowd gasps and the Girl looks at them

in astonishment.) Why, he asked me for

it. He needed it

!

Gym: (With sudden suspicion.) Was
it that man? (Pointing at Pym.)

Girl: (Seeing him for the first time.)

Is he sick?

Gym: (To Pym.) You! Come here!

(As Pym pays no attention what-

soever, T. G. pulls him up and over

to the line—a line no longer, but a semi-

circular group, intensely interested in

the Girl, and now, intensely antagonistic

to Pym.)

Gym : (Indicating Pym.) Is this

him?

Girl : Oh no, he was a man. You see,

I was—oh it 's such a long story, p 'rhaps

you'd rather not hear

—

T. G. : On the contrary, we would be

charmed.

Girl : You 're so sweet to me. People

are terribly nice aren't they? (Appeal-

ing to Pym.)

Gym : (Ever practical.) Goon!

Girl: Well, when father died, they

gave me the money that was left and I

came to the city to find my sister. She's

married now and I haven't heard from

her in two years, but I thought some-

one would know where she lived.

(Shrieks of mirth from her audience.)

I asked lots of people—but they didn't

answer. (Soberly.) I guess they were

too busy to bother wih me. (Pym laughs

derisively.) Then I asked a nice old

man—only he did look so sad (She looks

very solemn.)

Gym: (Who despairs of ever hearing

the end of the tale.) Well, what next?

Girl: He said he'd love to help me

find my sister but first he had to tend to

his sick wife and she needed medicine

awfully, only he didn 't have any money.

so of course I took out my purse to give

the poor man some

—

Gym: And he snatched the whole

purse I suppose?

Girl: Why how did you know? It

was a little rude of him. I am rather

slow of course but even if he was in a

hurry, it was a little rude—don't you

think so?

Gym : Damnable

!

Voices :

1—Dirty crook.

2—How long ago was it—and what

did he l©ok like?

Gym : Did you tell a policeman ?

Girl: (Round-eyed.) Why no!

Should I have? Would the policeman

help the poor man get the medicine?

First Girl: Why, of course. What

are policemen for anyway?
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Second Girl: He'd of given him

medicine all right. I *m not saying what

kind!

Girl: I'm so sorry. You Bee (Can-

tritely. ) I 'm so stupid !

f
77/ ( ( rowd laughs helplessly and Pym

(he loudest of anyone— hut not from en-

joyment, anjd his laughter is not pleas-

fo hear.)

Von

1 -There's only one thing to do. Pass

the hat for the little lady'

2—I donate my derby to the cause.

3—Can you beat it? Talk about

Babes in the Woods.

T. G. : Yes, Babies in the Woods.

Here's the oilier (Indicating Pym.)

Pym: (Loudly to T. G.) You see

them? They're passing a hat—and

filling it up—for this girl who's either

a fake or a fool. If she's a fake she

doesn't deserve the money, if she's a

fool she isn't worth it.

T. G. : You're talking like a fool

•self.

Pym: (More quietly.) Maybe I am.

; (Sits upow the soap box again.)

Gtrl: (Putting her hand on Pym's
shoulder.) Do you feel very badly?

(Pym does not reply but clutches his

forehead with his hands as though to

keep it from bursting.) Oh poor boy.

Does your head ache? I could rub it

for you.

Pym : Leave me alone.

T. 0. : (To the Girl who looks a

lifth hurt at Pym's savage reply.)

Yes, his head does ache—but he's so

obstinate, he won't let anyone help him.

Girl: (After labored thought.) Do
you s'pose p'rhaps he's hungry? I have

a little weeny headache myself—and I 'm

very hungry.

T. G.: Perhaps so.

Girl: 11 only I had Bomethh

him can'1 you give him Bomethh

T. G. : l don 'i Beem to be able to.

Gym : (Inii rrupting.) Bold out your

hands

'

( Iirl : I Si < ing th mom y in //<< hat.)

Is it for me I

Gym: (Patiently.) Yeah. A

passed a hat see. and ei chipped

in to make up for the money that—er

—

that you lost.

Gun.: Oh how perfectly sweet Yon

are darlings. (To the crowd in general

who grin sheepishly.) I never had so

much money. I shall never be able to

thank you properly! (Worriedly.)

Yoices :

l_That's all right kid.

2—Don't you worry.

Girl: If I could only do something

for you. (Her face puckers in thought

like a huge baby's) Oh, I could sing

for you, that is, if you'd like it, I'd

love to. Father thinks, thought I sang

quite nicely.

Yoices :

1—Sure

!

2—Great stuff. Go right ahead !

(The girl, without hesitation or em-

barrassment, proceeds to murder "The

End of A Perfect Day."—and every-

one listens gravely. Pym deliberate!})

puts his fingers in his ears. When she

finishes, everyone claps loudly, a few

laughing at her ingenuous smile. Pym

eloes not clap.)

Gym: (To Pym, in a fierce whisper.)

Clap, damn you, clap!

Pym: What for? Because a lot of

people arc making fools of themselves?

Girl: (Glowing like a pleased child. >

You are such darlings!

(Pym starts to his feet and turns to

the crowd.)
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Pym: (Mimicking the Girl.) You
are such darlings. That's what you get

for your money—you, who have been

standing in line for hours to go to a good

concert listen to this fool girl sing an

awful song in an awful voice and all

you do is clap and grin like a lot of

idiots. Sentimental fools that's what

you are. She'll probably drop this

money down the sewer, or something else

equally sensible.

(The crowd listens in angry amaze-

ment.)

Voices :

1—Shut up you damn fool.

2—Can him, can him

!

Pym: She's a half-wit. What can

she do for the world?

Voices: She might give the world a

few men with more sense than you seem

to have.

Gvm: Now look here, bo, be reason-

able.

Pym : Reasonable

!

Gym: Yeah, reasonable. You don't

want the money for a indigent author's

society do yer ? And here 's a good girl

—

whaddyer gonna do, let her starve? I

grant she don't seem to have much
sense—

.

Girl: (Still serene—and quite un-

aware of the storm she has brewed. She

takes the money and goes over to Pym.)

See, there's lots and lots of it. More

than I ever saw before. You can have

half because he (pointing to T. G.)

Says you're hungry too. It isn't very

nice being hungry!

Pym: You're giving half of it to

me?
Girl: Yes, isn't it nice there's such

lots. Hold out your hands and shut

your eyes

—

Voices :

1—Hey we gave that money to you!

2—She needs a guardian all right.

Girl: (To the people.) But he's

hungry too—and there 's such lots of it.

Pym : Life is very simple for you

—

isn't it?

Girl: (Vaguely.) I guess so. (With

a chai'mirig smile.) You see, I'm so very

stupid, I don't really know what you

mean.

Pym : At least in stupidity there is

no doubt.

Girl: (After a confused pause.) I

don't think you have many friends

—

you look so sad.

Pym: (Ironically.) You, on the

other hand seem to have a great many.

Girl : Oh yes—I like everyone ! Peo-

ple are such darlings. (Surveying the

money again.) It's so hard to tell how

much is half. Can you? (to Gym.)

Gym: That guy don't need any

money

!

Pym: No, I don't need your money.

Girl : Don 't you ? I'mso sorry—oh,

I mean, of course I'm glad you have

plenty of money, but I'm sorry I can't

help yon. I like to give people things.

You see, I'm so stupid, sometimes I'm a

nuisance more than a help Father says,

said I mean. And everyone ought to

be a help don't you think so?

Gym : Look here, we 'd better be get-

ting along.

Girl: Oh, are you coming? I'm so

glad.

Gym : Yes—What 's your sister 1

name ?

Girl: Jennie—Jennie Dobson—only

it's Mrs. Smith now.

Gym: (Feebly.) Mrs. Smith—well

come along, we'll look her up in the di-

rectory—only we'll get something to eat

first.

Girl: I am hungry

—

(To the crowd.)

Goodbye. You've been sweet to me—
and I hope you'll all come to see me

when I get settled.
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(They exit right amid laughing fare-

irtlls. Han, someom off-stage cries

"Tin doors an open.** Tin cry is re-

peated down the line and the crowd

surges joyfully up the steps.)

T. G. : I wonder if the doors are

ipen

!

I'\ m : (Recovering from a reverie,)

What did you say?

T. G.: 1 was wondering if you would

care to dine with me?

Pym: (Mechanically.) Awfully good

if you but

—

(He suddenly smiles queer-

/'/. ) I haven 't eaten tor quite a while.

(Rises slowly.) 1 guess everybody is

some kind of a fool.

T. I
.'.

: Is that the only conclusion

you've reached after all this raw emo-

tional display .'

Pro: (As they walk off.) He who
thinks hast, laiurhs most.

T. (i.: Question—whether it's better

to laugh or—just a minute. I almost

forgol to pay for these books.

(Thci/ enter the bookstore as the cur-

tain falls.)

FANTASY
Virginia Merrill

Last night a thousand, thousand stars and I

Watched with the dying moon.
She lay—her dim, white face half-turned aside

—

Her long, pale hair spread languidly

Across the night.

At Dawn we saw death come
So quietly—we scarcely knew she died

—

Save that the wrorld grew suddenly too dark
Because her eyes had closed

—

And Death had wrapped her body in her hair

—

And taken her within his arms

—

And borne her through the wailing of the winds.



Lucy Hodge

The hot coppery sun scorched down

on the oily waters and blistered the al-

ready peeling paint of the old house-

boat. A girl stood on the deck, leaning

against the cabin, and gazing out over

the cluttered harbor. Everywhere were

grimy tugs and ancient barges, and here

and there a battered schooner with

dingy sails and weatherbeaten hull. Now
and then an ambitious little steamboat

churned along, folding back the thick

black water in oily creases, but most of

the shipping lay as still as the water

dozing under the glaring sky. The

heavy air drooped with the reek of tar

and salt and dead fish, and heat waves

shimmered over the harbor.

The girl was staring at an old three-

master, but her thoughts were not on

its weather-scarred hull. For an image

swam before her eyes—an image that

danced in the heat-hung air, now near,

now far in the distance, but always beck-

oning alluringly. It was the image of a

tiny white cottage, with blue ruffled cur-

tains in the windows, and a gravelled

path bordered with clamshells, dazzling-

ly white, leading up to the Dutch door.

It was a modest little cottage, set in a

modest little garden, but when the old

house-boat had swung past it where it

perched demurely on a point of land, it

had seemed to the girl as though all the

vague longings of which she had been

dimly aware as far back as she could

remember, had taken shape in this little

white house with the clamshell-bordered

path. Other houses she had seen in

plenty during her short roving life,

—

city houses, country estates with ter-

raced lawns, rambling summer cottages

nestling along the shores of rivers, farm

houses, dingy tenements along the river

edge—houses of every variety, but none

of them had ever before given her that

sudden quick ache in her throat, or had

stamped their images with such clear-cut

perfection of detail on her memory. She

could see the blue ruffled curtains puffing

out in the breeze, and could almost

count the clamshells in their dazzling

white trimness.

She sighed as her gaze wandered over

the deck of the old house boat. There

was no place for straight white rows of

shells on its uneven surface, or for blue

ruffled curtains in the squat, broken-

paned windows of the cabin. Slowly her

eyes travelled the length of the boat,

absorbing every familiar detail of its

shabby dreariness, until they rested on

the bent figure of the old man sitting

hunched up in the stern. His gnarled

hands trembled as they fumbled with the

tangle of fish-line heaped about him. He

could never undo all those knots alone.

She would go and help him in a minute.

Her gaze wandered off over the water

again. How hot it was, and how dirty!

The image of the little cottage rose

again before her, beckoning insistently.

The blue curtains danced invitingly in

the delicious breeze. She longed to pick

up one of the clamshells and press her*

cheek against its cool, sparkling white-

ness. Just suppose she were walking up

the path now ! She felt the crisp crunch

of the gravel, and the faintly salt breeze

was ruffling her hair. She skipped up
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the walk and laid her hand on the cold,

door-knob, turned it. opened the

door . . .

she shook herself with a gasp. She

hail been in the point of going inside'

Somehow the thoughl of what the inside

was like had never occurred to her.

Enough for her was the lore o\' the out-

side. Bui now—why, she had almost

entered the green Dutch door! she won-

dered why she had suddenly felt that

vague sense of intruding as her hand

touched the knob. Was it that that had

pulled her so suddenly from her dream?

Well, whatever the reason, the house

had slipped quite away now. She

started toward her father, but was

arrested by a crisp "You Anne Ellen!"

from the cabin.

"Yes. Ma," and she stepped over the

splintered door sill.

"Them potatoes is ready for peelin'.

Your pa wants them biled to eat with

th' pork," and Mrs. Stubbins nodded in

the direction of the tiny kitchen.

"Yes, Ma," said Anne Ellen again,

and went into the stifling box of a room

that was pantry, larder and kitchen in

one. The greasy odor of frying pork

filled the air, and tried to crowd its way
into the cabin.

"Don't smother in that there heat,"

called Mrs. Stubbins. "Best bring the

pan outside."

"Yes, Ma," said Anne Ellen for the

third time. She felt dull and stupid,

and strangely as though she wanted to

cry. Her mother looked at her sharply

as she passed through the cabin.

"Heat been frettin' ye," she re-

marked. "After dinner ye'd best row-

around the point an' take a dip."

Anne Ellen, looked at the thick, oily

water and looked away again. She shook

her head.

"I'm all right," she said dully.

"May he there's a good picture show

in the town,"' Suggested her mother,

nodding toward the cluster of tumble-

down houses huddled around the wharf.

Anne Ellen shook her head again, and

peeled potatoes violently. Her father

left his fishing tackle and came over to

watch the process.

"Pa," said Anne Ellen suddenly,

"Ain't we ever goin' to settle down
ashore.' " llei father looked at her in

surprise

"Ashore? Us? What would us be

doin' ashore? No sirree, this here old

boat 's been home to me ever since before

ye was born, an' I guess 'twill be s'long

as I kin fool the fish into bein' cotched.

Hain't showed any signs o' losin' my
knack yit, either," and he chuckled

proudly.

1
' No sirree ! Why, ef I had to live in

the same house in the same place 'thout

movin' about, I'd as leave turn up my
toes this minute. Why," warming to

his subject, "when ye git tired o' chug-

gin ' 'round in these here rivers and bays,

ye kin come in one o ' these here harbors,

like we is now, an' settle down for a

mite o' rest, an' then be off again—no

sirree, no land-lubbering for me!"

"But Ma," queried Anne Ellen,

"does she like it the same as you do?"'

"Sure," he assented, "Your ma was

brung up on the water same as I was.

She'd be like a fish on dry land in one

o' them houses there," and he waved a

tarry thumb in the direction of the viP

lage. Then, with a sudden change of

subject, "Them's wallopin' big taters

you got there,
'

' he chuckled admiringly,

"Be good biled whole with a bit o' th'

pork grease over them."

Anne Ellen rose abruptly and disap-

peared into the cabin. Presently she

came out with her sunbonnet on.
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"I don't want any dinner," she said,

"I'm goin' ashore."

"Land sakes!" ejaculated her father.

"Not goin' t' eat any o' them tatersf"

"H'mph!" said his wife, "Wal, don't

stay too long. There's a heap o' work

to be done afore we start on in the

morning. '

'

Anne Ellen climbed down into the row

boat and shoved off.

"Goin' to the village?" called her

father, "Cause ef ye are, I'd like
—

"

"No, I'm not, Pa," and she slid her

oars into the water.

"Seems t' a lost her appytite," re-

marked the old man, watching her as

she headed out toward the open bay.

' l "Weather,
'

' said his wife briefly, and

went on with her preparations for din-

ner.

Meanwhile Anne Ellen was rowing

with long, swift strokes away from the

town. AYhere she was going she neither

knew nor cared, but she must get away

from the stifling heat of the crowded

harbor, and the squalor of the village.

On and on she rowed through the black

water, with the glare of the sun crashing

down on her head.

Suddenly a thought struck her, she

would go and find the white cottage.

They had only come a few miles since

they had passed it. It was somewhere

near the harbor. She scanned the shore

eagerly. There were so many points

and coves that it was hard to tell. She

rowed on, her eyes fastened on the shore

line. Her arms ached with the strain

of pulling against the tide, but she did

not stop. This must be the point—no

—

then the next one, surely—no—yes

—

there it was! Just as she had remem-

bered it, with woods behind it, and a

sandy beach by the water's edge. A
breeze from up the bay was ruffling the

dear blue curtains, and the afternoon

sun glistened on the white clamshells.

And then a swift resolve flashed

through Anne Ellen's mind, and knocked

the foundations of her whole world

crashing. She would not go home. She

would run away from the old house-boat

and the life of roving monotony. Her

father and mother would not miss her—
much. She would go up to the little

white cottage and knock on the door and

ask for work. She was a good worker.

Her mother often said so. She could

turn her hand to anything. She would

be willing to slave and slave if only she

could stay. Perhaps a maiden lady

lived there alone. Perhaps she would

welcome someone to wTork for her. The

house looked as if a maiden lady might

live there—a dainty lady, with soft white

hair, such as one saw in occasional maga-

zine pictures—a lady with gentle ways,

who loved the preciseness of the clam-

shells bordering her garden path, and

the demure ruffles of her blue curtains.

She would smile on Anne Ellen, and call

her "dear child" in a voice like sweet.

faded roses, and Anne Ellen would work

for her, and slave for her, asking no

reward but to be allowed to stay.

Anne Ellen let her oars trail in the

water, and rested her chin in her hand.

Her eyes wTere alight with a wistful

eagerness. She w^as in no hurry to land.

There was a deep, delicious pleasure in

prolonging the anticipation. Finally

she took up her oars and rowed ashore.

The boat slipped up on the shining sand

with a soft splash, and buried its nose

in the reeds. Anne Ellen drew in the

oars and stepped out. Slowly she walked

up the gravelled path. Her eyes were

shining as she looked at the shells mark-

ing its border. Perhaps after this it

w^ould be her duty to set them straight

each day. Perhaps tomorrow she would
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be standing on the stone step polishing

nocker, or shaking out the ruffles

of the blue curtains. She walked up

the path, her eyes fixed on their flutter-

ing folds. She would take olio little

peek in the window before she knocked

One peek at the warm, rosy room SOOU

10 he familiar to her. Cautiously she

tiptoed under the window, and peeped

in ... .

A long time she stood there, looking,

iking. Slowly her eyes filled with

hot. miserable tears. A great lump in

her throat choked her. She turned

ray and crept down the path to the

eh. She stumbled, and knocked one

the shells aside. Mechanically she

>ped and replaced it. But she knew

now that the task of setting it straight

: y day was not for her. It was not

her to shake out the blue ruffles, or

scour the shining brass knocker. For

there was no lonely maiden lady with

soft white hair. In the bright little

room overflowing with afternoon sun-

light, two children, a boy and a girl,

bent yellow heads over a picture book on

the floor, and a baby with dusky curls

was toddling after a golden-haired,

laughing-eyed lady who was flitting to

and fro, dusting, arranging furniture,

and stopping now and then to drop a

ki88 on the curly head beside her. Once

she paused beside the photograph of a

l>o\ ish, clear-eyed man. shook it. laughed,

and looked at her watch.

Ann.- Ellen got into the boal and

shoved off. Straight down the bay she

lowed, swiftly, e\ . i,|
j B I the si..

she had scanned s () eagerly, into the

mouth of the harbor. She threaded her

way through the black slime, among the

clustering barges and steamtugs, past

the dingy town with its rotting wharf,

and made fast to the old house-boat. She

climbed the ladder, and stepped on to

the deck.

The old fisherman and his wile were

sitting in the sparse shade of the cabin.

.Mrs. Stubbins, paring-knife in hand,

was peeling potatoes.

•

' Wal, Anne Ellen, did ye take a

swim?" asked her father genially.

"Hope ye worked up an appytite for

supper. '

'

Anne Ellen went slowly into the

cabin without replying.

"Seems kinda down in the mouth,"

said the old man, tugging at an obsti-

nate knot in his fishing tackle.

"Heat's frettin' her," remarked his

wife laconically, and slipped her knife

deftly around a potato.



INTELLECT
Helen Spencer Allen

There are in some cities streetcorners

warm with life. They glow in a circle

of yellow light from the lantern hung
like a signboard against their bulging

walls, a magic circle which softens the

outlines of passing faces, mellows the

pyramid color of apples and oranges

and malagas on the fruiter's cart at the

curb, illumines the thin-lettered texts of

antique volumes in the stalls of the

corner book-shop. Snow within this cir-

cle is no longer sinister, even raindrops

are friendly, and the white fog is a

fairy veil.

One standing outside in the shadow

might call its glamour romance. Once

within, the transient (for though we
linger to buy fruit and thumb the books,

we are all transients) is conscious only

of an added richness of sensation, of a

fullness of being. To realize romance

is to descend into realism. Romance is

the abstract ; it exists only in anticipa-

tion and memory. While we stop to

exclaim, '

' How romantic !
'

' the experi-

ence has fled.

To such a streetcorner on April morn-

ings come little girls with violets and

primroses. And on such a corner in the

pungent autumn twilight the sweeper

builds his bonfires and small boys burn

their fingers roasting nuts. There, of a

summer's day the organgrinder plays

and "shoppies" dance .... they say

that the balloon-man eats his lunch be-

neath the rusty lamp.

It is of one who stands outside in the

shadows of the narrow street, that I

have to write—a woman with seeing eyes

and long, pale hands that do not feel.

She is weeping ; no, it was reflected tears

that glistened in her eye, the tears of

the little lame boy who could not sell

his papers, the tears of the woman who
waits beside the bookstall for a lover

that does not come. Did she laugh?—

I

think it was the children playing hop-

scotch on the walk.

She is so very tall and still, the woman
outside, that few within the circle of

the lantern see her face. Hap it were
the light that dazzled them, more like

they looked and did not care to see. Now
and again comes one preoccupied, who
starts, to read his secret in the shadow
on her brow. Ah, to be understood ! He
clasps her thin, cold knees and jibbers

of his "soul."

Her own, in all the riddles of that

changing mob, she cannot solve. Per-

haps, it is because the lamp does not

light up her face. She does not know
why she is sad, and in her dreams she

weaves about herself sweet tragedies:

she, too, has a lover who was killed in

the war; a callous mother will not let

her dance; she has no money to buy

books. Her eyes are opened to the mean-

ing of existence, but her own life was

the price she paid for sight. Clumsily,

from the lives of others she struggles

to fashion one anew. She does not

realize that the circle of the light recedes

when she draws near (or was it the

lamp that flickered in the wind?) She

cannot guess that only her own eager-

ness for life would make her read so

wistfully the themes in other women's

faces.

There is a story which the organ-
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rrinder tells, about the slim woman with

\liitc bosoms, the woman standing out-

hie. They say that once the book-man

oved her, the old one with the withered

iaiul who sits beside the stall on winter

nornings. He was young then and

teautiful and the sinews of his arm

\ei-e hard as steel. And that, one night,

ih« knew his thoughts and came quite

close, so close that u hen he took her in

his a i ins the Light fell <>n her lips ; 1 1 n 1

made them n-i\, like blood But ^till her

hear! was cold, she could not t'eel. In

the morning they found her standing

there, whitehaired and pallid in the

shadow \nd the old man, see how

he shivers, they say that ever since his

arms have been like dead

IMPRESSION

Silent and black cloaked figures made

jc through half lit halls toward the

broad, ancient stairs. About them was

old wood and venerable stone—a peace-

ful, wandering building. Groups and

figures strayed from, the stairs to the

broad door opposite, and entered the

(.•Impel.

A rather new chapel—its impression

of squareness in dull argument with

short sectors of blocky arches at the

ceiling. But the simple marble altar

—

plain, well proportioned—shut out the

incongruous room, gathering eye and

spirit to itself.

A figure knelt alone behind the last

seat—who knelt much each day, yet knelt

respectfully erect, now at the day's close,

head bowed. His was the place of the

humble man in the temple—"Domine

—

non sum dignus." It was fitting—per-

haps. Conscious of nothing about him

—

thankful, needful, touching the unknown
as though knowing. With a last rever-

ence he passed out, up the easy stair and

along the quiet hall.

Each night began thus the "grande

silence"—the great quiet when no word

might be spoken—which ended in the

chatter of breakfast the following day.

His door bore the insignia in metal

—

the initial of the Virgin in twining let-

ters. And there a hand rested a mo-

ment on his arm.

"In chapel tonight I did not pray

—

I watched you. It was my prayer to

watch."

Glover had broken the rule. And so

the lean years began.

That men watched—it had been hard

to shut out, yet had been done, only now
to come tumbling in—graceful enough,

but with wreckage in its path—disturb-

ing as might have been some stray houri,

lilting colorful through the dim, celibate

halls.

Pride must have been there always

—

unrecognized. Else how could pride

rise—not a thing—a swarm of enemies

—

thoughts were insistent imps of the

army of pride—no schooling, no trend,

nor prayer nor desperation could with-

stand their flooding. Peace gone, and

struggle lost before begun

—

The lean years began.

There may be lean years among much
corn.



ONE STORMY NIGHT
Clara Williams

Illustration by Helen Hitchcock

The doctor came in from his last visit

a little before eleven. Maria had already

gone to bed and the house was cold and

still. The wind blew with a melancholy

howl outside, and he felt glad he had

nothing to call him out again into the

wintry night. He removed his coat and

hat, turned out the lamp, and ascended

the stairs.

How long he had been dreaming he

did not know. He thought he was walk-

ing in the orchard with old Sam John-

son, and that they were arguing about

the location of the new barbed wire

fence. He was protesting that fences

weren't essentially necessary anyway,

and Sam was maintaining that, since all

cows wore bells, they most certainly

were. To back up his statements, he lee

forth a line of black and yellow Jerseys

each bellowing with the piercing sounc

of a door bell. Then he awoke and real

ized that someone was at the door down

stairs. His first sleepy impulse was t<

turn over and let them ring unheeded

Then he sighed, drew himself together

and ventured out of bed.

The flickering light of the lamp, in hi^

hand, disclosed a ragged little boy

pinched with cold, shivering, and tremb-

ling, on the porch. The doctor recog

nized the thin blue face. It was the

Simons again. It meant another long

cold ride through drifted roads and

cheerless country. For a minute he felt

just the barest tinge of resentment, but.
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s the boy began to speak, it .-ill disap

,
; ,n ,l.

•• It 's Maw again," he said,

she come in aboul six, lookin ' a\\ inl

drawed 1 i U** and \\ ild eyed. She

uiik righl down and wenl smack off

b1< ep, and we couldn 't gel her awake

gain. Paw ain't been home for three

and Siddy's seared. She wants to

can you come out?"

Unnecessary words were not part oi'

he doctor's methods. He shoved the

>oy Into the homely back parlor, and

tirred up the low burning coals in the

'You can stay here and warm

ourself, while I dross and hitch up,"

id.

I

On the stairs. Mocking his ascent, he

neountered Maria. Her grey flannelet

iath gown accentuated the sharp lines

if her figure, and the row of tin curlers,

ordering her pale forehead, brought out

the thinness of her nose and the sour-

of her eyes. Twenty years had

taught the doctor what to expect. He
shut off the avalanche of words, that

were rising to her lips. "As long as

you're up, Maria," lie said, "you may
as well make us some coffee. I 'm driving

out to the Simons." Her voice was

querulous in its complaint, "0 doctor,

you're not a goin' to go out there to-

night, arc you? Why it's terrible

stormy, and they ain't paid their bills

for years. Why don't you let somebody

else go this time?" The doctor's lips

ightened a little.

"You can give the boy my sheepskin,

too. He's cold and wet. You'll find

him by the stove in the back parlor," he

add

When lie came in from the barn, the

delicious aroma of coffee greeted his

nostrils, and Maria was grumblingly
handing a cup of the steaming liquid to

the boy. He drank it in a single gulp.

He looked at the doctor with big plead-

ing eyes. His voice wbb dully tnonol

onous as he Bpoke, "Squire Gidd<

drove me in to the edge of tow n. but I

walked all the way from there. i\

piercin ' cold, I doctor, it 's piercin ' cold.

The doctor sense, 1 the situation. " You d

hotter stay here, l guess, " he said. " You

can take off those wet things and Maria

w ill i\vy them \'<)\-
3 ou. There's no ne< I

of two of us tackling it. Go to sleep by

thefire."

The night was worse than he had ex-

pected. The wind still blew, and its

penetrating blasts seemed to glue his

fingers to the reins. His beard was stiff

with frozen snow, and as the horse

pulled, knee deep, through the drifts, he

felt as though he were driving in a nighl

mare—continually making for some ever

retreating goal, while wrind and driving

snow held him back with cold restrain-

ing hands. He thought of other nights

when he had plowed through drifts and

battled against rain and elements, mak-

ing his way toward his destination, al-

ways with a human life waiting at the

end. If it weren't for that, how futile it

would be! The sordid, squalid houses

he visited, his ungrateful, unheeding,

complaining, patients. But the thought

of saving one of these lives, of snatching

it back from the precipice, almost as

it was falling—ah, this made it all worth

while

!

Once the sleigh stuck in a drift, and

he was forced to alight and aid the

struggling horse. For the last half-mile,

he drove numbly, only conscious that he

was nearly there, and centering all his

efforts on guiding the panting horse. At

last he saw a feebly burning light in one

window of a desolate shack. He was

there

!

He led the horse into the shelter,

which served as woodhouse and stable,

loosened the bridle, covered him with the
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blanket he himself had used, and with-

out knocking Avalked into the house.

There was only one room. It served

as kitchen, sleeping room, parlor,

—

everything. In one corner, all sleeping

on one bed, lay five children, ranging

from three to nine. "Poor little lives,"

he thought, "growing up in tins." As

he came in. the bent figure of a girl of

thirteen sprang up from beside the

cracked, broken stove. He knew the old,

young face well. It was Siddy. the

oldest of the nine Simons children. She

it was, who had sent the boy to fetch

him, and she, who always took the fam-

ily burdens on her frail shoulders. In

her arms, she held a sleeping infant, and

at sight of him her drawn face shone

with a new light. "I'm so glad you're

came. Maw 's still sleepin '—snorin ' hard

and breathin' heavy.—But lookee, how
purple like her lips are, and how
drawed. " A single glance at the heav-

ing bulk, that Siddy pointed out, told

him the story. The sunken face, the

purple lips, the half open, glazed eyes

—

it meant that he had come all this way
to look upon a Avoman drugged to in-

sensibility. No life to save here. Nothing

to do for her—nothing, except to let her

sleep—and then, perhaps tomorrow, to

talk to her, to try and reason with her,

to try and help her—but now nothing,

nothing, nothing!

Suddenly he felt weary, and discour-

aged. The flame of sacrifice and service

was gone. He wanted to go back where

it was warm and sleep and sleep and

sleep. Then he realized that the girl

beside him was eying him questioningly.

eagerly, waiting for him to do something.

Mechanically he removed coat, hat, and

ploves—took up his case and walked

toward the woman. He took her pulse

—

the heart was beating a little slow—that

was all. He shook a few green pellets

from a vial into an envelope. H
turned to the girl, "She's all right

Siddy. She'll sleep for several hour

yet. You can give her these pills—on

when she wakes and one every hou

after. It's only that
— " He hesitatec

The girl's appealing eyes moved him

"It's only that she'll be all right whei

she wakes," he finished lamely. She tool

what he gave her, sighed relief, animal

like, in her faith in this one kind hero

friend.

Slowly the doctor put on his coa

again, picked up his case, and startec

for the door. At the sill he turned

hand still on the knob. "Siddy," h
said, "you wouldn't want to come t<

live in town with me, would you? Yov

could help Maria with the cooking—an(

you'd see people. It must be kind;

lonely out here sometimes." For i

minute the girl looked at him wistful

surprised, then a flood of light came int(

her worn face. "Lor' no, Doctor." sh<

said. "What fer, would I want to mb
with the townsfolk? And what woulc

they do without me here! Think o:

Maw. why she might get another at

tack
! '

' The doctor smiled his sad warn

smile. "I didn't suppose you would,'

he said more to himself than to her

"But I was just wondering—."

The wind had gone down a little, bul

the blustering, flying snow had giver

place to a damp chilliness, which seemec

even colder. The sky was becoming

lighter. The doctor looked at his watch-

half past five. His visit had lastec

barely half an hour and he had driven

for nearly three,—and now the long, re

turn trip. He counted on leaving hr

horse at the Squire 's and riding in with

the milk. He must hurry— . Siddy still

stood by the half open door. "If yon

change your mind, you know Siddy—

he called. She seemed not to hear.
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All the way home. Bitting with the was already up and stirring around in

{angling milk cans, he thought about her usual brisk, complaining, half-io

ier. The thin little old figure at the jured way, hut the boy was still asleep

loor, eying him with thai strange wist- by the stove, she regarded him coldly,

ml look. "Poor little kid, " he thought, 'The water pipes froze while you were

At thirteen already an old woman—

"

away," she said, "the kitchen floor's

I » 1 1 1 what could ho do? got water almost two inches high on it.'*

It was almost seven when he alighted He thought of Siddy again. "Perhaps

before his own house, stiff with cold and it was as well she didn't want to come.''

exhausted with the night's work. Maria he said, under his breath.



Editorially Speaking

The necessity of editorials seems to be

a great burden to the most of our under-

graduate magazines. Somehow the con-

vention lias arisen that one page or more

must be filled by the editor each month,

that the editor must say what is ex-

pected of him, on the chance that some-

one may read what he says, and be

shocked, and that if he has nothing to

say, or chooses not to say it, it makes

no difference whatever. It is a very

stupid matter to write, and more stupid

to read, editorials produced under such

conditions. The range of editorial sub-

jects has become limited to pathetic

pleas to hypothetical contributors, rah-

rah 's for dear alma mater and her in-

comparable spirit, bromides on "college

life," (which wre have discovered to be

really a very serious affair after all),

and an endless succession of "policies"

of the magazine, which are, of course, of

vital and original interest. The most

lamentable fact of which we are aware

after reading a number of varied edi-

torials is the injured, apologetic, yet

reproachful air of most of the writers.

The common note is, "Here is a poor

struggling little publication doing its

best for its college; what are you going

to do for UV Few of the editors can

get away from the assumption that they

are somehow engaged in a serious and

indespensable labor in bringing their

"literary magazines" to light, and that

their audience is singularly lacking in

appreciation. In this connection let us

make an exemplary exception of the

Vassar Miscellany Monthly staff who

announce that they "do as they jolly

well please" and let their readers do

likewise. It is astonishing that there is

such a general restraint and lack of

humor among undergraduate editors; if

this were not the case we believe that

not only the editorials, but the publica-

tions as a whole would be infinitely bet-

ter, or at least more pleasant.

The editorial page of The Cloister

from the Women's College of the Uni-

versity of Rochester stands out as

possessing life and originality. In the

Wells College Chronicle there is one

rather vindictive but interesting edito-

rial on a book of " Sermonettes. " A
short but pithy paragraph on "The

Lucky Man" makes a slight variation

from the usual in the January Fordham

Monthly. As a rule, however, the edi-

torial field is a stereotyped desert, with

scarcely even a conventional palm tree

for relief.

204
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Reviewed in this connection, besides

he publications mentioned, have been :

Thi Tufts Timepiece, Th> Bema, Th>

Toft Orach, Packer Current Items,

Hunter College Echo, The Ridge, Th<

fypiad, Amherst Writing, The Concept,

The Spectator, Gaucher Kalends, 'Th,

\ttler. The Western Oxford, William

{ Mary Literary Magazine, The Aurora,

lloUins Magazine, and The Willow

Path.

The Enchanted April

By the author of "Elizabeth and her

formal] Ciai-den.''

When a group of people are uprooted

ind temporarily transplanted in a very

alluring Italian Villa overlooking the

Mediterranean, overgrown with freesias,

;icacias. poet's narcissus; and pervaded

by a thrilling scent of lilacs, it is inevit-

ble that the effect should be disarming.

The elderly lady, Mrs. Fisher, who
has been smothered by a little house

filled with a superabundance of heavy

furniture, and of ponderous servants,

becomes a "grabber'' on the spot. But
the place steals into those crevices of

her mind where the after dinner conver-

Nations of such eminent Victorians as Mr.

Browning and Mr. Carlyle have left

chinks large enoung to be permeable by
anything actual. The good lady with

her stamp of approval for the Nine-

teenth Century and her stamp of im-

patience at the Twentieth is gradually

stirred; she becomes restless; defiant,

she makes a brave attempt to check her

regression, but the quickening gets the

better of her.

Again, in Lady Caroline we are con-

fronted with a very beautiful and shin-

ing example of what the Twentieth Cen-
tury has produced. The young lady
with all the trepidation of a Daphne is

fleeing Hie ennui nut ,»i

-

mi.' Lpollo but

<>f hundreds, she monopolizes ,-i corner
in the garden and a view

; and for the

tat time iii her life, begin* 1" think.

Then there is Mrs. Arbuthnot, the

woman who has presided over meetings,

dispensed the pom- with proper dignity

and left the rest to Cod. She begins to

d<.ubt the efficacy of prayer with implicit

faith in obtaining personal satisfaction.

Mrs. Wilkins alone in this atmosphere
is untroubled with doubts. She expands

almost immediately; she effervesces an

intensity of joy without any of the effu-

sion of a Pollyanna. She throws off the

thick mist of shyness and vacillation and
is transfigured with a radiance of char-

acter and quick understanding which

she has kept under cover for years. The

place is like a Fairyland where there is

only white magic to rally the stubborn

and unsuspecting. Mrs. Wilkins in high

glee feels the mischief latent in the air

and rejoices quite openly.

And here we have the author's theme,

one which might easily have been turned

into the trite, the impurely emotional;

it might, at another 's hand, have become

quite saccharine. But the author has a

tremendous sense of humor. She plays

her motif of satire very subtly. She

delights in creating situations well war-

ranted to cast the most equable and well

balanced of characters into a state of

precarious equilibrium. She laughs long

and well, yet not altogether unsym-

pathetically.

Perhaps the book will never be consid-

ered a master-piece; we do not know.

But there is in it sanity, and freshness,

and the keen portrayal of several char-

acters all more or less familiar to life.

Not one of them is unique, but the

author makes them of more than mo-

mentary interest. Slyly she prods them

with a suggestion of constructive criti-
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cism ; aptly she lets them run their own
course.

Certainly if Tine Enchanted April

makes so much as a dent in the blase

attitude of the sophisticated young

writer, it will have accomplished much.

And as for the Reading Public, it has

always taken a secret delight in fairy

tales, particularly when the spell of en-

chantment is dangerous to the lares et

penates. c. o. p.

ffRongh-Hewn"
Dorothy Canfield Fisher

I turn to the' first page of Dorothy

Canfleld Fisher's latest book, ^Rough-

Hewn". Almost the first words I see are

Neil Crittenden. Where have I heard

of Neil Crittenden? Oh yes, he was in

"The Brimming Cup." But here in

"Rough-Hewn" Neil is a small boy

—

What has happened? Mrs. Fisher has

literally turned back time for us, carry-

ing the characters of "The Brimming

Cup" back to their childhood! Why
has she done this? To enable us to

understand the thoughts and actions of

Marise Allen and Neil Crittenden in

their married life. This makes '

' Rough-

Hewn" an interesting and revealing

study of character development. But

does it not greatly diminish our inter-

est to know exactly how this boy and

girl will develop? How much better it

is to deal with characters in a natural

chronological order.

"Rough-Hewn" opens with the small

lad Neil growing up in the average

middle class home of America. He is

surrounded with affection but his pa-

rents fail even to try to enter into his

interests, so that Neil becomes intro-

spective, cherishing his latest baseball

success alone in his heart. He enters

Columbia, having finished a "prep"

school that cares only about college

preparation, that ignores mere relative

significance of facts. In Columbia,

"only one more wriggle in the mass of

Freshmen '

' he becomes absorbed in foot-

ball. The moral value of this, coopera-

tion, is driven home to him. With this

great principle and a smattering of

knowledge he leaves college. But when

he is in business, he realizes that here it

is all for oneself, and ethically stranded,

he starts for Europe, to try to find

himself.

Then there is forlorn Marise Allen,

also of a middle class American family,

growing up in Bayonne. Neglected by

her parents, she is left to the care of

a deceitful, yet loyal old Frenchwoman.

So she infers her own philosophy of life,

one of distrust. French conventionality

becomes her code, and she fears ever to

reveal her real thoughts. All this is

deepened by the death of her mother,

involved in a scandal. The one true

thing to her is music.

She goes to Rome to study her music

where she meets Neil. Here we have

two characters, living by two entirely

different sets of standards, yet strangely

alike. Neither has dared to reveal to

anyone their sincere selves. To their

mutual surprise, the hidden feelings of

years are easily revealed to each other.

Determined to live hereafter sincerely

and openly they set out for Vermont,

thinking there to accomplish their pur-

pose. That in the remotest spots, sin-

cerity is gained only by individual

struggle is shown in "The Brimming

Cup."

Mrs. Fisher has in this book again

shown her great power of portrayal of

children as well as a deep understand-

ing and sympathy for them. She shows

that the thought world of children has

as large a part in their lives as the play

world. Perhaps this novel is a plea to
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•aronts to enter into the life of their

hildren as comrades, realizing thai their

bought life is the foundation of their

haracter.

The contrast between the French

.ml American life is clearly defined, the

txnance of France and the realism of

America. The repression of children in

France and their freedom in America

•et here both tailed to bring out the

Is it a new system we need or is

I not a sympathetic study of the in-

lividual needs of each ebild that Mrs.

Msher is pleading for?

The novel is a study in child psychol-

igy and the influence of environment

vet natural tendencies. As I close the

»ook. I come back with a start from the

harming romance of misunderstood

OUth, the blue of a Roman sky to every-

lav life. E. C.

fThe Cathedral"
Hugh "Walpole

Geo. H. Doran Company

When we are introduced to Arch-

ieacon Brandon, the "King of Pol-

Chester" in power, a Viking in appear-

mce. a man who was "not at all con-

°ited, but simply regarded himself,"

by the grace of God, "a completely ex-

ceptional person", we naturally mur-
nur to ourselves the well known proverb

m the subject of pride. Such a man
must perforce arouse opposition, which
is organized and focussed by Canon
Ronder. a newcomer to the diocese, whose
aim is ever to be comfortable, a comfort
to be gained only in domination of

others. A typically "likeable chap" at

first, by the conclusion of his interviews

with the older canons, his pussyfoot

practices offend the taste as they would
not were he a less able man. A born
Hedonist and schemer he is naturallv

the best possible foil t<» dra* forth .-ill

of Brandon 's, ;i typical man or action,

\ iolences and stupidities.

The fall comes. The Archdeacon's

family, with the exception of his daugh-

are .-ill alienated. Falk, his

I
off to London with Annie II'

the discontented daughter "i* tie' pro-

prietor of "The Dog and Pilchard".

Mrs. Brandon, whom, as we are con-

stantly reminded, he has always re-

garded as nothing more than a stick of

furniture, a colorless woman with a

desperate hatred of her husband, finds

in the rector of one of the smaller par-

ishes another lonely soul for a friend,

and she too disappears Londonwards.

All this soon becomes public property,

thanks to the efforts of "the whisper-

ing gallery ", one of whom, Ellen Stiles,

is cleverly pictured as "not a bad wo-

man, but one who was temperamentally

made unhappy by the success and good

fortune of others", as does also the

story of a quarrel between Brandon and

Ronder which was charged with per-

sonal animosity. His private as well as

his public life broken up, the Archdeacon

still fights for the appointment to Pybus

St. Anthony, the real issue, against the

"atheist" backed by Ronder and Co.,

fights, fails, and dies, crying, "Not this

shame—kill me—but save the Cathe-

dral!" The Cathedral triumphs, an

avenging Cathedral, the personification

of the spirit of "Thou shalt have no

other Gods but me". It is the Cathedral

as wre see it through the eyes of Davray,

the drunken artist who adores it and

can never leave it, remote, reposed,

scorning the pettiness and the worldli-

ness of its servants.

Yet is its beauty hardly convincing.

We are everlastingly being told that the

Polcastrians have lived their lives under

its shadow, told to the verge of ennui.
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Dynamic description is a difficult thing

and Mr. Walpole has done it for the

most part beautifully. If only Joan in

her visit at Mr. Martin's had not been

forced upstairs to see the view! It is

the characters instead that live, carry-

ing our sympathies back and forth from

pure hatred of the man '

' who trusted in

God, but being a wise man, trusted also

in himself", to an impotent pity for him

on his last stand, where only his all-suf-

ficing trust in God remains.

All of Mr. Walpole 's art has gone intc

the making of this book. Here is a keen

psychological insight even into the least

of the characters, a gift for constructing

atmosphere—poor word!—and telling

description, particularly manifested in

the "green cloud" at twilight, and a

feeling for unity that far surpasses his;

earlier work. It is that rare sort of

present-day novel which grows on ont

in retrospect and makes one long for

time to reread it directly. h. h.



Behold, this month we resume or be-

gin again with correspondence, to wit:

—

Pear Alice Parker:

—

The Padded Stall is an awful mess.

[f it were either humorous or valuable

might be some excuse for it ; as it

is, it is totally out of harmony with the

literary tone of the magazine, while not

being amusing enough to change it. The

garish heading is an offense to good

taste, and the choppy bits collected under

it surely do not flatter our intelligence.

1 have heard that this department was

your creation, and will cease when your

term of office is over. If this is true, let

the world give thanks.

Yours,

E. M. S.

A cruel blow, you must admit. To

i.arry it would be useless; I bow my
head, but the Stall remains neither brok-

en nor bowed. There is another letter,

—

To the Editor of the Monthly —
I am so glad you included the story

Selection in your last number ; it is of a

type usually avoided by college maga-

zines, though with no reasonable justi-

fication. I hope this is an indication of

a general broad-minded policy, which

shall insist first that an article be inter-

esting, and second that it shall be well

done, before considering how "safe" it

nay be to publish it.

Sonya.

And another,

—

Dear Parker:—I have been commis-

sioned to tell you that the college as one

soul rejoices that the Death Pulse is

finished.

A Friend.

I thank you, good my correspondents

;

write again when you have time.

Rest For The Weary
Elizabeth W. Mellon

The world is growing tired with self-

expression. Of course the world can do

nothing about it; but long ago great

souls expressed themselves in terms of

the universe to such a degree that the

world was satisfied and bounded on its

axis with joy; and revealed the senti-

ment that now all peoples would not toil

to express their little selves when such

big selves had set an example impossible

to follow. And these big selves were not

egoists; they were not ambitious; they

had visions, and whatever of the truth

was given to them they made the most

of and gave it forth again. We have, as

examples, Shakespeare, Dante, Leonardo

da Vinci; we have a few great musi-

cions ; we have, farther back, the pagan

philosophers. Read over their names,

and then do you honestly care who in-

vented Dadaism, or why Carl Sandburg

painted persons going to Omaha as go-

ing to eternity?

Oh, we have followed those intangible

leaders—more disgrace to us—until now,

in the twentieth century after Christ,

we find man, the supreme egoist, domi-
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nating all thought, all literature, and,

in a sense, all activity. You will say

that man has a right to express himself

;

granted; but has he right to express

more than himself and to express it in

such a way that he stamps out the past

and future, nature, fellow-beings, and

even good manners, in his desire to show

forth himself in the present?

I once saw a play where the hero

presents the heroine with his visiting

card on which is printed his name,

George Reynolds III, and the heroine,

aware of the man's self-conceit, reads

aloud, "George Reynolds, I, I, I." (Per-

haps it wasn 't Reynolds but I vividly re-

member the George). That's what some-

body ought to do to the earth 's populace

today. George reformed and his com-

munity blossomed ; should we reform, the

world would gather speed and no longer

cry in despair, "You've turned me in-

side out—you unworthy ones—for the

sake of those who were justified, give me
a rest." Let's not be subjective any

more. Let's go and read nice old ro-

mances and, with our mouths tight shut,

sit by the world and spin.

The First Empiricist

Jonah was a sailor lad,

He rode the mighty whale

;

He tossed about from rib to snout

And landed in the tail.

*
' Yo ho ! " cried he,

'

' now here 's a sight

!

If only I could see.

If one beam shone upon this bone
'Twould be enough for me.

"Just think the tale that I could tell

Of this experience

To Micah Trott whose chickens got

Last week through my back fence.

"I'll bet he ne'er rode in a fish

Below the waters blue

!

But without light to see this sight

What earthlv good does it do?

"I must describe in whispers low
The great whale 's cavity,

—

The slimy meat, the coils so neat
Which I feel, but can't see.

'

' Crass Micah 11 gawk in dread and awe
I

Belike in envy too,

—

For what has he save chickens three

And I—sensations new

!

"Ah, now, methinks I have a plan!"
And so, with doubled fist

He gave a crack at the whale 's back
So that the spine reprist.

Crack, crack ! Split, split ! The ribs fell in,

The whale fell all around
In mangled drops ; from out him hops
Poor Jonah, safe and sound.

He drifts upon a sunny beach
Beneath a great gourd-tree.

There is no whalej the moonlight pale

Shows but the empty sea.

He'd asked for light, he got it; but

He got it at a price,

—

The fish 's spleen he had not seen

Nor other organs nice.

So neighbor Micah never heard
What stuff his friend had trod.

Knowing, I wist he 'd praise the fist,

—

The Bible says praise God.
E. L. R.

"The guests are gone! they had

played cards and everything was in dis-

order; tobacco smoke, scraps of paper,,

and chiefly—the dawn and memories."—
Anton Chekhov's note book.

The last guest had gone. She leaned

wearily against the door, her hand still

on the knob. It was all over—she told

herself that. All the evening she had

played her game, and played it well, yet

he had not seen, and all her planning

had gone for nothing. She saw it all

again, the glittering galaxy of people,

the women's brilliant gowns, the lights,

the gaiety. She heard, a second time,

the high laughter, the tinkle of red wine
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bubbling, choking out of the bottles into

the crystal glasses. His heavy 70ice

rambled in her ear. She smelled the

food the tantalizing, penetrating odors,

which had leapt up as she had uncov-

ered the dishes. She saw her white

jeweled hand stretch out, and move the

tall candle. she remembered how

smoothly fragile it had felt. He had

looked at her for a second, but he had

not understood.

Slowly she drew herself together, and

moved into the inner room. It was in

rank disorder. Stale tobacco smoke

filled the air, and its penetrating stuffi-

ness seemed to suffocate her. She threw

up the window and let in a new, refresh-

ing, breath of morning coolness. The

sky in the east was lightening, and some-

where out over the sleeping city, a clock

struck the half hour. She began me-

chanically to pick up the debris—the

lots of paper, cigar and cigarette butts,

u ithered flowers, bottles,

thing thai was left. She worked swiftly,

with knowing hands, nnd wln-n the

(dock Struck the hour it was finished.

She sank into a chair, brushed her

hair back from her drawn face, and tried

to think. Everything was so strange,

she couldn't collect herself. She went

over it point by point, there was no

hitch, the plan was perfect, and it had

been executed to the minutest detail,

—

and yet it had failed. The shock was

wearing off and the numbness was giving

place to a dull agony. She thrust her

hand down into the side of the chair. It

encountered something smooth and

square. Her fingers clutched it. She

drew it out. It was a plain white visit-

ing card and on it were written the

words, ''Tomorrow—at three! 'R. G.'
"
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IMPORTER
FORMERLY ON FIFTH AVENUE

Smart Attire
For Every Occasion

GOWNS DRESSES SUITS

COATS WRAPS BLOUSES

HATS FURS

Decisive Reductions

Now in effect on everything

Stearns Building
Two Eighty Nine Bridge St.

Springfield, Massachusetts
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The

David G Co
Shop

IMPORTERS

WOOL SCARFS AND MUFFLERS

WOOL SPOBT HOSE

SILK HOSE SILK-AND-WOOL HOSE

ALLEN SOLLY HOSIERY

FOULARD HANDKERCHIEFS NOVELTY SWEATERS

In
The Coe Building,

28 Vernon Street,

Spring-field

The new Oxfords, Tongue Pumps

and Strap Sandals for Spring are

worthy of your attention. Watch

for our monthly exhibits at

Plymouth Inn. Our store is a

short hour's ride from Smith

Campus.

Sffjmnaa $. 0Jt?ilo0

INCORPORATED

273-279 High Street Holyoke

FrankBrothers
Fifth Avenue Boot Shop

near 48th Street. New York
Style shoes of quality

Exhibit Shops in all the larger cities

THE
ELMS TEA ROOM

213 MAIN STREET

Breakfast Luncheon
Afternoon Tea

9 a. m. to 6.30 p. m. Closed Sundays

BOOTH'S CHOCOLATES
JACKSON'S CANDIES

DOUGLASS CARAMELS



"With All Thy Getting,

Get Understanding'

Amass stores of knowledge, cram your pretty head full

of facts and statistics, but never neglect the cultivation of

woman's greatest asset—a charming personality! And
having acquired it—see that your clothes express it—that

they reveal your inner loveliness, your grace, your refinement

and good taste.

The designers of House of Youth apparel have studied

particularly the requirements of the girl at college, and every

suit, coat and dress that bears the House of Youth label will

be your silent partner in radiating fresh, youthful charm.

Get your copy of

"SUCCESS OS
DRESS", — the

new House of

Youth Fashion

Magazine, either

from the House of

Youth Store or

from us direct.

THE HOUSE OF YOUTH
38 East 29th Street, New York

3 Avenue De L'Opera, Paris

A smart shop

near you is now
featuring House
of Youth Styles

for Spring. If

you do not find it

easily, write us.



The Green Dragon PLYMOUTHINN
W. A. SENNA, Manager

Cor. West and Green Streets

The Shop for individual and

distinctive gifts* European Plan, $2.00 up

207 Main Street
Visit Our Tea Room

Northampton, Massachusetts
On the approved list of Smith College

For the biggest and best line of

COLLEGE FOOTWEAR

at popular prices

visit

FLEMING'S SHOE SHOP
211 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts
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COMING ATTRACTIONS

"BLOSSOM TIME", the charming operetta based upon the life of Franz Bhnberl
with melodies of his own composition. The company presenting this rare mnsical
treat will come directly from the Boston Opera Souse after its Long and successful
engagement. One performance only will be given on the evening of February
80th; On Thursday, March 1st William Courtenay Last seen in Northampton In

"HONORS ABE EVEN" will return to this city in "HEB TEMPORARY
HUSBAND" after its engagement at the Frazee Theatre, Now York City.

"MAYT1MI-; '

', the delightful musical comedy success will be presented on Wed
needay, March 7th at both matinee and evening performances. Among other

attraction? will be Mrs. Fiske in "THE DICE OF THE GODS" and "THE
MERRY WIDOW."

Among pictures to be shown in the near future are "THE OLD HOME-
STEAD" with an all star cast; "MISSING MILLIONS" with Alice Brady;
••THE STROKE OF MIDNIGHT", Swedish picture of high artistic worth;
"BRAWN OF THE NORTH" with Strong-heart, the remarkable police dog;

"MAKING A MAN" with Jack Holt; Constance Talmadge in "EAST IS

WEST" her most popular picture; "EBB TIDE", Robert Louis Stevenson's

story produced by George Melford and "LORNA DOONE " with John Bowers
and Madge Bellamy.

Albert fctetger Company
g>prtttgttcli>, Kasa.

Spring Arrives With Modes That Are New!

Contrary to the general rule of travellers—dull and worn,

the Spring fashions though journeying here from afar are

bright, smart, trig and oh! so very new. From Paris they

come with decided traces of having had Egyptian and Per-

sian figures in the pie of design. And they are here awaiting

your inspection.

Mail orders carefully filled.



BOYDEN'S
196 Main Street

Tel. 33

Come to Us

for a

REAL STEAK DINNER

Open 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

When you want

BIRTHDAY GIFTS

or

BRIDGE PRIZES

Come to us.

We have always a nice assortment on

hand directly from Japan and China

including

:

Lamps, Baskets, Beads, Jewelries, Old-

Embroideries, China and Wooden Wares,

Laquor Works and various other novelties.

T. 0N0 & COMPANY
14 Center Street, Northampton

Telephone 1253-W

The most complete line of

TOILET ARTICLES
IMPORTED PERFUMES

Sodas

LUNCHEONS
Ice Cream Sundaes

Candies of Excellence

KINGSLEY'S Inc.
The Attractive Store

GRUEN
the mark of Highest Artistry

ARTHUR P. WOOD
Hie Jewel Store

also the

Watch and Clock Hospital
197 Main St.. Opp. City Hall

Tel. 1307-M,

CADILLAC DODGE BROS.

Northampton Garage Co.

Next to P. O.

TAXI and RENTAL SERVICE

Teh. 8240—583

TheMary Marguerite
TEA ROOM AND FOOD SHOP

21 State St.

Luncheons and Supper 11 to 6.30

Accommodations made for private

dinner parties



SAMUEL SOCKUT
TAILOR AND FURRIER

Ladles' Suits, Coats & Skirts Made to Order

Full line of Skirts and Shirt Waists Ready
to Wear Steam and Dry Cleaning' and

PrMtinff. Work Called for and De-
livered, (larments Remodeled
in Lates Ideas and Fashions

Telephone 1685-M

Central Chambers, 18 Center Street

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

HEAVY SHOES REPAIRED

AT THE COLLEGE SHOP

233 Mala Street

All Work Guaranteed

Mother's Cupboard
40 State Street

TEA-ROOM

LUNCHES & DINNERS
A Specialty

Open 8 A. M. to 7 P. M.

Do you want snappy, stylish footwear

at a moderate price? We carry an

extensive line of college foot-

wear priced at

$5.95, $6.95, $7.95

LAMONTAONE BOOT SHOP
21 Pleasant St. Near Post Office

5TUPI0

RAITS

Call 2068 for your Appointment

52 CENTER STREET

Sfawarifa

We specialize in High Grade

Developing, Printing & Enlarging

Booms 29-30 Columbian Bldg.

Opposite the Draper

L



TODD'S
Winter time Hosiery for the Smith Girl!

Complete, new lines of winter Hosiery

for Sports and School wear.

Woolen Sport and Silk Hosiery de luxe in

attractive mixtures and a variety of

colors.

Woolen clocked hosiery in popular favor

for Sports wear this Winter—predict the

fashion magazines.

Quality—Fair Prices—Service.

TODD'S

Harper Method
!Hair Dressing

Shampooing, Treatments, Manicuring
Bob Hair Cutting

I Marcel Waving Water Waving
Facial Massage

R. L. SUTHERLAND
Nonotuek National Bank Building

78 Main Street

College Lamp Repairing

1 <iria£§^fi£

J^ 191 MAIN
ELECTRIC SHOP
9/ MAIN S7-»E£T PHONE IJ07W
Northampton » Mass.

nDCT NATIONAL BRNK
l\0 I NORTHAMPTON
The Bank en the Corner —

The Copper Kettle

Has reopened and is serving

Breakfast Teas

Luncheon Supper !

Dinner Parties Ordered in Advance

Fudge Cake Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Northampton National Bankj

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

The Bank for Everybody

We solicit your account

fe Stick ©uen
IN HADLEY

Serves meals to order, also

Afternoon Tea.

Orders taken for sleighing parties.

TELEPHONE 646-R.

Frances S. Morse



Allison Spence
Photographer

THE SHELDON STUDIO
102 Main St. Northampton

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCES

Make

SENSIBLE GIFTS

Used by the whole family all the

year around.

NORTHAMPTON ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.

SLEIGH PARTIES
Taken care of at Reasonable Rates

Phone 191-R



JUST SAY, CHARGE IT
Your account is solicited at this long-

established good shop. You will like our
fine work, prompt service and

reasonable charges.

You can rely on

WITHERELL'S
for the best

Dry Cleaning, Dyeing, Remodeling,
Repairing and Pressing

of all garments.
Phone 1392 and our motor will call.

199 Main St., opp. City Hall
Look for the Yellow Signs

WE
THE G. W. LAYTHE SHOE 00.

cordially invite the students and faculty

of Smith College to make our store their

down-town meeting place. A pleasant

place to meet one's companions. Our

telephone at your disposal.

Next door to Western Union.

Shoes, Hosiery and Rubbers of Quality.

Can we serve you in sheet music,

grafonola records, ukeloles, strings,

etc? We will be pleased to fill either

from stock or by special order, any of

your musical wants at New York and
Boston discount rates. Prompt delivery

service to your address.

WHITE'S MUSIC SHOP
Northampton.

Phone: Postal Telegraph 185 Main St.

FEDERAL
System of Bakeries

169 Main Street

Draper Hotel Building

Everything in baked goods

Federal quality.

MARCEL WATER WAVE

Celia M, Belanger
HAIRDRESSER

Tel. 688-W

277 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON

Scalp Treatment Shampooing

SCHULTZ, Inc.
Manicuring

PLYMOUTH INN
223 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Open or Closed Packards for Hire

City Taxicafc^Co*
TEL. 96-W

Draper Bldg., Edw. Sarazin, Prop.

You Can Depend on Our Service



Compliment Your Friends

with Flowers—A gift of flowen is

a compliment that cannot be

misunderstood.

Butler & Ullman

E. ALBERTS
Correct College Footwear

"RADIO BOOTS"
For every occasion

"On in a flash, off in a flash"

"The Store Nearest the College"

241 MAIN STREET

fHr(£aUum'B

Sppartmrnt

&tnrr

Orders taken
for

ENGRAVED CALLING CARDS
and

STAMPED STATIONERY
at

BRIDGMAN & LYMAN
108 Main Street

JULIA B. CAHILL
219 Main Street

Specializing in

—

BLOUSES
TOPLESS CORSETS

BANDEAUX
Hand-made Underwear

Separate Skirts Hosiery

The Draper

Northampton's Leading Hotel

WM. M. KIMBALL, Proprietor

EUROPEAN PLAN

Northampton, Mass.

Gifts That Last

JAMES BERRY
JEWELER

Official Watch Inspector

N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.

Draper Hotel Building

161 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Compliments of

Bon Marche



You will never regret trading at

the

BOSTON FRUIT STORE
M. Giuffre & Co.

The Pioneer Fruit House of

Northampton

Tel. 370 235 Main Street

Tel. 80 Day and Night Service

College Taxi Co.
Successor to Hiatt Taxi Co.

WM. G. MAHAR, Mgr.

Taxi,

Touring Car

and

Limousine

SERVICE

Office: 188 Main St., Northampton

Northampton
Commercial College

Offers courses which give a
thorough technical training

to those who desire

Secretarial Positions

Positions as Commercial Teachers

Private lessons night or day-

Send for catalogue

All makes

Standard and Portable Typewriters

Sold, Rented, Repaired. Supplies.

CORONA agency.

76 Pleasant Street

NORTHAMPTON - MASSACHUSETTS

LAMBIE'S
We specialize in the following

merchandise for College Girls:

Corsets,

Silk Underwear,

Blouses, Silks,

Dress Trimmings

Neckwear, Hosiery,

Draperies, Coats

and Suits

Agents for

Lewandos Dye House

J. E. Lambie &. Co.
92 Main Street



The Smith College Monthly is published at Northampton, Mass^ ea;;h month

from October to June, inclusive. Terms $1.75 a rear. Single copies 26c

Subscriptions may be sent to Elizabeth Boorum, 30 Belmont Avenue.

Contributions may be left in the Monthly box in the Note Boom.
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EDITORIALS

En Avant

It seems that the only way to insure

longevity of existence in this impatient

world is to procure a blatant trumpet

and proclaim through it at frequent

intervals a stern apologia. "I am more

than fit : I am the fittest; you must let

me survive.'' And he who neglects this

rtant rite slips all too soon from the

memory of those deafened by the shouts

of his rivals and detractors.

The Monthly docs not appear to be in

any danger of deranging the constella-

tions with its exalted head. Half a

dozen gauntlets (alas! none of them
mates) are hurled automatically before

each successive board. We are accused

of unnumbered sins, from mediocrity to

introspection, each—bitterest insinuation

of all—nailed up pointing like a finger-

board in the direction of oblivion.

We, then, have sufficient incitement

to hasten the announcement that we be-

lieve in the Monthly and in its right to

appear on the fifteenth, more or less, of

each month of the college year, in what-

soever guise shall seem most to enhance

its comeliness. Furthermore, we main-

tain that the Monthly is essential to the

comedy of college life, for it helps in an

understanding of what that life is and

whither it tends.

The Monthly does not profess to be

either didactic or comic ; and because it

has no avowed mission, its contents are

all the more a reflection of college

thought and point of view. Compara-

tively spontaneous, the Monthly, as far

213
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as it is so, sets the intangible elements

that make college atmosphere in their

most articulate form; it expresses more

or less definitely current and subcurrent,

what is consciously aimed at, and what

is vaguely groped after. For every

yellow moon serenaded, every budding

enthusiasm extolled between our covers,

a hundred moons and enthusiasms are

serenaded and extolled by that majority

which does not try to cram life into the

inadequacy of written words. (Gentle

reader, if the poetry in the Monthly is

sentimental, may we not infer that

maiden fancies are not all wrought of

sterner stuff?)

College life, personally speaking, is

very confusing to those who are living

it. In the midst of the din and dust, it

is hard for those happy ones to dis-

tinguish abstract values, and even harder

for them to see toward what result their

own unremitting activities are rushing.

Some result is inevitable, and who is

there who does not desire that it should

contribute to the general comedy? To

this end, we would recommend a certain

scrutiny of college life with the Monthly

by way of lantern. fellow learners,

if we have allowed our thoughts to slip

into a groove, let us at least be aware of

the lamentable fact. If we are bestowing

our attention on things that are not

what we desire, let us take warning.

Above all, if we deem ourselves or our

works of sublime significance, let our

hearts be changed, lest we lose our sense

of humor, and find tears too late.

Here you have the melody of our na-

tional anthem; and we can only add

that if our devotees do not care for this

preliminary trumpeting, they are still

at liberty to consider the real concert,

which follows, unalloyed.

A Sadness, Too

At last our turn has come to adjust

a cushion on the Stone of Scone. To our

beloved predecessors we bid a reverent

farewell ; may the lustre of their achieve-

ment be never dimmed. For ourselves,

by these presents be it known that we

humbly but resolutely don our regalia

of' office, however uneasy our pillows

may be in consequence. Yet as we swell

with triumph, we feel somehow bereaved

—and beside our convivial table stand

three empty chairs.

The Editors wish to announce that an

accidental omission was made in the

January Monthly. The play '
' The Lady

of His Choice" was not intended to be

published as original; it is an adapta-

tion of
'

' Mr. Sampson '

', by Charles Lee.

We hope that no serious misunderstand-

ing has resulted from this omission.



A REASON FOR NOT BEING GREAT
Helen Hitchcock

It may be plcasanl to be a great man

or a great woman during one's lifetime.

Hut after death, great people are repro-

duced in statuary, and statuary is a

strong argument against greatness.

[magine yourself the original of a bust

which has outlived its first popularity

I

\j/ifhoi;f*TYY colUr —
as a household ornament, and has been
taken off some warm mantel shelf, and
bequeathed to a lonely, echoing art

gallery. Then imagine yourself looking

down—or would it be up?—from the

Elysian fields upon your poor, white
self. How cold you would feel for it,

seeing it standing there without any

collar, or wrap for its shoulders—most

busts are not well-clothed And if you

were very, very great, and had a thou-

sand likenesses in a thousand different

art galleries, how your shivers would be

multiplied I

Possibly Ih" thought that your image

had been placed where the public mi«:ht

see it and benefit by the remembrance

of your fame would be compensation.

But alas, how soon people lose apprecia-

tion of the departed; how soon they for-

get, and cease to reverence! Suppose

you are a Caesar. You may be placed,

Uf h(rn be qood looking- -

in utter disregard of your social station,

your fame, and your nationality, among

an unworthy, motley assemblage. Lucky
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you are if your Plaster of Paris keeps

company with nothing less dignified

than a minor sea-goddess's. Even so,

you may hear some spectator exclaim

over her charm and, in the same breath,

nder who that queer looking creature

,.e ide her is. Infant princes, prehis-

toric savages, arch-angels, French court

ladies, Athenian athletes, sovereigns of

Great Britain—all are your fellow cit-

izens in the democracy of an art gallery,

and yet others.

You would tire of them. Imagine

forever having Diana aim a dart at you,

Pousseau sneer at you, Cleopatra disdain

you. Or fancy being a Cataline with a

Cicero across the room. Wouldn't you

long to leap from your pedestal and

scream ?

With the passing years you would

collect dust, grow shabby, and finally

be snatched up by a caretaker who would

carry you by the head and put you on

a shelf out of the way. There you would

remain for a long age, useless, except

that you might serve as a hat rack for

some unkind frequenter of the gallery.

At length, knocked down by a careless

hand, you would go to a rubbish heap.

Such an end should discourage great-

ness. For him who would persist, how-

ever, the following precautions: First,

let him be good looking. It is embar-

rassing, when one's statue is being

drawn by an art student, to hear an in-

structor remark, ''That's fair; but don't

you think another chin would complete

the likeness?" Secondly, let him be

distinctive. It is disconcerting to be mis-

taken for a faun if one is a Charlemange.

Thirdly and lastly, let him choose a liv-

ing posture. It is hard to have to expire

for over nineteen centuries. If this is

not believed, inquiry can be made of the

dying Gaul.

-^ervc *-s ^ K** ^fcfck-



THE WAY OF THINGS
Jane Walden

Her mother adored her, her father

i' to understand her, but everyone

else said she was queer. Auntie Maud

tried to compromise by explaining thai

Angelica was young for her age, but

even Auntie Maud had her doubts. She

still remembered, vividly, the time she

had called and found Mr. and Mrs.

ashman crouched before the tea-table,

while Angelica fed them from a lettuce

sandwich clenched tightly between her

teeth. She was a Kingfisher, Angelica

explained, with Mother and Daddy for

her babies; the sandwich was a dead

snapper and she was feeding them their

supper. Auntie Maud had come just in

time to be the "scavenger bird" that

gobbled up the
'

' re-mains.
'

'

Lettuce sandwiches had never again

had the same appeal for Auntie Maud.

That, however, was when Angelica

was extremely young, and even her Aunt

had to admit that she had improved, a

great deal, since then.

Her queer little freckled face had

broadened till its sharp lines were soft-

ened and rounded. Her pale blue eyes

were beginning to acquire depth and her

aureole of Titian fuzz now reached a pre-

sentable length. She had received extra-

ordinarily good marks at school, and

evinced a decided musical talent. Noth-

ing gave her greater pleasure than to

stand with her violin tucked under her

arm, practising over and over again the

monotonous exercises. There was still

Dodo, however, and as long as Dodo con-

tinued to exist, Auntie Maud wrould con-

tinue to disapprove.

Angelica sensed this hostility; in fact

she rtali/cd fully that Dodo was getting

to be a problem that only her mother

understood ; but all served to make her,

if anything, more loyal. Dodo had lived

with them for years; she really couldn't

remember when she hadn't had Dodo.

One morning she had opened her eyes

and found Dodo there by her bed wait-

ing to play with her. Ever since they

had slept in the nursery together—

w

Then

they were old enough, they had had their

high-chairs at the table, in the dining

room, side by side. Then Celeste came

to teach Angelica to read and wr
rite, and

Dodo had learned with her. She almost

seemed like Angelica's sister.

But the last winter, at school, had been

different. Everyone had looked strangely

at the desk she demanded for Dodo. In

recess time no one asked them to play

prisoner's base and consequently they

were left pretty much to themselves.

Another thing was beginning to worry

Angelica—Dodo wasn't growing up

—

she seemed to understand everything

they talked about, she was very sympa-

thetic, but she didn't get any bigger.

Angelica's legs waxed thin and spindly,

her body became long and awTkward, but

Dodo stayed the same.

"Mother, perhaps we'd better give

her cod-liver oil or some of that iron

medicine," Angelica meditated. "I hate

to have her smaller than me!"

"Some children grow earlier than

others," her mother comforted, but the

worried wrinkles remained in Angelica 's

forehead as she rubbed it thoughtfully

up and down the window pane.
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"I wish I had long, black curls like

Dodo's," she murmured half to herself.

"Then maybe Jimmy would choose me
for his side in prisoner's base!"

"What's that?" Her mother regarded

her absent-mindedly.

"Oh, nothing. I was just talking to

Dodo!" Angelica walked out of the

room with her chin a little bit up as

though she were defying someone. Out

in the hall she continued,

"Dodo, I wish two could play prison-

er's base, don't you? It's a lot more

fun playing two, only you have to have

more or there's no one to catch!"

She paused a moment on the steep old

stair-case, with one hand resting on the

dark oak banister.

"Now Dodo, if you follow me down,

be careful and hold tight because your

legs aren 't as long as mine, remember. '

'

Her scanty skirts fluttered as she slipped

smoothly down the polished rail, landing

with a spring. At the bottom she waited

patiently for her companion.

The warm June sunshine poured

through a long pane of red glass and cast

a warm shade of pink over her up-

turned countenance. In the center of

the window a very plump humming bird

clung desperately to a very blue morn-

ing glory. "Do you know. Dodo," she

said, regarding it reflectively,
'

' that bird

reminds me so of Auntie Maud ! That 's

just the way she buzzes around, hanging

on to everybody!"

Angelica turned and put her arm

gently around her companion's shoul-

der.
1

' Dodo, don 't you like this house much
better than the winter one in town ? It 's

so old-fashioned and funny! I love the

puffy sofas and the little stools, don't

you, Dodo? and the cool lane down to

the water and the little jumping

waves?"

Outside the long arch of leafy green

shaded the dim, winding road. It looked

inviting.

"Let's go down to the beach," An-

gelica said. They skipped most of the

way, and, a little out of breath, sat down

on the sand, among the sheltering rocks,

just above the reach of the tide.

The Sound was azure blue in the

morning sunshine, and sparkled "like

the crystal dangles on the dining room

chandelier", Angelica thought. A salty

breeze blew the red-gold tendrils from

her eyes. She rolled over and over

in the sand and then jumped to her

feet, scattering shining particles far and

wide. "I know what we'll do, Dodo,

we'll catch some fiddler crabs and take

them home and harness them up with

thread! You've got to help me hold

them, though, while I nip their big

claws.
'

'

She dragged off first one shoe and

then the other, tossing them recklessly

aside, and then, bent double, began her

search for crabs.

A round, wet rock was pulled vigor-

ously from its sandy bed and the slimy

fiddlers, startled by the daylight, scut-

tled for their holes. Angelica pounced

viciously and came up with a tiny crea-

ture struggling between the thumb and

first finger of each hand. She handed

one over to Dodo and regarded the other

deliberately, awaiting the moment to nip

and rob him of his weapons.

Suddenly above her an awed voice

spoke.

"Gee!" it said, and in her surprise

she dropped the crab.

1
' Aw, you nit-wit ! What did you let

it go for ? " He was very scornful.
'

' Just

wait till I get ahold of one of them, and

I won't let it go! No, sir!"

With clumsy haste he uprooted stone

after stone, seeking to capture the active
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little fiddlers. But he only got his

fingers pinched for his pains, and suc-

ceeded in scattering his victims far and

wide.

Angelica sat speechless and spell-

bound. Her eyes were wide and she

watched carefully every motion lie made.

She didn't analyze her feelings; she was

extremely excited and extremely scared

all in one, almost as if she were afraid

she might frighten him away. She didn't

analyze Jimmy either; she didn't think

•'he has nice, curly hair, and a pug nose,

and a square, little jaw. " She just knew

that he was a superior creature and that

she wanted to stay where she could

watch him.

"Gosh!" He stood up, disgusted with

his futile efforts. Angelica couldn't

think of anything to say, but she gig-

gled sympathetically. "Say, you show

me how !

" he panted.

Very deliberately she lay in wait for

iher prey, determined to be successful

this time, if ever.

And then a ghastly thing occurred.

Jimmy stepped back and stood on

Dodo's hand, crushing it and mashing

,it into the sand! Dodo screamed with

pain, and her cries pierced Angelica

through and through. She sprang,

trembling, to her feet, her face as white

as the bleached shells that lay about the

beach. Her mouth was dry and the

words stuck in her throat as though it

were all a night-mare and she were try-

ing to call for help.

"See here!" snorted Jimmy, gleefully

"You couldn't get him, either, could

you? Did he bite you, huh?" Then
he saw her face

—"Say, what— "he
looked at her blankly.

"Stop— " she choked, and then a

hand seemed to clutch her throat and
keep the words from coming out. She

was watching Jimmy and a strange ex-

ioii was creeping over his It

All at once she saw everything eharly

like a puzzle that had suddenly fallen

into shape.

When Jimmy had appeared, she had

been so interested in him thai she had

forgotten all about Dodo, and he had

been so interested in the crabs that he

had forgotten all about her. And now
he was beginning to remember ; what the

others said about her at school, how she

had to sit in the back row, all alone, so

that Dodo could have a desk beside her,

how everyone laughed wThen she and

Dodo played tag together in a corner of

the yard ! And suddenly she realized

that she cared more about Jimmy and

what he thought than she did about

Dodo ! Her heart was beating very fast,

and she felt almost out of breath—up
went her stubborn little chin. "He bit

me!" she said, holding fast to the sup-

posedly injured finger, "but I'll catch

him next time ! '

'

An hour later Mrs. Cushman beheld

Angelica and Jimmy sauntering leisure-

ly up the shady lane. They were deeply

engaged in conversation. Jimmy dangled,

at arm's length, a bedraggled object

that was obviously one of Angelica's

neglected stockings. Even from a dist-

ance, Mrs. Cushman could tell that his

remarks wTere not complimentary.

Suddenly Angelica, taking Jimmy un-

awares, snatched the derided article

from his grasp and ran for the house.

Jimmy's legs were muscular but An-

gelica's were long and lithe, and she

reached the front door first. Mrs. Cush-

man heard it slam and beheld Jimmy's

inglorious retreat. He paused a mo-

ment in the driveway and rudely

thumbed his nose at the front windows.

After a moment, Angelica's footsteps

dragged slowly up the stairs. Trailing
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after her the tortured stocking, she

wandered aimlessly into her mother's

room. Her cheeks had the warm glow

that comes from an hour's contact with

the summer sun; her skirt was streaked

with dirt. She wriggled her toes un-

comfortably in the fuzziness of the rug.
1

' Dearest, for goodness ' sake, what did

you do with your shoes and the other

stocking?" her mother remonstrated

gently. "You don't look very nice!"

"I don't know; the tide must have

gotten them." Angelica was obviously

thinking of something else.

"Mother—"
"Yes, dear."

"Mother, I want to tell you about

Dodo."

"Yes, dear." Angelica's eyes were

very wide and wistful.
'

' Mother, Jimmy stepped on her hand

and hurt it, and she died!"

Mrs. Cushman gasped. It made her

feel a little shaky—she almost laughed.

"How terrible, dear!"

"But that's the funny part, Mother,

it wasn't terrible—I was glad!"

There was a gathering brightness in

her eyes. She turned suddenly an

walked uncertainly to the door. Mrs.

Cushman noticed she had to feel for the

knob. A moment later stifled sounds

came from across the hall. With her

head buried in a sofa pillow, Angelica

was crying as though her heart would

break.

Is

COMMEMORATION ODE
Elizabeth Hart

Little we knew of war. Between broad seas,

Ramparts impregnable, what should we fear

Of enemies?

Peace walked our streets, with her attendant crowd-

Pleasure, and wealth, and ease

;

And still the proud
Pageant of commerce, passing year by year,

Statlier and more lavish grew.

Little we knew.

Romance hung over Flanders in those days

:

Wraiths of long-sung encounters seemed to touch

The present, glamor deepening with the touch

—

Chivalry perfected in new-world ways.

All was parade
;
jubilant men and young,

Brave futures shining in their eyes, sped by

;

Trumpets a golden blare ; before them high

—

Challenging—age-unconquered banners flung.
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\\Y know war now. Pacing il as we could.

Surely out of this evil thing, we thought,

Will (/row sonu good.

stark <l((i()i for years of hate has paid (In price,

And a fair wreath, pity and sacrifiin .

Dicks tin grim fields tn fought:
Less lost, whi n all is dofli

,

Than we have iron.

Dreams fade before the truth. What erst we dreamed,
We have not realized. Even peace, that seemed
Won, though but wearily, stays not. We cry
On love that should have bound men brethren all,

On tarnished vision, and dimmed prophecy;
But howsoever importunate our call,

No heroes, in the simpleness of power,

Arise to bear the burden of this hour.

In sadness, then, with humbled heads, we turn
To those who first bequeathed us that trust

We so unworthily strive to fulfill.

Great Washington ! We fain from thee would learn

Newly to kindle courage, as we must,

Newly, for justice, to surrender will.

We scarce shall ask in vain—hast thou not known
Trials and fears as bitter as our own 1

War thou hast borne, and its vast labor done
Hast been enforced to see

Half-heartedness and scheming greed contend
To overthrow thy hard-gained end.

Washington!
Even then thou wast not daunted, but strov'st on.

If from all self-wrapt seeking—following thee

—

Our hands, our thoughts, we teach but to refrain,

We shall not have known war in vain.



THE POETRY OV EDNA ST. VINCENT
MILLAY
Louise Guyol

Perhaps it is not necessary to know
the life and personality of a writer in

order to value his work properly. In

the case of Edna St. Vincent Millay,

however, it adds to the inevitable ap-

preciation of her poetry when one

realizes that her first poem to attract

attention was written when she was

nineteen years old. It gives a piquancy

to the taste of the words, a flavor and

zest, like an unexpected spice in a sauce,

though her diction and philosophy are

alike divorced from a school-girl atmos-

phere and are most satisfyingly mature.

"Renascence", the poem that made

the literary world conscious of Miss

Millay 's existence, delicately and neatly

rouses a feeling that realization of death

is essential to perfect appreciation of

life. The psychological moral is set in a

mosaic of delightful description, always

vivid but always quiet, with emphasis

on the pastels of a rainbow rather than

the blatant gold-crimsons of a sunset.

"Oh world, I cannot hold you close

enough", is another memorable poem,

included in Miss Millay 's first volume

of verse. It shows the inspiration of

the same mood that created "Renas-

cence"; it is another facet of the same

jeAvel, and is obviously of the same

workmanship.

Following "Renascence and Other

Poems" came "Second April", a book

of lyrics touched with the whimsicality

and happy rhythm that Miss Millay

gave her first volume. The first poem

in the book is named with characteristic

boldness '

' Spring " : a far more daring

title in this age of originality willy-

nilly than it ever has been before. Con-

trary to her more usual custom, Miss

Millay uses a free-verse form here, like

a fine gold thread flung from her Ivory

Tower—a Tower that she is assuredly

building, although as yet she does not sit

eternally aloof there. The third and

fourth lines of "Spring" show keen

poetic vision of a childlike freshness, as

lovely as a phrase from Keats at his

loveliest

:

" the redness.

Of little leaves opening stickily."

That smells certainly of early April

and late sweet sap ! The eighth line and

ninth in their delicate bitterness lead

gradually toward the startling conclu-

sion.

"Not only under ground are the

brains of men
Eaten by maggots."

After that we are less appalled to find

that

"April

Comes like an idiot, babbling and

strewing flowers."

Yet for all its originality, this final

figure has almost the effect of a tour de

force; it is so utterly unlike anything

that has been said about April before

that we cringe away from it a little.

Those rebellious lines set the keynote

for the whole book. The leit motif va-

ries, through wistfulness to active sor-

row for the quiet things and the tran-

sient things that we love and lose. It

is not inconsequential but, rather, perti-

222
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oent, to remark thai at the time when

most of these poems were written, Miss

Millav was living in Ww York in very

poor circumstances, longing desperately

for her little Maine village and her great

familiar ocean. It was unavoidable that

such poems should result as "Eel-

Grass", "Weeds", "Inland", "El-

aine", "Burial", "Lament", and as

many again that show a flicker of the

pensive at least ; at most, of the terrible.

"The Blue-Flag in the Bog" is the

most original poem in the book, particu-

larly in conception, but in execution as

well. It depicts the destruction of the

world by fire on the Last Day. One

mortal slips away "through the fingers

of the blest", returns to the flaming,

charred earth, and finds a tall blue flow-

er in the midst of a bog, the last keep-

sake of the beautiful World for the last

remembering mortal.

"All my heart became a tear,

All my soul became a tower.

Never loved I anything

As I loved that tall blue flower.

It was all the little boats

That had ever sailed the sea,

It was all the little books

That had gone to school with me.

On its roots like iron claws

Rearing up so blue and tall,

—

It was all the gallant Earth

With its back against a wall ! '

'

And God reaches his hand in rescue to

the now-terrified mortal, with the blue

flower "leaning its head" on her.

"All's well and all's well!

Gay the lights of Heaven show!

In some moist and Heavenly place

We will set it out to grow. '

'

This poem is remarkable in vie* of the

utter simplicity of its metre and its

rhyme, in < \ erj stanza the " inevitable

rhyme" is used, but bo imbued with per-

sonality and so refreshingly sel in its

context that it semis new. How many
times has "world" been coupled with

"unfurled", "land" with "hand",

"trod" with "God", "sec" with

"me"! The naturalness of their occur-

rence saves them. The metre is amaz-

ingly not doggi rel, being varied by

telescoping one line, by packing another

full of syllables.

"And my heart rose like a freshet,

And it swept me on before,

Giddy as a whirling stick,

Till I felt the earth once more."

"The Poet and his Book" is another

poem that gains freshness by means of

Miss Millay's originality in phrasing

and by the vigor of her metaphor.

'

' Down, you mongrel, Death !

Back into your kennel

!

I have stolen breath

In a stalk of fennel

!

You shall scratch and you shall whine

Many a night, and you shall worry

Many a bone, before you bury

One sweet bone of mine ! '

'

In it rings one of the recurrent motifs of

all her work : reluctance, even a refusal

to die : a cry to live in the life of every-

one to come after her; it is a note she

strikes in the sixth sonnet of "Second

April," in a different key, perhaps.

"Thus when I swear, 'I love with all

my heart,'

'Tis with the heart of Lilith that I

swear,

'Tis with the love of Lesbia and

Lucrece

;
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And thus as well my love must lose

some part

Of what it is, had Helen been less

fair,

Or perished young, or stayed at home
in Greeee.

"

There is a suggestion in that of Rupert

Brooke's Mummia :

"Helen's the hair shuts out from me
Verona's livid skies;

Gypsy the lips I press; and see

Two Antony's in your eyes."

A subtle shading of the same idea

appears in the Rubaiyat

:

1
' I sometimes think that never blooms

so red

The rose as where some buried Caesar

bled;

That every hyacinth the garden wears

Dropt in its lap from some once lovely

head."

This refusal to die, this ardent hope-

lessness of keeping youth and love and

loveliness, chimes and chimes through

all of her poetry. And like a thread of

a different color in the same strand of

thought, comes almost a worship of the

out-doors and its habiliments. Sunlight,

laurel, bird-songs, rain and the sea,

buds and grasses ; she loves them all with

an eager passion. With such a silver

spring of sincerity to draw on, her verse

could hardly help being clear and quick

and stimulating. She etches with a per-

fect sharpness that becomes at times al-

most acid, as in "Burial", with a fear-

lessness and directness that is free from

the lash of any modern school, from the

leash of imposed form or rhythm. When
free verse is more becoming to her mood,

she turns to the brevity and frankness

of free verse. When the richness of the

sonnet fits her idea better, she turns to

the sonnet-form.

It is perhaps in the latter that Miss

Millay has found most certain perma-

nence. Some of her work with that emi-

nently superior and satisfying form is

unforgettable and irresistibly quotable.

The second sonnet in
'

'A Few Figs from

Thistles" is such, although that little

volume has been worn thin rather on

account of the adorable whimsicality

and youthful charming defiance of the

shorter poems.

e

"I think I should have loved you

presently,

And given in earnest words I flung in

jest;

And lifted honest eyes for you to see,

And caught your hand against my
cheek and breast

;

And all my pretty follies flung aside

That won you to me, and beneath your

gaze

Naked of reticence and shorn of pride,

Spread like a chart my little wicked

ways.

I, that had been to you, had you re-

mained,

But one more waking from a recur-

rent dream,

Cherish no less the certain stakes I

gained,

And walk your memory's halls,

austere, supreme,

A ghost in marble of a girl you knew

Who would have loved you in a day

or two."

In this the ingenious rhymes make

themselves realized, as well as the pleas-

ant variation of the beat in the individu-

al lines, such as,
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"But one more waking from a recur

rent dream,"

a fairly crowded line in contrast with

the elbow-room Left in the line,

11A ghost in marble of a girl y..ii

knew."

The "ghost in marble" would lie criti-

d. perhaps, for the incongruity of the

sULr,,rested idea. To my mind, the words

here supplement each other, the one

implying a vague presenee that lingers

forever, the other supplying a coldness

and whiteness of intangible chastity.

The booklet, "A Few Figs from

Thistles," has endeared Miss Millay most

thoroughly to the fearsome young in-

tellectuals, who chant delightedly, at

her instigation,

"My candle burns at both ends,

It will not last the night,

But ah, my foes, and oh, my friends,

It gives a lovely light
! '

'

They are equally pleased with the au-

dacity of her " Daphne''

—

" to heel, Apollo!"

On the whole, Edna St. Vmnut Mil

lay must be acknowledged as one of the

most promising American poets, with

the neatest <>f diction and most whim-

sical thought. Obviously, one of her

greatest faults is an inclination to flip-

pancy, almost to triviality, which im-

plies a willingness to pander; for her

fellows of the Founger Generation

pounce on her little seedlings of caprice

and shoul them abroad as blossoms from

the Tree of Knowledge. She has an im-

pulse to follow fantasy almost to the

realm of the grotesque, as in "The
Prisoner" and "The Singingwoman

from the Wood's Edge", in which she

depends on paradox to cany frivolously

slight thought. These poems remind

one of clever bits of slang or brilliant

punning—well enough if regarded as ex-

temporaneous and unpremeditated, but

not worth the comparative permanence

of paper and ink, between book covers.

A careless youthfulness of mood un-

derlies many of her ideas. But that and

her other present faults will disappear

as her genius ripens. That it is genius

few can doubt.

VANISHINGS
Mary Evans

Windows
Aslant the dawn

Are rose.

Grasses

Of an unmown lawn.

When wind passes,

Disclose

New loveliness.

Who knows
Or can guess

Where the beauty £ocs?



PAQUINADE LOSES
Ruth

HIS IMAGINATION
Tyler

"Gray-green eyes, I saw to-day down
in our little pathway the fat goblin

—

you know, the one whose beard is like

fine threads of creamy silk. He stood

upon his tiptoes in the jade twisted

grass, drinking the dew from a white

opal flower"

—

Bobinette turned from the wheel

where she was spinning soft gray cloth.

Pursing her lips and frowning gently,

she said, "Oh, Paquinade, you do talk

very much."

Paquinade closed his mouth—click!

—

and then was very quiet, a quietness

that was like a threat. Bobinette was

very, very precious—she was as the calm,

fashioned slimness of aged ivories, and

on certain days in the sky and in the

sea he saw the lights of her eyes. Were
they but a reflection of his own? But

no ! she would not listen when he wished

her to. Well, she would see. It might

be cruel to hurt her, and her precious-

ness was far too dear to risk dropping

and breaking it. A spark of determina-

tion flashed to fire in his eyes. Yes, she

would see whether callousness could pass

so easily.

• • • •

With high majestic splendor, the mu-

sic of the organ trod the long cathedral

aisles lifting its holy head to meet the

sun shining through the Christ in the

window. Paquinade feigned inattention,

his eyes listlessly wandering or tightly

closed. How else to hide the fervor of

his vagrant spirit from the little figure

next to him who must not guess the pur-

pose of his acting!

The service was soon over. On the

home-ward way the poplar trees bent

down under the wind, whispering the

secrets of the stars, but Bobinette paid

no heed. Her heart ached with a dread

foreboding.

"Oh, Paquinade, to sleep in the c^

thedral! You did not care? But they

played the Great Anthem. You always

said it was the guiding hand of the old

Latin priests on the Day of the First

Sacrifice that gave those notes to us.

How could you possibly not listen ! And
yet you slept

! '

'

Deeper into the road-dust Paquinade

scuffed his feet, all the while whistling

his carelessness. The wondering trees

straightened and ceased their petty

chattering as a sadness entered Bobin-

ette 's voice.

"Paquinade, where do you leave your

dreams—you never bring them home to

me. And only yesterday the Marquis

said you were annoyed because he

purred when the kettle boiled. Even

the rain no longer slips over the roof

with gentleness. The hours of the day

are almost bitterly unkind to me be-

cause you sing no more, nor speak your

dreams to me."

There came an awful, desperate

silence. Clearly and quite softly (she

could do no more), "Is it that you no

longer love me?"
"Now let me see."—Like a great

pompous politician with a matter of

great moment, Paquinade drawled

slowly, "Once on a time I remembei

that I did. Hum! Er—You know the

night the half-moon laughed? Well

then it was I lost my imagination. Yes

!
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[ did. 1 must have dreamed I loved

pa, for it's gone "\\\\ all the other

>illy dreams I ever had."
• • • #

The Marquis gazed at the fire, making

i noise Like a miniature, distant drum.

tie sat immobile save lor the waving of

lis long Mack satin tail with its night-

•ap on the tip. Perhaps he was play-

|g warrior and waved a flap: of truce.

le loved his elfin-mistress, and being a

cry v\ ise eat, he contemplated the fire

vhile he listened to her voice.

"Please say you'll hunt for them

—

he dreams you used to know. Why

—

Vjinade, oh. why? The tiny birds, the

.wan I used to ride over the black pool

>f fishes—all. all of these have happi-

less and I—but I always loved them,

ind I listened so carefully." She

topped suddenly and looked at Paquin-

ide, great wonder in her face. Then,

quickly, as though she had made a most

startling discovery, "Your eyes! What

is it I
( >h, tell in.' ! You think I know

now. d!i. I know! I'.ut I did listen—to

every word you spoke, t<> every note you

Bang. And you thought I didn't caret"

slowly the Marquis turned. His eyes

that resembled the shimmer of sunlighl

striking yellow sand through -hallow

water, blinked in amusemenl al Paquin-

ade. On he followed his mistress' voice.

It was as though he pursued brown crisp

Leaves in a grass wilderm

"A promise as clear and wide and

everlasting as the sky I make to you.

—

Bring to me your tiniest of dreams and

I will hold their hands. Oh, dreamer,

sing to me the dearest songs you know !

'

Paquinade smiled and touched her

hand and whispered, "Sh! Listen to the

Marquis whistling to the coals!"

POEM
Frances Dorris

It may be that no other spring shall be
As this that scatters flowers on the grass,

Brave with the loveliness of things that pass,

Breathless with April's changeful ecstasy;

Fly on ! I would not have your flying feet

Less rapturously, beautifully fleet.

It may be that no other spring to come
Shall be like this whose silver laughter flies,

It may be that with older, wiser eyes

Beauty shall find us answerless and dumb

;

Fly on ! For even so your flying feet

Are perilously, beautifully swT
eet.



"WHO HATH DESIRED THE SEA?"
Sarah Morton

The sea was marching long grey swells

across the mouth of the harbor. Wicked

swells they were, ready to burst into

smothering foam. They pushed at the

little round Half-mile rock, rushing at

it in a ferocious formation, and melting

over it in a harmless roar. Little Half-

mile was terrified. Even the sky seemed

subdued by the myriad of facetious

rough arms, heavy irresistible arms,

which the gentle sea had flung up. The

sky hung low over the world, hiding the

horizon with blurring mist, duplicating

the white-fringed furrows of the sea

with grey-fringed furrows of clouds. It

was afraid to imitate the sea, and also

afraid to seem unsympathetic.

As I watched the torturing water

from a rocky point of land, I was filled

with terror. Not bodily terror; some-

thing less tangible ; I was afraid to think,

for fear I should realize the aivfillness of

the ocean; for fear my imagination

would color too clearly the stories of

wrecks which I had heard. And then

in spite of myself I remembered the

story of the South America. It must

have been on such a day as this, late in

November, that she had gone ashore on

the Chickens.

I looked toward the place where Little

Sou 'west spindle and Old Cock gener-

ally stood to mark those ill-placed rocks.

They were hidden in the misty greyness,

but I could tell where they were by the

white patches which humped and twist-

ed from the rest of the sea. No need

for spindles when one could see and

hear; but if one could not—ah, they

are helplessly cruel,—those rocks! They

are the unconscious tools of the ocean.

And the gallant South America, that

luxurious racing boat—how had she

come to strike the foam-covered jags?

I know how it happened. She had been

driving through the rain, across the

wind, making a dangerous reach for

freedom. Her crew was tense, for they

knew well the dangers of the passage

out of Buzzard's Bay. They knew the

rocks; but the graceful South America,

riding her first storm with all the ex-

uberance that a brave ship delights in,

knew them not, feared them not—and

so they caught her. They made sure of

her, and then let the cruel wave caress

her, send inquiring fingers over and

through her, and finally, in its longing

to possess her more completely, snatch

her from their jagged backs and carry

her to the depths. Down with her went

her crew, all but her captain and owner

He was a strong swimmer and managed

to reach Little Sou 'west and cling to

the spindle there.

Even as I think of him, the sea piles

wave on wave and topples them down

on the rock, as though it would live over

again its wicked triumph of that Novem-

ber afternoon. The sea knows well how

to influence the hearts of men ; how tc

lure them forth with sleek kindliness

how to give them pleasure, how to fright

en them, and worst of all how to mak*

them cowards. A seaman who nevei

fears the sea is the bravest of mortals

I know how it threatened old Captair

Eric Wilbur about dusk on that Novem
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ber afternoon as in his small boat lie

made his way through the panage to

Cutty-hunk. I know how it battered and

smothered the young Captain of tin 4

South America as he clung to the

spindle. It mustered wave upon wave,

heaped boiling green water upon boiling

green water, laughed wickedly, said,

"Dare yon!"- and then called upon

Captain Eric to look. The story goes

that Captain Eric looked, saw, and

turned away, conquered. The boy who
was with him said he muttered some-

thing about ''those damn yachtsmen not

being any of his business." At any rate,

the sea won, and Captain Eric went

ly into Cutty-hunk, saying nothing

of what he had seen. The sea in her

tantrum had rolled one more crime

against her name, made one more life

miserable, for Captain Eric was under

her spell.

I know how that day in November

ended. Dusk came early and lasted for

a long time. The waves piled higher

until they seemedand higher, until they seemed big

enough to conquer the world. But still

they grew. Then the boy who was with

Captain Eric became frightened. He
told one of the seamen what Captain

Brie had wen. In a moment the wharf

was covered with groups, But Captain

Brie Wilbur itood alone. The others

looked at him askance.

Finally one young fisherman, lacking

the experience and diffidence of the old-

er ones, said, "Why didn't ya go ter

m, Capn Brief

'

And Captain Brie answered with non-

chalance and unconcern, " 'Cause I was

bringin' my pots in for the winter and

if I'd a gone I'd a lost 'cm all."

But everyone knew better. They

knew that the terror of the sea was

upon him, and they were fearful for

themselves but not sorry for him. Then

dusk came; they shrugged their shoul-

ders and went away, leaving him alone.

And he knew by this time the Cap-

tain of the South America was surely

drowned. So he too went away with

the screech of the sea in his ears and

the fear of the sea in his heart, while

through the night the sea raged over

the rocks in an orgy of exultation.

Before the year was out, Captain Eric

killed himself. For who hath desired the

sea and survived the mark of her fury?



VERSATILITY
Hilda Hulbert

Once upon a time there lived a poet

whose genius startled the world. The

world, for its part, stood it very well

his friends were tolerably impressed ; his

wife could probably have managed in

one way or another, if he had not sudden-

ly begun to develop alarming tendencies

which, she was convinced, were in ex-

tremely poor taste for a poet. The truth

was, he suddenly took to brush and pal-

ette, and instead of creating sonnets that

breathed effortless and poignant beauty,

he daubed laboriously hour after hour at

canvases which were nothing short of

atrocious.

His wife and friends grew more and

more uncomfortable as it became evident

that the deluded poet had not the slight-

est intention of sheltering his new avoca-

tion in becoming privacy. Indeed, had

he wished it, it would have not been easy,

for his brood of shaggy-haired children,

who understood his poems not at all,

were consumed with such an intense in-

terest in the crashing cubism which

adorned the walls that passers-by were

dragged in by force to see
'

' the wonner-

ful rainbow" or the "ship wiv a hole in

the bottom. '

' The poet was entirely un-

concerned; in fact, he enjoyed showing

his works of art to visitors. He even

summoned friends and critics, to ask

their artistic judgment, Needless to say,

they were one and all agreed as to the

hideousness and utter failure of his at-

tempts as an artist. A few of them en-

deavored to employ tact, pointing out as

delicately as possible that even a mighty

reputation is dangerously balanced.

Others pleaded more openly with him to

reform, to return to his deserted art.

"Think," they urged, "of the lyrics

you might have been writing. That

glorious dactylic idyl you were working

at—"
"That my wife cooked me a most de-

licious omelet for supper last night,"

replied the poet sternly, "is no reason

for her cooking me an omelet every

night from now into eternity, is it?"

(At this point in the conversation, his

wife, who had been standing in the door-

way, retired mournfully to the kitchen.)

"But," argued the poet's friends,

"she knows how to cook many delicious

dishes—while you know only one!"
' ' Ah ! " replied the poet, "it is indeed

time I learned to prepare another. Be-

sides,
'

' he added, "I am weary of dumb,

servile admiration." And he strode

back to his easel, whistling mightily.

• # * *

Several weeks later a prize was of-

fered by the Art Academy of a neighbor-

ing city for the best piece of artistic

work submitted, competition being open

to all.

The fears of the poet's wife and

friends were soon confirmed. He began

to work feverishly, early and late: it

became only too evident that he was

planning to submit some of his work.

Tactful suggestion, earnest appeal, vio-

lent display of anger availed not at all;

so at last his weary friends resigned

themselves to bear the ridicule which

would probably have no effect on him.

With sinking hearts, they watched him

set out for the city on the day of the

opening of the competition, which was
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:o last several days, picture under his

inn, whistle on his lips. They had re

fused to bo shown that which was to

grown him, the famous poet, with dis-

grace. They watched him return that

afternoon, still whistling, and, silently

lunge to work again. They looked at

<ach other sadly and shook their heads.

Three days later, the poet's wife was

overtaken on the way home from market

>y two excited gossips.

" Have you heard? Have you heard?"

stammered. "Your husband has

von the Art Academy prize!"

•What?" shrieked his wife. "Are

mi telling the truth?"

Without waiting for a reply, however,

he was off at a great pace. As she

i eared home she noticed two acquaint-

nces standing near her door chatting.

>he straightened her bonnet and

issumed a more dignified bearing.

"Good-morning, good-morning to

ou!" she smirked. "Won't you come

n to see my husband's paintings? Per-

iaps you know that he has just been

i warded the Academy prize."

The ladies were pleased at the invita-

ion, and followed the good lady up the

steps and through the door, murmur
ing,

•' Mow versatile
'" and "His poems,

too, are so fine! Who would have

thoughl— " Beaming with pride the

poet's wife opened the workshop door

and ushered them in. A sadden and

awkward silence followed.

Truth to tell, not a painting was in

sight Where previously a seething

battleground of colors would have smit-

ten one's eyes, were merely empty walls

and dusty book-shelves. A few bright

scraps of paper lay on the floor beside

an overflowing waste-basket. Most dingy

of all, sat the poet at a table in the cor-

ner quietly chewing his pencil and gaz-

ing dreamily into space. Papers were

spread before him.

He looked at the intruders absently,

then suddenly scowled.

"Don't bother me!" he snarled.

"Oh!" shrieked his wT
ife, stamping

her foot—and fled out the door past her

astonished guests.

# # # *

Several hours later the indignant whir

of an egg-beater sounded from the

kitchen.



THE PRINCESS MARIA
Helen Spahr

The scene is laid in a room in the

royal palace. There are narrow, high,

small-paned windows at the back of the

room. Toward the front at the left is a

heavy stone fireplace, with the remains

of a fire burning in it. There is a door

in each side wall, the one on the left

being further back than the one on the

right. A few dark heavy chairs are

almost the only furniture. The room is

dignified but not beautiful. By the light

one can tell the time to be late afternoon.

The Princess Maria (pronounced "e",

not "i") and Kenneth are seated talk-

ing near the fire. Maria is pretty and

dainty. She is dressed in the approved

fashion of princesses in fairy-tales. Ken-

neth is a good-looking person who looks

as if he were more likable than clever.

He and all the other characters, are

dressed in approved fairy-tale fashion.

The Princess Maria is talking volubly.

Maria: Oh, haven't you heard that

story about the little Angela?

Kenneth: That pretty little thing

that won't open her mouth? No, I don't

think so.

Maria: Probably not, as it just hap-

pened yesterday. Well! It seems that

Angela thinks herself deeply in love

with Reginald. She thinks of him as a

bright and shining hero. But whenever

she meets him, she is struck dumb with

awe.

Kenneth: (Incredulous.) In awe of

Reginald! Is the girl crazy?

Maria: Oh no! Merely young and

shy. You remember yesterday that

dragon had been hiding all day at the

back of the palace, and every one was

warned not to go out unarmed? But
Angela met Reginald unexpectedly in

the hall. There was no escaping him

except by the door to the back of the

palace. She had to choose between Regi-

nald and the dragon—so she chose the

dragon.

Kenneth : And you say she 's not

crazy! Well, what did Reginald do?

Maria: What he had to. He was

awfully annoyed, as he was all dressed

up in his most dashing array, and the

last thing he wanted to do was to fight a

dirty dragon. But he hadn't much

choice. So he scared the dragon away,

and turned to Angela expecting a burst

of gratitude and applause. But Angela

had fled once more—in the direction of

the dragon.

Kenneth: (Protesting.) Oh Maria!

Maria: (Mimicking.) Oh Kenneth!

That 's true. Reginald was alarmed and

furious. I came along just then, and

told him that if he went away, maybe

she 'd come back. So he did. and she did.

Kenneth: (Laughing.) Maria, just

how much of that would you like me to

believe ?

Maria: Oh, no more than you want

to. It's all true, though. That is, al-

most all.

Kenneth: And there's nothing the

matter with the girl except she's shy?

Maria : Absolutely nothing. She's

awfully nice with people she knows, but

she's most intensely shy with strangers.

and acts like a fool every time she meets

one—especially if she happens to like

him.
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Kenneth: 1 suppose next time 1 »ee

vou you'll be telling me a perfectly true

y about a girl who's so awfully nice

with strangers, but most intensely shy

with people she knows.

Maria: All right, if that's what

you'd like. I'll try to have one for you

this evening.

Kenneth: Now, don't you forget

that, Maria. I'll expect to hear it dur-

ing the second dance.

Maria: I didn't realize we had the

nd together. Are you sure?

Kenneth: Positive. We have the

nd, and the fifth and the ninth and

the twelfth and the—

Maria: (Interrupting.) I do re-

member the second and the ninth, but

it seems to me I Ve forgotten about some

of the others.

(Enter Bertha, a small, plain girl, who

is half servant, half companion to

Maria.)

Bertha: Princess Maria, I've been

sent to ask whether you'd like the

candles brought.

Maria: No, I don't think so, thank

you. (As Bertha starts to go.) But you

might stay and talk to us awhile. Ken-

neth and I have been finding each other

very dull, and would like some com-

pany, wouldn't wT
e, Kenneth?

Kenneth: Why yes,—that is—no

—

Maria: Oh, sit down, Bertha. Here's

a chair waiting for you.

(Kenneth is evidently annoyed, but

decides to be polite to Bertha.)

Kenneth : Are you going to the ball

this evening, little Miss Bertha?

Bertha: No, I can't.

Kenneth: You're to wait a year or

so?

Bertha : Oh no, it's not my age. It's

just that I can't dance. No one ever

took the trouble to teach me.

Kenneth: (Interested in her for the

first time.) Why. that's too had. You

can't dance at all I I am aony.

Bertha \ Oh well! It doesn't matter!

Kenneth: Yes it docs. I'll tell you

what. We'll teach you to dance right

now. Won't we, Maria?

Maria: That 's a beautiful idea, Ken-

neth, a rather good idea.

Kenneth: Let's begin right away.

(Jumping up.) It's like this.

Bertha : I 'm not so very sure I wrant

to learn to dance.

Maria : Oh yes you do, Bertha. You 11

be glad when you know.

Bertha: All right, Princess, just as

you say.

Kenneth: (Who, on the whole, is

more interested in pleasing Maria, than

in pleasing Bertha, taking Bertha by

the hand.) Step, step, step, point, step,

step, step, point. Then courtesy forward,

then courtesy to me. Oh, Maria! She

doesn't know how to courtesy. I can't

teach her. You'll have to.

Maria : See, Bertha, like this. (Makes

a low courtesy. Another poor imitation

from Bertha.) Now Bertha, you'll have

to practice, because it's the most im-

portant thing to know about dancing,

except, of course, what steps to take, and

how to keep time to the music, and what

kind of steps go with what kind of music.

Bertha: Princess Maria, are you

really thinking I'll learn to dance in

time for the evening? Because, I'm not.

And I'd rather practice the courtesy-

ing when there's no one but myself to

laugh at me.

Kenneth : Bertha, we weren 't

laughing at you. I don't knowT how to

courtesy myself, so how could I laugh

at you? But I must be going. And
Maria, you remember the second, and

the fifth, and the ninth, and the twelfth.
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Maria: (Smiling.) I remember the

second and the ninth; yes—I remember

the fifth, too.

Kenneth : Perhaps the rest will come

back to you. Good-bye, Maria. Good-

bye, little Miss Bertha. (Exit.)

(Bertha and Maria sit down by the

fire.)

Bertha : (As if delivering a weighty

judgment.) I rather like him—even if

he does call me little Miss Bertha. On
the whole, I think he's the nicest suitor

you've had so far, I think he'd like you

even if you weren't a princess.

Maria: (Annoyed.) He's a sincere

sort of person, but not very exciting.

Bertha: (Sarcastically respectful.)

Why, Princess! Maria! I thought you

were the person that always thought so

kindly of people who were nice to their

inferiors.

Maria: (With conviction.) Yes, I

do. It's so unusual. And he was really

very nice to you. I do almost like him.

Bertha : (Almost maliciously.) You
do like him, only you're scared to say so.

Maria : (Angrily.) I don 't like him

!

I don't like him at all. But if I did like

him, of course I'd be scared to say so.

Hasn 't every one always disliked me, the

minute I've begun to like them? (Be-

gins counting on the fingers of her left

hand.) Don't you remember Bertrand?

He was mad about me till I began to

like him, and then he didn 't care a snap

about me. Then there was Algernon,

exactly the same, and Arthur, and Ern-

est, and Percival (beginning on the

other hcmd) and Clarence, and Otto,

and

—

Bertha: (Interrupting.) I don't be-

lieve fairies' curses would do any harm

if nobody believed them.

Maria: Bertha! What a shocking

thing to say

!

Bertha : All right, Princess. I '11 un-

say it then. But Princess, don't you

think it's luck you're not inclined to

like me, because if you did, you wouldn't

have anyone to talk to!

(Enter Angela tempestuously.)

Maria: Why, Angela! What is it?

Angela: It's—it's just Reginald's

out in the hall.

Bertha : Maria and I are flattered to

be preferred to the dragon as a place of

refuge. What are our advantages,

safety?

Angela: Oh, it's not being safe I

care about. It's—it's—you know it

scares me to death to have to talk to Reg-

inald when no one's around. I can't

think of anything to say. But when

there's some one else to help talk to

him, I like to be there too. And I thought

he'd be likely to come to talk to Maria.

That's why I came.

Maria: Angela, I'm sorry, I'd love

to stay here to keep Reginald talking

for you, but it's time for Bertha and

me to be dressing for the ball. Will you

mind very much if we don't stay?

Angela : (Politely.) Oh no ! I guess

I 'd rather not see him anyway, till after

he's forgotten about me and the dragon.

(On a sudden thought.) You don't sup-

pose it will take him long to forget, do

you? How long do you think it will

take?

Maria: Of course I can't be sure,

Angela, but I imagine he'll forget about

the same time you do.

Angela: Well probably the less he

sees me, the sooner it will be. Let's

hurry up and go. (Exeunt.)

(Enter six little servant-boys, the first

three with a lighted candle in each hand,

the last three with a mop and broom

over each shoulder. They set down the

candles and make an absurd pretense of
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chaniny. One little boy trip* over (in-

other little boy's broom. II i falls. Thai

sets them all laughing and whispering.

Their whispers gradually become aud-

ible.)

1st Little Boy: It's going to be a

very grand ball to night.

2nd Little Boy: Yes, and there are

going to be very grand refreshments.

3rd Little Boy: Yes, and we'll get

first chance at them, because they won't

!)c served till late, and the king (evi-

dently quoting the king) does not be-

lieve "in keeping his small servants up

after hours!"

4th Little Boy : I wish the Princess

Maria had a birthday every day.

5th Little Boy : Well, she does have

one every year, and there's never been

a ball like this to celebrate before.

6th Little Boy: (Scornful.) You
don't know why the ball to-night's so

grand ? I thought every one knew that

!

5th Little Boy : (Resentful.) No, I

don't, and you don't either.

6th Little Boy: Yes, I do—it's be-

cause the king and queen hope it will

encourage some one to propose to the

Princess Maria.

4th Little Boy: I don't believe it.

She 's so pretty, I should think every one

would be glad to marry her.

3rd Little Boy: And if she can't

make some one propose, I don't see why
a grand ball should.

6th Little Boy : You don 't know the

half of it. But I do, and I won't tell.

Everyone-: Oh come on!—don't be

mean!—hurry up!

(When the 6th little boy considers he

has been sufficiently urged, he whispers

something to the boy next him, who
passes it on a little more audibly, and so

on around. The audience hears it in

pieces from the two last little boys to

whisper.)

\'i \ r TO LAI i Li in. i. BOS : And a

wicked fairy cursed her at her christen-

in-—

Last Little Boy: So thai every one

will always like her till she likes them,

and then they never will.

Chorus: Poor Princess! Mighty hard
luck on her!

Gtii Little Boy: (Importantly.)

And I've heard that she spends her

whole time deciding whether to marry

some one she doesn't like, or not to

marry at all.

(Musicians are heard tuning in the

next room at the left. The little boys

start guiltily, scramble for their mops
and brooms, and run helter-skelter out

at right. They fall all over each other

to such an extent that it takes them some

time to get out. Meanwhile the musi-

cians have begun playing the first dance.

Almost immediately after the exit of the

last little boy, the king and queen enter.)

King : Well, my dear, now that every

one is safely started dancing, you'd bet-

ter sit down and rest.

Queen : (As they sit down.) I could

wish a ball were made up of just one

long dance ; it would be so much simpler

for the hostess.

King : Very true. I do hope no one

does anything foolish during the inter-

mission. The dragon is still lurking

around the palace.

Queen : It would have been wise to

say on the invitations that the ball wTould

be postponed in case of dragons!

King: Very true, but it's too late

now. However, I'm not really worried

about anyone but Angela.

Queen : I wrouldn 't worry about her.

Since yesterday Reginald has been just

as eager to run away from Angela, as

Angela from him. It makes affairs much
simpler.
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King: That's fortunate. But I can't

understand why Angela should feel such

an intense loathing for Reginald.

Queen : (Smothering a smile.) Yes,

it does seem strange, especially as Maria

says Reginald is unobjectionable.

King: (Suddenly serious.) Yes,

Maria—speaking of Maria, I'd like to

ask you something. Don't you think it

strange that no one has yet asked to

marry her?

Queen : Perhaps she just hasn 't told

us about it.

King : (Doubtfully.) Perhaps.
(Slight pause.) It seems queer, as every

one likes her so much at first sight—but

then they seem to grow tired of her.

Queen: Perhaps she grows tired of

them.

King: In that case she must be very

fickle. In fact, whichever way it is,

Maria must be rather shallow. I hate to

think that a daughter of mine should be

superficial, but I am almost forced to

believe it.

(Enter Angelat in former precipitous

manner.)

Queen : Good evening, Angela. Can

we do anything for you?

Angela: (Impatient at having to

stop.) Oh—good evening—oh—Maria

and Reginald are coming this way, so I

thought I 'd be going.

King: Since you dislike Reginald so

much, I certainly shan't make you meet

him. Come, and we'll find you a much
nicer partner.

(Exeunt King, Queen and Angela at

right. Enter Reginald and Maria from

left.)

Reginald: Now, Maria, I have just

as much right to the intermission as that

Kenneth person has, so there's no use

in your trying to get rid of me.

Maria : Reginald, I haven 't been try-

ing—that is, not so very hard.

Reginald : Yes, you have. You can't

fool me. You spent almost the whole

dance looking at him out of the corner

of your eye, and then pretending you
didn't see him. Now, Maria, do you
think it's fair to promise me a dance,

and then not to give me the least atten-

tion?

Maria : But I didn 't promise you any

attention. Surely you didn't expect me
to give you anything more than I

promised.

Reginald: Maria, you slander your-

self. On occasions I have known you

to be more generous.

Maria: (Half turns and sees Ken-

neth coming toward her, pretends not to

see him and turns back to answer Regi-

nald.) Oh, have I? I'm sure I didn't

mean to be.

Kenneth: Maria, this is the second

dance.

Maria: (Not looking at him.) Yes,

I know.

Reginald: Good-bye, Maria. And
since you won't promise me another

dance of my own, I'm going to try to

steal some one else's.

(Exit Reginald.)

Kenneth: Maria, what is the mat-

ter?

Maria : Nothing 's the matter.

Kenneth: Why won't you look at

me, then? All through the dance you

looked away every time you caught my

eye, as if it would be poison for you to

smile at me.

Maria: Nothing's the matter.

Kenneth: But something must be.

You 're not angry with me ?

Maria: (Turning to look at him with

a worried expression on her face.) Ken-

neth, I tell you that nothing's the matter.

Kenneth: (With a half laugh.)
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Quite a scintillating conversation, this!

But lot's sit down here awhile instead

Of dancing.

(They sit down. During the follow-

ing conversation Maria dots not look at

him nt nil. Hi r hands i>l<in ><< rvously

with her long string of bends, rolling it

about, tying it into knot% in a most

fidgety and unbcautiful manner. Even

her feet seem restless and uneasy.)

Kenneth : (As Maria still says noth-

ing.) You're not thinking of that other

fellow? You're not falling in love with

him? (Maria shakes her head.)

Because he's not worth liking—really

—it's not just that I'm jealous. He's

the sort—the sort that might want to

ma try a princess whether he liked, her

very much herself, or not.

Maria: No, I don't like him either.

Kenneth : It seems to me you 've

been being very nice to him if he's really

some one you don't like.

Maria : If you 'd like to bring me up

the wray I should go, I should be charmed

to listen to your words of wisdom.

Kenneth : I apologize, Maria. But

you're not really offended, are you?

Maria: Oh, no! No more than

usual.

Kenneth : Have you been eating

lemons?

Maria: (Bracing up, but in a most

insipid manner.) Oh, have I been very

cross? Why, how queer! I'm sure I

didn't mean to be. I don't see how it

could have happened. Oh—oh—oh yes

!

I was going to tell you that story, wasn 't

I?

Kenneth : You most assuredly were.

I wras afraid you'd forgotten.

Maria: Well! Once there was a

girl—

Kenneth: And her name? You
never omitted a name before!

Maria: 1 don't believe you know her,

so there's no sense in telling .von and

this !_r i i- 1 was always much Liked by

strangers, hut with people she knew she

was always trery shy. Well, one (lay she

met BOme One she'd met before who

seemed to like her, and—and

—

Kenneth : I to on, Maria.

Maria: I've—I've forgotten the

point.

Kenneth: (Puzzled.) Are you try-

ing to be—I mean is this a joke on me?

Maria : (Horrified at the implica-

tion.) Do you mean to imply that I

tried to be funny and didn't know how?

Kenneth: No, of course not. But

I'm thinking that if you weren't trying

to be funny, you are trying to be cutting.

Maria: (Relieved at withdrawal of

charge of stupidity.) Why, how did you

guess? Perhaps that's just what hap-

pened.

(Kenneth is evidently becoming

angry. He pauses to control himself

and fhen speaks calmly.)

Kenneth : Maria, you haven 't been

being very nice to me. If you don't en-

tirely and altogether hate me, you might

do one thing I ask you. You might sing

for me.

Maria: (Shortly.) No, I can't sing

to-night.

Kenneth: Well if that's the way
things are

—

(Gets up as if to leave her,

turns back and notices the worried ex-

pression on\ her face.) Maria, what are

you worrying about?

Maria: (As if tired.) I was just

wandering whether there's never, ever,

an escaping a fairy's curse. Do you

think there is?

Kenneth : No, of course there 's none.

Maria: Because Bertha said she

thought a fairy's curse wouldn't hurt

anvone if no one believed it.
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Kenneth: (Shocked.) I wouldn't

listen to such ideas if I were you. (With

a laugh.) But I didn't come here to talk

philosophy.

Maria: Well, how do you want ta

talk?

Kenneth: I don't know—the way

we did this afternoon.

Maria: (Eagerly.) How did I talk

this afternoon?

Kenneth : (Angrily.) You might

stop making fun of me.

Maria : (Glancing up ivith relief.) Oh
here come Viola and Reginald.

(Enter Viola and Reginald.)

Viola: Oh Princess Maria, I am so

glad to see you. I do think this is the

most delightful ball. And I do want to

wish you the happiest of birthdays. You
do look so perfectly adorable. This is

such a charming room. (Turns to the

fire and to Kenneth.) And I do love an

open fire, don't you?

Kenneth: I certainly do. So let's

go and sit by it. (They go and sit down.

Maria and Reginald sit on the other

side of the room.)

Reginald : I 'm not losing much time

about my scheme for stealing. I 'm think-

ing I may meet with some success.

Maria: (Sweetly.) That 's quite pos-

sible. I always did have the greatest re-

spect for your thieving ability

!

Reginald : I value your respect very

highly.

Maria: Yes, one does usually value

what one seldom receives.

Reginald: I certainly deserve your

respect. I think I've been quite clever.

I've not only introduced myself upon

the scene once more, but I've brought

some one who seems fairly capable of

occupying that Kenneth's attention.

Maria: (A little bitterly.) Yes,

you've been very clever.

Reginald: Why, Maria! I believe

that 's the first genuinely polite thing you

ever said to me. It makes me feel puffed

up with pride.

]\Iaria : Is that state so unusual as to

be worth speaking about?

Reginald: Princess Maria, I do be-

lieve you have the tartest tongue of any

girl I know. If you don't tone it down

a bit, I shall be very sorry for the man
you marry.

Maria: (Innocently.) How surpris-

ing ! I hadn 't realized you ever wasted

sympathy on anyone but yourself!

(Reginald laughs. Maria laughs with

him. During this scene Maria has been

making eyes at Reginald more or less

mechanically, but in between times she

has been ivatching Kenneth, who seems

much interested in Viola, who is talking

with animation. When Kenneth hears

Maria and Reginald laugh, he looks up

and catches Maria's eye.)

Kenneth: (Lackadaisically.) You're

sure you won't sing for us, Maria?

Maria: (Looking at Viola with dis-

favor.) Yes, I'll sing if you'd really

like me to.

Kenneth : That ?

s fine. I '11 go get

Bertha to play for you. (Exit.)

Reginald : That is cruel of you, Ma-

ria. You know I much prefer your con-

versation even to your singing.

Viola : Oh, I think it will be charm-

ing to hear the Princess Maria sing.

(Enter Kenneth anld Bertha with her

instrument.)

Maria: Thank you, Bertha. Now
Kenneth, you must do one thing I ask

you to. You must go out of the room

and put your hands over your ears, and

not return till after I've begun singing.

And when you come in you must stand

where I can 't see you.
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Ki nm in : Really, Maria ! Is this

mother joke?

Reginald: I don't know myself what

the joke is, hut I suspect on whom it is.

Maria: No, it's not a joke. Please,

Kenneth.

Kenneth: Well, just as you say.

(Exit.)

I

B( rtha iilmit has be< n unpuzzled (hir-

ing tht episode. She now begins to play.

Maria begins to sing in a very sweet

voice. Kenneth returns, and looks at

Maria with renewed interest. The others

sit down, but in his enthusiasm he comes

forward to u'here she can see him. She

catches sight of him, and immediately

Jur voice trembles. She pauses, makes

an effort at control, nods to Bertha to

ommence playing, and tries to sing

again. Her voice begins all right, then

trembles violently, and breaks.)

Maria: I'm sorry. I told you I

couldn't sing to-night. I'll have to stop.

Bertha: You certainly are fond of

tricks to-night, Maria.

Maria: No, it's not a trick. I can't

sing.

Kenneth : (Indifferently.) Please,

Maria, I wish you would.

(Maria shakes her head and walks

away from him to the front of the stage.

She turns her back on them to hide that

she is almost crying.)

Kenneth: (To Viola.) Shall we

dance? (They stroll off. Bertha goes

up to Maria.)

Bertha : Tell him you'll go on sing-

ing, and stop playing tricks on him Be
thinks it's just ;i joke. Ami if you'll

oiil\ forget about that silly fairy's 60X86,

everj thing will be all right

Makia: (Shaking lurstlf fru from

Bertha.) What's the one! Silly! Can't

you sec I
( )uc can't try to toi

Bertha: All right then. Good-bye.

(Exit.)

Reginald: That's one of the funniest

jokes I've ever seen. I've never seen a

cleverer trick for getting rid of some
one. I hadn't known quite how clever

you were, and I hadn't suspected you'd

do a thing like that for me. Come now,

Maria, you are going to be nice to me,

aren't you?

(Maria stands a moment irresolute,

then turns to him with a very sweet

smile.

Maria : Perhaps I shall be.

(But as he walks to where she's stand-

ing, she walks to the back of the room.)

Reginald: (Once more approaching

her.) Maria, I've been such a clever

thief, so much cleverer than I thought I

was, that I'm going to try to steal a

promise from you, too. Maria, you know
what I mean. You know I'm in love

with you. Are you going to marry me ?

(Maria, who is still walking away

from him, is once more at the front of

the stage.)

Maria : (Indifferently.) On the whole

—I rather think—I will.

(Reginald approaches her eagerly as

the curtain falls.)



A MONOTONE
Frances Dorris

Along country roads the soft, grey

dusk filtered down, warm with summer,

yet tinged with a haunting suggestion of

autumn soon to come. Perhaps it was

the shrilling of crickets by wayside paths

that presaged the change; perhaps the

faint rustling of long dry grasses spoke

of things finished and past their season.

Dust, stirred by passing wheels and feet,

lay thick on the shrubs that lined the

roadways, and the twilight, itself an in-

tangible grey dust, was falling softly,

slowly, enveloping all things, putting all

things to silence.

Wrapped in that grey glimmer that

seemed neither light nor darkness, the

old house, too, was very still. Along the

driveway the outstretched arms of great

oaks and maples caught the last rays of

light and made beneath a soft darkness,

but nearer the house their march ceased

abruptly and they stood back, circle-wise

about it, watching. Within, the grey

light was dimmer, a soft dusty dimness

reflecting chance gleams from the rubbed

surfaces of polished words. The high

windows were vague blurs of silver. At

the turn in the wide spindled stairway

an old clock ticked slowly, reflectively.

She sat near the doorway, waiting.

One would not have guessed that there

was anything of expectancy there, save

for the little smile, half pleased, half

amused, that lingered about her eyes and

lips. The crickets shrilled on, and in

the dim coolness of the wide hall the

grey web of the twilight drew closer

about the solitary figure sitting there so

motionless. A leaf fell, scratching along

the gravel walk outside ; the chill fresh-

ness of the coming night slowly drifted

in, bringing an odor faintly reminiscent

of wet white roses. A gate creaked in

the distance, and the watching figure rose

as if to peer down the long driveway,

then returned to her post. Far off a dog

bayed ; then there was silence.

Suddenly the clock hesitated, on the

verge of striking. Outside, the crickets

had grown still, but a rising wind stirred

the maples with a long shivering sigh.

The watcher rose, as at an audible com-

mand, and slowly mounted the staircase,

step by step. In an upper room a lamp

was lighted ; it had grown quite dark.
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"FIFTEEN"
Ellen Williams

' Bm'ly, get me one of mot Iter's hair-

nets. Will you?— I don't know where

—

in one of her little drawers, I guess."

"1 wish I could wear my hair up."

Ursula refleeted and tried pinning her

blond curls up on the crown of her head.

"Other girls' mothers let them when

they're not any older than I am. Mother

probably wants me to be young so she'll

— " Another thought interrupted her

reflections.

"Em'ly, would you mind if I wore

the bracelet 'grammothcr' gave you? It

matches the velvet in my sash—and

would you mind getting my party bag

out and my coat? I've got to hurry."
'

' Ursula dear, may I help you ? '

' came

her mother's voice from the next room.

" Don't believe so—only I wish I had

some ribbons to lace up these slippers."

Ursula stood before the glass and re-

garded her pink silk insteps and the

ridiculously little high-heeled, satin

slippers with evident satisfaction.

Mrs. Davis, dressed in a lace dinner

dress, appeared presently carrying a box

of ribbons. She fished among the va-

rious bunches of color and finally pro-

duced a bolt of pink.

"Ursula ! did you take off your woolen

underwear?" Mrs. Davis in lacing up
her daughter's ankles had made a dis-

covery. "No, I can't let you do that,

dear. Now don't make a fuss. Avery
will be here in a few minutes and if you
cry you'll make your eyes red— You
know what other girls' mothers do

doesn't make the slightest difference to

me, Ursula!—Get me some small gold

pins and I'll fix it so it won't showT at

all.—You get them, Emily, will you.

dear?—Would you like to wear one of

my rings, Ursula?—No, not on the left

hand—"
Emily returned with the pins and

stood leaning againsl the bureau watch-

ing the preparations. Emily, aged ten,

didn't see why Ursula shouldn't leave

off her winter underwear for a dance.

"Urs'la, would you like my other

bracelet too?" she suggested sympa-

thetically.

"No, thank-you. I guess I have

enough jewelry." Ursula's tone was

very polite. Mrs. Davis smiled behind

the sash that she was tying.

Just then a maid appeared in the

door-way and announced Mr. Johnson

for Miss Ursula. Ursula was visibly ex-

cited. She dabbed more powder on her

already well whitened nose. "That's

too much powder, dear," her mother

advised.

"No, it'll rub off by the time I get

there," Ursula answered abstractedly,

and continued thrusting hair-pins and a

number of other small articles into her

party-bag.

"What time did father say you must

come home?" Ursula hadn't asked him.

Why on earth did mother always think

of everything

!

"Ursula dear, -wouldn't you like to

wear my pink sweater under your coat ?

It will be cold riding down." Ursula

had disappeared.

"Mother, doesn't Ursula look beau-

tiful?" asked Emily wistfully and then

added quickly, "and so do you."
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Mrs. Davis leaned over and kissed her

younger daughter.
'

' It won 't be long be-

fore you '11 be going too.—Now don 't you

want to get out mother's and Ursula's

arctics ? '

'

Mrs. Davis went into her room, gath-

ered up her wraps and descended to the

living-room followed by Emily. "Good-

evening, Avery. Is your mother going

to the party ? I wonder if she 'd like us

to stop for her ? Perhaps I 'd better call

her up." Mrs. Davis left the room.

Emily went over to her father's knee.

''Is it cold out this evening, Avery?"

asked Mr. Davis.

Avery answered that it was '

' rather
'

'.

"Are you dressed warmly enough,

Ursula?" queried her father.

"Yes, plenty! This coat is very

heavy." A pause followed. "Avery,

you might put on my arctics,
'

' suggested

Ursula nonchalantly.

While Avery was in the midst of this

service to his lady, Mrs. Davis returned.

They were to stop for Mrs. Johnson and

the car was waiting.

Ursula hastily kissed her father and

Emily, and started for the door.
1

' Oh, Charles, what time do you want

Ursula to be in ? " Mother never forgot.

"I think she should be in by ten-

thirty,
'

' answered Mr. Davis pleasantly.

Avery 's face fell. Ursula returned from

the hall.

"Father, not half past ten," she

pleaded. "The dance will be just begun
by then."

"Well, say intermission, then." There
was finality in his tone. Mrs. Davis
kissed her husband.

"Have Emily go to bed pretty soon,

Charles. She has had a busy day. '
' And

the subject of the hour of returning was
closed.

During the drive Mrs. Johnson and
Mrs. Davis discussed clothes and remin-

isced about their first parties. Both

children were inclined to be silent.

Ursula's arms were cold and she was

miserable at the thought of coming home
at intermission. Her escort was making
plans for returning to the party after

he took Ursula home, and his spirits be-

gan to revive.

Ursula emerged from the dressing-

room and was borne down the stairs in

the midst of silks and satins and the odor

of cosmetics. She didn't know any of

the other girls very well. Most of them

went to high-school with her but they

wore their hair up and that made a dif-

ference. Ursula had no line and felt

self-conscious. At the foot of the stairs

a group of youths stood waiting more or

less expectantly. Ursula spied Avery in

the throng engaged in trying to muss

the hair of the tall boy in front of him.

She fairly clutched his arm when she

finally reached him.

They moved out into the lighted room.

The orchestra was tuning up and in the

far end of the room a procession seemed

to be moving slowly along. Ursula felt

a tap on her shoulder and turned to en-

counter her mother. "Ursula, have you

and Avery spoken to your hostess? Do

it quickly before the music commences.

There she is,"—and Mrs. Davis pointed

in the direction of the procession.

The children obeyed. "Good-evening,

Mrs. Farnsworth. This is a very nice

party you're having," said Ursula,

growing very red in the face. Her com-

panion shook hands limply with his

hostess and said nothing.

The dance began. The music and the

color and the boys and girls in evening

dress thrilled Ursula. She forgot that

she alone in all this crowd of girls wore

her hair in curls. She forgot to worry

about being cut in on. No one seemed

to notice her and no one would know if
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ghe did dance every dance with Avery.

Still she would have liked to have her

mother and Mrs. Johnson see her con

spiriioiisly " rushed.

"

They had circled the room once and

wore passing the stag line when a voice

above her asked, "May I cut?" Ursula

beamed and glided off without a look at

Ursula danced and beamed and

chattered. When Avery appeared again,

Ursula looked bored. Presently the mu-

sk stopped and they sat down opposite

their mothers.

"Hot, isn't it?" sighed Avery.

"I hadn't noticed it," Ursula an-

swered abstractedly.

"D'you have some punch?"

Ursula assented in a monosyllable.

'

" Who 's that ' wet smack ' over there ? '

'

Avery persisted.

"What 'wet smack?' " Ursula was

tanning herself and trying not to ap-

pear interested in the boy on her other

side.

Suddenly Mrs. Johnson caught sight

of her son. She said something to Mrs.

Davis, crossed the floor, and whispered

something in Avery's ear. Avery was

seen to remove a small something from

his mouth and attach it to the under

side of the seat of his chair. Mrs. John-

son returned to her companion, and both

women laughed.

The music began again. Ursula danced

on, apparently oblivious to everything

but her partners. Yet when she saw

\\n\ coming in her direction she skill-

fully steered out of his rr;ich <\<n ;it

the risk of being thoughl to "lead"...

Sapper time came all too soon. Bin.

Davis thoughl she might fix it with

father if they stayed Cor one dance after

sapper. Ursula's cap was full.

Not so with Avery. There were other

youths in the rapper group. They wore

long trousers and Avery in his knee

breeches was destined to furnish a not

very sympathetic background. A crit-

ical observer might have noticed that

he sulked over his ice-cream.

The minute the music began again

Ursula grasped one of the youths and

swept off to the floor. She longed to

have that dance last the rest of the even-

ing. She clapped vigorously for encores,

but at last the obliging orchestra could

no longer be prevailed upon. Ursula

carefully avoided her mother's eye and

led her partner off for punch.

Mrs. Davis beckoned to Avery, who

was sitting near her engaged in proving

to the world at large that he was en-

joying himself immensely. Mrs. Davis

said something to him that caused his ex-

pression to become more unaffectedly

cheerful. He started in the direction of

the punch-bowl. "Ursula, your mother

says you've got to go home now—to

come right away!" he breathed.

Ursula lowered her glass of punch.

"Thank-you," she answered unconcern-

edly. "Tell mother I'll be there pres-

ently."



DESIRES
Paulina Miller

Oh I would like to be a little boy,

sturdy, with piratical leanings ! I would
like to make all the noise there is in the

world—and surreptitiously stick out my
tongue when reproved. I would like to

tease my pig-tailed sister to retaliation,

and the cat into a fuzzy spitting ball,

and the neighbors into moving. I want
to be the leader of "the gang", force its

allegiance, and command its bodies.

What would I not give to lose myself,

my very soul, in a desperate game—to

be lured afield by imaginary caves and
ships and plunder? I long for pirate

comrades, my dagger rusts for blood.

Ah, to reel home, dizzy, amazed with

the glory of battle, puffed with a victor's

pride

!

# # # #

Or, I would like to be a little girl,

demure, sober, with a passion for paper

dolls. I would like to play on the floor,

spending absorbing hours with my flat

paper family. I want to name and re-

name a hundred dolls; I want to paint

them dresses and plan them parties; I

must start them blithely in kindergarten,

and off to the dim wonder that is board-

ing school. I must give them in mar-

riage and start more flat, silent, families.

I long for the lure of an intricate doll

house—oh to sweep it out and set it in

order, and give a dancing school party

in it! And then, all tired and content-

ed, to go to sleep on the floor beside it,

small socks slipping down, small body

relaxed, small head pillowed on a friend-

ly teddy bear!

# # # #

Or, I would like to be a little dog,

wistful, and spotted freakishly. I would

like to escape cleverly from my too soli-

citous household, and return hours later,

repentent, sheepish even, but uncom-

municative. I want to caper madly, all

unreasoning, and bay my moon in a

timid falsetto, and snap at little flies.

How I should like to cut my teeth on

man-size bones, and then creep plain-

tively to the bread and milk bowl of com-

fort! I would like to give my soul to

children and dream a puppy-heaven, ly-

ing across their toes. Oh to be forever

forgiving the baby who forever pulls

my tail!
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WATER FANTASY
Margaret Pond

Pine trees on the cliff are shining things,

They catch the light and sharply crumble it

Into a shower of gold-dust. Sky is blue,

With elouds, white patterns in a fairy bowl.

Down in the grass a drowsy erieket sings.

The world is turning swiftly, spinning through
Sueh seas of sunlight. Wind is oh so warm !

And all day long on the rocks I lie,

Just where the river splashes by

;

Splashes down to a deep green pool

Under the rocks where the sand is cool.

And all day long with an old bent pin

I fish for the minnows that tumble in.

Wild cherry trees drip with the silver spray.

They are such slender things. A dryad might
Hide in them all day long and trail her hair

In the swift water. Gnats flash up and down
And spiders sail across on cobwreb threads.

But the wise old fish wriggle down to the sea

And only the minnowTs will play with me.

So all day long with an old bent pin

I fish for the sky that has tumbled in.

All day long on the rocks I lie

Just where the river splashes by.
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A bit wistful and uncertain of them-

selves, a few delicate tendrils of the pure-

ly fanciful wisp up between slabs of

realism in college writings. With bated

breath we watch them feel their way up,

fearful lest they should fail to find and

shape their growth around the support-

ing strength of true imagination; for
1

' fancy without imagination,
'

' to employ

the phrase of one of our shrewd profes-

sors, is a useless and sentimental waver

toward vapidity. Sometimes we are

genuinely relieved and admit ourselves

charmed by the delicate witchery of the

twining; for many times, however, we

are disappointed as we see the poor

things characterlessly sprawl.

Let us remark in passing that we waive

discussion of poetic fancy, and refer

merely to stray allegorical tales, and

prose fantasies (commonly titled Tale

or Fantasy and not infrequently con-

ventionalized with personifications and

capitalized The's.)

"What are our justifications for with-

drawing the keenness of our observation

from matters of the world in which we

live, and turning it upon an egotistical

realm of fancy and improbability! The

obvious reply is that probability grows

wearisome at times, that caprice has a

refreshing charm. The point is that ca-

price must have character to have

charm; it must not sprawl. We are not

content with a vague atmospheric couch,

for if we are given time to lie down we

inevitably dream of realism, which ever

dogs our subconscious mind. We must be

captivated, possessed, enchanted, tugged

away by eager hands, as it were; we

must not be allowed to stand meditating

heavy, and sullen. It follows then that

we merely need to discuss what it is

that enchants, captivates, possesses, tugs

at us; Ave merely need to locate the im-

possible, for out of the many fantasies

that are obviously striving to captivate,

charm, etc., a very few succeed.

Occasionally, however, and with in-

ward joy, we find a charming allegory

or fairy-story. Perhaps its appeal lies

in a potent symbolism, which is not sym-

bolism thrown in as a rawr
, crude com-

modity on general principle, but sym-

bolism strangely applicable to the world

about us, a suggestive link between the

two realms. And this, then, is the work

of the true imagination: to sense the

link between worlds, between opposites,

between incongruities. This it is that

can rescue the fantastic from sentimen-

tality.

"Why, Emma! Careful there, you'll

knock the statue over," comes the voice

from downstairs to small Emma, who has

been enjoying a beautiful moment of

communication with the bronze fairy in

the stair-way niche. We must admit

that the fairy with her small chokingly

whispered expression of heart-break had
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not succeeded hitherto in conveying to

us the elusive charm that the author

evidently intended her to. Now, how-

r, the voice from down-stairs has

subtly altered the situation. We arc

ready now to hear of the song, "tlm

wordless song . . . found in the wind . . .

running loose in the wind . . . caught as

it fell from the stars . . . become dizzy

in the fall. " We rejoice when Emma
replies in answer to the question of

what Time signifies to her, "Yes, it's

the clock that ticks. You can hear it

now." We appreciate subtly why "the

s turned cold with fear" when the

fairy considered teaching Emma the

song.*

In short, where appreciation of humor
stimulated it is just to conclude that

real imaginative power has been at work.

Mere fancy is flat and humorless, be-

cause the keynote of humor lies in per-

ception of relations. The truth is that

fancy is usually altogether enamored of

itself.

The University Pen, February, 1923.

The Bright Shawl
Joseph Hergesheimer.

The room is dim with shadows of twi-

light. Dim and distant are the sounds of

the remote world. Footsteps, voices,

and the jangling tune of a piano are as

far away to Charles Abbott as the ro-

mantic days of his youth.

Sitting in his calm and peaceful

house, as calm, as peaceful as his own
present life, he recalls his turbulent past

;

and the jangling piano is like a voice

awakening in his mind a memory. He
closes his eyes, and sees, and feels the

presence of the bright shawl in all its

crude riot of color. The familiar tune
grows more clear, and still more clear

becomes his vision of the shawl. "La

Clavel", wrapped in the gorgeous in-

bo1( hit ( »f its greens and blues and ma-
gi ntas. dances before him, si she did

that first night.

Such is the beginning ol the story.

one confesses to a Peeling of disappoint-

ment. ( toe knows already thai the hero

is old, rich, and unmarried and cannot

be otherwise at the end. Having an

aversion to the circular method, one con-

siders not reading the book at all.

However, having faith in Hergesheim-

er despite Cytherea, one resolves to be

patient—and in retrospect is rewarded

by the following conclusions

—

Hergesheimer takes a story reeking

with romance and melodrama; a young

American filled with an ideal of personal

liberty is drawn irresistibly toward the

Cuban fight for freedom, that tortuous

struggle against the tyranny of Spain.

A story of youth, ideals, and passions

unrestrained, yet when one would be

swept away by the events of the story,

inevitably one recalls the fact that this

Charles Abbot will be in the end, old,

rich, and unmarried.

Thus does the author give his melo-

dramatic story a curious restraint. Be-

yond that, he makes Charles Abbot

think back over his past with a definite

purpose. He does not remember for the

sake of remembering, but in an attempt

to reconstruct his own attitude toward

life, war, and the adventures of war

particularly. For Charles Abbot has a

nephew whose hard, materialistic point

of view toward the great war makes him

wonder and worry about the young gen-

eration and try to analyze the difference

between himself when young and his

nephew.

Throughout the colorful story, the

emphasis is not upon what Charles Ab-

bot did expect in so far as what he did

was a result of how he thought and felt.
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I do not mean to imply that Hergesh-

eimer is attempting to show the younger

generation the way in which it should

go, by describing in attractive terms the

youth of the older generation—I do not

care what Hergesheimer was attempting

to do. It is enough that the book is more

than a straight-away story of flat, faded

colors, scarcely making a dent in the

brain.

After all, I find that I have not writ-

ten a book review and have not drawn

any conclusions. Perhaps the editor will

prefer to put this in the Padded Stall.

At least one fact is evident. The

Bright Shawl "does not carry its sig-

nificance written upon its forehead, so

that he who runs may read," but is

worth a second thought and a second

reading. —P. W.

The Judge

Rebecca West

Geo. H. Doran Company

Rebecca West's newest book, The

Judge, is an extensive piece of character

analysis, comprising two sections. The

first deals with the romance of a "wee

typist
'

' and her adventurous lover Rich-

ard Yaverland. The second is con-

cerned with the tragic story and dis-

astrous influence on the lover's lives of

Richard's mother. The first section is

a delightful love story with convincing

Scotch atmosphere. It develops the sud-

den attraction between two unlike char-

acters; the "wee typist", lovable and

unsophisticated but with a goodly-

amount of Scotch canniness and brains;

and a disillusioned, morbid engineer.

The charm of the girl, which, by the way,

is not a quality ascribed to her with-

out proof, but one that is felt through-

out the book, finally regenerates her

lover. Then, to our disappointment, the

story breaks off, and we are introduced

to Mrs. Yaverland. First we learn of

her tragic life, then of her love for her

boy and her unnatural domination of

him. This is where the book becomes

forced and unreal. The author has taken

a theme to prove whose falseness makes

the rest of the book utterly unconvinc-

ing. Her statement is "Every mother

is a judge who sentences the children

for the sins of the father.
'

' We are un-

willing to believe this in view of the

fact that, were it true, the punishment

of past generations of children would

have depopulated the earth. The book

ostensibly fails here, for even the most

finished writing could not make sound

a book based on such a premise. She

has all the emotional effects neces-

sary to make a great tragedy, but we do

not weep. We are unconvinced. If it

were not for the beauty of the style, its

smoothness its apt, decisive phrases, and

vivid, sparkling descriptions, we should

have been extremely worried for the suc-

cess of future publications. As it is, we

were only disappointed in the story and

look for a better one next time.

—C. C.



On the Solution of Triangle s

Poos anybody yearn passionately to

solve triangles? No. Why, then, does

anybody do it ? A small and superior

group does it because it enjoys doing its

duty. A large and stoical portion of hu-

manity does it because now that its aunts

fathers, teachers, and adult friends have

inveigled it into taking mathematics for

the good of its soul, the solution of tri-

angles must be accomplished to prevent

its spending two unhappy semesters

upon this undertaking. These points

settled, let us proceed. After suffering

many weeks in the acquisition of the

above named accomplishment, I am in a

position to divulge some hints as to how
it may be done with least effort and like-

lihood of disastrous results. By far the

most important factor in this pursuit,

as in others connected with mathematics,

is the frame of mind. Proceed as fol-

lows :

Stare fixedly at the problem as long

as possible. Write it down. Think how

useful and interesting it will be to know

what A equals, and let your very soul

thrill to the thought that soon you will

be in a position to know the length of

B. Remember that if your favorite fac-

ulty comes to dinner and you sit at her

table, you will always be able to converse

well on the proper way to find the tan-

gent of A-180°. This diverting remark

will no doubt prevent the tongue-tied

feeling you used to have in the days be-

fore you studied trigonometry. Nor is

this the sole benefit to be derived. In-

deed no. When that man from Amherst

is proving difficult to entertain, all you

need do to relieve the tension is to bring

in some light and delicate allusion to the

new and interesting way you have de-

vised to find the cotagent of an obtuse

angle in the third quadrant. He will be

overwhelmed. But far be it from me
to imply that conversational advantages

are the only ones resulting from the

study of trigonometry. They are great

and useful, but let us not neglect another

pertinent fact, too often overlooked.

Have you ever thought of the immense

benefit your command of English and

your appreciation of literature will gain

from a familiarity with mathematics?

Perhaps not. I am forced to admit that

even I, devoted as I am to the subject,

and convinced of its value, failed utterly

at first to realize how indispensable it

wrould become. "It is evident that we

may assume without loss of generality

that q is horizontal and directed toward

the right.
'

' Can you not feel the beauty,

the chaste simplicity of the sentence, the

firmness, yet lack of aggressiveness on

the part of the author? Charming!

Perchance, however, wTe would best take

something simpler, such as: "The

methods employed will be illustrated by

some examples." Is not the phrasing

delightful in its very austerity? There

249
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is yet a touch of friendly feeling in the

author's promising us at the outset the

treat he has in store, not forcing us to

curb our impatience or keeping us in

suspense. These examples were chosen

at random; the whole book abounds in

them, and some are even more interst-

ing than the two cited.

By the time you have considered all

these advantages to be gained, your fac-

ulties will be keener, your devotion to

mathematics ever stronger, and the thrill

you will have when you have solved the

triangle will be the sort that comes but

once in a lifetime.

^M. G., 1926.

A Generous Offer

The original text of any classical quo-

tations detected in the editorial pages

will be furnished on personal applica-

tion to the Monthly Room, any Wed-
nesday between three and five in the

afternoon.

A Timorous Suggestion
We should like to recommend for

membership in a certain honorary so-

ciety much in men's mouths of late, any

undergraduate who can spell extempore

the useful words 7-hythm and irresistible

in the manner prescribed by the lament-

ed Noah Webster.

From the Diary of Samuel Pepys

Feb. 13. Early up and to my office

where I did work at my desk all day.

At six at night my wife and I did dine

on a leg of mutton boiled. There being

a play at the Institute to-night, my wife

and I did go. We found it to be "The
Critique" by Sheridan, the play-writer

and the acting extraordinarily fine for

amateurs we did near to splitting our

sides with laughing. The young fellow

of the Book Store did make an exceed-

ing jolly gentleman, and the singing

master too. Afterwards a coach could

not be had, there being a great crowd,

so my wife and I walked home where

we did sit and laugh and talk of "The
Critique" and playacting until a very

late hour. And so to bed.

14th. This being the first day of Lent

I did go in the evening to the College

Hall which being most monstrous full

I could scarce find a seat. The Rever-

end Doctor Coffin made a fine speech

which displeased some of my friends so

that afterwards we fell in discourse of

religion which lasted all the evening.

Then home and to bed.

15th. Up betimes and to my work

where I did stay all day. Home to din-

ner, vexed in my mind, and so to bed.

17th. Up and spent the morning in

my chamber reading. And it being a

pretty fair day, clear and cold, I did

call a sleigh for my wife and her friends.

When the sleigh came, I looked askance

at it for it was small for so many peo-

ple. But with a great deal of patience

I did help the ladies in, and get in my-

self, and we started away although we

were monstrous crowded. Down through

the village and I saw that one of our

horses was limping and about to fall.

The simple fellow driving them said the

beast had fallen just before we had got

in, and it was too great trouble to get

another horse ; at which I was very angry

and ordered the stupid fellow to get him

another horse directly. Whereupon he

drove us some half mile into the country

and harnessed up another horse which

he did say was a wild one. From thence

through the village again, and after a

few hours, home, having had a great

deal of pleasure in talking and riding.

My wife's friends some of them did dis-

please me with their hair cut short and
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Tizzed up to their cars: and my wife

11 her new hat and coat did appear hand-

somer than ever. At night to bed.

ISth. (Lord's Day.) Up betimes and

!o the First Church where I did hear a

nan preach at great length upon peace-

making. Thence to my cozen 's for din-

ier who tells me he has lately purchased

i new vehicle called a lizardine or some

Mpeh outlandish thing, which are seen

•omnionly now. After dinner to church

ifain, this time to the college service,

ivhere the same fellow preaching again

I fell to dozing awhile, it being most

.vearisome.

—P. W, 1926.

Three Active Shrieks

Act I Scene 1

(The Gym basement any day after

showers, excessively hot and smelling

orofusely of laundered sheets. Sounds

if dripping water* the last stages of

choicers, and various pitches of Ohs and

Ahs, accompanied by the rubbing sound

bf vigorous toweling. There are no

figures on the scene to distract the eye

of the audience or to disturb the art of

the actors. The Ohs and Ahs change to

i dull murmur, rising immediately, like

'Tie note of a siren, to the first intel-

Ugible shriek.)

First Voice : Oh Ruth-ie

!

Second Voice : Ye-ah

!

First Voice : Where are you ?

Second Voice: Here!

First Voice : Where ?

Second Voice : Way over here

!

First Voice : Oh—I 'm over here.

(Moment of silertce.)

Second Voice : Oh Polly Wrong

!

First Voice: Yeah!

Second Voice : Say, the letter came

—

t'm going to the Prom.

First Voice: <>h are youl Isn't that

elite '
I am too.

Second Voice: oh or< yon.' I'm

awfully worried. My permission hasn't

come yet.

First Voice: Say, mine came. Hut

did you hear how?

Second Voice: No. How?
First Voice: Dad sent a telegram to

the house— just addressed Blank House
and signed Dad. Was I angry!

Second Voice : My de-ah

!

First Voice : But it 's all right now—
Are you going with Ted? Jack will be

wild.

Second Voice: Didn't I tell you?
Third Voice : Hel-en, go down town

with me?
First Voice : No, tell me all the gore

!

Fourth Voice: Can't—gotta go to

the Libe.

Fifth Voice: Oh Do-o-o-t!

Third Voice: Aw, never mind the

Libe, you cussed A-hound.

Sixth Voice: Yes—here I am—al-

most ready to go home.

Fifth Voice : Gee, you dress quickly

!

Fourth Voice: Can't—written!

Second Voice : Tell you later. What
you going to wear?

First Voice : Kay Marlow's hat with

the long feather. You know the one.

Second Voice: Yeah. Kitty's lend-

ing me her fur coat. And can you beat

it ? The lining 's torn ! I 've gotta mend
it!

First Voice: My de-ah!

Second Voice: And say, I've got

Betty's black dress and Lib's ear-rings.

First Voice: Well! You won't be

very snooty!

Second Voice : Say won 't I—just my
type. Can't you borrow that blue dress

of Peg's?—brings out the color of your

eyes MAR-vellously. What was it Tom
said?
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First Voice: (Giggle.) Oh, he's got

a cute line.

Second Voice : Guess you get a kick

out of it

!

First Voice Oh, and I 'm borrowing

Joe 's sport clothes. Bet you a package of

Wrigley's, m' dear, I go to the Sigma

Alpha house-party too!

Second Voice : You 're on—well, let 's

go.

First Voice: Meet you at the door.

Second Voice: Uh huh.

Seventh Voice: Anybody seen my
black stockings? Anybody seen my black

stockings? Anybody seen my black

stockings?

Eighth Voice: I don't know, but

here are some gym-shoes.

(Quick Curtain.)

Act I, Scene 2.

The following day.

(Same as Scene 1.)

Act I, Scene 3.

Two days later.

(See Scene 2.)

Act II, Scene 1.

One week later.

(Same as Act I, Scene 1.)

Act II, Scene 2.

(See Scene 1.)

Act II, Scene 3.

(See Scene 2.)

Act III, Scene 1.

One week later.

(See Act II, Scene 1.)

Etc., Etc., ad infinitum.

—1925.

—1925.

RHYME

Does everyone, when he is young
Know how to fly the stairs?

For that's the lightest game of all,

With thrills and bumps and scares.

With burning hand on banister

Gasping you can go,

And upward rise and downward shoot

And leave the steps below

;

The carpet green, the ceiling high
Can cause you no delay,

The varnished hall, the papered wall

Have faded fast away;

And then sometime a day will come
(A day you've learned to dread)

When step by step you find that you
Must walk downstairs instead.

This question is a foolish one

For after all who cares ?

But when they are young, does everyone
Know how to fly the stairs ?

—E. M., 1925.
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IMPORTER

FORMERLY ON FIFTH AVENUE

Smart Attire
For Every Occasion

GOWNS DRESSES SUITS

COATS WRAPS BLOUSES

HATS FURS

Decisive Reductions

Now in effect on everything

Stearns Building
Two Eighty Nine Bridge St.

Springfield, Massachusetts
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The

David C Co
Shop

IMPORTERS

WOOL SCABFS AND MUFFLEBS

WOOL SPOBT HOSE

SILK HOSE SILE-AND-WOOL HOSE
ALLEN SOLLY HOSIEBY

FOULABD HANDKEBCHIEFS NOVELTY SWEATEBS

In
The Coe Building,
28 Vernon Street,

Springfield

NEW STYLES

Spring Footwear and

Hosiery

Different and Better

than ever before.

Qftomas 5. O^Ufo
INCORPORATED

273-279 High Street Holyoke

Watch for our monthly exhibits at

Plymouth Inn.

FrankBrothers
Fifth Avenue Boot Shop

near 48th Street, New York
Style shoes of quality

Exhibit Shops vn all the larger cities

HEAVY SHOES REPAIRED

AT THE COLLEGE SHOP

233 Main Street

All Work Guaranteed



"With All Thy Getting,

Get Understanding"

Amass stores of knowledge, cram your pretty head full

of facts and statistics, but never neglect the cultivation of

woman's greatest asset—a charming personality! And
having acquired it—see that your clothes express it—that

they reveal your inner loveliness, your grace, your refinement

and good taste.

The designers of House of Youth apparel have studied

particularly the requirements of the girl at college, and every
suit, coat and dress that bears the House of Youth label will

be your silent partner in radiating fresh, youthful charm.

Get your copy of

" SUCCESS IN
DRESS", — the

new House of

Youth Fashion

Magazine, either

from the House of

Youth Store or

from us direct.

THE HOUSE OF YOUTH
38 East 29th Street, New York

3 Avenue Be L fOpera, Paris

A smart shop

near you is now
featuring House
of Youth Styles

for Spring. If

you do not find it

easily, write us.



The Green Dragon PLYMOUTHINN
W. A. SENNA, Manager

Cor. West and Green Streets

The Shop for individual and

distinctive gifts* European Plan, $2.00 up

207 Main Street
Visit Our Tea Eoom

Northampton, Massachusetts
On the approved list of Smith College

For the biggest and best line of

COLLEGE FOOTWEAR

at popular prices

visit

FLEMING'S SHOE SHOP
211 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts



Acauemu of Huaic
The Management is happy to be able to announce HELEN HAYES

and her company in "TO THE LADIES", Monday, March 19th, Man
aee and Bvening. This comedj was one of laal Boaaon *b greateal Ha-cowes
in New York and is by George s. Kaufman and Marc Connelly, anthon
of "Morton «»t' the Movies" n reigning Bucceaa in New ^'

<• rk at the pree

cut time. "TO Tin; LADIES" will be played by a company including

many of the original caal : Among the prominent memberi of the com*
pany are babel Irving, a former Bclaaco star, Louis Harrison, Comic
Opera star and co-author of "The Isle of Champagne" in which Thomas
Q. Seabrooke appeared for many seas ms; ami William Seymour who has

probably directed more successful plays as General Stage Director for

Charles Frohman than any Btajge director in this country. The entire

cast has been chosen with a view to their entire fitness by George Tyler

under whose direction Miss Hayes appears. Following her success as

"BAB" in the "PROM" performances several years ago, Miss Hayes
is assured of a warm welcome upon her return to Northampton.

Among the pictures to be shown in the Academy after the Spring
vacation will be "OLIVER TWIST" with Jackie Coogan; "THE HOT-
TENTOT"; "PINK GODS", a Penrvhn Stanlaws production;

"GLIMPSES OF THE MOON", Mrs. Wharton's searching storv of

modern social life; And "WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOW-
ER". Beginning with this picture the Management of the Academy is

glad to be able to announce that PARAMOUNT PICTURES will be
shown exclusively in this theatre with the most popular pictures of other

companies. Paramount Pictures, of course, need no recommendation as

they stand practically unrivalled in excellence of production, the popu-
larity of their principal artists and in their general appeal to cultivated

audiences.

FOR SPORTS

SNAPPY TOGS
APLENTY

The Sports costume answers unusual requirements these days. Besides
lending itself to the greater outdoor activities, general picturesqueness
is prevalent. Color provides the new note this season, and throughout our
Sports Section you will find evidences of shades oriental and new com-
bined in harmonious contrast. Too, new stylings and new fabrics en-

hance the charm of their adaptation. Togs in many versions

for your selection.

SWEATERS SUITS HATS
PLEATED SKIRTS

And Accessories that speak of individuality achieved—
Bandanas,—Sports Hose,—Oxfords— 'Kerchiefs.

Albert &tetger (SJnmnany

Upringfielfo, iflasa.
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Students

Room Furnishings

137 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

WINCHESTER FLASH LIGHTS
Handy and Easy to Operate

THE KIND FOR DARK PLACES
Safe to use anytime, anywhere by anyone.
Our batteries are always fresh and we test

every battery, bulb and light when sold.
Try a Winchester.

Foster-Farrar Company

Don't Be in the Dark on Flowers

or the Way to Use Them.

—ASK US-
FLOWERS FOB ALL OCCASIONS

We Send Flowers by Wire

Barr^ jflower Shop
Your Flower Phone 2052

40 King Street Northampton

E- J. Gare & Son

JEWELERS

112 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

Fine Shoe Repairing

Done at Reasonable Prices at the

Electric Shoe

Repairing Shop
FRANK MIENTKA

15 Masonic St., Northampton

We Can't Afford It

A man is judged by his deeds. Why not this

concern by the quality and value of its work?
If we send out a poor piece of work it is

going to hurt our business. We can't afford

that. Everything we make, press, alter, clean
or dye must be a pulling argument in our
favor.

PADDOCK TAILORING CO.
21 Masonic St., Northampton

TELEPHONE CONNECTION
Try Our Auto Delivery Service

Pleating : : Hemstitching

FORD
The Universal Car

Show Room and Parts Department

24 Center Street

Tel. 470

Service and Repairs

Hotel Garage, Rear 203 Main St.

Tel. 187

CHASE MOTOR CO



Make Somebody Happy

with

BECKMANN'S CANDY
Mailed Promptly

Beckmann's
CANDY SHOP SODA SHOP

Mitchell-Mkitt

PHOTOGRAPHERS

lm< STAHL&ERG . ruiutAN xjoio NORTHWProiv |
to Smith Seniors 1922 and 1923

ft>J\TR^ir>-plSTINCTlON

Tel. 1753 241 Mala St.

SPECIAL EATES TO STUDENTS

PUBLICSALES
— —

We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S.

Army Munson last shoes, sizes 5% to 12

which was the entire surplus stock of one

of the largest U. S. Government shoe

contractors.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred
per cent, solid leather, color dark tan,

bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof. The
actual value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing
to this tremendous buy we can offer same
to the public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If shoes

are not as represented we will cheerfully

refund your money promptly upon request

NATIONAL
BAY STATE SHOE CO.

296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

CENTRAL GROCERY
J. F. WELLS, Prop.

Tel. 1554-1553 Northampton

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTORS

Park & Tilford

Food Products

Do you want snappy, stylish footwear

at a moderate price? We carry an

extensive line of college foot-

wear priced at

$5.95, $6.95, $7.95

LAMONTAGNE BOOT SHOP
21 Pleasant St. Near Post Office



BOYDEN'S
196 Main Street

Tel. 33

Come to Us

for a

REAL STEAK DINNER

Open 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

When you want

BIRTHDAY GIFTS

or

BRIDGE PRIZES

Come to us.

We have always a nice assortment on

hand directly from Japan and China

including

:

Lamps, Baskets, Beads, Jewelries, Old-

Embroideries, China and Wooden Wares,

Laquor Works and various other novelties.

The most complete line of

TOILET ARTICLES
IMPORTED PERFUMES

Sodas

LUNCHEONS
Ice Cream Sundaes

Candies of Excellence

KINGSLEY'S Inc.
The Attractive Store

GRUEN—
the mark of Highest Artistry

ARTHUR P. WOOD
The Jewel Store

also the

Watch and Clock Hospital
197 Main St., Opp. City Hall

Tel. 1307-M.

CADILLAC DODGE BROS

Northampton Garage Co.

Next to P. O.

TAXI and RENTAL SERVICE

Tels. 8240—583

T. 0N0 & COMPANY
14 Center Street, Northampton

Telephone 1253-W

TheMary Marguerite

TEA ROOM AND FOOD SHOP

21 State St.

Luncheons and Supper 11 to 6.30

Accommodations made for private

dinner parties



Compliment Your Friends

with Flowers—A gift of flowers is

a compliment that cannot be
misunderstood. Eepartttwnt

Butler &l Ullman

E. ALBERTS
Correct College Footwear

"RADIO BOOTS"
For every occasion

"On in a flash, off in a flash"

"The Store Nearest the College"

241 MAIN STREET

The Draper

Northampton's Leading Hotel

WM. M. KIMBALL, Proprietor

EUROPEAN FLAJT

Northampton, Man.

ALL NEW BOOKS

received as published

Mail orders given particular

attention.

at

BRIDGMAN & LYMAN
108 Main Street

Gifts That Last

JAMES BERRY
JEWELER

Official Watch Inspector

K. Y., N. H. A H. R. R.

Draper Hotel Building

161 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

JULIA B. CAHILL
219 Main Street

Specializing in

—

BLOUSES
TOPLESS CORSETS

BANDEAUX
Hand-made Underwear

Separate Skirts Hosiery

*———————————.—.—p-

Compliments of

Bon Marche



You will never regret trading at

the

BOSTON FRUIT STORE
M. Giuffre & Co.

The Pioneer Fruit House of

Northampton

Tel. 370 235 Main Street

Northampton
Commercial College

Offers courses which give a

thorough technical training

to those who desire

Secretarial Positions

Positions as Commercial Teachers

Private lessons night or day

Send for catalogue

All makes

Standard and Portable Typewriters

Sold, Rented, Repaired. Supplies.

CORONA agency.

76 Pleasant Street

NORTHAMPTON • MASSACHUSETTS

Tel. 80 Day and Night Service

College Taxi Co.
Successor to Hiatt Taxi Co.

WM. G. MAHAR, Mgr.

Taxi,

Touring Car

and

Limousine

SERVICE

Office: 188 Main St., Northampton

LAMBIE'S
We specialize in the following

merchandise for College Girls:

Corsets,

Silk Underwear,

Blouses, Silks,

Dress Trimmings

Neckwear, Hosiery,

Draperies, Coats

and Suits

Agents for

Lewandos Dye House

J. E. Lambie &. Co.
92 Main Street



JUST SAY, CHARGE IT
Your account ll solicited at this long

established ^ood shop. You will like our
fine work, prompt service and

reasonable charges.

}'ow (\m rtly on

WITHERELL'S
for the best

Dry Cleaning, Dyeing, Remodeling,
Repairing and Pressing

of all garments.
Phone 1392 and our motor will call.

199 Main St., opp. City Hall
Look for the Yellow Signs

WE
THE G. W. LAYTHE SHOE CO.

cordially invite the students and faculty

of Smith College to make our store their

down-town meeting place. A pleasant

place to meet one's companions. Our
telephone at your disposal.

Next door to Western Union.

Shoes, Hosiery and Rubbers of Quality.

MARCEL WATER WAVE

Celia M, Belanger
HAIRDRESSER

Tel. 688-W

277 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON

Scalp Treatment Shampooing
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Marcel Waving Manicuring

PLYMOUTH INN
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Can we s.TV.' yoV in sheet Btwie,
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Boston discount rateH. Prompt delivery

service to your ad::

WHITE'S MUSIC SHOP
Northampton.

Phone: Postal Telegraph 185 Main St.

FEDERAL
System of Bakeries

169 Main Street

Draper Hotel Building

Everything in baked goods

Federal quality.

Open or Closed Packards for Hire

City Taxicab Co*
TEL. 96-W

Draper Bldg., Edw. Sarazin, Prop.

You Can Depend on Our Service
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Winter time Hosiery for the Smith Girl!

Complete, new lines of winter Hosiery

for Sports and School wear.

Woolen Sport and Silk Hosiery de luxe in

attractive mixtures and a variety of

colors.

Woolen clocked hosiery in popular favor

for Sports wear this Winter—predict the

fashion magazines.

Quality—Fair Prices—Service.

TODD'S

Harper Method
Hair Dressing

Shampooing, Treatments, Manicuring
Bob Hair Cutting
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Facial Massage

R. L. SUTHERLAND
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Northampton, Mass.
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TVie Bantt en fta Corner ' —

The Copper Kettle

Has reopened and is serving

Breakfast Teas
j

Luncheon Supper
j

Dinner Parties Ordered in Advance

Fudge Cake Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Northampton National Bank

;

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

The Bank for Everybody

We solicit your account

He Stick (Duett
IN HADLEY

Serves meals to order, also

Afternoon Tea.

Orders taken for sleighing parties.

TELEPHONE 646-R.

Frances S. Morse
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ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCES

Mako

SENSIBLE GIFTS

Used by the whole family all the

year around.

NORTHAMPTON ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.

SLEIGH PARTIES
Taken care of at Reasonable Rates

'J-iA*h

Phone 191-R
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FOREWORD

The Intercollegiate Number this year

is a little different from its predecessors.

It is changed neither in form nor in pur-

pose, but in scope ; for the first time, it

counts among its contributors under*

graduates of men's colleges. In regard

to the result of this broadening of plan

for the Intercollegiate number, the ma-

terial speaks for itself.

Deviating a little from previous cus-

tom, we are not printing Smith's con-

tributions to the Intercollegiate Number,

which do appear, however, in the issue

printed by each of the other colleges who

joined in the work of compilation. We
think that to reprint work which has

already had a place in the Monthly is

less valuable than to make room for ma-

terial entirely fresh. In acknowledge-

ment to Smith authors and poets, we

present the titles of the papers chosen.

A Knight Errant

Just as You Say
Tryst

Horace

Evening

Paulina Miller, 1924

Jane Cassidy, 1923

Frances Dorris, 1925

Lucy Barnard, 1925

Eleanor Hard, 1926



THE BANK'S FOUNDATION
Sumner S. Sollitt

The Wheat Exchange National Bank
of Chicago quietly boasts of its solvency

by a little sign in the corner of one of

its plate glass windows. The sign reads

:

"Our credit is as firm as the rock our

foundation rests on"; and one is con-

vinced that the credit of the Wheat Ex-

change National Bank must be very

good to be as firm as the rock that up-

holds the thirty stories of gray granite

which comprises its massive front, But

only a few—and a very unimportant

few in the eyes of the financial world

—

really know just how firm the rock

beneath the bank's foundation really is.

Joe Sweeney, a boss of caisson diggers

knows; and Pedro Olivardez, who once

worked for Joe, knows; as do twenty

other Mexican laborers who bored the

caissons of the bank's foundations one

hundred and twenty feet through the

sand, the gravel, the yellow clay and

the blue clay that lies between Chicago 's

streets and rock firm enough to carry

Chicago's skyscrapers.

But even the unimportant few who

know the hardness of the rock which

their shovels scraped against will never

be called on to vouch for the strength of

the Bank's foundation. The clerks and

cashiers, the millionaires and office boys

who, by thousands, daily pass into and

out of the Wheat Exchange National

Bank all take the boast of the Bank's

credit being as firm as the rocks of the

foundation as conclusive; none stop to

consider that the foundations might not

rest on rock at all. Joe Sweeney knows

that all the caissons do not rest on rock

;

so does Pedro Olivardez; but neither of

them will ever dispute the sign on the

plate glass window.

Even should Pedro see the sign he

could not read it. In El Paso when he

first met Sweeney he had not been able

to read ; that was why he had made his

mark on a contract promising to pay

out of his earnings for the carfare of

himself, his wife and child from El Paso

to Chicago after accepting a job in the

latter city at five dollars a day and free

transportation; that was why he had

easily been led to believe that Chicaj

was but a short way north of Albuquer-

que ; that was why, in short, he evei

came to Chicago at all.

When he first arrived in the city of

stock yards and foundries, breathed the

air filled with moisture and smoke,

heard the shrieks of switch engines and

the crash of elevated trains, and saw

the rushing automobiles and impetuous

crowds, Pedro felt a surge of that un-

easiness which had been growing on

him ; day after day, as the railway coach

in which his, and twenty other Mexican

families were travelling had been pulled

farther and farther north, this uneasi-

ness, uncertainty, had forced itself more

and more on Pedro's consciousness.

Pedro had sung as he left El Paso; and

at all the stations through New Mexico

and Southern Kansas he had joined his

companions in shouting from the car

windows to the people on the platform;

but, as the cactus disappeared, as corn

replaced the mesquite bushes, as the

scenery changed from the sun-burned

dusty plains to the luxuriant rolling

country which borders the Mississippi,

256
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Pedro grew more silent ;
and when, the

third night out of El Paso, the train

ran into a November thunder shower in

Central Illinois, Pedro, to whom cy-

clones and sand storms of the border

were of hut passing interest, felt within

himself the same terror which caused his

little son to seream with fear, and his

wife to cling closely to him for pro-

tection.

The next morning had come the slow

trip through Chicago's outskirts; the

mist and drizzle mingled with the smoke

to cover the city, even before noon, with

a semi-darkness which made lights nec-

essary in the buildings. Pedro, fresh

from a country where the sun is never

cloud-covered or dim, became more

oppressed, more uneasy, more silent.

His little boy slept, and his wife, tired

by the long journey and terrified by

the new country she had come to, wept

continually.

Into the Union Depot with the clang-

ing of bells and hissing of steam came

Pedro's train. And, at the order of Joe

Sweeney, the twenty other laborers piled

off the train with their families and

luggage. Pedro remained where he was

until Sweeney, finding him missing,

returned to the car and shouted in a

voice as large and harsh as Sweeney

himself was, "Olivardez, come on, wake
up! Get out on the platform!"

Pedro shifted uneasily in his seat

until Sweeney came up beside him, and
then said in a rather frightened tone,

"Chicago no bueno, me stay on train

—

go back El Paso."

"Go back to El Paso, Hell!" Sweeney
roared and picked Pedro up bodily and
threw him in the aisle. "You dirty

little spick, you and your woman stay

right here in Chicago. Pick up your
stuff and get out of this train, mucho
pronto! Savez?"

Thus Pedro was ushered into Chicago.

Prom the Union Depot in- was taken to

a tenement near Fourteenth and ilal-

stcd Streets win-re he was given a single

room on an inside court a dark little

room, entirely im tarnished and char-

acterized by a vile, sour odor. There he

was to live, and across the hall in a

similar room was deposited another Mex-
ican family. The rest were led to an-

other tenement.

Pedro, when he realized the little

room wras to he his home, resigned him-

self to his fate and opened the blanket

in which he had brought his wTorldly

possessions, spread it on the floor, and,

with his wife and boy, lay down on it

in an attempt to make up some of the

sleep that he had lost during the long

trip. Scarcely had they dozed off when
Sweeney burst into the room.

"Come on if you want to eat", he

said; and he led them to a nearby

restaurant where the other Mexicans

wrere assembled and eating. After the

meal Sweeney explained to them that

they were all to eat at this place as long

as they wrorked for him, and were to

pay one dollar a day per person for

their meals and room ; also they were to

pay fifty cents a day per person until

their carfare was paid for; and these

amounts were to be taken out of their

pay envelopes.

It did not dawn on Pedro at that time

that these deductions would leave him

but fifty cents of his five dollars a day.

Things about him were too strange to

permit his brain to grasp everything at

once, and he listened to, and looked at

these things about him without hearing

or seeing them.

The following morning Pedro was

loaded into a truck with the other men
of his gang and taken into the loop

district where the huge excavation for
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the subterranean floors of the Wheat
Exchange Bank had already been dug.

Steam shovels, derricks, concrete mixers,

hoisting engines, wagons and dump
carts, pumps and hundreds of machines

and tools for the excavating and the

building of one of Chicago's greatest

structures lay silently in the hole where

the basement and vaults of the Wheat
Exchange National Bank were to be

constructed. They had lain there

silently for many days awaiting the

completion of the caissons—those wells

dug down to solid rock and filled with

concrete which bear the weight of the

entire building. The strike of the cais-

son diggers some weeks before had left

the caissons but half dug. Hence the

Mason Construction Company, faced

with the alternative of yielding to ex-

tortionate demands or failing to com-

plete their contract, had decided to fight

back, or at least to bluff their way to

an inexpensive victory. They widely

advertised that hundreds of strikebreak-

ers from Mexico were going to finish the

work, and to add force to their claims

they had shipped up the twenty men of

which Pedro was one.

The twenty Mexicans, however, knew
nothing of all this. To them their job

meant that they were to dig or to carry

;

their lives and the lives of their fathers

had been spent digging and carrying;

their immediate and ultimate desire was
the receipt of a pay envelope. Five
dollars a day in Chicago was more than
two dollars a day in El Paso. Caisson

digging was an unknown task to them;
they did not dread the prospect of

working day after day in a five foot

circle, a hundred feet below the ground
shoveling sticky wet clay into a huge
bucket which was lowered and raised,

lowered and raised, lowered and raised

eight hours a day. They had no terror

of the constant danger of caverns whiei

might bury them in their self-dug

graves; they did not fear rusty cables

breaking and dropping on them the steel

buckets they had just filled with half

tons of wet clay ; they were undisturbed

by the anticipation of weeks of working

knee deep in water, breathing air

pumped down to them through rubber

hoses, seeing by the dim light of mud-

splashed electric bulbs—weeks of silent,

companionless labor, monotonous labor,

grubbing and digging and filling the

steel buckets, sweating clammy sweat

and never feeling cooling breezes of

fresh air, seeing heaven only through

holes above them that would grow tinier

and tinier as they dug deeper ; they did

not dread these things for they did not

know of them.

So Pedro and his companions climbed

down into the excavation for the Wheat

Exchange Bank with a feeling of relief

that they were escaping from things

they could not understand—the roaring

elevateds, the shrieking klaxons and

shrill police whistles—and entering on

something they knew about—the digging

and carrying they had always done.

They were all little men; Joe Sweeney

knew that small wiry men could work

better in the confines of the caissons

than larger, more powerful laborers.

They wore black sombreros, and most of

them had heavy moustachios. Each man
was typically Mexican; Joe Sweeney

had picked them himself, and he had

picked typical Mexicans in order that

the Caisson Diggers' Union could have

no doubt that Mexican labor was being

brought to Chicago.

The first morning Sweeney distributed

the twenty men in seven caissons; one

man was placed at the top of each half

dug hole to dump the buckets and one

was sent to the bottom; the remaining
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men worked the pumps and hauled away

the dirt. Pedro, being smallest of the

gang, was sent down into a caisson.

There he worked all day, coming up

only at noon for dinner. During dinner

hour he was silent ; he found American

food distasteful. He felt keenly the cold

damp Lake Michigan breezes on his wet

clothing; ho was uneasy, unhappy; he

already had developed a dread of re-

turning to the bottom of the deep narrow

hole he was digging.

He felt a suspicion, an inexplicable

dislike and an intense fear for Joe

Sweeney. He commenced to hate the

man who had taken him from the warm
sunlight of Texas and placed him in a

damp cold hole in Chicago. Then he

remembered his wife. He wondered

what she could do without meals to cook

;

he loved her greatly and was glad that

she had no wrork to do. She would be

very happy; they were quite rich with

five peso per diem. In El Paso they

had lived wr
ell on but two.

The one o'clock whistle ended his

reveries ; into the big bucket he climbed

and was lowered swiftly sixty feet to

the bottom of the caisson. Pedro, as he

sank into the hole, had a strange halluci-

uation in which it seemed that he was

a huge ground spider—a tarantula

—

who hid in his hole through the daylight

hours coming up only with the sunset.

He shuddered at the thought of the

hairy poisonous insect but all through

the afternoon of silence which he spent

in the hole the idea persisted. He com-

menced to fear the tarantulas might fall

into the caisson ; in Texas one would find

them in such damp places. He kept

watch ; the danger of poison insects was

the only danger he had ever encountered

in any previous work and he had no

way of knowing it was not still the only

ianger. At about four o'clock Pedro

broke the handle of his shovel and called

to the Mexican at the top «»!' the eaJ

to send him down another; the thought-

less, inexperienced labor i shovel

into the hole where it dropped sixty

Feet, ricochetting from side to side and
missing Pedro by fractions of an inch

with its sharp blade. Pedro commenced
to realize the new dangers of his job.

When the five o'clock whistle blew

and he was again pulled out of the hole

he once more thought of the tarantula

crawling from his damp cool hole as

twilight thickens, and becoming a dan-

gerous, poisonous hunter in the dark.

Pedro walked to the tenement through

a cold drizzling rain that had settled

over the city. He found his wife hud-

dled on the floor of his little room
counting her beads; her cheeks were

tear stained and she sobbed to him in

Mexican as he came in;

"lam afraid when you are not with

me, Pedro; it is so strange, so cold, so

lonely here; let us return to El Paso."

"Huh! you will be happy when you

stay awhile", Pedro consoled her; but

he felt uncertain. And that night he

dreamed of a huge tarantula crawling

from a bottomless caisson.

The week passed slowly for Pedro;

his little boy became sick, his wife was

most unhappy; he himself grew more

and more terrorized at the monotonous,

dangerous job he had. His hatred for

Sweeney increased as the big labor boss

bullied him continually, and sent him,

in spite of his pleas for other work,

down, day after day, into the ever

deepening hole. To Pedro, Sweeney per-

sonified Chicago; it was Sweeney who

forced him into the bowels of the earth,

it was Sweeney who denied him the right

to return to El Paso, it was Sweeney

who gave him food he could not eat,

who made him live in a dark, filthy
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room, who caused his wife to cry and

his baby to get sick. But he remembered

that it was also Sweeney who was to pay

him five dollars a day—thirty dollars for

a week's work; so Pedro's hatred was

not entirely unmixed with a feeling of

awe and gratitude for his American

boss.

But one evening while the Mexicans

were eating supper in their restaurant,

Sweeney to whom the restaurant was a

source of revenue, entered and sat down

at their table, next to Pedro's wife. He
was slightly intoxicated, and after

ordering his supper, threw his arm

carelessly around the back of her chair

and started talking to her in boisterous

vulgar English. Fortunately, neither

she nor Pedro could understand his

language ; but both understood the mean-

ing of his actions and the insinuations

of his glances. The arrival of Sweeney 's

supper caused him to cease his atten-

tions ; but he had done enough to arouse

fierce hatred and to mend a broken

spirit in Pedro.

Pedro was tired as he walked to the

job next day. All night his little boy

had coughed and tossed; all night he

himself had lain awake trying to calm

his anger against Sweeney. But in the

darkness his thoughts would wander

—

he would visualize something crawling,

creeping—something black, long-legged

and hairy—a tarantula—pushing out of

its hole and silently passing—first cactus

bushes, then tall buildings, then steam

shovels, and derricks, and pumps. The

coughing of his boy would then arouse

him, and he would try to remember that

Sweeney had been drunk, and that

Sweeney was paying him five dollars a

day.

So he walked tiredly, doggedly, to the

job. It was the first pay day, and he

planned to buy a bed and to find a

doctor for his boy as soon as he got hig

money. He went down into the caisson

too weary to fear the imagined and

actual dangers, and worked automatic-

ally through the day. At quitting time

he was the last man to be pulled up. He
walked over to the temporary office to

get his money, and found the other

Mexicans gathered in a group mumbling

angrily, and listening to Sweeney shout

at some who were complaining to him;
"
That's every damned cent you get

after the deductions are made; where 's

Pedro Olivardez? Here's your en-

velope.
'

'

Pedro took the envelope and found in

it three dollars for his six days' work.

It took him a moment to realize that

there had been no error. Then the

temper he had stifled the night before

burst out and with a snarl he swung his

spade at Sweeney's head. Sweeney

ducked, and seeing the whole gang com-

mencing to rush him, backed into the

office. The police he called were soon

on the job.

Sixty days. Sixty days of smelling

the stench of the Chicago River as it

flowed past the Bridewell. Sixty days

of wondering what was happening to

his timid wife and his sick boy as the

days grew colder and there was no one

to provide for them; sixty days of

imagining the horror that Sweeney was

causing them, if the sneer Pedro had

seen in his face in the court room had

meant anything at all; sixty days of

confinement for attack with a deadly

weapon.

Why had Sweeney had him alone, of

the twenty Mexicans, imprisoned? Pedro

could not know that Sweeney made clear

profit of all that he deducted from the

Mexicans' wages, as the Mason Con-

struction Company was paying all the
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expenses of the Mexicans; Sweeney

would not desire to Lose all this income,

Inul he known that he might have wor-

ried less; but all he could think of in his

analysis was the attention that Sweeney

had paid his wile and the sneer he had

displayed as he left the court room.

Thirty days passed—thirty days of

blizzards and snow. After two failures

to make himself understood to the

guards, Pedro resorted to absolute

silence. Even on Christmas day he re-

fused to speak to the priest who came to

see him ; after that no one attempted to

talk to him. Hence one day about a

week before his release, he was surprised

to hear a woman's voice call him by

name from his cell door. He looked up

and saw a strange woman enter with a

guard. He did not move, but in his

heart he had felt a fearful foreboding.

"Do you speak English, Pedro Oliv-

ardez?" the woman asked; he nodded

at the mention of his name ; she took it

for an affirmative answer, and contin-

ued slowly "Your wife, Mrs. Olivardez,

is dead. She was found frozen in the

street last night. We found this pass-

port in her dress." She showed him

the passport with pictures of his wife,

his boy and himself on it. He seized

the paper and pointed to his wife's pic-

tures, "She—she die?" he asked in an

incredible, frightened tone.

The woman nodded.
'

' He—Machacho mio—he die ¥ " Pedro

asked again, pointing to his son's

picture.

1 Yes '

', said the woman. '

' He died a

month ago from pneumonia. A man
named Sweeney left him at Hull House

Hospital, but did not know who he was.

He was buried unidentified."

All this latter speech except the name
Sweeney escaped Pedro. But that single

name, coupled with the other knowl-

edge he had gained, served to tear at

his mind, to rend from him the holy

Borrow at his family's death which

should have tilled him. That last week

in the Bridewell he had the mind of a

Savage beast. The visions of the taran-

tula again returned to him, and now he

dreamed of the spider, jerking and pull-

ing its kill into its hole.

The day Pedro was released was the

sixth day of the February thaw. Pedro,

after a long hunt, found the loop dis-

trict, and then, after another search,

found the excavation of the Wheat Ex-

change National Bank. He joined the

crowd that was watching the work over

the railing. He saw Sweeney directing

a concrete gang which was pouring con-

crete into a caisson. All afternoon he

watched the mixed swallowing wagon-

load after wagon-load of gravel, sand,

and cement and pouring out tons and

tons of concrete. The caisson was

nearly filled, and the late afternoon saw

the last foot poured on the column that

extended 120 feet down to solid lime-

stone. The gang then shifted the mixer

to the next caisson—the very one in

wiiich Pedro himself had dug. By quit-

ting time they were all prepared to start

pouring first thing in the morning.

It had become quite dark. Pedro

thought it safe to descend into the ex-

cavation, and from behind a pile of lum-

ber he watched the gang leave. Sweeney

was not among them, so Pedro watched

the office door. Presently the big boss

came out and walked over to the mixer

to get his coat ; he stood there as he put

on the coat, gazing into the empty

caisson.

Silent as the tarantula of his visions,

Pedro rushed at Sweeney, and, grasp-

ing his throat, fell with him into the

caisson.

One hundred and twenty feet down
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was the limestone which the Wheat Ex-

change National Bank boasts is so very

firm,

The next morning the gang did not

wait for instructions. They immediately

started pouring—tons and tons of

gravel, and sand, and cement sealed the

grave of Sweeney and Pedro.

The Wheat Exchange National Bank
of Chicago boasts that its credit is as

firm as the rock its foundations rest on.

Pedro Olivardez and Joe Sweeney know
of one foundation that does not rest on

rock at all.

WITCH
Martha E. Keller

How many miles to Barley Bright?
Three score cmd ten.

Can I get there by candlelight ?

Yes, if your legs are long and light

There and back again.

With a one, two, three, and an eight, nine, ten,

And a here, and a there, and a back again.

Aayeeeeeeee /

Look out ! The Witch

!

Witch of the wasteland, someone is calling.

Why do you tremble, and why do you stare?

Why are you red palms, white palms, crawling,

Crawling as a snake crawls, in your long, loose hair?

Is it the wind that is singing as the sad sing,

Sighing as the old sigh, laughing like a fool?

Softly, slowly, goes the horrid mad thing

Meaningless as maple pads dropping in a pool.

Is it the mad white moon that is weeping

—

Or but the mist in the elm tree tall?

Is it the red thing, dead thing, sleeping,

Underneath the rushes where the red drops fall?

Witch of the wasteland, what do you see there

In the troubled water where the—gray roots gleam?
Why do you raise your shrunken arm and flee there

Tearing all the darkness with your witchwild scream ?

How many miles to Barley Bright ?

Three score and ten.

Can I get there by candlelight ?

Yes, if your legs are long and light

There and back again.

With a one, two, three, and an eight, nine, ten,

And a here, and a there, and a back again.

Aayeeeeeeee /

Lookout! The Witch!



DEATH SONGS
Dorothy A. Hcinlein

PRESENTIMENT

Heard you
The moaning drear

Of the wind-blown grasses,

Practicing for new victims of the swamp,
Death songs?

LAMENT
You who were so proud of me,
Lies the dust upon your eyes

So heavily you cannot see

All that has become of me?

Did they place you down so deep
That the echoes of my sighs

Barely reach you? Does your sleep

Keep you from knowing that I weep?

Deep the dust lies on the eyes

That were so proud to look on me.

So deep it lies, you may not see

All that now is left of me.

ELEGY

Lazarus, why did you not tell

What is beyond ? Then I should know
How deeply lies the dust, the snow,

Over her who was loved so well.

You could have whispered it quite low,

Twould scarce have tarnished Mary's trust,-
'

' Mary, but lightly lies the snow,

Mary, but lightly lies the dust"
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VIGIL
Rezia M. Rowley

Elizabeth Millar had intended to go

to bed early on the night of January

second. This course was, moreover,

urged upon her by her sister Sara, who
had said at dinner time, "Elizabeth, I

wish you would try to get to sleep before

twelve to-night, at least. You need the

rest. Tomorrow will be a hard day."

Elizabeth Millar frowned slightly over

her salad and broke a cracker very de-

liberately. One might have thought that

Sara's solicitude had a disagreeable

effect on Miss Elizabeth. "Sara, I had
hoped I might . . . But I find I have so

many things to do I don't know whether
I'll be able to," Elizabeth Millar replied

with a shade of pique. Sara always had
a way of pressing issues. "Surely,

Elizabeth", said she, "you can finish

by twelve." "I do not know, Sara".

Then came a long pause, after which
Miss Sara broke in with "Elizabeth

—

if there is anything I can do— ". "No,
Sara," replied the head of the house

firmly and stepped on the electric bell.

Williams came in with dessert. The
two plied their spoons in silence, while

the dome above the table shone down
very brightly on the clean linen, and

the silverware sparkled.

After dinner Elizabeth Millar went

over into the office on the school side of

the building, turned on the lights and

shut the door. She went to the window
which looked down into the front part

of the house. Staring out she saw Sara

reposing calmly in an arm chair in the

smaller sitting room, gazing off into

space. Sara was a little, round, self-

complacent woman, with noticeably

large hips, and a calm imperturbable

face offset by grizzly hair, carefully

marcelled. Sara had assumed a queenh
pose and sat like Madame de Maintenoi

at a salon—all alone in the centre 01

the sitting-room. The sight of her an-

noyed Miss Millar. It might have re-

minded her of times when she had tried

this harmless form of acting. She

looked at it now as a despicable human
trait, this playing of a role to gratify

some latent wish unfulfilled in reality.

Elizabeth Millar remembered the times

she had sat before her Latin classes with

a dignity grave but sweet, and vaguely

pretended she was meeting a committee

of professors from the university, come

to ask her permission for the use of her

new text. She turned away from the

sight of Sara's smugness in disgust,

heightened somewhat by the feeling

that Sara was after all a pretty selfish

person—one who could sit alone in the

most comfortable room in the house do-

ing nothing, while her sister, above, in

the school offices, might slave over rec-

ords all night against the opening of

school the following morning, after the

Christmas holidays. The fact was that

Elizabeth Millar had very little to ac-

complish that night because Eugenia

Matson, her secretary, had been at work

all day. But Elizabeth Millar had a

well-defined feeling that she wished to

stay awake until midnight.

How often comes this desire for

martyrdom! Is it self-born or is it a

mental set acquired by people who read

much and wish to empty the noble im-

pulses of books into lives too petty to
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offer occasions for bona fide heroisms?

Elizabeth Millar wanted to sit up until

twelve o'eloek not only to assure her

sister Sara that she (Elizabeth) was

overworked in the interest of the family

income, but also to assure herself that

personal comfort, the petty matters of

plenty of food and plenty of sleep did

not figure in her masterly scheme of

life. All of us enjoy the feeling that we

can transcend the body. In such a

frame of mind, Elizabeth Millar pulled

down the shade of the window that

looked down upon the complacent Sara

—this was an unselfish act performed

to screen from Sara the fact that Eliza-

beth must sit up long at her labors. As

a matter for truth, the shade was a thin

one, light tan, I think, besides. It

served the excellent purpose of holding

the silhouette image of Elizabeth bent

over her accounts and records, for Sara

if she should choose to come to the

window and look out.

Elizabeth sat down at her desk, drew

out her books and her schedule cards

and set to work. By humming to her-

self softly, she could become very happy

indeed—very industrious, very cheerful,

and very self-righteous. She was at a

loss when she had finished her tasks.

She could think of no other duties. By
and by she took up her Browning—it

lay on an adjacent table—and began to

read. The poem she chose was The

Bishop Orders His Tomb. After she had

finished reading she sat motionless for

some time. A numb feeling enveloped

her, mind and body. She reviewed the

case of that magnificent hypocrite, the

bishop. How crude he was ! Why
couldn't he have realized it? Once more

her mind went into quietudes, like a

brook, when it falls into a pool and its

noise is stilled. When it emerged it

was with the thought that a person's

real self must he merely the ffftlwigl he

has toward himself and the rest of the

World! What else could one's self he?

Elizabeth Millar tried to make out a

plausible case for the bishop's not rcaliz

Ing how unmoral his attitude was, and

Tailed. We oughl to he able to control

ourselves very decisively, thought Eliza-

beth Millar firmly and began to con-

struct arguments for a chapel talk to

her girls. Because through contempla-

tion of another's faults we come to a

realization of our own, Elizabeth Millar

came gravely to the fact that she

lacked a certain sincerity herself. Think

of it! Sitting up to spite poor Sara

—

Sara, who never would dream of doing

such a thing herself—Sara, whose only

law was personal comfort. Elizabeth

Millar felt she could sit up no longer

—

even reading for pleasure—and face

Sara the following morning, hollow

eyed on the pretext of work.

Elizabeth Millar looked at the clock.

It was ten thirty. She set to rights her

disordered desk and just as she was

pulling the lid closed a knock made the

door resound. "Come," called Eliza-

beth Millar in a high voice. Sara trod

in softly, bearing a tray with steaming

chocolate and wafers. Sara wore a

purple corduroy bath robe and looked

neglected and pleading. Elizabeth Mil-

lar was brusque. "Why Sara, what did

you do that for? I was going to bed

this minute." "Well. Elizabeth, I

didn't want you to go to bed at one or

two tomorrow morning without having

eaten since dinner."

Elizabeth noted there were two cups

of chocolate on the tray. She took it

from Sara without a word, and putting

it down upon the table, drew up two

chairs. Sara sat down, and the two, in

perfect silence, drained their cups. Ris-

ing from the table, Elizabeth Millar re-
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placed the chair. She felt very brisk

and efficient. " Thank you, Sara", she

said, and going to the windows, secured

them for the night. Sara had already

taken up the tray when Elizabeth turned

about and said very cheerily and heart-

ily, "Goodnight, Sara". Sara replied

dutifully, "Goodnight, Elizabeth".

As Elizabeth Millar undressed she

wondered why she was always impelled

to patronize her sister. Was it from a

sense of her infirmity! "It worries

me", said Elizabeth to herself and got

into bed.

MARY
Edward Steese

Mary would stir all afternoon
Red, bubbling jellies with a spoon
Far, far too big for her, and taste

With critical lips the sweet conserve,

And smile approval with modest reserve . .

None of her jellies went to waste.

And then we children would gather round
Her skirts, while a low, laughing sound
Of love would ripple on her lip,

As she would hand us creamy bread
With grape or mulberry butter spread,

And give us cambric tea to sip.

But mostly I remember how
She would so finely sew a seam
For hours, until the sun hung low,

Then she would drop her work, and dream
Till we 'd laugh in. She 'd wake, and then,

Smiling, would take it up again.



THE LUTE
Martha K. Keller

(Beinp Four Days from the Life of
Messer Luigi Arezzo, Translated from an
Ancient Document, Found not Long Since,
toother with a Most Aged Copy of
Homer's Ilwd, in a Small Brazen Chest.)

August 15, 1429.

In this day of our Lord, August 15th,

1429, I, Luigi Arezzo, being in my
twenty-ninth year do commence this

account of my life. Being sent, in

company with Messer Leopardi Marino,

from the most renowned city of Flor-

ence to the city of Venice, by my master

Messer Niccolo de Niccoli, in order that

I, together with said Leopardi, might

copy the Iliad of Homer, I consider this

a propititious time to write an account

of my life for many reasons, the which

I will enumerate. For the first, let me
say that the commission granted me is

important, for the manuscript of Homer
which Pietro Tomasi has ordered from

Alexandria is so valuable that he de-

clares that wiien it shall arrive he wrill

not let it out of his hands, nor in these

troublous times will he even lend it to

so noble a scholar as my master, but

says that if my master desireth it he

must forsooth come to Venice and copy

it for himself. Nowr therefore seeing as

my master entrusted to me alone the

copying of this most rare manuscript

(together with Leopardi, the whom
Cosimo de Medici recommended to my
master and who therefore must need

come along) I think it fitting that some

record of my life should be left for

future generations. Moreover since I

may find the customs of Venice some-

what different from those of Florence,

it may profit me to set them down in a

sort of chronicle as it wore, so that if

any scorn to mio to oxool those of my
glorious and native city, that city may
profit by the observations of one even

so humble as myself. Moreover it has

occurred to me that since my companion
Leopardi seems to be of a somewhat
light disposition I may feel on a time

the need of conversation and medita-

tion other than his, for which this book

of my life will serve. I shall set down
that which I may think on so that I

may refer to it should I so desire when-

ever thought shall thus incline me. I

shall not concern myself greatly with

the form but shall set all down as it

occurs to me.

It is of wronder to me that on leaving

the city of one's youth a great feeling

of sorrow should sway one. When I de-

parted from the sunny streets of Flor-

ence, the sandy Arno, the joyous crowds

of carnival, the hills of Fiesole,—with

sadness I wondered whether I would

ever see them again. Ah me! What
would I not give for a kiss from the red

lips of Laura, for a touch of the white

hands of Fiametta, or even of Flora.

What a dull place is this Venezia ! The

quiet of it oppresses me. I grow weary

of the lapping water, and I have hardly

been here a day.

As I write I look out into the black

canal full of thick night shadows and of

smells. Leopardi (and his mother was

of Venice) says that living in Venice is

extravagant for one spends too much if

one would vie with the canal in per-

fume, and if one does not no one is the

267
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better off for it but the priest who buries

one. Messer Leopardi is something too

much of a dandy; naught will he do

but dress, that or write sonnets, though

his sonnets are in somewhat better taste

than his dress. But why he chooses to

write the Italian when he might use the

Latin I do not understand. Messer Leo-

pardi is also something too proud. What
if the landlady is a witchlocked, yellow-

fanged, virago! Why, when she would

stroke his shoulder must he e'en draw
himself up with a grand air ? After all

he is but a distant connection of Cosimo,

a back door connection which Cosimo has

forgot to recognize. If he had chose

we might have lodged free or at least

received better wine or had the way to

more pleasant pastimes opened to us.

And atop of that he must need complain

of the bedding. He is as bad as Messer

Niccolo. Nevertheless he has an air, the

young Paris. His hair is black and

curling, his brows arched, his eyes black

smudge pots, and his skin is as fair as

one of Fra Angelico's angels. He's gay

enough to win any maid, yet he pretends

to be scornful of women, making mock-

ery of this one 's thick wrist or that one 's

short neck. But for all that he must

buy him a tighter doublet tomorrow

though how I shall pull him out of a

tighter one than that which he now
weareth I know not. All the evening he

has been smiling over Boccaccio and

now is restless and would dice with me,

cheat me too I doubt not. It is a matter

of some regret to me that we came so

late. On the morrow we must view

Venice. I must tell the serving maid to

bring us wine. This watered drink

would make a dog ill.

August 16, 1429.

It was very early this morning when
we roused us and started out to view

the city. Beggars had already gathered

at the door of our hostelry. One was a
blind blackamoor with a ring in his nose.

There was a leper. A fishwife was show-

ing the dead body of her husband and
called on us for alms. In Florence in

the old days before the plague, this

would never have happened and even

now it would be frowned upon. The
street urchins would pelt them with egg-

shells.

Fra Anselmo, who was drinking at the

Inn last night, hailed us and showed
the way toward the nearest bridge an<

toward that bridge the which they name

the Rialto. To my mind he seems better

than most of these womanish monks.

Moreover he knows his Plato and Aris-

totle. He showed to us the Euganean
hills where Petrarch lived for so long a

while. We passed a hunchback, an ill

presage, I like not hunchbacks. Leo-

pardi gave the Friar a lira for his or-

phanage or for his guidance, as you

please. They're all brigands, these

monks. Still one should pursue a pru-

dent course as regards the church, even

in Venice. It is always well to be

prudent and to offend no one, particu-

larly when one is away from home.

According to Messer Niccolo this whole

city of Venice is eaten up with spies in

spite of its placidic calm. The Council

of Ten are wise. One should not put

one's trust in the gratitude of cities or

in the good faith of one 's fellow citizens.

Of the two, Florence, or rather Cosimo

has the better plan. It is a wise fox

that covers its trail and it deserves to

live long. We stopped to look at the

facade of the Doge's palace. It is very

different from the new palace of Cosimo.

The style of it is more ornate, fretted

and carved. I can't discern how the

cornice was constructed. The palace

will let in more light I think than that

of the Medici, but it is not one-fourth so
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strong and of no use at all in time of

war; though they do say that Venice is

fairly quiet.

Leopardi purchased his doublet. I

bought me a new silver girdle. I dis-

covered a most finely executed enameled

plate encrusted with lapis which I

bought for myself, and a crystal goblet

ornamented with gold acanthus leaves

which I purchased for the master. We
then went to the harbor in a Venetian

boat, a gondola. These boats of Venice

are indeed most luxurious. Ours was

painted blue with a canopy of blue and

gold. They slip through the thick

water that is both gray and green with

a swift easy motion. Our boatman

shouted at many others. It is remark-

able to me the words that one can say

even in the vulgar Italian. The harbor

of Venice is beautiful. The lagoon is

purple with shadow and the water green

and smelling of fresh winds and of the

sea. There wTere many vessels in, ships

from China and Genoa, the Euxene,

England, Africa and Spain,—the one

that bore our manuscript among them.

The captain, a Moor, took us aboard and

gave us wine. He wore a carved chain.

He had with him a redhaired ape and a

bird with varied plumage the which he

called a parakeet and which causes us

to laugh heartily. He gave to us the

eopy of Homer which he had brought

for Messer Pietro Tomasi. It was in a

brazen box, crudely carven. There were

many strange scents in his cabin, smells

of sandalwood, cinet, ambergris and
cloves. He told us that the Red Death
had broken out in a galley from China
and that the harbor authorities were
much concerned. It seems that this Red
Death is more incurable, and even more
swift in killing men than the Black
Death. The body swells and red blotches

appear on the skin. We bought some

incense and returned home. They
it will keep oft* the plague. Leopardi
fears the plague. Am for me, death is

not pleasant, yet all must die. BOW
great is the spectacle of this world and
of the centuries—. We dined on capon,

seafish, almond cake ami honey- The
Red Death worries me. I copied manu-
script all afternoon.

"Oh Goddess, sing thou the wrath of

Achilles, the son of Peleus; sing thou

the deadly hate that brought innumer-

able woes upon the Greeks, and bore to

Hades many a warrior bold, and as prey

to dogs and birds of air gave their bright

limbs,— "

The thought of battle is beautiful to

me. I find in it something that endures

more long than the soft faced, gold-

framed Madonnas of Venezia.
• •••••

We went to evening Mass in St.

Mark's. The cathedral is fine though of

course not so good as many churches in

my Florence which though less ornate

are, well, beautiful. Its golden domes

melt into the night sky. I saw columns

of onyx and porphyry, and mosaics

rimmed with glazed tile. The horses are

most fine. I spent with profit the hour

before twilight sketching them. The

ringing of the church bells interrupted

me. I fell asleep in Mass the while I

had a most horrible dream. I dreamed

that Death and the Red Plague danced

before the altar of St, Mark's till all

who saw them went mad and ran about

slaying one another and destroying

themselves. Their faces were seared

and horrible and sweated blood, and

Death, and the Red Plague shook with

mirth when they saw them and laughed

till they spat blood. When I awoke,

Leopardi, true son of Venezia, had de-

serted me and I was forced to go home

alone. The pavements appear very nar-
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row at night, and the water seems to

suck at the piles beneath the bridges. I

shall seek an astrologer in the morning.

I like not that dream of mine. More-

over the hunchback

—

# • • • •

Leopardi has just awakened me. It is

now nigh an hour past midnight. When
he came in he desired to write sonnets

and like a fool lit all five candles. It

seems that he saw a lady at Mass and

fell in love with her and followed her

and then receiving nothing but a flower

at her hands (she was a great lady, at

least so he speaks) because of said

flower he must need rouse me with his

sonnet-making. He even wrote a mad-

rigal. By St. John the Baptist and all

the Saints of Florence, a madrigal—and

yet it runs through my head like the

endless lap-lapping sound of the water

in the canal.

"Of love I sing. Of love I die.

The lute of love and death am I.

* iMy love is like a golden lute

That sobs and sings when played upon.

The silvern strings of which are mute
Until your hand is placed thereon.

And then your touch such music brings

It cannot be my heart that sings.

"It cannot be my heart that sings

That never sang until you came,

Until you swept the silent strings

With hands of love, with hands of flame.

You turned the lute and sang the part,

Oh lover, player of my heart.

"Oh lover, player of my heart,

Not mine the lute, not mine the song.

And yet I ask when you depart,

One thing, it will not stay you long.

Tear first the strings, then go your way,
That none as you have played shall

play.

"Of love I sing. Of love I die.

The lute of love and death am I."

Ah me! I would kiss the red lips of

Piametta, even the lips of Flora I would
kiss. I do not like that dream of mine.

I must buy me a luck piece.

August 17th, 1429.

Today Venice makes carnival. Venice

is very gay, almost as full of sun and

merriment as Florence in May. It is

hazy dreamy weather, but there are few

gardens in Venice and fewer trees, only

a sky limbed cypress or a plane tree

leaning over a wall dropping its leaves

in the green water, or the shrub pines

and canebrake in the marsh of the

lagoon.

We bought us comfits and sweetmeats

and eggshells filled with scented water.

We hired a blue and silver gondola and

went to St. Mark's; after all it is car-

nival today and one is young but once,

though these boats of Venice do not aid

one in the practice of economy—but by

St. John one may be prodigal in Venice.

There was a procession before St.

Mark's, children, fishermen, flower girls,

and priests. The Doge attended it in

his Bucentaur, a most magnificent

barque. Many flung sweetmeats at us

for we had brought a lute with us and

we sang songs of carnival with the

crowd. Leopardi glimpsed his Lady in

a golden gondola not far from the Doge's

Bucentaur and must needs bribe our

gondoleer to get us near to her. It cost

nearly two lire. Moreover the boats

were crowded together so closely that it

took till noon to get there, but go we

must or Leopardi would have died of

love. But by the good God, even I would

write her sonnets, madrigals, anything.

Her hair was the color of copper and

gold. Her hands were long and slender

and ornamented with lapis rings. She

was veiled but her features were clear

and delicate like one of Lorenzo Mo-

naco's miniatures. Her skin was very
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fair, and her eyes were dark and young,

so young. But for all that no child hut

a woman, oh a woman- and a princess.

She looked with favor on that black

haired satyr of a Leopardi with his

pule of the devil and his eyes of GabrieL

Me she glanced at never. I was forced

to content myself with looking at her

duenna, one of those bag of meal women

but handsome withal. Even she would

have none of me. There we sat all after-

noon while Leopardi made love to the

Lady Ginevra. What he said I know not

for the songs of carnival were gay, but

lovely were her eyes that looked upon

him with kissing. And he too was young

and beautiful, and his love beat hot

within him. Ah me, I do not know!

Blue was the water, warm the air, and

the lagoon was dim in the distance.

Lower and lower sank the sun. Rings

exchanged, the lovers parted. Gondola

slipped away from gondola. Shadows

fell. The sun sank beneath the cathedral

dome.

We preserved quietude the way home.

I was angry. One whole golden after-

noon wasted, gone. Moreover Messer

Leopardi 's success was a source of ex-

asperation to me, the sick puppy! He
was worshipful, holy. He was still afire

of her. I am now come to a certainty

that it is unsafe to talk to men when
they are taken with love. A gross mis-

take I made in engaging him in a dis-

cussion on abstract love. He was a fool,

no true scholar he, and took it person-

ally, to himself, and all because I im-

plied that women were false and on a

lower plane than men and therefore not

to be thought of together with men. I

quoted Boccaccio and the ladies of his

acquaintanceship, whereupon my friend

grew proud and mighty, and flung quo-

tation after quotation from Dante at me.

He is clever. He compared his love for

the Lady Ginevra to Danti for

Beatrice, i have alwaj i been inclined

to doubt the spiritual of Dante 'i love

and said .-is mudi. whereupon Leopardi

Wafl at my throat in a moment demand

ing that l apologise to him tor doubting

the purity of his love. I believe he'd

have strangled me If he had not feared

to overturn the gondola. H<- doefl not

love the smelly water. With his hand

at my throat, I, bethinking me at last of

my Florentine wit, the which I had

rather allowed to dim during my stay at

Venice, told him that he was so damn-

ably ill mannered he must be a gentle-

man. He grinned at me and let me go,

insisting that for a scholar and a ladies'

buzzard I was not such a bad one. He

swore he would treat to wine. He was

evidently so deep in love that he forgot

for I paid for the dinner. He wrote

more sonnets. He is restless. She has

promised to see him in her garden at

eleven on the evening of tomorrow. I

think he will go mad in the meantime.

We took a walk. The moon was full.

The rats were dancing in St. Mark's

square. I do not like that dream of mine.

They say the plague spreads.

"Of love I sing. Of love I die.

The lute of love and death am L"

I desire Fiametta.

August 18th, 1429.

I have copied the Iliad all day. Leo-

pardi is out sketching. Scratch, scratch

of pen on parchment! By the gods I

am weary- If Fiametta were but with

me. Venetian women please me not.

Leopardi is the lucky one. Would his

carcass were drying on the wall of

Florence! Tonight he goes to see his

lady and I am to go with him to sit in

the gondola and wait for him, the while

he climbs over the garden wall and

makes love to her. I am to wait, he
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says, in case he should need to flee the

garden, and so I shall sit beyond the

wall.

The light of the docking poles will

make the black water shine. It will

gurgle and slide past the gondola, and

the slow moon will rise from the water.

The garden will be full of flowers and

grasses and boughs dew-shining. Music

will drift across the water, and there

will be love in the garden,—with not

even the fat Flora to comfort me. I

grow weary of the Iliad and of Helen of

Troy. Damnation to the black eyes of

Leopardi. Why does he not come?

Leopardi stumbled in tonight, just be-

fore nightfall. (He had gone to sketch

one of Gentile's Madonnas). He half

fell across the bed. He was burning

with fever—with the Red Death. I

could not let him die alone. I ran for

father Anselino. He came. He gave

us extreme unction, and then left us.

The plague is spreading over the city.

He promised to return at dawn. He
will return the brazen casket and the

copy of Homer to Messer Pietro Tomasi

and he will bury us if—if—Oh, I am
afraid. I am afraid. What is man but

a moment!

Leopardi, who gives not a penny for

Friars, or for the church, begged me to

flee the city, and leave him to die alone
—but I could not let him die in the
dark. All must die—What have men
but love and death? .... His face grew
flushed and he knew me not,, but called

upon me in the name of God, of God
and of Ginevra to leave him not. I.

stayed. His eyes were large and dark.

He was afraid. He does not believe in

the God of Christ, in love, or in the

infinite. I could not leave him thus,

Leopardi of the quick laugh and the

quick word. He had never tasted life.

He had never kissed love—and the

Lady Ginevra.

I lit the five candles. They will last

till Anselino returns. Ah Leopardi Mio,

cease your moaning! If he would but

sleep in the white arms of the lady

death. Why should men die when they

are young—before they have loved. The

gods are unjust.

"Of love I sing. Of love I die.

The lute of love and death am I."

I desire to live. I would kiss the red

lips of Fiametta, the white throat of

Laura—the hands of Flora I would

kiss.

The wind blows across the lagoon. The

black water sucks against the piles.

Death and the Eed Plague are dancing

in the marsh. Fiametta!



WE SPEND A LONG TIME
Roberta T. Swartz

Oh, who can proudly lose what has been loved,

And who can bury it and go away?
One moulds a head—then crumbles all the clay;

One writes his words and tears the writing up

;

One says, " Goodbye and I'll forget you now."
But still they argue with the dreams they had.

We know how deep a grave to dig—we know,
And we are nicely skilled in epitaphs

!

Our funeral sermons are most adequate,

Our prayers conclusive. But we linger still

:

'

' Oh what a David I had carved of this
! '

'

We shake our heads :

'

' This would have been a song

!

And turning when the final word is said

:

1 Let me be sure I do not love you still
! '

'

—

We spend a long time sitting with our dead

MY SOUL
C. LTrsula Cooke

My soul is like my bureau drawer

:

It 's very odd that I,

When looking for some woolen gloves,

Pull out an orange tie.

878



ON CUTTING LEAVES
Theodore Spencer

I once heard a Scotch minister preach

a sermon, which went something like

this: "I will take as my text, brothers

and sisters, 'Has the white of an egg

any taste ?
' No, it has no taste—but the

little chicken which is inside, feeds upon

the white of the egg until it has grown.

Then when it is big enough it bursts

forth into the world. So, brothers and

sisters, it is with us. We feed on the

little things of life until we have grown.

And if we have used the little things

properly and have done by them as we

should, then at last we burst forth, com-

plete chickens, into everlasting life." It

was an excellent and well-pointed ser-

mon, with a brevity one could not help

wishing were adopted elsewhere—and

its moral is most useful. Pay attention

to the little things of life. By the little

things, brothers and sisters, a man's

character is judged, both, by his con-

temporaries and by God. Our estimate of

a man's character is constantly formed

by such things as the ties he wears, or

whether he gives a penny to a beggar

—

whether he is fond of roast-beef, or

whether he would give his seat to a lady

in a street-car. By these little things

does a man's character stand or fall.

To-day I was speaking to a friend of

mine about books. "The thing I like

least about them," he said, "is the

necessity of cutting their leaves." He
at once fell many points in my estima-

tion. "Not like cutting leaves?" I

could say no more. The very thought

of such bad taste was too much for me

;

I seized my hat and stick, and left his

room. He was the immediate cause of

this essay— (Perhaps, therefore, you too,

reader, feel an animosity against him)

for I could not let such rank philistin-

ism pass unrecorded. Here indeed was

a little thing which gave away his

character

!

But perhaps you who read these

words don't like cutting leaves. I'll

admit that there is such a possibility.

For since speaking to my friend this

afternoon, I asked the opinion of several

other acquaintances, and I was deeply

disappointed to discover that only two

out of six agreed with me in thinking it

is a pleasure to cut leaves. What ? You
say, reader, you, too, agree with that

pagan four—that warped majority? I

am indeed sorry. Possibly, it is some-

thing I can scarcely hope for,—possible,

I say, this essay may convey you to more

broadminded principles—and you as

well as I may revel in our peaceful sport

by a winter's fire. If I can do that, I

shall be more than satisfied.

Then come with me across the sea to

London. It is a cold day, wet with that

clinging November fog so characteristic

of that most lovable city. We have been

out tramping the streets, looking into

every book shop we could find, stopping

outside at the sixpenny stalls, turning

over those battered volumes—reading

furtively some interesting chapter. We
have been shivering all afternoon, stamp-

ing our frozen feet on the wet pavement,

cold and uncomfortable, but forgetting

all about it in the most wonderful game

in the world—book-hunting. What mat-

ter if the rain is running off the back

brim of your hat, and trickling with a
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clammy Insistence down your back? Do

you mind this, when you suddenly find

some treasure you have sought for many

years, at last within your reach? Do

you think of wet pavements and soup-

like fog, then? No. You buy it, and

hide it care fully under your coat, care-

fully guarded from the rain, and take

it home, and look at it, and write your

name in the front, and put it safely

and honorably away. That is what we

are doing, you and I. Suppose, in our

careless and careful turnings over, we

have come across some rare treasure

—

a first edition of the Lyrical Ballads,

for instance, "in boards uncut" and

with uncut leaves. "In boards uncut."

It is a fascinating phrase, (but not so

much so as I once thought it, for alas,

it does not mean "with leaves uncut"

as it should, but refers in some technical

way to the condition of the margin).

Oh, reader, think of the tremulous joy

with which we would turn over those

old leaves, how we would gloat over our

purchase. Think of it—a first edition

of the Lyrical Ballads on a sixpenny

shelf. What a discovery! What a

secret to share with a few envying and

jealous friends. Of course it is an im-

possibility. One never finds treasures

like this on a sixpenny shelf in a London

shop. But there is no harm in pretend-

ing that we have done so. It is all the

more fun to imagine when we are

imagining impossibilities.

We have bought it! It is smuggled

under my coat, (I would not let you

have it for you do not like to cut leaves)

and we are on the top of a Number 11

bus going to our flat in Chelsea. It is

wet and damp and cold and cheerless.

The sun—supposing there had been one,

dropped behind the world an hour ago,

now only the lamps blur dizzily at us

as we pass them. And I clutch my book

under my coat, guarding it ever so care-

fully from the damp. "With uncut

leaves." It seems too good U) be be-

lieved. Of course, you, sitting there

shivering by my side, and wishing we
could have found a seat inside the bus,

instead of on the cold top, you cannot

appreciate by feelings. You, callous

creature, would much rather that some-

one else had cut the leaves before you,

so you could turn them over without hav-

ing to whip out the knife, and tear it

through the folded edge. I have no

sympathy for you. You can sit and

shiver there unconsoled.

But I, when we have arrived home,

shall put you to making tea, and I shall

build a fire for myself, and sit in the

armchair before it, and I shall bring up
a lamp and take the Lyrical Ballads in

hand, and with my best tortoise-shell

paper cutter, I shall slowly and deli-

ciously cut the leaves. It is truly an

art of the first rank, this leaf-cutting.

It should be approached with all possible

care.

There are many ways of doing it, but

one should keep in mind one or two

cardinal principles that it is bad form,

to say the least, to overlook. The first

of these is, of course, to have several

paper cutters, each for a different type

of book. For a novel, a cheap penny

thriller, I have a hair pin which once

.... but that is beside the point; it is

useful if uninteresting. For the higher

grade of novel, there is the steel paper

cutter, a thing one buys for a sixpence

or so. It is plain, unadorned and ap-

propriate. For essays, for histories,

philosophy, etc., I keep a wooden paper

knife, its handle beautifully carved, its

blade curved in the shape of a cimitar.

It came originally, I believe, from

Turkey, and for poetry I have my tor-

toise-shell. Bright as it can be, in bril-
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liant reds, when the sun lies upon it, or

if it is put in a shady place it is dark

and mysterious. At all times it is beau-

tiful and the color is rarely exactly the

same.

So much for the paper cutter itself.

Now for the problem of how it should be

used. Some people say, among them

many creditable authorities, that the in-

strument should be swept through the

page in one sharp, swift stroke. This is

a good way, but it has its limitations. It

is not very successful when one uses a

hairpin. And therefore, I prefer, and I

think most of the advanced thinkers on

the subject will agree with me, to take

two or three shorter, but none the less

firm, strokes which will leave the pages

cleanly and neatly separated. If this is

not done, disaster will sometimes follow.

I was once cutting the leaves of a novel

by Galsworthy, and foolishly trying to

be quick, I tried the one-stroke method.

It was fatal. The knife slipped. It

went to one side. It tore violently

through the print. Guiltily I put the

book back on the shelf with an apology

for treating it so badly. But, alas, the

book was never quite itself again. It

leaned disconsolately against its neigh-

bors, one or two of its pages became

loose, and fell out. It finally disappeared

from my shelves and I never saw it

again.

It was a warning to me. Never since,

with the memory of that unfortunate

book in my mind, have I attempted to

cut leaves with one stroke. I would not

care to burden my conscience with an-

other such disaster.

And so on this night, with you making
tea in the kitchen, I sit here before the

fire with the Lyrical Ballads in my rev-

ering hands, slowly, carefully cutting the

leaves. How warm and comfortable it

is in this big armchair, my slippered

i
feet warming on a footstool. It is pleas- ,

ant, now, having the fog outside, very :

nice and comforting, though selfish, to

think of the poor people butting into

each other out in that chilly mist, while i

I, sitting here, am warm and cosy, with

a sixpenny first of the Lyrical Ballads

in my hands. What more could human
soul desire? But when I take up my
book with the intention of cutting its

leaves, do I look despairingly at the num-
ber of pages to cut, hurry through with

my cutting, and lay the book down with

a sigh of relief that such an unpleas-

ant task should at last be over? No—

a

thousand times no. I, as all good leaf-

cutters should, act in an entirely differ-

ent fashion. Consider the cutting of

leaves as a sacrificial rite before the

altar of the writer's fame. Approach

your task with an expression of rever-

ential anticipation on your face and

linger over it. Don't hurry. There is

a sort of secret pleasure in reading' a

sentence or a verse here and there as

you go along. Somehow, you feel, it is

not right, you ought not to peek, until

you have read all that goes before, and

it is just because your conscience tells

you that you ought not to do it, that this

peeking is such an enjoyable thing.

Think of the glimpses you get in this

very "
Lyrical Ballads." The quiet

beauty of a Wordsworthian line, or the

clear picture given by a verse of the

Ancient Mariner. Could anything be

more enjoyable that these illicit glimpses

of what ought to remain future joys!

Nothing that i" know of at least.

But you, reader, you who have just,

in my imagination, told me that if I

wanted tea, I could hurry up and get it

in the kitchen because it was getting

cold, but who, in reality, have been

sighing with ennui over this essay, you,

I say, have you yet discovered in these
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fumbling sentences o\ mine, any reason

for enjoying the art of cutting leaves 1

What, you haven't? You say you still

look on the prospect of taking a paper

knife in hand with boredom, if not with

positive annoyance 1 This eaaay has had

no effect on yool Well, I am, as I aaid

before, sorry for you. Hut I will for-

give you, for you do not know what you

miss.

SONNET TO E
H. S. Talbot

My love must go forever unexpressed
Unless Alcaeus, who was lyric-souled

Should help me. And if not, let it be told

From sweetest Sappho did I try to wrest
The secret that she hid within her breast.

Nor she, for all my pleading, would enfold

The melodies that lovers loved of old,

Which told the whole of what I but suggest.

So words are useless; and embraces too

Can little more than hint the utter bliss

Of tenderness and passion. For the true

Full depth of love is in my heart 's abyss.

No warm caress tells all my love of you

—

I cannot fit my soul within a kiss.



ANNALS OF THE POOR
Rebecca Kiernan

* These sketches are part of a series.

Long years ago, when families came

from the country to live here, they built

little red-brick houses close to the pave-

ment and crowded tight against each

other, with bannistered step leading up

to the white doors and brass knockers.

The Street was gay and well-to-do in

those days—there was a ceaseless flitting

to the windows, a stirring of the lace

curtains and the sound of laughter;

there were carriages rattling through the

street of an afternoon, and beautifully-

dressed ladies who got out of them, and

beautifully-dressed ladies who got into

them. But then quite suddenly the city

went on ; and these people who were no

longer country-folks, moved to fashion-

able houses with mansard roofs, on the

west side of the city.

No one now can remember when poor

people first came to the Street. It is said

that they were aspiring families who
lived here until they could follow west.

The Street, once desired, was lived in

apologetically, and gotten out of as

quickly as possible. Then thrifty work-

ing-men came and poor young people

just starting out together and at last

"foreigners", but it was always a half-

way measure. Those were days of un-

rest, when families drifted in and hur-

ried out; the Street echoed with chil-

dren's shouts and huckster's cries and

shrill-voiced arguments; old mattresses

and rusty buckets sat on the pavements,

and half-clean wash hung out un-

ashamed.

But with the coming of the Skinners

the Street became more truly our Street.

For after the Skinners, the Pritchards',

the Lewis's, old man Peters and th(

Collins 's came here to live, and thei

have grown old in the Street ; they have

made it and are part of it.

We of the Street now are even poorer

than the people we followed, but ours is

not a loud-mouthed, discontented pov-

erty; many of us are old, and we are

patient, good people. We have not

brought back any of the gentility of the

Street's first years, for we have always

been poor, but there is a certain self-

respect about us. We are quiet, very

shabby, we are not unfriendly. Our life

is dull and quiet—sad, perhaps, for

poverty is hard ; there is an air even of

melancholy in our small, faded brick-

houses. It is as though the Street had
found old age with us—an old age that

is sad and ugly, but with little bitterness.

Ladies from the City sometimes find

their way here, and they peer into Henry
Skinner's shop looking for curios, and

watch Henry's mother knit the stocking

that is like Penelope's weaving. "What
a quaint old Street!" they all say.

I.

On spring days, when flies begin to

buzz in the warm sunshine, and the Joe

Collins' children shout on the Street as

they play, Gramma Barnes deserts her

winter rocker and comes out to sit on

the bench by her door. She lives in the

little white shanty back of Bill's, and

from there she can see her garden, the

alley and that part of the Street that

centers about Henry Skinner's Antique

Shop. Gramma Barnes' face is pale and
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wrinkled, and she fingers her apron and

mumbles words with her sunken lips, [f

yon talk to her of ordinary things, she

answers in monosyllables spoken with an

old woman's shaking of the chin. On

one subject alone is she voluble

:

orgie's Return.

In the clays when she was not Gramma
Barnes but young Sadie Felson, she

married a reprobate, George Barnes by

name, from one of the best families of

the eity. His family refused to recog-

nize the marriage and threatened to dis-

own him ; and he left her. Young Sadie

accepted it with the stoicism, the in-

sensibility with which poor people accept

such things. She took in washings and

tried to raise her Georgie to be a good

boy and a joy to her. But Georgie from

the first was bad; he was the terror of

the Street, he lied to his mother and

stole cookies from Mrs. Pritchard's

cookie-jar. As he grew older his career

became a succession of small crimes and

escapades; on one frightful occasion he

got into juvenile court ; he gloried in his

wickedness. Gramma prayed for him

and whipped him until he got too big

for her; then she resorted to powerful

tongue-lashings. When he was about

twenty, George ran away— '

' tired of the

ol ' woman 's talk.
'

'

Now Gramma loved her son in her

own way. Her whippings and scoldings,

so ferocious to an outsider looking on,

were really for his sake, for above all

things she had wanted to make him a

"good boy". And though, when he

came in at five or six o'clock every

morning she met him with a flood of

"the wildest names I ever heard," to

quote Henry Skinner's mother, she

would never admit to the Street that

Georgie was anything but a "good boy".

She told proud anecdotes of his great

strength, of his prowess as leader of his

"men friends", as she delicately called

his gang. And ol" how he had never come

home drunk bill once, and that not his

fault. It was very hard for her when

Georgie left her. For months she kepi

away from the street and rarely ven-

tured out of her house; Mrs. Skinner

reported that she'd be "talkin' away to

herself, like as if she was givin' it to

( teorge again."

On the Street, one is old at fifty, and

in a few more years Gramma moved to

the little white shanty back of Bill's,

where she lived in God knows what.

She had lost all her old vigor, never

talked about George and spent all her

time limping around her little house and

garden. Then, one day—but this is what

Gramma loves to tell as she sits on her

bench in the spring sunshine:
1

' I reckon 'twas about six years since

he'd gone away," she begins. "Least-

wise 'twas some months over five ; 'twas

high unto six anyhow. An' 'twas

Apri-ile the nineteenth, year of our

Lord nineteen hundred an' nine—I re-

member the vurry day an' date, 'cause

I asked Henry Skinner special. Well,

sir, I was a-workin' in this vurry gar-

den over where you see then pertaters,

only they was onion there then, an' I

was a-sayin' to myself, 'These onions is

what Georgie usta like so. ' I was a-say-

in' them vurry words when I hears a

step in the alley, and they was a man
a'goin' past. He looks in an' then he

stops an' stares. 'Well, sir,' says I after

while, 'an' what is it you want?' He
jess keeps on lookin' an' purty soon he

says, 'Nawthin'.' Then he says, 'Ole

woman, when did you move into this

here hole?' 'Whaddeye mean?' I says

' 'y imperdent' an' that's the furthest I

got, for I looks at him close, an' then I

up an' hollers 'Georgie!' Would you

believe it, now—it was my Georgie
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that'd growed a mustache, so't I didn't

know him when I seen him ! Georgie he

said he'd been to sea, y'know, but he

hadn't liked it one bit, said they didn't

treat him half decent, so he'd been

a-workin' round for awhile, an' he was

lookin' for work down here on the

Street, an' he walked right into his ol'

mother's garden!"

Henry Skinner tells how he was go-

ing past her garden on "Aprile the

nineteenth" and saw her giving a

strange man the fearfullest talking-to

he'd ever heard. "And I thought to

myself," says Henry, "there's the kind

she used to give to George ! '

' But any-

one on the Street can tell you that that

day she came hobbling out of the alley

and down the Street, calling out to

everyone, "Glory be to hallelujah! Did

ye hear Georgie 's back! Glory be to

hallelujah!"

It was the romance of her life. Old

as she is now, she still lives in that mo-

ment when she "up and hollered

Georgie!" What she neglects to tell is

how her Georgie, upon "walkin' right

into his ol' mother's garden", gave up
all idea of looking for work and they

lived somehow on the garden and the

money he earned crap-shooting every

evening at the other end of the alley.

And how they quarreled and scolded

and fought every minute of the four

years he was with her, until one night

he was stabbed in the back and she

found him out in the alley next morn-

ing, dead. In the horror of that mo-

ment all the life in her flamed up into a

great hymn of sorrow, turning to a

fierce malediction on the scoundrel that

had done the deed, and upon George

himself for the worthlessness that had

brought him to this end. Gramma
Barnes standing in the alley over the

body of her son, was a Rachel, a Niobe,

a Queen Margaret. When her feebL

strength was spent she was the cold ashe?

from which the fire has died away.

Today she sits by her door, pale anc

wrinkled, muttering to herself,—hei

grief forgotten. But she still will

you the story of Georgie 's Return.

II.

As each one of us has had
romance—the something in his life th*

lifts him from monotony—so the Stree

has had its romance in the finding

the Street's Boy. Billy Lewis, being the

first one up, found him one cold Novem-
ber morning, sleeping in a basket on the

steps of the one unoccupied house in the

block. Knowing nothing better to do,

Billy took him home to his wife, and

with the usual feminine curiosity Jenny

searched the basket for a note. She

found one :

'

' Have pity on him, '

' it said

simply—you can still see it if you ask

Billy about it specially.

Billy had to go on to work of course,

but as soon as Jenny saw Henry Skinner

come into his shop, she hurried over to

tell him the news. On her way, she saw

Mrs. Pritchard and "Scad" Wilson com-

ing down the street; unable to restrain

her excitement any longer, she told him

about the baby while they were still

half a block away. "Was there a note

in the basket ? '

' shouted Mrs. Pritchard,

and along the whole length of the street

heads came out of windows and people

appeared at the doors. Jenny, with

Mrs. Pritchard, "Scad", and Henry re-

turned home to see the baby, and in a

short time, the whole Street had gath-

ered there. The women were clustered

around the baby, while the men stood off

by themselves and hazarded solutions of

the mystery. The note was written in

a delicate hand and the baby's clothes

were clean and pretty, so they thought

then, and have always liked to think
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since, that his mother was a rich up-

town lady. They have never penetrated

the mystery beyond that.

Henry Skinner took charge at last.

Look here, people," he called out to

them, "as I see it, this kid belongs to

the Street. Now, what are you going

to do about it?"

iid it to the Orphan's Home."

promptly suggested old man Peters, who
was very tight with his money. A
silence fell on the crowd.

1
' Didn 't she say ' Have pity on him ' 1

"

spoke up Jenny Lewis timidly. "Seems

to me Ave oughta take him in."

"There ain't any of us rich enough

to raise a boy," growled Jim Collins,

father of nine.

"Yes, but there's some of us has no

children," answered poor little Jenny.

'And we can sort of board him 'round

amongst us until he gets old enough."

There were murmurs of surprise,

assent and dissent, indecision and ex-

pectation.
1

4

Now I say,
'

' this at last from Henry.

"I say as how Jen Lewis is right. It's

our juty to keep this here boy, seein'

as how he was left in our midsts, and
I vote," here he must have cleared his

throat in a parliamentary manner, "I
vote he boards around for two months

with them as can keep him, and them
as can't like Peters here who ain't mar-

ried, can give something towards his

keep."

"I vote that too," said "Scad" Wil-

son's wife.

"Me, too," they chimed in finally,

with varying enthusiasm.

"And I vote Jen Lewis has him first,
'

'

said Henry. And so it was settled.

At another meeting they chose a

name for him. His first name should

be Kenneth—a lovely name, the women
had decided among themselves—and

Henry was to open Mike's tdephonc-

book borrowed for the occasion, and

whatever name lie happened on—that

they liked- w.is to be the baby'i last

name. Hammond was chosen, SO that

at last the little red morsel took his place

in the world as Kenneth Hammond, the

Street's Boy.

Here the Street's story ends—the

romance of it ends. For Kenneth grew

up; and he grew up to be quick-temp-

ered and energetic ; he was proud and

sensitive and wilful ; he resented author-

ity and loved nothing so much as inde-

pendence, from the earliest days. At

the age of six he openly rebelled against

the Street, and from that time on, kept

an undercurrent of uproar and excite-

ment in the lives of the good people who

had taken him in. The Street was not

moved from the even tenor of its ways,

but it was deeply stirred by this advent

of arrogant youth. Kenneth ruled the

children for blocks around as a king

sways his people and led them through

many a terrifying escapade and many a

battle with Georgie Barnes' gang. The

fact that he was nobody-in-particular 's

child and yet everybody's made the

Street more harsh with him perhaps

than they ought to have been; his hot

temper and resentful defiance led on

his part to
'

' lickings
'

' and scoldings and

imprisonments on bread and water; on

the part of the Street to arguments and

feuds. Jen Lewis and Mary Wilson

were his greatest friends and Mrs.

Pritchard his greatest enemy, and for

two years Jen and Mary refused to

speak to Mrs. Pritchard. On the day

that he broke her one glass dish, she an-

nounced that she had "fairly skun him

alive," and she was ostrasized from the

best society of the Street for weeks

afterwards, though old man Peters ap-

plauded her action and "wished he
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could get his hands on the brat—he'd

tone him down. " "He'sa terror,
'

' said

Mrs. Pritchard.

Kenneth did well at school, but it went

unnoticed except by Mary and Jen, who
were proud of him. The Street was un-

impressed, because at the time he was

doing nicely at school he formed the dis-

graceful habit of disappearing for days

at a time and, as far as they knew,

sulking around the City in all its odd

corners. The Street was too convulsed

over that to think of his progress at

school.

Henry Skinner alone regarded him
philosophically.

•T can't tell about them kind," he

said. "I said it from the first. Now
ther's him and Georgie Barnes—they're

hard to raise, but there's a chance in a

million they've got somethin' to 'em.

Either Kenneth's bad, say I, or he's got

something to him. Here he is pokin'

his nose into all the dirty corners in the

City, and then going to the Liberry and

the Mooseum. You'll see either he'll

end up in a jail or he'll be something!"

The Street was quite sure that Ken-

neth had friends they knew nothing

about, but his announcement that an up-

town man was going to send him to the

University was a great surprise to them.

Jen and Mary were wild with delight,

the majority of them were unopposed

and even relieved, while a few ill-dis-

posed souls among them, old man Peters

and Mrs. Pritchard thought, "it was

about time he got out and earned some

money for the people that's been sup-

porting him." But Kenneth went to

the University. The Street saw very

little of him after that—only when he

came down to visit Jen Lewis (Mary

had died his second year there), for his

benefactor took charge of his vacations.

Jen died in the spring of his last year

and then he disappeared from the Street

altogether. They never saw him or

heard of him again for five years.

When I came to live in the Street,

they told me about the Boy, one even-

ing as a few of us sat in Henry Skin-

ner's store.

"Kenneth Hammond!" I said, when
I heard the name, '

' I know a fellow by
that name. I heard him speak just

about a week ago. A tall, dark fellow

with a scar on one eyebrow?"
"That's him," they chorused in ex-

citement, "that's the one. What's he

done? Got a job? We haven't seen

him for five years now."
"Is he a floor-walker?" piped up

Billy Lewis, who had had that secret

ambition for Kenneth, because he was

so handsome.

"No, better than that!" I said tri-

umphantly, enjoying my role. "You
know, he was considered one of the most

brilliant of the University men—really

quite a genius, and after he was fin-

ished there they sent him to Europe and

all over this country to study—ah—con-

ditions among the poor. He's a—what

would you call him?" I was searching

desperately for some explanation that

they would understand. "Well, for one

thing he's a Socialist,—and I guess

you'd call him a reformer. He talks

about his experiences among the poor

and tries to stir up interest in reform-

ing their conditions. People prophesy

a great future for him—he's quite

famous even now."

Even as I spoke I could feel them

stiffen. What had I done—had I said

too much, or didn't they understand?

I tried to explain further and mumbled

my way to a miserable conclusion.

They sat and chewed their pipes in

silence for a long time. At last Henry

spoke. "A reformer, you say! Tellin'
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rich folk how the poor live and tellin'

them about the hard time be had on

this Street! Uv\\ V had a worse time

if it hadn't been we took him in and

pinched and scraped to raise him."

"0, no, I'm sure he doesn't hold any-

thing against you!" I might have said

something stupider, but I don't think so.

"No, I guess he'd better not", said

Jim Collins, "after we kept him out of

the Orphan's Home."

"He's a crazy red Socialist too, is

he?" said Henry, "and a reformer that

gets rich people to come pokin' their

noses around here, and givin' us money

and expectm' Ofl to lick their shoes for

tlinn?"

"We might have known he wasn't

much g 1'" said Jim Collins at last.

"No, I guess he wasn't much good

echoed Billy Lewis sadly.

Henry Skinner used to tell the people

who came into his shop looking for

curios the story of Kenneth Hammond,
the Street's Boy. He never mentions

him now, and the Street rarely speaks

of him, even among themselves. But

sometimes they will tell you about how

the baby was found in a basket, that

cold November morning.

LATE
Katharine Lee

T set the table for you ; cut the bread
Into thin slices, choose the cup you
Like best—the one deep-ringed with blue

—

Put jelly in a silver dish instead

Of in a glass one, and because you said

Candles look spiritless when they're too new
I burn them down a bit,—then put the two
High on the shelf, where they "11 shine on your head.

I set the table for you
;
you will come

I tell myself, and so sit down to wait.

Pages of books I turn, though reading none

—

Strange you do not come,—it is so late,

—

Yet still I put wood on the greying fire

Lest I should sit alone with my desire.



THE RUE DE GONCOURT CAFE
Dorothy A. Heinlein

It was in the Rue de Goncourt that I

met him,—in one of those cafes for men
to which I sometimes went. At times

my own supernormal activity had to be

quieted by such a course of action,—by
submerging myself in ordinary, common
pursuits. And of course I needed food.

This time, I had again heeded the call

of reason and had gone, in what seemed

to me then a reckless spirit of dissipa-

tion, to consume two or three pains de

nuit.—so they called them probably be-

cause of their indiscriminate shade.

The room was crowded—which dis-

pleased me. I had often previously fore-

gone an additional piece of bread in

order to tip the waiter to give me a small

table in one conor of the room to myself.

I could not properly distance people who

sat at the same table with me. They

appeared either ephemeral objects sur-

rounded by an impenetrable haze, or

more frequently,—and more unpleasant-

ly,—ridiculous and nauseating animals.

This night, as I entered, seeing that the

room was crowded, and that there was

no possibility of obtaining a table alone,

I kept my pourboire securely in my
pocket. Jean, although the poor fellow

did have some affection for me, was evi-

dently displeased at my ignoring him.

This, however, is the only way that I

can account for his placing me at a table

with such a one as my supper companion

proved to be. Jean was a farseeing

soul. He knew what he was doing, and

how thoroughly he was managing my
retribution.

My companion, no doubt, saw that I

was not going to be voluntarily com-

municative, so he began the conversa-

tion. In fact, he could hardly refrain

from beginning before I sat down. He
must have been more than normally in-

terested in telling what he knew,—or he

never would have acceptd me as a list-

ener. I am not what one calls easily

detachable, and God knows, not sym-

pathetic. "Something has happened to

me tonight," he began, "which never

before happened." I hardly had time

to form the thought that such things are

always happening to one, when he hur-

ried on, goaded by the inevitable neces-

sity of entangling my interest in his

story before I should scornfully leave

him. "Do you know la Rue ?"

and he named a street along the Seine.

"Well, I came along there smoking this

evening '
'—it was then about one

—

' l and

a girl, a young girl with reddish short

hair and eyes that seemed to have for-

gotten something, yet didn't care,

—

snatched my cigarette from me as I was

passing her, and placed it between her

lips,—and smiled at me. ' Supper, mon-

sieur,' she smiled, 'you will come to sup-

per with me?' Overcome by the real-

ity of that moment, thoroughly confused

and embarrassed, I ran from her. Do

you know why? Not because I'm one

of these reformers who weep over the

pressure of modern life and the indif-

ference of men who could bring about

other conditions, but who don't, be-

cause of their own entanglement in self.

No, I'm no reformer. Nor am I above

the girl in station. I am not a high-

brow in birth nor in sensibilities. Two

years ago I was at X",—a name which

284
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I recognized as that of a public mad-

house,
—"at X because I was obsessed

by the idea that my own birth was the

result of such a mistake as tonight

might have taken place.—So it wasn't

because of my superiority that I left

the girl."

During all this time, the man kept up

the conversation at such a rate that all

the energy of his body was involved.

Be sat before me, tense, rattling, stam-

mering excitedly on, burning up, it

seemed to me, a hidden reserve force.

His words seemed the flames of some

inner fire which was surely consuming

him. I glanced down towards the table

in order to see whether it was my sec-

ond or third piece of bread that I was

about to eat. I saw his hand. His

fingers were so tightly clenched they

were white against his wine glass.

"Poor fellow,' ' I might have thought

upon any other occasion, but now my
distance from him had been so com-

pletely annihilated that I for once felt

an acquiescent feeling of reality, and

to such a degree that I spontaneously

offered him his desired question. "Well

then, monsieur, there must have been

some reason for your hurrying away,

—

even though not one of morality nor

station?"

"Some reason. Yes. God knows

there was. It was this. Can you

imagine a man in Paris today, tonight,

here in this very cafe, who had de-

veloped such an elaborate code of ex-

cuses, of excuses based upon a mere de-

lusion, and developed to such a degree

that he was completely and more than

temporarily, separated from reality?"

The look in my eyes and the sudden ten-

sion of my body must have warned the

man that I considered his statement a

reflection upon my personal character,

—

and herein perhaps I fully realized for

the first time my own relation to soch ty.

—for the man instantly explained,

"Mais, pardon, monsieur, it is not you.

/ am that man. My whole life lias been

cut off from people, and especially from

women. That was the reason I ran

away from that girl. My delusion— it

is no longer a delusion—at least the girl

did that much for me—was this. On my
nineteenth birthday, I came into the

city. I was awkward and unused to city

ways, to Parisian ways. With the stu-

pidity of my province, I thought my
maladjustment an external one, and as

promptly as earnings would allow, I

bought myself a beautiful suit of clothes,

—so I thought them. I have never been

so proud. As I reached a street corner

near my room, I found two girls in the

greatest laughter. Of course, I thought

it was for me. I realize now it may not

in the least have been so. That was the

beginning. Everything that happened

to me from then on added to my delu-

sion. I thought myself ridiculous. This

developed into a delusion of my being

repulsive. Women, I thought, hated

me. When they seemed attracted to me,

I thought they had some underlying

plan, that they were being amused by

me, that they were laughing at me. So

I hated them, loathed them, and ignored

them,—to my own loss. That was the

reason for the shock tonight. I knew

the girl was in earnest. Mon Dieu, she

was pretty
—

"

And at this the man,—his delusion

completely broken down, evidently

found the tiny cafe too crowded and

smoky for his newly found freedom. He

had left the room, his chair pushed back

from the table, before there had imprint-

ed itself on my consciousness his expres-

sion when he said, "Mon Dieu, she was

pretty
—

". It wras as though a new

world had opened up for him, a world of
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complete freedom and of revelation, of

mystic and divine revelation. His words

repeated themselves to me,

—

''A man

completely separted from that reality".

This was what I had been missing then?

This of what my supper companion had

had a vision before he left the cafe? And

then I had an overpowering realization

that perhaps my own delusion were be-

ing destroyed. I was becoming freed

from unreality. For the first time I

realized what it might mean to be in

close touch with life.—I arose and hand-

ed Jean my pourboire as I left the caf6.

THE SONG OF HERODIAS
Martha E. Keller

Dance,
Dance,
Daughter of Herodias,

Rise ye up and dance.

Dance, dance your sorrow and your soul away
Dance, Salome, dance.

Sway on the soles of your slim white feet,

Wind of the southland—wind of heat.

Dance,
Dance,
Daughter of Herodias,

Rise ye up and dance.

Sing,

Sing,

Daughter of Herodias,

Rise ye up and sing.

Sing, sing of passion and of punishment
Sing, Salome, sing.

Speak with the touch of your slim hot hand,

Wind of the southland—wind of sand.

Dance,
Dance,
Daughter of Herodias,

Rise ye up and dance.

Slay,

Slay,

Daughter of Herodias,

Rise ye up and slay.

Slay, slay the prophet and the perjurer

Slay, Salome, slay.

Kill with the kiss of your hot red mouth,

Wind of the sandstorm—wind of the south.

Dance,
Dance,
Daughter of Herodias,

Rise ye up and dance.
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h axles!
IMPORTER

FORMERLY ON FIFTH AVENUE

Smart Attire
For Every Occasion

GOWNS DRESSES SUITS

COATS WRAPS BLOUSES

HATS FURS

Decisive Reductions

Now in effect on everything

Stearns Building
Two Eighty Nine Bridge St.

Springfield, Massachusetts



The

David Q Co
Shop

IMPORTERS

WOOL SCABFS AND MUFFLERS

WOOL SPORT HOSE

SILK HOSE SILKAND-WOOL HOSE

ALLEN SOLLY HOSIERY

FOULARD HANDKERCHIEFS NOVELTY SWEATERS

In
The Coe Building,

28 Vernon Street,

Spring-field

NEW STYLES

Spring Footwear and

Hosiery

Different and Better

than ever before.

Qftomaa &. 0£l|Uoa

INCORPORATED

273-279 High Street Holvoke

Watch for our monthly exhibits at

Plymouth Inn.

Make Somebody Happy

with

BECKMANN'S CANDY
Mailed Promptly

Beckmann's
CANDY SHOP SODA SHOP

HEAVY SHOES REPAIRED

AT THE COLLEGE SHOP

233 Main Street

All Work Guaranteed



"With All Thy Getting,

Get Understanding
Amass stores of knowledge, cram your pretty head full

of facts and statistics, but never neglect the cultivation of

woman's greatest asset—a charming personality! And
having acquired it—see that your clothes express it—that

they reveal your inner loveliness, your grace, your refinement
and good taste.

The designers of House of Youth apparel have studied

particularly the requirements of the girl at college, and every
suit, coat and dress that bears the House of Youth label will

be your silent partner in radiating fresh, youthful charm.

Get your copy of

"SUCCESS IN
DRESS", — the

new House of

Youth Fashion
Magazine, either

from the House of

Youth Store or

from us direct.

THE HOUSE OF YOUTH
38 East 29th Street, New York

3 Avenue De L''Opera, Paris

A smart shop
near you is now
featuring House
of Youth Styles

for Spring. If

you do not find it

easily, write us.



The Green Dragon

The Shop for individual and

distinctive gifts*

207 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts

PLYMOUTHINN
W. A. SENNA, Manager

Oor. Wert and Green Streets

European Plan, $2.00 up

Visit Our Tea Boom

On the approved list of Smith College

For the biggest and best line of

COLLEGE FOOTWEAR
at popular prices

visit

FLEMING'S SHOE SHOP
211 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts



Acauemu. of Music
The Management begs to announce Monday, April 23rd, MARION DAVIE8 in

"WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER" together with BU8TEIR KEA-
TON in "DAY DREAMS". This double bill marks the highest achievement in

excellence of pictures thus far presented in Northampton. For more than six

months "WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER" played to capacity busi-

ness at prices ranging from 50<* to $2.00 at the Criterion Theatre, New York City

and is generally conceeded to be one of the best moving pictures ever made.

Buster Keaton is now recognized as one of the quaintest of the screen comedians.

In this particular picture he is seen in a characteristic and amusing role. The

combination of these two pictures assures an evening of unusual picture enter-

tainment. Because of the very great expense involved, the prices will be from

35c to 75c (Tax included) for the evenings and 25c to 50c (Tax included) for

the matinees.

Among other pictures to be shown later in the season will be "JAVA
HEAD"; Charlie Chaplin in "THE PILGRIM"; "THE VOICE FROM THE
MINARET" with Norma Talmadge and Eugene O'Brien; Richard Barthelmess

and Dorothy Gish in "FURY"; "GRUMPY" with Theodore Roberts; Mrs.

Wharton's "GLIMPSES OF THE MOON"; James Rennie and Madge Bellamy

in "MIGHTY LAK A ROSE"; Richard M. Stahl's production of "THE
DANGEROUS AGE", and Bettie Compson in "THE WHITE FLOWER."

Among road attractions to be presented will be '
' TANGERINE ' \ Ed. Wynn

in "THE PERFECT FOOL" and "MOLLIE DARLING".

FOR SPORTS

SNAPPY TOGS
APLENTY

The Sports costume answers unusual requirements these days. Besides
lending itself to the greater outdoor activities, general picturesqueness
is prevalent. Color provides the new note this season, and throughout our
Sports Section you will find evidences of shades oriental and new com-
bined in harmonious contrast. Too, new stylings and new fabrics en-

hance the charm of their adaptation. Togs in many versions

for your selection.

SWEATERS SUITS HATS
PLEATED SKIRTS

And Accessories that speak of {individuality achieved—
Bandanas,—Sports Hose,—Oxfords— 'Kerchiefs.

Albert fctetger Gfnmnanj}

£pringfidi), URubb.



PUBLICSALES
We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S.

Army Munson last shoes, sizes 5^ to 12

which was the entire surplus stock of one

of the largest U. S. Government shoe

contractors.

This shoe is guaranteed one hundred
per cent, solid leather, color dark tan,

bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof. The
actual value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing
to this tremendous buy we can offer same
to the public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If shoes

are not as represented we will cheerfully

refund your money promptly upon request

NATIONAL
BAY STATE SHOE CO.

296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

CX N.JFITTS

Students

Room Furnishings

137 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

We invite the attention of Smith

College students to our line of Wright

& Ditson Golf Clubs, Balls and Bags;

Tennis Rackets, Balls and Nets. Dis-

criminating buyers know the value of

our lines.

Foster-Farrar Company

Fine Shoe Repairing

Done at Reasonable Prices at the

Electric Shoe

Repairing Shop
FRANK MIENTKA

15 Masonic St., Northampton

E. J. Gare &. Son

JEWELERS

FORD
The Universal Car

Show Room and Parts Department

24 Center Street

Tel. 470

Service and Repairs

Hotel Garage, Rear 203 Main St.

Tel. 187

112 Main Street

Northampton, Mass. CHASE MOTOR CO
>~fr^»-CH— I — I I



BOYDEN'S
196 Main Street

Tel. 33

The most complete line of

TOILET ARTICLES
IMPORTED PERFUMES

LUNCHEONS
Sodas Ice Cream Sundaes

Candies of Excellence

Come to Us

for a

REAL STEAK DINNER

KINGSLEY'S Inc.
The Attractive Store

GRUEN—
the mark of Highest Artistry

ARTHUR P. WOOD
The Jewel Store

also the

Watch and Clock Hospital
197 Main St., Opp. Oity Hall

Tel. 1307-M.
Open 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

When you want

BIRTHDAY GIFTS

or

BRIDGE PRIZES

Come to us.

We have always a nice assortment on

hand directly from Japan and China

including

:

Lamps, Baskets, Beads, Jewelries, Old-

Embroideries, China and Wooden Wares,

Laquor Works and various other novelties.

CADILLAC DODGE BROS.

Northampton Garage Co.

Next to P. 0.

TAXI and RENTAL SERVICE

Teh. 8240—583

TheMary Marguerite
TEA ROOM AND FOOD SHOP

21 State St.

Luncheons and Supper 11 to 6.30

Accommodations made for private

dinner parties

T. ONO & COMPANY
14 Center Street, Northampton

Telephone 1253-W



Compliment Your Friends

with Flowers—A gift of flowers is

a compliment that cannot be
misunderstood.

Butler <Sl Ullman

E. ALBERTS
Correct College Footwear

"RADIO BOOTS"
For every occasion

On in a flash, off in a flash"

The Store Nearest the College"

241 MAIN STREET

IRr<EaUttma

lepartottt

The Draper

Northampton's Leading Hotel

WM. M. KIMBALL, Proprietor

EUROPEAN FLAX

Northampton, Mass.

ALL NEW BOOKS

received as published

Mail orders given particular

attention.

at

BRIDGMAN & LYMAN
108 Main Street

JULIA B. CAHILL
219 Main Street

Specializing in

—

BLOUSES
TOPLESS CORSETS

BANDEAUX
Hand-made Underwear

Separate Skirts Hosiery

Gifts That Last

JAMES BERRY
JEWELER

Official Watch Inspector

K. Y., N. H. A H. R. R.

Draper Hotel Building

161 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Compliments of

Bon Marchg



You will never regret trading at TeL 80 Day and Night Service

the College Taxi Co.
Successor to Hiatt Taxi Co.

BOSTON FRUIT STORE
\\\M. G. MAHAR, Mgr.

M. Giuffre & Co.

Taxi,

Touring Car

andThe Pioneer Fruit House of

Northampton
Limousine

SERVICE

Tel. 370 235 Main Street

- -

Office: 188 Main St., Northampton

Northampton
Commercial College

LAMBIE'S
We specialize in the following

merchandise for College Girls:

Offers courses which give a

thorough technical training

to those who desire

Corsets,

Silk Underwear,

Blouses, Silks,

Secretarial Positions

Positions as Commercial Teachers

Private lessons night or day
Send for catalogue

Dress Trimmings

Neckwear, Hosiery,

Draperies, Coats

and Suits

Agents for

Lewandos Dye House

All makes

Standard and Portable Typewriters

Sold, Rented, Repaired. Supplies.

CORONA agency.

76 Pleasant Street
J. E. Lambie <Sl Co.

NORTHAMPTON MASSACHUSETTS
i

92 Main Street



TODD'S
Winter time Hosiery for the Smith Girl!

Complete, new lines of winter Hosiery

for Sports and School wear.

Woolen Sport and Silk Hosiery de luxe in

attractive mixtures and a variety of

colors.

Woolen clocked hosiery in popular favor

for Sports wear this Winter—predict the

fashion magazines.

Quality—Fair Prices—Service.

TODD'S

Harper Method
Hair Dressing

Shampooing, Treatments, Manicuring
Bob Hair Cutting

Marcel Waving Water Waving
Facial Massage

R. L. SUTHERLAND
Nonotuck National Bank Building

78 Main Street

College Lamp Repairing

v<
a£SfflSi
ELECTRIC SHOP
9/ MAIN S7-»£CT PHONE fJ07tV

Northampton* Mass.

PTDCT NATIONAL BANK
rirwl NORTHAMPTON
i THc BonV on tne Come*

The Copper Kettle

Has reopened and is serving

Breakfast Teas

Luncheon Supper

Dinner Parties Ordered in Advance

Fudge Cake Mail Orders Promptly Filled

Northampton National Bank

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

The Bank for Everybody

We solicit your account

Uticfjelt-lelkm

PHOTOGRAPHERS

to Smith Seniors 1922 and 1923

Tel. 1753 241 Main St.

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS



JUST SAY, CHARGE IT
Your account is solicited at this long-

established good shop. You will liko our

fine work, prompt service and
reasonable charges.

You can rely on

WITHERELL'S
for the best

Dry Cleaning, Dyeing, Remodeling,
Repairing and Pressing

of all garments.
Phone 1392 and our motor will call.

199 Main St., opp. City Hall
Look for the Yellow Signs

WE
THE G. W. LAYTHE SHOE 00.

cordially invite the students and faculty

of Smith College to make our store their

down-town meeting place. A pleasant

place to meet one's companions. Our
telephone at your disposal.

Next door to Western Union.

Shoes, Hosiery and Rubbers of Quality.

Can m o servo you in sheet music,

grafonola records, okslsles, strings,

etct We will be pleased to fill either

from stock or by special order, any of

your musical wants at Now York and

Boston discount rates. Prompt delivery

service to your address.

WHITE'S MUSIC SHOP
Northampton.

Phone: Postal Telegraph 185 Main St.

FEDERAL
System of Bakeries
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Draper Hotel Building

Everything in baked goods

Federal quality.

MARCEL WATER WAVE

Celia ML Belanger
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Tel. 688-W

277 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON

Scalp Treatment Shampooing

SCHULTZ, Inc.
Marcel Waving Manicuring

PLYMOUTH INN
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Open or Closed Packards for Hire

City Taxicab Co*
TEL. 96-W

Draper Bldg., Edw. Sarazin, Prop.

You Can Depend on Our Service
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year around.
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Phone 191-R
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EDITORIAL

It lias been hinted that the gentle

practice of gum chewing is growing less

wide-spread. We are little grieved there-

at. Not that we cherish any prejudices

a train st bovines and their habits, having

been taught from the cradle to regard

with affection the cow that jumped over

the moon, the friendly cow, both red

and white, and even the cow with the

crumpled horn. The pastoral is an un-

failing source of pleasure—a quiet, sun-

lit, drowsy sort of pleasure with an Ar-

cadian background, and a foreground

occupied by stray sheep and a piping

shepherd, or oftener by a herd of glossy-

flanked cows tranquilly chewing their

cud. Now chewing is becoming to a cow

;

but we have yet to see any type of hu-

man beauty that is enhanced by it. The
slow, rhythmic motion that lends ani-

mation to the bovine countenance serves

to make the human face seem angular

and overbalanced. What in the cow ap-

pears the flow and ebb of a majestic

sea, in the human being shows only the

jerky action of a nutcracker. And ye1

this very fact that chewing is detriment-

al to human beauty affords a manifesta-

tion of human superiority ; for the gum-

chewier dares a temporary disfigurement

that no cow would have the bravado to

risk. Never a cow but knows chewing

becomes her.

Far be it from us, then, to inaugurate

a campaign against the gentle practice.

Surely woman must be at liberty to

prove that she is more than a cow. But

wmen she discovers a new method of

proof, wT
e stand prepared to embrace it.

It was only by long pondering that
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we achieved our present philosophical

view-point in regard to the gentle prac-

tice. Devious were the ramifications of

our considering. Suppose, we thought,

that this custom were symbolic? What
if there were intellectual gum-chewing!

We have investigated the subject with

care. Intellectual gum, we find, may
be purchased at any news-stand or book-

store, in desired quantities ; some brands

keep longer than others, but as a general

rule it is best not to lay in more than is

needed for immediate consumption. In-

tellectual gum is a glorious time-killer.

It enables one to pass innumerable hours

without the tedium of thinking, and

leaves one not without profit, in knowl-

edge of fashions, sports, the screen, melo-

dramas, psycho-analysis, and sex. The

chewer finds himself, therefore, a ready

proficient in the more important aspects

of modern thought, as far,at least, as or-

dinary contingencies demand its expres-

sion. How can it be worth while to

originate, at considerable pains, thoughts

that one will never be called upon to

express? Just here lies the unique econ-

omy of intellectual gum-chewing ; it pre-

cludes all necessity and desire of other

meals—an advantage that cannot be

claimed for physical gum-chewing.

Do you prefer to chew in the library

or in assembly hall? We little care.

There was once a great king who chewed

a cud as an ox in the fields, his body

wet with the dew of heaven, seven years

. . . Yesterday, we saw the latest

thing in intellectual gum. On the wrap-

per was a picture of a girl with large,

empty eyes and a very red mouth.



OUR JIMMY'S SERMON
Anne Cochran

It was Sunday noon, and our happy

family, consisting of our father, thir-

teen members of the gentler sex. and

Jimmy, was gathered about the home-

Ike hoard, partaking of the Sabbath

chicken in comfort. Jimmy had just

dropped a squashy, nicely gravied po-

tato into the lap of a nearby aunt, it

had been rescued and discussed, and our

great-aunt, Jimmy's one ally in a hard

and cynical world, was attempting with

labored tact to change the subject.

''Isn't it lovely that our Jimmy is

going to lead the young people's meet-

ing in the church to-night? Oh, as I

have always said, we will be proud of

dear Jimmy yet."

"You are? Why, Jimmy, I didn't

know it was in you.
'

' Sisters are unap-

preciative.

"Why, Jimmy, I think it is great.

How pleased your cousin Hubbie Catch

will be when I write her!" Grandmoth-

ers have a different standpoint.

"I'm so glad you children are begin-

ning to take an interest in religious mat-

ters. I want you to begin early to sup-

port the church ; it means so much in the

community," one aunt beamed with the

flush of pride.

"Have you got a subject, Jimmy?"
asked the other aunt, being of a less

trusting nature.

"Darned right," Jimmy answered la-

conically.

"What are you going to say, dear?"

"I don't have to say anything; they

do all the talking."

"Jimmy .thai is not the propel

ril."

' Well. Auntie, w hat do you expect I

It 's a discussion meeting, im 't il I They
want to discuss, ,1m, 't they I They don't

want me to talk, do th( . d you

S'pose they'd all sit there and listen to

me talk? Why, of course—" At this

point, in trying to secure for him

jelly which lay far out of reach, lie over-

turned the water pitcher upon his

grandmother, and the subject of religion

was dropped for the time being.

After the family had satiated itself

with the final ice cream and chocolate

cake of Sunday, the female portion re-

tired to wrell-earned rest and slumber,

but James, his energy slightly dulled

but by no means extinguished by two

plates of soup, three helpings of chick-

en, large amounts of potato well satu-

rated in gravy, ten hot biscuits and three

pieces of bread with accompanying jelly.

two soup plates of ice-cream and three

large wedges of layer cake, sought re-

creation in the parlor.

But the parlor on a Sunday afternoon

does not offer many possibilities. Noth-

ing seemed to hold any fascination ca-

pable of alleviating his boredom. At

last he attacked the piano and began his

one piece, that battle song entitled

"Here come the Elis. " Jimmy, although

a persistent player, could not be called

aesthetic. He made up in noise, how-

ever, for what he lacked in quality. He
played with all the vigor and stirring

movement needed to inspire a panting

team to victory. He played with vio-

291
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lence which might almost be said to ex-

ceed that of the Niagara River as it

crashes over the well-known Falls on its

ceaseless rush to the sea. He played,

in fact, so that his grandmother, whose

bed happened to be situated above, filled

with the pleasing sensation of one hover-

ing above Mt. Vesuvius while that fa-

mous volcano is in a state of eruption,

was finally forced to produce some ac-

tive change in the situation.

1
' Jimmy, '

' she called with base intent,

"that isn't a very nice tune to play on

Sunday, is it? If you want to play the

piano on Sunday, you should play

hymns." Now this was truly despic-

able of Grandmother. Well she knew

that "Here come the Elis" made up the

whole of Jimmy's cheerful but some-

what limited pianal repertoire, and in

protesting against its unsabbathlike

quality and demanding the substitution

of more sacred music, she had effectual-

ly (so she thought) removed the pos-

sibility of any further assaults upon the

piano-forte; but here, alack, she had

reckoned without her host.

Once, in a pious mood, Jimmy had

determined to learn to play "Dear Lord

and Father of Mankind," and although

the enterprise had long since been aban-

doned as vain and bearing little fruit,

he still retained the ability to play the

first few chords, and so the next quar-

ter of an hour was consumed in repe-

tition of the phrase "Dear Lord and

Fa— . " Once or twice he was moved

to attempt "ther," but these endeavors

being invariably met with disappoint-

ment, he soon confined himself to a con-

tinual repetition of the phrase of which

he felt himself to be the master. This,

however, like all earthly bliss, was mere-

ly temporary, and soon an aunt's voice

was heard to command that "you leave

that piano entirely alone. Don't touch

it again this afternoon," and his bore-

dom again descended like a pall upon
him.

But Jimmy's musical nature could

not be entirely quenched by such dis-

couragements. Soon it found vent again,

this time taking the form of the yodel.

For a while he practiced the art with

a lack of success surprising in view of

such persistence, but not at all aston-

ishing when one considered that Jim-

my's voice was still in that process

known as "changing," that in fact it

had exhibited such peculiar qualities

that his aunt, unaccustomed to the hab-

its of a male, had been dosing him all

winter with "Waterbury's Compound"
under the firm conviction that such a

state must be caused by a particularly

virulent variety of cold. This last ac-

tivity, being by far the most distressing

in every way, met with almost instant

and final disaster. "Jimmy!" It was

Father's voice which spoke now, and it

contained a ring which was unmistak-

able.
'

' Jimmy ! '

' Jimmy paused in his

most effective flight, a look of distinct

apprehension upon his countenance.

"Jimmy!" The voice was peremptory.

"Wha-a-t?"

"Have you learned your psalm yet?"

Desperation overcame him; all after-

noon he had been expecting this moment,

and now it was upon him. All the pre-

vious Sunday afternoon had been spent

trying to "learn his psalm"; he had

finally resorted to the megaphone, and

through this pleasant medium had shout-

ed ' 'Wherwith-tK-fk shallayoungman-

cleansehisways ? By giving heed there-

to-oo, accordingtothe word," to the un-

sympathetic heavens. Now this fatal de-

cree must be in some way forestalled;

instantaneous and effective action must

be taken at once.

"But, Daddy," he cried, despairingly,
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•'I can't learn my psalm, 1 haven't

time."

"Of course you have. Ge1 your Bible

and go into your own room and com I u-

trah, and of course you'll learn it.

There's no reason
—

"

"lint. Daddy," light was dawning,

"I gotta prepare to lead my meeting. I

haven't time to prepare to Lead my meet-

ing and learn a psalm, have I? I gotta

"Come ii}) here, Jimmy."
With a feeble ray of hope but very

Little conviction, Jimmy went.

He came out of his father's study

carrying two articles in previous "At-

lantic Monthlies," a treatise in the theo-

logical review, and an admonition to go

to his room and concentrate, a sadder

and wiser boy.

My room, during the vacation, is on

the third floor next door to Jimmy's,

and as I was trying to make up a bit of

the lost sleep of college, I soon became

acutely aware of the turn the affair had

now taken.

"Is that you, Bobby?" Jimmy was

yelling over the bannister to a comrade

who had evidently been equally bored

with the Sabbath.
'

' No, don 't send him

home, Aunty, send him up here. He
can help me prepare." I doubted the

expediency of this course, but my aunt

evidently had more faith, and the boys

were soon closeted together.

Whatever they were doing, they con-

versed for a while in whispers, and then,

evidently, the emergency of the moment
overcame their caution and Jimmy burst

forth with:

"Oh, you simple tool, why can't you

get up on that table, I'd like to know?
You can't connect it unless you get on

that table, can you? It won't hurt the

old table, will it? Say, can't you use

a little sense?"

Bobby returned a * higp<

and after a silent but palpitating mo
meiit there vwis a crash.

"< fosh, I broke it." Bobbj
" Darned right I < louldn 't yon m it,

you simple tool

'

" You told me to Lr «-t on the table Ton
shouldVe known it would break if I gol

on the table. Didn't I tell yon
should Ve left it in .' Father new
l0WH us tO take bulbs out of lig] |

don't—"
"Yon simple t«.ol." .Jimmy broke into

this H,,w of BOUl, "how on earth could

we conned it. I'd like to know, without

taking out the bulb? We had to take out

the bulb. It's broken now. so you might

as well go on and connect it."

"You mean you're not goin«r to get

a new bulb?"

"Darned right. Connect it. There

—

now turn it on and you'll see it go. Did

you turn it on? You didn't. Pull it

again then. You didn't connect it, you

simple tool. Hey, let me up there, can 't

you ! I guess I could fix it, if you

can't."

So it went on, and I slowly drifted

off to sleep, the words "darned right"

and "you simple tool" breaking into

my slumbers occasionally.

That night after supper Jimmy re-

tired to his room. Soon, however, a

voice was heard.

"Say, Sister, can I borrow your elec-

tric light bulb?"

"All right, Jim. but put it back."

Evidently a very elaborate toilet was

going on, for a little later the voice was

lifted again.

"Say, Grandma, what did you do with

my toothbrush ? '

'

"I haven't touched your toothbrush,

Jimmy. '

'

"Well, don't you know where it is
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even ? It 's white, with a red ribbon tied

around it."

"There's been a toothbrush with a

red ribbon tied around it lying on my
bureau for almost a week. But surely,

Jimmy, you couldn't have lost your

toothbrush for a week and not noticed

it."

"Darned right."

I marvelled that Jimmy was thus

finding cleanliness and godliness both

on the same day.

The last thing he lost was his garters.

He hunted high and low and the whole

family was inveigled into the search,

but they were nowhere to be found. Fi-

nally he substituted bicycle clips, and

when the family objected, saying that,

according to the laws of nature, they

were in imminent danger of falling with

a terrible clang in the most impressive

part of the meeting, he said that in such

a contingency he would merely kick

them gently aside with a nonchalant mo-

tion of the foot. Keady at last, he came

up to me with a sheepish look of the

overwashed, overdressed male, and asked

for the privilege of escorting me to the

meeting.

"Why, Jimmy," I said, looking at

the "more than Oriental splendor" of

his appearance, "how nice you look!"

"Darned right, Sister," he said, with

a slightly conscious smile, "I'm a good-

looking guy, I am," and thus amiably

we started out together.

Arrived at the Chapel, Jimmy stepped

up to the leader's seat, and masterfully

called the meeting to order. Then he

asked if some one would please suggest

a hymn. Some one did. We sang it with

great gusto, and Jimmy, remarking that

that was fine, asked if some one would

please suggest another. That being sung,

he called upon one of his little playmates

who was busily engaged in removing the

shoe of the little girl who sat in front,

to lead us in prayer. The playmate was

a bit astonished, not to say annoyed, but

he got up and stumbled through a few

involved sentences, and then Jimmy led

us in the Lord's prayer.

"My subject to-night," Jimmy said,

"is China. Has anybody got anything

to say on China?"

One little boy confronted thus, origi-

nally remarked that China seemed to

him a country of laundrymen. At that

a pious little girl said something about

race prejudice, and the wit of the com-

munity retorted that race prejudice or

no race prejudice, he wasn't going to

chin with no niggers. Somebody else

said that this remark was as tyrannical

as the slave trade so graphically pic-

tured in "Uncle Tom's Cabin," and

this was countered by the fact that

George Washington had slaves. Then

the wit remarked that George Washing-

ton did a lot of things that wouldn 't be

approved of to-day, dancing, for in-

stance.

Thus started, the meeting continued

for half an hour on the subject of pet-

ting parties, jazzing, and all the other

sins attributed to our absorbing genera-

tion. Finally the minister, feeling the

discussion to be a little far afield, called

attention to some Chinese characters

which had been left on the blackboard

by a recent missionary speaker, and sug-

gested that, since the meeting was about

China, perhaps Jimmy could read and

translate the passage for us. For a mo-

ment I was sorry for Jimmy, for the

twinkling of an eye I pitied him from

the bottom of my heart ; but when, ever

resourceful, he gracefully avoided the

attack by saying that he was not pro-

ficient in the art of the Chinese charac-

ter but that his sister was, all my pity,

all my sympathy, vanished. I got up,
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overcome, blurted out some inarticulate

sounds which being interpreted I said

meant "Little children love one anoth-

er," ami the meeting closed in a blase

if glory not only for Jimmy hut for our

whole family.

When all was over, and we wandered

slowly home under the bright stars, Jim-

my, tired hut contented, became strange-

ly philosophic.

"You know, sister," he said, "that

wasn't nearly as bad as I expected. I

about decided to be a minister, but Dad-

dy made such a fuss about his sermons

that T thought maybe I wasn't bright

enough. But after to-night I don't think

I'd have any trouble prith the mtihohs.

Why, that wai just u easy si it could

be."

i know
, Jimmy dear,' ' l retun

"but you know, you really didn't have

enough to say to preach a whole wrmoo
on. If tlic rest hadn't done th. talking.

that meeting wouldn't have lasted ten

minutes. You've got to have BUNTS ideal

than that before you can be a minister.

"Darned right, Sister," he returned

cheerfully, "but it' I don't have tin-

ideas, I have a voice that would fill any

church.'
1

"Dies erit proegelidus

Sinister quum Jacobus."

CAPRICE
Margaret Pond

The wind came tapping at my shutter once

;

''Open!" said he. Said I, "It is too late.

My fire is all burned out, the folk asleep.

I cannot let you in." He went away.

Sudden from out the wood I heard his song

;

Knew that the fairies danced among the leaves

Down in the aspen grove. How could I stay

Brooding by my dead fire when all tne night

Called me to come?
Bind on my silver shoon.

Loosen my hair to glisten in the moon.
Open the door, call to the vagrant wind.

Oh, hasten, for the night ends all too soon.

Poor mortal world, could it but know how I

Was captive utterly of the great song

That fills the world at night

!

How swift I fled

Across the dim wet stretches of the lawn

—

Across the grasses on the orchard hill

—

Left all the shadows of the apple-trees
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Gaping behind me, till to the moon-white lake

I came at last, and found the singing wind
Rippling the water with his magic song.

Quickly I laid aside my fairy shoon
And my long scarf. High on the fern wet bank
I stood, and dove, straight as a song itself,

Into the water. How the ripples clung

Cool to my body! I was a naiad then,

With silvery nets of bubbles clothing me.

The moonlight tangled in the swishing spray
Gleamed on my arms and sparkled in my hair.

Oh mortal folk, could you but see me now!
You have not felt the moon-wet finger-tips

Of laughing nymphs and naiads in the cool

Dim depths of water. You have never heard
How strange the wind sings. I who live with you
Have gone among you wearing hidden wings,

Nor have you ever known or seen me dance
In shining nights across the fairy hills

!

Dawn comes too suddenly on nights like these.

Sharply her fingers tear the sky apart

And let the sun through. Quickly the wind is still

And I, poor I, with sodden, drippings scarf,

Shoes that seem shabby in the cruel light,

Steal to my fire.

I poke the ashes up,

Kindle a blaze, then hang the kettle there.

While it is bubbling up I lay the cloth

And place the cups around. Then dress myself.

In the plain gown they like to see me in.

I brush the clinging moonlight from my hair

And bind it back with the plain silver pin

I always wear. Later the flock come down.
My mother smiles

—"Dear, you forgot to hook
The shutter back last night. I heard the wind
Rattling around the house, and could uot sleep.

'

'

I smiled across the breakfast cups to think

That she had never guessed about my wings,

Nor knew 'twas I the wind was seeking for

!



THE VALLEY OF THE HUNDRED
SMOKES

Lois Cole

We were sitting around the campfire:

Don Starrett, a matter-of-fad business

man; Jean Connell, half French, half

Irish, all eyes and imagination; Frank

Ogden, an engineer in New York and a

,iino hunter in Alaska; the two

Indian guides; and myself. The night

was as dark as only Alaskan summer

Bights can be when thick clouds hide

the accustomed stars. The trunks of

edging the little clearing seemed

walling us in, while behind them waited

another wall, a wall of blackness, night,

ami thick forest. I think the heavy

darkness rather oppressed us; even the

fire was not so cheerful as usual. The

tang of our balsam beds mingled with

the last traces of coffee fragrance, wood-

smoke, and Virginia tobacco, into that

one indescribable, haunting smell, the

ache for which will draw a man half

way around the world. The Indians, Jo
ami -Sam, lounging on the outskirts of

the circle where shadow and light chased

each other back and forth, were smoking
some secret mixture of their own, per-

haps an unknown peer of "Dogs'
Wool''. By their bored, sleepy expres-

sion, I knew they were keenly following

our conversation.

The talk had turned from politics and
books to the supernatural in our lives.

It seems rather an odd thing, perhaps,

that no sooner do men get out in the

hush away from the life they are used

to living nine-tenths of the time, than

their thoughts turn, if not to God, at

least to the unexplainable. When you

Stop t<> think, you * ill B66 that h ig&'l

funny at all. We have more time to

think a thing through ;
and if there isn't

something in a pine wood, a snow-topped

mountain, or a rushing stream, which

will make a man stop and wonder why
it is there, and where it and himself

came from and where thoy are going,

well, he isn't a man. Of course it aff<

each one differently; but affeel us all

it does.

We hadn't reached the religion stage

yet ; it takes a little time for the strange-

ness to wear off, and we had been camp-

ing only three days. We wrere just on

the unusual, or spiritual; and a battle

royal was waging between Jean and

Don, with scoffing laughter from Don
and fiery earnestness from Jean.

"It isn't so," laughed Don. "If there

is a God, there is no reason why He
should take an active interest in all our

personal affairs and send us 'warnings'

and such things. Think howr busy He
would be. As for the dead helping us

out, bah, they're dead, and that's all

there is to it.
'

'

"You do not believe in anything psy-

chic, visitations, communications with

spirits, or anything like that?" There

is nothing I enjoy any more than a good

argument after it is once started. But

I wish that I had never started this one.

"No, I don't. I can't see any valid

reason for it all ; and there must be some

reason for everything. The only thing

I believe in, and that only to a certain

extent, is a hunch; and that's a freak,

297
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an accident. I knew a fellow that trusted

his hunch implicitly, only thing he did

trust. He made a million, lost it, and

ended in the East River. His hunch

let him down, as it always does eventu-

ally. I trusted my hunch once, bucked

the market—same trick as Ryan and the

Stutz only on a smaller scale—and made

a fair killing; but never again. One

hunch to a lifetime is my motto. As for

ghosts, well, as Ellis Parker Butler says,

<Dey Ain't No Spirits'."

Jean turned to him,
'

' But in the War

"Oh, in the War everyone's imagina-

tion was stirred up, and they didn't

quite know what they were seeing. I 'm

not saying they weren 't sincere or were-

n't telling the truth; don't misunder-

stand me. It was just the tenseness and

sorrow and all that; and people would

believe anything they thought they

heard or saw. It simply isn 't possible.
'

'

"But," Jean persisted, "how about

when we were retreating at Arras and

the Huns could have smashed our lines

a hundred time; but they wouldn't at-

tack. Sometimes they would even re-

treat with a free field before them.

When we asked our prisoners about it,

they said it was because of our huge re-

serves. Reserves ! When there were about

five squads to a company and there was

no hope of help ! But others say,
'

' and

his eyes glowed blacker, "it was the

countless dead of Flanders rising from

their graves to help us hold the Hun.
And some," his voice sank, "saw them,

from Caesar's legions to the newest dead

ready to fight again.
'

'

"Shell shock," grunted Don.
1

' But the Germans stopped. We were

saved, the few who came out. The line

was not broken, when it could have been

so easily."

"Good bluff on your part, combined

with guilty conscience on the enemies '.
'

'

|

"But in Ireland—"

"Oh, come now, Jean. If you are

going to start in on some Irish banshee,

I'm going to hit the hay—I mean bal-

sam.
'

'

At the thought of bed we all stirred,

and began to knock our ashes into the

red embers, when Sam, one of the In-

dians, spoke up.
'

' I know of one place where ghosts of

the dead have returned to earth. It

might interest Mr. Connell and Mr.

Starrett."

"Good, Sam, we'll make this skeptic

believe yet," and Jean threw his arm
across Don's shoulder. In the woods
men either hate or love ; there is seldom

a middle ground.
'

' There is not much to tell.
'

' In slow,

careful, mission-school English, Sam
went on. "Many years past, at least

seventy, a small peaceful tribe of the

Aleut Indians were coming down with

their furs to sell at the Post at Andreaf-

ski. They had many furs, all valuable,

and particularly they had many sea

otter skins. One night they camped in

the Valley of the Hundred Smokes. No,

not the Valley of the Thousand Smokes

you know, but a smaller one up there."

His arm indicated a territory between

the North Pole and Korea. "While
they were sleeping soundly, for he who
has done no harm expects no harm, a

large band of Russians and hostile In-

dians, some Thlinkits, set upon them to

kill them because of the skins they had

worked two years to get. The Aleuts

fought bravely, but what chance have

men almost asleep and few in number,

against many wicked men? The Aleuts

were all killed; a few of the Russians

and Thlinkits also stayed where they

had fallen. The rest grew wealthy on

that to which they had no right. Now
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it is said that in the smoke of the valley

the ghosts of those dead Indians return.

Every nighl they act again their last

Dight On earth, and because they weir

killed by violence they have no peace.*'

"Where is this Valley of the Hundred

Smokes •" asked Jean, his arm tighten-

ing on Don's shoulder.

"About five days away," was the in-

different reply.

"I say we £o and see. Anyway, we

ought to show Don what a real live

ghost looks like. How ahout it?"

"Do you really believe this tale?" ask-

ed Don incredulously.
'

' Why. of course. That 's why I want

to pro and see."

"Well, T don't, and that's why I am
joing to see," declared Don a trifle

orrimly. "How about you chaps?"

"Oh, Jack and I wouldn't miss it for

the world, would we, Jack?"

The next morning we set out in the

general direction of Sam's "Valley of

he Hundred Smokes." Officially, Don,

Jean, and Frank were after caribou,

vvhile I was casually looking the ground

r>ver preparatory to an official survey.

The game was plentiful enough, for few

uinters come to this western end of

Alaska; but we shot little except for
?

ood. We just didn't want to. The
voods affect men like that, sometimes,

wen the most hardened hunters; when
o shoot even a rabbit seems almost crim-

nal. We didn't hike very fast either,

is it was vacation and there was no need

l)f hurry; so it was not until a week
ater that we reached our valley. Of
•ourse there had been many discussions,

)ut neither Jean nor Don had swerved
?rom his views, as is the case in most

irguments.

It was in the midst of one of these fu-

ile conversations that we climbed to the

>rim of the valley. The two Indians

were ahead, bending forward inder

their packs, w
and I came nexl discussing t

;

of the Fordnej .M«-< lumber tariff

behind, Jean was still holding forth on

.'i family banshee, It was a curious little

valley, almost round, perhapa a nile in

diameter and half a mile deep. The hilli

across the howl from as were gentlj

rounded and thickly wooded. The run

we stood on was barren, rocky, with not

even a tllft of graSS, Although the sun

was still quite high, already half the

valley was filled with swaying aha<

At the foot of the opposite hill

could see pine trees and a little stream

Beneath us was flat brown rock, with

spirals of filmy smoke lazily floating

upwards. We didn't rcali/.e they were

there for a few moments; hut when we

once found them, our eyes could I

leave them for long. There was an ir-

resistible fascination about those mount-

ing wisps of blue smoke.

We clambered down a pitching trail,

and skirting the edge of the valley,

reached the pine trees and stream. There

was no wind in the valley, but the pines

were never still; that seemed a trifle

odd, as Frank pointed out. The stream

was rather odd also. It just appeared

all of a sudden, full grown, ran along

a quarter of a mile, disappeared, came

up again a few yards farther, and dis-

appeared again. Jean insisted it was

playing "Now You See Me and Now
You Don't"; but after it hid the second

time, it wouldn't play any more. It

made no noise. It came and went as

silently as a ghost. Sam said it didn't

wish to disturb the dead, but he couldn 't

explain the swishing of the pine trees

without any wind.

We pitched camp in a little open spare

which had a clear view of the whole val-

ley. The stream was in front of us,
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slipping silently by. The forested walls

rose unexpectedly steep behind us. By
the time the camp was set up, it was

dusk in the valley. The sun still glowed

on the jagged peaks opposite, turning

their red sandstone to a glowing Vermil-

lion which stood cut off from the hol-

low of darkness beneath, and cut out

from the blue sky behind, as if they

floated in space. The smoke seemed to

clarify the air. There was no odor to

it at all.

We were rather silent at supper.

Jean's eyes were burning and his face

was white with excitement. His tense-

ness rather keyed us all up, and Don
forgot to scoff. The Indians were even

more stolid than usual.

As the evening darkened the smoke
rose thicker and whiter. There was
more of it, each spiral standing out sep-

arate and distinct against the black

background of the hills. Sam said the

smoke came from tiny holes or cracks;

it was perfectly safe to walk there. No
one suggested going. We sat smoking

—

and waited. We watched the smoke
twist upward and the saw-tooth peaks

draw back one by one the curtains from
the stars—and waited. There was no
sound except the monotonous murmur-
ing of the pines ; not even the howl of a

wolf floated over the rim. Nothing hap-

pened.

About nine o 'clock, Don began to jeer.

"Nice ghosts you have, Jean. Fine, up-
standing fellows, don 't even keep an ap-

pointment. I must say "

We never knew what it was he must
say, for Jean grabbed his arm whisper-
ing,

'
' Look, there to the right ! See !

"

I suppose this is the part you won't
believe, but in the smoke we saw acted

out the whole story as Sam had told us,

and more than he had told. It was ra-

ther like a movie done in black and white

with no shadows. We saw the Aleut In-

dians cooking supper, eating, throwing

the bones to the dogs, smoking, and fin-

ally sleeping. We waited. At first the

figures had been two or three feet above

the ground; but while they slept, the

smoke settled down until those life-size

smoke figures of Indians were sleeping

on the rock floor of the valley. Then

we saw something else. Other smoke

figures were creeping towards them, sur-

rounding them. We could see the queer

Russian caps and old-fashioned muskets

and double-barrelled pistols. I wanted

to look away, not to see what was com-

ing, but I couldn't.

Then the fight began. With odds

seven to one, those Aleut Indians fought

back to back. Knives and clubs were of

little avail against even single-shot mus-

kets backed up by pistols and clubs.

They were falling right and left. A few

Russians and Thlinkits were down, but

not enough. There was only a handful

of Aleuts left. Ringed around by their

dead, they made their last stand. It

was cruel, bloody, and beastly unfair.

Suddenly a cry burst from Jean.

"I've got to help those beggars! They

can't be butchered like that!" With a

bound he was across the brook and rac-

ing off into the darkness to where the

silent slaughter was almost over.

There was a moment's silence; then

Don jumped to his feet. "He shouldn't

go off in the dark like that. He can't

help them. He might get lost. You

chaps heap the fire. I'll go bring him

back." And he disappeared into the

blackness.

Frank and I couldn't take our eyes

off that horror in black and white.

There were only three Aleuts left. One

was down, the other two were falling.

For a moment it seemed as if four fig-

ures were there instead of two. Four
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gainst fifty. Then they disappeared in

I smother of clubs, knives, and bodies,

The victors snatched at the bundles of

skins and filed away.

Prank's voice aroused me, "Did yon

it, too. Jack?"

I stirred. I was stiff and cramped.

My pipe was out. Only glowing chunks

remained of the campfire. The col-

umns of smoke rose straight and tall un-

til they lost themselves in the gloom be-

tween the earth and the stars. The pine

trees still rustled and swished.

"Yes. I saw it. Did you see it, too,

Sam?"
"We saw the ghosts of the dead, just

as 1 told."

"I'm glad I'm not the only one,"

muttered Frank. "I suppose Don will

say it was mob hypnotism. Where are

Don and Jean? They ought to be back

by now, they couldn't go far. Coeee,

Don! Coeee, Jean!"

"Don" "Jean" "Jean" "Don" came

echoing back from all sides. That hol-

low was one of the best sounding-boxes

I have ever heard; and because it was
dee]) for its width, the echoes lasted

longer than usual.

"They ought to hear that. Why
don't they answer? 'Don' 'Jean'!"

Once more the valley filled with warn-

ing 7011

take torches and |

them." With flickering brands th<

of ns spent the real of the night

around and across thai rallq w.
couldn't deep until we found J< an and
Don

; and we couldn't find them. It was

like some nightmare or fantastic setting

tor a story of Poe's; the placid

above, blackness beneath, and four pin

points of light wandering around and

around like fireflies imprisoned in a

glass.

When light came, we divided tin- place

into sections, each working over hi

and then exchanging, trying to find

some clue to their disappearance. They
couldn't have gotten out of the valley;

there was only one trail and neither

could have found thai in the dark. Jo

found Jean's penknife out on the tlat

near a smoke hole. That was all we

ever found.

We spent all day there, and camped

outside tin 1 valley for a week hoping we

would find them or that they

come back. We never went into the

valley at night again. Sometimes 1 think

wr
e ought to have. We might at least

have seen them. We searched for a week

but we never found them. Tin 1 believer

and the skeptic had both disappeared.



A FABLE
Anne Lackey

A fool sitting crosslegged on the way-

side was accosted by a wiseman, thus :

—

'

' friend, where is Heaven ? '

'

But the fool said nothing and gazed

at the sky.

"O friend,'' said the wiseman again,

"Why is Heaven?"

The poor fool, being weary, sighed.

"0 friend," said the wiseman yet a

third time, "What is Heaven?"
And the fool, thinking of the hot sun,

closed his eyes.

Then did the wiseman run rwiftly

away to call his brethren, saying :

—

"0 wisemen. here is a man wiser

than all of us, for lo ! he wastes no words

in talk. I asked him where Heaven is, and

he gazed in longing at the sky. I thei

asked why Heaven is, and he sighed,

showing it to be the compensation aftei

the burdens of this world. I finalb

asked him what Heaven is, and he close<

his eyes to denote eternal peace an<

quiet. And is he not wise? Yea, wisei

than all of us."

And the wisemen bowed down before

the fool sitting crosslegged on the way
side.

Thus says the Book of Proverbs:

—

"Even a fool, when he holdeth his

peace is counted as wise;

When he shutteth his lips, he is es

teemed as prudent.
'

'

CINQUAINS
Emily Newman

I winder,
Are the gargoyles
That grin on Notre Dame
The faces of little boys who
"Froze that way?"

Pine tree,

I saw you tear

A hole in the North wind's skirt

So I can see a patch of her blue

Petticoat.

Spring wrote
Her name across tho sky
In hasty scrawls of cloud.

The North wind bustled up and
Smudged it.
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HOW WOMAN'S PLACE CAME TO BE
IN THE HOME

It was thousands of years ago when

the world was very young and Adam
and Eve were still in the garden of Eden

that woman's place came definitely to

be in the home.

"Where is my fishing rod?" inquired

Adam one day. and. in the manner of

iiis sex. he looked very injured.

"How should I know?'' Eve replied

pleasantly. "I saw it last hanging from

the limb of the gourd tree where you left

it after you caught the white fish."

Then, in her usual way she went obe-

diently to look for it. "Here it is, my
dear, right where I told you," she said,

and because she wTas on the point of ask-

ing for something, she made her voice

most soft and wheedling. Likewise she

let down her hair, so that it could fall

in golden masses around her, for she

know that Adam thought it becoming.

"I wish I might go fishing with you,"

she said.

"What for?" asked Adam, still in

the manner of his sex, but almost yield-

ing.

"Oh, because I get so frightfully

bored sitting alone all day—and I have

never been fishing,
'

' she said, and there

was a note of tears in her voice.

"Oh very well," replied Adam, "you

ean come if you like. You always do

have your way, woman ! '

'

So they started out, and Eve, light-

hearted over her holiday, leapt nimbly

from stone to stone, stirring up the wa-

ter as she went, and laughing and shout-

ing continually. Adam, however, weight-

ed dowTi by his rod and fishing-basket,

clipped and stumbled along, and to »

ceal his annoyance called to

man. don't shout and laUgfa §0 5

Bcare the fishes and stir up the •rater."

But Eve was too happy to heed his

words, and kept on at a hnak n<<-k sped
until Adam was all ont of breath. " E

is a gOOSe," he said. "I should never

have broughl her. Come m>v.

.

good place to stop." And he set down

the basket and began unwinding his

grass line.

"No, no, let's not stop yet." replied

Eve. "I saw a pool, a little farther on.

that is much bigger and better," and

dragging Adam by the hand, she broughl

him to the plaee. By this time Adam
was very disgruntled and nervous, and

to add to his vexations, the fish didn't

seem to bite. "We should never have

come to this pool," he said. "Besides

you are making an awful racket. Eve . .

We'd better have lunch."

After lunch Eve wandered away and

sat on a rock plaiting a line of sr:

She was quite quiet now. but still the

fish didn't bite, and Adam made it wo

by jerking his line in and out every

other minute. Presently Eve came

down and because she knew he hadn't

caught anything, asked sweetly. "Have

you had any luck, dear?"

"No," said Adam, "it's just one of

those days when the fish simply won't

bite. I think we'd better go back."

"All right," agreed Eve, but she

leaned far out on the bank and dropped

a long something of grass into the

water. It was the line she had been

303
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plaiting, and before it had been in the

water a minute, there was a hard tug

and Eve pulled in a large sun-fish. She

squealed with delight, and called to

Adam to take it off.

"Luck.'' he said as he flopped it into

the basket. "I'm going back."

All the way they walked in silence,

except when they met any of the other

garden animals, and then Eve insisted

on telling the whole story. Adam said

nothing, but when Eve offered him some

of the fish that night at supper, he re-

marked, "Woman's place is in the

home", and ever after that, his sons, and

his sons' sons down to the present day,

have repeated the adage and have re-

fused to take their women on fishing

trips.

SONNETS
FIRST GRIEF

Be not afraid, dear love, of this the night.

All nights have ending, every dawn is sure.

Think not that with one snuffing of the light

Day dies forever. Worlds and suns endure.

Because your eyes can see no colour 'vhere

The dark has dimmed the garden into gray,

Are roses duller or the scarlet flare

Of wind-blown poppies cooler than by day?
The world is all unchanged and will again

Gleam golden to the sun. Nor will these hours
When darkness veils all colour, and year pain

Gathers the incandescence of white flowers,

Be all ungrateful to remember when
The night is £one and dav relumed again.

LAUGHTER
Vour face is old and worn; yea, very old;

And on your drooping lips the slow-born smile

A piteous mockery. Yet have I sold

My happiness to know a little while

The burning beauty of your low-drawn hair,

The clinging touch of your impulsive hand;
To hear your liquid laughter eddying where
The gloom swirls backward. Listening I stand
And drink the tragic mirth of all the years;

A heady vine, more bitter than the isea

And pungent with the tang of stagnant tears

Long past their weeping. Even sucn to me
Are you who laugh and toss your shining head,

Nor know that all the while your mirth is dead.



SHIPS THAT PASSED IN THE NIGHT
Lucy Barnard

Scene: A row of highly respectabh

brownstone houses with a sidewalk in

front of Uu»i. and a red awning
Wretched down tin steps across thi side-

walk of the middli house. The audience

<>tting on the opposite sidi walk, or

quite possibly in the probable row of

brownstone houses facing those that it

can 5

(Two gentlemen wearing high silk

hats enter from opposite directions,

both so engrossed in small notebooks that

then collide under the awning.)

Both Gentlemen: I beg your par-

don !

First Gentleman: We meet—and

part like ships that pass in the night.

Second Gentleman: Not at all, sir.

We meet like ships which, colliding in

the night, are afterwards salvaged so

that they part anyway. Good-day! Er

—

what are you doing?

(The first gentleman has been seized

by inspiration and is hastily limiting in

his notebook.)

F. G. : Excellent idea ! Excellent

!

S. G. : What are you writing down ?

My idea? You can't have it. I had it

first—what was it anyway?

F. G. : (Mildly.) The idea about the

salvaged ships parting. Do you mind if

I adapt it to my own use?

S. G.: Mind? Certainly! It's the

first idea I 've had in two years. I need

an idea, a plot, and characters. Here

is the idea—the plot follows from it.

Two people meet—like colliding ships

—

and ruin each other by mutually antag-

onistic personalities. They are salvaged

let us s.-iy by Borne other people, and
part, forgetting .-ill about each other.

^ ( -'-: But that is my plol ' I thought
of it yesterday. I have it dated here in

my notebook.

S. <
'.

: [mpossible.

F. (,\: Plagiarist

!

S. G.: Plagiarist yourself. You have
taken my idea, and you grudge n

plot that I thought up myBelf. Bui you
haven't got my charact

F. G. : Certainly not. II

S. ( J.
: Insolenc

F. G.
: I asked a civil question, sir.

S. G.
:
A damned impertinent ques-

tion, sir.

F. G. : Well have you?
S. G. : Have you ?

F. G. : I'll write my answer.

S. G. : So will I.

(They write and exchange papers.)

F. G. : When I count three, we will

open them and read them aloud, to-

gether.

S. G. : Agreed.

F. G. : One—two—three

!

Both : No

!

(They shake hands.)

S. G. : Well, we start even.

F. G. : Ah. a prize contest

!

S. G. : With the idea and plot as the

prize to the one who first finds the char-

acters !

F. G. : Delightful

!

(House door opens behind them and

an unpleasant looking scrubwoman ;

gins to scrub the steps.)

F. G. : Er—do you think she might

be a character?
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S. G. : Too obvious. Anyway there

is only one of her, and that would spoil

the plot.

F. G. : She might have some difficulty

in passing herself at night, although one

couldn't blame her if she wanted to.

Anyone would.

(Scrubwoman goes into the house.)

F. G. : This is a remarkably quitet

street. Suppose we try somewhere else ?

S. G. : I wonder what this awning

signifies.

F. G. : A wedding, a christening, a

reception, or a funeral.

S. G. : There should be a great many
people at any one of these functions.

F. G. : At all except the reception.

I think it is a wedding because the awn-

ing is red.

S. G. : It must be a funeral because

there is no carpet.

(The door opens and two men in liv-

ery roll a carpet down under the awn-

ing.)

F. G. : Of course it is a wedding.

(Someone in the house pulls down all

the shades.)

S. G. : A funeral.

F. G. : There is only one way to find

out.

S. G.: Yes?

F. G. : I shall make a merry noise,

you a sorrowful one. I shall dance in

a manner suitable to weddings, and you
can comport yourself as is fitting at

funerals. We will undoubtedly attract

the attention of the inmates, and the

one they send away will be acting in an
inappropriate manner.

(The first gentleman draws a small

harmonica from his pocket and dances

around in a circle. The second kneels

down and weeps most affectingly, beat-

ing his breast and tearing his hair. ...It

is noisy, but nothing happens. They

repeat. Still nothing. The second

gentleman finally rises from his knees.)

S. G. : You are a fool.

F. G. : Certainly not.

S. G. : You are.

F. G. : Certainly not.

S. G. : You are lacking in intellect,

insight, and intuition.

F. G. : Certainly not.

(He commences to dance again. The

second gentleman stands in his way,

snatches his harmonica from his hand,

throivs it on the ground and stamps on

it.)

F. G.: Sir!

S. G.: Sir?

F. G. : You are a scoundrel.

(He raises his hand and brings it

down hard an the top of the second

gentleman''s top hat, ivhich collapses.)

S. G. : You dare to strike me?

F. G. : I do.

(The second gentleman immediately

strikes the other's hat ivhich is non-col-

lapsible, and hurts liis hand.)

F. G. : Aha !

S. G. : I shake with scorn of you

!

F. G. : I despise you

!

S. G. : I have never felt such a surge

of passion before. This will leave its

mark. My life will be scarred.

F. G. : I am not the same mild man

I was. Beware of arousing me. For

the first time in my life I comprehend

the influence of evil

!

S. G. : I tremble with the change

within me.

F. G. : I shall turn to crime ! I feel

it calling me

!

S. G. : My life is ruined. You have

done this!

F. G. : I am more ruined than you.

and you are responsible

!

(They shake their fists violently in

each others' faces. At the height of
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their excitement a policeman enters

from tin right and places a hand on ihi

first gentleman's shoulder.)

Policeman : I must arresl you, sir,

for brawling. These people have been

annoyed by your noise.

s. G. : It is a funeral!

(A seond policeman enters from the

. On se^ ing the other hi stops short.)

Second Policeman: Bello. [Ve

boon sent to arresl a man for disorderly

conduct. Have you got him there? I

was told to get the wailing banshee.

F. G. : I said it was a wedding

!

F. P. : Well, you can take one to your

station, and I'll take one to mine. I'm

generous, I am. Come on.

F. G. : Officer, one moment. Is this

awning above us for a wedding or a

funeral ?

F. P.: That? Who's been kiddin'

you? That there is a swell beauty

parlour where classy dames go for rest

cures. You haven't helped them rest.

Come on.

l\ <;.
:

( officer bold ' L I

word more. I don *t enjoj beta

ed

S I
.

Yuii dislike H tar lea than

I do.

l\ I ;.
: Bui I rejoice to Km m

from farther annoyance of this •

company.

S. <;.
: I officer, all / ask is that

entomb me in one part of the world and

remove him to the other.

I

'.
I J. : I dislike him, as ymi may have

ed. I \\ lab only to hear or

more of him.

S. <
>'.

: Lei us be like ships that

—wait

!

I win ! I Ve found my charac-

ters !

F. G.

:

You don't! I've found mine

too!

Both: You! Me! Us!

(They write busily in their yiote-

books.)

F. P.: Come along, sir!

S. G.: Good-bye, sir!

F. G.

:

Good-night, sir

!

THE CURTAIN

ON THE WAYSIDE
Paulina Miller

I had been walking long and far, and

was tired. The little quiet garden

tempted me, dared me in. The wooden

gate, its lower bar worn grey, its hinges

loose—as though small feet had rested

there, a childish body swung—creaked

an invitation as the wind pushed it to

and fro. Tall lilac bushes rose at either

side, and between them a yellow path

curved and rambled to the house's door.

The grass along its way was fair and

green, and beds of sweet-smelling flow-

ers lay beside it.

The house was small too, and grey, its

windows, like sleepy eyes, half shaded

;

its door, bronze-knockered. lay open

wide. The sunlight slanted ruddily

across the doorsill, and splashed itself

against a jar of tarnished brass stand-

ing beside the stair-rail ; it made a pool

of molten gold beneath the lowest step,

and seemed to drown there. The sun-

light drew me with it past the threshold,

but my apologetic calls met no reply. I

called again and heard my voice go wan-

dering, lost and content, through empty
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rooms, an empty, lived-in-house. So

then I wandered too, lost and content.

The rooms were spotted with rag rugs

in faint gay pinks and buffs and pea-

cock blues; tall candles stood at either

end of a table, reflected in the mirror

tipping out above them like tall, pale

grasses in a quiet pool. Low-ceiled ex-

pectant rooms they were, with the sud-

den hush of just-gone voice and form

breathless in them. It was as though

their unseen owners were hastening be-

fore me, with a backward glance and a

swirl of silks. Here a trace—cool pan-

sies lying unarranged beside a low glass

bowl; a woman's garden hat, big and

flat and yellow, flung carelessly down,

and little shabby garden gloves, the soil

still clinging to their limp fingers; a

child's blue porridge bowl with white

bunnies running around the edge, its

small spoon perhaps still warm from the

childish fingers. Beside it on the smooth

round table a woolly toy lamb stood pen-

sively on guard ; Walpole 's
'

' Fortitude
'

'

lay there too, and, fallen to the floor,

a battered cook book.

My finger tips followed the shining

stair-rail up, and my feet, half reluct-

ant, dragged after. Everywhere I sens-

ed white curtains blowing, and the faint

pungence of garden flowers through the

small cool rooms. One room was like

a silent white shrine, tenantless, imper-

sonal, its little bed forlorn. Yet before

a portrait on the wall—a face all ivory

white, a scarlet line of lips, and dusky

hair against a duskier background-

there stood tall tiger lilies flaming in an

orange jar. The sudden passion of that

color through the quiet house hurt me,

and I crept past the doorway to find the

comfort seen through other doors, the

intimacies of an unknown, unguessed

family, white beds, silver and crystal

bottles, books, and a child's worn toys,

little muddy rubbers in a corner, help-

less satin slippers lying as they were

last kicked off.

Another stairway led me down, and

through a sun-warm kitchen where a

little typewriter kept quaint vigil, and

a French color etching of Verdun be-

spoke once more a mistress, not a maid.

Another doorway let me out; another

garden, neat-lined with vegetables, the

feathery carrot tops upstanding, took

me on to another gate, another road.

And I had to go away, and leave the

little house still waiting for that un-

known life to return.

BLUE DAYS AND BLUE MOONS
Kathleen Heile

1 ' Here hath been dawning another blue day

—

Think—wilt thou let it slip useless away?"

Such a thought is a slap in the face.

At first it stings and you ruefully won-

der why anyone should prick your con-

science with sharp words that call to

mind the hosts of blue days that have

slipped into eternity, useless, unused.

But in time the sting goes away, leaving

in its place a pleasant glowing sensation,

and you realize that there are many blue

days you have filled to overflowing, and

that there are many more blue days yet

to come .... Perhaps, enjoying one

slap so much, you even turn the other

cheek.

The dawn of a blue day is very dif-

ferent from the dawn of other days. It
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dots not slink out o\ the night, red

from weeping, with smudges on its fece

and with the tears still falling silently.

It does not come mysteriously, swat lied

in cloaks of mist, chilling the world al

the touch ot" pale dripping fingers. Nor

s it frolic boisterously into existence,

owing out the stars in a gust of mirth,

tossing the sun into the sky like a ball,

and dragging the world out of bed by its

heels. Blue days come gloriously; the

ay gloom is robbed of its silence by the

sudden song of birds; sweet unhappy
music, this, and the air tingles with joy

of it and trembles from tne pain of it.

Little winds rustle in applause, and the

whole western sky suddenly blushes vi-

vidly, half-ashamed at the glory of it

;

spills some of its blushes into the lake.

And the beauty of it, like a magnet,

draws the sun upward into the sky "for

to admire and for to see, for to behold

this world so wide." .... Enter the

blue day, with all its splendor, with all

its promise.

There is something splendidly invigor-

ating about a blue day—that blows it-

self like a cool fresh breeze into the

stuffy room of your life. At the first

puff the pages of your book flutter and

your place is lost. At the second puff

letters that you may have been writing

fly madly around the room and fall to

the floor, as untidy, as useless as orange

peels on a sidewalk. At the third puff,

your hair is rumpled, deliciously. Three

times and out—out into the open air,

Once you are there, you do not return

to the stuffy room. To sit still is im-

possible. You must be moving, work-

ing, playing, questioning, seeking pots

of gold, flying off at tangents to the

four corners of the world. You must

tire yourself with hard hot living. Per-

haps you must take a long tramp along

crooked roads, over wide praries where

the w ind pulls your hair unmnvi I'ulh .

up ste< p hills in search of cool high

Perhaps you must slip int

lake for a la/.\ exhausting sum.

tin n race along the beach to gel drj

burning your feel bj running in the

hot sand, cooling them by splashing

through the shallow water. Perha]

must ride, or aqua-plane
;
perhap

must dance until there is no st :

left in you only the madness of the

music. You must have action on a blue

day ; you must glory in your >t

:

and test it against the strength of na-

ture; you must know yourself to be all-

powerful \nd always and always

you swear to yourself that you W ill m -v i

grow old and flabby, that you will al-

ways be young and strong and a lover of

blue days. In your pagan self-satisfied

heart, you worship the god of blue days.

But once, in your healthy norm,

istence, there comes a change—once in

a blue moon. It is a subtle change; one

that comes into the stuffy room of your

life without knocking, tiptoes up behind

you, covers your eyes with its hands,

and lo! when it lias removed them,

things somehow look different. There

is the fullness of the years behind you

—

whispering, chuckling, singing
3

there is the silence of the years beyond

—

a silence composed of a thousand voices

vainly striving to speak: and in between

the realization of both of these, a change

has tiptoed into your life; your Blue

Moon lias waxed and waned.

Perhaps the moon was blue the night

the "gang" slept on the boat-house roof;

"watching the constellations rise and

burn," discussing heatedly the theory

of the "leaf of grass" and the "jour-

ney-work of the stars." wondering, wish-

ing, probing, disbelieving, creating,

building stairways to the moon and

knocking at the door. All night long
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you lay on the boat-house roof with the

"gang" and the shadow of the flag-

pole, a silent moon-dial, crept from one

end of the roof to the other.

Perhaps the night you climbed the log-

slide it was by blue-moon-light. "I'm

not afraid,
'

' you had cried as you start-

ed to scramble up the log-slide—jagged

limbless trunks, tumbled together like

a petrified waterfall in the moon-light.

"I'm not afraid!" Bravado? Mock

heroics ?

' < Fool ! '

' said the Funny One. '

'You 'd

kill yourself." And his voice was full

of rusty nails and puppy dog 's tails. You
had come down at once, and walked

home silently. Bitter knowledge this:

that the Funny One was made of the

same things other boys are made of.

Bitter knowledge, too: that girls are

made of "sugar and spice"—and mock

heroics.

Perhaps it was a blue moon that play-

ed hide and seek behind the clouds on

that windy night when you and the Dear

Brute struggled out to the end of the

government pier. There in the shelter

of the light-house, gasping for the breath

s

that the wind snatched so rudely from

your very mouth, no longer striving to

speak above the ceaseless clamor of th

waves, silenced and beaten by the crue

power of the night, you both had watch

ed a freighter glide swiftly through the

channel out into the lake "where the

white arms of the breakers were tire-

lessly tossing." And something had

gone from you, gone with the lights of

the freighter, gone out into the fury of

the night.

Thus, suddenly—somehow, somewhere

—between the rising and setting of a

Blue Moon, your life changes irrevoc-

ably. Old age—that is a challenge to

your courage. Death—that is a great

adventure.

"All goes onward and outward, noth-

ing collapses.

And to die is different from what

anyone supposed, and luckier."

You would like to string your blue

days into a long gleaming necklace, and

wear it because it would be so beautiful.

But your Blue Moon—you can do no

more than hope it will be reflected in

your eyes, shining there.

i



"HOW CAN YOU ASK?'
(< !augh1 from a Watteau tan going to

show the complex thoughts of man
I

Eleanor Hard

Rose:

Charles :

Rose :

Charles :

CHARACTERS
Charles

Rose

Jean

Leonie

(The scene is an 18th century garden. A marble Cupid is poittd <,}<, tht

fountain in front of which runs a vine covered bench. Format pat] I
and

re-cross, edged with box trees.)

(Rose and Charles are discovered seated on the bench. He holds hi r hinds, j

Charles: You love me then—I who have dreamt and dreamt

For months and years, yet never durst attempt

—

Until I with my wicked woman wile

Spoke to you, gave you answering smile for smile.

I could not dare at first to comprehend

—

Which made me love you even more, my friend.

But that is past. You love me ; all the rest

Can pass away, for I have gained the best.

(He stops suddenly.)

But I forgot. Ma'amselle, how can we tell

Your fiance ?

Poor Jean ! He loves me well.

And you ?

How can you ask ?

We love to hear

The things we know are true . . . and yet I fear

—

What?

That if he really loves you so

He never will consent to let you go.

I've seen to that. My father, worthy man,

Has listened and constented to my plan

;

At my request he's promised he will play

The cruel father. And now to Jean I '11 say

'My father forces me against my will

To send away the man that I love still.

'

And that 's not true, you know. How can I be

So cruel ? He has been so kind to me.

311
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Charles :

Rose :
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Charles

Rose :

Jean :

Eose:

Jean:

Rose :

Jean:

Rose:

Jean:

Leonie :

For my sake ?

True ; that gives me strength again.

He comes—good bye, for just one hour—and then . . .

(They kiss, and Charles goes out to the right.) Monsieur

!

(Coming in from the left.) Ma'amselle? Ah, it is you, Rose dear.

I sought you everywhere .... What ! not a tear

!

You are troubled ? Tell me.

How can I begin . . .

Jean, I must wound you. Nothing now will win

The count my father's sanctions to our love; (Jean starts.)

He will hear no argument, though heaven above

Should stoop to plead our cause. Oh, I feel pain

Even as you must feel . . . but you can gain

Some comfort from our mutual grief.

(Slowly.) In brief

It is all over—all our love ? Oh how
You vowed and vowed eternal faith to me

;

And I, poor fool, I lived in ecstasy

;

Built a new world with you for sun and moon

;

Dreamed, lived for you. And yet so soon

—

Ah well, if love has power to wander so

Better it were that love should swiftly go.

Are you so sorry?

Dear, my love will grow

Through parting. But I would not have you know
Only to grieve you. Let us say good bye

Quickly. You will forget, I hope, and I

—

Ah well, what matter ....

(He bends over her hand)

Thank you for the grace

Of these few weeks . . . my memories of your face, . . .

This flower . . . Good bye, ma'amselle—a happier fate

Than that you leave behind you.

(Looking dramatically at him.) Ah ! my state

Is little better, for I leave behind

My heart, Monsieur. (Aside as she turns to go.) And now I go to find

My Charles .... (Exit.)

(Looking after her, with a short laugh.)

Most fortunately done, all round.

(He goes to right and takes hand of Leonie who comes out from

behind box tree.)

Yes. My profoundest compliments, monsieur.

I '11 lose you some day to the stage, I fear.
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,li w : Come now, y.ui would not have me let her know

With what relief and joy l Lei her go

;

That's hardly tactful. Leonie; beside

Her father must be Ut*
i

» t upon my side—
He rules preferment here at court, yon know.

She loves me still I Pear. Did you Bee the glow

i'l on her cheek I Love cannot wear a ma

Leonie : | With a hunk of jealousy.)

You don 't love her?

,Ji:an : Darling, how can you ask?

(Curtain.)



BROKEN IN
Clara Williams

He folded his morning paper, creased

it evenly with his thumb nail, and put

it in his pocket. Then he pulled out his

watch and ascertained that exactly one

minute and forty-eight seconds had

elapsed since he had last looked. He put

it to his ear. No, it was running per-

fectly. "Well I suppose I may as well

take a walk," he said. But instead, he

leaned wearily against the bench, a heap

of bored humanity. '

' I am killing time,
'

'

he muttered, "and inaction is killing

me."

He reviewed the past eight weeks.

Yes, not two months since he had been

a brisk business man, taking his place

in the rank and file of purposeful, use-

ful pedestrians, that streamed down
Wall Street from the Subway at exact-

ly ten minutes of nine in the morning,

and coursed back, weary but content, at

precisely ten minutes after five in the

afternoon. He saw himself a trim fig-

ure, full of vigor and energy, entering

his office; he watched again with pride

the rows of neat desks (he insisted on

neatness!) heard the respectful silence

of the stenographers, secretaries, clerks,

and office boys. He smacked his lips.

Yes, those had been his days, full, won-

derful, and complete. And now? Now
he sat on a bench in the park of the ho-

tel at Miami, an outsider, an "old fo-

gy," a useless appendage to three de-

butant daughters and a society-loving

wife. How he hated it!—this life of

ease—never anything to keep his atten-

tion—no place where he had absolutely

to be at a given time—nothing, nothing,

nothing, to help him pass these idle mo-

ments. Mary had urged him to take

some more golf lessons— ; he had tried

it, but even that was dead, stale, unin-

teresting. In the old days he had en-

joyed his Saturday afternoons and Sun-

days on the links, but that was different.

There he met men like himself, brim-

ming with life and business. And here

—why they were all doddering old men
or social butterflies. "Soon I will be

old too," he thought, "retired, on the

shelf, no use to myself or anybody else.
'

'

"And the worst part of it," he added,

"is that it is so unnecessary. I'm only

fifty-five and that's not old enough to

be retired—not old enough to be sub-

jected to this." He wouldn't have ob-

jected to Mary and the girls coming

down without him.—Of course it would

have been lonely in the evenings, but he

would have had his work all day, and

there was the theatre—and he could

have arranged conferences at the club at

night His thoughts drifted away

to the realm of pleasant possibilities.

But Mary wouldn 't stand for it, and the

girls had pleaded so prettily that he had

felt like a selfish brute. And they were

enjoying it. He remembered how happy

Alice had looked when she had ridden

off with that Mr. Prince .... He saw

Louise standing by the fountain, laugh-

inng and chattering away to her little

coterie of swains .... June? He won-

dered. She never had been so outwardly

enthusiastic about anything, but she

seemed to love lying on the hot sand all

the morning, reading beneath her para-

sol ... .

As he sat dreaming, two soft warm

314
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hands covered his eyes. He recognized

the touch. It was Louise, the youngest.

There was contagion in their lightm

and he forgol his boredom and smiled

Up at her. She laid her flushed check

Bgainsl his forehead. "Are ymi awful

ly. awfully, bored, Daddy dear?" she

asked.

lit laughed. "No. I'm enjoying it."

he lied. How could he spoil the plea-

sure o\' this soft, warm, clinging thing.?

"Have you seen the fancy diving?"

she was continuing. "It's simply mar-

velous. Gwen Porter says it's ever so

much better than last year's. We're

going down in just a minute—don't you

want to come?" He rose, eager to do

anything which meant a change from

the dullness of the hotel, but before he

had answered her one of the youths came

up. lie sank hack on the bench.

"No, thanks, I'll stay here and finish

my paper." lie said.

Louise kissed him lightly on the

nose.
'

' All right,
'

' she said, almost with

relief in her voice, "you'd probably be

bored anyway .... We'll see you at

lunch." She waved her hand, and in a

second she was gone. That was it, no-

body wanted him, nobody needed him,

—

he was the grand outsider,—the chief

audience to all this gaiety.

In a few minutes June wTandered up,

her dark bobbed hair disheveled about

her vivid cheeks, and a scarlet bathrobe

drawn tightly around her slim figure.

She looked a little like a gypsy, he

thought. She sank down on the bench

beside him. "Why do you stand it,

Dad?" she asked. "We're all selfish

pleasure-seekers, and you hate it so.

Mother doesn't understand, and neither

do Louise and Alice .... I didn't

think it would be like this. I thought

you might enjoy it too—when you got

used to it. Now I see you never will.

Let a go bach I doi

Mother will make an a* fa] to

can keep bouse and tl
•

I D smiled w<
I

he said, ••••ill

Beem so Par awaj . I can •

ing how Alexander is managing I

It 's foolish tO WOTT) . hut u b<

Old and worn out. I SUpp086 that

there's left. And June, v., all I

admit we're on the si n
sciously be straightened Why did be

tell things like this to dun.' .' What
had he to spoil her holiday .'

u |>.m 't

take me seriously," be added "The old

man has to let out a Little I

grouch." lie laughed, but tl •

note of discouragement and tired re-

signation in the sound.

she covered his hand with her i

brown ones. Her voice vibrated in its

earnestness. "It isn't fair Dad—to

yourself or us. Think it o\ 9

p:ot u]) precipitately and disappeared in-

to the hotel.

For a long time after she had gone,

he sat looking into space V. June

was right, he couldn't go on. This was

Wednesday. He'd tell Mary to-night.

Then to-morrow he'd wire Alexander,

and Friday they could start North . . . .

"It doesn't work you know. broth<

T tried it myself once." A voire sound-

ed close to his ear. lie turned quickly.

One of the "doddering old men" had

dropped down on the bench beside him.

"I couldn't help reading your

thoughts," he explained. "You're plan-

ning to 'bust away.' aren't you.1 " It

was uncanny and some way he didn't

seem to resent it. He smiled sheepishly.

"I've been watching yon." the old man

went on. "1 was like you when I first

came down—rebellious—thought it was-

n't fair—packed up in the middle of the

season and went back to Chicago and my
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business. The next year I was back he came to, the old man had disappeared

here,—a nervous wreck .... Now I and he was sitting alone on the bench,

don't mind. After the first year you "That's it," he said. "I'm not broken

get used to it, and you hardly think in yet
! '

' He dug his heel savagely into

about the other—except when you see the grass. Then he shrugged his should-

fairly young chaps being broken in. . .

"
ers, got up wearily, and started off. '

' I

But he wasn 't listening any more. His may as well take a walk, '

' he murmured,

thoughts were miles away again. When

POST BELLUM
Sally Linley

You, in your little kingdom of dull bindings and dim lights,

Pouring out fragrant tea in fragile cups

—

Why did I never picture you like this,

When in your rough tweed suit you used to tramp
Beside me down the muddy roads of France,
Swinging along, reciting as you went
Your Masefield, and your Kipling, and your Keats ?

Everywhere, all around the maddening gleam
Of dull, rich, old mahogany and polished floors

And everywhere about us, high and low
On the big Steinway, table, bookcase tall,

Are sheaves of maple leaves, all gold and red
And glowing in among them—hot house roses!

You'd have me think you grew them in your garden.

Roses? In October? Golden rod, maybe,
But roses ....
And yet, if I could only buy them for you,

Those roses, even, would be sacrilege.

The candles burning seem so very fit

—

Slim, straight, unflickering

—

But God! why do you use candles?

The light of candles on your blue-black hair

Is agony unspeakable

!

Perhaps if there were bright lights all about,

I could believe you human—just a little.

You are so white ! and through a silken sheen
Your ankles gleam so slender and well-knit.

I 'm tired of subtleties—I 've done with them forever

;

Riddles, I'm very sure, must only be
For those poor fools who have not much to say.

If I could have those white, white arms about me
And kiss that glorious, throbbing, blue white throat . . .

You offer sandwiches of caviare

Upon a silver whimsy of a plate.



FOR GABRIEL
Isabel Geisenberger

•• Yer ain 't vc'y busy to-day, ia yer,

Mars' Sam?" Old Mose came shuffliDg

into my office.

"Well, Mose, what is it to-day, for

church, drink, or medicine?"
" 'Tain't none o' them, Mais' Sam,

Taiift none o' them Ah'se comin ' fer

dis time. Fer sho', Mars' Sam, Ah'se

comin' fer somethin' bran' new dis

time. Mars' Sam, Ah 'see coming fer

de Lawd's servant Gabriel."

"Gabriel!" I didn't understand. Old

had been coming around to call on

me every so often, begging for two dol-

lars or five dollars, "Ah ain't partie'lar

which", he used to say. His complaint

was generally medicine or church dues,

or "jes' to celebrate dis once, Mars'

Sam". But to-day his plea was a new
one, an astoundingly new one ; and to-

day Mose's black wrinkled face looked

almost tragic.

"Gabriel!" I repeated again. "And
what's Gabriel bothering you about?"
" 'Tain't Gabriel, Mars' Sam. It's ole

Mose. Yassa, Mars' Sam, Ah done come
to confess. De Lawd spoke ter me las'

night, and he said, says he, 'It ain't

gwine ter be long 'fo' Gabriel gwine

blow his trumpet— 'fo' Gabriel gwine

blow his trumpet.' An' den Ah says,

'Ah's seventy-two, Lawd, an' Ah'se a

po' sinner. Whut is Ah gwine ter do?'

An' de Lawd he says, 'De uni-form,

Mose, de uni-form!' An' Ah says, '0

Lawd, don't you let yo' servant Gabriel

call me yet.' An' so, Mars' Sam, Ah
done come roun' fust thing dis mornin'

ter tell you, done come ter tell you 'bout

de uni-form."

'
I'.ut Mose, " l profo vU d

told me about the onifon
" Da1 ain't de right rtorj . M

dal ain *t de right rtorj
."

I had heard the gtory many times and

so had all the people for milee around
heard hnw old Mose had been pn
with his master's Confederate uniform

as a reward for having saved the life of

his master's little daughter. It em

that at the time of a very bad overflow

of the Mississippi river, the part of the

levee on which the little girl was stand-

ing had suddenly given way. Mose had

jumped into the torrent of rushing

water after her, and by some miracu-

lous turn of fate, botli had been -

So Mose's uniform was the pride and

glory of his life; and if only he could

find a listener, he would soon be Baying,

"Did Ah hear ye ax me how Ah got my
uni-form ? '

'

Everybody knew old Mose, and every-

body knew his uniform ; and if every-

body did not know the story accompany-

ing the uniform, it was through no fault

of Mose.

"That's not the real story, Iffose!

the one we all know?"
"No, Mars' Sam, fer mussy on me, it

ain't. Mars' Sam. Ah'se a sinner. Mars'

Sam, Ah'se gwine ter confess. An'

you'se de pusson Ah'se gwine ter confess

to. Ah ain't got dis uni-form as Ah

should, Mars' Sam; an' ef Gabriel

only gimme time, Ah tell yer how come.

Mars' Sam. you 'member back yonder in

de bin overflow, when we'se down on

Mars' Jenkin's place in 'Cordis pariah.

Well, das de time Ah got de uniform,
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yassa, but Ah didn 't get it fer brav 'ry

—

No sir, boss, Ah didn 't get it fer brav 'ry

,

(An' Ah'se prayin' now dat Gabriel's

after hearin' me) Ah got it—0, Lawdy,

Lawdy, is ye listenin' ter me confess?"

"Certainly, Mose."

"It was like dis, yer see—peers lak

Ah can't 'member so far keerect now,"

and Mose scratched his frizzly white

head. "You know, don't yer, Mars'

Sam, when yer been after tellin' some-

thin' fer nigh on ter twenty years, it's

right smart hard fer ter git de straight

way, ain't it? Well, Mars' Sam—he!

he ! I 'se gittin ' right embarrassed like.

He! he! Ah reckon Ah jes' don't know
how—

"

At that moment there was the pierc-

ing sound of some screeching instrument

outside the open window. A second blast

followed, more shrill and piercing than

the first, then a third, fourth, and fifth.

I went over to the window and looked

out. There below were two little colored

boys experimenting with a bugle. I

ordered them to move on further, if

they were going to continue to play with

their deadly toy. When I turned back

from the window, there was Mose—down
on his knees on the floor, his hands
clasped as in prayer, and his face turned

upward. He was muttering to himself

fast and furiously.

"Mose, for—what in heaven's

name—

"

"Gabriel, Gabriel," the quavering

words were all the old darkey could say.

" 'Gabriel', Mose, what's the matter

with Gabriel now!" By this time he

was swaying back and forth, his arms

outstretched.

"Ah knowed he gwine ter call me 'fo'

Ah done confessed. 0, Lawd, 0, Mars'

Sam, save ole Mose! Ah done stole dis

hyah uni-form ! Ah done stole it. Dat's

all, jes' stole it. Ah ain't neber saved

nobody frum drownin'; Ah ain't neber

drowned, mahself ; Ah ain 't neber swum
further 'n ten feet at a stretch. Ah'se

a po' sinner, Lawd, and take frum me
yo' servant Gabriel."

Suddenly he stopped still, dropped his

arms limply at his sides, and looked

about him bewildered.

"Whar dat dair trumpet, Mars'

Sam?"

"I told them to move on, Mose."

He looked at me unsteadily, "Oh,

Lawd. oh Mars' Sam, yer tole whut tei

move on?"

"The little boys who were makir

such a racket with that bugle."

Mose rose slowly to his feet. "Mars 1

Sam, Ah done thought Ah'se nearin' d<

heavenly yards. Who dat you say blowec

dat trumpet?"

I pointed through the open door t<

the two little negro boys, now standing

on the opposite street corner, tinkering

with the bugle. Mose made a move

toward the door.

1
' Mose ! come here

! " he turned slowl]

back and faced me, his head bowec

"I'm glad you confessed to me, Mose,"

I said. "And I'm glad the voice of the

Lord reached you.
'

'

"Yassa, Mars' Sam, fer sho' Ah
glad too. De Lawd he done showed m(

right. Yassa, de Lawd he done showec

me right.
'

'

"And now, Mose, you are going to tell

everyone the real story about your uni-

form, aren't you?"

Mose looked at me sheepishly. "Mars'

Sam, Mars' Sam, an' dey'd only think

Ah wus lyin' to 'em, fer sho'."

There was another shrill blast of the

bugle. Mose snatched up his cane and

stumbled toward the door hurriedly.

"Thank ye, Mars' Sam ..." Then he

straightened up his bent shoulders as
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best lie could, and with a self-righteous

iir, stalked out into the street.

•• Ah '11 learn ye!" he shrieked, * * Ah 11

learn ye! Blowin' trumpets in white

folks' yards' Aiidi learn yel" And
old Mose shook his cane men
the two little

duw ii the si 1

1

THE TWO GUESTS
Elizabeth Hart

In my house to-night there are two

guests, neither of whom can be called

in utter stranger. One of them is here

with me in my room, standing close be-

side my bed; his burning nands are

j tressed upon my cheeks and forehead,

and his voice is droning in my ears.

When I open my eyes, I cannot see his

face, for it is gray and blurred. He
kisses me, and my lips grow parched;

he breathes on me, and my limbs shiver,

although my head is consumed with heat.

Perhaps you, too, have known this guest

;

his name is Fever.

The other guest is down stairs in the

living-room. I know just how every-

thing looks in that room. If only Fever

would take his hands from my cheeks,

I should like to go down there and

watch the candles flickering in the rainy

spring wind that drifts in through the

French windows, left ajar. I Bhould

like to see my scarlet books on their low

shelves, and lounge in my cushioned

chair, and lose my eyes in the cool blue-

ness of the big water-color of the -
I

should even like to lean over the piano

and listen to my second guest 's music

I hear him so faintly here, becai;

Fever's voice. Still, the hands at the

piano are very beautiful, like the candle-

light, and the spring wind. Perhaps af-

ter a while I shall forget Fever, and hear

nothing but the music of my second

sruest, whose name is Brahms.



Perhaps one of the most immature of

comments vouchsafed in answer to re-

quest for criticism is the comfortable,

"Rather young, don't you think?" It

is a convenient and rather intellectual

observation, indeed, to be heard making,

for it puts us above childish things, and

implies that we have passed through and

beyond that "stage" (we do not bother

about what stage). At any rate, it stim-

mulates others to consider the question

of where this young quality of imma-

turity grows; it frequently inspires a

pessimist and an optimist to withdraw

from silent battle to harmless argument.

The optimist declares that immaturity

grows where young people attempt to

write about things of which they have

no knowledge; the pessimist, however,

insists that it is present chiefly when
they write merely about what they

know. The question is fairly stimulat-

ing. Fortunately it can never be set-

tled, owing to the fact that it is singu-

larly difficult to ascertain in the first

place whether the young writer is writ-

ing about what he knows or not.

The obvious attempt at the practical

essay is a fair example of our problem.

How a Play is Produced* reads the title.

It is reasonable to suppose that the writ-

er considers that she has accurate knowl-

*The Lantern, Bryn Mawr, March, 1923.

edge of the stage. Yet is not that very

assurance that she knows the subject

fairly comprehensively, a bit "young"
in itself? Perhaps, however, we are

convinced by the assemblage of facts, as

also by the efficient, brief style of the

author; perhaps, after all, she does not

claim to be all wise, although her final

statement is fairly assertive: "This is

our modern drama", says she.

This problem of immaturity is, how-

ever, far more complex as it is met in

the short story, that delightful embodi-

ment of most literary problems. Here

especially do the opinionists disagree.

The one breathes a sigh of relief at the

opening statement of Samaria*

"That he should never have gone on

Kennedy's party was the first thought

that drifted into the returning con-

sciousness of Dudley Cuthbert Cum-

mings the following morning." Mixed

drinks and the situation of a respectable

fiance being nursed in the apartment of

a chorus girl, are, according to him,

what the writer knows about. He feels

delight at a brief reference to Lesbia,

"She was too thin, he decided."

The other opinionist enjoys with quiet

contentment The Epitaph of an Artist.*

Here he feels is maturity: maturity of

loveliness, freedom from the grating

chains of materialism.

'

' The Signor Malipiesti rose from his

320
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writing table of black and gold lacquer

- all the way from ( Ihina by merchant

caravan and stood Looking at tin 1 canals

of Venice, v\ ith a smile on his thin face.

Here lie finds promise promise of ;i

>ry •illuminated (like the parchment

box within the tale) in red and candle-

flame blue" flame of impressions!

Then, too. we find tin 1 question of

humor dragged into the argument. The

optimist considers humor a sign, perhaps

even a cause, of maturity; the pessimist

smiles synically, for he considers an

r-liow of good humor a result of

childish delight in an obviously dull

world. ''Let the children play, if they

like !" he sighs. He cannot appreciate

the middle-aged English maidens, who
"steeped in their tawdry little enthusi-

asms." tour the art galleries of Europe,

quirting their appreciation like a hose

at the objects that appeal to them.*

*Yah Literary Magazine, February,

1923.

Furthermore, when a pi<

is peculiarly t., the point, its mat

and youthfulnees air both Lmmed
and loudly acclaimed bj re»j>cctiv<

puting par! i(

"The world is QOt as sim;

that !" snaps the one,

"An interesting conclusion, reached

after thoughtful consideration," de-

dares the other.

We will nol view the risk

accused of immaturity therefore. b>

drawing this discussion to too conclu-

;:il end. We would BUggCSt, how-

ever, a final test for maturity: that of

sincerity, which is a decidedly optimistic

stand to take, because it implies that to

grow older is to desire sincerity. There

is room in sincerity for temperament

:

that is, we may write idealist ically. <>r

materialistically, cynically or bumorce-

ly, clearly or subtly, whichever we pre-

fer, with, however, the understanding

that if we once cease to be consi

with your temperament, then we shall

assuredly become immature, and until

we become accustomed to that tempera-

ment, we shall be anyway.
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IMPORTER
FORMERLY ON FIFTH AVENUE

Smart Attire
For Every Occasion

GOWNS DRESSES SUITS

COATS WRAPS BLOUSES

HATS FURS

Decisive Reductions

Now in effect on everything

Stearns Building
Two Eighty Nine Bridge St.

Springfield, Massachusetts



The Shop for individual and

distinctive gifts

207 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts

Visit Our Tea Room

On the approved list of Smith College

For the biggest and best line of

COLLEGE FOOTWEAR

at popular prices

visit

FLEMING'S SHOE SHOP
211 Main Street

Northampton, Massachusetts



PUBLICSALES
We have purchased 122,000 pair U. S.

Army Muuson last slices, si/vs o^ to 12

which was the entire surplus stock of one
of the largest U. S. Government shoe

rent rartcrs.

This shoo is guaranteed one hundred
]ht cent B< lid leather, color dark tan.

bellows tongue, dirt and waterproof. The
actual value of this shoe is $6.00. Owing
to this tremendous buy we can offer same
to the public at $2.95.

Send correct size. Pay postman on
delivery or send money order. If shoes

are not as represented we will cheerfully

refund your money promptly upon request

NATIONAL
BAY STATE SHOE CO.

296 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

C. N. FITTS

Students

Room Furnishings

137 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

We invite the attention of Smith

College students to our line of Wright

& Ditson Golf Clubs, Balls and Bags;

Tennis Rackets, Balls and Nets. Dis-

criminating buyers know the value of

our lines.

Foster-Farrar Company

Fine Shoe Repairing

Done at Reasonable Prices at the

Electric Shoe

Repairing Shop
FRANK MIENTKA

15 Masonic St., Northampton

E. J. Gare <Sl Son

JEWELERS

112 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

FORD
The Universal Car

Show Room and Parts Department

24 Center Street

Tel. 470

Service and Repairs

Hotel Garage, Rear 203 Main St.

Tel. 187

CHASE MOTOR CO
~o-m~<y^mc M !:' '
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COMING ATTRACTIONS

Among pictures to be shown in the near future are: "FURY"
with Richard Barthelmess and Dorothy Gish; "GRUMPY" a Wm. C.

DeMille production with Theodore Roberts; "GLIMPSES OF THE
MOON" Mrs. Wharton's story of modern social life abroad; "MY
AMERICAN WIFE" with Gloria Swanson; "MIGHTY LAK' A
ROSE" with James Rennie; "THE DANGEROUS AGE" a John

M. Stahl production; "THE WHITE FLOWER" with Betty Comp-

son and "THE NE'ER DO WELL" from the novel of Rex Beach

featuring Thomas Meighan.

FOR SPORTS

SNAPPY TOGS
APLENTY

The Sports costume answers unusual requirements these days. Besides
lending itself to the greater outdoor activities, general picturesqueness

is prevalent. Color provides the new note this season, and throughout our
Sports Section you will find evidences of shades oriental and new com-
bined in harmonious contrast. Too, new stylings and new fabrics en-

hance the charm of their adaptation. Togs in many versions

for your selection.

SWEATERS SUITS HATS
PLEATED SKIRTS

And Accessories that speak of individuality achieved—
Bandanas,—Sports Hose,—Oxfords— 'Kerchiefs.

Albert $tetger CJompatuj

g>pringfielb, Haaa.



BOYDEN'S
196 Main Street

Tel. 33

Come to Us

for a

REAL STEAK DINNER

Open 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

When you want

BIRTHDAY GIFTS

or

BRIDGE PRIZES

Come to us.

We have always a nice assortment on

hand directly from Japan and China

including

:

Lamps, Baskets, Beads, Jewelries, Old-

Embroideries, China and Wooden Wares,

Laquor Works and various other novelties.

T. 0N0 & COMPANY
14 Center Street, Northampton

Telephone 1253-W

The mod OOmplttf 111..- 1,1

TOILET ARTICLES
IMPORTED PERFUMES

Sodas

LUNCHEONS
Ico Cream Sundaes

Candies of Excellence

KINGSLEY'S Inc.
The Attractive Store

GRUEN-
the mark of Highest Artistry

ARTHUR P. WOOD
The J( W( I Store

also the

Watch and Clock Hospital
197 Main St., Opp. City Hall

Tel. 1307-M.

CADILLAC DODGE BROS.

Northampton Garage Co.

Next to P. O.

TAXI and RENTAL SERVICE

Tels. 8240—583

TheMary Marguerite

TEA ROOM AND FOOD SHOP

21 State St.

Luncheons and Supper 11 to 6.30

Accommodations made for private

dinner parties



Compliment Your Friends

with Flowers—A gift of flowers is

a compliment that cannot be
misunderstood.

Butler &l Ullman

E. ALBERTS
Correct College Footwear

'RADIO BOOTS"
For every occasion

On in a flash, off in a flash"

'The Store Nearest the College'

241 MAIN STREET

Commencement Gifts

There is nothing better than a

book. You will find a

good selection

at

COMMENCEMENT
GIFTS

at

BRIDGMAN & LYMAN
108 Main Street

JULIA B. CAHILL
219 Main Street

Specializing in

—

BLOUSES
TOPLESS CORSETS

BANDEAUX
Hand-made Underwear

Separate Skirts Hosiery

iHrOIaUuma

Separiment

£>tatt

The Draper

Northampton's Leading Hotel

WM. M. KIMBALL, Proprietor

EUROPEAN PliAV

Northampton,

Gifts That Last

JAMES BERRY
JEWELER

Official Watch Inspector

K. Y., N. H. & H. R. R.

Draper Hotel Building

161 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Compliments of

Bon Marchg



You will never regret trading at TeL 80 i>hv *nd |

the College Taxi ( )o«
Buooomot to Hint t Ti ri Co i

BOSTON FRUIT STORE
W M. (i. M AllAU. |

11 Giuffre & Co.

Taxi,

The Pioneer Fruit House of

Touring Car

and

Northampton
Limousine

SERVICE

Tel. 370 235 Main Street Office: 188 Main St., Northampton

Northampton
Commercial College

LAMBIE'S
We specialize in the following

merchandise for College Girls:

Offers courses which give a

thorough technical training

to those who desire

Corsets,

Silk Underwear,

Blouses, Silks,

Secretarial Positions

1 Positions as Commercial Teachers

Private lessons night or day

Send for catalogue

Dress Trimmings

Neckwear, Hosiery,

Draperies, Coats

and Suits
j

Agents for

Lewandos Dye House

All makes

Standard and Portable Typewriters

Sold, Rented, Repaired. Supplies.

CORONA agency.

76 Pleasant Street
J, E. Lambie & Co.

NORTHAMPTON - MASSACHUSETTS 92 Main Street



TODD'S
Winter time Hosiery for the Smith Girl!

Complete, new lines of winter Hosiery

for Sports and School wear.

Woolen Sport and Silk Hosiery de luxe in

attractive mixtures and a variety of

colors.

Woolen clocked hosiery in popular favor

for Sports wear this Winter—predict the

fashion magazines.

Quality—Fair Prices—Service.

TODD'S

Harper Method
Hair Dressing

Shampooing, Treatments, Manicuring
Bob Hair Cutting

I
Marcel Waving Water Waving

Facial Massage

R. L. SUTHERLAND
Nonotuck National Bank Building

78 Main Street

College Lamp Repairing

JEL

0JT8©HS
ELECTRIC SHOP
9/ MAIN ST(J£CT e>HON£ /J07*V

Northampton » Mass.

FTDCT NKTIONRL BANK
rliWl NORTHAMPTON

The Bank on the Cornet* —«

The Copper Kettle |

Has reopened and is serving J

Breakfast Teas
j
B

Luncheon Supper
j

Dinner Parties Ordered in Advance

Fudge Cake Mail Orders Promptly Filled
\

!

Northampton National Bank;

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

The Bank for Everybody

We solicit your account

Mitcfjetl-lelkm
i

PHOTOGRAPHERS

to Smith Seniors 1922 and 1923

Tel. 1753 241 Main St.

SPECIAL BATES TO STUDENTS



JUST SAY, CHARGE IT
Your account is solicited at this Long

established good shop. STou will like oni

line work, prompt service and
reasonable charges.

}'(>!/ son rely on

WITHERELL 'S
for the best

Dry Cleaning, Dyeing, Remodeling,
Repairing and Pressing

of all garments.
Phono L398 and our motor will call.

199 Main St., opp. City Hall
7,oofc for the Yellow Signs

THE G. W.

WE
LAYTHE SHOE CO.

cordially invite the students and faculty

of Smith College to make our store their

down -town meeting place. A pleasant

place to meet one's companions. Our

telephone at your disposal.

Next door to Western Union.

Shoes, Hosiery and Rubbers of Quality.

('an wo servo \<>u iii iheel music,

grafonola records, ukelelea, strings,

etel Wo will be pleased to till oither

from stock or by special order, anj of

your musical wants at Now Fori

Boston discount rates. Prompt deliver}

Berries to your address.

WHITE'S MUSIC SHOP
Northampton.

Phono: Postal Telegraph L89 Main st.

FEDERAL
System of Bakeries

169 Main Street

Draper Hotel Building

MARCEL WATER WAVE

Celia ML Belanger
HAIRDRESSER

Tel. 688-W

277 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON

Scalp Treatment. Shampooing

SCHULTZ, Inc.
Marcel Waving Manicuring

PLYMOUTH INN

223 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Everything in baked goods

Federal quality.

Open or Closed Packards for Hire

City Taxicab Co.
TEL. 96-W

Draper Bldg., Edw. Sarazin. Prop.

You Can Depend on Our Service



Allison Spence
Photographer

THE SHELDON STUDIO
102 Main St. Northampton

ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCES

Make

SENSIBLE GIFTS j

Used by the whole family all the

year around.

NORTHAMPTON ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO. j

I

POLO JUMPING

High Schooled Lessons

Saddle Horses, Polo Ponies

and Jumping always on sale.

Phone 191-R
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EDITORIAL

We search for perfection, however

little we may expect to find it. Perhaps

we would not recognize it upon actual

encounter ; its very entirety might dazzle

us ; but the pursuit in itself is laudable,

if carried on generously. Accordingly,

we do not make exorbitant demands

upon this the Senior Issue of the

Monthly. We know how seldom perfec-

tion may be attained, and we are ready

to respect the faintest shadow of its

presence, the slightest hint of an un-

derstanding of its meaning, wherever we

may find them. Our conclusion is that

the Seniors have caught a fuller sense

of the perfect than we their juniors have

as yet perceived.

The reason is not that the Senioi

a year or two years or three years older

than we are; passage of time in itself,

signifies nothing. It is that college baa

meant something to them; lias BhoWD

them things they would never bare

found unguided. has taught them to

know the wider implications of things

they could already see for thems. 1

This Monthly is only an outward

sign of something deeper and broi

the something that is the life-breath of

the eollc^e. For if there is an;.

who has spent four y ( an in college with-

out discovering a fuller meanii

least in what mosl closely intere-t

she might better never have come.

323
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BARRIERS
Sarah Riggs

I may commune with night and wind
Alone in starry space

—

But how am I to talk with you
Who never turn your face ?

I do not fear to tread the hills

Companionless by day

—

But stranger-like I walk with you
Who keep your eyes away.

We talk of trivial things and laugh
As friendly people do,

But all the while I know that this

Is not the deeper you.

T am not a child, to ask
That you love tirelessly.

1 r>nly long to know you have
Some smallest need of me

!

JEWEL-SHOP
Louise Guyol

Soft gold of many words,

gold burnt and refined

in the white-hot blaze

of a poet 's mind.

Gold beaten and wrought
to the grace of sea-birds,

cut with keen-edged thought,

minted to lovely phrase.

II

Chip with a pitiless pen,

File off unneeded words,

Scatter letters and syllables in a fine dust,

Till every facet of the poem
Sparkles, reflecting thought.



A RAMBLE IN THE FIELD OF NONSENSE
Louise Guyol

Only a genius can write nonsense that

is not filled with sense. Sensible non-

sense is unbearable, for indeed, "to ra-

tionalize the absurd is to make it impos
siblo." On the other hand, nonsense

that does not pretend to have sense as a

basis is delightful, irresistible, and ex-

ceedingly difficult to write. By virtue

of its being intrinsically irrational, it is

imbued with that which we must call

sense; for our vocabulary goes limping

on the crutches of double meanings. It

is the sort of sense that could be defined

merely as consistency to one ideal, the

same quality that proves a murderer to

be essentially good because he has been

thoroughly bad, hence true to his in-

herent self.

Take Alice's Adventures in Wonder-

land, for example. Is there any other

book like it in the world, any book that

carries you, spell-bound and credulous,

into a country that is contrary to every

dictum of reason and experience? Is

there any other that so calmly assumes

the ridiculous to be normal, the impos-

sible to be natural, and that disregards

physical limitations to such a degree that

the very imagination is put to shame?

The only one that comes near to attain-

ing the same perfection is The Hunt-

ing of the Snark; and that is by the

same author. Perhaps Edward Lear

makes an approach: "The Dong with

the Luminous Nose" and "The Pebble

who had no Toes" are sprung no doubt

from the same ancestral and antedilu-

vian tree as the Snark, and must cer-

tainly be akin to the Jubjub Bird and

tl.o Jabberwock. Bui Bdward 1.

writing indicates a pal.- eousinlj n la

tionship only, not the l'Iow of literarj

brotherhood.

Thai which sets Alice and her whole
series of adventures apart in a colorful

and haloed region is an atmosphere thai

defies analysis. The Nansenm /.'/"<
i

can be analyzed, with difficulty, uo

doubt, and after prayerful meditation;

hut with some adequacy, none the less

"Far and few, far and few,

Are the lands where the Jumbli. -

live:

Their heads are green and their hands
are blue,

And they went to sea in a sieve."

You like the Jumblies, in the first pi

for their name; it holds a multitude of

pleasant suggestions. You like them bo-

cause they are fearless adventurous

souls, and unique: you like their color-

scheme, their menu, their metro. And

the "Old Man with a Beard, Who said.

It is just as I feared. Two Owls and a

Hen, Four Lai'ks and a Wren. Have all

made their Nest in my Beard"— : the

cadence to those lines, which are prac-

tically doggerel in effect, makes the" 1

unforgettable: and the delightful con-

versation of the Old Man. who is of

course the sort of person that always

says "I told you so", warms your heart

toward him. Similarly. Alico has all

these virtues: names that fairly quicken

the pulse of the imagination, songs

whose metre sines them into your brain

ineradicably. characters who fascinate

at first sight, and who never let yon

325
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forget them after you once make thci

acquaintance. But the incomparable

rest of its beauties! It has the elusive-

ness of Kenneth Grahame's delicately

fantastic creations, the air of verity that

permeates the Just So Stories, the rol-

licking absurdity that fills the Bab

ballads, and the keenly satiric penetra-

tion of all three. It includes and sur-

passes the imagination that made those

others possible, and is highly flavored

with the wit and individuality that only

Lewis Carrol could bestow.

The points of resemblance between

all these merely serve to make each

more piquant. Every character in Alice,

from the heroine herself, her friends the

Red and White Queens, and the Dodo,

to the very flamingoes and hedgehogs

that suffered as croquet-balls and mal-

lets at the garden-party, is a living type

drawn directly from grotesque human-

ity. Surely Humpty Dumpty is no

more than a transferred personality,

with his incorrigible rudeness, his van-

ity, and the naive insight with which he

proves the truth of his ridiculous state-

ments. And the Blue Caterpillar! and

the Cheshire Cat! and Tweedledum and

Tweedledee! They are not only human,

they are immortal. Merely to list the

characters in the book would be to re-

call a hundred sentences and phrases

that are indispensable to mind and lit-

erature to-day : every line of the book is

a subject sufficiently inspiring for an-

other book.

In much the same way. all the char-

acters in Kenneth Grahame's The

Wind in the Willows live and move

and have their beinsr in an atmosphere

as real as reality. It is impossible that

Ton have never known a person like

Toad—poor, impulsive, crazy Toad,

who is completelv lovable and utterlv

to be condemned, who yields impetu-

ously to every fad and suffers the most

terrible consequences, who plays hypo-

crite in a superb manner and repents

in a manner more superb. Then the

Water-Rat, and his friend Mole: they

are drawn with a touch so ironic and so

sympathetic that through the account

of their tiny unhuman lives it is a little

easier to understand the whimsical ways

of humankind.

Still their world lacks something that

Alice's world has: their world is con-

sistently rational; actual rivers run

through it, rivers that must be crossed

in boats; its creatures must overcome

material obstacles as we of this universe

must. Alice, on the contrary, can con-

veniently alter her height to suit her

purpose and surroundings, and the fact

that she has not always control over

such alterations only gives them more

zest. The pools where she swims arc

pools of tears ; the river where she rows

is a versatile river that becomes after a

while a shop with everything conceiv-

able displayed on its shelves. Indeed,

the only parallel to such a capricious

landscape is to be found in fairy-tales,

which have two elements in common

with Alice: constant recurrence of the

marvellous, and characters that are im-

pressively ingenious. Even so, the

prince and princess and troll are stereo-

typed persons rather than personalities,

hardly differing from tale to tale ex-

cept in name and in surrounding cir-

cumstances. And after all, a glass

mountain or a lake of fire is disconcert-

ing but not unconquerable. It is with-

in reason to suppose that glass, even in

the form of a mountain, could be shat-

tered, that a lake of fire could be avoid-

ed by means of a detour. But what,

within reason, can be done about a river

that refuses to remain a river?
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Of course, as in Alue, there are also

extraordinary beasts that haunt evt i \

fairy tale—dragons that spit green tin-.

winged serpents with glimmering scales

ut' every color, horrible creatures that

inhabit sea and cave and forest. Hut

these are as essentially different from

the animals of Alice as the ordinary

fairy princess is different from Alice

herself. They do not even pretend to

have an air of reality or of individu-

ality; reading about them, one merely

assumes politeness and follows the spirit

of Wordsworth in agreeing to a "sus

pension of disbelief," very transitory,

very self-conscious. Alice's motly beasts

demand no such assumption ; one reads

about them—and never thinks for a

moment whether they are real or not.

Even the animals that follow Dr.

Doolittle in his wonderful voyages,

lovable as they are, do not seem human.

Polynesia the Parrot is a charming and

original creature ; the duck, the dog,

the monkeys, and that surpassing prod-

uct of the imagination, the Pushmipull-

you, are all delightful; but they are

purely fictitious. They have not the

historic quality of the White Rabbit or

the March Hare, who share honors only

with Mother Goose and some of the Just-

So menagerie. Of course, the relation-

ship between Mother Goose and Alice,

though indefinable, is very close. One

is sure that a common ancestral blood

flows in their veins—at the least, that

of Eve. And certainly the Cat that

Walked by Himself, and the Camel who

lived in the midst of a Howling Desert

because he did not want to work, and

the Elephant's Child with his 'satiable

Curtiosity, are as divinely human as

the Walrus and the Carpenter them-

selves. They are portrayed with the

nonchalance and matter-of-fact fanci-

fulness that runs through the Hunt-

uaj af th< Smnk, u h<» is afnmtomed
to rise so late that he "frequently
breakfasts at li\c o'clock tea. and dines

on the following day." it is onlj

Lewis Carroll's geninj that can logiealt)

connect the quite Unrelated in Mich a

manner as this

—

"Distinguishing those that have leath-

ers, and bite,

From those that have whiskers, and
scratch."

That elfish touch is obviously the Hum
that marks every poem in Alice;

'

' They told me you had been to her,

And mentioned me to him

:

She gave me a good character,

But said I could not swim."

Not even Kipling can capture such non-

sensical and careless rapture, though he

is somewhat near in such lines as

:

'I am the Most Wise Baviaan, saying

in most wise tones,

'Let us melt into the landscape, just

us two by our lones. '

'

'

But when it come to
'

' Twas brillig

and the slithy toves", or "The little

fishes' answer was, We cannot do it, sir,

because
—

", then comparisons and ad-

jectives fail, and there is nothing left

but a feeling blasphemously akin to

idol-worship. Kipling is as tasteless as

wTater that has been boiled, beside So-oop

of the E-e-evening, beau-utiful, beauti-

ful Soo-oop!

The essential difference between all

these others, with their undeniable and

irresistible excellencies, and Alice itself,

is their continual endeavor to cling fast

to the fundamentals of actuality, to fol-

low the physical senses as criteria, in

short, "to rationalize the absurd". Ed-

ward Lear is not always conscientiously

sensible; permits the Jumblies to go to

sea in a sieve, for example, but that is

an exception. Most of his creatures are

formed of cloud and color and light,

and do not pretend to be more than
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imaginings, very beguiling to read

about. Such as this are the matrimonial

Owl and Pussy-Cat, with their beautiful

pea-green boat. Kenneth Grahame,

again, never breaks the slender chains

that bind him and his fancy to earth.

When Toad, unfortunate wretch, be-

comes a speed fiend and tears along the

highway in a bright yellow motor-car

—

stolen !— , he comes to inevitable misfor-

tune, and is not only wrecked, but

arrested, and thrown into prison. Now,

had Alice been placed in a similar pre-

dicament, or motor-car, the Blue Cater-

pillar might have stopped her with his

hookah, confiscated the car, driven away

from Alice, leaving her astounded and

helpless, and in his turn been prosecuted

by the wrathy Queen, whose instant de-

cree, "Off with his head", would be

irrevocably delayed by the fact that no

one could agree on the point at which

the Blue Caterpillar's head began. But

Kenneth Grahame insists on being plaus-

ible, insofar as possible, in the realm

where his characters wander. He even

admits the weather ; one encounters sun

and rain and all the seasons in his book.

The key-note of Dr. Doolittle is sounded

in an impossible rationality at the very

opening of the book. The good doctor

understands the language of animals;

hence everything in the story is made ac-

countable, and to some extent, is motiv-

ated. All things follow in neat sequence,

involving interest but no wonder. Every-

thing in the book is quite tangible, from

sea and ship and forest to all the crea-

tures of the story.

To be absolute contrary, Alice's ad-

ventures begin by taking an absurdity

for granted: her fall down the rabbit-

hole, which is anything but a normal

rabbit-hole, to start with. Impossibility

treads the heel of impossibility; every

adventure Alice meets, every curious

beast or person she encounters, partakes

a little more of this quality of non-

sense. And so, every creature is human
and convincing. The nervous White

Rabbit—"Oh, my ears and whiskers,

how late it 's getting ! '
'—wins the reader

instantly. How could one help believ-

ing in him? Does he not carry a

watch? The Cheshire Cat is fairly

worthy of adoration, with its delightful

semi-cynicism and its complete non-

chalance. The Gryphon and Mock
Turtle are most ridiculous and appeal-

ing of all. And as for poor little Bill

the Lizard—who could resist him by re-

fusing to believe in him, as he sits in

the jury-box, writing with his finger,

using the ink that trickles down his

face? The whole world of Wonderland

and its people have something of the ef-

fect of a landscape, fairly familiar, that

one is accustomed to see only in the day-

light, and has occasion ta cross, for the

first time, at twilight. It is still light

enough for objects to be distinguished

and recognized. But there is a glamor

shining over the whole scene, due partly

to the young pale-silver moon, partly to

the delicate first stars, and partly to the

green and mauve that reflects from the

edge of the sky. In this faery light the

trees are larger and blacker than mem-

ory pictures them, the paths twist

crookedly across the dusky field, the hills

in the distance are curiously shaped.

Everything has lost the taint of com-

monplaceness ; the air is sweet with the

possibility of most delightful adventures.

And with every step strange whispers

stir your hair.

The glamor of Wonderland is thrown

over it by the personality of Lewis Car-

roll, which shines out with every word

spoken in the book, with every deed of
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the most unimportant character, and
which makes the whole unique and in-

comparable. The charm of the book is

impalpable; it includes so many ele-

ments that analysis is impossible. Its

very impalpability is one of those ele-

ments. But chief among them is also

the fact that Alice in Wonderland is

written as pure nonsense, unadulterated

with that commonest of adulterants,

common sense. It heeds not the limita-

tions of time, nor place, nor action ; and

as for the weather, most mundane of

considerations, it is mentioned hardly

more than twice. Once is the time when

Tweedledum and Tweedledee are about

to have their battle. Darkness as of an

approaching thunderstorm covers the

wood. But the thundercloud proves to

be nothing more than a monstrous crow,

as black as a tar-barrel. Another men-

tion of the weather is made in the first

stanza of the poem concerning the Wal-

rus and the Carpenter.

"The sun was shining on the

Shining frith all his might,
He did his verj best to make
The billows smooth end bright

And this was odd, because it v. as

The middle of the tight"

There is the recognizable symbol, the

motif of the whole book: nonsense writ-

ten with the naivete and sincerity of any

Bible story, nonsense that does not can-

to be considered as anything else. It is

consequently absorbing, and is capable

of as many interpretations as it lias

readers: which is to say, innumerable.

Any nonsense built on the light frame-

work of fancy and not on the heavy

cement of a factual basis, can soar like

a bright balloon to unimaginable heights.

And surely it is better to stare one star

in the face, having attained to its glory

by the aid of nonsense, than to watch

the distant glitter of a thousand, from

the earthy plane of common sense.
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REPRESSION*
Mary Coley

I went into my prison room
Where I had often been before

;

(I did not think it was my doom)
And someone came and shut the door.

I took my duster and my broom
And started in to sweep the floor

And set in order all my store.

I did not think it was my doom
When I went in my prison room
But someone shut the door.

Or else the wind has blown it shut

—

(My back was turned, I did not see.)

I know the wind was blowing, but

What was a blowing wind to me ?

I know the wind was blowing then

Because it rumpled up my hair

And so I shut the window there

To drive the wind outside again.

I would not have it blow my hair,

And toss my tidy thoughts about

!

(The wind that blew there over me)
I hated it exceedingly

—

I hated it ; I barred it out

—

Because the wind was free

—

(As I can never be.)

But though someone has shut me in

I know the wind is blowing still

;

I hear it screaming, fierce and thin,

I see it sweeping up the hill.

I look out through the window-pane,
(The window-pane I made so fast

It will not open, though I strain)

And I can see the wind go past

!

I see the great clouds, end to end,

That part and join with every gust,

And I can see the pine trees bend
And all the snow fly up like dust.

It swirls in eddies like a cup
And scoops the icy hollows bare

—

If I could get the window up
Perhaps the wind would muss my hair

!

I think I should not care.
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It's been a good while since 1 came.
Th6 shadow three has crossed the wall

Although it looks so much the same
It hardly seems to move at all.

My things are all where they belong;
The duster lies beside the broom

—

I did not mean to stay so long.

1 only came to sweep the room
And now 1 press the sill and stare.

There is no need for me to shout;
My loom was hidden with sueh care
No one could ever find it out.

Once I was frank and unafraid
And showed the way to one or two

;

Bui some forgot, and some betrayed,
And others mocked my shining store.

When they were gone, I told no more.
No others ever knew.

No one will break the door.

And this alone is left for me

:

Amid the stillness and the gloom,

To live, (as long as life may be)

Forever in this narrow room.

Forever in this self-same spot,

Evil and good alike unknowing,
But hating not and fearing not,

Forget the wind was ever blowing

!

Forget the people in the town
Who push and jostle in the street,

Where throngs go surging up and down,
And space is wide and life is sweet

—

And sinking with a stifled cry

When pallid lips are starved and dry,

Here in this narrow room to live

;

To live—and presently to die

—

Christ !—will the window never give 1

Awarded the Mary Augusta Jordan
prize for 1922-23.



GLORIA MUNDI
Patricia Brown

CHARACTERS
Miss Jebb—a nurse

Robert Cartwell—a doctor

Virginia Blake—a new nurse

Mrs. Farnsworth

Mr. Lloyd

Miss Dunn

persons interested

in the Asylum

Scene—A room in an Insane Asylum

Time—The present

Scene—The curtain rises on a waiting

room in an Insane Asylum. It has no

more individuality than the anteroom of

any doctor's office—plain mission fur-

niture with dark leather cushions, pic-

tureless walls painted a cold blue-gray,

the conventional pile of last year's mag-

azines on the table. There are three

doors; at right and left—facing each

other; and one concealed by heavy gray

curtains, at the back, left center. Down-

stage left, with a chair behind it, is a

desk which faces the middle of the

room. Center stage right is a table with

two chairs near it. There are no win-

dows. Miss Jebb, a sharp, thin woman
of forty, is seated at the chair behind

the desk, knitting. Although her man-

ner is kindly for the most part, there is

a trace of slyness and fussiness about

her which one finds unpleasant, the more

so because it is scarcely perceptible. Her

eyes have a queer trick of shifting about

the room. She wears a gray uniform.

In a chair by the table sits Mrs. Fred-

erick Farnsworth perfunctorily gazing

at a magazine. She is a well-dressed],

middle-aged woman, utterly irrespon-

sible but perfectly harmless. She is the

type who serves on numerous committees

without ever doing any work, belongs

to a literary club in which she never

reads a paper, considering herself a re-

markable combination of the broadmind-

ed woman and the lady of the old

school.

For a moment after the curtain rises

there is silence. Miss Jebb continues to

knit, Mrs. Farnsworth turns a page of

the magazine, then—
Miss Jebb: (nodding her head sev-

eral times in quick succession and speak-

ing as though thinking out loud.) It's

too bad. (A nod.) It's too bad. (Mrs.

Farnsworth looks up quickly, starts to

ask what Miss Jebb has said, decides

that Miss Jebb did not speak and turns

over another page of her magazine.)

Miss Jebb : It 's too bad. It certainly

is too bad.

Mrs. Farnsworth : (Sure she is not

mistaken this time.) Did you speak to

me? I

Miss Jebb: (Looking up surprised.)

Speak to you? No, Mrs. Farnsworth.

(She bends to her knitting and Mrs.

Farnsworth to her book.)

Miss Jebb: (As though weighing

something in her mind.) Of course, of

course, most interesting—but it's too

bad just the same.

Mrs. Farnsworth: (Looking up

again.) What did you say?

Miss Jebb: I? Say? Why, nothing,

Mrs. Farnsworth.

Mrs. Farnsworth: (Nervously.) I

distinctly heard someone speak. It

must have been you.

332
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Miss Jkbb: (Trying to humor her.)

I'm afraid you're mistaken, Mrs.

Farnsworth.

Mrs. Farnsworth : (Doubtfully.) 1

don't like it at all, not at all. Someone
spoke. (Sfu puis down her magazine,

rises and goes our to the settee.)

Miss JEBB: (Looking at fur kindly

and shaking her haul.) It's really too

bad. (Mrs. Farnsworth turns around

quickly and is about to speak when a

hi 11, with a harsh, unpleasant note, is

rung impatiently. She sits nervously

on the edge of the settee. Miss Jebb

goes to the curtains at the back of the

room, draws them apart and unlocks

with some ceremony the heavy door they

ordinarily conceal. Virginia Blake

stands on the threshold. She is a small,

fair-haired girl about twenty with a del-

icately pretty face and eyes that cannot

conceal their eagerness to learn and

know. All her movements though grace-

fid are quick, impulsive. Just at pres-

ent excitement over her new work and

anticipation of something unknown has

keyed her beyond a normal pitch. She

hesitates a moment, then enters. The

curtains fall together behind her, slowly,

silently.)

Virginia: (Sweetly serious.) My
name is Blake, Virginia Blake.

Miss Jebb: (Graciously.) You are

to be under our care? You are a

—

(Looks about her surreptitiously)—not

feeling well?

Virginia: (Indignantly.) No, in-

deed. (The absurdity of the situation

amuses her.) How ridiculous! I'm the

new nurse.

Miss Jebb: Oh yes, (Slyly)—the

new nurse. (Then changing to her usual

way of speaking.) Well, this is splen-

did. Miss Blake. I should have known

you, of course. I am Miss Jebb. You

would like to see the doctor?

VlKiilM \ : I baV€ a gl I it !ii;i!i> •

tions to ask aim, l begin irork right

away, 1 sopp
Miss Jebb: Fes indeed Wt'rt a

pretty busy institution.

Virginia: I hope I won't !»<• too

stupid at first. I'm awfully eager to

learn.

Miss Jebb: Don't you irony. It will

!>» a radical change from what you're

accutomed to. of course, but you 11 soon

get used to our way of doing tin:

(A pause.) Everyone does.

VIRGINIA: (Impulsively.) Ob, I do

want to be of some use. I want to feel

that I am honestly helping the nnfor

tunate people who live here.

Miss Jebb: It's entirely up to you,

my dear. Just let me give you one piec

of advice. Utilize your time. Plan to

have every minute of the day mapped

out to some purpose.

Virginia: Yes'm.

Miss Jebb: There, put your bag in

the corner, will you? It will be taken

to your room later. I'll leave you with

Mrs. Farnsworth while I tell the doctor

you're here. (She starts to go toward

the door at the left, then turns back.)

Why, you don't know each other, do

you? Mrs. Farnsworth, I'd like to have

you meet Miss Blake, our new nurse.

Mrs. Farnsworth (Slyly) takes a—er—

a

great interest in the work we are doing

here.

(Mrs. Farnsworth boivs benignly.

Miss Jebb, muttering to herself, goes out

the door at the left. Virginia somewhat

embarrassed stands near the desk.

There is a moment of silence, thai

Mrs. Farnsworth rises from the settee

where she has been and sits in a chair

near the table.)

Mrs. Farnsworth (In her most

social tone.) I think it's perfectly splen-

did the work girls are allowed to go into
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nowadays. It's remarkable how many
lines of work women are in.

Virginia: It's exciting choosing a

life work but I have—I have to admit

—

I'm a little frightened.

Mrs. Farnsworth : I haven 't a doubt

of it. Someone was telling me just the

other day about their daughter, a lovely

girl, who was going to go into social

service work. Let me see now, who

was it?

Virginia: Lots of them do. I al-

most did myself, only as I knew a little

about nursing and that sort of thing,

this seemed more of a chance. I Ve often

wondered about people with mental

trouble. Insanity has a kind of fascina-

tion for me.

Mrs. Farnsworth : (Shuddering.)

My dear girl! Such talk is morbid.

Virginia: (Gaily.) Oh, no, it's not.

I'm interested, that's all. You can't

imagine how glad I was to get in here.

It's such a famous place, you know.

Run so independently, a world by it-

self. Aren't you proud of being con-

nected with it? You're a director, I

suppose.

Mrs. Farnsworth : (Bewildered.) A
director! Oh—yes—that is—yes, yes

indeed.

Virginia: I can't wait to see the

whole building, to begin!

Mrs. Farnsworth: Don't let them

work you too hard, my dear. That's my
advice to you. Remember your health

should come first, no matter what hap-

pens. Now, I look strong and well,

don't I? Well, I'm not. I'm nothing

but a bundle of nerves and it's just

because I 've tried to do too many things

all my life. Really, I'm nothing but a

bundle of nerves.

Virginia: But, Mrs. Farnsworth,

wouldn't you rather do things hard,

throw your life away in one tremendous

burst, than dwindle it out slowly and

carefully and safely?

Mrs. Farnsworth: (A little bored

by such a display of youthful spirits.)

Your enthusiasm is wonderful, my
child, just the way I was at your age.

Dear, dear, I do wish I could remember

the name of that girl who was going

into social service work.

(Just at that moment voices are

heard outside and Miss Dunn, a young

woman with a strident voice and a de-

termined mannert enters. With her is

Mr. Oliver Lloyd, middle-aged—with a

slightly nervous, absent-minded air.)

Mr. Lloyd: Oh, but, Miss Dunn,

consider for a moment the aesthetic

side, as Mr. James M. Barrie once said

to me. Surely you will admit that these

people need that.

Miss Dunn : No indeed, it is plain

efficiency that always counts most of all

in a place like this. (Coolly.) Why,
Mrs. Farnsworth, how do you do? I

didn't expect to see you here. You
know Mr. Lloyd, I believe.

Mrs. Farnsworth: Yes, indeed.

How do you do, Mr. Lloyd. And this

is Miss Blake. Miss Dunn. Mr. Lloyd.

Virginia: How do you do. (She

stands unobtrusively to one side. Miss

Dunn sits near the table. Mr. Lloyd

takes his place between the table and

the desk.)

Mr. Lloyd: We have been having a

most interesting discussion. I cannot

bring Miss Dunn round to my way of

thinking. The last time I was in Eng-

land Bernard Shaw and myself were

talking about exactly the same thing

and he agreed with me perfectly.

* Miss Dunn: In such an argument

which includes the whole world we live

in (She gives a comprehensive gesture

about the room), I don't understand

how either of you could say such a
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thing. Miss Blake, Blake is it not? Lei

mr advise you to always base your state

ments on facts, statistics, figures. It's

truth that we arc after nowadays.

Mr. Lloyd : (Trying ineffectual!}/ (>>

break in.) Nonsense, Miss Blake, DOB

sense. Follow your imagination.

Virginia: I'm afraid I don't under

stand.

Mrs. Farnsworth : Of course, she

doesn't. Neither do I. Can't you two

stop quarrelling

t

Mr. Lloyd: (Politely.) Certainly.

Miss Dunn: (Firmly.) Certainly—

not.

(Miss Jebb enters from the left with

the 6loci or, a tall, lean, somewhat un-

usual looking fellow with somber black

eyes and an embittered mouth. Mrs.

Farnsworth, Miss Dunn, and Mr. Lloyd

look annoyed at his presence.)

Mtss Jebb: Miss Blake, this is Dr.

Cartwell. (Virginia shakes hands with

m/kn shyly, obviously impressed as well

as attracted by him.)

Dr. Cartwell: (Seeing Virginia is

a little embarrassed by his gaze.) I'm

glad to meet our new nurse. You'd like

to look over the place, wouldn't you? I

can tell you about your duties while

we're doing that.

(Miss Jebb is seated at her dask

again, the other three, whom the doctor

has greeted with a curt nod, talk to-

gether in low tones.)

Virginia: (Earnestly.) I'm quite

ready to begin, Dr. Cartwell.

The Doctor: May I ask how you

happened to come here?

Virginia: (With youthful candor.)

It's hard to explain, but when you've

studied—sometimes you feel as though

you knew quite a lot, too much even,

and you can't be satisfied with things

as they are. You want to go on and

slum people V fortunate than your

self. 1 ><> you sec I

(Th( Doctor noils assent .)

Miss Jebb: (LoohmQ u]> from

port sh< has })> t n muhng ) Strar

ease. ( Jommon though.

(Virginia, looks at Miss J$bb to

she spoko, decide* tiki did not, tmd con

tinui s.

)

Virginia: Then sometimes (Slowly

as though thinking her way with dif

ficuUy) you have ideas and you want to

see how they'd work. You have to go

out into the world to do that, to ex

periment.

The Doctor: Yes, but what if those

experiments should fail?

Virginia: They can't. I believe 1

can do anything if I try hard enough

The Doctor: (With a short laugh.)

I thought that once. You'll find the

cards stacked against you in that game.

Virginia: (Confidently.) Life's a

fair game and that's what I came here

to play.

The Doctor: In an insane asylum

with a lot of crazy people?

Virginia: But I've come to help

them. I'll make them see I'm sincere

and honest. They'll trust me.

The Doctor: But don't you trust

them.

Virginia: Not trust them? Why
not?

The Doctor: It isn't safe for your

own well being. They are forever try-

ing to get the better of someone. The

minute your back is turned—well, they

don't stop at physical violence. That's

just a little warning on the side.

Virginia: (With a laugh.) Every-

one I've met so far has had some advice

to give me. (More seriously.) Not that

I don't need it but it's all so different.

Those two persons over there were start-
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ing to tell me something when you came.

They seem to know a lot. Are they

connected with this sanitarium?

The Doctor: (Drily.) Well—er

—

they are intensely interested in the work

we're doing here.

Virginia : Like Mrs. Farnsworth ?

The Doctor: Yes, just like Mrs.

Farnsworth.

Virginia: (Eagerly.) Can't we go

through the building now.—right away?

The Doctor: (Mimicking her.)

Now—right away. Yes, I presume we

might as well. (Gravely.) But don't

be too eager or anticipate too much

—

you'll be disappointed.

Virginia: I won't. I know I won't.

It's all going to be thrilling and won-

derful. I'm beginning to live, to touch

Life.

The Doctor: (As they start toward

the door at the right.) You mustn't let

anyone see if things don't come up to

your expectations. Just take them as

they are.

Virginia: Not let anyone know my
real feelings?

The Doctor: No, never. It's the

best way—here. And incidentally, I

hope you haven't a sense of humor.

Virginia: I'm afraid I have. Why?
The Doctor: You won't be able to

use it in a place like this.

Virginia: (Pausing at the door.)

I'm glad to have met you. I hope I'll

see you again.

(They go out the door at the right.

During the following conversation, Miss

Jebb continues her knitting, occasionally

stopping to write something on a piece

of paper.)

Mr. Lloyd: (Looking after the

doctor.) Seems like a harmless sort of

girl, but really that man is insufferable.

Wc might not have been in the room for

all the notice we got.

Mrs. Farnsworth: I've never seen

such rudeness. Pray, does he consider

himself different from other human be-

ings, better than they are?

Mr. Lloyd: Exactly, as though we
Avere not all a part of one great family

—

all the same—all

—

Miss Dunn: (Interrupting.) It's an

obvious fact to me that he's not quite

all

—

(She glances furtively at Miss Jebb

to see if she is looking and then taps

her head significantly.)

Mrs. Farnsworth: (Horrified.) Oh,

you don't mean it?

Mr. Lloyd: You're probably right,

Miss Dunn; constant association with

people suffering from mental trouble

has doubtless turned his own mind.

Mrs. Farnsworth : Dear, dear, what
are we to do ? Shall we have a meeting

of the directors?

Miss Dunn : Directors ?

Mr. Lloyd: Directors?

Mrs. Farnsworth : Er-yes. I was

—

er—asked to be one to-day. But when I

undertook the office I had no idea, not

the faintest, that one of the doctors

was—er

—

(Miss Dunn and Mr. Lloyd fry to stop

her by meaning looks at Miss Jebb, and

several discreet coughs. She finally

catches on and changes the subject.)

Mrs. Farnsworth (Quickly and

artificially with a glance at Bliss Jebb.)

My dear Miss Dunn, I knew I had some-

thing to ask you. Do you remember the

name of that girl I was telling Miss

Blake about? The one who was going

into social service work.

Mr. Lloyd: (Just catching the last

of her remark.) Very good too. Many
people are needed in that field. But,

alas, it's so inartistic. Did I ever tell

you what Mr. Meredith, Mr. George

Meredith, said to me. Lloyd, said he

—
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Miss Dunn: I know just whom von

mean, Mrs. Parnsworth. They live al

88 Park street, two houses from the

corner. The telephone number is well,

there's a three and a seven in it souk

where. I'll tell you in just a minute.

(She puts her finger to her he<id and

becomes absorbed in intense concentra-

tion.) 7-3-8-5—no, 3-8-7.

Mrs. Farnsworth: I didn't Bee you

at the opera the other night, Mr. Lloyd.

Mr. Lloyd: (He looks puzzled a

minute.) The opera? (Then brightly.)

Oh, no. I have a young dramatist friend

who asked me down to the rehearsal of

a piece of his.

Mix's. Farnsworth I belong to a

dramatic club. We each read a part

from some play at meetings. Was your

friend's drama successful?

Mr. Lloyd : Only fair, only fair.

Supernatural, forests moving, witches

and that sort of thing. I wish he'd

change the last act. Have it all a dream,

you know. The unhappy ending is

frightfully common nowadays.

Miss Jebb : (At her desk.) Most in-

teresting. Eeally most interesting.

Mrs. Farnswtorth Urn—I hardly

think I'd like it.

Mr. Lloyd: No. I don't think you
would—not your type. He 's a nice boy
though. Too bad his plays don't have

the right appeal.

Miss Dunn: (Triumphantly.) I

have the number—6374.

(From now on they talk in a wild,

scattered manner, their voices becoming

louder and louder as they interrupt and
break in upon each other.)

Mrs. Farnsworth: Oh, if I could

just think of that girl's name. It

makes me so nervous, and I'm nothing

but a bundle of nerves anyway. (She

begins to weep softly.)

Mi Dm ( loneenf rate ooi

trat< Mi Parnsworth. That'i why
I 'm in PO8S0aMOn Of M many farts I

concentrate. Did yon know that Loo
don had a population of 8

people 1

Mr. Lloyd : Don 't lei her won]
Mrs. Parnsworth. Tell me, have yon

read my new hook "Nicholas Nictiebj

Miss Di \ n
: Thai Rome was brand

ed in 7:::. 15. C.I

Mrs. Parnsworth: (Drying h<>

eyes.) lint I thought— I thought some-

one wrote that.

Miss Dtnn : That Salt Lake coven

2,000 square miles?

Mr. Lloyd : (Blandly.) Quite so,

quite so, my dear lady, but I'm Dick

ens— that
?

s my nom-de-plume.

il/iss Jebb: (At the desk shakes hrr

head.) It 's too bad, it 's too bad.

(Miss Dunn continues to shout facts.

Mrs. Farnsworth makes feeble and in-

effectual remarks about nerves and the

girl in social service work. Mr. Lloyd,

dispairing of an audience there, ace

Miss Jebb.)

Mr. Lloyd: Would you be inter

in knowing that my name was Charles

Dickens—a nom-de-plume? (Then to

Miss Dunn.) Madame, will you be quiet ?

Oh, this is insufferable, insufferable. To

treat me—Dickens,

—

(At this point when they are all

babbling incoherently and gesticulating

wildly, the door at the left opens and

Virginia enters followed by the doctor.

Virginia, stunned at seeing what she

thought were three normal people hope-

lessly insane, stands looking at them,

her eyes filled with a blank stare of hor-

ror. The doctor orders Miss Jebb to

take them away. All but the doctor and

Virginia go out the door at the left.

The doctor watches them ivith a mirth-
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less smile on his face. The room is quiet

save for the faint sound of Miss Dunn's

voice calling out numbers, then that too

dies away.)

(Virginia goes slowly to the chair at

the right of the table and sits down.)

The Doctor: Three of our most in-

teresting cases.

Virginia: (Brokenly.) How hor-

rible, how horrible.

The Doctor: My dear girl, you

mustn't let a thing like that upset you.

Virginia : (Looking up quickly.) But

to see people like that—I thought they

were sane, normal. Why didn't you

tell me?
The Doctor : It is better to find out

such things for yourself. I said to trust

no one.

Virginia : (Faltering.) But— but

they seemed all right when I first came.

The Doctor: Of course. You'll be

disillusioned brutally for a day or two.

After that things won't matter, you'll

be hardened.

Virginia: I won't be hardened. I

won't let myself be.

The Doctor: Why not? It's safer,

more comfortable.

Virginia: But it's cruel at first. It

hurts.

The Doctor: (Sternly.) What? To

find out the truth ? To know everything

is not sugar and cream? I'm surprised

you haven't more spirit.

Virginia: (Weakly.) I didn't think

it would be like this.

The Doctor : It 's different, isn 't it

—

to touch Life—to be out in the world.

Virginia: (Passionately.) This isn't

—the world.

The Doctor: (With a short laugh.)

It's a world.

Virginia: Oh, I know that. (She

tries to smile bravely.) I'm ashamed to

be such a coward. Forgive me.

The Doctor: Ah, now you're being

a sensible girl and we can talk business.

You understand from what you've al-

ready seen that we try to run this insti- l

tution differently from any other of its

kind. It's unique. Each person has

what they consider to be their own work,

families are allowed to live together,

there is both business and social inter-

course. We try to keep things—on the

surface, at least,—sane, sane.

Virginia: It's wonderful all that

you've done. You don't know how I ad-

mire you. Those big rooms where they

buy and sell, the workshops with all

their machines and noise, the people

looking almost happy and contented. 1

don't see how you manage a place so

great and powerful.

The Doctor: You mustn't give me

so much credit. I'm just here as you

are—to help. (Bitterly.) I don't really

run this place. It runs me. Do you

understand?

(He moves toward her and she, fright-

ened by his tone, withdraws. His smile

reassures her.)

The Doctor : Don't be afraid. (Then

very slowly.) And even if you are,

don't let anyone see it.

Virginia: (Impulsively taking his

hand.) Oh, I won't. Thank you for

being so kind. (Passing her hand over

her forehead.) I don't know what's

the matter with me.

The Doctor : A little—er—nervous,

shall we say?

Virginia: (Speaking quickly.) You

know I had no idea there were so many

people that were—were—er—here. It's

the families that amaze me the most. I

didn't realize whole families could be—

be—that way.

The Doctor : Oh yes. Surely there

is nothing more insane than family

life. (Virginia stares at him.)
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(Miss Jebb enters quickly from th<

left)

Miss Jkbb : Doctor, you're granted

at once. Mrs. Farnsworth needs you to

quiet her.

The Doctor: So. Will you wait

here. Miss Blake, till I come hack.

(Virginia watches him as he goes out

the door at the left. Miss Jebb sits at

the desk.)

Virginia: He's different from any-

one I've ever known.

Miss Jebb: (Looking at her slyly.)

Urn. He's like the rest of 'em. No bet-

ter, no worse. Not in love with him, I

hope.

Virginia: (Reddening.) What an

idea, Miss Jebb. I don't expect to ever

fall in love. I haven't lime. Everyone

here is busy, has their own work to do,

even the—the insane ones. I'm going

to be busy too.

Miss Jebb: Humph.

Virginia: (Gaily.) You see, besides

my regular duties—the doctor is begin-

ning to explain them—there's a lot I'd

like to do. Things that really should

be changed.

Miss Jebb: Oh, I see. You'd revo-

lutionize us.

Virginia: Oh, I never could start

anything as great as that. Besides, I

respect Dr. Cartwell too much. I'd just

suggest a few little things.

Miss Jebb: Don't you know the

people detest sudden change?

Virginia: I wouldn't be sudden. You

see the doctor wants to make things seem

just like normal—sane, that is, I'd like

to make them more—more ideal.

Miss Jebb: (Slyly.) Most interest-

ing.

Virginia : What do you mean ?

Miss Jebb: Nothing.

Virginia: (Boamurod.) oh. \i

Jebb, ii' you onlj kne* how I want t..

help, and I feel i can. Then most be

something splendid I can do her
ifl m\ place in the world.

Hi 3 J«BB: Till tut tut. TOO »>a«i

it s too bad.

Virginia: 5

Miss Jkbb: What |

Virgin] \ You spoke.

Miss JKBB : \...

Virginia : You did. I heard you. Yon
said to., had.

Miss Jebb: \Y< II er I "m sorry yon

noticed it. I must have been talkinir t<»

myself.

Virginia: Oh,

.Miss Jebb : I don't do it as a rale

for fear people will think I'm crazy.

Virginia: Think you're crazy.'

Miss Jebb: (Laughing fooUsl

Yes, erazy. You know. It comes and

goes.

Virginia: (Staring of Miss Jcbb.)

What eomes and goes?

Miss Jebb: The feeling. Sometimes

I think I am, hut I know I'm really not.

Virginia: (Alarmed.) Not what?

Miss Jebb: You know, like the rest

of them.

Virginia: (Horrified.) Crazy?

Miss Jebb: Yes, I'm afraid people

will think I am sometime. Did you ever

see a really bad ease? (She HUM

slowly toward Virginia.)

Virginia: (In a Koarsi voice.) Don't

come near me. Don't touch me. Don't.

Miss Jebb: (Laughing foolishly.) It's

too bad. It's too bad. They're most

interest inir.

(All this time it has been growing

gradually darker. Now against the

gray light which suffuses the entire

stage, black shadows ploy in nrird.

ominous patterns. Miss Jebb and her

shadow loom up over the girl cowering
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in the coimer. Suddenly Virginia

straightens up as tall as her height will

allow and faces Miss Jebb defiantly.)

Virginia: Stop this. I won't have it.

I won't have it, I tell you. You're

trying to make believe everyone here is

crazy. It's a stupid joke. You're pre-

tending.

Miss Jebb: (Laughing crazily.) She's

never seen a bad case. Just you wait.

Most interesting, indeed.

Virginia: (Firmly.) Stop, or I'll

call the Doctor. (At this moment the

door at the left opens and the doctor

returns.)

The Doctor: Did you want me?
Virginia: Yes. Will you ask Miss

Jebb to leave. I want to see you alone

—

alone. (The doctor nods at Miss Jebb

who crosses the stage and goes out the

door at the right mumbling to herself.)

The Doctor: Well?

Virginia: (Her voice trembling a

little.) I think you should discharge

Miss Jebb.

The Doctor: (Surprised.) Discharge

Miss Jebb?

Virginia : She tried to fool me. Pre-

tended she was insane. There are enough

crazy people already without having her

pretend.

The Doctor : What makes you think

she pretended?

Virginia: The way she acted and

spoke—queerly. (A pause. The doctor

looks at Virginia intently.)

The Doctor : She often does that.

Virginia: It's not right to frighten

people that way and pretending all the

time.

The Doctor : She was not pretend-

ing.

Virginia: (Xot comprehending.) Not

pretending?

The Doctor : She is as insane as any

of them.

Virginia : You—mean—it ?

The Doctor: Yes.

Virginia: (Hysterically.) I won't
stay. I can't stand it. I—I feel any
moment that I might get that way my-
self.

The Doctor : My dear girl, you must
change your mind. You must stay.

Virginia: No, I can't. I can't. I'd

like to stay for your sake, to help you,

but (She almost loses her self-control)

I can't.

The Doctor: (In a low tone.) I

want you to quiet down and think this

over.

Virginia: No, it's impossible. I

wouldn't be any good in this—here. I'd

rather go back to where I came from.

Why, don't you see there's not one I

can put my faith in—except—except

you?

The Doctor : (Gives a quick, low

laugh.) Please—please.

Virginia: It's true. Really it is.

You're the only one left who seems all

right in this awful place.

The Doctor: I've been saving a lit-

tle secret to tell you.

Virginia: (Hope springing into her

face.) That it's a joke—it's all a joke.

That things aren't really this way.

The Doctor: (Frowning.) That

sense of humor! No, that's not my
secret. How do you know I'm not in-

sane? (He looks at her meaningly.)

Virginia: (In wild terror.) You

don't mean—you can't—Oh. I won't

believe it.

The Doctor : Yes, you will. Sooner

or later you'll realize everyone in this

place is. I'm just as much a part of it.

of the whole machine, as any of them. I

came here like you, excited, eager at the

thought of being out in the world. Now

I know—I'm just like the rest, no bet-

ter, no worse,—but crazy—mad—insane.
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Virginia: (Desperately.) I'll go

away.

Thk Doctor: I'm sorry, but I think

not. (He goes over to the desk.)

Virginia: You shan't stop me. 1

will. I will.

The Doctor: (Slowly.) You won't

leave. You can't.

Virginia: (Defiantly.) Why not?

(She spring to the curtains at the back

and throws them apart. The door is

gone. There is nothing but a blank watt.

For a moment she stands motionless, un-

able to take in the fact that the doors

are gone. Then with trembling hands

she feels the wall for a crack or spring.)

Virginia: (Completely losing her

self-control.) I'm frightened, fright-

ened, frightened, frightened. (Her voice

dies from a shriek to a low whisper.)

The Doctor: (Smiling slowly.) You
—see—now.

Virginia: There must be some way

out. I won't stay locked up here with

nothing but madness for company.

There must be some way out.

The Doctor: Yes, there is one way.

(Gloomily) only most of us are not sane

enough to take it.

Virginia : Tell me, tell me, show me.

The Doctor: (Slowly putting his

hand into his pocket.) Here.

Virginia : A key?

Tim: DOCTOR
: No, it 'l QOt I I •

J
U>

hands /(,/ a small uh,h t.ihl, t

takes it slowly.) You iwallon it

will feel as thougfa fire had been p

Into your reins, yon will mrithi

will Bcream, do matter ho* b

are. That's the only way out. Tin-

only way.

Virginia: (Slowly.) I 'm not i

of pain.

Thk Doctor: But what doei it lead

to? Something better or something

worse. You're not afraid of uncer-

tainty 1

Virginia: It could bo no worse than

this?

The Doctor : How do you know ?

(Virginia looks at the poison tablei

fixedly. She starts to put it into hrr

month, then gazes around the room and

at the doctor. Finally, with a sudden

revulsion of feeling, she throws it to the

floor with a fierce gesture.)

Virginia: No, no. After all. T prob-

ably was put here for some purpose. I

may as well see what it's all about. I'm

eager to learn. I know I can keep im-

balance and perhaps I can do some prood.

These people need me. This is—touch-

ing—Life.

The Doctor: (With a cynical smile.)

One of our most interesting cases.

(The cuiiain falls.)



JEAN BAPTISTE RETURNS
Anna Blanchet

He got off at the little station, brushed

the dust from his new straw hat with the

sleeve of his new coat, placed the hat

rakishly on his grey hair and looked

around him.

It was twenty years ago that Jean

Baptiste Deschamps had left the town,

Trois Riviers, and left his wife and

child, to go "on top the States for make

beaucoup d 'argent". He was going to

write to her, of course, but one had to

work so hard in the mill, and at night

there were pinochle games and much

drinking—sometimes a dance. Well,

after the first week or two it was harder

to start writing—he never worried about

Louise, though—how she would get

along. She always could make more

money than he could. "Ma wife she

one damn fine cook, got noder boarder

now." That used to be his only lauda-

tory comment on the smiling, brave lit-

tle Louise.

Twenty years ! It was the same town.

New faces among the hangers-around at

the station—all the young ones were

strangers to him. It was good to be

back though. His fingers itched to run

his now practiced hand over the old pack

of cards in Lebeau's. A bull-dog they

had on each card—he remembered the

sensation of turning the bull-dog around

and finding pairs and—oh well, he

couldn't play very well then, but now

he would show them.

A hopeful smile played over his mouth

as he thought of what they would say

when they recognized him. He wouldn't

tell them who he was, at first. John B.

Field, that was it, and with his mustache

and new suit he would surprise them

all at Lebeau 's, and then to Louise in the

little house by the saw-mill—and some

pork stew—Louise could make pork

stew.

Jean Baptiste took out his shiny gold

watch, flashed it in the sun, read the

hour four o'clock, picked up his new

straw suitcase, and strutted up the

road to Lebeau's.

The place was full, as in days gone

by, of lumber men and farmers. There

was Aimee, she they used to call
'

' ebony

head", still carrying the mugs to and

fro. She was grey now and stout as

was old Lebeau, who sat at every table

in turn and had a social glass with his

patrons.

The room looked up when Jean Bap-

tiste came in. It was inevitable. Such

newness had never before descended

upon Trois Riviers and there was a gold

tooth in addition, which dazzled the eyes

when the stranger smiled.

He sauntered up to the counter.
'

'
A

cigar, leetle one," he said to Aimee, and

looked out of the corner of his eye at

the assembly. He was having the de-

sired effect. The cards had lost their

interest, newspapers were dropped, con-

versation was suspended, and they all

gazed at the apparition with open

mouths.

Then Lebeau came forward bowing

and smiling, and spoke to him in buz-

zing French.

''Stop, ma' friend', I no unstan' da

Franeh. I ham Anglish. Ma name, she

342
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John B. Field. I Ink play cards let 'a

have some game," and Jean waved
commanding hand toward the card

tables. Lebeau was acquiescent, made
up a drink himself for the stranger, and
brought him to a table.

There were three there already, a

young man whom he didn 't know, Card-
inal, the undertaker's apprentice, whom
Jean supposed, was a master undertak-

er by now, and, of all men, Arnoult La
Prade. Arnoult had been his only rival

for Louise's hand, but Arnoult had had

to study, and Louise 's father wanted her

off his hands. Arnoult had always been

superior somehow, perhaps because he

was a doctor, but Jean hated him. He
looked again at his watch and sat in.

"One nice hT town, ma' frien'," be-

gan Jean, as he deftly threw out the

cards.

"Yes, I'm fin' it so," answered Arn-

oult.

"Nice folk here, hey? One tarn en

States—I live there, ma' frien'—I'm

met a man who's come from here."

Jean was feeling around.

"Who was he?" Arnoult took the

cigar offered him.

1
' Jan—Jean—Ma Gosh—I 'm clean

forgot—oh yes. Jean Deschamps. You
know it?"

Arnoult never winked or moved a

muscle. "Yes, I'm remember—lived

here a long while ago—a lazy, good-for-

nathing 'ting. He's leave hees wife an'

baby for starve an' never come dis way
no mo'. Twenty year—I'm think—an'

never write nor nothing."

"SOI" J. .Hi Was liMVulbl;, t«P]
the table. "An 1

the wiM"
"Oh, the \uiv. She'i 1im/i' i.ut jus

-

'hout exist ii,, money ; ,, :

pray for her man he eome b*
tarn- take care of her. She I

operation, an' she vrati r<w sen' ),,-,

to school. Ha gosh eef 1m jhl
"

"Well?"
"Well, he's suspeck o!" Steal some

money once and for desert hees wife.

I guess when he come out of jail, hell

be old man. But qn 'import Deaeham
Gimme trois," and he flung down three

cards.

Visions of future pork stews and lazy

days gradually faded from Jean Bap
tiste's consciousness, and he flung down
his cards, too.

"Ma frien'," he said. "I'm Borry

for break up game, but I must get the

nex' train to the nex' town. I'm glad

for meet you. Excuse to me," and

picking up his straw suitcase and straw-

hat, he made for the door ami was run-

ning up the road to the railroad station.

"For what you say dat, Docteur?"

asked the young man, "wid you mar-

ried to Louise Deschamps an' she not

starve nor seek. She had it—divorce,

n'est-ce pas?"

"That was Jean Deschamps, leetle

one, an' I'm recognize him. I'm some

'fraid for lose Louise."

"Mais why, docteur?"

"I tink she's love him, all da tarn,"

answered Arnoult. "How many?"

* Awarded honorable mention, Mary

Augusta Jordan prize, 1922-23.



THE LOVER
Jane Cassidy

Peter Valleys, son of Peter Valleys,

son of Pierre Valois, met Dorothy Mal-

colm when first he came to live on the

street. He was duly impressed.
1

' Gee, she 's pretty ! '

' was his first com-

ment, accompanied by an expressive

rolling of his dark eyes.

Pretty she was, as we all know, and a

triple vain, and wilful and capricious.

But Peter was not daunted by her airs.

"She's my girl," he affirmed after

their third meeting. And so she be-

came, although she herself displayed

haughty ignorance of her state. Peter

defended his claim with a vigor that

kept all rivals away, while he appeared

unassailable. Even ridicule, that weap-

on so potent against Young America,

was utterly useless when directed

against Peter. He had no sense of em-

barrassment when his passion was dis-

cussed ; he was almost indecent about it.

So the affair went on ; it was not dis-

turbed even by the removal of Dorothy's

family from the neighborhood. I was

present at an interview between the

lovers on early spring afternoon when

Dorothy had accompanied her mother on

a Sunday call on an adult inhabitant of

the Street, from whose dwelling she had

sallied while her mother's attention was

preoccupied. In defiance of all matern-

al laws she was sitting on a wall, thin

white legs dangling, while Peter, resting

his elbows on the gray stone, looked up

at her in an adoring attitude. When I

arrived they were comparing social

status, evidently with an eye for the

future.

"I would rather live in an apart-

ment," said the modern young woman.
"It's easier to clean."

"When you have a house," replied

Peter, dodging the issue, "you can keep

puppies in the yard.
'

'

1
' Puppies—pooh ! '

' replied the damsel

tossing her dainty head. "Besides, the

Avenue is nicer than your old Street."

Peter evaded again.

"Well, my school's prettier 'n yours.

It has a statue on top."

' Ye-es,
'

' drawled the lady, scornfully.
'

' Parochial School ! 'Fore I 'd go there
! '

'

Chivalry forgotten in the face of a

larger issue, he rebuked her stingingly.

"If you were a good Catholic, you'd

go there. If you had any sense you

would anyway. You don't have no

Catechism at your school. What '11 you

do about r-religion?"

"Arligion? What do I care about

your old arligion?" she cried, incensed.

"I'm as good as you are. Why, your

father's only a chauffeur!"

"What of it?" he retorted hotly. "I

guess he drives a Pierce-Arrow, and be-

sides, my grandfather runs a restaur-

ant. You haven't any restaurants in

your family, I guess!"

"What's a restaurant!" said the dis-

dainful one. "What good does that do

you? Why—"
"It would help you quite a bit with

the housekeeping, you know," I put in.

"You wouldn't have to cook at all."

"M-m," said she, pouting. Peter

pursued his advantage.

344
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"Yessir, " said he, with a grateful

glance at me, "we c'n get all our din

ners there—steak every noon hut Fri-

days, and oysters then."

"1 hate oysters," mapped the irritable

damsel. "I like chicken."

"Well, we'd have to have oysters on

Fridays," said Peter. "Unless you'd

rather have codfish."

"I don't like codfish, either," stated

Dorothy.

Evidently a storm was brewing.

Again I interposed.

"How about lobsters?" I suggested.

"They are quite the thing, you know,

and taste good, too."

Feminine delicacy and the lower

masculine taste were both affected by

this suggestion.

"Lobsters aren't very bad," Dorothy

conceded.

Peter's surrender was absolute.

"We'll have lobster every Friday when

we're married," said he, grandly.

"Won't we, Dorothy?"

But the lady was not so easily pos-

sessed.

"When we're married!" she ex-

claimed indignantly. "How do you

know we're going to be married, Mister

Peter? Don't be so sure!"

And, descending from the wall, she

stamped her little foot and flew into as

alluring a small tantrum as I have ever

observed in any coquette. I should have

catipulated at once and have been rid-

iculed for my pains, but Peter was evi-

dently hardened.

"All right," he said, chin on hands

and back to the world. "Have it your

way. I shall marry the girl I love."

I gasped my astonishment; Dorothy

vented hers in angry words.

"Oh," said she, scathingly, "you

will! I hope she likes it; that's all I've

got to say. I'm glad I'm not her—

I

wouldn't be ber for the world P
thin-

Peter continued t<> present in a

of bii immobile hack. Bit n
in a mumble because his hands pressed

Ids chin so hard, hut hi* u

distinct.

"'The girl I love," ),. ,1. '-The
girl I love. You ought to MC ber
is the sweetest, and bow I l0V(

11 For heaven's sake. Peter, hov.

talk! You sound like a dim.

I burst out.

"Aw, talk if you want to! I love ber

so, and she is my girl, and I love ber

true. She is the sweetest, and wins the

hear-r-rts of all the boys, hut she's my
girl."

He rolled one brown eye at as I

the effect of his eloquence. Dorothy had

turned her back to him and was very

busy examining her skirt for dirt-

specks; but I was honestly curious.

"Come, now, Peter," I urged, 'tell

us who this paragon is. Behold two

ladies dying of curiosity."

"Speak for yourself!" interrupted

Dorothy.

"I am," said I. "Do take pity on

us, Peter, we perish at your feet."

Peter looked at me. He has a speak-

ing glance. At that instant, it thanked

me for service rendered, cordially recog-

nized a mutual understanding, and de-

manded my close attention.

"Do you want to really know?" he

asked.

"No!" said Dorothy, vehemently.

Peter's eyes twinkled.

''Then I can't tell you." he said to

me, "because it wouldn't be polite. Bui

I might just describe her to you."

"Please do describe her," I assented.

"Maybe, if you do it well enough. I'll

know who he is. Or don 't I know her V '

Peter's eves almost chuckled.
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"Well, you can't always he sure," he

said, "but I'll describe her, anyway
Well, she's as tall

— " with a swift ap-

praising look at Dorothy's profile— "as

tall as—about up to my ear. And her

eyes are blue. Pretty. Like my Peggy 's

kitten's."

"Kittens?" I asked.

"Kitten's eyes, of course," he re-

' proved me with dignity. "And when
she is looking the nicest ever, which is

on Sunday afternoon at
— " he signaled

wildly, and I silently extended my wrist,

"a quarter of four, she wears a beau-

tiful pink dress, just like her cheeks.
'

'

Here Dorothy smiled.

"And she has her new front teeth,

but all the rest are baby, but one's out

and another's loose," added Peter, tak-

ing hasty advantage of all his opportu-

nities for observation.

"Two loose," said Dorothy suddenly.
1

' Oh, do you know her too ? " I asked.

"Will you introduce us some day? I

should like to meet her."

"Would you?" said Dorothy, de-

murely. "Maybe you will, but maybe
I don't know her. But I think I do.

Tell some more, Peter."

"Well," continued the guileful

youth, "she wears white shoes with but-

tons. And white stockings. And a blue

china stone ring."

"Turquoise!"

"And a locket like a heart—my heart

that she has. A gold one. And a nice,

nice dark green coat with gold or maybe

brass buttons. And a white petticoat

with its edge showing."

"And what color bloomers, Peter?"

asked the young lady excitedly. "Can
you tell what color bloomers?"

"I'm not sure— " began Peter. Pink

skirt and white petticoat were delicately

lifted just the right distance, then dis-

creetly dropped.

'

' Pink
!

" exclaimed Peter. '

' Pink to

match her dress! Her bloomers match
her dress, and her dress, it matches her

cheeks, and her hair ribbon matches

them all!"

"Are you sure that you don't know
who it is?" I asked Dorothy anxiously.

But the minx hadn't had enough yet.

"Not quite," she answered, and then

to him, "Can't you tell me something

more?"

He appeared troubled, all but one

brown triumphant sparkle in his eyes.

"What more can I tell you?" he

asked. "I thought I had told you

everything. I thought I had described

her per-r-rfectly.
'

'

"You haven't described her hair,"

said Dorothy. "What about her hair,

Peter?"

"Her hair!" said Peter, hesitating.

"Why, her hair—"
He looked at me to see that his audi-

ence was admiring. He looked at Dor-

othy, balanced on her toes, leaning for-

ward to him, smiling in eagerness and

fun, her blue eyes ashine. Dorothy's

hair was her crown of glory and her

pride, and we all knew it.

"Her hair," said Peter, "is sort of

yellow and frowzy-like—no, now what

do you call it—fluffy ! And it is long

—

oh, so long! Longer than any other

girl's, her hair is! It hangs all down

her back; she can sit on it. It is all

shiny when the sun shines on it, and it

makes you wink to look at it. And she

wears it in curls, with a pink hair rib-

bon. Long, long curls she wears it in,

and thick ones. If you touch one it

sticks to your finger. They are beau-

tiful curls, lovely curls, grand curls,

magnificent curls, sweet, sweet, wonder-

ful, delicious curls!"

"Oh, Peter!" cried Dorothy, arms

wide apart.
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'•That," said Peter in a prosaic voice,

"is the girl 1 love. Do you know who
she ifi

'•
I think so," said 1. Hut my pari

had been played. Peter needed me no

longer.

"Do you?" he repeated.

"Yes," admitted a small-voieed Dor-

othy.

"Well." ami Peter's voice became

deeper, "do you think she loves me?"
"I think so," said a young lady very

much interested in the sole of her right

shoe.

"Does she really? Are you sure?"

"Well, I don't really know, but
—

"

"But what?" Peter insisted. "You
do know, Dorothy. Now tell me."

"I'm thirsty. I'm going to get a

drink," said Dorothy, starting for the

house.

"Here, you!" said Peter, in unlover-

like manner. "Don't you go in there.

I don't want you to."

"Why not?" demanded Dorothy, hot-

ly, stopping nevertheless. "Why
shouldn't I get a drink?"

"Because I want you here, that's

why," stated Peter. "If you go in,

you'll stay in. You're only pretending

thirsty, I know. Now you stay here."

I gasped. Here was the lowly wooer

actually bossing (no other word would

do) the object of his adoration. More

marvelous yet, here was a lovely co-

quette, wilful breaker of a dozen youth-

ful hearts, submitting to such cavalier

treatment. I had never seen her sub-

dued before, even by parental power,

but now Peter's mere word and tone

overawed her.

"I am, too, thirsty!" she protested

hotly. "Please, Peter," she begged, "I

really am."

Peter was unmoved.

'I'll me do,-, she \o\ he eon
iiiamlcd.

"Oh, Peter. I n t.-u jrou i

so thirsty. Lei mc get a drink 1 II

come out again, bonett I irilL
"

"No, yon won't," eontrtdieti d P
*"

I know your ' honesU'. You t. 11 DM
The sound of a striking clock «amc to

us. Dorothy's lace lightened

"Oh, I\c got to go m'" -1.'

claimed. " It a four o'clock. Ma
to come in at tour."'

"She did not !" said Pet \ .

just want to go in. Anyway if the

did, you tell me first
—

"

A decisive finger rapped on a nearby

window pane.

"There, I said so," said Dorothy

"There she is now. You can't keep me
any longer."

"I haven't done anything to keep

you," said Peter. "You were between

me and the house, and I didn't 1

hold on you. Why didn't you go be-

fore !"

The intangible injustice of this struck

Dorothy dumb for a moment, and

walked rapidly away. At a little dis-

tance she turned.

"I think you're perfectly horrid.

Peter Valleys, and I don't see how any

girl could love you. And you needn't

wait, because my father's going home

with us. So now!"

Peter watched her raptly until the

door slammed. Then he cocked his

head on one side and shrugged his

shoulders.

"Gee, Peter," said I, "you're wa

on her."

"Huh?" said he, half comprehending

and pugnaciously inclined.

"How old are you?" I asked.

"Nine," said Peter, promptly, "and
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in the fifth grade. That's pretty good,

isn't it?"

"You're a wonder," said I fervently.

"There's a girl younger than me,"

said Peter.

"Oh, I don't mean that," I explained.

"I mean just now this afternoon."

His eves twinkled.

"Yes," he admitted, "that was good.

Too bad she had to go in. I guess she

loves me all right. But you never can

tell about her.
'

' He shrugged. I smiled

sympathetically.

"Say," said Peter, "which do you

think is a better actor, Doug Fairbanks

or William S. Hart?"

SHADOW*
Louise Guyol

Shadow like a creeping creature puts his nose out from the wood,
Reaches with a tawmy paw to clutch a solitary tree;

Hungry, gulps a patch of sun upon the road, and finds it good

;

Crawls his length along the ground devouring sunlight silently.

Shadow curls his careless tail around the summit of the sky,

Feels the tallest proudest mountain but a plaything to his paw.

Of a sudden growing fierce he crouches, gapes, comes leaping high-

Shadow in his mighty greed must have the world to fill his maw!

Awarded honorable mention, Mary Augusta Jordan prize, 1922-23.



ADVENTURES IN ENCHANTMENT
Sarah Riggs

Have I never told about the Countess
Valiina—my Countess Valium? Well,
it's not strange after all, I suppose, for
I had almost forgotten her myself by
this time. I wonder whether Romney
remembers her. It must be six years
since Romney and I were cruising in

these parts with the Hathaways. They
took a great fancy to Romney, you re-

member, the same winter that Romney
took a great fancy to me ; and so when
in April they demanded her company
on the Mediterranean cruise, she de-

clared with her usual vigor that I was
the only condition on which she would
accept. Since the Hathaways hardly

knew me by sight, the situation would
have been a rather awkward one, if it

had not been for Romney 's recognized

autocracy. Needless to say, I was en-

raptured with the idea,—not less be-

cause it was my first ocean voyage,

—

and with Romney. That was the first

time that I saw Naples, and this is the

fourth ; and I never see Naples without

thinking of the Countess Valima. For

the rest of the time she fades away out

of memory like the dream she was,

—

Oh, she was not an hallucination, or

anything of that kind, and yet—well I

sometimes wonder how much we saw

and how much we imagined. I must

write to Romney before we leave these

enchanted waters, and see whether she

remembers as much as I do.

It was hotter than this, that first trip.

I can see the water now,—a perfect daz-

zle of light blue with the shimmers of

sunshine slipping from ripple to ripple

overside. Mrs. Hathaway r-.-l.

graceful and exhausted, in a d<

under the striped awnings. "ghfalg now
and then and drooping list lid*.

Ber husband, his straw hat wvy far on
the back of his bald head, and one band
in his pocket, was discussing probable

winds with the captain in the item We
had not anchored in the Bay, but up the

coast to the north of the city, where the

grand villas have terraced gardens and
marble staircases down to the quay,

and there are parks with on.

fountains.

Romney and I had waited all morn

ing for one of the crew to take as ashore

in the dory; but although the parks

looked infinitely cooler than the glim-

mering sea, Mr. Hathaway had been

more irritable than usual, and we hard-

ly dared remind him of the expedition.

Romney, however, is not fond of wait-

ing on other people's pleasure, you re-

member, and she finally coaxed Mrs.

Hathaway into sayinpr that we might

go by ourselves. There really was no

danger, for there was hardly more than

a quarter of a mile of sea. as still ifl

glass, between us and the land, and Rom-

ney and I had often been out in the dory

alone. So we pushed off while Mr. Hath-

away was on the farther side of the

deck: and not until we were more than

half way across did we see him gazing

after us in evident wrath, with his wife

beside him to appease.

We had no real intention of landing,

for of course there was no way of pad-

locking the dory; so we rowed along

349
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the edge of the quay, enjoying the shad-

ow of trees that leaned to the water,

and watching the children that ran

from their nurses to climb the iron rail-

ings. We were careful to keep in sight

of the yacht, but we must have follow-

ed the quay northward for a good half

mile. The parks grew lovelier as we
proceeded, and there was always just

one more summer house ahead to set

our turning-point. At length Romney
leaned on her oars, with a long breath.

"Martha," she said, "we're going

ashore! This is positively too beauti-

ful to miss. We'll tie up the dory, and

stay where we can see it; but we can't

go back without at least having walk-

ed on that gorgeous grass. I do believe

that this is as enchanted as any spot in

Italy. Oh do come, Martha ! I promise

not to be rash ; think of the nymphs and

naiads that disport beneath those

pines
!"

Well, by some magic,—it must have

been the nymphs and naiads,—I, the

cautious, was lured into following Rom-
ney, the romantic, into the enchanted

park.

It was a heavenly spot. The soft

sweep of grass that came down the slope

to the marble stones of the edge, was

crossed by shifting shadows of the great

trees that rose above it. There were no

paths, but that made the smooth turf

more inviting. The rocks were covered

with showers of starry flowers ; and from

a natural grotto in the hillside there

came a twinkling silver stream that fell

into a serious of alabaster basins, as lum-

inious as water-lilies. No sooner had we

stepped into this Arcady than its quiet

spell was cast upon us, and we wandered

on unmindful of our good resolves, the

dory, and tea waiting for us on the

yacht.

Romney, breathing deep wftn rapture,

was walking up the glade ahead of me,

when we both paused at the sight of mar-

ble steps curving up the steep hillside,

and bordered by mossy rocks and over-

hanging fern.

"I do believe," said Romney in an

awed whisper, "I do believe that this

isn't a park at all, but somebody's pri-

vate grounds."

Romney looked longingly at the steps.

"Oh let's go up and see! It must be

a fairy princess at least. And nobody

with evil intentions could live in such a

beautiful spot."

So we went up the marble stairway,

growing more and more excited, until

we were ready to see anything, short of

flaming cherubin, at the top. The shrubs

hid our view until we had reached the

last step. Then Romney turned a cor-

ner, and put back her hand quickly to

stop me. I crept up and looked over her

shoulder. Yet such had been the en-

chantment of the day that I hardly felt

surprised at what I saw. On a long

cushioned divan there reclined the most

beautiful lady I have ever seen. She

was covered by rippling, shimmering

draperies of soft-colored silks, which

gave a most fairy-like and elusive setting

for her delicate face and pale golden

hair. Her hands were motionless in her

lap, and her head lay back among the

pillows, so that she semed asleep, if it

had not been that her eyes were open

and fixed upon us. For a long moment

we did not move. Then, when I was be-

ginning to think that she was not a liv-

ing creature, she spoke to us.

"Come nearer, children," she said

without a trace of surprise in the gentle

voice. "I have never seen you before.

Come."

Romney went swiftly to her, and I

followed, feeling rather dazed. The lady
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did not move as we approached, not even
to flutter an eye-lid, nor did she hold

out her hand.

"1 am la contessa Valima," she said

simply, as though we had asked her if

that were her name. It was not until

she used the Italian title that we realized

that she had been speaking in English.

Romney gave a little gasp.

"How did you eome here?" she asked.

"Come, child? I am the Countess

Valima, and these are my gardens. Oh
child, how do we eome at all? How did

you eome?—But don't tell me. Per-

haps you came for me. 1 am afraid of

answers, and so I try not to ask ques-

tions. You came for me, I know7."

All this time she never moved a

muscle, nor did her face change its set

patient expression. Romney seemed

stirred with a strange sympathy. She

knelt at the Countess's side, and said

softly,
41 We thought you might be here. May

we talk with you?"

The Countess's eyes grew7 very bright,

and she spoke to Romney in a low, rapid

voice.

"Child, I have been sure since you

came up those steps that you had come

for me. You will take my ring, will

you not?"

"Your ring?" faltered Romney.

The light faded out of the Countess's

eyes, and again she spoke sadly.

"Oh, then you do not know7
. I

thought you knew. Child, see the ring

on my right hand, the ring with the

green stone. That is what troubles me

so. I cannot move. Hand nor foot, I

cannot stir, until the ring is gone. Oh

child, take my ring away, and throw7 it

over the cliff into the sea!"

Her voice rang with an intense

anguish, and her w7ords and appearance

were so mysteriously appealing, that it

seemed impossible not to believe her.

The expression of Romney 'i far,, showed
plainly thai slic believed (\ciy word.

She looked from the Countess's fare to

the ring on her right hand, with its deep

green stone. Then she looked back .-it

the ConnteSS, and without a word, lilted

the white hand and slowlv drew off the

pme.

At that moment, there came from be-

hind the trees a perfeet storm of Italian

imprecations, and out stalked a dark

giant in livery, who, with menacing
[

tures descended upon us. Romney had

jumped up. and as he came nearer, with

a cry she ran to the brink of the clif

and flung the ring, sparkling, over the

edgQ. The man stopped aghast. Rom-
ney went quickly past him to the

Countess Valima. She was lying per-

fectly still again; and to none of Rom-
ney 's beseeching words would she an-

swer or lift her eyes. The man in livery

gently touched Romney \s sleeve. His

manner had completely changed, and

with the greatest possible courtesy, he

motioned us to the stairway. Romney
turned from the Countess at last, and

looked at him.

"Who is she?" she asked in Italian.

"She is the mad Countess, my lady,"

he replied. "After the fever, she be-

came paralyzed, and it is now7 incur-

able."

"Is she English?"

"No, my lady, she is American. She

has been married eighteen years. The

Count Valima died ten years past,—on

Vesuvius,—before she became thus."

"And the ring?"
1

1

Alas, my lady ! Each day it is some-

thing new7
. At first it was her hair that

caused her distress of mind, and we had

to cut it off. Then it was the scent of

violets.—and we weeded them out of the

prounds. To-day she tells you it is her
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ring. To-morrow it may be that she will rowed back to the yacht across the wa-

take me for her evil genius, and I must ter, now glowing under the sunset. I

stay out of her sight. Alas, my ladies! remember that Mr. Hathaway was ex-
It is a sorrowful life. But she cannot ... . „ ,, _

Tr ~, ceedmgly aftable that evening, and
live long. You must go now. She

sIppds " genially asked us whether we had had

By some mysterious fortune, the any adventures. Neither of us ever

dory was where we had left it, and we mentioned the Countess Valima.

CINQUAINS
Rosemary Thomas

FORTUNE TELLER

Toss me
If you will, a coin

:

But I would have your hand
To count its lines with eyes that number life,

Not money!

THREE WINDS
Cleanness

Of winds, that sweep
Up the soil with the clouds;

Wash of the sea—scour my heart of its staleness

Of dreams.

Glorious

Wind, you do not

Fear to sing with a bullet,

Or steal like a thief the Sunday hat of a

President

!

Talk to

Me of something. . .

.

Lay on my head your hand
A kiss on my forehead as light as the breath

Of wind. . .

.

DEAD

Open
Your eyes! I cannot

Command you beyond this life

—

Oh. look on me—move toward me once

Your hand

!



ON PEOPLE WITH ONE IDEA
Eleanor DeLamater

Laura suffered from an obsession. Be-

ing the youngest of five, it was never

very easy for her to maintain an opin-

ion. Rut this one was not to be shaken,

even by the heaviest sallies of her fam-

ily. It eoneerned eoasting. Nothing in

life seemed to her so important as to

slip rapidly down hills. And it was

her eonstant, though rather futile de-

sire to have snow all the year round.

During that barren season when eoast-

ing was a physical impossibility, she

found a vicarious pleasure in express-

ing her emphatic views about it, in re-

markable letters which she typed rather

weirdly on an ancient machine found in

the attic.

Laura, at eleven, was a thin child

with enormous grey eyes and a quantity

of light hair which it was the constant

wish of her family to keep at that

length known as "Dutch-Cut." This

desire, owing to some ingrained sus-

picion of hers with regard to hairdress-

ers, and a certain fantastic conception

of the beautiful in coiffures, wras seldom

realized. Usually her hair hung in

assorted lengths, inadequately restrained

by a round comb.

She wTas an unexpected person. Her

reactions to situations were so problem-

atical that her family, in spite of its

rather flippant attitude toward her,

somewhat mistrusted her.

This feeling, though, at first sight,

unnatural and unfair, was on the whole

excusable, since one of her more ill-

advised exploits had been to drive away

a highly eligible young man who had

shown a liking for her eldest sister,

Mary. Proverbial and typical as her

rule of enfant terrible had been, her

method had certain elements of original-

ity. Finding the pair together one day,

she had advanced innocently enough,

and had embarrassed the lady and com-

pletely dumbfounded the gentleman by

prancing animatedly around them de-

claiming, "Old Crow Mary! Old Crow

Mary! Old Crow Mary!" with great

persistence and volume. Obscure though

the words were, they could in no sense

be interpreted as complimentary, and

no doubt their frequent repetition

caused the highly eligible young man to

regard Mary in a somewhat new light,

for he had shortly left, never to return.

Laura's object in such performances

as this was unknown. If she intended

to be entertaining, her family agreed

that, in this respect, her ideas were

rather crude. And naturally enough,

the victims of her eccentricities were

sliuhtly embittered.

It was during her twelfth summer

that the passion for coasting, before

mentioned, first became actually offen-

sive to her relatives. The mania had

been observed and had received its share

of pungent comment. Each member of

the family had been the recipient of at

least one letter from Laura on the sub-

ject. The fact that, for the most part,

everyone stayed at home, did not deter

her from her growing habit of cor-

respondence. If one wras at home one

received one's letters under the door, or
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under the pillow,—or directly from the

writer's hand.

During this period Mary, with an ad-

mirable resiliency, again allowed her in-

terests to become entangled. This time,

the gentleman had reached years of dis-

cretion. He was a person of some social

consequence. His ancestors rejoiced in

the bluest of English blood. He was the

only son of wealthy and correct parents.

His name was Mr. Grigson, and he was

coming to call, at an early date. So

wrote Mary, enthusiastically, from the

houseparty where they had met. Her

letter contained a great deal of instruc-

tion and suggestion as to what would

be the proper behavior for a large fam-

ily to adopt when the promised visit

materialized. The domestic circle could

not be said to look forward to that day

with as much eagerness as seemed to be

expected of them, but they loyally

accepted the advice.

Laura had already favored Mary with

two treatises on coasting. She now ap-

proached the subject from a new angle,

—which was sufficiently alarming to a

person of Mary's experience.

Aug. 5.

Dear Mary— (she wrote)

I thot I would write a nice long let-

ter to you. So I can tell you all the

news. I guess you notice I am just

learning typewriter. But I think I am
doing pretty good. I am glad Mr.

Grigson is coming to see you when you

get home. Mother says I must be polite

to him because he is older. Is he too

old to coast? I am fixing a place to

pour water on so it will freeze to coast

on. But it is not very cold now. Yes-

terday a cow and a calf came walking

down the road and they went up to my
slide and started to walk on it. So I

^Tent out to get them away. Well the

big cow did not like me very much and

he got very much excided and he ran
for me. I never ran so fast in all my
life. About six they came for the cow
and the calf but the calf did not want
to go home. So some of the way they
had to push it. They did not hurt my
slide very much.

If it freezes when Mr. Grigson comes
he can coast on it. If it was Christmas
time there would be snow for us to coast

on. I wish it was, because it is so pretty

when the sun mutilates on it.

Lots of love from

Laura.

In view of her all-too-intimate knowl-

edge of Laura's peculiarities, Mary felt

justified in urgently requesting that her

young sister be disabused of any idea

that Mr. Grigson was a heaven-sent

playmate. He was not, she wrote em-

phatically, and Laura must not bother

him. She was not entirely reassured by

receipt of the following:

—

Dear Mary

—

I will be very polite to Mr. Grigson.

I will not talk loud. I had a fight with

Sister but I won. She said my sled was

too little for me. My slide is all fin-

ished now. I put some ice out of the

ice-box on it, but it was not enough. I

hope Mr. Grigson likes it.

Lots of love from

Laura.

Shortly after receiving this, Mary

came home, in a state of some anxiety.

She settled herself to await the prom-

ised visit. It came within the week.

Mr. Grigson 's appearance, when at

length his chauffeur handed him out of

his car at the door, fully justified Mary's

description. He was tall, dignified,

greying a little about the temples, and

dressed with a care that was all but op-

pressive. He carried a cane.

He was ushered in, and the family

were haled from their various occupa-
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tions to meet him. Laura was not

present.

Mary, performing fluttering introduc

tions. noted this significant fact with re

lief. At least the child could perform

no indiscretion until she did appear.

Then, in the small, awkward pause

between Mr. Grigson's entrance and a

general move to the library, there was a

sudden hideous clatter. A series of me-

tallic thumps reverberated through the

house—and Laura came sliding down-

stairs on a tray

!

It was a large tin tray and she was

seated erect upon it, her knees under

her chin and her hands tightly clutching

the edge. The impetus of her descent

sent her sliding into the middle of the

hall-rug and she came to a sudden and

alarming stop at Mr. Grigson's feet.

There was an agonizing moment while

she sat poised upon her novel back-

ground like a species of startled Buddha.

Her expression was surprised,—but not

displeased.

The tableau of horror and of utter

amazement which had frozen around

her, at length melted, and steps were

taken to regain a normalcy which was

sadly impaired. Laura was bundled off,

carrying her tray like an undignified

buckler, and conversation slowly re-

vived.

That was a day long remembered by

the family. A tension radiated from

Mary, winch was felt all over the house.

During Mi-. Grigson's visit si,,- was
vciw calm, \<t\ dignified, and very

polite. Afterwards, the storm broke.

The scene which ensued was painful.

Mary wept and reviled the world. Laura
was dragged in and, to her very obvious

astonishment, formally indicted, she

protested, hut incoherently, and ;it

Mary's vehement request, sentence was

passed.

The very next day Laura was des-

patched upon an unsolicited visit to an

aunt. And from this St. Helena she

made her printed apology to her out-

raged sister.

Dear Mary

—

I am sorry I coasted downstairs at

Mr. Grigson. I would not of done it

but I thought he was not there yet and

I was practising. I thot he would like

to do it but I guess the tray was not big

enough for him. I am sorry I did it

for another reason because I greased

the tray so it would slide but then I sat

on the greasy side. But it slid alright

anyway, did not it? But the grease

came off on my dress. You can tell

mother. Tell her I will go without

dessert for a week when I get home if

she will not spank me, because it was

quite bumpy on that tray.

Lots of love from

Laura.



THE MYSTERY OF THE GREAT
POOKAH DIAMOND

Margaret Bassett

Can any one conceive of anything

more comfortable, more aristocratic, or

more rare than a thoroughly heated

drawing room in London in December?
If any one has enough imagination to

accomplish this feat, will he next turn

to the consideration of the picture I

present to my readers.

It is four o'clock or nearly four on a

windy afternoon in December. Lord

Damnley's drawing room is luxurious

but simple. A spark glows in the fire-

place, but seems about to be smothered

by the weight of coal on top of it. The

room is occupied by two ornaments of

the English aristocracy, Lord Damnley,

the host and Lord Sparkington. They

are both elegantly and immaculately

dressed in frock coats. The top hats are

outside on the hall table. It is evident

that some weighty and perplexing ques-

tion is under consideration. Lord Damn-
ley is pacing the floor. Why he should

do so I really do not know, but this

sounds regular. Lord Sparkington

stands with his left elbow on the mantle-

piece. He is young and tall and fair,

and is possessed of that peculiar grace

and dignity so ornamental to mantle-

pieces. Lord Damnley, though tall, is

of a sterner mold. In fact one might

say at first glance that he had frozen

in his mold and never quite thawed out.

But there is a spark of intelligence in

his eye. We should be right if we were

to guess that he is a politician. In fact

he is very prominent in the present min-

istry. On a convenient table stand a

siphon of soda and a bottle of whiskey.

''It's a d—ble outrage. That's what

I call it," bursts out Lord Damnley.

''Yes, so it is", agrees Lord Spark-

ington gloomily.

"Mysterious, I call it."

Lord Sparkington nods his head.

"You don't think they will do any-

thing about it, do you?

"Oh, no, not that, Lord Damnley."

"I'm not sure. Have a whisky and

soda?"

"Thank you, I will. It's impossible

on the face of it."

"I've done my best, d—d if I

haven't," mutters Lord Damnley swal-

lowing a whiskey and soda.

"Can't tell though."

"No, that's the worst of it."

"Miserable business, Lord Damnley."

"You heard what they said in the

House about it?"

"Yes." Sadly.

"D— nonsense."

"What the House of Lords calls Com-

mons's nonsense."

"It's enough to make a loyal British-

er bristle."

"What else can he do in the matter,

Lord Damnley?"

"I don't know. I hadn't thought

about that. Have a whiskey and soda?"

Now any one who had read the news-

papers would have been aware that this

discussion involved the great Pookah

Diamond which had just startled Lon-
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don by mysteriously disappearing. The
problem baffled Scotland Yard. As yet

no solution had occurred to that august

body, and the ministry was vaguely

conscious that there was something miss-

ing somewhere.

At this juncture the painful discus-

sion was interrupted by the appearance

of Lord Damnley's daughter. Amy, for

that was her name, was a lovely girl.

She was a blond with beautiful straight

hair and a bright, red apple complex-

ion. She moved with an easy grace and

her clothes proclaimed her above the

artifices of dress. Her mother was dead

but her father was enough for father

and mother too. He had recently be-

trothed her to Sparkington, and there-

in lay her affliction. For who could

love a gatepost? She greeted it with a

polite but chilly nod, and it returned

the greeting with a haughty bow. Amy
then turned her back upon her lover,

which made him feel uncomfortable. He
suggested that he " really must be off",

and was off accordingly, after finishing

his whiskey and soda.

Father and daughter faced each other.

"Don't seem any too d—d polite to

Sparkington," growled the Father.

"No, I'm not."

A long and pregnant silence followed.

Amy gazed tensely at the fireplace,

while her father stood at the window

glaring at the fog. Suddenly he turned

and strode determinedly over to his

daughter.

"Who," he inquired, "is the young

man you were seen walking in the Park

with last Friday afternoon ? D—d reck-

less of a girl walking in the park with

a young man like that."

"It's quite all right, Father. I love

him and I mean to marry him. He-
he's an American. I thought I might

as well tell vou the worst all at once.

—1—1 think I'll go Up and dress \m
dinner." And Amy hastily retreated

before the torrent of hei Father's u rath,

which l am at a loss to express on paper.

sin- stopped for an instant at the door.

"At any rate," she said, "he's coming
here to-ni.^lit

.

"

That evening father and daughter

had recovered to all appearances. We
must allow Amy a slight nervousness

under the eyes of her father and Lord

Sparkington, who had just dined with

them. She had said to her maid before

she came down to dinner, "Yes, at ten.

You know where." And the maid had

nodded her head and understood.

After dinner the conversation again

turned to the Pookah diamond. Lord

Damnley was beginning to thaw and ex-

pand under the genial influence of a

sumptuous dinner.

"Y'know", he was saying," I think

we've got something rather good at

last. Here's a note from Scotland Yard.

It says that they've got what they call

clues, all sorts of clues : a description of

the thief, his favorite haunts, his fads

and fancies, his address, in fact his

name. Let's see, what was it? Ah yes.

They said it was—

"

"Mr. Ebenezer Smith." announced

the butler as he flung open the door with

a lordly flourish.

Mr. Ebenezer Smith was a large

powerfully built young man with a

smooth round chin and steady gray eyes.

He entered like a breeze from his native

prairie or like a Wall Street broker.

"Good evening, folks. I think you

wanted to see me just now."

One felt that he was genial but busi-

ness like. Lord Damnley was propping

himself up on the edge of the table.

"Well I wanted to see you pretty near

as bad, I reckon. I know what you

want out of me and I'm here to deliver
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the goods. Not so fast, Friend," he

warned with a deprecating hand. '

' This

little girl here has promised to go back

to Amurrica with me. Now don't excite

yourself, and what's more don't you

move until you hear the front door

slam." And with that Smith flung

the glittering diamond at Lord Damn-

ley's feet, and missed them.

"That is the Great Pookah Diamond.

Gentlemen, goodnight.
'

'

With a courtly bow he backs himself

to the door. Quickly Amy slips out of

it. She is trembling with excitement.

The stairs swim away before her eyes.

But for the manly arm around her waist

she would stumble and fall. Now the

hall door is safely passed. Now she is

stowed in the taxi with the suitcases.

The taxi is dashing across London to-

wards Paddington as fast as its four

horse power can dash. Amy is safe at

last. So, I think, she faints.

If the tender hearted reader imagines

that Amy was permanently estranged

from her parent, let him be disabused.

Time heals many wounds and money
heals more. A few years later we hear

that Lord Damnley is thoroughly rec-

onciled with his daughter and his son-

in-law. He finds Newport not such a

bad place to spend his summers in, and

his one regret is that he did not come

to an understanding with his son-in-law

earlier.

COLORADO COLUMBINES
Caroline Bancroft

Columbines
Wait for us under pines and aspens
In the arroyo

Where maraposa lilies spread thin white cups
For afternoon tea.

The columbines are colonial ladies

Who drape their mauve and white gowns
Embroidered in gold

Across sofas

Of clustered maiden hair fern

To sip their tea and discreetly gossip.

The meadow through my cottage wTindow
Is a ballroom.

Those unsj^mmetrical galardias

With their opulent reds and yellows

Are over-dressed dowagers.

The harebells by the brook

Are shy young things in their first season

But the black-eyed susans have been 'out'

sometime.

The timothy grasses are the stagline

And the rose and white clover buds.

The popular girls.

All dancing to tunes of the wind and brook.



THE GOOSE-STEP
By Upton Sinclair

Mr. Upton Sinclair thinks that

American colleges and universities are

going to rack and ruin, and he seeks to

bring this idea of his to our attention

as forcibly as posible. Mr. Sinclair

made an intensive study of the seamy

and less familiar side of educational ad-

ministration, and he presents the in-

formation which he thus gained in 'The

Goose-Step'.

The title has a double signification.

It points to that condition of automatic

half-thought among students which is

colloquially known as ''being half-

baked", and to what Mr. Sinclair con-

siders a prime cause of this sad state

—

the fact that the professors, the trainers

of the student mind, are not allowed to

think for themselves or to foster the

habit of correct thinking in others. Ac-

cording to Mr. Sinclair, who knows more

about it than anyone else, * our institu-

tions of higher learning are run by cap-

italism, which, in seeking to protect its

own interests, not only dictates what

the student must learn but also dictates

what he shall not learn. Under this

system a one-sided view of affairs is pre-

sented to the student, and his opinions

are all safely ready-made for him.

The danger is obvious, and not en-

tirely unsuspected hitherto. No one

who has met George Babbitt the realtor

could have failed to recognize it, and to

deplore it. Now, Mr. Sinclair asserts,

and backs up his assertions with as

formidable an array of facts, names, and

figures as was ever seen, that he has

found the great evil underlying this

menace. Not that this great evil is a

new one, either; it is known to some

even of the half-baked that the last bev-

erage which Socrates enjoyed was a cup

of hemlock. But how many of the priv-

ileged listeners really benefited by what

they heard from that free-speaker ? Half

a dozen or so from all who heard him;

and the rest probably thought of him as

a funny fellow, kind of cracked, and so

homely it would make you laugh just to

look at him. The university has not

changed the spots of the Babbitt-leop-

ard ; it has only rendered the creature

a trifle obnoxious by making it vain of

those same spots.

The good which this book will do,

from the student point of view, is more

limited than Mr. Sinclair imagines. The

thinking student has already realized

the situation which Mr. Sinclair points

out, and the torpid student wont realize

it anyway. The thinking student obvi-

ates the danger by investigating for him-

self, and the other may as well accept

one set of opinions as another, for all

the good they do him ; and he can do as
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much harm by going blindly in one di-

rection as another. But even the think-

ing student had scarcely realized the

problem facing the faculty members as

so definite, so difficult, so wide-spread

as that which Mr. Sinclair reveals; and

so from this information a little more

understanding is gained.

Unfortunately Mr. Sinclair's method

of presentation is not calculated to

appeal to the reader's sympathy nor

sense of propriety. He is carried away

by his own feelings; he descends to per-

sonalities, revels in flashy witticisms,

indulges in absolute didacticism, and at-

tempts to prove the truth of his state-

ments by an overwhelming rush of facts,

not all of which are relevant. He ob-

scures his subject with his own person-

ality, and affords excellent examples of

the sins for which he is upbraiding his

antagonists. Repetition does not con-

stitute argument, nor does much noise

lead to persuasion; this loud-mouthed

talk offends the reader, rouses sympathy

for the victims of Mr. Sinclair's wrath,

and leads to the suspicion that his in-

vestigations were not carried on in an

entirely unprejudiced spirit. It is only

with a great deal of effort that the read-

er is able to subdue his own personal

feelings enough to attack the task of

determining the amount of truth in the

material presented. Whether or not it

is successful is propaganda, "The

Goose-Step" is an excellent test of its

reader's powers of discrimination and

reason.

There is a good deal of value in this

book, but there was never such an ex-

emplar of the proverb "Give a man
enough rope and he'll hang himself."

The most cautious conservative will be-

come an advocate of free speech for his

adversaries after reading "The Goose-

Step". —J. C.

* "How in the world did you find

that out? He told me so."

VICTORIA
By Knut Hansom

Color and warmth combine with

simple, expressive diction to make this

book highly readable. Different people

in a different place—as refreshing as it

is unusual.

A certain quaint brightness pervades

the whole book in spite of the fact that

the heroine dies of consumption in the

last chapter, for she lived in "The
Castle" and wore yellow dresses with

red hats. And the miller's son became

a poet. From childhood, he is real and

interesting.

The other characters are natural and

lovable and the atmosphere is developed

so well that one steps into the book

rather than bringing the people out of it.

Familiarity with the setting and great

love for it must lie behind this story so

vividly expressed, so kindly, so sunny.

It is written with a sure stroke, no halt-

ing of pen or heart, and the melancholy

of youth in love and death of the plot

is far less than the warmth of the coun-

try and the author.

Where The Blue Begins

Christopher Morley

Are you a Fugi who would object to

the befriending of three stray puppies

because you disliked—"well, the aroma

exhaled by those three children when

they have had a warm bath", or are

you a Gissing who would rise splendidly

to the situation, defending wobbly black

noses, the pinkness of the cleft between

toes, and "the most remarkable parallel
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ridges inside their jaws"? If you are b

Fugi, it is little less than criminal For

you to attempt to read When l)u Him

Begins, for you will automat ieally be-

eome analytical upon slightest exposure

to the story and its impossibilities.

You will remark to us, "I'm sorry, sir,

but when I opened this book there was

nothing said about— " well, about an

apartment -store, or a steam-roller, for

instance. We have warned you.

The predominant note in the book is

that of irresponsible zest—a receptive-

ness of mind, an awareness of things,

which accounts for the acute beauty of

many of the descriptions.

"In this warm summer weather, Gis-

sing slept on a little out-door balcony

that opened off the nursery. The world,

rolling in her majestic seaway heeled

her gunwale into the trough of space.

Disked upon this bulwark, the sun rose,

and promptly Gissing woke. The pop-

lars flittered in a cool stir. Beyond the

tadpole pond, through a notch in the

landscape, he could see the far darkness

of the hills. The fringe of words was

a railing that kept the sky from flood-

ing the earth.

"The level sun warily peering over

the edge like a cautious marksman, fired

golden volleys unerringly at him. At
once Gissing was aware and watchful.

Brief truce was over; the hopeless war

with Time began anew.

"

And again, with a passionate insight

which Fugi-ists would undoubtedly

point as an example of "sentimental-

ity,"

"There is a city so tall that even the

sky above her seems to have lifted in a

cautious remove, inconceivably far.

There is a city so proud, so mad, so

beautiful and young that even heaven

has retreated, lest her placid purity be

too nearly tempted by that brave tragic

spell. In the city which is maddest of

all, Gissing had eome t<> search for san-

ity. In the city bo strangely beautiful

that she has made even poets silent, he

had come to find a voice. In the city of

glorious OStenl and vanity, he had come

to look for humility and peace." It is

Qissing's, and hence Morley's, rare

sense of humor that balances the book

and lends a glorious sanity to it, which

defies the charge of sentimentality.

Bunks, Groups, and Yelpers, Gissing

names the puppies, and these three frol-

icsome scraps of dogmanity are sources

of obvious hilarity.
1

' Daddy, a keeto ! a keeto ! '

' came the

nightly cry to disturb the dreaming

philosopher on the sleeping-porch.

" 'Hot dog', cried Yelpers, 'some

hat ! ' '
' to the Bishop as he drove the

uncomfortable Gissing past his own
home.

A more subtle, humor, however, lies

in the note which the hero of our tale

leaves fastened to the steam-roller in

which he has just made a crashingly

successful, if peculiarly ingenuous

escape from the orthodox theologists who
pursued him from the pulpit.

'

' To Rev.

S. Dover Poodle, curate, this useful

steam-roller as a symbol of the theologic-

al mind."

The laughter of God! Here is the

underlying humor of the book. Gissing

says in his joyous, untrammeled, and

unorthodox sermon, "Truth of course

does not need our assistance; it can

afford to ignore our errors. But in this

quiet place, among the whispers of the

trees, I seem to have heard a discon-

certing sound. I have heard laughter

and I think it is the laughter of God."

With a great sane appreciation of this

laughter of God, Gissing "does the

world up" in store, in pulpit, on the

sea, always with a frightful zest, always
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consistently inconsistent, always true to

his ever-changing, ever-growing self; he

returns to his Groups, Bunks, and Yelp-

ers chastened, but not sobered. " 'Ah',

he said to himself, ' it is all very well to

wear a crown of thorns, and indeed

every sensitive creature carries one in

secret. But there are times when it

ought to be worn cocked over one ear?"

—H. L. H.

Indelible

Elliot Paul

Indelible, a first novel, is an example

of modern realism. It has no woven

plot nor interplay of circumstance, but

consists of the environments and ambi-

tions of two young musicians, and their

love-story.

Samuel Graydon is a boy brought up

in a suburb of Boston. He is the only

member of his family with artistic per-

ceptions, and his story told in the first

person, admirably displays the processes

of a mind unconventional but free of

self-consciousness. Lena Borofsky, im-

migrant daughter of a Jewish ragman,

is a more ideal portrait ; she is less com-

pletely exhibited, and the masculine

mind does not attempt the autobiograph-

ical method of exposition.

The handling of the stories of these

two is peculiarly effective ; but occasion-

ally the author's devices become too

obvious, and jar upon the reader.

Samuel's part of it is done very well;

his observations are natural, and intro-

duced naturally, and are of that sur-

prising acuteness and lack of acuteness

which one finds in an alert mind open

to casual imperssions. Especially do his

questionings and later distrust of the

slight philosophy of his mother and the

neighbors savor of actual youthful re-

flections. Lena's story is very sympa-

thetically told, but there is no such im-

pression of actuality in it. The author

himself, in this part of the book, makes

the comments which Samuel supplies

when he is speaking. This is annoying,

especially when, as frequently happens,

Mr. Paul's comments closely parallel

Samuel's, which of course spoils the illu-

sion that Samuel is a living being.

The comments in themselves, however,

are interesting, and a vital part of the

book. From them we realize more fully

than we could by direct description the

surroundings and acquaintances of

Samuel and Lena. And the surround-

ings are drawn truthfully, with no un-

due emphasis on one phase. In the

account of Lena's early life we read that

"a livery stable smells good on Pitts

Street" (which Samuel noticed later),

but "Lena's clothes were warm and

strong, and conformed to the prevailing

style on Pitts Street". Let us have

sympathy, but no sentimental tears ! In

like manner, the less important char-

acters are fairly treated—Martin Ma-

honey, the politician who deals in graft

higher up but is honest and generous

with his humble dependants; Mary,

Lena's friend, in her weakness and fi-

delity, the Levine family, of the older

and younger generations of Jews, and

Samuel's neighbor's and friends, indi-

cated by a few strokes.

Patent realism is here, but there is

also a feeling for things spiritual. This

is expressed in a trifle too labored a

manner at times, as when Mr. Paul stops

in the midst of his story to burst forth

lyrically concerning mirrors or Pippin

cigars. The idea of God seated at a roll-

top desk erasing weak souls from his

map of the world is not strikingly origi-

nal, nor is its presentation particularly

felicitous. But behind these songful

eruptions of philosophy there is a cer-
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tain sincerity which moves the reader

and so the purpose is achieved And

there is a more subtle spiritual atmos-

phere all through the book, in the striv-

ings of Samuel and Lena, in their in-

stinctive inclination for the finer things,

in the appreciation which is accorded the

meaner characters. In a period of ma-

terialism and pessimism, huhlibh

strikes a reassuring note as to the in-

domitable quality of the soul, which can

even toueh occasionally a young Ameri-

can author.

Druida
John T. Frederick

Fried pork, cold pork, cold pork, fried

pork—what an immense quantity of

pork they do consume in Druida, first

novel of John T. Frederick; and that is

the level of the entire book. Much de-

tail, the dreariest possible, fills its pages

with messy reality which painfully

lacks the leaven of sympathy or humor.

The plot is not noticeably new. The

beautiful young girl in most uncongen-

ial surroundings of rural ignorance un-

intentionally wrecks the lives of two

well-meaning men in her pursuit of

knowledge and the more beautiful

things of life, and then marries the boy

from the farm next door just as we
knew she would.

The first half of the book is interest-

ing and leads us hopefully on, for the

characters are extremely well delineated,

seem to live and breathe, and, though

unpleasant, are at least real. M rv

Ilorsfall, mother of Druida, restless and

moody, who has tasted simple Ixanty,

intellectual stimulus, and companion-

ship, and cannot forget, is a remarkable

piece o!' characterization, by tax the

most interesting in the book. Druida is

not real; she fails to convince. She who

should have shone out against the gray

background pales beside her mother and

arouses no feeling. So when Mrs. Hors-

lall drops abruptly out of the story by

way of gopher-poison, it sags. Why
finish the book?

For the most part, an atmosphere of

greasy sordidness hangs over this book,

unalleviated by any flashing spirit. The

country has no beauty; the people no

kindliness; the author may be familiar

with this setting, but he has no liking

for, no common bond with it, and desires

none.

In an amateurish way, characters

appear from nowhere as the situation

demands them and disappear unex-

plained when their use is over. Ama-

teurishly, how very, very good are the

few and how utterly horrid the many!

But there are several passages which

show real feeling and inspiration, beauty

and power of language, which are, we

hope, the sign of true worth to be de-

veloped in the future.

A little understanding will not cover

nearly as many literary sins as a little

love and perhaps by next time John T.

Frederick will have that. Then it will

be a book. —M. C. H.
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earless
IMPORTER

FORMERLY ON FIFTH AVENUE

Smart Attire
For Every Occasion

GOWNS DRESSES SUITS

COATS WRAPS BLOUSES

HATS FURS

Decisive Reductions

Now in effect on everything

Stearns Building
Two Eighty Nine Bridge St.

Springfield, Massachusetts



..-

The

David C. Coe

Shop

IMPORTERS

WOOL SCABFS AND MUFFLERS

WOOL SPOBT HOSE

SILK HOSE SILK-AND WOOL HOSE

ALLEN SOLLY HOSIERY

FOULARD HANDKERCHIEFS NOVELTY SWEATERS

In
The Coe Building,

t8 Vernon Street,

Springfield

NEW STYLES

Spring Footwear and

Hosiery

Different and Better

than ever before.

Oihcimar, $. (flhUus
INCORPORATED

273-279 High Street Holyoke

Watch for our monthly exhibits at

Plymouth Inn.

Make Somebody Happy

with

BECKMANNS CANDY
Mailed Promptly

Beckmann's
CANDY SHOP SODA SHOP

HEAVY SHOES REPAIRED

AT THE COLLEGE SHOP

233 Main Street

All Work Guaranteed

i — ii ^m i



"With All Thy Getting,

Get Understanding'

Amass stores of knowledge, cram your pretty head full

of facts and statistics, but never neglect the cultivation of

woman 's greatest asset—a charming personality ! And
having acquired it—see that your clothes express it—that

they reveal your inner loveliness, your grace, your refinement

and good taste.

The designers of House of Youth apparel have studied

particularly the requirements of the girl at college, and every

suit, coat and dress that bears the House of Youth label will

be your silent partner in radiating fresh, youthful charm.

Get your copy of

"SUCCESS IN
DRESS", — the

new House of

Youth Fashion

Magazine, either

from the House of

Youth Store or

from us direct.

THE HOUSE OF YOUTH
38 East 29th Street, New York

3 Avenu-e De L'Opera, Paris

A smart shop

near you is now
featuring House
of Youth Styles

for Spring. If

you do not find it

easily, WTite us.



PLYMOUTH INN
W. A. SENNA, Manager

Cor. West and Green StreetB

European Plan, $2.00 up

Visit Our Tea Room

On the approved list of Smith College

C N^FITTS

Students

Room Furnishings

137 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

We invite the attention of Smith

College students to our line of Wright

& Ditson Golf Clubs, Balls and Bags;

Tennis Rackets, Balls and Nets. Dis-

criminating buyers know the value of

our lines.

Foster-Farrar Company

Fine Shoe Repairing

Done at Reasonable Prices at the

Electric Shoe

Repairing Shop
FRANK MIENTKA

15 Masonic St., Northampton

E. J. Gare & Son

JEWELERS

112 Main Street

Northampton, Mass.

FORD
The Universal Car

Show Room and Parts Department

24 Center Street

Tel. 470

Service and Repairs

Hotel Garage, Rear 203 Main St.

Tel. 187

CHASE MOTOR CO



CADILLAC DODGE BROS.

Northampton Garage Co.

Next to P. O.

TAXI and RENTAL SERVICE

Tete. 8240—583

TheMary Marguerite
TEA ROOM AND FOOD SHOP

21 State St.

Luncheons and Supper 11 to 6.30

Accommodations made for private

dinner parties

When you want

BIRTHDAY GIFTS

or

BRIDGE PRIZES

Come to us.

We have always a nice assortment on

hand directly from Japan and China

including

:

Lamps, Baskets, Beads, Jewelries, Old-

Embroideries, China and Wooden Wares,

Laquor Works and various other novelties.

T. ONO & COMPANY
14 Center Street, Northampton

Telephone 1253-W

FOR SPORTS

SNAPPY TOGS
APLENTY

The Sports costume answers unusual requirements these days. Besides
lending itself to the greater outdoor activities, general picturesqueness

is prevalent. Color provides the new note this season, and throughout our
Sports Section you will find evidences of shades oriental and new com-
bined in harmonious contrast. Too, new stylings and new fabrics en-

hance the charm of their adaptation. Togs in many versions

for your selection.

SWEATERS SUITS HATS
PLEATED SKIRTS

And Accessories that speak of individuality achieved—
Bandanas,—Sports Hose,—Oxfords— 'Kerchiefs.

Alhett #tetger (^ompang

$ptttt0fielb. Mass.



Compliment Your Friends

with Flowers—A gift of flowers is

a compliment that cannot be
misunderstood. I9epartm?nt

Butler <Sl Ullman

E. ALBERTS
Correct College Footwear

"RADIO BOOTS"
For every occasion

"On in a flash, off in a flash"

"The Store Nearest the College"

241 MAIN STREET

The Draper

Northampton's Leading Hotel

WM. M. KIMBALL, Proprietor

EUROPEAN PLAJT

Northampton, Mass.

Commencement Gifts

There is nothing better than a

book. You will find a
good selection

at

COMMENCEMENT
GIFTS

at

BRIDGMAN & LYMAN
108 Main Street

Gifts That Last

JAMES BERRY
JEWELER

Official Watch Inspector

N. Y., N. H. A H. R. R.

Draper Hotel Building

161 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

JULIA B. CAHILL
219 Main Street

Specializing in

—

BLOUSES
TOPLESS CORSETS

BANDEAUX
Hand-made Underwear

Separate Skirts Hosiery

Compliments of

Bon Marche*



You will never regret trading at

the

BOSTON FRUIT STORE
M. Giuffre & Co.

The Pioneer Fruit House of

Northampton

Tel. 370 235 Main Street

Northampton
Commercial College

Offers courses which give a

thorough technical training

to those who desire

Secretarial Positions

Positions as Commercial Teachers

Private lessons night or day

Send for catalogue

Tel. 80 Day and Night Service

College Taxi Co.
Successor to Hiatt Taxi Co.

WM. G. MAHAE, Mgr.

Taxi,

Touring Car

and

Limousine

SERVICE

Office: 188 Main St., Northampton

All makes

Standard and Portable Typewriters

Sold, Rented, Repaired. Supplies.

CORONA agency.

76 Pleasant Street

NORTHAMPTON - MASSACHUSETTS

LAMBIE'S
We specialize in the following

merchandise for College Girls:

Corsets,

Silk Underwear,

Blouses, Silks,

Dress Trimmings

Neckwear, Hosiery,

Draperies, Coats

and Suits

AgenU for

Lewandos Dye House

J. E. Lambie & Co.
92 Main Street
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TODD'S
J
Winter time Hosiery foi tlio Smith Girl!

! Complete, oen linos of winter Hosiery

| for Shorts and School wear.

PTPQT NATIONAL BANK
rilSul NORTHAMPTON

TV* Bank ©n tn* Comw

j
Woolen Sport and Silk Hosiery de luxe in

J
attractive mixtures and a variety of

j colors.

1 Woolen clocked hosiery in popular favor

I for Sports wear this Winter—predict the

1 fashion magazines.

Quality—Fair Prices—Service.

TODD'S

The Copper Kettle

Has reopened and is serving |

Breakfast Teas
j

Luncheon Supper
j

Dinner Parties Ordered in Advance

Fudge Cake Mail Orders Promptly Filled
J

Harper Method
Hair Dressing

|
Shampooing, Treatments, Manicuring

Bob Hair Cutting
i Marcel Waving Water Waving

Facial Massage

Northampton National Bank
J

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.

The Bank for Everybody

R. L. SUTHERLAND
Nonotuck National Bank Building

78 Main Street

We solicit your account

GRUEN—
the mark of Highest Artistry mUctjeU-Seikitt

PHOTOGRAPHERS

to Smith Seniors 1922 and 1923

Tel. 1753 241 Main St.

SPECIAL BATES TO STUDENTS

ARTHUR P. WOOD
The Jewel Store

also the

Watch and Clock Hospital

|
197 Main St., Opp. City Hall

Tel. 1307-M,



JUST SAY, CHARGE IT
Your account is solicited at this long-

established good shop. You will like our
fine work, prompt service and

reasonable charges.

You can rely on

WITHERELL'S
for the test

Dry Cleaning, Dyeing, Remodeling,
Repairing and Pressing

of all garments.
Phone 1392 and our motor will call.

199 Main St., opp. City Hall
Look for the Yellow Signs

WE
THE G. W. LAYTHE SHOE CO.

cordially invite the students and faculty

of Smith College to make our store their

down-town meeting place. A pleasant

place to meet one's companions. Our

telephone at your disposal.

Next door to Western Union.

Shoes, Hosiery and Rubbers of Quality.

MARCEL WATER WAVE

Celia M, Belanger
HAIRDRESSER

TeL 688-W

277 MAIN ST., NORTHAMPTON

Scalp Treatment Shampooing

SCHULTZ, Inc.

Marcel Waving Manicuring

PLYMOUTH INN

223 Main St. Northampton, Mass.

Can we serve you in sheet music,

grafonola records, ukeleles, strings,

etcf We will be pleased to fill either

from stock or by special order, any of

your musical wants at New York and

Boston discount rates. Prompt delivery

service to your address.

WHITE'S MUSIC SHOP
Northampton.

Phone: Postal Telegraph 185 Main St.

FEDERAL
System of Bakeries

169 Main Street

Draper Hotel Building

Everything in baked goods

Federal quality.

Open or Closed Packards for Hire

City Taxicab Co.
TEL. 96-W

Draper Bldg., Edw. Sarazin, Prop.

You Can Depend on Our Service



ELECTRICAL

APPLIANCES

Make

SENSIBLE GIFTS

Used by the whole family all the

year around.

NORTHAMPTON ELECTRIC LIGHTING CO.

BOYDEN'S
196 Main Street

Tel. 33

Come to Us

for a

REAL STEAK DINNER

Open 8 a. m. to 9 p. m.

POLO JUMPING

High Schooled Lessons

Saddle Horses, Polo Ponies

and Jumping always on sale.

Phone 191-R



The Smith College Monthly is published at Northampton, Mass., each month

from October to June, inclusive. Terms $1.75 a year. Single copies 25tf.

Subscriptions may be sent to Elizabeth Boorum, 30 Belmont Avenue.

Contributions may be left in the Monthly box in the Note Boom.

Tables of Contents for the year 1919-1920 will be sent upon request.

Entered at the Post Office at Northampton, Massachusetts, as second class matter

Metcalf Printing Company, Northampton, Mass.

"Acceptance for mailing at special rates of postage provided for in Section 1103,

Act of October 3, 1917. Authorized October 31, 1918."














